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Oberwolfach Meeting Reports
1997

1. Mathematische Optimierung
Organizers: John E. Dennis, Houston

Bemhard Korte, Bonn
Klaus Ritter, München

2. Transport Theory and Statistical Mechanics
Organizers: Eric Carlen, Atlanta

Ruedi Seiler, Berlin

3. Finite Fields: Theory and Computation
Organizers: Joachim von zur Gathen, Paderbom

_ Igor E. Shparlinski, North Ryde

-4. Mathematical Aspects of Computational Fluid Dynamics
Organizers: Claes Johnson, Göteborg

Keith W. Morton, Oxford
Rolf C. Rannacher, Heidelberg

5. Punktprozesse: Modelle und Anwendungen·
Organizers: Klaus Krickeberg, Paris

Yoshihiko Ogata, Tokyo
Rolf-Dieter Reiß, Siegen

6. Automorphic Fonns and Geometry
Organizers: Stephen S. Kudla, College Park

Joachim Schwermer, Eichstätt

7. Adaptive Methoden für partielle Differentialgleichungen
Organizers: Randolph E. Bank, La Jolla

Gabriel Wittum, Stuttgart
Harry Yserentant, Tübingen

8. Medical Statistics: Mathematical Models for Diagnosis and Prognosis
Organizers: Mitchell H. Gail; Rockville

Helmut Schäfer, Marburg

a' Quantenfeldtheorie und Wellenfronten
'.rganizers: Klaus Fredenhagen, Hamburg

Bert-Wolfgang Schulze, Potsdam
Eberhard Zeidler, Leipzig

10. Mathematische Stochastik
Organizers: Jürgen Gärtner, Berlin

Richard D. Gilt, Utrecht
Enno Mammen, Heidelberg

11. Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen
Organizers: Jean Mawhin, Louvain-Ia-Neuve

Klaus Schmitt, Sah Lake City
Hans-Otto Walther, Gießen

05.01. - 11.01.1997

12.01. - 18.01.1997

19.01. - 25.01.1997

26.01. - 01.02.1997

02.02. - 08.02.] 997

09.02. - 15.02.1997

1"6.02. - 22.02.1997

23.02.·01.03.1997

02.03. - 08.03.1997

09.03. - 15.03.1997

16.03. - 22.03.1997
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J2. Reelle algebraische Geometrie
Organizers: Ludwig Bröcker, Münster

Michel Coste, Rennes
Manfred Knebusch, Regensburg

13. Schubert Varieties; Geometry, Algebra and Combinatorics
Organizers: William Fulton, Chicago

Alain Lascoux, Paris
Piotr Pragazc, BonnlWarszawa

14. Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema: Die Riemannsche Zeta-Funktion
Organizers: Jörg Brüdern, Stuttgart

Alexander Goncharov, Cambridge
Günter Harder, Bonn

15. Numerical Linear Algebra and Scientific Computing
Organizers: Gene H. Golub, Stanford

Wilhelm Niethammer, KarJsruhe
RichardS. Varga, Kent

16. Pseudodifferential Operators and Microlocal Analysis
Organizers: Michael Beals, New Brunswick

Bernhard Gramsch, Mainz
Bert-Wolfgang Schulze, Potsdam
Harold Widorn, Santa Cruz

17. Gruppentheorie: Strukturtheorie der endlichen einfachen Gruppen und
ihre Anwendungen

Organizers: Martin W. Liebeck, London
Bemd Stellmacher, Kiel
Gemot Stroth, Halle

18. Harmonische Analyse und Darstellungstheorie topologischer Gruppen
Organizers: Roger E. Howe, New Haven

Eberhard Kaniuth, Paderborn
G: Schiffmann, Strasbourg

19. Numerische Methoden der Approximationstheorie
Organizers: Dietrich Braess, Bochum

Larry L. Schumaker, Nashville

20. Diskrete Geometrie
Organizers: Ludwig W. Danzer, Dortmund

Egon Schulte, Boston
Geoffrey C. Shephard, Norwich

21. Computational Group Theory
Organizers: Michael F. Newman, Canberra

Herbert Pahlings, Aachen

22. Differentialgeometrie im Großen
Organiiers: Wemer Ballmann, Bonn

Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, Bures
Wolfgang ZiHer, Philadelphia

23.03. - 29.03.1997

31.03. - 05.04.1997

06.04. - 12.04.1997

13.04. - 19.04.1ge,

20.04. - 26.04.1997

27.04. - 03.05.1997

04.05. - 10.05.1997

11.05. - 17.05.1997

25.05. - 31.05.19";

01.06. - 07.06.1997

08.06. - 14.06.1997
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23. Galois Groups and Fundamental Groups
Organizers: David Harbater, Philadelphia

Yasutaka Ihara, Kyoto
B. Heinrich Matzat, Heidelberg

24. Mathematical Continuum Mechanies
Organizers: John M. Ball, Edinburgh

Richard D. James, Minneapolis
Alexander Mielke, Hannover

25. Nonlinear Evolution Equations
Organizers: Sergiu Klainennan, Princeton

Michael Struwe, Zürich

26. Partielle Differentialgleichungen
_ Organizers: L. Craig Evans, Berkeley
_ Gerhard Huisken, Tübingen

Leon M. Simon, Stanford

27. Dynamische Systeme
Organizers: Helmut W. Hofer, Zürich

Jean-Christophe Yoccoz, Palaiseau
Eduard Zehnder, Zürich

28. Algebraische Zahlentheorie
Organizers: Christopher Deninger, Münster

Gerhard Frey, Essen
Peler Schneider, Münster
Anthony J. Scholl, Durham

29. Large Time Behavior in DynamicaI Systems: Analysis and Numerics
Organizers: Klaus Böhmer, Marburg

Bemold Fiedler, Berlin
John Guckenheimer, Ithaca

30. Effiziente Algorithmen
Organizers: Zvi Galil. New York

Kurt Mehlhom. Saarbrücken

31. Stability for Classical and Non-Newtonian Fluids
allrganizers: Giovanni P. Galdi, Ferrara
_ Kumbakanam R. RajagopaJ, Piusburgh

Wolf von Wahl, Bayreuth

32. Noncommutative Algebra and Representation Theory
Organizers: Gerhard Michler, Essen

Lance W. Small, La Jolla

33. Complex Geometry: Relations with Mathematical Physics
Organizers: Amaud Beauville, Paris

Fabrizio Catanese, Pisa
Eduard J.N. Looijenga, Utrecht
Christian Okonek, Zürich

15.06. - 21.06.1997

22.06. - 28.06.1997

29.06. - 05.07.1997

06.07. - 12.07.1997

13.07.-19.07.1997

20.07. - 26.07. J997

27.07. - 02.08.1999

03".08. - 09.08.1997

10.08. - 16.08.1997

17.08. - 23.08.1997

24.08. - 30.08.1997

34. Topologie
Organ izers: Robion C. Kirby, Berkeley

Wolfgang Lück, Mainz
EImer G. Rees, Edinburgh

31.08. - 06.09.1997
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35. Niedrigdimensionale Topologie
Organizers: Michel Boileau, Toulouse

Klaus Johannson, Knoxville
Heiner Zieschang, Bochum

36. Stochastic Analysis in Finance and Insurance
Organizers: Darrel Duffie, Stanford

·Paul Embrechts, Zürich
Hans Föllmer, Berlin

37. Darstellungstheorie endlich-dimensionaler Aigebren
Organizers: Idun Reiten, Dragvoll

Claus Michael Ringel, Bielefeld

38. Random Graphs and Combinatorial Structures
Organizers: Andrew D. Barbour, Zürich

Bela Bollobas, Cambridge
logo Wegener, Dortmund

39. Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema: Mirror Symmetry
Organizers: Victor V. Batyrev, Tübingen

Jurii Ivanovic Manin, Bonn
Duco van Straten, Mainz

40. Nonlinear Systems, Solitons and Geometry
Organizers: Mark J. Ablowitz, Boulder

Benno Fuchssteiner, Paderborn
Martin D. Kruskal, Princeton
Vladimir B. Matveev, S1. Petershurg

41. Combinatorial Convexity and Aigebraic Geometry
Organizers: Günter Ewald, Bochum

Peter McMullen, London
Tadao Oda, Sendai
Richard Stanley, Cambridge

42. Einhüllende Algebren und Darstellungstheorie
Organizers: Walter Borho, Wuppertal

Michel Dufto, Paris
Anthony Joseph, Paris
Rudolf Rentschler, Paris

43. Technisch wissenschaftliches Hochleistungsrechnen
Organizers: Franz Durst, Erlangen

Roland Glowinski, Houston
Christoph Zenger, München

44. Konvexgeometrie
Organizers: Paul R. Goodey, Nonnan

Peter M. Grober, Wien

45. Probability and Analysis in the Context of Mathematical Physics and Biology
Organizers: Andreas Greven, Erlangen

Frank den Hollander, Nijmegen

07.09. - 13.09.1997

14.09. - 20.09.1997

21.09. - 27.09.1997

28.09. - 04. 10.1911t

05.10. - 11.10.1997

19.10. - 25.10.1997

26.10. - 01.11.1997

02.11. - 08.1 I. 1997

09.11. - 15.11.1997

07.12. - 13.12.1997

14.]2. - 20.]2.1997

/-
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Alphabetic List of all Participants of Oberwolfach Meetings 1997

Beh~nd each name you find the numbers of the meetings which the participant attended.

Baake. Michael (TübingenID) 20

Babich, Mikhail V. (LeipzigID) 40

Babson. Erie (SeattielUSA) 41

Baddeley, Robert W. (Leicester/GB) 17

Baggett. Lawrence (BoulderIUSA) 18

Bai, Zhaojun (LexingtonlUSA) 15

Baillon, Jean-Bemard (Villeurbanne/F) 45

Haines. Mike J. (Reading/GB) 4

Baker. Mark D. (Rennes/F) 35

Baldoni Silva. Maria W. (Povoll) 18
Baldus, Frank 16

Balke, Ludwig (BonnID) 20

Ball. John M. (OxfordlGB) 24

8allmann. Wemer (BonnfD) 22

Banaszak. Grzegorz (PoznanlPOLAND) 28
Bangert. Vietor (Freiburg/D) 22, 27

Bank, Randolph E. (La JollalUSA) 7

Bänseh, Eberhard (BremenfD) 4, 7

Bär, Christian (Freiburg/D) 22

Barannikov. Sergey (Bures-sur-YvetteIF) 39

Barany, Imre (BudapestlH) 20.44

Baratchart. Laurent (Sophia Antipolis/F) 19

Barkley. Dwight (Coventry/GB) 29

Bamdorff-Nielsen, Oie E. (AarhusIDK) 36

Barteis. Hans·Jochen (MannheimID) 36

Barthel. Gottfried (KonstanliD) 41

Bartocei. Claudio (GenovalI) 33,39

Bartsch, Thomas (GießenID) I1

Bastian. Peter (HeidelbergID) 7

Baszenski. Günter (DortmundID) 19

Batyrev. Vietor V. (TübingenID) 39

Bauer, Stefan Alois (BielefeldID) 34

Baues, Hans Joachim (BonnID) 37

Baumeister. Barbara (London/GB) 17

Bavula, Vladimir (WilrijklB) 32

Baxa, Christoph (Wien/A) 14

Bayer, Margaret M. (LawrencelUSA) 41

Bayer-Auckiger, Eva (BesanconlF) 23

Beals, Miehael (New BrunswieklUSA) 16

Beals, Roben (TucsonlUSA) 21

Beatson, Riek K. (Christehurch/NEW ZEALAND) 19

Beauville, Amaud (Paris/F) 33

Becker. Eberhard (DortmundID) 12

Becker. Roland (Heidelberg/D) 4

Begg. Colin B. (New YorklUSA) 8
Bekka. M. Bachir (MünchenID) 18

Bellissard, Jean V. (Marseille/F) 2

Bemelmans. Josef (AachenfD) 26

Ben Arolls, Gerard (Lausanne/CH) 10. 45

Bender, Helmut (KiellD) 17

Benichou. Jacques (Bethesda/USA) 8

A'Campo. Annette (Konstanz/D)

Aase. Knut K. (Bergen-SandvikenlNL)

Abbas, Casim (Zürich/CH)

Abhyankar. Shreeram (West LafayettelUSA)

Ablowitz, Mark J. (BoulderIUSA)

Abresch, Uwe (BochumID)

Acquistapace. Francesca (PisalI)

Adler, Christian (HamburgID)

Agarwal. Pankaj (DurhamlUSA)

Ahlswede. Rudolf (BielefeldID)e Aizenman. Michael (PrincetonlUSA)

Alber. Hans·Dieter (DarmstadtID)

Alberti, Giovanni (Pisa/I)

Alberts. David (HalleID)

Albrecht, Christoph (BonnID)

Alesker. Semyon (Tel AvivIISRAEL)

Alev. Jacque~ (ReimsIF)

Alexander. Jay C. (College ParkIUSA)

Alfeld, Peter (Salt Lake City/USA)

Ali Mehmeti, Felix (MainzlD)

Alm, Sven Erick (UppsalalS)

Alonso, Maria Emilia (MadridlE)

Altman. Douglas (OxfordlGB)

Altmann. Klaus (Berlin/D)

Amann. Herbert (Zürich/CH)

Ambrosio. Luigi (PavialI)

Ammar. Gregory S. (DeKalblUSA)

Andenmatten, Michel (Zürich/CH)

Andersen. Per Kragh (KobenhavnIDK)

Andersen, Henning Haahr (AarhusIDK)

Andersen, lorgen (AarhusIDK)

Anderson, Laura (College Station/USA)

Andradas. Carlos (MadridlE)

Andrews, Ben (CanberraiAUSTRALlA)

Angeleri-Hügel. Lidia (MünchentD)

AAngenent. Sigurd B. (Madison/USA)

• Anhalt, Christopher (B~nnID)

Antman. Stuart S. (College ParkIUSA)

Apostolico, Alberto (Padovall)

Appl~gate.David (Houston/USA)

Araki, Huzihiro (Chiba-ken/JAPAN)

Arjas. Elja (OululSF)

Amold, Anton (BerlinID)

Arora. Sanjeev (PrincetonlUSA)

Artzner. Philippe (StrasbourglF)

Asada. Mamoru (KyotoIJAPAN)

Asch. Joachim (BerlinID)

Aschbaeher. Michael (PasadenalUSA)

Ashwin. Peter (GuildfordlGB)

Assem. Ibrahim (Sherbrooke, QuebeclCANADA)

Atkinson, Michael D. (St. AndrewslGB)

Avramidi.lvan (GreifswaldID)

Avron, Josi (HaifalISRAEL)

41

36
27

17,23

40
22

12

39

30
38

2

24

24

30

I

44

32.42

29

19

16

38

12

8

39.41

31

24

15

27

8
37,42

34

41

12
26

32

25,27

1
24

30

I

9

5
2
30

36

23

2
17

29

37

21

9
2

Axelsson, Owe (NijmegenINL) 15



Benson. ChaJ F. (St. Louis/USA)

Benzi. Micheie (ToulouseIF)

Beran, Rudolf 1. (Berkeley/USA)

Berard. Pierre (Saint-Martin-d'HeresIF)

Berard-Bergery. Lionel (Vandoeuvre les NancylF)

van den Berg, Michel (DiepenbeeklB)

van den Berg. Michiel (BristoUGB)

Berger, Marcel (Bures-sur-YvetteIF)

Van den ßergh. Michel (DiepenbeekJB)

Berr, Ralph (DortmundID)

Betten. Anton (BayreuthID)

Bey, Jürgen (TübingenID)

Beyn. Wolf-Jürgen (BielefeldID)

Bezard, Max (ParisIF)

Bezdek, Andras (AuburnlUSA)

Bezdek, Karoly (BudapestlH)

Bialy, Misha L. (Ramat-AvivßSRAEL)

Biane. Philippe (ParislF)

Billera, Louis 1. (lthaca/USA)

BilIey. Sara C. (La JollalUSA)

Biquard. Olivier (PalaiseauIF)

Binnan, Mikhail S. (St. PetersburgIRUSSIA)

Bimir, Bjorn (Santa BarbaralUSA)

Biskup, Marek (Nijmegen/NL)

Bixby. Robert E. (Houstün/USA)

Björk, Tomas (StockholmlS)

Björck, Ake (LinköpinglS)

Björner, Anders (StockholmlS)

Black, Elena (PhiladelphialUSA)

Bleher, Pavel (IndianapolislUSA)

Bohenko, Alexander I. (St. PetersburgIRUSSIA)

Böcherer. Siegfried (MannheimlD)

Bochnak, Jacek (AmsterdamINL)

Bödigheimer, Carl-Friedrich (BonnID)

Böckle. Gebhard (Essen/D)

Böhm. Christoph (AugsburgID)

Böger. Erwin (BochurnlD)

Boggi, Marco (UtrechtlNL)

Böhmer. Klaus (MarburgID)

Boileau, Michel (Toulouse/F)

Baiti, Marco (Leccell)

Bokowski. Jürgen (DarmstadtID)

Boley. Daniel (MinneapolisIUSA)

Bollobas, Bela (MemphislUSA)

Bollow. Norbert (Zürich/eH)

Bolthausen. Erwin (Zürich/eH)

van Bon. John (RendelI)

de Boor, Carl (MadisonlUSA)

Borchers. Hans-Jilrgen (GöttingenID)

Bordag. Ljudmila A. (LeipzigID)

Bordemann, Martin (FreiburgID)

Borgan. Ornulf (OslolN)

Borgs, Christian (Redmond/USA)

Borho, Walter (WuppertallD)

Böröczky Jr.• Karoly (BudapestlH)

Bost. Jean-Benoit (OrsaYIF)

Botchev, Mikhail A. (UtrechtlNL)

Bourguignon, lean-Pierre (Hures-sur-YvetteIF)

Bautet de Monvel. Louis (ParislF)

Bouw, Irene (UtrechtlNL)

18

15

10

22

22

32

45

22

42

12

21

7
29

16

20

20

27

]0

41

13
22

16

29

45

1
36

15

41

23

45

40

6
12

34

14

22

41

33

29

35

40
20
15

38

25
10.45

17
19

9

40
40

8
2
42
20.44
28

15

22
16

23
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Bovier, Anton (BerlinID)

Bowditch, Brian H. (Parkville.

Victoria/AUSTRALJA)

Boyer, Steven (MontreaIlCANADA)

Bracho. Javier (Mexico/MEXICO)

Braess. Dietrich (BochurnlD)

Braides. Andrea (Bresciall)

Branson, Thomas P. (Iowa City/USA)

Braun. Amiram (HaifallSRAEL)

Braungardt, Volker (KarlsruheJD)

Braverman, Alexander (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)

Brehm, Ulrich (Dresden/D)

Breiman, Leo (Berkeley/USA)

Brenner, Philip (GöteborglS)

Brenner. Gunther

Brenti, Francesco (Romall)

Sreuer, Michael (ErlangenID)

Brezinski. Claude (Villeneuve d'Ascq/F)

Bricmont, Jean (Louvain-Ia-NeuvelB)

Bridson, Martin R. (OxfordlGB)

Brightwell. Graham R. (London/GB)

Brink. Brigitte (Gießen/D)

Brion. Michel (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F)

Bröcker, Ludwig (MünsterlD)

Brodal, Gerth (SaarbrückenID)

Broglia, Fabrizio (Pisa/I)

Brönnimann, Herve (Sophia AntipolislF)

Bros, Jacques (Gif-sur-YvetteIF)

Brown. Ken A. (Glasgow/GB)

Brüdern. Jörg (StuttgartlD)

Brühl, Martin (KarlsruhelD)

Brüstle. Thomas (BielefeldID)

Brunetti. Romeo (HamburglD)

Bruno, Oscar P. (PasadenalUSA)

Bruns. Winfried (OsnabrilckID)

Brussee, Rogier (Leiden/NL)

. Bruzzo, Ugo (GenovalI)

Bryant. Robert (DurhamlUSA)

Buchholz, Thilo (PotsdamlD)

Buchner. Michael A. (AlbuquerquelUSA)

Buchta, Christian (Wien/A)

Buckdahn, Rainer (BerlinID)

Bilger. Matthias (GießenID)

Bühler, Friedhelm (AachenID)

Buekenhout, Francis (BruxelleslB)

Bühlmann, Hans (Zürich/CH)

Buhmann, Martin D. (DortmundlD)

Bulgakov, Aider Y. (KonyaffURKEY)

Bungartz. Hans-Joachim (MünchenID)

Bunimovich. Leonid A. (MoscowIRUSSIA)

Bunke, Ulrich (GöttingenID)

Bunse-Gerstner, Angelika (BremenID)

Burago, Dmitrii Yuri (St. PetersburgIRUSSIA)

Burde, Gerhard (FrankfurtlD)

Burdzy. Krzysztof (SeattlelUSA)

Burgiel. Heidi (Chicago/USA)

Burkard, Rainer E. (GrazlA)

Buslaev, Vladimir (S1. PetersburgIRUSSIA)

Busse, Friedrich H. (BayreuthID)

Byrd. Richard (Boulder/USA)

10

35

35 .

20

7,19,43

24

18

32

39

42

20
8
25

43

13

43

15

2

35

38

17
13,41

12

30

12

30

9

32

14

15

32.37

9

24

41

33

33

22

16

12

44

36

11

J4
20

36

19

15

43

2
34

15

22

35

45

20

I

16

31

I



Cortes, Vicente (BonnID) 22

Coste. Michel (RenneslF) 12

Couveignes. Jean-Mare (TaJencelF) 23

Cowling, Michael (Sydney. NSW/AUSTRALIA) 18

Cox. John Theodore (Vancouver/CANADA) 45

Craig. Walter L. (ProvidencelUSA) 16

Crawley-Boevey, William (LeedslGB) 32

Croke. Chris B. (Philadelphia/USA) 22

Cuccagna, Scipio (PrincetonlUSA) 25

Cunningham, William H. (Waterloo. I

Ontario/CANADA)

Cunis. Robert T. (BirminghamlGB) 17

CaJabi, Eugenio (PhiladelphialUSA)

Caldern. Philippe (Villeurbanne/F)

Calogero, Francesco (RomalI)

Calvetti. Daniela (ClevelandlUSA)

Campbell. Gregory (RockvilielUSA)

Campes, luan (GranadalE)

Cappell. Sylvain (New YorklUSA)

Caps. Oliver

Cara. Philippe (BruxelleslB)

Caranti. Andre (Povoll)

Carayol. Henri (StrasbourglF)

Carlen. Eric (AtlantalUSA)

. Carlson, Ion F. (AthenslUSA)

Carr, lack (EdinburghlGB)

Carrell, lim B. (Vancouver/CANADA)a Carstensen. Carsten (KiellD)

., Carvalho. Maria C. (LisboaIP)

Catoni. Olivier (ParislF)

CeHer. Frank (AachenID)

Chan. Tony F. (Los AngelesiUSA)

Chan. Clara (Princeton/USA)

Chan. Raymond H. (Sh~tin/HONG KONG)

Chan. Terence (EdinburghlGB)

Charbonnel. lcan-Yves (ParislF)

Chan, Vyjayanthi (RiversidelUSA)

Chayes. Jennifer (RedmondlUSA)

Chazelle, Bemard (PrincetonlUSA)

Chemla. Sophie (ParisIF)

Chen, Louis H.Y. (Singapore/SINGAPORE)

Chenciner. Alain (ParisIF) .

Cheriyan. Joseph (Waterloo/CANADA)

Chennak, Andrew L. (Manhattan/USA)

Chossat. Pascal (ValbonneIF)

Chrusciel. Piotr T. (ToursIF)

Chvatal, Vasek (New BrunswicklUSA)

Ciocan-Fontanine, Ionut (DjursholmlS)

Clarkson, Peter A. (Canterbury/GB)

Clement. PhiJippe (DelfUNL)

Clerc. lean-Louis (Vandoeuvre les NancylF)

Clozel, Laurent (OrsaylF)

_ Cobum. Lewis A. (BuffalolUSA)

., Coelho, Flavio Ulhoa (Sao PauJo/BRAZIL)

Coffman. Adam (ChicagoIUSA)

Cogdell, lames W. (StillwaterIUSA)

Cohen. RaJph (StanfordlUSA)

Cohen. Arjeh M. (EindhovenINL)

Cohen, Albert (ParislF)

Cohen. Stephen D. (Glasgow/GB)

Colding. Tobias Hold, (New YorklUSA)

Colesanti, Andrea (Firenzell)

Collins. Linda Brant (AmeslUSA)

Colliot-Thelene, lean-Louis (OrsaylF)

Comets, Francis M. (ParislF)

Conder. Marston (AucklandINEW ZEALAND)

Conn, Andrew R. (Waterloo/CANADA)

Connelly. Roben (lthacalUSA)

Constantin. Adrian (BaseVCH)

Cook. William 1. (Houston/USA)

Cooperman. Gene (Boston/USA)
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34
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2
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1
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Dahlke, Stephan (AachenID)

Dahmen. Wolfgang (AachenID)

Dais, Dimitrios I. (TübingenID)

Dalelane. Clementine (BeriinID)

Daley, Daryl l. (Canberra/AUSTRALlA)

Damek, Ewa (WroclawIPOLAND)

Dannegger, Felix (MünchenID)

Danzer, Ludwig W. (DonmundID)

Davis. Richard A. (Fort CollinslUSAf

Davis. Michael W. (ColumbuslUSA) .

Dawson, Donald A. (TorontolCANADA)

Debes, Pierre (Villeneuve d'Ascq./F)

Deckelnick. Klaus (Freiburg/D)

Deitmar, Anton (Heidelberg/D)

Delbaen, Freddy (BruxellesIB)

Delgado, Albeno L. (ManhattanlUSA)

Delgado Friedrichs, Olaf (BielefeldID)

Dellnitz. Michael (BayreuthID)

Delzell, Charles N. (Baton Rouge/USA)

Demoulini, Sophia (Cambridge/GB)

Deng, Bangming (BielefeldID)
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Mathematische Optimierung
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This year's meeting on Mathematieal Optimization bad been organized by John
E. Dennis (Houston), Bernhard Korte (Bann), and Klaus Ritter (Munieh). Compared
to earHer meetings, the size of the group - 35 participants from ten countries - was
redueed. This helped to schedule fewer (27) but longer talks which was supportedby
the participants.

Strong interest in real world problems has marked- one of the main trends of the
nleeting: VLSI-design , economic equilibrum problems, power plant coordination, or
helicopter rotor design were fouod among the applications. Since maoy of these
industrial applications are neither purely discrete nor purely continous, this trend
increases the interaction between the two areas of optimization.

As for discrete optimization, a wide area ranging from structural results in graph
·theory to combinatorial algorithms {ar real world problems was covered. Many of
these new developments and results reduce computing time drastically, making it
possible to attack problems oftruly huge size: An optimally solved weighted matching
problem on 5,000 ,000 Dodes or an optimal geometrie partitioning of several hundreds
of thousands of cicuits in VLSI ehip design are examples.

Within continuous optimization, a significant number of talks covered trust region
and sequential quadraticprogramming (SQP) methods. Theoretical convergence re
Bults as weIl a.s new numerical experiences and improvements for these and other
methods - lagrangian relaxation and derivative free algorithms, for example - were
presented.

Several talks dealt with linear programming which lies at the intersection of dis
crete and continous optimization. New results aod concepts leading to computational
improvements - randomization, among others - were discussed.

Last but not least , the organizers and participants of the meeting would like to
express their gratitude towards the Mathematical Research Institute and its staff for
their friendly service.
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DAVID ApPLEGATE

Density Bounds tor the 3x + 1 Problem

The 3x + 1 function T(x) takes the values (3x + 1)/2 if z is odd and x/2 if x is
even. Let a be any integer with a ~ 0 (mod 3). Ir 1ra (x) counts the number of n with
Inl :5 x which eventually reacb a under interation by T, then for all sufficiently large
x, 1fa (z) 2:: x·81 . The proof is based on a system af difference inequalities of Krasikov J

of the form
<l>k'(y) ~ L <I>~i(y - Oi)

iEl;:

where m is a residue mod 3k , with m =2 (mod 3). These difference inequalities involve
normal terms, for which 0i > 0, as weH as "advanced" terms J for which Gi < O. Ta
obtain a strong bound from thc system of difference inequalities, we replace some
terms in the right had sides with their lower bound from other inequalities, and then
use the fact that <l>r is nondecreasing to truncate the remaining advanced terms
to y - J.l for same smaH JJ > O. This gives ~ system of difference inequalities with .
only normal terms, for which tbe optimal bound can be obtained from the optimum
of a related non-linear program. However, we do not know the best combination
of replacement and truncation, and thus 1fa(X) ~ X·8l may not be the best bound
available from this system.

This is joint work with Jeffrey C. Lagarias.

ROBERT E. BIXBY

Strong Branching

In this talk we pres~nted extensive computational results showing that a certain
"branching rule" developed as part of work on the traveling salesman problem is very
effective in treating more difficult instances of mixed integer programs (MIPs), linear
programs in which some or all of the variables are restricted to take on integer values.

Consider a MIP instance P, suppose we are applying LP-based branch-and-bound
to solve P, and let x· be a solution to the LP-relaxation P' of P at some node in the
branch-and-bound tree. Strong branching works as follows. Given positive integers f{

and MI if possible select K indices iI, ... I jA: such that xi. is fractional for each i. Now
starting from an optimal LP basis for P, perform up to M dual simplex it.erations on
each of the 2K problems obtained by appending in turn the constraints :Eil :5 lxilJ,
xil ~ fX]11 , :Eh :5lxj1J ... , Xj,,:S; lxj,J, Xj .. 2:: fxjJ. When Ll,Ul,L2J.··,LKIUK
are the respective objective values, and assuming P is a minimization problem, we
select as branching variable Xi: where

j; =argmax{ 10· min(Li, Ud + max(Li, Ud}·
i

This work is joint with V. Chvatal. W. Cook, and D. Applegate.
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RICHARD BVRO

An Interior Point Method for Nonlinearily Constrained Optimization

Using Trust Regions

We describe a method for constrained optimization involving extending primal
and primal-dual interior point methods to the non-convex case. It applies sequen
tial quadratic programming techniques to a sequence of barrier-problems, and uses
trust regions to ensure robustness of the iteration and to the direct use of a possibly
indefinite Hessian. Global convergence results without the assumption of full-rank
constrained derivatives are presented.

VACEK CHVATAL

Resolution Search

Brach-and-bound is one of the most popular ways of solving difficult problems such
as integer and mixed-integer linear programming problems; wehn .the branching is
done on zero-one valued variables, the resulting variant of branch-aod-bound i8 called
implicit enumeration. Efficieny of brach-aod-bound implicit enumeration algorithms
depends heavily on the branching strategy used to select the next variable and its
value. We propose an alternative to implicit enumeration. OUf algorithm, which we
caU resolution search, seems to suffer less from inappropri~te branehing strategies
than implicit enumeration doe8.

ANDREW R. CONN

Two Step Algorithms for Nonlinear Optimization

with Structured Applications

We propose extensions to trust-region and line-search aIgorithms in which the
c1assical step is augmented with a second step that is required to yi~ld a decrease in
the value of the objective function. The classiCal eonvergence theory for trust-region
and line-seareh algorithms is adapted to this dass of two-step algorithms. It is shown
that the algorithms are globally convergent to a stationary point under the "classical"
assumptions.

The algorithms can be applied to any problem with variables whose contrihu
tions to the objective function are in a known functional form. In the nonlinear
programming package LANCELOT they have been applied to update slaek variables
and variables introduced to solve minimax problems, leading to enhanced optimiza
tion efficieney. Numerical results are presented to indieate that these techniques ean
be very effective.

(Joint work with L. Vicente and C. Visweswariah)
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WILLIAM J. COOK

Computing Perfeet Matchings

We make several observations on the implementation of Edmond 's blossom alge
rithnl for solving minimum-weight perfeet matching problems, aod we present com
putational results for geometrie problem instances ranging in size form 1000 nodes
up to 5,000,000 nodes. Our test set includes instances generated randomly as weIl as
structured instances from Reine]t's TSPLIB and from VLSI design.

This is joint work with Andre Rohe (Bonn).

WILLIAM H. CUNNINGHAM

Optimal Path-Matchings

Given a graph C, a partition {Tl I T2 , R} of V(C) such that Tl and T2 are stable
sets, and matroids MI on Tl and M 2 on T2 , a basic path-matching is a set of ver tex
disjoint paths joining a basis of MI to a basis of M 2 , tagether with aperfeet matching
of the vertices of R not in any path. We generalize to this setting results (existence
theorems, polyhedral characterizations, polynomial-time algorithms) on (weighted)
matching and (weighted) matroid intersection. We also describe same new applica
tions. (Joint work with J. F. Geelen)

JOHN E. DENNIS

Some Optimization Problems form Engineering Design

and Manufacturing

The purpose of this talk is to introduce to the academic research community
some interesting and unusual nonlinear optimization problems of great importance in
industry. The problems are characterized by:

• tens of decisions variables, though there may be hundreds of thousends of system
variables determined by these decisions;

• objective function values that require hours or days of high performance com
puting time;

• no reliable derivatives are avaiJable in most cases.

Helicoptor rotor design and shot??? forming of sheet metal are given as examples.
We also give abrief introduction to the effort by a Boeing/IBM/Rice collaboration
to refine the usual engineering approach.
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PETER DEUFLHARD

Inexact Newton Multilevel FEM for Nonlinear Elliptic PDEs

The talk dealt with tbe multilevel solution of eUiptic partial differential equa
tions in a finite element setting: Uniform ellipticity of the PDE then goes with strict
monotonicity of the derivative of some associated nonlinear convex functional. The
approach therefore applies to PDEs that have an associated variation principle as
most scientific PDEs have. A Newton multigrid method is advocated , wherein lin
ear residuals are evaluated within the multigrid method for the computation of the
Newton corrections. The gIobalization is performed by some damping of the ordinary
Newton corrections. Affine conjugate loeal and global convergence results have been
presented, which cover hoth the exact Newton method (neglecting approximation er
rors) and inexact Newton-Galerkin methods, wherein the inner iterations preserve
some Galerkin orthogonality condition. The matching of the accuracies of discretiza
tion and iteration origin is derived on that theoretical basis. Illustrative numerical
experiments with a NEWTON-CASCADE code are documented. One application of the
new code ist the planning of a hyperthermia cancer therapy, where linear mo~els do
not yet cover t.he effect of systematic anticipation effects. Co-author is Martin ·Weiser.

ROGER FLETCHER

Numerical Experience with an SQP Filter Method

far Nonlinear Programming

The Ufilter" technique is an new trust region approach to the glohalization of the
SQP method, which avoids the use of penalty parameters. A filter is a set of pairs
(h, hi ) of values of the objective function !(!) and constraint function h(c(x) at
iterates ~ in the SQP algorithm. A pair (!i ,h.) is said to dominate another pair
(!i, h j ) iff both /i < f; and hi < hj . The filter is a list of pairs so that no pair
dominates any other. Ir a new iterater 1+ is such that (f+ I h+) is dominated byany
other point in the current filter, then 1+ is rejected and the trust region is .r~duced.

Otherwise !+ becomes the new iterate, (f+, h+) is added to the filter, and ~ny pairs
in the filter dominated by (f+, h+) are deleted.

Issues involving the incorporation of this idea into a trust region SQP algorithm
include the possible use of second order connection steps and the need for a restora
tion phase if the QP subproblem becomes infeasibIe. Numerical experience is reported
and is very encouraging with typical only say 10 ...... 20 SQP iterations and moderate
number of functions calls. The technique has proved very reliable and various prob
lems have been solved which other techniques fail to solve. Heuristics are discussed
which might enable global convergence of the algorithm to be proved.
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JEAN FONLUPT

Critical Extreme Points and Some

Traveling Salesman Problem Polytope

We study the extreme points of the polytope P(G), the relaxation of the traveling
salesman polytope and also the relaxation of the 2-edge eonnected spanning subgraph
polytope of a graph G. We introduce an ordering among the extreme points of P(G)
and we show that if x is a non-integer extreme point whieh is minimal for this ordering,
G and x can be redueed by means of simple operations (deletion of edges, eontraction
of. edges) to a graph C' and an extreme point x' of P(G') which satisfies simple
properties.

ANDREAS FRANK

Covering Supermodular Functions by Graphs

In 1995, with T. Jordan [J. Combo Th. Sero B (1995)] we proved the following. Let
F be a crossing family of pairs of subsets. Then the maximum number of pairwise
independent menlbers of F i's equal to the minimum number of directed edges covering
eaeh pair in F.

This resuIt impIies a diffieult theorem of Györi on intervals as weil as a result on
the minimum number of new edges neeessary to be added to a specified digraph to
increase its eonneetivity by 1.

In the first part of this talk I outlined a eonstructive proof of the theorem above.
The proof gives rise to a polynomial algorithm to compute the optima in question.

The second part was an account on a joint work with A. Beuczur. We proved the
following: Let p: 2v

-+ Z+ be asymmetrie erossing supermodular function. There
exists an undirected graph G = (V, E) with at most..,. edges so that dG(.X) ~ p(X)
for every X C V if and only if 2:)p(X): X E P) ~ 2..,. holds for every sub-partition P
of V aod there is 00 partition F of V ioto ..,. +2 parts so that p(U X: X E F I

) 2: 1 for
every F' CF. The motivation comes from hypergraph eonneetivity augmentation.

DONALD GOLDFARB

Polynomial-Time Algorithms for the Generalized Cirulation Problem

We present two new eombinatorial aIgorithms to the generalized cireulation prob
lem. After an initial step in whieh aH flow generating cycles are canceled and exeesses
are created, both algorithms bring these exeesses to the sink via highest-gain augment
ing paths. Scaling is applied to the fixed amount of flow that the algorithms attempt
to send to the sink, and both node and are excesses are used. The algorithms have
worst-case eomplexities of O(m2(m +n log n) log B), where n is the number of nodes,
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m is the number of arcs, and B is the largest integer used to represent the gain
factors and capacities in the network. Tbis bound is better tban tbe previous best
bound for a combinatorial algorithm for the generalized cirulation problem, and if
m = 0(n4 / 3 - c ), [ > 0, it is better than the previous best bound for any algorithm
for this problem.

MICHAEL D. GRIGORIADIS

Bounds for Resource Sharing, Multicommodity Flows and Matrix Games

Potential reduction based Lagrangian decomposition methods for structured min
max resource sharing problems with K convex compact blocks and M nonnegative
valued block-separable convex linking inequalities are considered. The exponential,
the classical logarithmic barrier and a Karmarkar variant are used here as potential
functions to relax the linking constraints. Tbe minimization of the original piecewise
convex function over the product B of the blocks is thus approximated by the min
imization of a smootb function over B to a given relative accuracy [ E (0,1]. The
number of Lagrangian decomposition iterations is bounded by about 0(e- 2Kin M)
above and by O(K(l + InM/K» below, for K = O(M log M) and when the expo..
nential potential is used with "restricted" subproblems. In comparison, the bounds
of roughly 0(e- 2 M In M) above and O(M) below are obtained for each of the two
logarithmic potentials, using the original, "unrestricted" blqcks. These metho~s form
the basis for the general minimization model and for 0([-2K N M) and 0(E- 2K M2)
tinle algorithms (disregarding logarithmic fadors) for minimum cost K-commodity
flows in N-node, M-arc networks. Two parallel algorithms for (M, N) matrix games
are also developed. First, for a given accuracy e > 0, the exponential-potential al
gorithm can be specialized to run in O((-2Iog2(N + M» deterministic time on an
NM -processor EREW PRAM. Second, a modified fictitious play algorithm is shown
to run in Q(c- 2 10g2(N +M)) expected time on (N +M)/ 10g(N+M) such processors.
The sequential variant of the latter algorithm runs in O(c- 2 (N + M) 10g(N + M»
expected time, which is sublinear in the number of elements MN of the problem. Sig
nificantly, any 1/2-approximate deterministic algorithm is shown to run i!1~ fl(MN)
time. (Joint work with L. Khachiyan and with J. Villavicencio.) . -.-

MATTHIAS HEINKENSCHLOSS

Optimization of Time-Dependent Problems

This talk is concerned with the solution of time-dependent (parabolic) optimal
control problems. Since state variables are defined in time and space, the size of the
problem does not allow the straightforward application of constrained optimization
methods which treat states and cantrols as independent variables. As a remedy, the
number of variables is reduced by using an inbetween formulation. The time interval is
subdivided and only the states at the subinterval boundaries are viewed as variables.
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The states inside the subintervals are functions of the values at the 'lower' interval

boundary. This reduces the number of variables, hut a straight-forward application of

constrained optimization methods, such as sequential quardratic programming (SQP),

makes little use of expensive information. We propose a new method which is mo

tivated by a Gauß-Seidel-like iteration applied to the optimality system. The new

method can be easily parallelized and it makes better use of expensive information.

Moreover I each step in the Gauß-Seidel-like procedure can be performed using exist

ing optimization methods. Convergence results in the quadratic case are presented

and numerical results are discussed.

CLAUDE LEMARECHAL

Dual-Equivalent Convex and Non-Convex Problems, with Applications

Lagrangian relaxation is a possible approach for heuristic resolution of nOll-convex

problems. It introduces a duality gap, and the aim of this talk is to give an expression

for this duality gap. SpecificaIly, it amounts to a convexification in the product of the

three spaces containing respectively the variables, the objective, and the constraints.

These results shed some light on a relaxation scheme, proposed by M. Guignard and

S. Kim (Math. Prog. 1987); they also quantify the duality gap appearing in a specific

application, highly non-linear: the unit-commitment problem.

Joint work with Arnaud Renaud , EDF.

THOMAS M. LIEBLING

"Laguerre News": Bistellar Flips in 2D and in 3D

Laguerre diagrams are generalizations of Voronoi diagrams where generating sites

are a family S of spheres in R d (or nd) and ratber than euclidean distances, power

w.r. to these spheres is used as a discriminating function. For d > 2, Laguerre di

agrams are precisely the partitions of that space into convex (simple) cells. The

corresponding dual Delaunay triangulations are in turn precisely the regular triangu

lations (supports of piecewise linear convex functions). Bistellar flips, insertions and

deletions are elementary transformations that can be used to design an incremental

algorithm that constructs a Laguerre partition (and corresponding Delaunay trian

gulation) in O(n5 ) operations, where n is the cardinality of the generating set. It is

also possible to use these transformations to maintain dynamically evolving diagrams.

These ideas are applied to model feam and grain growth processes. A particular novel

feature is the simulation of grain growth with several textures present.

(Based on work with Xue, Reghetti , Telley and Mocellin)
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STEPHEN M. ROBINSON

Solution Methods ror Variational Inequalities

Variational inequalities have been frequently used to model problems of equili
brum, of both deterministic and stochastic types. We discuss some current work on
solution methods for such problems. Dur main line of approach is through transforma
tion of the variationaJ inequality into an equivaJent (generaHy nonsmooth) equation,
which can then be solved by one of several methods. We present some results using a
continuation procedure for the solution. Finally, we show how this approach can be
expected to more general maximal monotone operator inclusions.

ANDREAS SCHULZ .

Randomization Helps in LP-based Scheduling:

Improved Algorithms ror the Average Weighted Completion Tjme

For quite a long time, there was only restricted success in deriving approxImation
algorithms for scheduling problems to minimize the average weighted completion time.
Recent work, however I has led to the development of several techniques that yield
constant worst-case bounds in a number of settings. EssentiaIly, either preemptive
schedules are converted into non-preemptive ones or, somewhat related, solutions to
various LP's are rounded ta feasible schedules. In two very recent papers Goemans
as weIl as Cheberi, Motswani, Nataraja & Stein have shown that randomness helps in
improving the performance of either technique for single machine scheduling subject
to release dates.

In this paper (joint work with Martin Skutella), we show that a combination of
preemptive and LP relaxations together with a somewhat subtle use of randomness
leads Lo a dass of new approximation algorithms which give the best known perfor
mance guarantees for quite a few problems. This incJudes single machine, identical
parallel or unrelated parallel machine scheduling subject to release dates.

DAVID F. SHANNO

Computational Experience with Interior Point Methods

for Complementarity Problems

The talk derives an interior point algorithm for mixed complemetarity problems
based on classical logarithmic barrier methods. A globally convergent Newtonts
method which uses a backtracking line search is the basis of the algorithm. The
convergence part uses a less restrictive candition than monotonicity, requiring only
nonsingularity of a specific matrix of all iterates of the algorithm. This candition is
trivially met for monotone problems. An example is given from an economic equi
librum problem to demonstrate that when monotonicity is not present, the method
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cao fail due to the matrix becoming singular. This is true for both linear and nonlin
ear complementarity. Current research concentrates on studying the behavior of the
algorithm on nonconvex quadratic programming algorithms.

PHILIPPE TOINT

Convergence of a Derivative Free Algorithm

for Unconstrained Optimization

We consider the unconstrained minimization problem in the case where derivatives
of the objective function are unavailable. This occurs if the objective is given by a
real measure or by applying a computercode whose source is unavailable. We derive
a general algorithmic framework of the trust-region type for which reasonable global
convergence properties can be obtained. The definition of the framework and the
development within the convergence theory make extensive use of a new error bound
for multivariate interpolation, itself based on the multivariate Newton fundamental
polynomials. This work follows up earlier contributions by Powell and Conll + Teint.

(Joint work with Andy Conn and Katya Scheinberg)

MICHAEL ULBRICH

Global Convergence of Trust-Region Interior·Point Methods

far Infinite-Dimensional Problems subject to Pointwise Boun.ds

We develop and analyze a trust-region interior-point method for problems of the
form

minf(u} S.t.U E LP(n)~ a(x) ~ u(x) ~ b(x)

a.e. on n.
The dass of algorithms we present includes a function-space variant of a methad in-

trod uced by Coleman an Li for finite-dimensional problems. They are based on a trust-
region globalizatian of an interior-point Newton-like method for the non-differentiable
equation given by the affine-scaling formulation of the first order necessary optim~lity _
conditions. We specify a class of affine-scaling funetians for which each accumulation _
point of the generated sequence of iterates satisfies the first order necessary canditions
if we impose a fraction of Cauchy-decrease condition on the trial steps. Moreover, for
trial steps satisfying a fraction of optimal decrease candition, we give a characteriza-
tien of subsequences whose accumulation points are second order optimal. E~pecially

the latter assertion requires new proof techniques since the finite-dimensional the-
ary is not transferable to our infinite-dimensional setting. Numerical results verify
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the effideney of the algorithm. This work is joint with Stefan Ulbrieh and l\1atthias
Heinkensehloss.

STEFAN ULBRICH

Superlinear Convergence of Affine-Scaling Interior Point Methods

for Infinite-Dimensional Problems with Simple Bounds

We present a locally superlinear eonvergent algorithm for pointwise eonstrained
problems of the form

min/(u) S.t.U E B: ={u E LP(O); a(x) :5 u(x) :5 b(x), xE O}

with 2 :$ p < 00. The algorithm uses a Newton-like iteration to solve."an affine
sealing formulation of the first order neeessary eonditions. We show that·-a similar
algorithm proposed by Coleman and Li for finite dimensional problems which uses
a back-step stepwise-rule may converge slowly for the infinite dimensional problem.
It turns out that a pointwise linear projection should be used instead and that a
smoothing step, i.e. a Lipschitz continuous mapping S : B C LP(O) -+ Loo(O) with
the fixed-point property S(u) =ü for KKT-points ü, is necessary to safeguard rapid
convergence. A dass of regularized problems is discussed for which a smoothing step
can be constructed with the help of a fixed-point formulation of the KKT-condition.
A convergence result for the convergence rate 1+ -ir is presented. Numerical experi
ments with a heat conduction optimal control prob~em show the significantly improved
convergence rate in comparison to the conventional method.

LUIS N. VICENTE

TRICE: Trust Region Interior-Point SQP Algorithms for the Solution

of Optimal Control and Engineering Design Problems--

We will describe the development aod implementa~ionof a set of trust-region
interior-point SQP algorithms for the solution of optimal control and engineering
design problems.

The TRI CE algorithms salve problems where the dominating equality constraints
are of the form c(y, u) = O. In optimal control, c(y, u) =0 is the state equation, y
are the state variables, and U are the control variables. The TRICE algorithms are
designed to efficently solve problems arising in optimal control, design, and parameter
identification or other fields that share this common structure.

We will give a short description of the TRICE algorithms and briefly mention
their convergenee properties. The TRICE software will be discussed, with particular
emphasis to the features that make TRICE tailored to the characteristics and structure
of the problems.
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JENS VYGEN

A Linear-Time Algorithm for a Geometrie Partitioning Problem

The. following combinatorial optimization problem is a crucial part of most algo
rithms for VLSI-placement (although 'it has not been explicitely formulated before):

Suppose the plane is divided by a horizontal and a vertical line into four regions
Ro, R l , R2, R3. Let 1':0,1':1, K2, 1\3 be capacities of these regions. Let C be a finite
set, and for each c E C let coordinates (x(c), y(c)) E R 2 and a weight size(c) be
given. We look for a partition f: C - {O, 1, 2,3} such that the capacity constraints
LeEC,j(e)=i size(c) $ Ki are met and LeEC size(~) . d((x(c), y(c)), RJ(e») (the total
movement) is minimized. Here d stands for the L1-distance. The problem is NP
hard. However it is sufficient to consider its fractional relaxation, because there is
an optimum fractional solution where the values are in fact integral except for three
elements of C. The main result is: This fractional version of the problem can be solved
optimally in linear time. The talk gives an outline of the (complicated) algorithm as
weil as some theorems based on it.

DOMINIQUE OE WERRA

Multi-Constrained Chromatie Seheduling Problems

Practical experiments in timetabling and scheduling suggest the introductio'n of
additional constraints in graph coloring models. A k-col~ringof a graph C = (V, E)
is a partition of the node set V into independent subsets SI, . .. , SI:. We say that a
k-caloring is restri cted if each node v roust get a color chosen in a set ip(v) of feasi ble
calors (!p(v) ~ C = {I, .. . ,k}). The problem RC(G, !p, k) of finding a resTRlcEd
k-coloring is generally NP-complete (even if ip(v) = C "Iv). When Gis the line-graph
of a forest, one may produce in polynomial time a restricted k-coloring or a certificate
of non-colorability by simple linear programming arguments based on a mathematical
programming formulation with a totally unimodular matrix (see for instance D. de
Werra, A. Hoffman, N.V.R. Mehodev, U. Peled, 1996).

In addition we also have to introduce global ???ments: Given a sequence H =
(h l , ... ,hk) arestricted k-coloring SI, ... , Sk is constrained if ISi I 5 hi (i = 1, ... , k).
A necessary condition for the existence of a solution to the problem CC(G,!p, k, M)
of finding a constrained k-coloring is given. This condition is shown to be sufficient iff
G is P3- free (union of diques). Observe that RC(G, '(J, k) (and hence CC(G, ep, k, H»)
is NP-complete for Pk-free graphs.

Several extensions of these ???ments are given and we show that network flow
.models can handle them.

For applications in robotics , the problem CC(C,!p, k , H) where G is a path does
provide an adequate model; its status is still unknown except for some special cases.
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STEPHEN J. WRIGHT

Superlinear Convergence of a Stabilized SQP Method

to aDegenerate Solution

We describe a slight modification of the well-known sequential Quadratic pro
gramming (SQP) method for nonlinear programming that converges superlinearly to
a primal-dual solution even when the dual-solution is not unique and the J acobian
of the active constaints fails to have fuH rank at or near the solution. We analyze
the loeal convergenee properties under both exact and finite preeision arithmetic, and

describe same computational experience.
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rvlathematisches Forschungsinstitut Obenvolfach
Transport Theory and Statistical Mechanies

January 12 - 18, 1997

Tagungsbericht 2/1997

Introduction

The meeting ,vas ehaired by Erie eaden (Atlanta) and Ruedi Seiler (Berlin).

Transport theory as apart of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics has been and still is oneei of the most fascinating problems in. Mat.hematical Ph~sics. This is true ~or bot~ classical and
, quantum transport. The problems In thls field are belng treated by a wlde vanety of mathe

matical methods: ProbabiIistic, geometrie, analytic, numerical as weil as methods of dynamical
systems. In the past decade substantial progress has been made by these different schools;
so we feIt time had arrived to bring together participants in these scientific groups to share
their perspectives on these problems. :t\1oreover \ve \vere pleased to be able to do this \vith a
collectio~ of parti~ipantsfrom many different pIaces and \vith many young participants present.

Given the variety of backgrounds we chose to spend more time than is perhaps usual on longer
talks. In each of thc morning sessions ,ve had just two talks of 90 minutes duration where
the first half was an introduetion for participants from outside the school of the speaker. This
format kept the discussion lively and the interchange of ideas ,vas very active. ./

j

A.ll participants appreciated the manrellous facilities of Obenvolfach ,vhieh fos"tered a sense of
community and ,vhich kept the participants together to discuss through dinner and aftenvards.
For a number of participants this ,vas the first visit to Obenvolfach. To mention just one typical
ease: Fraydoun Rezahkanlou (Berkeley) presented a ne,v and deep result on the derivation of
the Boltzmann equation from microscopic dynamics. This "ras not only his first visit to Ober
wolfach: but to \\Testern Europe~ aod many participants met hirn for the first time.

During the meeting, an artiele appeared in ,: Le :t\1onde" on the Alan Sakal affair by
~ Jean Bricemont (Louvain), one of tbe participants. This resulted in a great' deal of discus
W: sions, eertainly thc loudest discussions of the conference, on postmodernism, hermeneutics and

the relations of natural and soeial sciences. Another highlight ,vas a piano cancert by Peter
Levay (Budapest), who performed a program pi5turing Bach, Chopin and some of his o\vn
compositions. .
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The schedule for the meeting was as folIows:

• 110nday: Approach to Equilibrium and Turbulence:

am 0900 - 1030 J.-P. Eckmann: Return to Equilibrium for Classical Systems
Coupled to a Heat Bath, after Jaksie and Pillet.

1100 - 1215 E. Carlen: Dissipation bounds in kinetic theory.

pm 0300 - 0345 A. Kupianen: Universality and Turbulence: the passive scalar case.

0400 - 0530 J. Procaccia: Theory of Hydrodymanical Turbulence.

0545 - 0630 P. Marko,vich: Homogenization Limit and Wigner Transform.

• Tuesday: Transport: e
am 0900 - 1030 J.Bellissard: Transport Theory Revisited and Anomalous

Electronic Transport.

1100 - 1215 R. Seiler: Transport, Indicies and Adiabatic Curvature.

pm 0300 - 0345 J. Avron: Geometrie Forees on A.haronov Bohm Flux Tubes.

0400 - 0445 NI. Aizenmann: Localization bounds and Integral Quantum
Hall effect.

0500 - 0545 R. Kotecky: Metastability and Approach to Equilibrium for
Lattice Models.

• 'VednesdflY: l\1athematics of Chaotic and Random Systems:

am 0900 - 1030 J. Bricmont:

1100 - 1215 L. Bunimovich:

Renormalization Group Pathologies.

Transport Coefficients from a Reversible
Microdynamic.

A.fter lunch we propose a walk to 8t. Roman (2 hours), a scenic Sch,varz,vald village. The
return is by bus. '\Te depart on foot at 0130 pm. Please sign up today so that ,ye can
make the bus reservation.

The lectures resume at 0500 pm only:

pm 0500 - 0545 G. Toscani: Diffusive scaling of finite velocity models.

0545 - 0630 B. Wennberg: Kinetic scaling of an absorbing, periodic Lorentz
gase

After Dinner Recital: P. Levay ,viII play Bach, Chopin and sorne modern pieces, drawn
from compositions of himself and of sorne of his friends.
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• Thursday: Hydrodynamic Limit:

am 0900 - 1030 H. Spohn:

1100 - 1215 F. Rezakhanlou:

pm 0300 - 0345 C. D. Levermore:

0345 - 0430 B. Perthame:

0500 - 0545 A. Joye:

0545 - 0630 P. Levay:

• Friday: Scaling:

am 0900 - 1030 .At•• Knauf:

1100 - 1215 J. Chayes:

Transport coefficients in models of
Statistical f\1echanics.

Kinetic limit for point particles with randorn
collisions.

rvlacroscopic Dynamics \vithout Dissipation.

A transport equation for the motion of a
dilute phase in a potential flow.

Upper Bounds on Expectation -Values in Time
Dependent Quantum I\1echanics.

Landau Hamiltonians on Riemann Surfaces.
(Results and open problems).

Classical and Quantum I\1otion in Periodic Potentials.

Finite-Size Scaling and Scale Invariance in Post
modernism as weIl as Percolation.

Titles and Abstracts

M. Aizenmann
Princeton U niversity

Localization bonnels and Integral Quantum HaU Effect

The integral quantum hall effect can be seen within the one-particle effective' Hamiltonian
picture, in \vhich the collection of electrons in a meta.l is modelIed by a Fermi gas of particles
\vith a one-body Hamiltonian of the form

H = K xy + u:er + AVx

aeting on [2 (Zd) ,vith K xy = eirpxy <5 lx- YI,1 incorporating a constant magnetic field u;er deno
tes an optiona.l periodic potential and {Vx } is a colleetion of independently distributed randorn
variables.
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The talk revie,ved arguments establishing exponentiallocalization for such operators in spectral
regimes characterized by high disorder, extremal energies or ,veak disorder, far enough from
the unperturbed spectrurn. For these regions one can prove the localization condition

which implies for the spectral projections

Analysis developed by Avron, Seiler, Simon and Bellissard, von EIst and Schulz-Baldes yields
that under such condition the Hall conductance

is integer and constant in energy intervals of unifonned bounded localization length (J.L-l)
[Theorem fonnulated by Bellissard et al]. The integer can be vie'wed alternatively as a ehern
number corresponding to the geometry of a lang and ,vide wire, or charge deficiency: number
of states moved over the Fermi level by a single fiux tube (Avron, Seiler, Simon).

J. Avron
Technion, Israel

Fories on Aharonov Bohm Flux Tubes

The forces that act on flux tubes in filled Landau level can be computed explicitly by studying
the adiabatic curvature. vVe find that there is no !\1agnus/Lorentz type force on a moving vortex
in the plane and that the vortex responds to external electric fields as if it was charged. This
is joint work ,vith P. Zograf.

J. Bellissard
Universite Paul Sabatier Toulause France and

Institut U niversitaire de France

Electronic Anomalous transport: transport theory revisited

We first motivate the need to look back to transport theory for Quantum systems by considering
transport in Quasi crystal and the so-called ,~l\1011 hopping Conductivity". Even though many of
the very good metals such as Al, Cu, Fe, quasi crystal, are almost insulators at lo'v temperature.
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This is due to existence of very slow diffusion which makes it ioto an insulator. l'vlott hopping
conductivity occurs ,,~henever, at very low temperatures, the density of states is low. This
phenomenon seems to dominate the accuracy of the plateaux in the Quantum Hall effect.
vVith Hermann Schulz-Baldes, we have proposed a one particle model with collision, which
gives rise to a Kubo formula. This is mathematically under contro!. Sealing exponents oecur
to characterize spectral and transport properties and we proved that the Drude formula is
modified by the occu'rance of anomalous quantum diffusion, leading to an explanation of the
low conductivity in Quasi Crystals. ~1oreover, if collision time does not follow a Poisson law,
namely if they rather follow a Levy law, we get also a strong lowering of the conductivity. vVe
argue that this is a possible mecbanism occuring in the ~1ott hopping conductivity.

J. Bricmont
University of Louvain

Renormalization group pathologies

vVe introduce a notion of Gibbs states ,vhieh is a slight generalization of the usual il&tion and for
,vhich several renormalized measures, from ,~pathological'~ Renormalization Group'transforma
tions are Gibbsion. So, the R.G. pathologies turn out to be similar to the Griffiths singularities
are not so pathalogical after all.

L. Bunimovich
Ga: Institute of Technology, Atlanta

Transport Coefficients from a Reversible fvIicrodynamic

Transport coefficients (diffusion, viscosity and thermal conductivity) describe the rates of ap
proach to equilibrium states. Tbey correspond to the conservation of mass, m<?~mentum and
energy of a system. :t\1y talk presents rigorous results on the existence and nondegeneracy of
transport coefficients far systems ,vith deterministic (invertible) dynamics: generci-ted by."a mo..
tion and interaction of partic1es. The existence and nondegeneracy of a diffusion coefficient and
viscosities has been proven for the si'mplest models, wbile the problem of existence of thermal
conductivity remains open.
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E. Carlen
Ga. Institute of Technology, Atlanta

Dissipation Bounds in Kinetic Theory

The mathematical description of a physical system depends on the scale on \vhich it is described.
Certain phenomena happen "fast" on a given scale, or on times of order one on that scale, or
,~slo\vly~L on that scale. The equations on mathernatical physics can be derived by assuming
the slow things never happen, and the fast ones have happened instantly, \vhich leaves only a
smaller number of degrees of freedorn \vhose evolution is to be described.
It is of considerable interest to quantitatively control this approximation. In particular, to.
obtain precise bounds on the rate at \vhich ,:fast H things happen.
We eonsider several problems of this type in kinetie theory and long range (loeal mean field) e
Glauber dynamics. In particular, \ve present arecent result of Carlen, Gabetta and Toscani
that identifies the exact constant in the exponent in the rate of convergence to equilibrium for
a spatially homogeneous !\1ronvellian gas. In particular, it is shown that this constant is on the
order of the mean time between collisions, i.e. it does live on the physically expected time scale.
Previous results gave exponential decay but \vith no bound on the time constant. This in
principle allo\ved it to be a time constant on the macroscopic scale. Related bounds for related
problems are discussed as ,,~ell.

J. T. Chayes
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton and

UCLA, Los Angeles

Finite-Size Scaling and Scale Invariance in Postmodernism as \vell as Percolation

This seminar reports on joint \vork \vith C. Borgs, H. Kesten and J. Spencer. We address the
question of finite-size scaling in percolation by studying density p bond percolation in a finite
box. As a function of the linear size n of the box, \ve determine the scaling \vindo\v about which
the system behaves critically. 'Ve characterize critically in terms of the scaling of the sizes of
the largest clusters in the box: incipient ,)nfinite" clusters which give rise to the infinite cluster.
\Vithin the scaling windo\v, we sho\v that the size of the largest cluster behaves like n df , \vhere
df is the fractal dimension of the incipient cluster, and that there are typically many clusters
of this seale. Above the window, we show that the size of the largest cluster seales like Poond , e
\vhere Poo = Poo(p(n)) is the infinite cluster density, and that there is only one cluster of this
scale. Below the windo\v, we sho\v that the largest cluster is only of scale (,df log(n/(,), \vhere
(, = (,(p(n)) is the correlation length. We establish these results axiomatically and expliCitly
verify the axioms in dimension d = 2. Dur results are two-dimensional analogues of recent
results on the dominant and giant component of the Erdös-Reny, random graph model.
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\~'e also comment on the postmodernist percolation model in which the densities of occupied
and vacant bonds surn to a number exceeding 1. This model \vas inspired by recent work of the
famons French philosopher Jean Bricmont.

J .-P. Eckmann
Universite de Geneve

Approach to Equilibrium

In my talk I tried to describe the interesting papers of Jaksic and Pillet on return to equilibrium
in classical dynamical systems coupled to an infinite heat bath.

A. Joye
Centre de Physique Theorique, Marseille and

Universite de Toulon ,
.~~

Upper Bounds on Expectation Values of Observables in Time-dependent Quantu~ ~1echanics

Consider a time dependent family of self adjoint operators H(t) on same Hilbert space lH[

generating a t'wo-parameter evolution opera.tor U(t, s). The expectation value of a positive
operator A is defined by < A >cp (t) = < U(t,o)cpIA U(t, o)cp > \vith cp E lHI. This is a. quantity
of interest in the study of nQuantum Stability': initiated by Bellissard, as \vell as in the study
of ,~Transport'~ . In ease ..4 = L AjPj where {Pj}jEN is a complete set of orthogonal projectors

JEN

and 0 < Aj ~ jJJ as j --+- 00, for some J.L > 0, \ve sho\v, that provided II Pj H{t)Pk ll ~- ~jO_~~~ ,for

p large enough, < A >cp (t) = O(t6) where the exponent eS =JL(l + O(~)), as t --+- 00 (and O(~)

is uniform in J-L}. These results have been obtained in collaboration with J. M. Barbaroux.

A. Knauf
Technische Universität Berlin

Classical and Quantum l\1otion in Periodic Potentials

e·This is an overview and also areport on work done partly in collaboration with J. Asch,
T. Hucletz and F. Benatti.
We consider the form of the motion of a classical and a quantum particle in aperiodie potential.
Classically this motion need not be ballistic but may be diffusive or even bounded above the
maximum of the potential.
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It is never Anosov if the potential is C2 . On the other hand, the quantal motion is ballistic,
and the distribution of group velocity approaehes the classical distribution in the semiclassical
limit.
We also eonsider the classieal and -quantum dynamical entropies. An appropriately rescaled
entropy of the gas is lowered if the classical entropy is enhanced by stoehastic motion.

A. Kupiainen
Helsinki U niversity

Universality in turbulence - the ease of Passive sealar

'Ve sho,,~ that a scalar field passively advected by a rough random velocity field exhibits ana
molous scaling exponents in the structure functions. This establishes breaking of Kolmogorrov
scaling theory in a nontrivial turbulence model.

P. Levay
Technical University of Budapest

Landau Hamiltonians on Riemann surfaees. Same results and open problems

Parametrized families of Landau Hamiltonians on Riemann surfaces of genus 9 > 1 are conside- e
red. The parameters are describing deformations of such surfaces. The adiabatic curvature for
the ground state is ealculated by using Quillen's loeal index theorem. It is sho,vn that the adia-
batic curvature is the surn of two terms. The first is tr (B - B2

- 1) times the Weil-Pettersson
two fonn living on the "space of shapes" (Le. Teichmüller space), the second term is a one de
scribing ßuctuations.
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The meaning of the fluctuating term is clarified, and its relation to quantum chaos is pointed
out.
The components of the adiabatic curvature are also related to the viscosity tensor of quantum
Hall fluids.

c. D. Levermore
University of Arizona

Macroscopic Dynamics ,,~ithout Dissipation

a The continuum limit of a conservative dynamical system over a one-dimensional lattice is
_ shown to exhibit three different macroscopic phases; these are characterized by smooth, oscil-

~~. \ latory, and chaotic, microscopic structures. This is contrast with the (completely integrable)
Toda lattice, \vhich exhibits an infinity of phases chracterized by modulated quasiperiodic
structures. Similar phenomena is discussed in the context of the semiclassical (zer6:z::clispersion)
limit of \farious integrable partial differential equations, including the nonlinear Schrödinger,
Korteweg-de Vries, and modified Korte\veg-de Vries. The macroscopic dynamics i~ the conti
nuum limit of a "soliton gas'~.

P. Markowich
Technische Universität Berlin

Homogenization Limit and Wigner Transforms

'Ve consider antiselfadjoint pseudodifferential initial value problems ,vith a smalI. parameter
(just as the Planck constant in the Schrödinger equation) and analyze the weak limit of qua
dratic functions of the solution by means of the Wigner transform. In the limit we obtain
transport equations for the semiclassical measures of which we can deduce the weak limits of
the observables by calculating moments.

B. Perthame
Frankreich

On the motion of a delute phase in a potential flo,v

Following P. Schereko,v and G. Rasso's work we consider the motion of balls in a flo,v described
by a potential ßow in the dipole approximation. We make precise the Hamiltonian structure of
the system, and study the limit as the number of balls tends to 00, and N a3 is constant (a =
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radius of balls), obtaining a kinetic equation of Vlasov type with a very strong non-linearity.
The control of kinetic energy is proved for this kinetic equation.

Itamar Procaccia
Weizmann Institute

Theory of Hydrodynamies Turbulence

The Kolmogorvo theory exponents in turbulence gives scaling exponents that are correct at third
order structure function and systematically deviate from experimental for higher order. These
experimental results were reviewed. Field theortic methods were used to show that perturbative
theories faH to capture these deviations. Non-perturbativemethods are neededj the fusion rules ...
that contral the asymptotic properties of the correlation fucntions were introuduced, and it •
was sho\vn that multi-time many point correlation functions are not scale invariant in their
time arguments. Some building blocks of the non-peruturbative theory are at hand, but the
calculation of the scaling exponents from first principles is not achieved yet.

F. Rezakhanlou
ue Berkeley, Dept. of Math.

Kinetic limit for point- particles with random collisions

"Ve study the kinetic behaviour of a class of particle systems in which particles travel aecording
to their velocity bet\veen random collisions. There are finitely many possible velocities and the
macroscopie particle densities satisfy a discrete BoItzmann equation. This ,vas established in
dimension one in a joint \vork \vith James Tarrer. The e.quilibrium fluctuation for the model
was established in any dimension. Tbe probability of having the mieroscopic density is elose
to a given function 9 is exponentially small if gisnot the unique solution of the macroscopic
equation. Tbis exponential rate can be calculated in certain cases and in general is given by a
variational formula.

R. Seiler
Technische Universität Berlin

Transport, Indices and Adiabatic Curvature

In quantum Hall systems, transport of electric charge can be related to topological concepts.
Conductivity, given by Kubo's formula, is equal to a ehern number plus fiuctuations or an index

I,
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of a pair of projections. The main tool in the analysis is the adiabatic theorem. It describes
dynamics of the quantum system in the limit of very slow change of magnetic Bux, i.e. in the
limit where Ohms law for the Hall conductivity holds.

H. Spohn
LMU München

Transport Coefficients in l\1odels of Statistical ~1echanics

Slow modes arise either from conservation laws or from broken symmetry. The minimal model
a~r thefirst case is a stochastic lattice gas. We discuss the nation of conductivity via the Green
~ubo formula, variational formulas, linear response and boundary ßuxes. The minimal model

for the second case is the stochastic Ising model below its critical temperature. vVe discuss the
mobility and its relation to the Gaussian ßuctuation theory.

G. Toscani
Universita di Pavia

Diffusive scaling of finite velocity models

\\Te sho,v that many equations of continuum theory (heat equation, porous medium equation,
Burgers equation) cau be obtained from the mesoscopic scale of kinetic theory from finite
velocity discrete Boltzmann equation.

B. Wennberg
Gäteborg

Kinetic Scaling of an Absorbing Lorentz Gas

By the absorbing Lorentz gas, we mean the free flow of a point particle in a domain Ze.
vVhen the particle hits the boundary it is absorbed. Here Ze = ]Rd \ U Bz,r, Le. at each

zEeZd

_oint of the lattice e Zd a ball of radius r is removed. The main result is an estimate of ~he

äistribution of free path lengths, 'Te (x, w) = inf {t > 0 I X + wt E 8Ze }. vVith r = cd=T,
lim sup tJLe({(x,w) I Te(X,W) > t}) < 00 and lim inftd

-
1 JLe({(x,w) I Te{X,W) > t}) > 0,

t-+oo t-+oo
where /Je is a nonnalized measure on a periodic cell in Ze . .Ä.n implication of this is that in the
limit as c --+ 0, the ßow cannot be described by a Boltzmann equation. This report is a joint
\vork ,vith J. Bourgain and F. Golse.
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Finite Fields: Theory and Computation
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The first Oberwolfach Conference on Finite Fields was organized ·by Joachim
von zur Gathen (Paderborn) and Igor Shparlinsky (Sydney). There were 31
participants from ten countries.

The talks at the meeting discussed the following areas concerning finite fields:
irreducible polynomials and normal bases, value sets of polynomials, exponen
tial sums, curves with many rational points, elliptic and hyperelliptic curves,
factorization of polynomials: theory and implementations, counting problems,
cryptographic applications: discrete logarithm and efficient exponentiation.
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Abstracts

STEPHEN D. COHEN: Estimates in fairly tarne extensions
Let f = /1/12 E k(x), where k = lFq , q = pm, and let Pu = 11 - u12. f

is "tarne" if p does not divide the multiplieities of Fß for any (J E k U {oo}
and "fairly tarne" iE p2 does not divide these multiplicities. The distribution of
polynomials Fa (0' E k) with a particular factorization pattern depends on the
Galois group of Fu over k(u) and k(u) and bounds for the genus of the splitting
field. Relevant information can be derived from the ramification data and so
from the multiplicities of the zeroes of FfJ' ß E ku {oo}. We illustrate the use of
"fairly tarneness" in a situation which, of necessity, is non-tarne. e
SERGEI EVDOKIMOV; Factoring polynomials over finite fields and the
Graph Isomorphism Problem

We show that under the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis the probleIn of
factoring polynomials over a finite field is polynomial-time reducible to aversion
of the Orbit Problem for antisymmetrie coherent configurations.

The Orbit Problem: given a coherent eonfiguration on a finite set \/, find the
orbits of its automorphism group.

It is assumed that the set V ean be given unexplicitly (for instance, a..'i the
set of the roots of a polynomial) and the oraele ean be applied to a family of
antisymmetrie coherent configurations.

PETER FLEISCHMANN: Squarefree Polynomials over Finite Fields and
Regular Genus Numbers of Classical Groups

Let.G be a (simply) connected reductive linear algebraic group over lFq and
G = G(q) = GF be the corresponding finite Group of Lie type, viewed as fixed
point group of a Frobenius endomorphism F of G.
Two semisimple conjugacy classes sr, sf are of the same genus if their central
izers CG(Si) are G - conjugate. If moreover these centralizers are abelian, the
classes (ar their genera) are called regular. In the course of computing 'generic
character tables' for G(q), one is interested in 'genus nurnbers' Le. the numbers
of semisimple classes of given genus. Of particular interest are the numbers of _
regular classes, which are in bijection to 'irreducible Deligne - Lusztig Characters' .,
of the dual group C·.

In general genus numbers ean be determined by analyzing the latticp.s of 'sta
hle closed subsystems' of the root system cI> of G. In the case of certain classical
groups (e.g. GLn(q), SLn(q), SUn(q) , SP2n(Q)) genera can also be investigated by
considering characteristic polynomials of elements. The interplay between these
viewpoints yields interesting connections between combinatorics of root systems
and of certain types of polynomials over IFq • In particular, by considering spe
cial squarefree polynomials one obtains, among others, explicit formulae for the
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total number of regular semisimple classes in SLn(q), SUn(q), SP2n(Q) and the

corresponding simple groups.

GERHARD FREY: ConstructioD of hyperelliptic curves over finite fields

The construction of crypto systems based on discrete logarithms in abelian

groups motivates the search for hyperelliptic curves over finite fields k for which

the group of k-rational points on the Jacobian Je of C contains a subgroup

of large prime order. Ta make this search possible one has to determine the

characteristic polynomial of tbe Frobenius automorphism on Je and hence to

know an important part of E = End (Je). This suggests to choose E as order

in a totally real field or a GM-type field and to compute the period matrix n
of a corresponding abelian variety A. In the lecture it was sketched how one can

check whether A is the Jacobian of an hyperelliptic curve 6 and then to compute

the equation of C explicitely if dim(A) ~ 5. By reduction one gets curves C with

the desired properties. : ....

J OHN FRIEDLANDER: On the distribution of inverses modulo p (and other

topics)
We discussed recent joint work with Henryk Iwaniec. We gave a simple ele

mentary proof based on ideas of A. Karatsuba of aversion of Karatsuba's recent

pfoof that one can detect cancellation in ce~tain incomplete exponential sums of

Kloosterman type where the sums run over remarkably short intervals. Because of

the number of computational algorithms which rely on conjectured but unproven

bounds for the least quaclratic non-residue and because of the sub-exponential

size of the intervals involved in this (superficially at least) similar questioll, we

suggested the possibility that these results might find same application of that

nature. We also announced our recent proof, also joint with H. Iwaniec, of theZin

finitude of the number of primes that can be expressed as the surn of a square and

a fourth power and tbe asymptotic formula for the frequency of these primes.

SHUHONG GAO: Gauss Periods

In this talk, I presented some new theorems on Gauss periods. One is charac

terizing finite fields with Gauss periods that generate normal bases. Ano~her is

deciding, for any integers q, n, k and r with nk = <p(r) and r squarefree, whether

there exists a subgroup K ~ Z; of order k such that (q, K) = 7l;. In settling the

latter 'question, an interesting theorem for finite Abelian groups is proved. Tbe

theorem goes as follows.
Suppose G is a finite Abelian group, S a subset, and K a subgroup such that

G == (8, K). Then, for any direct product G == G1 ® G2 ® ., . ® C t , there exists

a subgroup H = H 1 ® H2 ® ... ® H t , Bi ~ Gi, such that

(8, H) = G and GIB ~ G/K.
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J OACHIM VON ZUR GATHEN: Efficient exponentiation in finite fields
Computing large powers is abasie subroutine in several cryptosystems. I

present several algorithms for this problem, analyze their cost) and present exper
imental results which confirm tbe theoretical analysis. In these implementations,
an algorithm using Gauß periods and fast arithmetic turned out to be the winner.
Ta increase the range of applicability of this method, we introduce a new way of
forming Gauß periods.

JÜRGEN GERHARD: Polynomial factorization over finite fields
This is joint work with Joachim von zur Gathen. The previous five years

have brought dramatic developments in the area of polynomial factorization over
finite fields. For polynomials of degree n with coefficients in IFq , thc field with
q elements, Kaltofen & Shoup (1995) devised the first probabilistic algorithm
with subquadratic running time in the degree, taking O(n1.815 Iogq) arithmetic
operations in lFq on average. To the progress in theory also corresponds a progress
in practice: Shoup (1995) could factor a polynomial of degree 2048 modulo a
2048-bit prime in about one day of CPU-time.

Using similar techniques, in particular fast polynomial arithmetic, a blocking
strategy to minimize costly gcd calculations in the distinct degree factorization
stage, and an irreducibility test, leads to an algorithm for factoring polynomials
aver the binary field IF2 , which is Da asymptotic improvement but behaves weH
in practice. It uses OfV(n2 ) arithmetic operations in 1F2 , and its irnplcmentation
in C++ on two Spare Ultras with 143 MHz can factar palynomials of degree up to
262,144 in about 48 hours of CPU-time.

DIMA GRIGORIEV: Estimating the number of non-zeroes of systems of
polynomials over finite fields

A method is developped for estimating the number of non-zeroes of systems
of polynomials which was applied in two cases: for the polynomials of restricted
degree and the restricted number of non-zero terms. These results cntail the
known lower bounds on the number of zeroes. Also the problem of zero-test
is studied, i.e. to test, whether a polynomial given by a black-box, vanishes
identically. The developped approach is used for solving the zero-test problem
for the polynomials of the considered two classes.

DIRK HACHENBERGER: Normal Bases and Completely Free Elements
The central topic of my talk is the structure of the additive group of an

algebraic closure r F of a finite field F = GF(q) when considered as an F-vector
space with respect to the Frobenius automorphism aF. It holds that the finite
(F, Gp)-submodules of f F (these are the finite uF-invariant F-subspaces of f F )

are cyclic. A particular instance of the latter result is the Normal Basis Theorem
for finite fields which is due to K. Hensel (1888): The finite submodules which
are annihilated by polynomials of the kind xm - 1 are just the finite extensions
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GF(qm) aver F; (a generator of E = GF(qrn) as (F, (7F )-module is called a free

element 0/ E over F; its conjugates under the Galois group of E over F build a

normal basis of E over F).
Due to their usefulness for doing arithmetic computations in finite extensions

over F, the algorithmic and expIicit determination of (particular) normal bases

has become ODe of the major research topics in Finite Field Theory. In Iny talk

I will mainly concentrate on a particular type of normal bases \vhose existence

has anly been settled nearly one hundred years after Hensel's pioneering \vork: In

1986, D. Blessenohl and K. Johnsen proved that for every finite extension E over

F there exists an element w E E which simultaneously generates a normal basis

over every intermediate field K of E over F (such an element is called completely

free in E Dver F).
In order to describe the nature of elements of the latter kind, we have devel

opped tools allowing the study of r F from a simultaneous point 0/ view; "·1.e., one

ha..c; to consider a finite (F, aF )-submodule of r F witb respect to alt extensions

of F leaving this module invariant. We survey on recent results concerning the

characterization, the enumeration, the algorithmic, and the explicit construction

of completely free elements over finite fields.

For details, I like to refer to my monograph

FINITE FIELDS: Normal Bases and Completely Free Elements,

Kluwer Academic Publishers (1997), Boston Dordrecht London

ISBN: 0-7923-9851-3.
http://kapis.www.wkap.nl!kapis/CGI-BIN/WORLD

/book.htm?O-7923-9851-3

MAREK KARPINSKI: Approximation Algorithms far Same Hard- Count-

ing Problems in Finite Fields <.

We overview some recent results on the efficient approximability of the prob

lem of counting the number of zeros of multivariate polynomials over finite fields.

We prove also results on the approximation hardness of this problem for same

classes of polynomials with lower bounds almost meeting Dur upper approxima

tion bounds.

KRISTIN LAUTER: Ray class field constructions of curves over finite fields

with many rational points
In the early 1980s, Serre applied class field theüry für function fields over

finite fields to obtain many examples of curves over lF2 which are maximal for their

genus. Since then, many people, including Hansen, Stichtenoth, and van der Geer

and van der Vlugt, and Niederreiter and Xing have used various other methods

to generate curves with a large number of points. Despite these constructions,

the value of Nq(g) has remained undetermined in most cases of 9 and q, where

Nq(g) stands for the maximum Dumber of points possible on a curve of genus 9

over the field lFq . The original method of Serre, as described by Rene Schoür, can
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be implemented in a systematic manner for any field, and can be tlsed to realize
almost a11 known examples of curves with many points. By giving the ray dass
field description of the Deligne...Lusztig curves, we obtain the following results on
the order of quotients of polynomial rings:
Theorem 1 Let IFq2 be the finite field with q2 elements, q apower 01 a prime.
Let k = q + 2. Then

Furthermore, this quotient is trivial if k < q + 2, in which case all ]Jolynornials
split completely into lactoTs 01 degree one.

Theorem 2 Let IFq be the finite field with q == 22m+1 = 2q5 elements. Let k =
2qo + 2. Then

I(IFq[T]/Tk )* /IF;/(l - aT Ia EJF;)I == q

Furthermore, this quotient is trivial if k < 2qo + 2, in which case all polllnomials
split completely into lactors 0/ degree one.

HENDRIK W. LENSTRA, JR.: Generators for the Jacobian of a hyperel
liptic curve

Let k be a finite field, q = #k, 9 a positive integer, a, b E kIX]' deg a ~ .9, b
monic of degree 2g + 1, such that gcd(a2 - 4b, (b')2 - aa'b' + (a')2b) = 1. Let C
be the hyperelliptic curve of genus 9 defined by y2 + a(x)y + b(x) = 0, and J its
Jacobian. Embed C in J by P~ [P] - [00]. Finally, let I be an t'interval" in
k, i.e. a subset of the form {m, m+ 1, ... , m+n}' x+ B, where m J n E .z, n ~ 0,
x E k, B ~ k an additive subgroup.

Theorem. Suppose that #1 ?:: 4· (2g + 1) . .jQ.Then {(x, y) E C(k)::l E I}
generates the group J(k) unless and only unless p = chark equals 2 and I ~

b2g + a~ . ker(trace: k ~ IFz); here b = X 2g+1 + bZg X 2
g + "', a = ag);9 + ....

In the lecture, I alluded to algorithmic applications of this theorem, due to
Igor Shparlinski. Also, I indicated the proof, and how it leads me to discover
the exceptional case; the latter case was illustrated in the case of elliptie curves
(g = 1). Finally, I explained which property of "intervals" is crudal for the proof, e
and how the theorem can be modified to cover general I.

WINNIE LI: Character Sums over p-adic fields
Let K be a finite unramified extension of Qp. In this talk we give estimates for

character sums ofWeil type, such as E1/J(f(x)), Ex(g(x)), E'l/J(f(x))x(g(x)),
where /, 9 are rational functions aver K with integral coefficients, 'lj; is an additive
character of K, X is a multiplicative character of K, and the surn is over solutions
of xpn = xzpn

-
1 over K. Our method is to construct idele class charact.ers of the

function field k(x), where k is the residue field of K, and derive estimates using .
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the Riemann Hypothesis for curves proved by Hasse and Weil. As a consequence,
\ve obtain a parametrization of idele class characters of k(x) using 1/J and fJ which
allows us to construct large families of cycHcally different periodic sequences with
lo\v correlation.

OSCAR MORENO: Ramanujan graphs, codes and exponential sums
(Joint work with H. Janwa) We introduce the notion of projective graphs of

linear codes and determine that their eigenvalues are the Weil type exponential
sums defined on the code. As application of our results we give several construc
tions of sequences of Ramanujan graphs. The proof of the Ramanujan property
is given using elementary techniques.

GARY MULLEN: .Irreducible Polynomials over Finite Fields with
Prescribed Coefficients

For q a prime power let IFq denote the finite field of order q. We \vill discuss
recent work involving the distribution of irreducible polynomials over IFq with
prescribed coefficients. In particular we will discuss some recent \vork toward
proving the existence of a primitive normal polynomial of degree n ~ 2 over lFq

with an arbitrarily specified trace coefficient. A complete proof of such a result
would yield a generalization of the primitive normal basis theoreIll for finite fields
first proved by Lenstra and Schoof in 1987.

HARALD NIEDERREITER: Narrow ray class extensions and global function
fields with many rational places

This is joint work with C. P. Xing. We present various methods for the
construction of global function fields with many rational places, or equivalently
of algebraic curves over lFq with many IFq-rational points. We pursue two aims:

(i) get more information on the maximum number Nq(g) of rational places of
aglobai function field over 1Fq of genus g;

(ii) find explicit constructions of global function fields with many rational places.

An important role is played by Drinfeld modules of rank 1 and the narrow ray
class extensions derived from them. Methods based on such extensions yield
many improvements on earHer results.

FRANCESCO PAPPALARDI: Density estimates connected to Gauß periods
(Joint work with Joachim von zur Gathen) Let q = ph and suppose that r is a

prime number with r =1( fiod n). A Gauß period of 1Fqn is normal over IFq if and
only (ir(q), n) = 1 where ir(q) = [(Z/rZ)* : (q»). It was proven by Wasserman
that such a prime r exists if and only if (h, n) = 1 and

{
2p fn if p =1(mod4)
4l t n otherwise.
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We prove the following variation of this result.
Suppose q and kare given and assume the .Generalized Riemann Hypothesis.

There always exists a prime r == 1(modk) such that (ir (q), (r - 1)/ k) == 1 except
when

i) h is even and k is odd;

ii) h is odd, k is odd, pIk and p == 1(mod4).

In the case k = 1 this result says that there exists a prime for whieh q is a
primitive root if and only if q is not a square which is a consequence oE the Artin
Conjecture for primitive raots.

Furthermore we compute the density aq,k of the primes r above which is given e
by the formula:

if h is even or
if h is odd, p ~ l(mod4L k is odd
if h is odd and k is eveu or{

Ak
h

dqk == k ~ 1 1
, Ah(l- 2(2k)-lTIZ lb 1_2il ' l

b 12-1-1)
, Ilh lloh

if h is odd and p == 1(mod4).

whereb =p/(k,p) andAi = ~ n:~ (1 + t) TI:~ (1- I~J TIllhk (1 - t(t~I))' The
prüof is a generalization of the Hooley Theorem on the Artin Conjecture.

FRANCESCO PAPPALARDI: Average Frobenius Distribution of Elliptic
Curves

(Joint work with Chantal David, Concordia University) Let E be an elliptic
curve over Q. Let ap(E) = p + 1 - #E(IFp). If r E Z then we let

1TE(X) = #{p ~ X,p prime of good reduction and ap(E) == 1·}.

The Lang-Trotter Conjecture states that

r C Vi1rE f"'oJ rE-
1

-
.' ogx

(except when r == 0 and E has complex multiplication), where

c - 2 r m· #Gal(Q(E[mD/Q)Trace r

r,E - :; m!.~oo #Gal(Q(E[m])/Q) ,

where Q(E[m]) is the extension of Q obtained by adding the coordinates of
the rn-torsion points of E(ij); we think of Gal(Q(E[mJ)/Q) as a subgroup of
Aut(E[mJ) ~ GL2 (ZjmZ). Thanks to Serre's Open Mapping Theorem we know
that there exists m = mE E N such that

c - ~ mE . #Gal(Q(E[mED/Q)Trace r rr 1· #Gal(Q(E[lD/Q)1'race r

r,E - 7r #Gal(Q(E[mED/Q) IfmE #Gal({J(E[lD/Q) .
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We prove the following average form of the Lang-Trotter Conjecture. Ir A, B »
X I/ 2+f. and AB » X3/ 2+f then

where E(a, b): y2 = x3 + ax + band

er = ~ II l . #GL2{IFd1race r.
7f I #GL2(lF,)

PETER ROELSE: Factoring high-degree polynomials over IF2 with
Niederreiter's algorithm on the IBM SP2

(The following has been done in collaboration with P. Fleischmann, R.
Staszewski and M. Weller). A C implementation of Niederreiter'·s algorithm for
factoring polynomials over IF2 is described. The most time-eonsuming part of
this algorithm, which consists of setting up and solving a certain system of lin
ear equations, is performed in parallel. Onee a basis for the solution space is
faund, all irreducible faetors of the polynomial can be extracted by suitable
ged-computations. For this purpose, asymptotieal fast polynomial arithmetie
algorithms are implemented. These inelude Karatsuba & Ofman multiplication,
Cantor multiplieation and Newton inversion. In addition, an new efficient version
of the half-gcd algorithm is presented. Serial run times far the polynomial arith
metic and parallel run times for the factorization are given. It is shown that a
pseudo-randomly selected polynomial of degree 300000 can be factored in about
10 hours on 256 Dades of the IBM SP2 at the Cornell Theory Center.

IGOR SHPARLINSKl: On Polynomial Approximation and the Parallel
Complexity ofthe Discrete Logarithm and Breaking the Diffie-Hellman
Cryptosystem

This is joint work with Don Coppersmith. Several exponential (in terms of
log p) lower bounds are obtained on the degrees and orders of

• polynomials;

• algebraic functions;

• Boolean functions;

• linear recurring sequences

coinciding with values of the discrete logarithm modulo a prime p at sufficiently
many points (the number of points can be as little as pl/2+E). These functions
are considered over the residue ring modulo p and Qver the residue ring modulo
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an arbitrary divisor d of p - 1. The case of d = 2 is of special illtcrest since it
corresponds to the representation of the rightmost bit of the discrete logarithm
and defines whether the argument is a quadratic residue. These results are used
to obtain lower bounds on tbe parallel complexity of computing the discrete
logarithm.

The method is based on bounds of character sums and numbers of solutions
of some polynomial equations.

Similar results are obtained for breaking the Diffie-Hellman cryptosystem.
Several other applications of the method are indicated as weil.

HENNING STICHTENOTH: Curves over finite fields with many rational
points

A (projective, non-singular, absolutely irreducible) curve X defined over a
finite field K of size #K = q2 is said to be maximal, if N(X) (the nUlnber of K
rational points) attains the Hasse-Weil upper bound, Le. N(X) = q2+1+2g(X)·q.
Here, g(X) denotes the genus of X.

It is well-known that the genus of a maximal curve X/IFq 2 is hounded by

g(X) ~ q(q; 1), and that the Fermat curve of exponent q + 1 providcs an

I f . 1 f q(q - 1) Ir' . h I . hexamp e 0 a m~lma curve 0 genus --2--. n lact, It IS. t e Oll y curve wIt

these properties. More precisely: Suppose that X is a maximal eurve aver IFq2.

Then one of the following holds:

(1) g(X) = q(q; 1), and X is isomorphie to the Fermat curve ddined by

uq+1 + vq+1 + 1 = O.

(2) g(X) = (q ~ 1)2, and X is isomorphie to the curve defined by Uq+1 +v"t! +

1 = O.

(3) g(X) < (q - 1)2 .
4

There is a similar characterisation (by means of the genus and the nunlber of
rational points) of the Deligne-Lusztig curves associated to the Suzuki groups.
(Joint work with H. G. Rück, R. Fuhrmann, A. Garcia, F. Torres)

GERHARD TURNWALD: On the number of values of polynomials over
finite fields

Let f(x) E IFq[x] have degree n 2::: 1 and let p = char(IFq ). The number v =
#f(JFq ) satisfies v 2::: [~]+1. In the case n < p it is known that v = [~]+ 1 ~ 3
implies n Iq - 1 and f{x) = a(x + b)n + c (with a, b, c E 1Fq ). The first part of this
result can be proved under the weaker hypothesis (n, p) = 1. We also present
improvements of various lower bounds for v if v > [~] + 1.
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Let G and ä denote the arithmetic and the geometrie monodromy group oE
f(x), respectively. Birch and Swinnerton - Dyer have proved that v = cq +
On (yIQ) where C only depends on G and (; (viewed as permutation groups of
degree n). In tbe case ä = Sn one has c = E;==1(-1)i-1/jL .Some criteria are
given which can be used to show that G = Sn. By combining these it can be
proved that (; = Sn is possible for every n and every q. (The second part of
the talk is based on joint \Vork with M. Zieve.)

SERGEI G. VLADUTS: Cyclicity statistics for elliptic curves over a finite
field

We calculate tbe probability of E (elliptic curve) over 1Fq to be cyclic. It
appears that the upper limit of this probability is 1. We also characterize lF'q
\vith elliptic curves which are always cyclic.

DAQING WAN: Computing zeta functions mod p and f~ctoring

polynomials over finite fields . .
In the first part, we discuss general approaches (either p-adic or l-adic (l :f= p»

to compute the zeta function oran arbitrary algebraic variety over finite fields.
In the second part, we show how the algorithms of Berlekamp and Niederreiter

on factoring polynomials in one variable over finite fields are closely related to
the zeta functions mod p of the zero-dimensional varieties.

We give a new formula for the zeta functions mod p and it yields an algorithm
similar to the ones of Berlekamp and Niederreiter.

In the third part, we give a very simple, explicit formula for the zeta function
mod p of an arbitrary hypersurface over a finite field. This yields a polynomial
time algorithm for computing the zeta function mod p if p is small (q can be
large) and if the number of variables is fixed.

STEFAN WOLF: The Diffie-Hellman Cryptosystem and Discrete
Logarithms

This is joint work with Deli Maurer. For a cyclic group G with generator 9,
the Diffie-Hellman (DH) Problem is to compute, given two elements gX and gY,
the element gXY. This computation is required for breaking the Diffie-Hellman
key exchange protocol. The problem is investigated if in some sense this problem
is equivalent to tbe problem of computing discrete logarithms with respect to the
generator 9 in the underlying group G. For a certain class of groups, the two
problems are shown to be probabilistic polynomial-time equivalent: this is the
case if the order of the DH group G is such that all the large prime factors of the
group order IGI are single, and such that for each such prime factor p a suitable
auxiliary group, defined in some way over the field GF(p), wit};L smooth order is
given. Possible auxiliary groups are elliptic curves and Jacobians of hyperelliptic
curves over GF(p) and extension fields, as weH as subgroups of the multiplicative
group of such an extension field. In particular it is shown that when the group
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order IGI of G is a prime p, and p -1, p+ 1, or cI>n(P) for some sITlall 11. is Sluooth,
then the DH protoeol for G is as secure as the DL problem is difficult.

MICHAEL ZIEVE: Value Sets and Zeta Functions
Let n be a fixed positive integer. A result of Bireh and Swiunerton-Dyer

implies that there is a finite set of rational numbers such that, for any finite
field IFq and any polynomial f(x) E lFq[x] of degree n, we have #f(Fq)/q =
c + On(l/vq), where c is in our finite set of rational nurnbers. (Here # f(Fq )

denotes the eardinality ofthe image ofthe map I: IFq , Fq indueed by n t--t f(ü}.)
We first reviewed the little that is known about these rational numbers c: they
satisfy c . n! E Z, l/n ~ c ::; 1, and indeed either c = I 01' C = 1 - l/n 01'

c ~ 1 - 2/n. Also, for 'general' polynomials, c = 1 - 1/2! + 1/3! - '" ± I/n!.
Evidenee suggests that there are many further restrietions Oll the values c, anel
it would be very interesting to have a fuller pieture. We then eliscllssed the
problem of eonstrueting all polynomials aehieving a preseribed valtw of c; there
is significant partial work in the case c = 1, and the eases c = 1 - 1/n anel
c = 1- 2/n ean be completely resolved (a new result). Interestingly, in all known
examples with these three values of c, the splitting field of 1(1;) - t over lFq (t)
is either a rational funetion field or a Hermitian fuoction field. Next WP. turned
to the error term On(1/vq), whieh essentially comes from the W(~il houlld. We
proposed to approach the fioer strueture of this error term via a ~valtH~ set zeta
function', namely exp(l:::l # f (IFqi )Ti

/ i). We gave a preliminary approach to t.he
study of this ohject, which shows that it has several pIeasant properties. Still,
the theory is in its infancy; hut one can hope that one day these zeta functions
\vill shed light on the values c, as weIl as explain various mysterious (~xanlples in
which the value set seems to be 'too well-behaved'.

Author: JÜRGEN GERHARD
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Mathematical Aspects of Computational Fluid Dynamics

26.1. - 1.2.1997

The conference was organized by C. Johnson (Gothenburg), K.W. Morton (Oxford), and
R. Ranna.cher (Heidelberg). The 30 participants carne from 8 countries and represented
research groups working in numerical mathematics and scientific computing as weil as com
putational mechanics. The central theme of the 231ectures was the theoretical background
of numerical methods in fluid mechanics.

The majority of the lectures coneerned new developments in finite element and finite
volume methods rar the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. A topie of centra.l interest was
aposteriori mesh-size selection and errar contral in view of the particular needs in flow
computations. Closely related to this were fast solution methods based on multigrid and
other preconditioning techniques. Several new ideas were presented for robust discretiza
tions which ca.n handle multi-scale phenomena, transport behavior as weil aB various kinds
of limiting processes, e.g., low Mach-number ßows. A sma.ller group oflectures reported on
progress in non-standard approaches Iike characteristic-Galerkin methods, sparse grid tech
niques, partide methods, and stochastic models. The topic of turbulence was addressed in
the context of subgrid-scale models and sparse grid techniques. Besides the standard prob-
lems in classical CFD. also numerical methods for more complex applications like ehemicalty
rea.cting ftows and crystal growth were presented. Finally, an online computer demonstra
tion (by K. Kuwahara) showed the power of modern high-performance workstations for
flow computation and visualization.

The lectures and the accompanying discussions represented the eurrent state of theory in
CFD. It became dear that particularly the growing input of mathematical analysis is leading
to a major impuls which has still to be fuUy exploited. Most promising developmeots were
seen uoder the key-words adaptive methods, hierarchical models and discretizations, and
fast solvers. These issues inherit many challenging theoretical questions and are developing
into major contributions of modern mathematics to real-world technology. Due to the
limited number of talks, much time was left for group work and dmeussions. Particularly the
expository morning lectures initiated intensive and 50metimes even controversial discussions
which were genera.lly perceived as very fruitfuI. It was agreed that the subject of this
conference is of growing practical importance and should be further pursued in the future
within the mathematical eommunity.
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E. HÄNSCH

Simulation of Crystal Growth with Thermal Convection
We present finite element methods for the numerical simulation of dendritie erystal growth
inc1uding convection effects. The problem is modelled by the Stefan problem with Gibbs
Thomson condition coupled with the Navier-Stokes equations in the liquid phase. Thus, _
the following system of equations has to be solved: Navier-Stokes equations, .,

811 1
+ U-· Vu- - -- A Ü + Vp Be v ü 0 t·n n8t va;.U = 2, . = Hliquid,

energy equation,

88 1

lJt
+ Cconv iI· VB - ~~B = 0 in 11'iquid

PrvGr

~B _. lr;::;:6.B = 0 in Q,olid,
vt PrvGr '.

Stefan condition -LVr = [cD8..,8] on r, and Gibbs-Thomson law lvVr + leCr + 8 =
o on r, together with initial and boundary conditions.
Here, iZ is the flow field, B the temperature, p the pressure, Vr the velocity of the free
boundary, and Cr the curvature of r. The numerical method consists of a parametric finite
element method for the evolution ofthe interface, coupled with finite element Navier-Stokes
and heat equation solvers. .

R. HECKER

Weighted Residual-Based Error Estimation in Flow Computations
In many engineering applications of CFD the objective of the computation is the precise
prediction of some local quantity such as the drag- or lift-coefficient of an object submerged
in agas or liquid ftow. We present an approach which allows to computationally quantify
the local erfors in finite element computatioos.. On this basis we derive an adaptive aJ- _
gorithm which leads to locally refined meshes which are adapted to the physicaJ question 
nnder coosideration. Our general approach is illustrated by a tW«rdimensional benchmark
problem. It is the flow around a cylinder of an incompressible fluid. The quantities to be
computed are the drag- and Iift-coefficient as weil as the pressure difference 00 the cylin-
der. In order to design a mesh which is optimal (in some appropriate sense) for the given
problem, it is clearly not efficient to control the pointwise error over the whole domain. On
the other hand, it is not sufficient to refine the grid near the cylinder. The important point
is to measure the effect of the discretization error on the a.ccuracy of the desired quantity
for each cello This sensitivity analysis is achieved via an appropriate dual problem which is
solved together with the primal one.
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M. FEISTAUER

Numerical Techniques for the Solution of Viscous Compressible Flow: Analysis
and Application

The lecture is concerned with the theory and numerical simulation of viscous compressible
fluid flow problems. The numerical simulation of viscous compressible flow is one of the
most difficult areas of Computational Fluid Dynamics because of several obstades: mixed
hyperbolic-parabolic chara.cter of governing equations, convection effects dominating over
diffusion, existence of boundary layers and (in high speed ftow) of shock waves t the interac
tion of boundary layers and shock waves. In addition, there is a significant lack of theory for
the continuous problem. Since the viscosity and heat conductivity of gases are small, the
viscous dissipative terms are often considered as perturba.tions of the inviscid· hyperbolic
Euler system. This leads to the idea of discretiszing the inviscid terms independently byan
adequate technique based, e.g. t on a Hux vector splitting finite volume approach, whereas
the parabolic character of viscous terms suggests their discretization by the finite element
method. As a result we obtain a combined finite volume - finite element method (FVM
- FEM) which can be applied on general unstructured meshes. SpeCial attention is paid
to the increase of accuracy of the method with the aid of higher order recovery (similar
to END) and automatie adaptive mesh refinement based on suitable shock and error indi
cators. The applicability and robustness of the scheme is demonstrated by the numericaJ
solution of technically relevant flow problems with complicated structure of shock waves,
boundary layers a.nd wakes.

PH. GRESHO

Issues and Problems Related to Rapid aud Impulsive Start-'Up of Incompress
ible Flow Past a Circular Cylinder
A penetrating numerical ana.lysis of problems and solutions related to a mixed finite ele
ment application of early time behavior starting from rest via a.n inlet boundary condition
of U = a(l - exp( -"\t» for large ,,\ at RE = 1000 (also RE = 0) is described. Among the
"issues and problems" are: (1) A truly impulsive start is mathematieally impossible (the
problem is ill-posed); (2) The 'next best thing' is very FAR from a fluid at rest: potential
flow except 30t the. cylinder, where the no-slip boundary condition is applied, thus gener
ating a vortex sheet(which we also discuss and TRY to compute); (3) finite elements that
are 'stable' Cor viscous flows (LBB, etc.) are shown to be at least somewhat 'unstable' for
inviscid and nearly -inviscid ftows (they fail to pass the first Brezzi stability condition), but
that convergence will still occur; (4) the pressure near tbe cylinder t and thus the drag force t

is non-convergent (P goes like 1/h as h- > 0, where h is the distance from the cylinder to
the first node in the fluid) for small time (whose explanation we shaU provide) ; (5) but be
yond a mesh-dependent time which we call tbe 'Minimum Time of Believability, Viz. h2/411,
where v is the viscosity, eonvergence can and does oecur. This behaviour is independent
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of the element chosen and must also occur for finite difference, finite volume, and even the
(exalted) spectral methods. This failure to converge at small time is 30 direct consequence
of the inability of ANY mesh to describe the viscous effects caused by the vortex sheet. We
conclude by summarizing the sad state of affairs with respect to element 'stability' when
an explicit time-marching method is employed, and implore the numerical analysis com- _
munity to address both this issue and that mentioned above (inviscid or near-inviscid flows). •

F.-K. HEBEKER

On Finite Elements, Error Control, and Adaptivity ror Reactive Flows
In a joint work with R. Ranna.cher and eh. Führer (Heidelberg) we investigate new nu
merical methods for systems of convection-dominated ftows with stiff source terms. They
are based on 30 conservative second-order finite element method enhanced with effident
shock-capturing features (artificial viscosity, streamline diffusion, and residua.l-based shock
capturing). This method provides for a unified approach to such kind of problems and in
particular avoids Riemann solvers and operator splitting approxima.tions. The 'Discontinuous
Galerkin' variant DG(l) is capable of an L-stable implicit treatment of the stiff source and
diffusion terms and, moreover, paves the way to rigorous error control. The traditional
way of residual-based aposteriori error estimation uses global stability constants which
(ir available at all) quite orten greatly overestimate the actual discretization error for ad
vanced nonlinear problems. Therefore, we employ aposteriori estimates that use loeal
weights rather than global constants. As a test example (R. LeVeque), we compute deto
nation wa.ves with moderate thickness of the rea.ction zone and low-order diffusion terms.
Our method is able to accurately compute the Chapman-Jouguet velocity of detonations
as weil as the sharp ZND-profiles (Zel'dovich-VonNeumann-Döring) of pressure, fuel con
centratiOD, etc..

T.J.R. HUGHES

The Variational Multiscale Method - A Paradigm ror Subgrid-Scale Modeling ~
and Computational Fluid Dynamies •
Historically, the Galerkin finite element method has been the fundamental and ubiquitous
constructive element in the development of numerical methods for mechanics. Despite this,
it is argued that this method represents an inadequate paradigm for many practical1y im
portant problems, in particular, those involving fine scale features that are numerically
unresolvable due to the length scale of elements composing the mesh. It is observed that
even if one is uninterested in resolviog, or "seeing" t the fine scale features, their effect on the
coarse, or resolvable, scales must be a.ccounted for in order to accurately calculate the coarse
sca.1es. The variational multiscale method represents a new and more robust paradigm. It
consists of a two-step approach: The first is purely non-numerical - the original problem is
decomposed ioto two subproblems. One involves solving for the fine scales in terms of the
coarse scales. The result is substituted ioto the second subproblem which results in a mod-
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ified. problem involving ooly the coarse scales. This is sometimes referred to as a subgrid
scale model. This problem turns out to be a suitable one for presentation to the standard
Galerkin finite element method employing simple polynomial-based elements. Because un
resolvable scales have heen removed., a successful approximation folIows. Application of the
Galerkin method to the modified problem is the second aod final step of the variational
multiscale approa.ch. Various pra.ctical applications can be made within the variationaI pro-
cedure. For example, one can assurne that the fine scale phenomena exist only in the interior
of element subdomains, before introduction of, and regardless of, the particular approxi
mating finite element spaces to be introduced in the Galerkin step. This assumption leads
to a framework which permits identification with stabilized methods. The methodology is
described by way of examples. Outstanding issues which need to be overcome a~~ addressed.

R. JELTSCH

Error Estimators for the Position or Discontinuities in Hyperbolic Conservation
Laws with Source Terms which are Solved Using Operator Splitting
It is weil known that 50lving nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws with stift" source terms
using operator splitting may create wrong shock speeds if the timestep is too large. One
first introduces the numerical position of the discontinuity. Then an error estimator for
this position is derived. The main idea is developed for the Riemann problem of a sealar
hyperbolic conservation law with a source term. In that situation the solution has a Taylor
expansion on both sides of the discontinuity if the source and the ftux funtions are smooth
enough. Hence the position of the discontinuity is a smooth function and one can compare
the Taylor expansions of the exa.ct and the numerical solution. The estimator is then ap
plied to Burgers equation with a stift' source term, the combustion model of Majda and the
reacting Euler equations in one and two spa.ce dimensions. In two space dimensions, the
estimator is only used for discontinuities which are in spa.ce smooth curves. One simply
applies the one-dimensional estimator in direction normal to this curve. The results are
due to my Ph.D. student P. Klingenstein.

c. JOHNSON

Error Control in CFD and Hydrodynamic Stability
We gave an overview of our recent work with various collaborators on quantitative error
contral in computational fluid mechanics based on Galerkin orthogonality and computa
tional evaluation of stability fa.ctors. We also discuss a model for transition to turbulence
in parallel flow.

R. KLEIN

Asymptotic Analysis and Numerical Simulation orFlows at Low Mach Number
Typical explosion events begin with an extended phase of slow burning. At this stage,
characteristic flow velocities are O.1. ..1.0m/s and the ftow fields induced are essentially
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incompressible. It follows aphase of turbulent flame acceleration during which the com

bustion front ean achieve supersonie speeds.. A numerical simulation scheme suitable for

this kind of event should be able to handle incompressible, variable density flows, weakly

compressible flow including long wave acoustic effects at leading order in the velocity field

and fully compressible fiow with shocks. The goal here is to derive appropriate eonstraints

on the numerical ftuxes of a finite volume scheme - to be applied at sma.ll and zero Mach

numbers - a.nd to devise an associated modification of a Godunov-type eompressible ftow

solver. The asymptotics involve a multiple length - single time scale analysis of the com

pressible Euler equations which reveals the compressible -+ incompressible transition as

the Mach number vanishes, but also a.ceounts for tbe influenee of long wave acoustics.. A

key ingredie~t of the analysis is the pressure expansion which reads

P(f, tjM) = Po + Mp(i)«(, t) +M 2p(l)(z,(, t) +...

where x is aspace eoordinate resolving small scale convective phenomena and ~ = Mi re

solves long wave acoustics. The knowledge gained is then transforced into a eorrection step

for a.n explizcit higher-order upwind scheme, designed to enforee the effect of vanishing or

small flow divergenee in the numerical ßuxes of mass, momentum and energy. Preliminary

results demonstrate the capability of the scheme of dealing with incompressible constant

density inviscid tlow, the baroclinic vorticity generation ~ue to interaction of long wave

acoustics with transverse density gradients and weakly nonlinear acoustic effects.

K. KUWAHARA

Results oe Flow Computations

An ooline demonstration of flow computations and visualization is given.

M. LARSSON

Adaptive Error Control for FE Approximations of t.he Lift and Drag Coefti·

c:ients in Viscous Flow

We derive estima.tes for the error in a variational approximation of the lift and drag eoef

ficients of a body immersed into a viscous flow governed by the Navier-Stokes equations.

The variational approximation is based on computing a certain weighted average of a. finite

element approximation to the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. Our main result is

an aposteriori estimate that gives abound for the error in the lift and d ra.g eoefficient8 in

terms of the loeal mesh size, a loeal residuaJquantity, and a loeal weight deseribing the loeal

stability properties of an associated linear dual problem. The weight may be approximated

by solving the dual problem numerically. The error bound is thus computable and ean be

used for quantitative error estimation. We apply it to design an ada.ptive finite element

algorithm specifieally for the approximation of the lift and drag eoefficients and show some

numerieal results.
.
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PH. LE FLOCH

Non-Classical Shock Waves and Kinetic Reactions
We consider hyperbolic systems of conservation laws whose characteristic fields are not gen
uinely nonlinear (g.n.l.), and introduce a framework for the non-c1assical shocks that arise
as limits of certain continuous or discrete, diffusive or diffusive-dispersive, approximations.
A non-classical entropy solution is defined as a solution that satisfies a single entropy in
equality. A non-classical shock, by definition, is a non-classical entropy solution that does
not fulfill the Liu entropy criterion. Such a shock turns out to be under-compressive. We
show that the Riemann problem admits a multi-parameter family of non-c1assical entropy
solutions: each non-g.n.l. characteristic field generates a two-dimensional waue set instead
of the classica.l one-dimensional wave curve. The Riemann problem can be solv~ uniquely
with c1assical waves and non-classical shocks, provided an additional constraint is imposed:
we stipulate that the entropy dissipation across any non-c1assical shock be a given coosti
tutive function. In particular, the entropy dissipa.tion ma.y be 80ught as a function of the
propagation speed. We call this admissibility criterion a kinetic relation, by analogy with
similar laws introduced in material science for propagating phase boundaries. The kinetic
relation may be derived from limits of traveling wave solutions to an augmented system
and, typically, depends on the ratio of the diffusion and dispersion parameters. The theory
applies to the propagation of shock waves in complex fluids or materials in which the effects
of diffusion, capillarity... are in balance.

K.W. MORTON

Evolution-Galerkin Methods Cor Unsteady Hyperbolic Systems
At the prompting of my co-ordinators, I devoted the first part of my talk to a brief review
of these methods: the variety of formulations, the wide range applications, typical conver
gence results. In particular, the Godunov formulation in a finite volume framework has
several advantages over the direct formulation common in characteristic Galerkin methods;
and the basic piecewise constant approximation space leads naturally to the use of higher
order recovering procedures which can be solution-adaptive. Secondly, I reported on recent
progress in the error analysis of these methods. Again, this was due to adopting a Godunov
formulation. Introducing an intermediate target approximation, specia.lly selected for each
scheme, this al10ws a natural decomposition of the error and leads to much sharper results
for a much wider range of schemes on nonuniform meshes than was previously possible.

S. NOELLE

Finite Volume Methods on Hexagonal Grids
Hexagonal grids have two attractive features for computations:
1) The neighbors across the edges from a full neighborhood of the cell, Le., there are 00

corner cells Iike for cartesian or triangular grids.
2) The six neighbors of a hexagon make it possible to construct a 2D quadratic approxi-
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mation using only direct neighbors of the cello
We try to exploit these features in the context of the 2D-Euler equations. We compare
several second- and third-order finite volume schemes on hexagonal and cartesian grids.
In many applications there are 00 large differences for the computations on the two types
of grids. A particular example, where differences can be seen is a radially symmetrie _
pointblast, used as a test example by LeVeque aod Walder io the context of astrophysical •
calculations. In this case we observe strong grid effects for the cartesian grid calculations,
and no grid effects on the hexagonal grids.

A. Russo
Stabilization of Finite Element Methods Via Residual-free Bubbles
Stabilized finite element methods have been recently interpreted as standard Galerkin meth
ods for classical spaces enlarged with specially constructed bubble functions ("residual-free"
bubbles). In my talk I give an overview of this theory, showing its elose relationship to the
variational multiscale method" recently developed by T.J.R. Hughes. Several applications
to fluid mechanics equations are also be presented., including the role played by the bubble
part of the solution as an aposteriori error indicator. At the end, limitations and perspec
tives of the residual-free bubbles approach are discussed. [1] F. Brezzi l A. Russo, Choosing
bubbles for convection-diffusion problems, M3AS, 4, 1994, pp. 571-587 [2] A. Russo l Bub
ble stabilization of finite element methods for the linearized incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations, CMAME, 132, 1996, pp. 335-343

D. SILVESTER

Fast and Robust Solvers for Time-Diseretised Incompressible Navier-Stokes
Equations
In this talk we consider the design of robust and efficient methods for solving the Navier
Stokes equations governing laminar ftow of a viscous incompressible fluid. Two fundamental
issues will be assessed in detail: the (wea.k-) enforcement ofthe incompressibility constraint
in a mixed finite element setting, aod the solution of the indefinite (Stokes-) systems arising
at each time level. Our aim is to prescribe a framework for adaptive error control. The
essential ingredients are: an unconditionally stable time discretisation; "natural" spatial
discretisations whieh are (inf-sup) stahle; and a fast iterative solution strategy generating
iterates converging monotonically in an appropriate norm (which mimics the dissipation
inherent in the continuou5 system). A distinguishing feature of our methodology is the use
of multigrid preconditioning to accelerate the convergence of our Krylov subspace iterative
solver. We motivate this with some a.nalysis showing that the contra.ction rate is bounded
away from unity independently of the choice of the mixed finite element method and the
subdivision parameter. Analysis and implementation of "pure" multigrid methods seems
to be relatively complicated and (discretisation-) method dependent by comparison.

8
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I. SOFRONOV AND W. WENDLAND

Domain decomposition and Car-field boundary conditions ror 2D compressible
viscous ftows
We consider a twcr or three-dimensional, steady, compressible, viscous low around a given
profile. The steady state has to be obtained by solving instatiooary models of conservation
laws through time stabilization. A domain decomposition couples different models, wbich
are obtained by making appropriate simplifying assumptions of the tlow. This procedure
leads to a faster computation oftbe numerical solution, which has 10 accurately approximate
the solution of the original problem. The coupling proced.ure which we propose takes ioto
account the complex nature of the viscous, compressible flow in the closed neighbourhood
of the profile. The compressibility of the irrotational tlow in front and on the aide of the
profile is taken into a.ccount by the full potential equation there. Finally, the rotationality
in. the wake domain is not excluded by the linearized Euler equations. We consider the
problem of imposing rar-field conditions on the externat boundary. The proposed method
is based on the assumption that outside the computational domain the flow is governed
by the Euler equations linearized around the free-stream uniform background. By using
Green's formula, we write out the representation of general solution for our system outside
the computational domain. We obtain tbe projector operator that maps arbitrary data
given on the surface of the computational domain in~o the set of 6Olutions of the Iinearized
Euler equations. This operator is then used for constructing a numerical procedure for
imposing -rar-field conditions for transonic flow problems.

E. SÜLl

Finite Element Methods for Hyperbolic problems:
APosteriori Error Analysis and Adaptivity
Partial differential equations of hyperbolic and nearly-hyperbolic character are central in
many fields, particularly fluid dynamics. From the computational viewpoint, the key diffi
culty is that solutions to these equations exhibit localised phenomena such as shocks and
thin transition-Iayers; in order to resolve these features in an a.ccura.te an efficient manner it
is desirable to use adaptively refined computational meshes whose construction is governed
by sharp aposteriori error bounds. This talk presents a review of recent developments in
the area of aposteriori error analysis for finite element and finite volume approximations
to hyperbolic and nearly-hyperbolic problems. We derive residual-based aposteno,; error
bounds in 11 ·!lw;, 8 .$ 0, and related norms, and illustrate the relevance of the theoretical
results to the design of ada.ptive finite element and finite volume approximations 10 linear
and nonlinear problems. The question of error propagation in numerical approximation
of hyperbolic problems will be highlighted in the context of a postenori error estimation
and adaptivity. We also discuss the problem of a postenori estimation for functionals of
the solution to hyperbolic problems, such as the lux across part of the boundary or the
computational domain.
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A. SZEPESSY

Adaptive Methods ror Stochastic DifFerential Equations
Adaptive time-stepping methods, based on aposteriori error estimates, are weil devel-
oped for deterministic ordinary differential equations. In the talk I discuss extensions to a
stochastic equations •

dX = a(t, X)dt + b(t, X)dW, 0 < t < T

taking the form

where ~% is a Brownian motion and X is the forward Euler approximation

The stability factor

(0.1)

is defined by the function ({', which is a solution of the dual equation to the linearized
version of (0.1).

L. TOBISKA

Aspects of Numerics of Incompressible Navier':Stokes Equations
We discuss several aspects of nonconforming finite element discretizations related to the
numerical solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, in particular

• use of stabilized schemes of upwind or streamline diffusion type,

• the inftuence of the Reynolds number in a-priori error estimates,

• a-posteriori error control,

• mesh adaption for resolving layers and

• parallelization.

The main objective is to explain the modifications necessary in the nonconforming case.
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s. TUREK

A General Solution Framework ror Discretized Incompressible Navier-Stokes
Problems
On the basis of MPSC techniques ("multilevel pressure Schur complement") we have re
cently derived a complete solution framework for discretized incompressible ßow problems
which includes most of the existing approaches as special cases. To recall some of them:
projectjon schemes, fractionalstep methods, SIMPLE-like technique5, Vanka smoother, etc.
We demonstrate in our talk some severe deficiencies of these classical schemes. Based on
examptes we rnotivate how "optimal" solution schemes can be characterized. They all are
of multigrid type and their numerical behaviour can be described aB folIows:

• independent of the underlying mesh, particularly for targe aspect ratios.

• efficient and rohust for all ranges of viscosity parameters.

• achieving improved convergence rates for decreasing time-step sizes.

In fact, we show how existing methods (projection methods, Vanka smoother, coupled
solvers) can he essentially improved by only slight modifications 10 satisfy the character
istics above; hereby even exploiting the high performance of modern computer pla.tforms.
Only with these solution schemes aB basic components can the supplementary aspects of
the beginning be treated numerically, even for practical applications.

R. VERFÜRTH

APosteriori Error Estimates ror Low Order Finite Elements
We prove that appropriately scaled edge--residuals yield upper and lower bounds for the
error of linear finite element approximations hath with respect to the BI and the L2 norm.
The proof reHes on suitable approximation and stahility properties of the L2 projection. It
requires a. condition on the triangulation which is more stringent than the shape regularity
assumptioD, hut which nevertheless admits local refinement. This extra condition can be
avoided by using a. modified element-type quasi-interpolation opera.tor. This approach,
however, only works for BI norm estimates and introduces additional higher order pertur
bations at the boundary.

H. YSERENTANT

A Lagrangean Approach to the Numerical Treatment of Compressible Fluids
Fluid mechanics describes the motion of mass in space under the inftuence of interna! and
external forces. The method presented in this talk is based on this fact. The fluid is subdi
vided inta small mass packets t the particles. These mass packets can move independently of
each other and an overlap. They have a fixed internalstructure but can contract t expand,
and fatate. The forees acting upon the particles are basically derived from a variational
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principlej to incorporate entropy generation 'in shock fronts, frictional forces are added. The
exact conservation of mass, momentum, angular momentum and energy is automatically
guaranteed by the approach. It is analyzed what happens when the particles spUt and their
size tends to zero. As it turns out, limits exist which satisfy the basic physical principles
underlying the Euler equations and can, in this sense, be regarded as 8OIutions of these
equations. Viscous fluids can be treated similarly.

eHR. ZENGER

Advantage of Sparse Grids Approximation in CFD
The direct numerical simulation of turbulent flows needs very fine grids with step-Iengths
approximately of the order of the Kolmogorov length. In practical calculations, we observed
that the sparse grid discretization implemented by the combination method a110ws a. signifi
cant reduction of the number of degrees of freedom up to a factor of about ODe hundred.
A more detailed analysis of the computed solution by a hierarchical basis representation
indicates that indeed bigger stepsize produces an una.cceptably "Iarge error whereas the
reductiOD of the dimension via. the sparse grid approach leads to smaller errors. This may
be a justification of this approach and also an explanation that the observable statistical
quantities (e.g. 1, 2. and 3. moments of the velocity distribution) are in quite good
agreement with full grid computatioDs and with real experimental observations.

Berichterstatter: R. Rannacher
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. Punktprozesse: Modelle und Anwendungen
02.02. - 08.02.1997

The meeting was organized by K. Krickeberg (Paris), Y. Ogata (Tokyo) andR.-D.
Reiss (Siegen).

The aim of the meeting was to bring together researchers working on

• statistical modelling in various applied fields

• related theoretical questions about point processes

• inference on various point process models.

The relevant subdomains ,vere

• extreme value analysis and time series with infinite variance (with applications
to financial data)

• computing methods

• physical sciences and engineering (including seismology)

• queueing theory

• spatial processes and space-time modelling (including modelling in forestry,
rainfalls and other environmental problems)

• stochastic geometry.

The meeting was attended by 38 participants. There ","ere 32 talks including 11
main or survey lectures and one poster session. Given the intensive discussions after
the talks and fruitful collaborations throughout the meeting ,ve are sure that this
conference will have a significant impact on future research work.
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Vortragsauszüge

Elja Arjas

On prequential model assessment from point process data

A criticism often voiced against the Bayesian paradigm to statistics is that it does
not provide clear-cut procedures for model checking or validation against data. It is
indeed true that the traditional model testing procedures, starting from the idea of A
':truth77 of a null hypothesis and assigning probabilities to tbe behaviour of (future) •
sampIes, do not match weIl with the Bayesian position of keeping the data fixed, and
thinking of probability primarily as a means of expressing subjective degrees of belief
in different values of the model parameters. Perhaps the most natural way of making
Bayesian inferential ideas operational in model checking is to consider prediction,
or model validation, and always match one or more 'future" data prints against the
predictive distribution based on the "past". We sho,v ho,v such techniques can be
applied in the context of the ':dynamic approach to point processes" , leading them
to simple exact statistical tests. These ideas are closely connected to "prequential"
forecasting, introduced and discussed by A.P. David in aseries of papers. The talk
is based on joint work ,vith Dario Gasbarra.

Linda Collins

Analysis of spatial point patterns using bundles of product density LISA
functions

Thc analysis of a spatial point pattern is often involved \vith looking for structure~

such a clustering or regularity. This can be done through (kernel density) estimates
of the K -funtion or its derivative, the prodtict density function. We define a local
version of the product density function for each event derived under Anselin's (1995) _
definition of a loeal indicator of spatial association (LISA). These product density •
LISA functions are then grouped by a standard hierarehical clustering algorithm ioto
bundles of functions with similar behavior. Events eorresponding to LISA functions
\vithin the same bundle are similar with respec;t to their distance to other nearby
events. This grouping of events is very different from the usual clustering notion in
spatial point patterns. Dur research provides a new quantification of strueture in
the analysis of spatial point patterns.

This is joint work \vith Noel Cressie.
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Daryl Daley

Long range dependence of point processes

Definitions of long range dependenee (LRD) of point proeesses are given and il
lustrated via proeesses that arise in queueing models. The LRD property ean be
indueed by single-server queues but seemingly not by infinite server queues, for
example.

e Richard A. Davis

Point process theory for bilinear and stochastic volatility models

A limit theory is developed for the \veak eonvergenee of point proeesses base-f! ..on the.
points of a bilinear and a stochastie volatility (SV) model. In the former, th'e noise
is assumed to be heavy-tailed. A number of interesting applieations of the point
proeess eonvergence ensue. For example, the limit distributions of the extremes:
partial sums, and sampie autoeorrelation function (A.CF) can be derived f~om this
convergence. Surprisingly, tbe sampie ACF converges in distribution to.. a oon
degenerate \vithout any normalization.

In the SV case, the point process convergence is the same as for the t~associatedn

independent case. That is, there is 00 clustering in the limit. The proof uses the
Esseher transform (for deriving tail behavior of the marginal distribution) and a
modification of the normal comparison lemma (for tbe point process convergence.

~1ichael Falk

Local asymptotic normality of truncated empirical processes

Given n iid copies Xl, ... , Xn of a random element X in some arbitrary measurable
space 5, \ve are only interested in those observations that fall into some subset D
having but a small probability of oceurence. It is assumed that tbe distribution Px
of X belongs on D to a parametric family Px (· n D) = Pfj, {) E e c JRd. Nonlinear
regression analysis and the peaks-over-threshold (POT) approach in extreme value
analysis are prominent examples. For the POT approach on S = IR and Pt') being
a generalized Pareto distribution it is kno\vn that the complete information about
the underlying parameter {Jo is asymptotically contained in the number r(n) of
observations in D among XI, ... , X n , but not in their actual values. This result is
formulated in terms of loeal asymptotic normality of the loglikelihood ratio of the
point process of exeeedances witb r(n) being the central sequence.
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\Ve establish a necessary and sufficient condition such that r(n) has this property
for a general truncated empirical process in an arbitrary sampIe space arid for an
arbitrary parametric family. The kno,vn results are then consequences of this result.
vVe can moreover characterize the inHuence of the actual observations in D on the
central sequence, if this condition is violated.

Immediate applications are asymptotically optimal tests for testing (Ja and, if
e C lR, asymptotic efliciency of the ML-estimator .an satisfying P;;n (D) = r{n}/n,
\vhere these statistics are based on r (n) only.

Lothar Heinrich

Tail triviality of point processes and Poisson convergence of particle mo
tions

For a stationary point process <P on lRd , d ;::: 2, with trivial tail a-field and a family
of Lebesgue measure preserving homeomorphisms On T > 0, of lRd \vhich put the
most part of mass off from the origin to,vards infinity as T -+- 0, it is shown that
<P 0 ()r weakly converges to a stationary Poisson process as T ~ O. Conditions ensur
ing tail triviality (or, equivalently, short-range correlations) for a point process are
investigated for cluster processes, Cox processes, hard- and soft-core processes. In
the particular case of point processes generated on a Poisson Hat process this limit
theorem follows under slightly weaker conditions. In this class also counterexamples
exist.

Jürg Hüsler

Extremes of Gaussian processes

The asymptotic behaviour of extremes of stationary Gaussian processes \vith con
tinuous paths is \vell-known. Ho\vever, this is not the case for a11 nonstationary
Gaussian processes. A certain ne\v class of nonstationary Gaussian processes arises
in the approximation of a Gaussian process. Here the process X(t) is e.g. approx- e
imated by a piecewise linear Gaussian process Ln{t) where Ln{tk,n) = X{tk,n) for
some points tk,n with sUPk{tk+l,n - tk,n) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. Of main interest is the
deviation process Yn(t) = X(t) - Ln(t) and its supremum Mn(T)"= SUPt<T IYn{t)l.
These processes Yn(t) where analysed by Selezniev and V. Piterbarg under certain
conditions.

We extend their results and show tl.1at a weaker long range dependence is suffi
eient. As usual with Gaussian processes and extremes, Berman's condition is suffi
eient.
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Valerie Isham

Applications of point process-based models in hydrology

Stochastie spatial-temporal models of precipitation have a vital role to play in ad
dressing problems in hydrology. The aim is to represent only the main physical
features of the rainfall proeess, and to allow for the detailed complexities of the
actual process using stochastie elements. Thus, the models to be described are eon
structed in continuous time and space using point processes, ,vith a limited number
of parameters, interpretable in terms of rain cells clustered within moving storm
events. These models are not developed for predictive purposes, except perhaps 10
cally in spaee and time, for the storms are assumed to oeeur at random. Rather, an
aim is to provide models that can be used to simulate ':artifieial" rainfall processes
for use, for exampIe, in the development of fiood drainage systems and dam designs.

Such models also provide one means of tackling the problem of disaggregating
precipitation totals for a large spatial region over successive time-periods (such as
those that are predicted by a General Circulation ~1odel) into a spatial-temporal
pattern of rainfall over that region that has realistic IDeal properties. ~1arkov random
field models provide an alternative approach to this problem.

Pierre Jaeob

Regression, edge estimation, and asymptotical IDeation of multivariate
sampies

For a broad elass of Jl?ultidimensional probability distributions with bounded sup
port, every estimate of the eonditional radial m~an value ean be modified in. order
to give an estimate of the edge of the support. The praetieal interest is to provide
smoother estimates than the usual ones, more or less related to the convex hull of
the sampie, and to allow the estimation of star-shaped domains.

In the case of unbounded supports, the same method, eombined \vith some argu
ments from multidimensional extreme values theory, give a solution to the problem
of asymptotiealloeation of a sampie by smooth surfaees. For some sufliciently fast
deereasing conditional radial distributions, large sampIes ean be encompassed by a
sequenee of dila-tions of estimators of the radial regression.

However the general problem of finding kernel-type estimators of star-shaped
domains, based directly upon extreme values, still remains \vithout a satisfaetory
solution, and it should be a niee subject of diseussion.
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Yurii Kutoyants

Statistical inference for spatial Poisson processes

The asymptotic properties of different estimators are described for the models of
inhomogeneous Poisson processes observed on a sequence of subsets of metric space.

Under regularity conditions it is proved that the maximum likelihood, bayesian
and minimum distance estimators are consistent, asymptotically normal and asymp
totically efficient. Several examples of particular inhomogeneous Poisson precesses
are studied in details. Moreover, the asymptotic expansions of these estimators as
,vell as their distribution functions are presented. The asymtptotic properties of
these estimators are also studied in the cases of a) misspecification b) nonidentifi- a.
ability. The problem of optimal choice of observation window are discussed. Then •
several problems of change-point type on the plane for the Poissonian fields are
studied. Particularly, the problem at discontinuous intensity function identification
is considered.

The problems of nonparametric estimation of intensity measure and intensity
function are also discussed.

Günter Last

On the spherical contact vector of stationary germ-grain models

"Ve consider a stationary germ-grain model X in IRd ,vith convex and compact grains
and the essentially unique spherical contaet vector pointing from x E lRd to the point
p(x) E X elosest to x. The conditional distribution ofthe distance t(x) := IIx-p(x)11
given that x is not covered by X is called the spherical eontact distribution of X.
vVe show how the distribution of p(x) is related to the times it takes a "typical"
boundary point of X to hit another grain if all grains starting growing at the same
time and at the same speed. The rigorous formulation of this relationship involves
the generalized curvature measures of X and generalizes a weH known principle for
point processes on the line. The talk is based on joint "Türk ,vith Rolf Sehassberger.
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Friedrich Liese

A class of goodness of fit tests for Poisson point processes

Given i.i.d. Poisson point processes q,l, ... , <I>n witb intensity measure A \ve construct
test for Ho : A = Ao versus HA : A # Ao. Tbe true intensity measure is estimated
by Än = ~ Ei=! <I>i' To compare Än and Ao ,vbicb are mutually singular in general
we restriet botb An and Ao to a partition of the state spaee ioto m cells. Tbe
distanee of the corresponding diserete measures is described by f -divergences and
espeeially by the x2-distance. Convergenee in distribution of tbe test statistie is
established both under the null hypothesis and under loeal alternatives for fixed
and for increasing number of cells. It is shown that in the case of increasing cell
asymptotic for composite null hypothesis the unknown parameter ean be substituted
by an v'1i-~onsistent estimator without changing the limit distribution.

Frank !\1arobn

Estimating the shape parameter in Pareto models with partially known
scale via the POT-Method

Consider an iid sampie Xb ... ,Xn of random variables with common distribution
function F, whose upper tail belongs to a certain neighborhood of that of a general
ized Pareto distribution ,vith unknown shape and scale parameters ,8 and a = g(1]),
,vhere 9 is a kno\vn function. A classical example is the distribution of the abso
lute value of asymmetrie stable random variable with index 0 < ß < 2. Based on
the exceedances among Xi over a threshold sequence tn ) we define an explicit hvo
step-estimator of ß that is efficient and behaves asymptotically as if a ,vas kno\vn.
Simulations sho,v the tendency that for finite sampie sizes the two-step-estimator
outperforms with increasing stability parameter ,8 the asymptotically efficfent esti
mator ,,~ith kno,vn scale considerably.

Shigeru Mase

Asymptotic normality ofmaximum pseud<rlikelihood estimators ofGibb
sian processes with superstable potentials

The Gibbsian model is a statistical model for spatial mapped point patterns. Given
an activity constant and a parametrized potential function, 've can construct vari
ous point patterns and it emerges a statistical problem to estimate the activity and
the potential function from an observed spatial point pattern. Due to theoretical
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and numerical complexity of maximum likelihood estimatofs fOf this model, Besag
porposed maximum pseudo-likelihood estimators and several authors studied its
properties. Among them is aremarkable asymptotic normality result of Jensen &
Künsch (1994) for continuous state space stationary Gibbsian models. My talk is
about an estension of their result. The basic idea is theirs but their basic assumption
of finite-range potentials is replaced by the most general (probably) ooe, that is,
superstability of potentials.

Ely ~1erzbach

Strictly simple set-indexed point processes

Different kinds of set-indexed martingals are defined and Doob-Meyer decomposi
tions are presented. A topology fOf the class of outer-continuous with inner-limits
set-indexed processes is studied. Usiog the concept of strictly simple set-indexed
point process, a general ,veak convergence result is obtained. As an application, the
,veak convergence of point processes to a set-indexed Poisson process is implied by
the uniform point,vise convergence of the respective compensators to a deterministic
diffuse measure. As example, ,ve compute the compensator associated with a single
jump process. "Ve give a condition on the compensator in order that a point pro..
cess will be strictly simple. Finally \ve present a martingale charaterization of the
set-indexed doubly-stochastic Poisson process using its compensator. By localizing,
this characterization holds even in the non-integrable case.

Thomas ~1ikosch

Pathwise solutions to stochastic integrals equations

'Ve consider linear stochastic integral equations driven by processes s:uch as a-stable
Levy motion, certain other Levy processes and fractional Brownian motions. 'iVe
are interested in path,vise solutions to these equation. The underlying integrals
are defined by purely deterministic calculus using the generalised Riemann-Stieltjes e
approach by L.C. Young (1936) and its modifications due to R. Dudley (1992) and R.
Dudley and R. Norvaisa (1997). The central notion in this calculus is the p-variation
of the integrand and of the sampie path of the driving process. The solutions to the
linear equations considered are similar to those obtained by Itö calculus.
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Robin !\1ilne

Simple derivations cf properties of counting processes associated with
Markov renewal processes

Let Nt be tbe number of occurences in {O, tJ of some event defined in terms of an
underlying Markov renewal process, e.g. the number of jumps in (0, t] between a
specified pair of states, or the number of entries in (0, t] to a specified subset of
states. In a unified approach to such counting processes {Nt}, we derive a simple
expression for the factorial moment densities, and hence for the factorial moments of
Nt, in terms of the Markov renewal kerne] of a Markov renewal process embedded in
tbe underlying process. These results generalize known results for a renewal process.
Asymptotic results for the factorial moments of Nt can be derived, and specialization
to an underlying eontinuous-time Markov chain yields more explicit results. Our
motivation for this study has carne from applications in reliability modelling}~\nd in
stochastic modelling of tbe behaviour of ion channels. '"),!-

Jesper Moeller

Perfeet simulation of locally stahle point processes

Arecent topic, whieh has drawn great attention after the seminal ,vork of Propp
and "Vilson, is ';exace; or ';perfect': simulation, i.e. ,vhen one is assured that equi
librium hoas been attained. Propp and \\'ilson consider rvlarkov chain algorithms
(especially the Gibbs sampier) for simulating finite state space models satisfying a
certain monotonicity condition such as the Ising model and the aecompaning randorn
cluster model. The idea is to use possibly several runs of the algorithm backwards·
in time (started from time 0) and by monotonicity and coupling dorninate th'~se by
some lo,ver and upper chains until there is eoalescence at time O.

This has no,v been extended to perfect simulation fo finite point processes in
different ways assuming a loeal stability condition on the density (namely a uni
form bound on the Papangelou conditional density) ,vhieh is satisfied by most point
proeesses as used in spatial statistics and stochastic geometry. In the talk 1'11 re
view these recent developments based on different joint ,vorks ,vith Olle Häggström,
Wilfried Kandall and ~1.-Colette Van Lieshaut.
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\rVerner Nagel

Stereology of polyhedrons: Refined observation yields better estimation

The lecture deals with stereological problems for spatial systems of homothetic poly
hedrons. In contrast to the traditional tecbnique of estimating tbe size distribution
of the particles only from the sizes of section' profiles-the extra information ,vhich
is contained in their shapes is used to improve the estimator. As an example the
case of cuboidal particles with random edge length is considered. The estimator of
the size distribution of the cubes is based on the observation of the diameter and
the edge number of the polygons arising on planar sections.

Yoichi Nishiyama

Weak convergence of stochastic integr"als with respect to marked point
proceses

A. tightness criterion for weak convergence of stochastic integrals ,vith respect to
marked point processes is presented, in the same fashion as that of empirical pro
cesses.

A.s its application, ,ve show the asymptotic normality ofNelson-Aalen's estimator
for point processes with a general mark space.

Yoshihiko Ogata

Statistical discrimination of foreshocks from other earthquake clusters

1

'''hen earthquake activity begins, it may be a foreshock sequence to a larger earth-
quake, or it may be a s,varm or simple mainshock-aftershock sequence. This paper is
concerned \vith the conditional probability that it will be foreshock activity of a later
larger earthquake, depending on the occurrence pattern of some early events in the
sequence. The earthquake catalogue of the Japan Meteorological Agency (1926 '" e
1993, MJ ~ 4) is decomposed into numbers of clusters in time and space to compare
statistical features of foreshocks with those of swarms and aftershocks. Using such
a data set, Ogata et al. (1995) revealed some discriminating features of foreshocks
relative to the other type of clusters, for example the events' stronger proximity
in time and space, and a tendency towarcls chronologically increasing magnitudes,
,vhich encouraged us to construct models which forecast the probability of the earth-
quakes being foreshocks. Specifically, tbe probability is a function of tbe history of
magnitude differences, spans bet\veen origin times and distances between epicentres
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\vithin a cluster. For an illustrative implementation, the models \vere fitted to the
early part of the data (1926 "J 1975) and the validity of the forecasting procedure
were checked on data from tbe Iater period (1976 "J 1993). Two procedures for eval
uating the performance of probability forecast are suggested. Further, for the case
where only a single event is available (i.e., either it is the first event in a cluster or
an isolated event), \ve also forecast the probability of the event being a foreshock as
a function of its geographie location. Then, the validation of the forecast is demon
strated in a similar manner. Finally, making use of the multi-elements prediction
formula, we will see that the forecasting performance is enhanced by the joint use
of the information in the Ioeation of tbe first event, and that in the subsequent
inter-event history in the cluster.

Mario Peruggia

Bayesian analysis of earthquake activity

vVe present a Bayesian analysis of the seismic activity in the Sannio-~1atese region
of Italy using data from the historical catalog of Italian earthquakes. '\Te model the
evolution through time of the sequence of quakes and respetive magnitudes. The
earlier, less accurate portion of the catalog data is used to elicit the prior distribution
of the model parameters. The posterior distributions of several quantities of interest
are computed conditional on the more recent portion of the catalog data. The
variOliS posterior estimates are obtained via rvlarkov chain ?vlonte Carlo simulation.
\rVe also discuss possible extensions of our inferential approach that account for
spatial dependencies of seismic events. These extensions allow modeling of quakes
occurring in regions with heterogeneous geophysical characteristics.

This is joint work with Thomas Santner.

Dietmar Pfeifer

e Point process models in statistical ecology

Point processes in statistical ecology are frequently being used for modeling the
spatial dispersal of individuals of a single species or even of \vhole communities. In
this lecture \ve present t\VO approaches of such a m~deling, for different purposes:

1. A Thomas process (cluster) model for the description of the dispersal of ben
thic meiofauna which is in parabiosis with benthic makrofauna, together \vith
statistical evaluation methods in case of quadrat-counts of individuals;

2. A point process model in connection \vith teehniques from stoehastic geometry
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for a solution of the so-called "minimal area problem", 'which is concerned
\vi th the selection of a "smallest': representative sampling area to cover a11 or
a certain pereentage of species present.

Sidney Resnick

Heavy tailed time series modeling

Large numbers of large, high quality data sets no\v exist \vhich seem to require prob- _
abilistie modeling with heavy tails. These are from varied fields: insurance (large ..
claims), finance and economics (exchange rates), telecommunications (file lengths,
interarrivals, transmission lengths). Methods for assessing when heavy tailed mod-
eling is appropriate are fairly successful and methods for determining when indepen-
dent variables ean successfully be used also succeed. Less successful are attempts
to build models \vhen dependencies are present. Same pitfa11s of autoregressive
modeling applied to heavy tailed data are revie\ved.

I\1anfred Schmidt

Point processes of rare ~vents

Vle diseuss the limits of point processes, whieh are generated by a triangular array
of rare events. Such point processes are motivated by the exceedanees of a high
bounndary by a random sequenee, since exceedances are rare events in this case.
This application relates the problem to extreme value theory~ where the method is
used to treat the asymptotic approximation of these point processes. The presented
general approach extends: unifies and clarifies some of the various conditions used
in extreme value theory.

Volker Schmidt

Taylor expansion for functionals of marked point processes

vVe give finite and infinite expansion formulas for the expected value of functions of
transient amd stationary state variables induced by random marked point processes.

Expansions for Laplace transforms, moments and tail functions of these variables
are considered as specific instances of our general expansion fonnulas. A fe\v exam
pIes such as expansions for characteristics of Boolean models and stochastic Petri
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nets are given in order to illustrate the proposed expansion method. The results
,,~ere obtained in joint research ,,~ith F. Baccelli, B. Blaszczyszyn, S. Hasenfuss and
E. rvlerzbach.

Dietrich Stoyao

The impact of forest statistics on point process theory and statistics

Several fundamental ideas of point process theory and statistics have their roots in
problems of forest statistics. Point patterns ,vith tree locations serve frequently as
demonstration aod test objects.

The lecture discusses some point process models such as l\1atern's hard core and
cluster process aod their variants aod modifications as ,veH as Strauss' process and
other Gibbs processes. . ,,-".

Ecological questions have led to many tests of the hypothesis of compl~te ran
domness of point patterns. For noo-Poisson processes parametrie methods have
been developed.

In many applications marks play an important role. They describe e.g. tree
hights, trunk diameters or degrees of damage by environmental factors. Correlations
of marks give valuable information on ecological processes~ e.g. on the interaction
of trees. Related statistical concepts such as mark correlation function aod mark
variogram were first suggested for the statistical analysis of forestal marked point
patterns.

Winfried Stute

Model checks for regression: An innovation approach

For a given parametrie [amily of regression functions it is kno,,~n (cf. Stute~ Ann.
Statist. (1997)) that the associated residual cusum process-a point process marked
by the residuals-may sen:,e as a basis for the construction of various omnibus,
smooth and directional goodness-of-fit tests. In this talk we derive its innovation
process-the martingale part in its Doob-l\1eyer decomposition. As it turns out tests
based on the innovation martingale are (asymptotically) distribution-free under
composite null models and may be easily performed. A simulation study is reported
on ,vhich indicates that the distributional approximation already work for small to
moderate sampIe sizes.
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Yoichiro Takahashi

Scattering length, large deviation for equilibrium processes and fock space
representation associated with Poisson random fields

About 20 years ago ~1. Kac studied the scattering length for Schrödinger equation
as the long time asymptotics of a Bro\vnian motion expectation.

The main target of the talk is to sho\v that it is a large deviation result for the
equilibrium process consisting of infinitely many independent Bro\vnian particles.
But the method is of its o\vn interest.

One can construct the Fock space representation associated \vith Poisson randorn
fields and it works (unexpectedly) very ,vell to obtain

(a) the criterion of mutual absolute continuity of Poisson random fields,

(b) the neat expression of the Dirichlet form of the equilibrium process,

(c) the computation of large deviation rate functional.

Elke Thönnes

A comparative study on the power of Van Lieshout and Baddeley's J
function

Summary functions like the empty space funetion (F) and nearest neighbour dis
tribution function (G) are often used to test for complete spatial randomness in
point patterns. Van Lieshout and Baddeley have proposed an alternative summary
function, the J-function, whieh is defined as J = (1 - G)/(l - F). The J-function
can be evaluated for many more models than the F- or the G-function, \vhich is a
major advantage. In this simulation study we examine ho,,' the power ot tests based
on J compares to the po,ver of tests based on Fand G.
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Kamil F. Turkman

Extremes of bilinear processes with light-tailed innovations

The dass of bilinear time series models is anobvious generalization of linear A.Rf\1A
models. It is known that the sampie paths of even the simplest bilinear processes
are capable of producing sudden bursts of large values depending on the model
parameters.

In this talk \ve look at the extremal properties of thc bilinear processes and
explain ho\v model parameters effect the extremal behaviour.

Dia Vonta

Estimation in transformation models in survival analysis

A non-proportional hazards model is eonsidered in which the parameter of interest
is the vector of regression eoefficieots. In the uncensored parametrie ease: \ve coo
sider jointly implieitly defined estimators of both the parameter of interest and thc
nuisanee parameter. Thc strong eonsistency and efficiency of these estimators are
established. In the censored semiparametric case \ve examine the loeal existence aod
uniqueness of a NPl\1LE of the nuisance parameter \vhen the parameter of interest
is assumed to be kno\vn.

Nakahiro Yoshida

Asymptotic expansion of martingales with jumps and applications to
statistics

Asymptotic epansion of the distribution of martingales is derived by using the J\1alli
avin calculus (global approach). As applications, an asymptotie expansion for IVILE
of an ergodie diffusion was presented. Also, an expansion for the quasi-jVILE of
diffusion coefficient of a SDE ,vas obtained. It is also possible to sho\v thc validity
of the asmptotic expansion for martingales \vith jumps. If the geometrically strong
mixing condition holds, it is possible to derive expansions \vith conditional Cramer
type eondition \vhich is verified by means of the Malliavin calculus.

Berichterstatter: Rolf-Dieter Reiss
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r i e h t 6/1997

Automorphic Forms and Geometry

09.02. - 15.02.1997

The meeting was organized by S. Kudla (College Park, Maryland) and J. Schwermer
(Eichstätt). The program of 20 leetures emphasized new developments in the theory of
automorphic forms, particularly those involving interaetions with geometry, topology and
arithmetic algebraic geometry. The topics included:

1. The topological, relative and Lefsehetz traee formulas, in partieular:

- geometrie aspects in the use of these traee forrnulas for eonstrueting automor
phie forms and the interplay between these methods

- Orbital integrals, stabilization, fundamental lemma.

2. The conjectures of Langlands (Ioeal and global) for GLn: recent progress

3. Cyc1es on Shimura varieties

4. Integrals of automorphic forms over eertain subgroups, the Rankin-Selberg method.

5. Recent developments in the cohomology theory of arithmetie groups; in particula.r:

- interactions with the theory of automorphie forms

- l-adic representations a.ttaehed to cohomologieal automorphic representations

- Hodge theory and semisimplicity under the Hecke-algebra action.

The variety of these topics indicates the vigorous activity and diversity of current research
in automorphic forms, and stimulated much fruitful discussion. The deposit of recent pre
and reprints in front of the lecture hall was accepted.
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Vortragsauszüge

M. J. TILOUINE

p-adic families of Siegel-Hilbert cusp eigensystems and their Galois representations.
We study a big p-adic Hecke algebra as algebra over an Iwasawa algebra by following
Hida's cohomological approach. For G = GSp41 F, we construct the Hecke algebra h by its
faithful representation on the interior cohomology H~d(SG{Ul(pOO») La(x», d = [F: QJ.
(X very regular).
Then, one takes its nearly ordinary part hno by considering the largest direct factor_
which the Hecke correspondences T:, T; act invertibly. We explained in the talk con.
quences of our main result with E. Urban, that hno is independent of the chosen weight
X, is finite, torsion-free over the Iwasawa algebra O[[T]](T = max. torus of G) and is
well-controlled at arithmetic primes (in the sense of Iwasawa theory). This gives rise to
p-adic families of Siegel-Hilbert cusp eigensystems and of their Galois representations
(constructed by Weissauer).

J. ROGAWSKI

Integrals of automorphic forms
We define a general method for renormalizing. the integral JG(F)\G(A)l <p(g)dg where <p
is an automorphic form, based on Arthur's truncation operators. This is used to give a
formula for JATc.p(g )dg by inversion. A similar procedure is applied to the calculation of
JH(F)\H(AP AT t.p(g)dh where H is the fixed point set of an involution. In particular, if ElF
is a quadratic extension, G =H IE, we obtain a formula which can be made explicit in the
case G = GL(n). This problem is motivated by the wish to characterize "distinguished
representations", i. e., cuspidal representations (1r, VlI') such that J ~(h )dh :F 0
. H(F)\H(Ä)d

for some <p E V1l'. The main tool is Jacquet's relative trace formula. In computing the
contribution of the continuous spectrum, one is led to calculate JAT E(h, <p, A)dh for E
an Eisenstein series.

GUY HENNJART

Recent progress on the Langlands conjecture for GL(n) (a report).
Let F be a non-Archimedean Iocal field of residue characteristic p. The conjecture pre
dicts that for any integer n ~ 1 there exists a canonical bijection between the set gF( n)
of (isomorphism classes of) irreducible continuous degree n representations of the abso
lute Weil group of Fand the set AF(n) of (isomorphism classes of) smooth irreducible
supercuspidal representations of GL n ( F). Class field theory gives n = 1. There should
also be a global version of that correspondence, compatible with the local ones. Besides
the local correspondence should preserve e-factors for primes: if a E gp( n) corresponds
to rr, a' E 9F(n') to rr' then e(a ® a') = e( 1T x 11"). When F has positive characteristic
there are such bijections (Laumon, Rapoport, Stuhler). If F is a p-adic field, M. Harris
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has constructed bijections ii ~ 0'(1r), AF(n) ~ 9F(n); tbey preserve E factors for n < p;
in any case tbey preserve conductors J( 1r Xii') = J(0'(1r) ® 0'(1J"'» (Bushnell-Henniart,
Kutzko]. Wben n < p tbe correspondence can be explicitly described, at least for odd n
Note. If Fis a global function"field, the global La.nglands conjecture was proved for GL(2)
by Drinfeld, using his theory of shtukas. For n > 2, L. La.fforgue has investigated the
moduli space of shtukas and has proved, at least for odd n, the Ramanujan-Petersson
conjecture: if 7r is a cuspidaJ unitary autornorphic representation of GLn(AF) tben its
unramified components 1J"v are tempered.

MARK GORESKY

Geometry behind Artbur's Lefschetz Formula
This is areport on tbe paper "Discrete Series Characters and the Lefschetz Formula
For Hecke Operators" by Goresky, KoUwitz, MacPherson and "Weighted cohomology"
by Goresky, Harder and MacPherson. We consider the reductive Borel-Serre compacti-
fication -XRBS

of a loca.lly symmetrie space X = r\G/K. and a Hecke correspondence
X'RBS =? X RBS which is defined by 9 E G(Q). We show this eorrespondenee is weakly
hyperbolic in the sense of "Local eontribution to Lefscbetz Fixed Point Formula" (Inv.
Math. 111, 199a", 1 - 33). If WC· denotes the weighted cohomology complex on XRBS

tben the Ioeal contribution to L. F. P. formula. from a fixed point x E XRBS
is the tra.ce

on the relative eohomology group W H·(N(z), R) where R denotes the "expanding part
of the boundary of a neighborhood N(x) of z". This group is a. subgroup ofn-cohomology
n·(np) where x E Xp lies in the stratum corresponding to P. By Kostant's theorem there
is a root5 and weights description of this n-cohomology. ®
Ir X is Hermitia.n then Goresky-Harder-Ma.cPherson showed tha.t the middle weighted eo-
homology w tJ H·(XRBS

) coincides with the L2 cohomology H(2 (X) and hence Arthur's .
formula gives another expression for the loeal eontibutions to ~FP formula-in terms of
characters of di5crete series.O
It turns out that the expression 0 is, in fact, a new closed formula for the chara.cter 0,
thus giving a. new praof of Arthur's formula..
See my homepage at http://www.math.ias.edu/-goresky/

DAVID SOUDRY

Towards explicit constructions oe (backwards) funetori~ maps from GLn to classical
groups.
This is a. joint work of D. Ginzburg, S. Rallis und D. Soudry. Given a self-dual representa
tion T of GLm(A), which is irreducible, automorphic and euspidal, such that a. certain pole
condition is satisfied (LS (T, A2, s) has a pole at s = 1, in case m = 2n, or L S (T, Symm2, s)
has a pole at s = 1, in ease m = 2n, or m = 2n +1), we construct a generic, automorphic
representation o( T} of a. corresponding classical group G (50 2n+1 in the first case, 502n 

in the second case, where m = 2n, SP2n- in the second case with m = 2n+ 1). In the first
case, we distinguish two cases according to L(T,!) being zero, or non-zero. If L(T,!) :f 0,
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the we construct O'(T) on SP2n(A). We conjeeture that O'(T) 1:- 0 and O'(r) is cuspidal.
Moreover, T should be the functoriallift of 0'(T). The eonstruetion is related to tbe eorre
sponding Rankin-Selberg integrals for GxGL~. Let R be S04n in the first case and in the
remaining cases SP4n, S04n+l, SP4nA2. Consider the Siegel type parabolic subgroup P of R

and the induced representation IndpÄr ® Idet'lt-!. Consider tbe corresponding Eisenstein
A.

series E-rt.(g). With the above pole assumption on T, !tJP ETtlt(g) # O. We canstruct a cer-

tain Fourier coefficient or Fourier-Jacobi eoefficient of this residue ( !tJP ET,~($»,p which

when restricted to GA defines a. representation 0'(T). 0'(r) fits into a. sequenee of represen
ta.tions O'A;(r) of the form ( ~f E"'t~(g) )tPA: of a tower of groups of typ.e G where we deI,

or add series of "hyperbolic planes" e.g. in tbe first case SOl(A), S03(A), ..., S04n-t( ..
The sequenee {O'A;(r)} satisfies the "tower property", which means tha.t the first index In
s. t. O'ln(r) '# 0 is s. t. O'ln(r) is cuspidal and O'i(r) not cuspidal for i > In. We prove in
case G == SOodd or G == Sp that In ~ n. This implies that if 0' is a generic, euspidal rep. of
S02k+l(A) (resp. Sp2k(A» and k < n, LS(u ® T, s) is holomorphie at s = 1. This has loeal
analog, wbere we take r supercuspidal of GLm(F), F - p-adic, and the pole assumption
is now at s = O. We construct similar towers {O'A;(r)} and prove that for 0' supereuspidal,
generic of SOZk+l(F) (resp.Sp2k(F», k < n, L(u ® T,8) is holomorphic at 3 = O. We
also prove, at the Ioeal ease, for S02n+l(F) (resp. SPzn(F» that O'n(r) 1= O. Thus O"n(r)
is supercuspidal, generic 30nd L(un(r)@r,s) has a pole at s = O. Finally, we show, using re
lative trace formula that given ro-supercuspidal of GL2n(Fvo ), with ~8 L(To, 1\2, s) 1:- 0

there is a global cuspidal r ofGL2n(A), with I!-~~' LS(r,1\2,s) 1:- 0, L(r,!) 1= 0, rvo ~ ro ,

such that O'n(r) =I O. Thus O'n(r) is a generie, automorphic, euspidal rep. af SP2n(A), such
that L S (C1n (r) ® T,8) has a pole at 8 = 1, and of course L(O'n(TO) ® TO, s) has a pole at
s =: O.

LOUISE NVSSEN

La.ngland's correspondence between representations of GL2 and Galois representations 30t
extraordinary primes
This is a new proof of a result of Carayol. Let A be the adeles of Q. The global Eichler
Shimura correspondence associates to an automorphic representation of GL2(A) wA
weight is greater than 2, a. system of I-adic Galois representations (TI. It is now knrilr
that it induces the loeal Langland's correspondence, up to normalisation, between 1rp (the
loeal component of 1r at p) and O'~ (the restriction of 0" to the Weil group 30t p). This was
proved in several steps, first by Langlands, then Deligne, and finally Carayol who solved
the very peculiar case of extraordinary places: he used Langland 's base change and the
theory of bad reduction for same Shimura curves. But this doesn't seem to be sufficient to
apply to other groups than GL 2 , like GLn' It is possible to eompute the correspondence
30t extraordinary places for GL2, with a completely different method, based on congruence
properties, between modular forms of weight one, and of weight greater than two.
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STEVE RALLIS

Trace formulae for some dual pairs
This is joint work with Z. Mao (to appear in Duke Math. Journal). We use the method
of the relative trace formula to prove the existence of an automorphic functoriallift from
S L2 to a group G (which is the commutator group of the Levi factor of a parabolic pi of
G' where Upi = unipotent radical of pi = Heisenberg group). The pair S L2 X G is a dual
pair in G'. The method introduces the use of coperiods (an idea originally from work of
Jacquet, Lai and Rallis, Duke Math. Journal 1994).

JOACHIM MAHNKOPF

L-functions of twists of automorphic representations
Let Adenote the ring of adeles of Q, 'Ir a cuspidal representation of GLn ( A) an(t"X : Q*'A* --+

C· a ebaraeter of finite order. Using Rankin-Selberg-convolutions on GLn X· GLn - 1 and
their zeta-integrals we derive a formula for the values L( 'Ir ® X, s) in deperi<lence of the
cbaracter x, which runs over all characters with conduetor Ix = pe a p-power and fixed
infinity component Xoo = 1 or sgn. Interest in these values comes form algebraicity or p
adie interpolation of special values of L-functions. For the group GL2 the formula eoincides
with A. Weil's formula for the twist of modular forms. We apply it in the ease GL3 and
obtain the algebraicity of L(1r ® x, 1)/n('Ir), n(1r) E C· a certain period, for representations
1r of GL3(A) which are of eohomologieal type at infinity.

CHRISTIAN KAISER

A twisted fundmentallemma for GSp4 : a Ioeal proof
The Frobenius twisted fundamental lemma (f. 1.) for G = GSp4 = GSp(V, <, » (and
the elliptic endoscopic group H = GL2 X(}m GL2 ) was proved by R. Weissauer (un
published) by global means: reduction to the unit element, then applying Kottwitz's
f. 1. for base change and the ordinary f. 1. for the unit element. We proved one spe
cial case again purely locally by computing both sides (after reducing to the elliptic
regular case). The interest in this special case comes from the fact, that you need it
for the stabilization of Lefschetz's trace formula in char P for the Siegel modular 3
fold. The hard part of the computation was to calculate the twisted orbital integrals

TOs(~m).~m:= charG(Zpm) (p P •• ) G(Zpm).

T. N. VENKATARAMANA

Restriction maps in cohomologies of Shimura Varieties.
We obtain a criterion-purely lineaT-a.lgebraie - which detel'mines when for holomorphic
forms of a certain representation type Aq on a Shimura variety S restrict to non-zero forms
on a given Sub-Shimura variety. This is shown to imply that the Mumford-Tate groups
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in degree = real rank of the Shimura variety S are abelian, in many cases. Applications
include a counter-example to a question of A. Borei, concerning occurrence of cohomologi
ca! representations in L2(f\G) for a fixed family (f) of commensurable arithmetic lattices
ofG.

JEAN-Loup WALDSPURGER

Integrales orbitales unipotentes et stabilite pour les groupes unitaires
Soient Fun corps Iocal non archirnedien de caracteristique nulle, de caracteristique residuelle
p, G un groupe unitaire non ramifie defini sur F, 9 son a.lgebre de Lie. On suppose p grand
relativement ala dimension de G. On determine alors explicitement les distributions sur
g( F) qui sont stablement invariantes et a. support nilpotent. Soient G l , G2 deux groupes
unitaires non ramifies definis sur F, supposons que GI X G2 soit un groupe endoscopi
que (elliptique) de G. On a conjecturalement une application de transfert qui associe une
distribution invariante par G(F) sur g(F) a une distribution stablement invariante sur
(gI X 92)(F). On determine cette application conjeeturale restreinte aux distributions a
support nilpotent.

MICHAEL HARRIS

On the Iocal Langlands conjecture for GLn, n < p.
Let F be a ]radic field, and let A~(F) denote the set of supercuspidal representations of
GL(n, F),G~(F) the set of irreducible n-dimensional representations of the Weil group
WF, up to equivalence. In earlier work a bijection was defined

A~(F) +-+ G~(F)

1r' .....-..+ u( 11")

I prove that this bijection is eompatible with c-factors for pairs 11" E A~(F), 11"' E A~(F),

when n and m are prime to p. Compatibility with e:-factors for all m, n would follow from
a generalization of Carayol's theorem on the IDeal Galois representations associated to
Hilbert modular forms.
The proofis global and uses the fact that, for (n,p) = 1,G~(F) consists ofrepresentations i~

induced from characters. It is shown that a loeal1l" ean be realized as a loeal component ..
of a cohomological automorphic representation associated to an n-dimensional complex
representation of an appropriate Weil group. The key step is to construct non-Galois
automorphic induction in certain sufficiently general situations.

STEPHEN S. KUDLA

Central derivatives of Eisenstein series and height pairings.
Let V, (,) be a quadratic spaee over Qof dimension n +2 and signature (n,2). Let D be
the space of oriented negative 2-planes in V(IR) and let G = GSpin(V). For a compact
open subgroup !( C G(IAJ), XK = Sh(G, h)K, the associated Shimura variety over Q
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has dimension n.
We consider certain weighted sums Z(d, <P; K) of aJgebraic cycles of codimension T,l :$ T $
n, in XK, parameterized by d E Symr(Q)andd > 0, and<p E S(V(AJ )n). Then Z(d, cp; K)'s
define elements of CH"(XK)'
In the special case n = 1, the Z(d, cp; K)'s are O-cycles on the Shimura curve XK. On the
other hand, we consider incoherent Eisenstein series on Mp(W)"where W is a symplectic
vector space of dimension 2n + 2. These series have a naturally occuring zero at their
center of symmetry, 8 = O. First we restrict via W = Wt +W2 ,

with dirn Wi = Ti, Tl + .T2 = n +1. Then compute the Fourier coefficient

of E'(i(g., g2), 0, ~ ). In the case n = 1, we show that this coefficient is connected with the
height pairing (Z(dh <Pt, K), Z(d2 , <P2, K», when ~ is determined by <Pt@CP2' We speculate
that there is an analogous relation in higher dimensional cases.

DIHNA JIANG

Generalization of Kudla-Rallis' regularized Siegel-Weil Formula.
Let A be the ring of adeles of 30 number field F. Let Gn = Sp(2n) be the symplectic
group of rank n and P; = M: . N: the standard maximal parabolic subgroup of Gn

with M; = GL(T) X Gn - r (m E Mi m = (ar, hn - r ». Then the modulus ch30racter

is 6pn - Idet all';.' pn - 2n-r±t Let In(s) - IndGn(A) (Idet a 15 ) be the degenerater - r, r - 2' r - P:, Cl..) r A
principal series representation of Gn(A). As usual, we have Eisenstein series E:(g, 5, J.) for
any section ffl E 1;-(8). It is weIl kown that E-:(g, s, J.) converges absolutely for Re(s) > p~,

continues analytically to the whole s-plane, and has a functional equation relating s to
-so It is easy to check that for Re(s) > 0, E:(g, s, f,,) has possible poles of finite order in
X;.' = (o,p~] n {p~ - i I i =0, 1,2, ...}. FOT a given So E X;- one ca.n consider the Laurent
expansion of Ei(g.8.J,,) 30t S = 80 • and deal with the problem to characterize the first
term (nonvanishing at least for one holomophic section f/lo E I~(80)) a.s an automorphic
representation of Gn(A». There is a conjectural First Term Identity for Eisenstein series
of Gn whose precise form is given. It is shown that the conjecture holds in the following
cases:

(1) Ja is a spherical section in 1:(8)

(2) When n = I, Ja is a Schwartz-Bruhat section in I~(s) [Kudla-Rallis]

(3) When I = 1, Ja is a general holornorphic section in 1;'(s)

(4) The second part of the conjecture holds for archimedean spherical sections in Ii(8).
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Remark
(i) Statement (2) in the result is Kudla.-Rallis' regularized Siegel-Weil formula. (Ann.
Math. 140 (1994))
(H) Similar identities are expected to hold for Eisenstein series of orthogonal groups.

. (Hi) These identities can be used to study tbe special value of Langlands L-functions via
the Rankin-Selberg method.
«30) Kudla-Rallis. Ann. Math. 140 (1994), (b) D. Jiang Mem. AMS 588 (1996)).
«c) Harris-Kudla. Ann. Math. 133 (1991), (d) Kudla-Rallis-Soudry, Invent. Math. 101
(1992»

JÜRGEN ROHLFS

Strong Poincare duality and arithmetie groups
Let G /Q be a semi-simple algebraic group defined over Q. Let K be a maximal compact
subgroup of G(IR) and let r c G(Q) be a congruence subgroup. Assurne that E is a repre
sentation of G(IR), put Sr := r\G(IR)/K and let e be the sheaf oflocally constant sections
of the vector boundle [ on Sr given by the K -action an E. Then the cohomology groups
H~(Sr,e), Hr(Sr,E) and Hr(Sr,e) := im(H;(Sr,e» are defined. There is a natural ac
tion of the Hecke algebra 11. = C[f\G(Q)/f) on the cohomology groups.
It is shown that there exists hermitian metries on the cohomology groups such that the
orthogonal complement of a ll-stable subspace is also ?i-stable (provided G admits a
Cartan-like involution defined over Q). .
For the proof one constructs a semi-linear" isomorphism P : H~-r(Sr, EtJ ® or) -.::..
HtJ(Sr,e), m = dirn Sr,etJ the dual sheaf, or the orientation sheaf. Then the hermitian
scalar product is given by (0 U p-l ß)[Sr), evaluation of the cup product. Hence we see an
isomorphism, where the general theory gives the Poincare dua.lity. For the construction of P
one takes an increasing exhausting sequence {MiliEN of compact manifolds with boundary
Mi. Then P ist constructed with the help of maps Pi : H-g'-r(Mi,e tJ ® or) ....::. HtJ(Mi,e).
The maps Pi are given by the *-operator; applied to harmonie representatives of cohomo
logy classes. The harmonie representatives are tangential resp. normal to the boundary.
Most of this argument works on general Riemann manifolds.

COLETTE MffiGLIN

About the cohomology of GL(n) over 30 totally imaginary field
Dans cet expose, on commence par rappeier 130 decomposition des formes automorphes
suivant leur support cuspidaJ, due independamment a Franke et Waldspurger. Puis on
rappelle les consequences de ce theoreme profond sur 130 cohomologie (cela a ete remarque
par Franke et Schwermer). Ensuite on montre comment ces idees appliquees a gin sur un
corps totalement imaginaire permettent de calculer la cohomologie uniquement a. l'aide de
vraies (Le. pas de derivees) series d'Eisenstein holomorphes. La fin de l'expose est consacree
a. decrire l'image de la cohomologie des formes automorphes de carre integrable d'une part
et des formes globalement temprerees d'autre part dans la. cohomologie totale. Dans le
premier cas seuls les poles (bien connus) des fODctions L de paires jouent UD röle tandis
que dans le deuxieme les zeros de ces fonctions L interviennent de fa.~on determinante.
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Pour GL3 cela avait deja. ete remarque par Harder.

EREZ M. LAPID

Multiplicities for SL(n)
Let F be a number field and G be a reductive group defined over it. The cuspidal spec
trum of G(F)\G(AF) (with a given central character) decomposes discretely inta a surn
of irreducible representations, each occurring with a finite multiplicity. In the case where
G = G L(n) all multiplicities are one in this decomposition. Moreover, two cuspidal repre
sentations with the same Hecke eigenvalues almost everywhere are equivaJent. Cuspidal
representations of S L(n) are intimately related to those of G L(n). However the situation
for S L(n) changes dramatically. For example, it is known that L-packets of S L(2) ean
be infinite, at least in the unstable case, hence naive strang multiplicity one cannot hold.
More recently, Blasius showed that multiplicity can be bigger than 1 for n > 2, and also
that strang multiplicity one does not hold for L-packets, so that two representations. which
are a.e. the same da not have to belang to the same L-packet. He also gavec,quantitative
results for these, namely he eonstructed cuspidal representations, which are ofGalois type,
with multiplicity ~ </J(n). Here we will be interestt~d in these two phenomena which tie up
in the definition of global multiplicity (see below). The high multiplicities for SL(n) are
not surprising, since the cuspida.l spectrum of S L(n) has a natural action of G L(n, F) on
it by conjugation. If one takes into account those additional symmetries then the multipli
city is one. From a different point of view, high multiplicity has to da with the fact that
two non-equivalent projective representations of a. group may become equivalent when
restricted to any eyclic subgroup. After defining the global multiplicity of a. L-packet and
giving same heuristies we will foeus on a particularly handy case of endoscopic L-packets
indueed from Heeke charaeters. It turns out that in this case the global multiplicity is
given naturally by an order of an Abelian group. The problem of eomputing the global
multiplicity reduces to a completely algebraic question in finite groups representations.
We can completely solve it in case where n is prime, giving an explicit comput~tion of the
global multiplicity in terms of the character we induce from. The essential tool~in proving,
and even stating, the results is the base change lift proved first by Arthur and Clozel.

GERARD LAUMON

_ The Jacquet-Ye fundamenta.llemma in equa.l characteristic (following B.C. Ngö)
The J acquet-Ye fundamental lemma is a family of relations between generalized Klooster
man sums associated to GL(n, F) and GL(n, F'), where F' IF is a.n unra.mified quadratic
extension of non archimedean Ioeal fields. A special case of those relations is the classical
identity

X}, X2 E Irp

Xl • X2 + 1 = 0

L
x' E Ir~

X,p+l +1 =0

1!ri (x'+z'P)e p •

In the lecture I have presented Ng-o's proof of this fundamental lemma when char (F) =
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p > O. It uses Grothendieck's fixed point formula, l-adic perverse sheaves and Fourier
Deligne tra.nsformation.

UWE WESELMANN

A twisted topological trace formula for Hecke-operators
For a connected reductive group G /Q of rank rand an automorphism Tl of finite order one
wants to understand the cohomology n·(SKJ, M) as an (f]) x 1t(KJ)-module. The aIter
nating sum H· = E(-1)1Bi a.s a.n element of the Grothendieck group can be computed
using a Lefschetz trace formula for "twisted Hecke correspondences. .
One can glue together 2" copies of the Borel-Serre-compactification SKI along the boun
dary to obtain a compact manifold XKJ (assurning Kf is sufficiently small) with an action
of the group E = {±1}" respecting the 77-actions and the Hecke correspondences. The
fixpoint components of the Hecke correspondences twisted by 1J and d E L can be com-
puted to get a formula for the Lefschetz number of a Hecke operator times Tl acting on
H·(SK/) a.s a suro over 'T}-conjugacy classes of elements in G(Q) ofproducts oflocal orbital
integrals, of tr( 1] 0 11M), of some factars at 00. The trace formula can be stabilized. One
wants to campare it with trace formula for H, where il = (;i, Le. H is an endoscopic
group for (G,l1). One has tr(TJol/M~)= tr(T(,)/M!/) where T(/) E H(Q) is the transfer
of i E G(Q), and X E X*(TH) = X*(TG )'1 is the highest weight of the representation
M~ and M:. In the case G = GL4 X 6 nH '1(A, b) = CI .t 9-1 • I-I, det 9 . r), H = GSp4

(where I = (-J -1 J J)) one can use the fundamental lemma proved by Flicker to

get a base change lift from H·CSJ!I,M:) to H·CSG,M~).

GÜNTER HARDER

Mixed motives and the values of the Riemann ('-function
A mixed motive M/Q is roughly a piece in the the cohomology Hq(U, Z) of a quasiprojec
tive smooth variety U /Q which also has some kind of nice compactification. The "piece"
should be defined by some correspondences. Such a mixed motive has various cohomolo
gical realisations:

piece in
piece in
piece in

Hq(U(C), l)
HbR(U)

H:t(U x Q, l,)

where the pair (MB, MDR) = MHdR has various further structures, like filtrations, com
parison etc. and where M, is a module for the Galois group. We propose the construction
of objects ~n = Mn which sit in exact sequences

o~ Q(o) ~ Mn -+ Q(-n - 1) -+ 0

where Q(o) = Ho (point) and Q( -m) = H2m(lPm, l). To such an object (mixed motive)
we can attach a number {ntHdR E Ext:Wxed Hodge/Q(Q(-n - 1), Q) ~ IR. The objects which
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we construct will give for n ~ 2, even ~ntHdR = f( -n) ~ Q. and is believed that any such
an object will give the same result. (Beilinson's conjecture, slightly modified)

Berichterstatter: Joachim Schwermer
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Adaptive Methoden für partielle Differentialgleichungen

.~.
Tagungsbericht 7/1997

16.02. - 22.02.1997

The conference was organized by R.E. Bank (San Diego), G. Wittum (Stuttgart)
and H. Yserentant (Tübingen).

Of the 39 participants, 27 came from Germany and the rest from Austria, Bul
garia, Great Britain, the Netherlands and the United States of America.

In contrast to the situation some years ago, adaptive methods have become an
indispensable tool in the numerical solution of partial differential equation and
have found a broad acceptance both in the mathematical and in the engineering
community. The twenty-eight talks given at the conference (ranging from one
houT surveys to short contributions of fifteen minutes) reflected this fact and have
shown that in the meantime the interest shifted from simple mathematical model
problems to real applications like fluid mechanics.

E. Bänsch, Freiburg, Germany
Adaptive finite elements for exterior domain problems

We present an adaptive finite element method for solving elliptic problems in
exterior domains, that is for problems in Si = IRd\w, where w C IRd is bounded
(d = 2,3). A residual based error estimator is derived, giving a reliable bound
for the error eh in the energy norm:

Ilehl12
= Ilu - uhll~h + Ilull~\nh

::; CTJ2 + dat~approximation terms.

The procedure generates a sequence/0rJiner and larger grids until the desired
accuracy of the solution js reached. (Joint work with W. Dörfler)



P. Bastian, Stuttgart, Germany
Fully coupled multigrid solution of two-phase flow in porous media

The flow of two inviscid fluids in a porous medium is described by two coupled
nonlinear time-dependent partial equations. In the incompressible case one of
these equations is of elliptic type and the other one is of parabolic or (nearly)
hyperbolie type depending on the solution.

For the numerieal solution these equations are discretized in space with a finite
volume scheme and in time with BDF(l) (implicit Euler) or BDF(2). The re
sulting system of nonlinear algebraic equations is solved by a Newton-rnultigrid
methode A closer look at the Jacobian matrices shows highly variable coefficients
that are not aligned with grid lines and depend on the solution. A modified •.
restrietion is proposed to handle these difficulties. •

Numerieal simulations in two and three dimensions for various applications are
presented. The experiments show that multigrid performance ean be achieved
for these eases.

J. Bey, Tübingen, Germany
Finite volume methods far elliptic boundary value prolems in N space
dimensions

We consider finite volume schemes for N-dimensional elliptic boundary value
problems of the form

\7·(-AVu+bu)+cu =/ inf2}
u=O onf

The nlethod is derived from a generalized weak formulation of the problem, which
is related to a given box partition Rh of the domain and cau be shown to be equiv
alent to the usual weak formulation. Assuming that Rh is in fact a dual boxmesh
for a standard simplicial finite element triangulation, and using a canonical iso
morphism from the Finite Element Ansatz space to the Finite Volume testfunc
tion space, we are able to interprete the method as a conforming generalized
Galerkin approach. Applying a technique presented in a paper of W. Hackbusch

~fior'ttheltwoditmensiOnatl.case ~C~lmpufitintg 19
d
89), wedthedn prove that .under uhsuldal _

fil e e emen assump Ions sImI ar rs an secon or er errar estlmates 0 ,

provided the dual boxmesh Bh satisfies certain balance and regularity conditions.
After abrief discussion of certain variants of the method (mass lumping, use of
quadrature formulas) we then show, how boxmeshes satisfying these conditions
can be constructed in the N -dimensional case. This construction generalizes the
well-known center-of-mass method to N dimensions. Finally, we present a simple
first order upwind scheme, which can be interpreted as symmetrie perturbation
of the diffusion matrix A.

\
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W. Dahmen, Aachen, Germany
. Adaptive techniques far integral equations

This talk is concerned with adapted wavelet based discretizations of operator
equations with special emphasis on operators with global Schwarz kernel. The
basic assumptions are: (i) The operator is aJ? isomorphism from a Sobolev space
iuta its dual. (ii) The kernel is smooth except on the diagonal and has certain
asymptotic decay properties. (iii) The underlying domain is a union of essentially
disjoint smooth parametrie images of a cube. The eore ingredient of the approach
is an isomorphism between the relevant Sobolev spaees on the global domain and
a product space whose components are Sobolev spaces on the individual patches
subject to certain boundary conditions. This gives rise to a domain decomposition
where the coupling conditions are reflected by modifications of the kerne!. The
solution of the original operator equation reduces to a convergent Schwarz type
iteration requiring the solution of elliptic problems on the individual patches. The
Ioeal problems, in turn, ean be solved by fast wavelet methods on the unit cube.
A corresponding adaptive scheme can be shown to eonverge without assuming
the saturation property.

w. Dörfler, Freiburg, Germany
Adaptive methods: Robustness, saturation assumption and conver
gence

We consider the Poisson equation as a model problem and show how to set up
an initial discretization (from data information only) such that the error will be
monotone decreasing on in a certain way refined grids. So in the first stage the
main task is robust integration of the data error. Sinee this is not an efficient
algorithm one has to switeh to more efficient methods (now not robust) if'satu
ration' of the problem is deteeted. This concept is then applied to the case :Hf the
nonlinear Poisson problem and the case of the linear problem with nonpolygonal
boundary. (Joint work with M. Rumpf)

R. Ewing, College Station, USA
Application of adaptive refinement methods

Highly loca.lized phenomena can often dominate important physical processes.
In large-scale simulation processes, attempts to implement loeal grid refinement
can often destroy the efficiency of existing codes through eomplex data struc
tures and associated solution algorithms. Patch refinement methods arising from
domain decomposition techniques are described which are aceurate and can be
incorporated relatively easily in existing simulation codes. Preconditioned it
erative techniques are presented to allow a wide variety of applieations of these
adaptive refinement eoncepts. Computational results are described and compared
with theoretical convergence rates and superconvergence error estimates for Ioeal
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refinement of mixed finite element methods, incomplete factorization precondi
tioners, and loeal time-stepping techniques. Applications to fluid flow in parOliS
Inedia are presented as examples of large-scale, time dependent applications.

J.E. Flaherty, Troy, USA
An adaptive and parallel framework for partial differential equations

Adaptive computational techniques are having a dramatic impact on the way
that scientists and engineers solve problems involving partial differential equa
tions. Like adaptivity, parallel computation is being used to an increasing degree.
We have developed a framework for adaptive and parallel computation that is
capable of (i) generating three-dimensional unstructured meshes of tetrahedral
elements, (ii) automatically refining and coarsening these meshes, (iii) partition
ing the computation into subdomains that may be processed in parallel, and (iv)
maintaining a balanced parallel computation through element migration. Mesh
generation is supported by a hierarchieal database in whieh spatial regions are
linked to their bounding faces, which are linked to their bounding edges, which
are linked to their endpoints. Thc database is connected to geometricalmodeling
procedures and to a parallellibrary having capabilities for processor scheduling
and reassignment. The adaptive finite element framework is being used to study
several flow problems.

M. Griebel, Bonn, Germany
An adaptive multilevel method for sparse grid discretizations of PDEs
based on the finite difference approach

For the efficient representatiön of discrete functions and for the solution of PDEs,
the sparse grid technique has been developed in the last years. It is mainly
based on the finite element approach using a specific tensor product of ID hier
archical basis ansatz functions. The resulting linear system can be solved effi
ciently by multilevel methods. While usual discretization methods require basi
cally O(h-d) grid points, the sparse grid approach needs only O(h-1log(h- 1 )d-l)
grid points. Here, h denotes the mesh size employed and d denotes the dimen
sion of the problem. The accuracy of the approximation, however, deteriorates
pointwise and with respect to the L 2- and Lmax-norm only slightly form O(h2 )

to O(h2 Iog(h- 1)d-l) provided that the function to be represented is sufficiently
smooth. In the non-smooth case, adaptive refinement can be applied straightfor
wardly and helps to maintain the advantage of the sparse grid approa'ch over an
adaptive conventional h-version of the finite element mehtod. However, the setup
and solution of the linear system is quite complicated, especially in the case of
PDEs with non-constant coefficient functions. A sparse grid approach 'using the
finite difference philosophy is in this respect much more simple and gives in some
cases even a better performance, i.e. a O(h2 ) accuracy without the log-terms.
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However, the resulting systems are not more symmetrie in general. Furthermore,

the solver ernploys the BieG iteration and a multilevel preeonditioner using so

called prewavelets. It converges independently of the mesh size of the problem.

We report on our method and its applieation to 2D and 3D PDEs of 2nd oder

with general coefficient functions, discuss the adaptive refinement approach and

describe how we can deal witb general complicated domains.

w. Haekbusch, Kiel, Germany

Error estimators for inexact solutions

The standard error estimators for adaptive refinement require an exact discrete

solution. The lecture shows how the inßuence from unknown iteration errors can

be measured. It turns out that there are three Dorms which are almost equivalent.

The critical equivalence constaut is discussed. Knowing this number, one cau

guarantee error bounds for the inexact solution as soon as. a eomputationally

available error norm is small enough. -~~.

R. Hiptmair, Augsburg, Germany

Multigrid method for Maxwell's equations

We eonsider MaxwelPs eurl-equations in a 3D cavity n with perfectly condueting

walls.. In the framework of time domain diseretization an implicit timestepping

is highly desirable by virtue of its unconditional stability. In a finite element set

ting each timestep involves the solution of a discrete variational problem for the

bilinear form (·,·)L2 + (curl·,eurl·)L2 posed over H(curl;n). We rely on Nedelec's

eurl-conforming finite elements (edge elements) which properly refiect the conti

nui ty properties of the electrie field. A multigrid method is employed as a fast

iterative solution method. We observe that on the orthogonal complement of

the kerneI of the eurl-operator the bilinear form resembles that of the Lapla

dan. On the kernel of eurl we get a mass operator which ean be converted inta

a Hl-elliptie operator using discrete potentials. Thus, guided by the construc

tion of conventional multigrid schemes, we opt for a nadal (BPX-type) multilevel

decompositian to treat both kern (eud) and its orthogonal complement.

Provided that material properties are homogeneous and an additional regularity

assumption holds, we ean prove that tbe multigrid method converges indepen

dently of the depth of refinement.

R.H.W. Hoppe, Augsburg, Germany

Residual based aposteriori error estimators for curl-conforming finite

element approximations

Curl-eonforming finite element approximations by means of Nedelec's edge ele

ments are an appropriate too1 in the computation of the eleetromagnetic fields

or eleet~omagnetic vector potentials in condueting media. They are based on a
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weak formulation of the underlying boundary value problem involving the Hilbert
space H(curl;O).

Given some iterative solution of the Nedelec approximation, for the purpose of
Iocal adaptive refinement of the triangulations we are interested in an efficient
and reliable aposteriori error estimator for the total error which consists of the
discretization error and the iterative error and is measured in the natural norm
of H(curl;n).

Thc basic tool in the construction of such an errar estimator is a Helmholtz type
d~compositionof the total error into a curl-free part and a weakly divergence-free
part which allows to establish upper and lower bounds for these parts separately.

W.F. Mitchell, Gaithersburg, USA
Overwiev.of a parallel hierarchical adaptive multilevel method

In this talk we present an overview of PHAML, the parallel hierarchical adaptive
multilevel method for elliptic partial differential equations. The foundation of
the method is built upon the hierarchical finite element basis for a triangulation
obtained by adaptive refinement using newest node bisection. Recent develop
ments in parallelizing the method in a SPMD distributed memory environmen't
via overlapping subdomains on each refinement level will be discussed. The ap
proach produces a full domain partition, in which the usual subdomain on each
processor is extended to cover the full domain.

P. Oswald, St. Augustin, Germany
Modified solenoidal 2D-Stokes discretization: Multilevel precondition-
ing (and adaptivity)

We present a modified PI velocity element (combined with discontinous PO pre
serve elements) for which the space Zh of discretely divergence-free elements
adnlits a stable multilevel splitting. It is based on unusual coarse-to-fine in
tergrid operators which preserve the (discrete) divergence-free condition. O(1)
condition number behavior is proved for uniformly and adaptively refined 2D-
triangulations. The multilevel preconditioner can (and should primarily) be used _
for other Stokes elements. Open problems: 3D case and performance optimiza- .,
tion (numerical tests performed so far indicate the need for this!).

R. Rannacher, Heidelberg, Germany
Residual-based error estimation via duality arguments

The conventional strategy for controling the error in finite element (FE) methods
is based on aposteriori estimates for the error in the global energy or L2-norm
involving loeal residuals of the computed solution. Such estimates contain con-
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stants describing the Ioeal approximation properties of the finite element spaces

and the stability properties of a linearized dual problem. The mesh refinement

then aims at the equilibration of the Ioeal error indieators. Hawever, meshes gen

erated in this way via eontroling tbe errar in a global norm may not be appropiate

for Ioeal error quantities like point values or contour integrals. This deficiency

may be overcome by introducing certain weight-factors in the aposteriori error

estimates which depend on the dual solution and contain information about the

relevant error propagation. In this way optimal meshes may be generated for

aB kinds of error measures. This general approach is discussed for simple model

situations. More complicated applications can be found, for example, in fluid

mechanics (eomputation of drag and lift coefficients), in elasticity (limit loads in

elasto-plastic deformation), and in radiative transfer (surfaee mean-radiation of

stars).
_...::: .....

S. Sauter, Kiel, Germany .,' .~

Composite finite elements for coarse-Ievel discretizations of PDEs with

essential boundary conditions

Composite finite elements allow coarse-level discretizations of PDEs where the

minimal number of degrees of freedorn is independent of the number of micro

structures of the problem (geometrie details, oscillating eoefficients, etc.). We

can prove that, for this new finite element space, the approximation property

is valid also for the very coarse discretizations. In Dur talk, we will focus on

the treatment of essential boundary conditions. For this purpose, we will use

prolongation operators which are stable in H1
, are define~ locally, and preserve

the essential boundary conditions.

L.R. Scott, Hauston, USA

Error estimators and mesh optimization for high-order finite element

simulation of Newtonian flows

This was areport on joint work done by the FLACS project at the Univer

sity of Hauston, in particular, Babak Bagheri, Andrew IHn, Hector Tuarey and

Ralph Metealfe. Further information on FLACS (which stands for Flow Around

Cylinders and Spheres, or Flow Around Complex Surfaces) may be found at

http://www.hpc. uh. edulflacs.

Our objective was a study of residual-based error estimators for high-order finite

element methods for approximating solutions of tbe Navier-Stokes equations. We

focused on the spatial correlation of tbe actual error (computed by eomparison

with numerical solutions on finer meshes) with the residual-based error estimator.

This led us to reconsider the definition of mesh size, hK , of an element K. We

found that the correlation can depend stranglyon possible different definitions

(maximal edge length, diameter, etc.). We introduced an element-level averaged
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error estimator and showed that it yields a significantly improved correlation com
pared with the pointwise correlation. We also introduced a temporally averaged
error indicator and demonstrated computationally its efficacy in determining bet
ter meshes for time-dependent problems. It should be noted that these results
were all computational but they have suggested many open problems that should
be addressed theoretically.

E. Süli, Oxford, U.K.
Finite element methods for hyperbolie problems: Aposteriori error
analysis and adaptivity

The aim of this talk is to present a critical review of recent results that con
cern the a posteriorierror analysis of finite element approximation of initial &
initial/boundary value problems for linear hyperbolic systems. Global & local
residual-based error bounds (with the error measured in negative-order Sobolev
norms) are considered. The implementation of these bounds into adaptive finite
element algorithms is discussed.

A.H. Schatz, Ithaca, USA
A study of some averaging operators as loeal a posterior estimators for
the maximum norm of the gradient on eaeh element

A study is made of a class of simple local averaging operators for use as a poste
riori error estimators for elliptic problems when using the finite element method.
Included in this dass of averaging operators are the L2-projections of either the
approcimate solution Uh or its gradients onto aspace of polynomials of higher
degree on a local patch of elements of size H (slightly larger than h). The meth
ods include as a spec~al case the averaging method proposed by Zienkiewicz and
Zhu (1989). They also include difference quotients on a mesh of size H. Two
model problems are analyzed. The first is a smooth Neumann problem for which
conditions on the solution are derived in order that the maximum norm of the
gradient Uh - AUh is an asymptotically exact estimator for the maximum norm
of the gradient of U - Uh on each triangle. Here AUh is the local average of Uh.

Roughly speaking the method is shown to work under same reasonable conditions
which prevents pollution error from dominating the local error. The main ana
lytical difficulty occurs in trying to compare the two errors on each triangle and
this is overcome by using some very loeal error estimates for the finite element
method. The same situation does not occur for the seeond model problem which
is Dirichlet 's problem with a nonconvex corner. If a quasi-uniform mesh of size h
is used then these estimators are not asymptotieally exact because of the effects
of pollution from the nonconvex corner which precent averaging from producing a
better approximation. Optimally refined grids are then considered and a method
for obtaining a~ymptoticallyexact estimators via averaging is proposed. (Joint
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work with W. Hoffmann and G. Wittum)

M. Schemann, Berlin, Germany
An adaptive Rothe method for the wave equation

The adaptive Rothe method approaches a time-dependent PDE as an ODE in
function space. This ODE is solved virtually using an adaptive state-of-the-art
integrator. The actual realization of each time-step requires the numerical solu
tion of an elliptic boundary value problem, thus perturbing the virtual function
space method.

We considered the adaptive Rothe method for hyperbolic equations in the model
situation of the wave equation. All steps of the construction were given and
an numerical example (diffraction at a corner) was provided for the 2D wave
equation.

J. Schöberl, Linz, Austria
Efficient solvers for 3D contact problems on adaptive meshes

The boundary value problem of linear elasticity with unlateral boundary condi
tions is considered. We give two preconditioning techniques to separate boundary
inequalities from inner equations, approximatively. One is based on Dirichlet da
main decomposition, the other uses the augmented Lagrangian methode Both
lead to level-independent iteration numbers. Each iterative step requires the ap
proximative solution of a constrained minimization problem on the boundary.
On adaptive meshes these CMPs are solved by CG-like quadratic programming
algorithms. Both algorithms require only standard linear multi-level components.
Numerical examples for 2D and 3D contact problems showing optimal time on
adaptive meshes are presented.

E. Stein, Hannover, Germany
Adaptive hierarchical modeling of plates and shells with the finite
element-method

Given a sequence of reduced models of a continuous master model by homo~or

phic mapping, e.g. from the 3D-elastoplasticity down to 2D-elastic shell theory
of lowest order, an expansion strategy is outlined on the basis of error-controlled
adaptive finite-element-method (FEM). Within the approximation process the
solution(discretization)-error and the model-error are both controlled. Model
adaptivity is essential for stiffened plates and shells with layer disturbances and
other singularities (e.g. in the vicinity of single columns).

Local error analysis using Dirichlet-problems with higher hierarchical test spaces
(Lagrange- or Legendre-Polynomials)only admit an error analysis of the discretization
and of the dimensional errors but not for the model-error.
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Local error analysis of Neumann problems, in which the outer fractions on patches
are computed in aposteriori equilibration process, admit local error estimates
with upper bounds and a split of the discretization and the model-error by COffi

puting loeal problems.

The strategy is realize.d for complex structures. Some open problems - like the
saturation condition and the implementation of the pollution error - are topics
of current research.

P.S. Vassilevski, Sofia, Bulgaria
Multilevel methods as block-factorization preconditioners

In this talk a unified block matrix presentation of some known multilevel methods
will be given. The multilevel methods are treated as block-factorization precon
ditioners exploiting in general overlapping blocks. Some specific application are
the classical HB (hierarchical basis), MG (multigrid) and a wavelet-like modified
HB method. Also, multilevel methods that exploit certain algebraic coarsening
strategies may fit into the scherne. One particular example of the algebraic coars
ening strategy, i.e., based on matrix dependent intergrid transfer operators for
non-conforming elements will be given. Some numerical experiments in 3D for
thc performance of various multilevel methods will also be presented.

R. Verfürth, Bochum, Germany
Robust aposteriori error estimates for singularly perturbed problems

As a model problem consider the singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion equation
-E~'lt + U = f in n with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Standard aposteriori
error estimates applied to this problem yield upper and lower bounds the ratio
of which behaves like E- 1/ 2 9r even e- 1 as € -t O. We overcame this drawback
by tnodifying the weights of the different residual contributions. The resulting
error estimator yields upper and lower bounds which are uniform in €. The main
tools are a trace theorem in deriving upper bounds and judiciously chosen local
test function in deriving lower bounds. The techniques extend in particular to
convection-diffusion equations with dominant convection. The lower bound then
incorporates a term e- 1/ 2 Peclet, where Peclet is the local mesh Peclet number.

C. Wagner, San Diego, USA
Adaptive methods for diffusion-reaction-transport processes in unsat
urated porous media

In the first part, the multilevel ILU decomposition is introduced. Allowing new
nonzero matrix entries only for connections to so-called parents nodes, a sparse
approximation of the arising Schur-complements is guaranteed. A special con
struction scheme for those nonzero matrix entries makes sure that the decom
position exists and the corresponding iterative method converges for symmetrie
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and positive definite matrices. Numerical experiments show h-independent con
vergence rates at least for model problems.

In the second part, an almost real life example for diffusion-reaction-transport
processes in unsaturated porous media. is discussed. The hierarehical movement
algorithm for the dynamie grid adaption to the eurrent solution is introduced.
The solution proeess and simulation results are presented for an example case
deseribed by a coupled system of three partial differential equations.

W.L. Wendland, Stuttgart, Germany
On localized error estimators and adaptivity for boundary integral
equations

We consider an integral equation

Au = f (1)

on a boundary r of a domain n E rn.2,3 with given right hand side;.:A and a
strongly elliptie integral operator A of order 20. For solving equation (1). we use
the spline Galerkin method. This yields the Galerkin error eh = U - Uh_and the
con1putable Galerkin residue rh = f - AUh. Using the error equation, the global
aposteriori error estimation

(2)

is obvious. We begin with some loealized error estimates based on a localiza
tion of the error equation and the commutator property for pseudodifferential
operators and COO-truncation funetions whieh are independent of theGalerkin
discretization. One obtains an error estimation on fixed parts (independent of
the discretization) of the boundary with some perturbations which are of.smaller
order of the meshsize than the error itself. To prove mesh-dependent loealized
error estimates we use mesh-dependent truneation funetions. Here, the main
difficulty is the generalization of the commutator property of pseudodifferential
operators for nonsmooth truncation funetions. We obtain a mesh-dependent 10
calized error estimation with an explieit relation between the smoothness of the
truneation function (which is related to the size of the loeal supports) and the
size of the perturbation terms.

In addition we present a method to compute the norm of the localized residue by
.solving loeal problems. For the localized equations we can use the same method
as for the global equation (l)j the only difference is the numerical realization of
the commutators which, however, is only of teehnical nature. The effieiency of
these methods is shown with some two-dimensional numerieal examples. (Joint
work with H. Schulz)

C. Wieners, Stuttgart, Germany
Adaptive multigrid methods for finite elements
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We presented a general concept for the implemeritation of adaptive multigrid
methods for finite elements. We eonsidered conforrning PI and P2 elements, linear
nonconforming elements and mixed RTo, RTI and BDM elements. The adaptive
solution process and various aspects oE the parallelization were discussed in detail.
Examples for the diffusion problem and in linear elasticity on locally refined grids
of mixed type consisting of triangles and quadrilaterals in two dimensions and
tetrahedrons, pyramids, prisms and hexahedrons were presented. .Finally, we
demonstrated the application of the parallel multigrid method on a problem in
elastoplasticity.

B. Wohlmuth, Augsburg, Germany
Aposteriori error estimators for Mortar finite element methods

In this talk, we are concerned with Mortar finite element methods for linear
second order elliptic boundary value problems. We restriet us to the geonletrieal
conforming situation where the intersection between the boundary of the different
nonoverlapping subdomains is either empty, a vortex or a eommon face. In
the first part 9f this talk, we will foeus on the coupling between standard PI
conforming and PI conforming finite elements. Based on apriori estimates for
the error, we will investigate a residual based as weH as a hierarchical error
estimator. At the interfaces we have to take into accou!lt the Lagrange multiplier
which provides an approximation of the normal derivative of the weak solution
and the jump of the finite element solution. In the case of the hierarchical error
estimator we have to use an adequate saturation assumption to obtain reliable and
effieient error estimators. In principle, there are two different possibilities for the
construction. The first one is based on the solution of Neumann boundary value
problems on the subdomains and the seeond one on higher order ansatz functions
for the Lagrange multipliers. Finally, we eonsider the coupling between standard
conforming finite elements and mixed finite discretizations. This coupling can be
realized without the use of Lagrange multipliers at the interfaces.

H. Yserentant, Tübingen, Germany
Coarse grid spaces e
It has been shown that, with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, the
condition number of finite element discretization matrices remains uniformly
bounded independent of the size of the boundary elements, provided that the
size of tbe elements increases with their distance to the boundary. This fact
allows the construction of simple multigrid methods of optimal complexity for
domains of nearly arbitrary shape with Lipschitz-continuous boundary.

Berichterstatter: Peter Leinen, Tübingen, Germany
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Obenvolfacb Conference on Medical Statistics, 23.02.-1.03.1997

Mathematical Models for Diagnosis snd Prognosis .

Organizers: Mitchell H. GaU, Rockville; Helmut Schäfer, Marburg

The topic of the conference is of great medical relevance, and at the same time is a field with im

portant and interesting theoretical developments during the last years. It was the aim of the confe

renee to present these reeent developments, to discuss possible applications of new statistical me

thods~ and to compare them to standard procedures.

The participation of outstanding experts in the field on an intemationallevel showed the attraetivity

of this concept, and also onee again showed the attractivity of the Oberwolfaeh institute.

The conference \vas structured in ten sessions, each session covering a special part of the topic (see

the schedule on the next two pages). The conference w~ elosed by an open diseussion, chaired by

Leo Breiman. and discussing the questions: Wbat did we leam? What needs to be done?

,../

The conference has enabled a fruitful scientific exchange between Ameri1an and European biostati-

sticians and has given impulses for further cooperations. An outstanding journal in the field

(Statistics in Medicine) has accepted to publish the contributions, after peer-reviewing, in a special

issue. with the organizers ofthe conference as guest edi~ors.
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OBERWOLFACH CONFERENCE ON MEDICAL STATlsTles, 23.02. - 1.03.1997
"MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS"

Organizers: Mitchell H. Gail, Rockville, Helmut Schäfert Marburg

MONDAY

Morning session 9.00-12.30
Practical and theoretical motivation. Chair: Helmut Schäfer

• Prognosis - what does the clinician associate with this notion? lürgen Windeier (Heidelberg)
• Linking prognostic models to therapeutic strategies - implications for analysis and design. RolfHolle

(Oberschleißheim)
• Decision-analytic critique of same papular evaluation methods for diagnostic and prognostic tests.

Jörgen HUden (Hellerup)
• Regulatory issues for diagnostie products. Susan Ellenberg (Rockvilie)

Afternoon session 16.00-18.00
Designs for assessing absolute and relative risk. Chair: Colin Begg

• Population-based ease-control designs. Jacques Benichou (Rouen)
• Strategies for eohort sampling and estimation of relative and absolute risk for sarnple cohort data.

OemulfBorgan (Oslo)
• Sampie size considerations for the evaluation ofprognostic factors. Claudia Schmoor (Freiburg)

TUESDAY

Morning session 9.00-12.30
Model building and stability. Chair: Klaus Krickeberg

• What do we"rnean by validating a model? Douglas Altman (Ca.mbridge)
• lnstability and v\ariable selection in prediction. Leo Breiman (Berkeley)

Stability of recursive partitioning methods. F. Dannegger (München)
• Building stable prognostic models in breast cancer. Patrick Royston (London)
• EM estimation of diagnosis. Carla Ross; (Rom)

Afternoon session 16.00-18.00
Criteria for evaluating diagnostie/prognostic systems. Chair: Frank Ha"ell.

• Bayesian model comparison: Aposteriori distribution on the hierarchy of log-linear models with
ineomplete data. Ulrich Mansmann (BerUn)

• Error rate estimation under variable selection in linear discriminant analysis. lochem König
(Homburg/Saar)

• Explained variation in survival analysis. Michael Schemper (Wien)

Evening session 19.30-21.30
Complex modelling. Chair: Richard Olshen.

• A leaming diagnostic system for anemia based on Boltzmann machines. Wim Wiegerinck (Nijmegen)
• A model for sequential classification. Guenter Tusch (Hannover)
• Multiple correspondence analysis in the face of higher-order interactions. Johannes Fassbinder

(Essen)



WEONESDAY

Morning session 9.00-12.30

Epidemiologie methods. Chair: Sam Wieand.

• A new strategy for evaluating the impact of epidemiologie risk factors for cancer. Co/in Begg (New

Yorle)
• Tbe genotype proband design for estimating genotype·specific risk of disease. Mirchell Gai!

~~~

.

• Incorporating of family history in prognostie models. Hans van Houwelingen (Leiden)

• The evaluation ofsereening tests and the problem ofverification bias. Anja Gebier, A. fBochum)

• Analysis of risk factafs in pharrnaco-epidemiologic case·control studies. Hans-He/ge Müller

(Marb urg)

THlIRSDAY

Morning session 9.00-12.30

DichotomouS outcomes and paired outcomes. Chair: Mitchell Goi!.

• ROC analysis for the evaluation of diagnostic tests. Gregory Campbel/ (Rockvi/le)

• Simultaneous confidenee bands for ROC curves. Katrin Jensen (Marburg)

• Nonparametric procedures for evaluating the performance of repeated markers used to predict a

dichotomaus endpoint. Sam Wieand (Pittsburgh)

• Statistical methods far the evaluation of diagnostic measurements conceming paired organs. Peter

Martus (Er/angen)

• On the misuse of artificial neural nets in oncology. Martin Schumacher (Freiburg)

Afternoon session 16.00-18.00

Survival outcomes. Chair: Martin Schumacher

• Problems in the analysis of prognostic factors with reference to the eOK model. Maria Grazia

Valsecchi (Mi/ano)

• Cox-modeJ and CART for the development of c1assification schemes in survival data. wau Sauerbrei.

(Freiburg)

• Marginal versus conditional modelling in bivariate survival. Robin Henderson (Lancaster)

Evening session 19.30·21.30

Ordinal outcomes. Missing values. Chair: Susan Ellenberg

• Development of a clinical prediction model for an ordinal diagnostic outcorne. Frank Harrell

{Charlottesville}

• Allocatability and distinguishability of ordinally scaled outcomes with special reference to grading

systems in medicine. Uwe Feldmann (Homburg/Saar)

• Stabilized multivariate tests and the treattnent of missing values. Siegfried Kropf, S. (Magdeburg)

FRfDAY

Morning session 9.00-12.30

Time~varyingprognostic states. Chair: Maria Grazia Valsecchi

• A multi-state model for bleeding episodes and mortality in liver cirrhosis. Per Kragh Andersen

(Kobenhavn)

• Longitudinal data conceming renal funetion: summarizing and predicting. Richard A. Olshen

{Stanford}

• Time-varying effects of prognosric factors. Kurt Ulm (München)

• Senal marker measurements for prognosis. Bruce W Tumbull (lthaca)

• Optimal REMODELling of prognostic tree models applied to longitudinal nutrition, growth and

urinary data. Berthold Lausen (Dortmund)

Afternoon session 14.00-16.00

Open discussion: What did we team? What needs to be done ? Other topics.

Chair: Leo Breiman.



What do we mean by validating a model?

Douglas G. Altman
ICRF Medical Statistics Group, Centre for Statistics in Medicine,

Institute for Health Sciences, Oxford, UK

There are several reasons why we might create a prognostic model. Two common reasons are to
detennine \vhich variables affect patient prognosis or to predict outcorne for individual patients.·The
latter seems a more sensible objective.

Having obtained a model, it is commonly advised that the model should be validated, but there d?
not seem to be a elear view of what exactly this means. In prognostic studies a reasonable definit.
is that the model works weIl (i.e. predicts weil) for further patients - those ~hose data were not usea
in to obtain the model. This definition begs the question ofwhat we mean by satisfactory.

Three levels· ofvalidation rnay be considered - interna! (using the original data set), temporal (using
further data from the same saurce) and external (using data from elsewhere). Internal validation in
cludes methods such as bootstrapping and cross-validation. External validation provides' the hardest
test of a model and is strongly recommended. Several examples of published temporal and external
validation studies are considered, including same where the model did not translate successfully.

In both temporal and external evaluations the question arises of how to compare the observed data
with the predictions of the model. It rnay seem appealing to quantify the prediction errors for indi
vidual patients, but this is not simple for survival models. Ifthe data are grouped, then it is not elear
how to make the groups. Testing is possible but of questionable relevance. Global measures of fit
(such as R2

) do not address individual prediction error.

While the rnethods of validation remain uncertain, it seems wise to recommend that the modelling
process aims to develop a model with tbe best chance of fitting successfully for further patients.



A multi-state model ror bleeding episodes and mortality
in liver cirrhosis

Per Kragh Andersen
Copenhagen

In a clinical trial in patients with liver einhasis and esophageal varices, 286 patients were randomi
zed in a 2 by 2 factorial design to either prophylactic treatment with propranolol, to prophylactic
sclerotherapy, to both or to neither. Tbe purpose was to reduce mortality and incidence ofbleeding
episodes. Thus, data consist of times of bleeding and death and varlous approaches to the modelling
of these data will be discussed, including a competing risks model with two end-points "bleedingH

and "death", a standard survival analysis neglecting infonnation on bleeding episodes, and a multi
state model with three possible transitions: "no bleeding" to "bleeding", "no bleeding" to "death",
and "bleeding" to "death". In particular, it will be studied how survival probabilities for patients
with given characteristics may be estimated in the various models and the uncertainty of the esti
mators will be compared.

A new strategy for evaluating the impact of epidemiologie risk factors
for cancer

Colin H. Begg, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, USA

The population coefficient of variation in risk of cancer is proposed as a useful measure for evalua
ting the individual and collective impact on cancer incidence ofknown and suspected risk factors. It
is demonstrated that the contribution to this measure of a single risk factor can be estimated nonpa
rametrically using an empirical Bayes methods. The statistical properties of this estimator are. ex
amined using simulations. The categorization of a continuous risk factor can attenuate the apparent
coefficient of variation substantially. The joint contribution of several risk factors will usually re
quire statistical modelling to obtain an appropriate ranking of the likelihood ratios for the sampIe.
The total coefficient of variation in risk is estimable, in theory, from the standardized incidence ra
tio of second primary cancers, providing a benchmark of total potentially explainable variation in
risk. This quantity is a measure ofthe potential preventability ofthe disease in a population.



One- and two-stage estimation of exposure-specific incidence rates
and absolute risk of breast cancer from a case-control study

within a cobort

Jacques Benichou
University of Rouen Medical School, France

The Breast Cancer Detection and Demonstration Project (BCDDP) included a large cohort of
women followed for incidence of breast cancer and for whom an initial ease-control sampIe
was drawn and standard risk factors obtained. An approach to obtain point and variance esti
mates of exposure-specific incidence rates as weH as absolute risk from data like the BCDDP
is reviewed. Point estimates were obtained by combining relative risk estimates from the case- •
control data and composite incidence rate estimates from the cohort variability, namely the
variance of relative risk estimates and of baseline incidence rate estimates, as weil as the cova
riance between the two, the latter tenn being based on implicit delta-method arguments.

In order to study the effect of mammographie features on breast cancer risk, a nested sub
sample of cases and controls in the BCDDP was drawn. Therefore, these completed data ean
be viewed as two-stage case-contral data within a cohort, or as cohort data with two nested
levels of missingness, since basic characteristics like age were measured on all members of
the cohort, standard risk faetors were elicited only in the initial case-control sampIe, and
mammographie features were assessed only in the nested subsampie of cases and eontrols. A
pseudo-likelihood approach to estimating exposure-specific incidence rates and absolute risk
based on the three types of missingness, namely, that for basic variables and standard risk
factors, some levels (i) were omitted by design in the nested subsampIe of case and controls or
(ii) were empty because of"the sparsity of the data in that subsampIe. Estimates of standard
errors are obtained from a parametrie bootstrap. This appro-ach appears to be relatively effi
cient when applied to the BCDDP data and contrasted with the original approach based on the
cohort and initial case-control data only. It is flexible for modelling breast cancer rates and
taking the special missingness features ofthese data into account.
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Strategies for cohort sampling and estimation of relative
and absolute risk for sampled cohort data

0rnulf Borgan, Institute of Mathematics, University of Oslo,
Os1o, Norway

Estimation in proportional hazards models, like Cox's regression model, is based on a partial
likelihood which compares the covariate values of a failing individual to those of a11 individuals at
risk at the time of the failure. In large epidemiological cohort studies of a rare disease, these
methods require the collection of infonnation on exposure variables and other covariates of interest
for a11 individuals in the cohort even though only a small fraction of these actua11y get diseased.
This may be very expensive, or even logistically impossible. Cohort sampling methods, in which
each failing individual (case) is compared to a sma11 sampIe of controls from those at risk at the
casers failure time, may give a substantial reduction in the resources (time and money) that need to
be allocated to a study.

In the talk I will describe a general framework for such cohort sampling meth;~~, incorporating
classical nested case-control sampling (with simple random sampling of the controls) and counter
matched sarnpling (with stratified random sampling ofthe controls) as special cases. Further, I will
review methods for estimation of the regression parameters and the integrated baseline hazard and
indieate how one may estimate absolute risk for given time-dependent covariate histories. The
methods will be illustrated by data on lung cancer deaths in a cohort of uranium miners from the
Colorado Plateau.

Instability and variable selection in predictioo":.

Leo Breiman
University of California, Berkeley, USA

Given data of the form T = {(y(n),x(n», n=l, ... ,N} where y(n) is a numerical dependent va
riable and x(n) a vector ofpredictor variables. We want to use T to from a predictor f{x,T) of
future y-values given an x vector of predictor variables. Some methods for eonstructing pre
dictors are inherently unstable - that is, small changes in T can lead to large chang~s in f(x,T).
Examples are variable selection in linear regression, tree-structured methods Iike CART, and
neural nets. Unstable methods have some undesirable characteristics which we point out. Per
haps the most important is that instability results in a loss ofpredietive accuracy.

There are two ways to get around instability. One is to use less unstable methods that accom
plish the same purpose. This is illustrated by the garrote method in linear regression which is
a more stable method of variable selection. Another way is this: perturb T repeatedly to get
multiple versions TI, ... , Tk of T, grow predictors f{x,Tj), j=l, ... ,k on the perturbed T and
define a stabilized predictor as the average, at each x, ofthe f(x,Tj). When the perturbed T are
formed as boostrap sampIes from T, then the procedure is called bagging. We show that bag
ging produces dramatic improvements in predictive accuracy and explain this on the basis of a
bias-variance decomposition of the prediction errOT.



ROC Analysis for the Evaluation of Diagnostic Tests

Gregory Campbell
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Rockville, USA

The methodology of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analyses is quite useful in the eva
luation for diagnostic tests, including cancer genetic markers, clinical laboratory tests, imaging
technologies and even artificial neural networks. For two populations of discrirninatory interest,
called nonnal and diseased groups, and a univariate continuous diagnostic test, the ROC pI«;)t is a
graph of observed sensitivity versus (l-specificity) over the range of the diagnostic test. Fixed
width simultaneous confidence bands for the ROC plot using the Kolmogorov statistic are presen
ted. A bootstrap sampling procedure is used to generate simultaneous bands for the ROC plot igno
ring the values of the diagnostic test. It can also be applied guaranteeing a fixed distance for eaclA
level of the diagnostic test. The ROC plot is nonparametric, depending only on the combined rank~
of the data; its area is the Mann-Whitney version ofthe Wilcoxon statistic and its maximal vertical
deviation from the diagonal is the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smimov statistic. Adecision theoretic
minimum risk is obtained as the intersection from above the ROC plot by a line segment with slope
cFP(1-p)/(cFN)p, where p is the prevalence and cFP/cFN is the ratio of the costs of false positives to
false negatives. Bootstrap confidence intervals for the threshold, sensitivity, and specificity are ea
sily obtained. Discretization of continuous data can lead to nonadmissible mIes if the chosen points
are not on the convex hull of the ROC plot. A bootstrap procedure to compare the ROC plots of two
diagnostic tests on the same patients is presented that preserves the Speannan correlation. For ra
tings data, the observed sensitivities and specificities and their associated predicted values on the
fitted curve should be plotted. An approach for non-dichotomous states of nature is discussed; for
example, left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) is a continuity not a dichotomy. For d in the interval
[0,1] representing degreee ofmembership in LVH, ROC plots are presented to compare two diagno
stic tests on Framingham Heart data using the bootstrap. This suggests the use of the bootstrap to
study the ROC behavior is small sampIes when the sampling is fixed for the total but not the num
ber ofnonnals and diseased persons.

Stability of recursive partitioning metbods

Felix Dannegger
lost. f. Med. Statistik u. Epidemiologie, TU München, München, Germany

Analyzing stability of recursive partitioning methods is a current area of statistical research. Identi
fying trees as a generally high variance procedure, Breiman (1994) proposes to use bootstrap aggre
gation or other perturb and combine procedures to increase stability and thus predictive perfor
mance. This talk discusses stability diagnostics and alternative stabilizing measures.

Using non-binary splits, it is proposed to avoid artificial dichotomization of effects, when the data
don't warrant it. To limit increased computational burdens, methods for preselecting potential cut
points are discussed.

Additionally, using node level bootstrap sampies, diagnostic tools such as confidence intervals are
deVeloped to assess stability of cut-points, and covariate irnportance rankings. Finally, using this
infonnation, a simple node level split averaging procedure is proposed to obtain a more stable tree,
which can lead to a marked improvement in predictive perfonnance when compared to a regular,
single tree based predictor. While the improvement is not as drastic as for bagging, one does in
contrast retain a single, easy to interpret tree structure.



Regulatory cODsiderations for diagnostic products

Susan S. EUenberg
. Center ror Biologics Evaluation and Research, FDA, Rockville, USA

A great variety ofdiagnostic products are regulated by the U.S. Food and Drug Adminstration, such
as imaging agents, nuelear medieine seans, test kits for infectious diseases, mamrnography machi
nes, genetic tests and many others. An important issue in evaluating such products is the extent to
which their clinical utility must be demonstrated. Tbe most definitive approach to assessing clinical
utility is a clinial trial with subjects randomized to the use (or not) of the diagnostic text in mana
ging their disease, with alt other aspects of management standardized and clinical outcorne as the
primary endpoint. In many csses, clinical utility is self-evident without such a trial; for example,
when one demonstrates accurate and reliable diagnosis of a treatable condition. Accuracy and relia
bility must, of course, be demonstrated for all diagnostic products prior to marketing approval; the
standards for "accuracy and reliability" will vary frorn case to case, depending on such factors as the
consequences of each type of diagnostic errar, the existence (or practicability) of a gold standard,
etc. Another important issue is whether the produet should be assessed as an independent diagnostic
tool, with readers who are blinded to subjects' clinical history, the results of other :diagnostic tests,
and who are not pennitted to confer with other readers. Tbe alternative would be to "assess the pro
duct in a ,,real world" setting in whieh access to the above would be permitted. A variety of pro
blems are routinely seen in applications for marketing approval of diagnostic products, including
laek of any prospective analytical plan, inadequate and/or oversimpIified analysis plans, use oE an
inappropriate patient population and inadequate consideration of the problem created by ,,indeter
minateU outcomes. Safety concems must also be considered. Most diagnostic products do not pose
immediate physical safety issues, but a few do raise such concerns; for example, allergie reactions
to contrast agents and radiation exposure from seans. These products also pose some speeialized
safety issues, such as potentially emotional response to test results (genetic testing, HIV tests, drug
use tests) and consequences of inaccurate results, leading-to inadequate or delayed treatment, or to
unnecessary treatment.



Mul~iple Correspondence Analysis
in the face of higher-order interactions

Johannes Faßbinder,
Institut für Medizinische Informatik, Biometrie und Epidemiologie,

Medizinische Einrichtungen der Universität Essen, Germany

Correspondence analysis was devised as a tool to depict similarities and differences between levels
of a categorical variable by their frequency profile with respect to other variable categories. Another
approach lies in interpreting the linear combinations gained this way as scores for ordinal variables
which can - slightly modified - be usedas scores in an ordinal-by-ordinal analysis. Additionall:e
correspondence analysis is used to investigate relations between categories of different variables. -.. '
The profiles are interpreted as vectors in Euclidean space and analysed by means of multidimensio-
nal scaling. The feasibility of displaying several variables in one diagram is vividly discussed, yet
widely used as an explorative means. The extreme approach is to use correspondence analysis for
the Burt matrix which can be viewed as the simultaneous analysis of a11 one-way interactions. Si
milarly to the analysis ofcontinuous multivariate data by means of multidimensional scaling, higher
interactions remain unconsidered. In practice, however, it often happens that the quality of inter
action between two variables changes when the levels of a third variable is held fixed.

By feeding correspondence analysis with Simpson's Paradox as an extreme example of this efTect, it
will be demonstrated how interactions of higher order are maskOO when the analysis is restricted to
the Burt matrix. As Correspondence Analysis gets only the marginal tables as input infonnation, it
cannot detect the Simpson's Paradox. However, necessary conditions for this effect can be verified
very easily, inducing the necessity of investigation into higher-order interaction by the simultaneous
analysis of the stratified table.
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Distinguishability and allocatability of ordinally scaled outcomes
witb special reference to grading systems in medicine.

Uwe Feldmann
HomburgiSaar, Germany

A generalization of J.A. Anderson's (J.R.Statist.Soc.1984) concept ofstereotype logistic regression
is used to assess distinguishability and allocatability of ordered outcomes. The concept of general
ized linear models is applied for model extension. Threshold parameters are introduced which allow
for the assessment of allocatability of ordinal outcomes and to conduct a Bayes allocation into these
outcorne categories. Gain functions with specified utilities may also be applied in this context. Scale
parameters allow for the assessment of distinguishabilty of ordered outcomes. Tbe praposed ca
nonical discriminant model rernains identifiable for partially ordered and even for non ordered out
carne categaries and leads to nonlinear discriminant functioßS. Applications to grading systems in
rnedicine are investigated, worldwide used under routine conditions for medical diagnostics and
prognostics.

A comparison of strategies to estimate the penetrance
of a rare dominant gene

Mitchell Gail
National Cancer Institute, Rockville, USA

With the advent of methods to detect specific mutations in DNA sampIes frorn study subjects, it
becomes feasible to estimate the probability that a subject with a mutated gene will develop disease
(the penetrance) by several study designs. Cohort designs, case-control designs (ifthe probability of
disease in the population is known) and genotyped proband designs are feasible approaches. Geno
typed proband designs involve obtaining a representative sampie of volunteers (probands) who are
to be genotyped, and observing the disease status (phenotype) and, possibly, the genotype of first
degree relatives. It is shown for rare mutations of a dominant gene that required sampie sizes can be
larger for case-control than for cohort designs. Genotyped proband designs with non-diseased pro
bands can require even largeT sampIe sizes, but if one employs diseased probands, the numbers of
required genotypes can be substantially reduced, especially if relatives are also genotyped. Genoty
ped proband designs are, however, subject to ascertainment biases that do not affiict cohort and ca
se-control designs.



The evaluation of screening tests and the problem of verification bias

Anja GebIer
Rubr-University Bochum, Germany

In order to estimate the sensitivity of a diagnostic test a11 subjects of the study population have to
referred to the "gold standard" assessment to register all persons with a true-positive and a false
negative test result. If the diagnostic test is already used in clinical routine, it is often impossible,
however, that a11 subjects with a negative test undergo the "gold standard" assessment.

Especially, this problem exist in the evaluation ofscreening procedures. In this situation the dia~
stic test is used in a population with a small prevalence. The "gold standard" assessment is MO.
an invasive diagnostic method and a great number of healthy people must be assessed for obtaining
a small number of persons with false-negative test results. Due to this dilemma, the investigator
wants to estimate the rate of false-negative test results in a subsampIe of the persons with negative
test results. Is a subsampIe made by consideration of symptoms or other characteristics of the di
sease, the estimations are biased. This bias is called "verification bias" or "work-up bias".

BEGG and GREENES proposed a solution of adjustment, assuming the conditional independence
of verification and disease probabilities. CHOI proposed an estimator for the sensitivity which is
based on unbiased estimations from a random subsampIe. Both proposals make no restriction on the
number or proportion of the selected population. But this' is a problem in situations where the di
sease is rare and the diagnostic test has an unknown high sensitivity, like in the screening situation.



Development of a clinical prediction model for an
ordinal diagnostic outcome

Frank E. Harrell Jr.
Division of Biostatistics and Epidemiology, Dept. of Health Evaluation Sciences,

Scbool of Medicine, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, USA

This paper describes the methodologies used to develop a prediction model to assist health workers
in developing countries in faeing one of the most difficult health problems in all parts of the world:
the presentation of an aeutely ill young infant. Statistical approaehes for developing the clinical pre
dietion model faeed at least two major diffieulties. First, the number of predietor variables, espe
eially elinieal signs and symptoms, is very large, necessitating the use of data reduetion techniques
that are blinded to the outcome. Second, there is no uniquely aecepted continuous outcome measure
or final binary diagnostic eriterion. For example, the diagnosis of neonatal sepsis is ill-defined. Cli
nieal decision makers must identify infants likely to have positive eultures as welt~ to grade the
severity of illness. -- ~

In the WH0/AR! Young Infant Multicentre Study we have found an ordinal outeorne seale made up
of a mixture of laboratory and diagnostie markers to have several elinical advantages as weIl as to
increase the power of tests for risk faetors. Such a mixed ordinal seale does present. statistieal ehal
lenges because it may violate constant slope assumptions of ordinal regression models. In this paper
we develop and validate an ordinal predietive model after choosing a data reduction technique. We
show how ordinality ofthe outcome is checked against eaeh predictor. We deseribe new but simple
teehniques for graphically examining residuals from ordinallogistie models to detect problems with
variable transformations as weil as to detect non-proportional odds and other lack of fit. We ex
amine an alternative type of ordinal logistic model, the continuation ratio model, to detennine if it
provides a better fit. We find that it does not but that this model is easily modified to allow the re
gression coeffieients to vary with cutoffs of the response variable.Complex tenns in this extended
model are penalized to allow only as much complexity as the data will support. We approximate the
extended eontinuation ratio model with a model with fewer terms to allow us to draw a nomogram
for obtaining various predictions. Tbe model is validated for ealibration and discrimination using
the bootstrap. We apply much ofthe modeling strategy described in Harrell, Lee and Mark (Stat in
Med 15:361-387;1996) for survival analysis, adapting it to ordinallogistic regression and further
emphasizing penalized maximum Iikelihood estimation and data reduction.

Key Words: elinical prediction, diagnostic outcomes, variable elustering, data reduetion, scaling,
multivariable regression models, ordinal response, proportional odds model, continuation ratio mo
del, penalized maximum likelihood estimation, shrinkage, predietive accuracy, validation, model
approximation, nomograrn, diagnosis, screening, infectious disease, imputation, differential pena
Iization, bootstrap, regression spline



Conditional versus Marginal Modelling in Multivariate Survival

Robin Henderson
Lancaster University, UK

There are two popular approaches to the analysis of multivariate survival data. One is to assumea
frailty model applies, under which a shared random effect acts multiplicatively on the individual
hazards, but responses are otherwise conditionally independent. Tbe other, more recent, approach is
to adopt a marginal modelling strategy, estimating regression coefficients under an independence
working assumption using models for the marginal faHme time distributions without specifying the
dependence structure, but using robust variance estimators. .

The marginal approach is usually simpler, requires DO parametric assumptioDs about the fonn ,
frailty, and allows inference about the average effect of a covariate across a population, but reveals
nothing about the dependence stnlcture. A frailty approach on the other hand allows both the effect
of covariates at the individual level and the association between related responses to be studied, but
may be harder to implement and is also restrictive in the type of dependence that can be modelIed.

Tbe two approaches are compared and the consequences of adopting a marginal approach when
association arises through frailty are investigated. This leads on to· discussion of the circumstances
in which a marginal approach may be appropriate.



Decision-analytic Critique of Some Popular Evaluation Metbods
for Diagnostic and Prognostic Tests

Jergen Bilden
University of Copenhagen, Norway

Maximization of posterior medieal utility must underlie elinieal ehoiee, and departures from this
prineiple must be eonseious and well-argued. This tenet applies to therapy and hence to diagnosis,
prognosis and patient eounselling.

Diagnostie uneertainty and the infonnation afforded by tests must therefore be eoneeptualized in
tenns of pre-post-differenees in expected utility, be it in a mathematically stylized fonn.

elinieal praetice ealls for individual, and medieal policy-making for aggregate utilities. In either
case, marginal utility/eost ratios may be appropriate. I shall mention four implications for eurrent
evaluation praetiee: ~~..

(i) It is often argued that, just as sensitivity and specificity are "prevalenee-free", any eombined
measure of diagnostie power ought to be "prevalenee-free" measures for eomparison of elinieal
tests. However, such measures have a quite restrietive funetional form and never satisfy the eom
mon-sense requirement that mathematieal utility be bounded because eliDieal utility is (never are
infinite losses at stake in elinieal praetice).

(ii) Under the pertinent assumptions, the ROC eurve does indeed hold the requisite infonnation:
diagnostic power is refleeted by a funetional whieh takes the form of a curve integral involving the
local slope (exclusively). To summarize the eurve in terms of the area thereunder is not a rational
procedure, not even after "eoneavification". My original counterexample (MDM, 1991) will be
supplemented by a different, more startling, one. .

(iii) Kappa, and other eorrelation-like measures of diagnostie (oberserver dis) agreement, are inap
propriate because they do not reflect how observer variation hurts. Utility-based measures must em
phasize the trade-off between perfection and eost by studying the marginal utility/cost ratios of ob
taining a second opinion or referring uneertain cases to a staff conferenee.

(iv) A final implieation is that, for those who undertake methods development in the area of diagno
stic evaluation, it is vital to understand the theory of strictly proper scoring rules - a coneept still
unknown to many statisticians. Briefly, such scoring roles encourage honesty. They serve as a safe
guard against health care people cheating themselves, or being cheated, into buying an inferior dia
gnostie service or produel.



Linking prognostic models to therapeutic strategies
- Implications for analysis and design

RolfHolle

GSF - National Research Centre for Environment and Health
Neuherberg, Germany

Prediction models in medieine may be useful for various reasons: they supply information for
individual medical decisions, they may reveal causal faetors which influence the course of disease
and they may help to define differential treatment strategies. However, the clinical usefulness of
prognostic models is rarely demonstrated in a strict way. We discuss the implications for analysis A
prognostic models and design of efficacy trials when the aim is to establish prognosis-base~
therapies.

In order to defme a differential treatment strategy prognostic infonnation from a study of one of the
following types must be available: a randomized trial of two treatment alternatives (case 1), an

.observational study with the same treatment for a11 patients (case 2), or an observational·study with
differential treatment aceording to an established prognostic model (case 3). In the first case a
statistieal analysis of interaction effects is required, whereas in the second case" the subgroup of
patients with very good or very bad outcome has to be defined whom a new, perhaps more intensive
treatment should be offered. In the third situation the evaluation of prognostic factoTS will become
difficult, because the predictive value of established faetors will be underestimated if treatment
decisions are influenced by them.

When a treatment strategy based on prognostic infonnation has been defined, it has to be compared
to standard treatment in a randomized clinical trial. There are various design options at hand, the
most straightforward being the randomization of prognosis-based treatment versus standard
treatment in all patients. However, it has the disadvantage that a considerable number of patients in
both groups are treated identically which leads to a loss in statistical power. The second alternative
therefore first applies the prognostic model to all patients and then restricts the randomized
treatment comparison to those patients for which model based therapy difIers from standard
therapy. However, under a pragmatic point of view the first design has the advantage, that the
aeceptance and practicability ofa model based treatment choice is tested as weil.

Tbe problems are illustrated by a study on patients with non-metastatic breast cancer. Nodal sta~
is widely accepted as the most important prognostic factor in this disease and the decision to give
adjuvant systemic therapy is mainly based on this factor. However, since lymph node dissection is
associated with surgery-related morbidity it is important to look for other prognostic factors which
are at least as predietive as Dodal status but easier to assess.



Simultaneous Confidence Bands for ROC Curves

Katrin Jensen, Hans-Christoph Nürk, Helmut Schäfer
Institute for Medical Biometry, Philipps-University Marburg, Germany

Specificity (tbe probability of a correct decision for diseased individuals) and sensitivity (tbe
probability of a correet decision for non-diseased individuals) of a quantitative diagnostic test
depend on tbe seleeted cut-ofT point. Tbe receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is generated
by plotting sensitivity versus speeificity as the cut-off point nms through the whole range of
possible test values. Tbe ROC curve is a graphical approach to visualize the perfonnance of the
quantitative diagnostic test.

In practice, the ROC curve of a quantitative diagnostic test has to be estimated from clinical data.
Searching an optimal cut-ofT point it is necessary to take the statistical variability of this .empirical
ROC curve into consideration. Schäfer (1994) discussed pointwise confidence bands. If the task is
to find an optimal cut-ofT point along the entire ROC curve, simu/taneous confidence bands should
be used. ~.

In tbis contribution a nonparametric asymptotic procedure to construct regional simultaneous
confidence bands for fixed regions of interest is proposed and discussed. This new approach is
based on the convergence in distribution of empirical processes. Using Monte Carlo simulations tbe
actual confidence levels under the model of nonnal and lognormal data are investigated for small
sampIe sizes and various regions of specificity.

Tbe actual confidence levels ofthe global simultaneous confidence bands are compared to those of
Campbell (1994). Campbell presented three methods to construct global simultaneous confidence
bands: The first method of Campbell (1994) combines two separate confideitce intervals for
specificity and sensitivity. Tbe second method uses confidence bands which are obtained by the
Kolmogorov-Smimov two-sample statistics and are constructed for the special· case 'sensitivity +
specificity = 1'. Campbell's third metbod is based on bootstrap resampling. .

Campbell, G. (1994). General Methodology I, Advances in Statistical Methodology for the
Evaluation 01Diagnostic and Laboratory Tests. Statistics in Medicine, Vol. 13, 499-508.

Scbäfer, H. (1994). Efficient Confldence Bounds for ROC Curves. Statistics in Medicine, Vol. 13,
1551-1561.



Error Rate "Estimation after Variable Selection in
Linear Discriminant Analysis

Jochem König
Bomburg/Saar, Germany

On is a weIl known fact in discriminant analysis that error rates are optimistically biased when esti
mated from the training sampIe in a naive manner. Corrections are weIl established: Lachenbruch's
hold-one-out method, McLachlan's asymptotic fonnulae under nonnal assumptions. When data
driven variable selection is perfonned, the variable subset , the alloeation rule and the error rate
estimator ar~ subjeet to random fluetuation. Henee an opti~istie bias is indueed even on eorreetedA
error rate estlmators. ~

As a remedy to the problem double crossvalidation (Stone), bootstrap methods and special smoo
thed estimators have been proposed.

In this talk the situation of two nonnally distributed groups with known trivial covariance structure
is investigated more thoroughly. Here the selection proeedure, the allocation rule and the estimated
error rate (EER) depend on the vector D of mean differences only. Tbe following results are
presented

1. The norm ofthe post seleetion differenee vector (usefull for seleetion-ignoring parametrie EERs)
induces a so called selection Donn on the fuH sampie spaee.

2. Tbe selection procedure Sp(q:p), that seleets q variable from p on the basis of the absolute mean
differences, induees a selected nonnal distribution on the space of the selected variables. It is
ealculated for simple parameter sets.

3. A eentral and non-eentral Z2 - distribution are derived as the distribution ofthe norm of selected
nonnal variates.

4. Tbe distribution ofthe aetual error rate (tI'Ue errar rate ofthe estimated allocation mle) is derived
from a non-eentral t-distribution and an estimator is presented that is median-unbiased when no
variable selection is perfonned.

5. Tbe distribution of the unbiased estimator under variable selection is ealculated for the simple
parameter sets l!i =O,A =(8, .. .,ö},A =(ö,O, ... ,0).

6. SampIe sizes necessary to bound estimation error are given for the unfavourable case !:J. =0 . e
It is cODeluded, that bias can be strong, and that a validation sampie has to be taken for well founded
error rate estimation.

Tbe problem of estimating the error rate on the training sampie still remains and the object of
further investigation is to derive eorreet errar rate estimatoTS. Some contributions are presented:

1. An adequate estimator has to use more infonnation than the post selection nonn and the number
of variables.

2. A conditionally median unbiased estimator (and confidence interval) for the selection proeedure
Sp(l :2) is presented.

3. ~other approach is presented for the selection of variables based on a fixed eutpoint.

It is an open question,
• whether eonfidence statements can be related to the seleeted variable subset and
• whether exact confidence intervals ean be constructed.
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Use of Stabilized Multivariate Procedures in Tests and Prediction

Siegfried Kropf and Jürgen LAuter
Institute of Biometries and Medical Informatics

Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg, G~rmany

Small sampIes of high-dimensional data are typical for many analyses in medicine. This is just the
situation, where traditional multivariate procedures nm into trouble. Tests perfonn poor with respect
to power, error rates in discriminant analyses are high, the prediction in regression analyses is bad,
and so on.

The inclusion of model-building steps such as selection of variables or other methods of reducie
the dimension gives biased results in the subsequent analyses. Special proposals for multivariate
tests with so-called multiple endpoints (O'Brien, 1984, Wei and Lachin, 1984, among others) are
based on heuristical or asymptotical arguments. Their null-distribution is known only approximately
and the power for small sampies is low for some of the proposals.

The class of tests, proposed by Läuter (1996) and Läuter, Glimm and Kropf (1996) prövides bath:
The type I error of tbe tests is kept exactly, and they enable for a variety of stabilizing steps. The
effect of the stabilization with respect to the power depends on a good characterization of the practi
cal problem, which is areal challenge to biometricians.

In the practical execution, the tests run in two steps. In the first one, scores are derived from the
high-dimensional data. Then these scores are analyzed in the second step with standard procedures.
Special roles for the scores ensure, that the final analyses are exact despite of tbe preprocessing. Tbe
theoretical background is given by the theory of spberical distributions (Fang and Zhang, 1990).

The use of these scores is not restricted to tests. Tbe scores are understood as latent faetors, which
detennine the investigated biological effects. Thus, they can be applied also in prediction and classi
fication, wben a large number of explanatory variables is suspected to reflect only a small number
of essential factors as, e.g., in neurobiological problems.

Tbe treatment of missing values can be included into these considerations (Kropf, Läuter and
Glimm, 1997). Tbe high-dimensional situation has to be taken in account for this problem, too. e
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Optimal REMODELling of prognostic tree models applied
to longitudinal nutrition, growth and urine data

Berthold Lausen
Dortmund, Germany

Tbe robust modelling of longitudinal prognostic factors for longitudinal response variables is the
main topic ofmy paper (cf. Lausen 1997d). Tbe partitioning and recursive method ofP-value adju
sted regression trees (Lausen, Sauerbrei & Schumacher 1994) fits homogeneous subgroups, inter
action tenns and factors which were measured on different scales. A restrictive assessment of the
confidence or of the stability of the prognostic tree model is provided by the combination of the P
value adjusted split criterion maximally selected rank statistic (Lausen & Schumacher 1992, 19",
Altman et al. 1994) and the conservative Bonferroni inequality regarding thc effect of variable.
lection (Lausen, Kersting & Schöch 1997).

Tbe additive combination of generalized linear models and tree models is a promlslng idea
(REMODEL-method, Lausen 1997; Loh 1991). Often it makes sense to define the variable selection
problem of the linear tenn for a finite set of model spezifications Slin. For example this set Slin con
sists of all model tenns considered in an analysis using fractional polynomials (cf. Royston & Alt
man 1994) or SJjn could be defined as the models of an forwardlbackward variable selection proce
dure.

A straightforward definition of optimal REMODELling (Lausen 1997c) is given by definirtg a
goodness of prognosis criterion (GOpe), for example sUnt of squared differences of estimated and
observed response values. One possibility for validation of tree models is given by a random split
ting of the data in a leaming sampie L and a test sampie T (cf. Breiman et al. 1984). For each mem
ber of Slin a REMODEL-prognostic tree is computed for given values P,top und nmin on the data of the
leaming sampie L. Afterwards the GOPC value is computed by the data of the test sampie T. Tbe
overall lninimum GOPC value defines the OPtimal REMODELling of the prognastie tree model.
Resampling, e.g. cross-validation, of the minimum G9PC value may be used fOT bias correction of
the estimated GOpe of the final prognostic tree model. Compared to other new developments in the
literature regarding tree regression my suggestion may be viewed as an algoritlunic specification of
astate of the art idea to fit, apply and interprete prognostic models (cf. also Breiman 1996; Schuma·
cher, Holländer & Sauerbrei 1996). This argument is in contrast to suggestions (e.g. Chipman, Ge
orge & McCulloch 1996; Sutton 1991) which provide a theory without answering applied prObitte
like the quest of prognostic models in medicine. ,

The application of prognostic tree models is supported by various graphical display techniques of
the tree model (Dirschedl 1992; Lausen, Kersting & Schöch 1997). Tbe approach is applied to
calcium excretion curves ofhealthy Gennan children and adolescents (Kersting et al. 1997; Manz,
Lausen & Kehrt 1997; Lausen 1997ab). Tbe computed prognostic tree models show results which
aHow new insights in the calcium balance of childrenand adolescents. Furthennore the central sta
tements of recent papers on the effect of sodium on calcium excretion have to be newly discussed
(Matkovic et al. 1995; Antonius & McGregor 1996). These preliminary results of the first interim
analysis of the Dortmund longitudinal study (DORLOS) show, that the inter-individual variation,
the relative growth velocity and the dietary protein intake are the dominating prognostic factors of
the urinary calcium excretion of healthy children and adolescents. Less important prognostic dietary
factors are magnesium, sodium, calcium and phosphorus intake. Moreover, individual long term
calcium intake is the dominating dietary factor during the period of most rapid growth.
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Baysian model comparison: Ap~steriori distribution
on the hierachy of log-linear models with incomplete datae

Ulrich Mansmann, Institut für medizinische Statistik,
Freie Universität Berlin, Universitätsklinikum Benjamin Franklin

Berlin, Germany

We study the-assessment ofthe quality ofdifferent diagnostic test devices with respect to the detec
tion of weil defined disease features. In the most simple situation different diagnostic tests are per
fonned simultaneously on a patient and the results are recorded as binary data (positive/negative).
The assessment of the quality is given in tenns of sensitivity and specificity. To compute estimates
of these measures of quaHty, infonnation about the true disease state, gold standard, is needed.
Generally the availability of the gold standard is restricted to certain patients with respect to the
outcomes of the diagnostic tests applied. E.g. for a patient with consistently negative test results the
gold standard information will not be available.

R. Sundberg (1] presents a Maximum-Likelihood theory which can be used to calculate estimates of
sensitivity and specificity for the situation described above. Tbe estimates depend on the model
structure on which the calculation is based on. Model selection has to be perfonned in order to find
unbiased estiamtes of the true quality of the diagnostic test devices considered. We could show that
model selection ·based on the Bayesian Information Criterion perfonnes better as model selection
based on ML~Testor Ale.

If in addition covariates describing features of thepatient are recorded and the influence of the
covariates on the test quality is studied, model selection has to be perfonned in a very large hierachy
ofmodels. We developed a Gibbs sampier in order to select the appropriate log-linear model in such
a large model hierachy. At the model sites in the hierachy independent Gibbs sampier are running to
estimate the relevant model coefficients. A random walk will be perfonned on the model hierachy
graph. The jumps of the walker are influenced by the state of the site's Gibbs sampier. This pro
duces a random walk. on a random enviroment whose asymptotic measure equals the aposteriori
distribution on the hierachy of log-linear models with incomplete data. This approach differs from
the proposal given by Green [2].

[1] Sundberg R., Maximum Likelihood Theory lor incomplete data from an exponential
fami/y. Scand. J. Statist, 1, 49-58,1974

[2] Green PJ., Reversible jump MCMC computation and Bayesian model determination.
Biometrika, 82, 711-32, 1995



Statistical methods for the evaluation of diagnostic measurements
concerning paired organs

Peter Martus
University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany

The evaluation of diagnostic procedures for paired organs, e.g. in ophtalmology, requires spe
ci fic methodological approaches. (1) Marginal models for the probability of disease, knowing
the diagnos.tic variables, are constructed. The dependency of measurements on the same pati
ent is treated to maximum likelihood methods or generalized estimating equations. (2) If there
is specific interest in the interaction of both eyes, especially in intraindividual differences, the
polychotomous logistic regression model, with realizations ++, +-, -+, -- may be used. By
examining several contrasts of the underlying parameters, this model may be simplified to the
Rosner model or even to the independence model using a stepwise procedure.

In the talk pros and cons of the several approaches are discussed, referring to diffe"rent clinical
situations. In a screening situation primarily the most affected eye is of interest. In the clinical
situation acute, typically monocular disease has to be distincted from chronical diseases like
most of the glaucomas with irreversible damages and binocular manifestation. Depending on
the sampling scheme the stochastic nature ofthe diagnostic measurements has to be taken into
account. Tbe proposed methods mayaiso be applied to prognostic studies.

The results are illustrated using data of the Erlangen Glaucoma study. Important diagnostic
measurements for this disease are the visual field testing and the assessment of optical nerve
damage. In both of these procedures spatial data are obtained. This second level of dependen
cy has to be treated by using methods of data reduction.



Analysis of Risk Factors in Pharmaco-Epidemiologic
Case Control Studies

Hans-Helge Müller and Helmut Schäfer
Institute ofMedical Biometry, University ofMarburg, Germany

When an assoeiation between drug exposure and an adverse event has been established in phar
maeo-epidemiologie ease-control studies, the additional relevance ofrisk factors is often studied. A
reeent example is given by the international case-control studies on oral contraceptives and venous
thrombosis. Risk factors such as body-mass-index, smoking, age, and previous use of ather oral
contraceptives were investigated in these studies. In consequence, regulatory authorities have for
mulated restricted indications for oral C.ontraceptives of the third generation in special subgroa·
defined by some of these factors. Tbe relevance of genetic factors, like the factor V Leiden m.
tion, is discussed controversially [1] [2].

In the present contribution, the question is examined whether the results from the published case
control studies actually support these regulatory decisions and what these data can contribute to the
discussion about genetic factors. Conventional statistical concepts like interaction tenns in the risk
model modelling the interaction between the potential risk factor and intake of the drug have been
mentioned (but not applied) to analyse these factors in case control studies [2]. It is shown that these
types of analysis da not meet the problem. A decision-theoretic approach is proposed. A utility pa
rameter is defined which quantifies the preventive effect (risk reduction) that can be achieved by
selective prescription of the drog depending on the presumed risk factor. Tbe proposed parameter
can be estimated in the ease control design. Methods of statistical inference (asymptotic tests and
confidence intervals) for this parameter are developped. Tbe approach is applied to the example of
oral contraceptives and venous thrombosis.
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Longitudinal data concerning renal function:
summarizing and predicting

Ricbard A. Olsben
Stanford University, Stanford, California, USA

The talle was a report on a collaboration with Jonathan Buckheit, Kristina Blouch, and Bryan Myers
of Stanford. We studied glomerular filtration longitudinally for 36 - 120 months in patients under
going treatment for diffuse, proliferative lupus nephritis. Attention focused upon flomerular filtra
tion rate (GFR) and several other related quantities. Patients were divided into progressors (9) and
noo-progressors (9) according to the presence or absence of an irrevocable decline in GFR over
time. Early identification of who will and will not progress has important implications for medical
management of the patient. We adapted techniques pioneered by B. Silvennan and colleagues 00

the oDe hand, and by J.O. Ramsey and C.J. Dalzell on the other to pur irregularly measured data.
Thus, we found a new approach to regularizing regression splines for each variabl.e and subject,
imputed data to desired grids, and proceeded to find principal curves for studying~yanables margi
nally and canonical curves for looking at joint behavior, too. We were able to discriminate between
progressors and non-progressoTS by cross-validated linear discriminant analysis applied to the loga
rithIns of fractional albumin and IgG clearance curves from the first 36 months of followup; the co
efficients make biological sense. Covariation among pairs of GFR and two other C!1JVes also infonn
biological understanding. Simulations confirm some aspects of the methodology.

See http://www-isl.stanford.edu/-gray/olshenWWW/lupus.html
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EM estimation of diagnosis

earla Rossi
Vniversita degli Studi di Roma, Italy

The diagnosis/prognosis model has already been introduced in previous papers, each of them
dealing with a particular aspect, such as Bayesian expert systems, latent diagnostic variables,
classificiation of survival data via regression trees and more. Tbe present contribution start
from the general mathematical diagnostic/prognostic model and is particularly focussed on the
specific aspect of the estimation of the risk function within diagnostic classes, with particular
reference to the latent variable (the unobservable diagnosis) regarded as a missing value. An
EM procedure is derived and proposed to solve the estimation problems. An application to
AIDS survival data (detection oflong survivors) is presented to show lhe model in action. e

Building stable prognostic models in breast cancer

Patrick Royston
Royal Postgraduate Medical School, University of London

It may be argued that to be useful to clinicians, prognastie indices must be derived from accurate
models developed using appropriate datasets. We show that fractional polynomials, which extend
ordinary polynomials by including non-positive and fractional powers, may fonn the basis of such
models. We show how to fit fractional polynomials in several covariates and propose ways of ensu
ring the resulting models are parsirnonious and consistent with basic rnedical knowledge. Tbe ma
thods are applied in a dataset of patients with node-positive breast cancer. We adopt bootstrap ..
sampling to assess model stability, and compare OUT new approach with conventional modelling
methods which apply stepwise variable selection to categorised covariates. We conclude that
fractional polynomial methodology can be successful in generating simple and appropriate progno
stic models.



Use of the Cox-model and CART for the development of classification
schemes in survival data

Willi Sauerbrei
Institute of Medical Biometry and Informatics, University of Freiburg,

Freiburg, Germany

Classification schemes are important for the diagnosis and treatment of patients. In breast cancer, several
schemes are published, but with the exception of the Nottingham Prognostic Index none of them seems to
be sufficiently validated in the literature. We used a study in patients with node negative breast cancer of
the Gennan· Breast Cancer Study Group (GBSG) to validate some of the literature proposals and to
develop new ODes (Sauerbrei et al 1997). In contrast to the NPI, two other classificaton schemes for node
negative patients did not discriminate the different groups as proposed in the original papers.

Conceming survival data, two common methods for the development of classification schemes are based
either on Cox regression models or on classification and regression trees (CART). Although both
approaches are conceptionally very different, both share the common problem of overoptimism
conceming the predicitve ability, if the 'final' models are based on too many factors. Despite of many
criticisms stepwise selection methods are the most popular approaches to seleet the final regression model.
Tbe prOOefinOO nominal selection level can be used as the parameter to control model complexity.
Furthennoreadditional constraints based on the specific aim of a study may influence the complexity of
regression models and trees. Using crossvalidation, we will discuss the importance of aspects" of mode1
and tree complexity and stability for the development and validation ofclassification schemes.

LAUSEN B, SAUERBREI W, SCHUMACHER M (1994): Classification and regression trees (CART) used far
the exploration of prognostic factoTS measured on different scales. In: Dirsched1 R, Ostennann R (ed.),
Computational Statistics. Physica-Verlag. Heidelberg, 483-496.

SAUERBREI W, HÜBNER~ SCHMOOR C, SCHUMACHER M (1997): Validation of existing and development
of new prognostic classification schemes in node negative breast cancer, Breast Cancer Research and
Treatment, 42, 149-163.

VERWEIJ PJM, V AN HOUWELINGEN HC (1993): Cross-validation in survival analysis, Statistics in
Medicine, 9,487-503.

SAUERBREI W (1997): On the development and validation of classification schemes in survival data. In:
Klar R Opitz 0 (00.), Classification, data analysis and knowledge organisation, Springer, to appear.



Explained variation in survival analysis

Michael Schemper
University of Vienna, Austria

Current knowledge of the course of chrome diseases in individual patients can be quantified
by measures of explained variation. Several of such measures have been suggested for the
Cox proportional hazards regression model. These measures can be categorized into three l
classes which correspond to three different definitions ofmultiple R2 ofthe general linear mo- ,
deI. Tbe perfonnance of these measures was compared in an empirical study and they were J

classified by their adherence to a set of criteria which should be met by a measure of ex- i
plained variation for survival data. ~

It is suggested that currently there is no uniformly superior measure, particularly as the c_ 1
1

cepts of either uncensored or censored populations may lead to different choices. In particular .,
the approaches by Kent & O'Quigley (1988), Kom & Simon (1990), Schemper (1990), I
Schemper (1992) and Schemper & Kaider (1996) are reviewd and the underlying concepts
clarified. ;

j
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Sampie size considerations for the evaluation of prognostic factors
in survival·analysis

Claudia Schmoor, Freiburg, Germany

Ifthe role of a new prognostic factor shall be investigated a careful planning of an appropriate study ~(.'J.J
is required. This includes an assessment of the power of the study in tenns of sampie sizes. An ade
quate analysis of the ind~penden~ pro~ostic effect .of a .new. factor has to be adju~ted for tAi-
sting standard factors. Wlth survlval tune as endpoInt this WIll usually be done Wlth the C~o
portional hazards model. Sampie size and power fonnulae in survival analysis have been developed
by Schoenfeld for randomized treatment comparisons. In the analysis ofprognostic factors the cova
riates included are expected to be correlated with the factor of primary interest. In this situation, the
existing sampIe size and power fonnulae may not be applied. In this talk, first Schoenfeld' s fonnula
is extended to the situation that a correlated factor is included in the analysis. Tbe validity of the
resulting approximate asymptotic fonnula is investigated for its asymptotic behaviour by numerical
intgration and for its finite behaviour by simulation. Second, an approximate fonnula for sampie
size and power is provided to detect aninteractive effect between the interesting and a second COf

related factor. This extents the fonnula for independent effects. Finally, the approach is illustrated
by an example on the prognostic impact of DNA ploidy.in advanced ovarian cancer.



On the misuses of artificial neural networks in oncology

Martin Scbumacher
Inst f. Med. Biometrie u. Med. Informatik, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg,

Germany

Tbe applications of artificial neural networks (ANNs) for prognostic and diagnostic classification in
clinical medicine has become very popular. Some indications might be derived from a recent "mini
series" in the Lancet with three more or less enthusiastic review articles and an additional commentary
expressing at least some sceptism. In this paper, the essentials of feed-forward neural networks and
their statistical counterparts (e. g. logistic regression models) are reviewed. Tbe problems associated
with the application of ANNs 10 survival data are outlined: These consist mainly in the fact that the

_ resulting predicted survival probabilities are not necessarily monotone functions of time and that
., censored abservations are not properly incorporated. A very serious problem is the estimation of

misclassification rates. Here, often naive estimates as the apparent error rate are calculated and
reported. The inherent overoptimism is only. seldomly corrected by means of cross-validation or
resampling techniques or by using an independent study as test set.

Finally, the results of a search in the medica1literature from 1991 to 1993 are reported and the most
frequently occuring mistakes are summarized. It is concluded that the application of ANNs to
problems of diagnostic and prognostic classification in oncology desetVe more thoughtful planning
and analysis as it has been observed so far.

Models for longitudinal biomarkers of disease ooset

Bruce W. Turnbull
Steve Gulyas & Elizabeth Slate Statistics Center, Cornell University,

Itbaca, USA

e
We consider the analysis of serial biomarkers to screen and monitor individuals in a given popula-
tion for onset of a specific disease of interest. The readings are subject to errar. Two models are
proposed. Tbe first is a fully Bayesian hierarchical structure for a mixed efTects segmented regres
sion model. Posterior estirnates of the change-point (onset time) distribution are obtained by Gibbs
sampling. A second approach involves a hidden change-point model in which the onset time distri
bution is estimated by maximum likelihood using the EM algorithm. Both methods lead to a dyna
mic index that represents a strength of evidence that onset has occurred by the current time in an
individual subject. The methods are applied to some large data sets concerning prostate specific
antigen (PSA) as a serial marker for prostate cancer. Tbe indices are compared to some standard
criteria though the use ofROe curves adapted for longitudinal data.



A Model for Sequential Classification

Günter Tusch
Klinik für Abdominal- und Transplantationschirurgie,

Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Germany

Given a sequence of K nonnally distributed (prognostic) discriminant scores under the homosceda
stic linear model. A sequential classification procedure for two classes is proposed controlling bOlh
(conditional) error rates. the procedure is intended for clinical use. It is based on methods from
classi fication, partial classification, and group sequential tests. There is an important difference to
group sequential testing: on each step of the procedure not an additional group of patients is tested,
but for the same patient an additional (independent) set of variables is included into the procedure.
The admissibility of the values for the given error rates depends on the available infonnation of tA
giyen variables. An optimisation problem is fonnulated for the given framework to achieve the ea'"
liest possible classification. A heuristic solution based on the error probability spending function
approach of Lan and DeMets and the power function approach of Wang and Tsiatis is proposed.
The procedure is extended to the case when the independence assumption is not valid. Tbe aspect of
stability ofthe classification is also considered. The method is demonstrated on clinical data sets.

Time-varying effects of prognostic factors

K. Ulm
Institute for Medical Statistics and Epidemiology,

Technical University Munieh, Germany

The statistical analysis ofprognostic factors is mainly perfonned by the eox-model. One of the key
assumption for the eox-model is the proportionality of the hazards. This means the efTect of a cer
tain factoT on the hazard rate has to be constant over time. It is more natural to assume that a factor
is loosing its influence when time is increasing. Also other situations may occur, an increase ofta
effect after some time etc.. Ignoring a possible change over time can result in overlooking soJlll'
factors which may be of relevance.

In order to identify such factors possible changes over time have to be considered. Tbe usual regres
sion coefficient has to be extended to be a function of time (b(t». This function can be fully
parameterized or estimat~by some smoothing techniques. Tbe problems in the lateT approach are
related to perform a test on the hypothesis ofb(t) = b and how to extend a model allowing a change
over time at least in some of the factors. There are several proposals in the literature how to test for
proportionatity. But all the test proposed are optimal for certain situations. Applying spline-func
tions leads to the problems of selecting the appropriate test statistics. I want to show some examples
from breast and ovarian cancer trials and to point to some of the possible solutions. Tbe results may
have clinical impacts on the schedule for visits at the hospitals or the treatment decisions and can
help to get more insight in the biology ofthe tumour.



Problems in the analysis of prognostic factors with reference to tbe

Cox model

Maria Grazia Valsecchi

Istituto di Statistica Medica e Biometria, Universita di Milano, Milano, Italy

This work considers model selection and robust estimation in the context of clinical studies on

survival which aim at the evaluation of treatment effect and ofprognostic factars.

Tbe use of several methods for checking the proportional hazards (PH) assumption is examined.

_ Prognastie factors which have a non PR effect on outcome are often found in evaluating long·tenn

_ survival. A graph based on the loeal estimation of the hazards ratio is introduced: it is obtained by

fitting the basic Cox model in overlapping time windows t suitably defined. It is shown to be a use

Cul alternative to PH checking based on time dependent covariates. Tbis approach is compared with

the one based on the smoothing of the sum of the regression coefficientst estimated..under PH, and

the scaled Shoenfeld residuals from the corresponding Cox model. Another graphical' approach that

takes advantage of the martingale residual process in time is used to represent the lack of fit, with a

metric of the type "observed-expectedtl
• Several methods that extend the basic Cox regression ana

lysis are examined. Robust estimation is canied out to downweight the contribution to estimation of

influential observations, typically confined to a few long tenn sUIVivors. These approaches are illu

strated with a data set arising from a clinical trial on patients with advanced ovarian cancer, fol

lowed for between 7 and 12 years from randomizatioD. .

Incorproration of family history in prognostic models

Hans van Houwelingen

Dept. ofMedical Statistics, Leiden University, The Netherlands

flFamily history" stands for the infonnation from a patient's pedigree. Such pedigrees can vary in

size and structure. It will be discussed how such data can be used in prognostic models. Suggestions

for a proper fixed dimensional score statistic can be obtained from first order approximations in a

polygenie genetic model.

Reference:
1.1. Houwing-Duistennaat, H.C. van Houwelingen el. al., Testing familial

aggregation, Biometrics, 51, 1292·1301, 1995



Nonparametrie Procedures for Evaluating the Performance of Repea
ted Markers Used to Predic~ a Dichotomous Endpoint

Sam Wieand
Department of Biostatistics, University of Pittsburgh, USA

When evaluating repeated markers, we have found traditional statistical approaches such as the use
of time dependent covariates in a proportional hazards model, while useful, faH to provide inference
regarding utility measures such as specificity, sensitivity, and predictive values.

We provide nonparametrie methods for estimating these parameters in the repeated marker case and
derive the theory required to make inference statements. We also define an asymptotically no~
statistic for comparing the sensitivities of two markers at a fixed specificity. The theory allows.
correlations introduced by the fact that markers may be obtained from the same patient at multiple
visits and that both markers may be obtained from the same patient. We present an example from a
breast cancer trial for which the litility measures give a very different perspective than results of
proportional hazards model analyses.

Earlier work by Wieand, Gail, James and James (Biometrik~ 1989) regarding inference for single
markers and by Beam and Wieand (Biometries, 1991) regarding methods for comparing a discrete
marker to a continuous marker are special cases ofthis theory.

A learning diagnostic system for anemia based on
Boltzmann machines

Wim Wiegerinck
Foundation for Neural Networks, Nijmegen, The Netberlands

This presentation addresses the problem of lab test selection in medical diagnosis: it has been 00

ticed hat inexperienced physicians tends to request more lab tests than necessary, while experienced
physicians use a more efficient strategy. Tbe efficiency of the diagnostic process might be improved
by a system that advices bath on diagnosis and in subsequent lab test.

It is proposed to base such a system on a probability model (e.g. a Boltzmann machine) of diseases
and lab test results. Tbe system will be trained on patient data from hospital records, combined with
expert knowledge. Tbe feasibility and the usefulness of such a system is under investigation for
diagnosis of anemia.
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Prognosis - what does the clinician associate witb this ootioo?

Jürgen Windeier
Institute for Medical Biometry, University ofHeidelberg, Germany

Prognostication - Tbe making of prognosis - is aimed at infonning doctors and patients. According
to the available Ilterature there is a large amount of work on prognostic infonnation and this indica
tes a great need: Doctors seem to think that prognostic models will automatically help them with
their job whic.h is to advise patients. Unfortunately, they are misled. Firstly they are not aware of the
fact that there is no such thing like "tbe" prognosis of a patient. Prognoses depend on a bundle of
possible future actions and their consequences. .

Secondly the doctors job is acting: Tbe aim of prognosis is to improve decisions and tl)e treatment
of patients. Apart from all statistical problems with estimation in and validation of models, howe
ver, for the vast majority of prognostic models published it is by no means evident that knowledge
of prognosis leads to better treatment choices. Sometimes there are actually no treatment alternati-
ves available. · .

It is argued that prognostic models have to incorporate therapeutic infonnation and/or'have to be
validated in therapeutic decisions to be of help to doctors and to meet the associations doctors have
with the tenn "prognosis".
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT
OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 9/1997
Quantenfeldtheorie und Wellenfronten

02.03-08.03.1997

Recently it has turned out that microlocal techniques can be applied very fruitful
to quantum field theory on curved spacetime. However microlocal analysis is still quite
unknown to physicists while mathematicians are in general not aware of the new field of
applications in physics. Therefore the idea of this workshop, which was organized by Klaus
Fredenhagen (Hamburg), Bert-Wolfgang Schulze (Potsdam) snd Eberhard Zeidlet (Leipzig)
was to bring physicists woking on quantum field theory and mathematicians working on
microlocal analysis together and to give them the opportunity to leam something of the
research of the other group. Some of the subjects corvere~ in the talks are

• Fundamentals of quantum fi~ld theory,

• Fundamentals of microlocal analysis,

• Applications of microlocal techniques to quantum fie,ld theo~es on curved spacetime,

• Pseudo differential operators on manifolds .with conical singularity,

• Analytic microlocalization.

Quantum field theory - Introductory remark(for mathematicians
Arthur E. Wightman

Quantum electrodynamics of the free electromagnetic field (no charges or currents) is a
useful example on which to display tbe operation of quantization: Maxwell's theory of
the electromagnetic field + quantum mechanies ~ quantum electrodynamics [Jordan and
Pauli, Zeitschr. fr Physik 47, 151-173 (1928)]. The resulting electromagrietic Held observable
is an operator-valued distribution, which transfonns under the unitary representation of
the PoineST group like: U(a, A)FIIt,>.(x)U(a, .,\)-1 = A~A~Fp,,(Ax + a). The representation
U(a, A) expresses some of the basic properties of the theory: the characterization of the
vacuum state U(a, A)wo = '110 and the spectral condition U(a,l) = exp(iP"a,,), sp(P") c
V+ = {p Ip.p ;::: 0, pO ~ O}. A characterization ofthe theory in terms ofvacuum expectation
values of products of fields leads to the conclusion that such vacuum expectation values

,/ .
are boundary values of holomorphic functions. This leads to a formal solution of some
Lagrangian theoriJ by quadratures (constructive quantum field theory). When all this is
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applied to gauge fields serious difliculties arise, even for tbe free field case. They can he got
around by enlarging the state space and introducing an indefinite metric (Gupta-Bleuler
formalism). The geometry of polarization vectors can he used to motivate this procedure.

An introduction to microlocal analysis and wave front sets
L. Rodino

We present a survey on wave front sets and applications. Attention is fixed, for sake of
simplicity, on definition ofHrmander, 1971, in tbe COO-Schwartz distributions frame, though
other equivalent definitions and variants appear to have some relevance.

The application to the problem of the product of two distributions is discussed first, _
and related elementary examples are presented. Concerning the general theory of tbe linear
partial differential operators with smooth coefficients, the following two basic applications
are reviewed:

Tbe theorem of micro-ellipticity, asserting that solutions are micro-regular at a certain
point, if the datum is micro-regular and the equation is micro-elliptic at the same point.

The theorem of propagation of singularities, showing that propagation of the wave front
set for an operator of real principal type takes place along bicbaracteristic strips.

Quantum fields in curved space-time
Bernard S. Kay

This talk was intended to introduce quantum field theory in curved spacetime to math
ematicians familiar with PDEs (and microlocal analysis) hut not necessarily with quan
tum field theory. It focussed on a linear model: the covariant Klein-Gordon equation,
(09 + m 2 )<p = 0 on a globally hyperbolic space-time (M, g). The main moral of the talk
was that any problem c~ncerning tbe corresponding quantum th~ry may be reduced to a
question about the set of all distributions W2 on Mx M satisfying for all Ft , F2 E C{f(M)
the conditions (E =E+.,- E- denotes the advanced minus retarded Greens functiön):

1. W2(Ft ® F2 ) =W2(F2 ® Ft ) (symmetry)

2. (W2(Og +m2)F1 ® F2 ) = W2 (F1 ® (Og + m 2 )F2 ) = 0 (i.e. G is abisolution of the
Klein-Gordon equation) •

3. W2 (F1 ® F1)W2 (F2 ® F2 ) ~ IE(F1 ® F2 )12 (positivity)

4. A suitable generalization to curved space-time of the weIl known universal short
distance behaviour of th~ (unsmeared) symmetrized two-point function of physically
interesting states in Minkowski space.

Item 4 used to be dealt with by the "Hadamard condition" but an alternative (tbe "micro
local spectrum condition") which promises many advantages has recently been proposed
by Marek Radzikowski.

2



The physieal signifieanee of this set of W~s is that they represent the symmetrized
two-point distributions of the set of physically interesting quantumstates on the *-algebra
of smeared quantum fields satisfying the eo~utation relations

(1)

together with linearity and the (weak) Klein-Gordon equation.
An analogy with the harmonie oscillator (1+0 dimensional quantum field theory!) was

used to explain how curved backgrounds lead to ereation of particle pa~J to explain
the arigin of eq. (1). and last but not least to explain why the coneepts "vacuum" and
"particles" are inappropriate in general: All states (Le. all distributionsG) are on an equal
footing and one must use the algebraic approach to QFT.

Meditation on spacetime singularities
A. Rendall

The intention of this talk was to present various physical and mathematical aspects of
the notion of aspacetime singularity. Physically this can be thought of as a ·region where
extreme conditions cast doubt on the applieability of known physical laws.- The relevance
of quantum gravity and quantum field theory on fixed background to this situation was
discussed, hut the main eniphasis was on the classical Einstein equations. It was pointed
out how the mathematical problem of the global properties of solutions of the Einstein
equations ean be situated within the more general context of nonlinear hyperbolic systems.
The standard mathematical definition of aspacetime singularity used in the singularity
theorems of Penrose and Hawking, is in terms of geodesie completeness. These theorems
do not imply that curvature becomes Iarge, as illustrated by the Misner spacetime. The
question of the stability of geometries of this kind is· related to the study of classical or
quantum fields on such a geometry which can be attacked by using microiocal analysis.
The question of tbe nature of spacetime singularities is largely open but those' results which ..~
have been obtained, and conjectures whieh have been made, where summari~ed. 1"";

Fourier integral operators and Wightman functionals
Marek Radzikowski

We view the Wightman two-point distribution W2 of a quasifree scalar Klein-Gordon field,
satisfying the global Hadamard condition, on a globally hyperbolic curved spacetime as a
Fourier integral operator, by identifying it as the difference of two Duistermaat-Hrmander
distinguished parametrices. Physical interpretations of the wave front set of W2 , which is
restricted to positive spectrum and the propagation of singularities theorem as applied to
W2 are discussed.

3



Construction of Hadamard states
Wollgang Junker

Tbe Hadamard states are the pbysical states of the linear Klein-Gordon quantum field
~ on a globally hyperbolic spacetime manifold (M, g). In this talk tbeir existence was
sbown and it was discussed, how they can be constructed by microlocal techniques. In
particular the two-point distribution W2(!b 12) = (1/J, ~(!1)~(/2)1/J) E r>'(M x M) of a
pure Hadamard state can be characterized by two pseudodifferential operators R and I
(such that R is symmetrie, I elliptie, selfadjoint, positive, invertible) on Li(E, d3u) with
respect to a Cauchy surface E in the following form:

wbere nQ is tbe future pointing nonnal vector field on E and E. := E+ - E- is tbe causa!
propagator). It was shown tbat R and I .can be constructed by a factorization of the
Klein-Gordon operator into first order factors. with the help of asymptotic expansion.

Equations on singular spaces and pseudo-düferential calculus with
operator-valued symbols

B.-W. Schulze

The analysis of partial differential equations on manifolds with singularities gives rise to
·new classes of pseudo..differential operators, expressed in terms of hierarchies of operator-

. -valued symbols and associated operator levels. The singularities may be deflned by degen
erate Riemannian metries which corr~spond to (warped) cones, wedges corners or higher
polybedral singularities, cusps, non-compact exits to infinity, and many types of combi
nations öf sp.ch configurations. Tbe associated operators (in particular Laplace-Beltrami
operators) are degenerate in a typical way, arid· there are cone (Fuchs-), edge-, corner-,
cusp-degenerate operators. The program to construct parametrices in tbe elliptic case re
quires the interior elliptic symbols together with conormal symbols, edge symbols, corner
symbols etc.The latter ones are operator-valued, and their ellipticity means bijectivity
for every point in the parameter space. Parametrices are then obtained by inverting' sym
bols and constructing corresponding operators. This yields, in particular, elliptic regularity
with asymptotics in weighted Sobolev spaces and, globally, the Fredholm property. Also
parabolicity can be treated in tbe context of Volterra operators. Many problems are sill
an enormous challenge, in particular, conceming hyperbolic equations on singular spaces,
though there exist interesting special results.
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Interacting quantum field theory on curved spacetime
Klaus Fredenhagen

Wightman fields are operator valued distributions t/J(f) : D --+ D wbere f denotes a test
function and D a dense domain in some Hilberspac~. They are assumed to satisfy certain
Ioeal and global conditions. If Minkowski space is replaced by a globally byper~olie space
time, the loeal properties (field equations, commutation relations) can easily be generalized,
but the global properties which typieally use the translation symmetry of Minkowski space
have no obvious counter part. So neither the spectrum condition nor the coneept of a vac
uum or of particles are declared. But these properties describe astability property of the
quantum system whieh should be preserved in a eurved spacetime.

For free quantum fields Radzikowski found an appropriate Ioeal version of the spectrum
condition in terms of the wave front set of the Wightman funetions Wn(xt, ... , x:n) =
(t/J, 4>(Xl) ... 4>(xn )t/J) , 1/1 E D and proved that this condition is equivalent to tbe so
called Hadamard eondition. Using this property Wiek polynomials of the fr~~~...field could
be eonstructed .and the wave front set of their Wightman functions was.' determined.
This led to a conjecture on tbe wave front set of Wigbtman functions o{- interacting
fields. In order to test this conjecture interaeting quantum fields where construeted in
the sense of formal power series (see the eontribution of Romeo Brunettir As an in
termediate step an ansatz for timeordered produets of Wiek polynomials was made:
TA1(x) ... An(xnl = E t,(Xb"" xn)A~I(Xl)'" A~(xn) with Wiek polynomials Ai, A~i and
numerieal distributions t,. Provided the wave front sets of t, are in a certain set r~, the
product above defines an 'operator valued distribution. An inductive eonstruction of tbe t,
with the required properties was deseribed in the talk of R. BrunettL

Renormalization in cUJ;"ved space-time
Romeo Brunetti

This talk was a continuation of the talk given by K. Fredenhagen. The indueti~eproeedure
with which it is possible to define the perturbation theory for scalar fields with polynomial
interaction on globally hyperbolic manifolds is sketched. The main point was to eonstruet
induetively the time ordered distributions t, mentioned in the talk of Fredenhagen. Tbey
where first eonstructed on the manifold M, \ ß" where ß., is the fuJl diagonal, and then
it was shown that the problem of extending them to the full manifold M' is equivalent to
renonnalising the theory. The tools for this task are tbe singular degree of t, at ß, (which is
eonnected to the superficial degree of divergence for Feynman diagrams) and its mierolocal
extension. The latter is crueial for proving that tensor produets of distributions have· of
distributions have singular degree that is the suro of the tenns of the product.·

Finally it was shown that the proeedure of extending t, to the full manifold M' is
eonsistent with the basic requirements and that moreover, one obtains tbe Weinbergs power
eounting theorem classifying theories as renormalizable or not as mueh as in the Minkowski
case.
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Maslov's canonical operator and Fourier integral operators
Boris Sternin, Victor Shatalov

The aim of this talk was the presentation of the theory of Fourier integral operators. At
present there are several versions of constructing this theory both from the operational
viewpoint and from the point of view of applications (smoothness or expansions in a small
parameter) .

For the presentation the construction of Fourier integral operators with the help of
the semi-classical version of Maslov's canonical operator was chosen. The presentation was
inductive and uses the example of the Cauchy problem for Schrrlinger operators. Starting
with rapidly oscillating initial data interpreted as an ini~ial Lagrangian manifold it was
shown that with the help of the phase flow of this manifold and of the corresponding
transport equation one can find the semi-classical asymptotics of tbe Cauchy problem "in
the large". The solution of the Cauchy problem with arbitrary initial data can be reduced
to this case. Its solution has tbe form u(x, t) = JK(t, x, y}uo{y)dy where K{t, x, y) is an
application of Maslov's canonical operator to a special funetion.

The right-hand side ofthe obtained expression is exactly the (family of) Fourier integral
operators applied to the function uo{x). So Fourier integral operators are defined as integral
operators / ...-+ JK(x, y)f(y)dy with "canonically represented" kernel K{x, y) (Le. K is a
function in the image of the canonical operator).

Quantum field theory on de Sitter spacetime
Jacques Bros

De Sitter spacetime, whieh was one of the earHest known solutions of Einstein 's equation
(with cosmological constant R) may be represented as the one sheeted (d-dimensional)
hyperboloid Xd (x~_·· ·-x3 = -R2) embedded in d+l-dimensional Minkowski space Rd+l.
This spacetime manifold is globally hyperbolic and it presents so elose similarities with the
Hat Minkowski spacetime (existence of global symmetry group SO(I, d), existence of a
complexified manifold X~c} equipped with tuboid domains and a "euelidean submanifold"
Sd = (iR X Rd-l ) nXJc}) that a general Wightman-type approach for quantum field theory
on this universe is made possible. One of the major problems of quantum field theory on
curved spacetime, namely "giving a substitute to the spectral eondition" is solved here
by prescribing global analyticity domains for the n-point funetions of the theory, which _
closely reproduce those implied by the spectral condition in the Minkowskian case. The •
presentation is of the same nature as those which have been formulated in terms of wave
front sets by previous lectures, but in this special ease it ean be made "global" instead
of "microlocal". The method allows one to give a detailed treatment of (generalized) free
fields on this space and a praof of a Kllen-Lehmann type representation for two-point
functions of a general class ~f interacting fields [J. Bros, y. Mosehella, Rev. Math. Phys 8 J....:..
(1996) 327-391]. A few steps in the general study of interacting fields have also been taken,
[J. Bros, H. Epstein, U, Moscbella, in preparation] they include tbe thermal interpretation
of these theories, the Reeh-Schlieder property and preliminary results of aperturbation
theory.
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Analytic wave front of N-particle scattering functions in Minkowskian
. quantum field theory

Daniellagolnitzer

Several talks in this meeting have presented a wave front condition in curved spacetime
that may replace the usual spectrum condition in Minkowskian spacetime. Here we present
a different domain in which wave fronts have played a crucial role already in Minkowskian
spacetime.

In the latter, the analytic wave front, ratber than tbe Coo wave front, is best adopted
and plays a crucial role in the study of causality and/or analyticity properties of N-particle
scattering functions. In tbe talk the relevant matbematical definition was recalled and a
general result, derived from locality and the spect~al conditioD, on tbe analytic wave front
of N-particle chronological functions and scattering functions was presented. 1t corresponds
to tbe idea that energy-rnomentum propagates from initial to final p~ints only in future
cones, modulo exponential fall-off, in an asymptotic (elassical) limit. "_

More refined results, corresponding to the idea that energy-momentum prop~gatesmore
precisely via real stable intermediate partieles, are also mentioned. Partial feSUltS of tbis
type have been obtained in axiomatie field theory from the further axiom of "asymptotic
eompleteness", and furtber ones have been achieved in constructive field theory.

The situation in theories with charged massive partieles is outlined. A Buchholz
Fredenhagen analysis indieates that fields creating charged physical states are no langer
neeessarily loeal (even thougb basic ohservables are) but "strings" may have to be attached
to each point. This considerably weakens results that may be derived for chronological
functions hut results on scattering functions (whieh do not depend on ·ehoice -of "strings" )
appear to be weakened in a more limited way.

The Dirac pseudodifferential analysis
Andr Unterherger

Solving tbe free Dirac equation with initial data on some spacelike hyperplane JR3 permits
to identify et-valued funetions on ]R3 with certain functions on the whole spacetime. One
then benefits from the symmetries arising from the Poincar group representation, from
which it is possible to derive the definition of a new symbolic calculus of operators on
L2(]R3, et), covariant nnder the afore-mentioned Poincar symmetries together with the
so-called diserete symmetries C,P and T as weIl.

This is part of a long-term program tbe aim of which is to associate symbolie calculi
of operators witb species of elementary partieles characterized by free wave equations (the
free Schrdinger equation would yield the Weyl ealculus as a result).

The Klein-Gordon analysis has been fully developed as a pseudo-differential analysis,
just as good as the Weyl analysis: it has been applied to the study of same generalizations of
the hypergeometric equation and of a defonnation of spherical-function theory on rank-one
symmetrie spaces.
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Noncommutative residues for manifolds with conical singularities
E. Shrohe

In 1984, M. Wodzicki showed that on the quotient algebra Wcl/W-oo of all classical pseu
dodifferential operators modula tbe ideal of smoothing elements there is a unique trace
which he called the noncommutative residue.

Nowadays, the noncommutative residue plays an important role botb in mathemat
ics and mathematical physics. There are relations to Connes' noncommutative geo~etry,

spectral theory, heat kernel asymptoties, KdV-equations, central extensions in QFT, and
to the theory of gravitation. _

Here we considered manifolds with conical singularities and the associated "cone algebra .,
with asymptotics" introduced by Schulze. It turns out that for each conical point there
is a trace on the cone algebra. Each of them vanishes on operators supported on the
interior and is therefore different from Wodzicki's noncommutative residue. On tbe ideal of
opera.tors with vanishing conormal symbol however, we find another trace which coincides
with Wodzicki's on operators in the interior. Moreover it can be shown that all these traces
are essentially unique on a slightly extended version of the cone algebra.

Analytic microlocalization and Fourier transforms
Otto Liess

Tbe talk .was meant to give an 'elementary discussion of a number of results in analytic
microlocalization. Special emphasis was put on the simultaneous use of the geometriealt
respectively analytical point of view. New results on the use of a Iocal form of the Fouder
transform to hyperfunctions which will be sketched in tbe following was also reviewed.

Let us start with a function f : C' ~ C so that f exp(-6) Re (I + (I Im (I) E L2(CJ) for
any 6 > o. If there is aconvex cone GeRn so that supp f C {(I Re ( E G} than we can
define :F-1f as the hyperfunctional boundary value in B(lxl < f) of the function h(z) =
Jexp(i(z, () )f«)d>..«) (dA denotes here tbe Lebesgue rneasure on (,'"). The function h(z)
is of course analytic for {z = x + iy Ilxl < c, y EGO}. If tbe above support condition is not
satisfied, we decompose f into a surn f =10 + E~~l li' wbere supp 10 C {( 1I Re (I ~ M}
with M > 0 and supp f, C {(I Re ( E Gi} for some convex open cones Gi with u:~l Gi =
Rn. We then define u = F-1/ = E?;;I F-I/i and call / a Fourier transform of u. Any e
U E B(lxl < f) is of the form u = :F-1

/ far some suitable /, hut f is not unique.
One can microlocalize this and can show that if (0, {'l) f/. W FAU then 'U can be repre

sented near 0 in the form u =:F-1f where f satisfies in addition to tbe above condition also
tbe condition f exp(-6) Re(I+ cl Im()) E L2(X) where X ={( E ca I Re( E G} for some
suitable cone Gwhich contains f!J. Applications to the theory of analytic pseudodifferential
ope~ators are given. 4
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Geometrical aspects of gauge fixing
R. Stora

The perturbative regime of Quantum Electrodynamics and its non abelian analogs (Yang
Mills and generalization) involves in its very definition some arbitrariness referred to as
gauge fixing. One of the basic problems is proving that the physics. produced by such
models does not depend on this arbitrariness which only affects intermediate calculations.
Tbe geometrical picture associated with gauge fixing can be summarized as expressing an
integral over some Q-orbit space P/g (9 denotes the gauge group) as integral over P. Tbe
"physics" lives on P/ Q and, when expressed in P is characterized in terms of 8 cohomology
related to the cohomology of 9 with compact supports. This was an observation made some
twenty years ago, and is now a geometrical fact. Of course, in the field theory setting all
tbe corresponding arguments are completely formal and their eorrectness has to be checked
with due eare.

Local aspects of Tomita-Takesaki theory in quantum field th~~ry
H.-J. BorcherS

This talk has started witb a review of tbe Reeh-Schlieder property of quantum'field theory
and with a review of Tomita-Takesaki theory. Both together imply for each open bounded
region of spacetime the existence of a certain unitary gfoup 6,it, the modular group, which
maps the observables located in this region to itself. The algebraic invariant of this group,
the Connes spectrum, and its connection with tbe type of the loeal von Neumann algebra
was dicussed. In addition the ease of two regions 0 1 C O2 'was treated and methods for
the determination of the algebraic invariants was shown. The remainder of the lecture was
dedicated to examples and applications to quantum field tbeory.

Superselection sectors in curved spacetim.e.
J. E. Roberts .~.

_..s -

The essential part of the theory of superselection sectors involves neither global symme
tries, such as translations, nor the concept of vaeuum state. Instead only three properties of
the vaeuum representation are involved: irreducibility, the Borchers property and duality.
Thus there is no obvious obstruction to generalizing from Minkowski space to a globally
hyperbolic spacetime. Furthermore tbe basic question posed: analyze all representations of
tbe observables net equivalent to tbe vacuum representation in restrictions to tbe spacelike
complements of double cones, involves just tbe causal structure of our spacetime. R. Verch
has sbown that pure quasifree Hadamard states of Klein-Gordon fields provide representa
tions with the properties needed to replace the vacuum representation.

If the globally hyperbolic spacetime has a non-compact Cauchy surface the analysis go
tbrough as in Minkowski space yielding tbe usual classification of statistics and tbe exis
tence of a compact gauge group. Tbe absence of braid statistics (for spacetime dimensions
> 2) hinges on the fact that tbe set of pairs of spacelike separated points is a patbwise
eonnected open set.

9



In the ease of a eompact Cauchy surface the an8Jysis is incomplete. Permutation statis
tics can be established. However the construction of a left inverse has to be modified since
charge ean no longer be transferred to spaeelike infinity. Instead it is transferred to a
point. Similar obstacles have been met and overeome in treating quantum field theory on
the eirele.

Feynman-Kac and pseudodifferential operators
N. Jacob

Tbe Feynman-Kac formula holels for a rouch larger elass of pseudo differential operators,
but these operators mnst neeessarily be generators of a Markov process. In case of a Feiler
process the symbols p(x,~) of the generators -p(x, D) roust have the property that ~ ~

p(x, {) is eontinuous and negative definite. These symbols da in general not belang to same
elassical symbol elasses. However it is possible to handle them in such a way that one can
prove that (sometimes) the operator -p(x, D} extends to a generator of a FeIler semigroup,
hence a FeIler process, see N ~ Jaeob, Pseudo differential operators and Markov processes,
Akademie Verlag (1996) and the references therein. Onee the FeIler process is constructed,
it is possible to write down a Feynman-Kac formula and to apply results of M. Demuth
and J. van Casteren in order to study spectral properties of the operator p(x, D}.

Discussion on some lessons of quantum field theory
RudolfHaag

Remarlq) on the question: what is a physical system, what is an event in the light of
EPR-type experiments arid interference experiments.

On wave front sets and scaling limits in quantum field theory
Rainer Verch

In many talks during the conference it has been emphasized that the notion of wavefront
sets is a very useful tool in quantum field theory on curved spaeetime which allows to impose
stability eonditions and thereby seleet the physical states. The previous works in this area
have been focussing on the formulation of quantum field theory in eurved spaee-time in
terms of Wightman distributions. This contribution is a (tentative) proposal for an analog
of the eoncept of wavefront set in the operator-algebraic setting of quantum field theory. _
This proposal has as its starting point that the wavefront set of a distribution u E t>'(JRß} •
may be represented' in a way which stresses the harmonic analysis aspect of the translation
group on R"; namely, we claim that (y, k) E Rn X (r \ {O}) is not contained in WF(u) iff
there are h E 7>(RJ) with h(O) = 1, and an open neighbourhood V of k, so that

f· e-U-1k',zh(x)(u, Tz (f).))dx =O(AN ) as A -+ 0
JRn

uniformly in ~ E V; for a11 N E N and all families (/).)>..>0 in

Fy(O) := {(!>..}>..>o I I>.. E V(llfI),supp(!>..) C Y + AO, sup Allf>.. 11 Hl < oe}.
>..
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Here, Tz (f) (11) = f (V - x) and 0 is any neighbourhood of 0 Er. The class Fy(0)
of testing families has a counterpart in the scaling-algebra approach to the scaling
limit/renormalization group analysis of the short distance behaviour of algebraic quantum
field theories [cf. D. Buchholz, R. Verch, Rev. Math. Phys. 7 (1995)] as an algebra of fam
Hies, parametrized by ~ E ]R+, of operators in the observables algebra. Motivated by the
stated result, we suggest a notion of wavefront set of astate on a quantum field theory in
the operator algebraic formulation.

Non-commutative residue, current algebra, and renormalization
J. Mickelsson

This talk discusses the renormalization problems of fermion fields coupled to extemal
Yang-Mills potentials from the point of view of representations of infinite-dimensional Lie
algebras. The relevant Lie algebra .(which includes renormalized currents) is an .algebra
of pseudodifferential operators (or. even Fourier integral operators) on a manif<?J.fü· Not a11
pseudodifferential operators are allowed: the restrietion comes from the requir~!nent that
the operators should be canonica11y quantizabie in the fermionic Fock space. The ,canonieal
quantization proeess defines a eentral extension of the original Lie algebra. The central term
is most conveniently written using the Wodzicki-Gui11emin residue; it is a twisted version
of the Radul cocyele.

The phase of the fermionie quantum scattering matrix is determined as a parallel trans
port along the path of time-evolution operators [see J. Mickelsson an~ E. Laogmann, J.
Math. Phys (1996)]. In reeent work briefly explained in this talk, it is shown that for Dirae

.fermions the phase can be defined in a gauge independent manner using a suitable repre
sentative for tbe connection in tbe cohomology class of quantum curvature determined by
the can9nical process. -

Wave equations in domains with conical points
logo Witt

The talk leads to a. proof of a local-in-time existence result for quasi-linear hyper
bolic evolution equations of second order in domains with conical points. In the first part,
the existence of solutions to the corresponding linear equations is diseussed including the
asymptotics of solutions near conical points. Using this information, the quasi-linear equa
tions are then solved by the standard iteration procedure.

The exposition is based on Kato's semigroup-theoretic approach for solving abstract
linear hyperbolic equations and Schulze's theory of pseudo-differential operators on mani
folds with conical singularies. The former method provides tbe general framework, whereas
tbe latter is the basic tool in treating the specific difficulties in the non-smooth situation.
Significantly, Schulze's theory admits a parameter-dependent version, which allows the
description of the branching behaviour in time of discrete asymptotics of solutions near
conical points. The calc~lus is presented in a form in which the operators are permitted to
have symbols with limited smoothness, as arises in non-linear problems.
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On the use of modular theory in quantum field theory
H.-W. Wiesbrock

In this talk an elementary introduction to some algebraic structures and constructions
arising naturally in quantum field theory are given. They were exemplified in the free case.

The weIl posedness of the Cauchy problem on a globally hyperbolic spacetime gives
us a symplectic structure on tbe vectorspace of initial data. To it in a standard way we
can associate a C*-algebra, the CeR-algebra. ODe migbt think of the elements as bounded
fuctions of smeared free quantum fields. After specifying a distinguished physical vacua
state on that algebra, (for example a quasifree Hadamard state ), we can pass via tbe GNS
construction to a Hilbert space representation. Furthermore this construction naturally _
enables us to apply tbe modular theory in the sense of Tomita-Takesaki. In general this •
is a rather abstract structure but in quantum field theory one can find a nice geometrical
interpretation of it due to Bisognano and Wichman. Namely in tbe case of observable
algebras on the Minkowski space a8sociated with wedge regions tbe modular group w.r.t.
tbe vacuum gives the representation of a Lorentzboost. These results have a converse in
tbe sense that if they hold the theory have to fulfill the spectrum condition. Even more,
using modular theory one can characterize for a. large class of quantum field theories on
Minkowski space tbe models by distinguishing a finite set of algebras lying in a specified
position relative to their modular theory. ( This was successfully carried out in d< 4 and
for d=4 it is under work.)

But also algebras associated to double cones allow a modular theory. I reviewed kIiown
results and end the talk with a conjecture conceming the geometrical content of these
modular objects. Positive answers might open a new way to characterize the physical
vacua states on quantum field theories on curved spacetimes by purely algebraic methods.

Heat kernel in quantum field theory
I. Avramidi

The heat kernel for an elliptic differential operator acting on sectious of a vector bundle
aver a Riemannian manifold, plays a very important role in quantum field theory. General
eovariant systematic methods are developed for calculating the heat kernel diagonal for
operators of Laplace type by introducing some defonnations of tbe background fields (in- _
cluding the metric of the spacetime manifold) and studying various asymptotic expansions •
associated with these defonnations. In this way it turns out to be possible to get much more
infonnation about the heat kernel, also in the case of general background. For example,
one can determine explicitly the terms of some specific class (say with higbest covariant
derivatives, or without any covariant derivative, or all tbe terms baving not more than two
covariant derivatives etc.) in the coefficients of the usual short-time asymptotic expansion
of the heat kerneI, so ealled Hadamard-Minackshisundaram-Oe Witt-Seeley coefficients ak,
which are known in general only for k =1,2,3,4. In particular, if one restriets oneself to a
finite number of low-order covariant derivatives of the background fields, then there exist
a set of covariant differential operators that together with the background fields and their
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low..order derivatives generate a finite dimensional Lie algebra. This simplifies considerably
tbe calculations and enables one to obtain closed manifestly covariant formulas for tbe beat
kernel diagonal.

Algebraic constructioD of Wightman type fields
J. Yngvason

Tbe talk was devoted to tbe question of existence and abundance of Wightman fields in
spacetimes of arbitrary dimensions. Quantum fields may be regarded as representations
of theBorchers-Uhlmann tensor algebra buHt over aspace of test functions on spacetime.
These representations correspond, in turn, via GNS construction to states on the algebra
that are invariant under spacetime automorphisms and vanish on twa prescribed ideals,
the two-sided causality ideal and a left ideal that accounts for tbe spectrum condition
for energy and momentum. General strategies for constructing functionals. 1.s~~tisfying

these conditions where presented. In particular, a method was discussed whicf(~is based
on defining a C*-norm on the Borchers-Uhlmann algebra modulo the causality".ideal. A
criterion was presented which guarantees tbe existence of Wightman fields th~i satisfy
Base commutation relations but bave bounded field operators, in contrast to all known
examples in dimension ~ 3. Tbis criterion has been partially verified in all dim'ensions. In
space-times with dimension 2 explicit examples have been given by D. Buchholz and K.
H. Rehren. H the criterion can be generally verified this would lead to new examples of
Wightman fields in dimension ~ 4, a problem that have been open since more than 30 years.

Author of the report: Michael Keyl
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l\1ATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t .10/1997

MATHEMATISCHE STOCHASTIK

9.3. - 15. 3. 1997

Die Tagung fand statt unter der Leitung der Herren J. Gärtner (Berlin), R. D. GiB
(Utrecht) und E. Manlmen (Heidelberg).

Es trafen sich 50 Wissenschaftler mit Arbeitsgebieten in verschiedensten Teilen der
nlathcmatischen Stochastik. Die heiden am stärksten vertretenen Richtungen waren die
Statistik und die statistische Mechanik. So wurden längere Überblicksvorträge gehalten
einesteils über Anwendungen nicht- und halbparametrischer Schätzer (Comets, Spokoiny,
van der Vaart, Dümbgen, Levit), Schätzer für verrauschte Signale (Beran, Tsybakov) und
Regressionsmodelle (Hallin, Kreiß) und andererseits über/interagierende Partikelsysteme
(Giacomin, Georgii, Grunwald, Landim, Löwe), Systeme von Verzweigungsprozessen (Wa
kolbinger, Klenke) und Markoffsche Zufallsfelder. (Comets, Steif).

Ferner wurden u. a. Resultate vorgestellt in Gebieten wie Spektra zufalliger Matrizen
(Biane, Gine), zufallige Approximation (Dyer, Catoni, Grübel), Folgen schwach abhängiger
Zufallsgrößen (Rio, Doukhan) und Große Abweichungen (Deuschel, Eichelsbacher).

Es wurden acht Haupt- und 25 Kurzvorträge gehalten. Die Athmosphäre war durchweg
allgeft€hm und entspannt. Es wurde als positiv empfunden, daß es neben den Vorträgen
genügend Zeit gab für eine Vielzahl kleinerer Diskussions- und Arbeitsgruppen, in denen
aktnelle Problenle diskutiert wurden.
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Introduction to free probability

P. Biane

We gave an introductory talk to the theory developed in the last 15 years by Dan Voi
culescu. We started from the problem of computing the spectrum of the surn of tWQ
Herrnitian matrices knowing the spectrum of each one. When the matrices have a very
large dimension, and are chosen independently and uniformly among matrices having a
specified spectrum, the spectrurn of the surn, with great probability, is determined by the
spectra of each matrix. In order to compute this spectrum (ar more correctly the eropirical
distribution associated to it) one develops a combinatorial method which is based on _
concept of freeness, and ffee convolution. Same explicit formulas can be written, and '"
discussed some results of probabilistic nature related to these concepts, such as free central
limit theorem and fre~ Levy-Khintchine forrnula.

Two questions about statistics of Markov random 6elds

F. Comets

(joint work with M. Janzura)

Parametric and non-parametric estimation for Markov randorn fields meet the phenolne
nom of phase transition, and the breakdown in the centrallimit theorem. We deyelüp here
two questions:

1) Local estimates, as Besag's maximum pseudo-likelihood estimators (say, in the para
metrie case), are in fact asymptotically normal, regardless of phase transition, mllitiplicity
of phases,... This was first shown by Guyon-Künsch in the 2-dimensional Ising model,
hut it was extended later to more general cases. In collahoration with Martin Janzura,
we prove this result holds even if the underlying distribution is not translation invariant;
this requires of course randorn norming, similar to Student-ization. The prüof relies on a
central limit theorem for loeal, conditionally centered randorn fields.

2) Detecting phase transition from a single sampIe (and thereby, checking if centrallimit
holds for general functions ... ). In a 1994 paper I propose to estirnate the rate funetion for

·large deviations using Erdös-Renyi statistics. This method has some important drawbaA
and in a 1997 paper I propose another method, estimating the rate function by compui'tJlllr
the frequencies of deviations of moving averages in a "smalI" window moving inside the
box of observations.

Randomized approximate counting

M.E. Dyer

Most interesting combinatorial counting problems are known to be #P-complete. For
these problems we seek only approximations. The correct notion appears to be randomi
zed cüunting. We are then interested in studying problems possessing "fully polynomial
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randomized approximation schemes" (fpras). There are few general techniques, hut the
most eommon is based on proving rapid convergenee of a Markov chain on the eonfigu
rations. "Ve ,viII review these ideas and give same examples. Proving eonvergenee oecurs
rapidly is usually not easy, and again there are fe,v general methods. We will examine oDe
approach: coupling, and a simple variant "path eoupling" whieh makes the analysis more
eombinatorially tractable in many cases. We eonsider t,vo applications of the method:
lo\v-degree graph colourings and linear extensions of a partial order.

On the heat content of planar regions with a fractal polygonal boundary

F. den Hollander

(joint work with M. van den Berg)

After a general introduction to heat conduction in planar regions, we described the following
problem.

Fix k ~ 3 integer and 0 < s < 1. Let D C IR? be the domain that is obtained by taking
a regular k-gon with sides of unit length, attaching k-gons with sides of length s to the
middles of the outer edges, and proceeding in this way: each time the new generation of
k-gOIlS is a faetor 8 smaller and is attached to the middles of the outer edges of the previous
generation. The set D thus obtained has a fractal polygonal boundary. There exists some
Sk > 0 such that no k-gons overlap if and only if 0 < B :::; Bk·

We study the heat content of D as a function of t, denoted by ED(t), when D initially
has tcnlperature 0 and the boundary is kept at temperature 1. We derive the complete
short-tiInc expansion of ED(t). It turns out that for s :f l/(k - 1) thc expansion has the
fonn

ED(t) = p(logt)tl-~ + At! + Bt + O(e- f ),

where p is a 10g(l/s2)-periodic function, d = log(k - 1)/ log(l/s) is a fractal dimension, A
and Bare constants, and T is an error exponent. For s = l/(k - 1) the t!-term carries
an additionallog(l/t). The proof is based on the Brownian motion representation of the
heat kernel and makes use of techniques where D is locally approximated by regions of a
siolple fornl.

The constants A and B have an interesting geometrie interpretation in terms of the
edges respectively vertices of D. This interpretation is in the spirit of Mark Kae's paper
'Can one hear the shape of a drum?'. It remains an open problem to show that p is
non-constant. This property may be visualized by thinking of a 'heat front' that moves
in fronl the boundary and that has aperiod log(!/82) on a logarithmic time scale due to
the discrete self-similar structure of the boundary of D in combination with the classical
space-time scaling for heat conduction.

The Berry-Esseen theorem for weakly dependent sequences

E. Rio

We extend the proof method of the Berry-Esseen theorem proposed by Bergström to se
quences of weakly dependent randorn variables. In partieular, we show that, for stationary
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sequences of real, bounded randorn variables, the rate of convergence in the central limit
theorem, in Levy distance, is of order n-4 if the sequence (9p)p>o of the uniforrn rnixing
eoefficients satisfies the eondition Lp>o pOp< 00.

Estimation of a function with jumps and image qenoising via
pointwise-adaptive window choice

V. Spokoiny

A new method of nonparametrie estimation is discussed in connection with two specific
problenls: estimating a univariate funetion with discontinuities and image denoising. The
method is based on an adaptive (data-driven) ehoice of an averaging window. It is shown
that this method allows rate-optimal estimation both the underlying function and te
Ioeation of jumps (in the first problem) or Ioeation of the edge (in the second problem). -

Branching populations and their genealogy

A. Wakolbinger

(joint work with D. Dawson and L. Gorostiza)

Dur starting point is the result of Cox and Griffeath (1985) on the occupation time fluc
tuations of branching Brownian partiele systems in dimension d ~ 3. We show how the
normings as weIl as the asymptotic covariance kerneis can be understood frorn the spaee
time correlations of the measure ofa "typical" gen·ealogical tree, and generalize this to
reversible Markovian dynamies. For example f if the Green operator of the rnotion has the
property G2cp < 00, cp nonnegative, bounded with bounded support, then the norming is
the classicaI t 1/ 2 , and the covariance of the limiting'Gaussian fluctuation field is given by
G + ~G2, where the two summands come from the pairs of particles that are resp. are
not related in direct line. The property G2c.p < 00, whieh has a simple interpretation in
terms of mass creation, guarantees a transient behavior of the equilibrium clans of related
individuals. Corresponding results have been obtained for infinite variance branching a.s
weIl as 2-1evel branehing systems; in part, the proofs employ ideas used by Iscoe for I-level
superprocesses.

Likelihood methods in semiparametric models

A. van der Vaart

Statistical inference for parametrie models is based on the log likelihood function. Its point
of maximum is the maximum likelihood estimator, its seeond derivative at this point, the
"observed information", serves as a measure of accuracy, and the difference between the
log likelihood function at its maximum and a fixed point is the log likelihood ratio statistic.
In semiparametric models there is a nuisance parameter next to a parameter of interest.
The main result presented in this talk was that the "profile log likelihood function" now
ean be used in much the same way. This function is defined as follows. First, one carefully
chooses a function of the observations and parameters that is called the "likelihood". This
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may take several forms, ordinary, empirical, penalized, sieved, mixtures of these, aud still
others. Next, the profile likelihood for the parameter of interest is the supremum of the
likelihood over the nuisance parameter. OUf main result is a quadratic expansion of the
profile likelihood function. The coefficient of the linear term is the (random) surn of the
efficient score function at the observations, while the quadratic terms is lead by the efficient
information. This expansion implies all tbe desired results: the normality of mle, the
chisquared distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic, and the consistency of the observed
information. Rather than giving a detailed proof of the expansion, we have discussed two
approaches to proving the asymptotic normality of mies directly. The first is based on the
efficient score equation, and (possibly) a rate theorem for tbe nuisance parameter to verify
a Hno-bias" condition. The second is based on inverting an infinite system of likelihood
equations. The first approach seems unable to handle empirical likelihoods. The second
approach does not have this problem, but requires that the model is parametrized in ae regular manner. Thus, they both appear to be useful.

KURZVORTRÄGE

Modulation versus model selection

R. Beran

For recovering a discrete-time signal from observed signal plus Gaussian white noise, we
compare three procedures: Cp model selection; BIe-style model selection; and modulation.
Each procedure is applied to orthogonally transformed data. The outcome, transformed
back to the original coordinate system, is the signal estimator. In nested snbmodels, the
SIe-style procedures have poor asymptotic maximum risk if the signal-to-noise ratio is
large. By contrast, the asymptotic maximum risk of the Cp-procedure is never more than
twice the Pinsker bound in each submodel. However, monotone modulation estimators
achieve the asymptotic Pinsker bound in each nested submodel.

Stochastic optimization algorithms: speed-np methods

O. Catoni

Markov chains with exponential small transitions depending on a given irreducible rate
function are a general model for stochastic optimization algorithms, known as the genera
lized Metropolis algorithrn in the time homogeneous case and as the generalized simulated
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annealing algorithm in the case when the transitions are decreased as a function of time.
We study the decay of tbe probability of failure with the length of the algorithm and
point out the existence of uniformly nearly optimal temperature sequences for the simu
lated annealing algorithm. We present two other speed-up methods: the iterated energy
transformation algorithm and the partial freezing method, with which it is possible to de
crease further the probability of failure. Eventually, we report some experiments made on
a resource assignment problem, which show that the predictions of this asymptotic study
of the probability of failure are in good agreement with the practical efficiency of these
various algorithms.

On a new weak dependence condition

P.Doukhan

The purpose of this talk is to proposean unifying weak dependence condition.
Mixing sequences, functions of associated or Gaussian sequences, Bernoulli shifts as weH
as models with a Markovian representation are examples oE the models considered. We
establish Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund, Rosenthai and exponential inequalities for general se
quences of centered randorn variables. Inequalities are stated in terms of the decay rate
for the covariance of products of the initial random variables subject to the condition that
the lag of time between both products tends to infinity.
As applications of those nations, we obtain aversion of the functional CLT and an iu
variance principle for the empirical repartition process. The guidelines of this talk are
Doukhan & Portal (1983) and Rio (1993).

Large deviations of the langest increasing subsequence

J.-D. Deuschel

(joint work with O. Zeitouni)

We study the Huctuations, in the large deviation regime, of the langest increasing subse
quences of a random LLd. sampIe on the unit square. In particular, our results yield the
precise upper and lower exponential tails for the length of the langest illcreasing subse
quences of a randorn permutation.

Nonparametrie confidence sets for shape-restricted regression functions

L. Dümbgen

The first part of the talk discusses goodness-of-fit tests for the white noise model. One
observes a stochastic process V of the form dV(t) = Jo(t)dt + n-1

/ 2dW(t), where 10 is an
unknown function, n ~ 1 is a known scale parameter ("sampie size") and W is standard
Brownian motion on [0, I}. For testing "fo = 0" versus "fo =t= 0" a simple Bayes model leads
to a special test statistic T(n1/ 2V). The resulting test turns out to be rate-optimal within
Hölder classes of functions. The corresponding confidence set C(V, a) of aB functions f
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such that T(n l /
2(V - f J}} ~ c(a) has good adaptivity properties if ,ve impose shape

restrictions on /0 such as monotonicity or cODvexity.

This procedure can be imitated in several models such as density estimation or nonpa

rametric regression. For the latter example we propose a confidence set based on signs of

residuals. This approach requires minimal model assumptions hut the computation is very

difficult for large sampie sizes. As a possible way out we propose and illustrate a stochastic

approximation procedure.

Coupling and decoupling in the theory of large deviations

P. Eichelsbacher

(joint work with U. Schmock)

We study large and moderate deviation principles for rn-fold products of empirical measures

and for U-empirical measures, e.g.,

rn fixed, where the underlying i.i.d. random variables (Xi)i take values; in a measurable,

not. necessarily Polish, state space S. The LDP can be formulated on a,'suitable subset of

the set of probability measures endowed with a topology which is stranger than the usual

T-topology, and which make the map v 1--+ f c.p dv continuous even for certain unbounded

c.p taking .values in areal separable Banach space. A special feature of tbe LDP is the non

convexity of the rate function. Applications are improved versions of large and moderate

deviation principles for Banach space valued U-statistics. Furtherrnore, we improve the

Gibhs conditioning principle for interacting ensembles of particles. We can extend Dur

results to certain weakly dependent sequences.

We use a partition dependent coupling to extend Sanov's theorem to triangular arrays,

when S is measurable and the topology on the set of probability measures is the r-topology.

We deduce a LDP for the empirical measures of exchangeable sequences with a measurable

state space.

For a moderate deviation result for products of empirical measures in a scaling bn/n -+ 0

and n/b~ --+ 0, we use an improved version of a Bernstein type inequality for type 2

Banach-space valued U-statistics, which uses a decoupling technique introduced by de Ja

Pefia 92. Ir Jl denotes the common law of the (Xi)ä, we get

with a convex rate
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SK-model with loeal deterministic interaction

G. Giacomin

(joint work with F. Comets and J.L. Lebowitz)

We consider an Ising spin model with both long range random and short range deterministic
interaetions. The long range part is the Sherrington-Kirkpatriek type, while the short range
is chosen to be ferromagnetic. OUf main result is the eentral limit theorem for the free
energy at high temperature. More precisely, denoting by Ex the expectation with respect
to an infinite volume Ising rneasure at temperature 1/K (Kc is the critical value) and by
HJvK the S-K Hamiltonian in a box AN C Zd (d ~ 1), we show that lEK [exp( -ßH~K)J,
divided by its expectation with respeet to the disorder, eonverges weakly to a log-normal
distribution for K < "'c and ß < I/BI" where (J/t is the sum of the square of the correlations
in the Ising model. This result is established also at It = Itc, as long as uniqueness hole
for the Ising measure at the critical point. As eorollaries we derive some results on the free .
energy and on critieal exponents. We use the stochastic analysis technique introduced in
[1J and the main technical estimates arise in studying the overiaps of independent copies
of the Ising model.

[1] F. Comets and J. Neveu (1995) The Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model and stochastic cal
culus: the high temperature case, Comm. Math. Phys. 166:549-564.

Random matrix approximation of spectra of compact iD:tegral operators

E. Gine

Let h : 52 ----+ 1R be asymmetrie measurable function, where (8,5, P) is a probabiiity
space, such that the operator H: L2{P) --+ L2{P) given by Hg(x) = Jh(x,y)g(y)dP(y)
is compact. Let 4Yi, i'E N, be i.i.d. (P) random variables, and let Hn be the ulatrix whose
entries are h(Xi , Xj) if i :I j, zero if i = j, i,j :5 n. (Hn>is a discretization of H obtained
by random sampling.) We show that the i 2 distance between the ordered spectra of H
and Hn tends to zero a.s. Hf Eh2(X1 , X 2 ) < 00 and obtain rates of convergence aod even a
central limit theorem for the difference between the ordered spectra of Hn and H, vie\ved
as points of f.2 or Co, under additional assumptions on h.

Phase transitions in continuum Potts models

H.-O. Georgii

(joint work with O. Häggströrn)

The continuum Potts model is a system of point particles in IRd , d ~ 2, having q ~ 2
distinct types and interacting via an (arbitrarily weak) interspecies repulsion. In addition~

a type-independent background interaction is allowed. For a given density parameter z > 0
and inverse temperature ß > 0, the class of aU possible equilibrium distributions consists
of the associated Gibbs measures.

It is shown that for any ß > 0 aod all z > zo(ß) a phase transition occurs, in that there
exist q translation invariant Gibbs measures which can be distinguished by their type den
sities. This follows from the occurrence of percolation in a random cluster representation
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of the model, \vhich in turn can be established by stochastic comparison ,vith Bernoulli

site-bond percolation on Zd.
For d = 2 and smooth interaction, aU (tempered) Gibbs measures are translation

invariant. It is unknown whether Don-translation-invariant Gibbs measures ean exist in

lligher dimensions (as in lattice systems for d ~ 3).

Richardson extrapolation in computational probability

R. Grübel

Numerical treatment of stochastic models often involves a discretization parameter h >

0; let Jth be the corresponding approximation to the quantity J.lo of interest. If J-Lh ean

be expanded about h = 0 then an extrapolation to tbe limit ean be used to aceelerate

convergence. Examples from queueing and risk theory show that this technique ean orten

be used to eliminate most of tbe discretization errar.

Glauber spin-glass dynamies

M. Grunwald

Spin glass models (Le., a type of disordered lattice spin systems) were introduced in the

theoretieal physicists literature to explain the behaviour of certain diluted magnetic alloys.

Tbe Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model is amean-field version of a spin glass. In this talk

we study the rate function of the large deviations upper-bound for a Glauber dynamics for

the SK-lnodel (see M.G., PTRF 106, 187~232 (1996)). We show that the rate function has

a unique nünimum, which cau be'described in terms of a self-consistent equation for the

correlation- and the response-function. The uniqueness implies for almost a11 realizations

of the couplings the weak convergence of the law of the empirical measure to the mea

sure concentrated at the minimum. Following an idea of G. Ben Arous and A. Guionnet

(PTRF 1995) we prove - with the help of a replicated system - a randorn propagation

of chaos result, i.e., a weak convergence result of the law of the distribut.ion of the first

k-coordinates to the law of a product of random rneasures.

Local asymptotic normality for lang-memory processes with applications

M. Hallin

(joint work with A. Serroukh and M. Taniguchi)

The IDeal asymptotic normality property is established for a regression model with frae

tional AR]M A(p, d, q) errors. This result allows for solving, in an asymptotically optimal

way, a variety of inference problems in the long-memory context: hypothesis testing, dis

eriminant analysis, rank-based testing, locally asymptotically minimax and adaptive esti

mation, etc. Tbe problem of estimating the lag parameter d in the simple long-memory

model (1- L)d,)(ttt is treated in some detail. Various estimators have been proposed in the

literature. Such estimators, at best, are asymptotically efficient (in the traditional BAN

sense), under Gaussian assumptions. Dur adaptive estimate is uniformly (with respect
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to the underlying innovation density) locally asymptotically minimax (LAM) in the sense
of Fabian and Hannan (1982). The most striking resuit of the study is perhaps that the
lang memory aspects of fractional models da not appear in.the Ioeal asymptotie structure,
which is a classical LAN one, with traditional root-n rates.

Catalytic branching random walks

A. Klenke

(joint work with A. Greven and A. Wakolbinger)

Let (Xdt~O and (yt)t~O be symmetrie random walks on Zd. We eonsider eritical binary
branehing random walks (1]t)t>o and (~t)t>o with underlying motion processes (Xt ) a.
(}t) respectively. While the branching rate of the 1]-particles is identieally equal to 1 •
branching rate of the ~-partieles located at x E Zd at time t is equal to 1]t({x}) (one-way
interaction).

Ir (Xe) is transient, (1Jt) is known to be persistent (no loss of mass in the longtime limit)
and ergodie. Henee the ergodie theorem yields (together with a weil known dichotomy for

spatial branching processes) that (~t) is persistent if (lt) is transient, and (t ~ 0, fdd, if
(yt) is recurrent. -

We eonsider the case where (Xt) is recurrent only for symmetrie Bernoulli randorn
walks on Zd.

In this case T/t ~ 0, fdd, while (~t) is persistent and converges to

(i) a mean 1 Poisson field if d = 1.

(ii) a mixed Poisson field with spatially constant random intensity ( with E{(] = 1 and
Var[(J = 00.

One-dimensional polymer measures

W. König

(joint work with R. van der Hofstad and F. den Hollander)

We introduce polymer measures for one-dimensional simpie randorn walks and BrownA
motion whieh suppress or even Corbid the path's self-intersections until a fixed time. _
describe the lang-time behavior of the endpoint as the length gets large in terms of a
central limit theorem. The asymptotic behavior of the limiting drift and variance as the
self-repellenee strength gets small is deseribed, and a centrallimit theorem for the coupled
limit (lang time and small repulsion) for simple random walk is stated. Depending on the
precise manner of the eoupling of the two parameters, the endpoint admits a scaling which
perfectly interpolates between diffusive aod ballistie behavior.
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Resampling for nonlinear autoregression

J.-P. Kreiß

(joint work with J. Franke, E. Mammen and M.H. Neumann)

Kernel smoothing in nonparametrie autoregressive schemes offers a powerful tool in model
ling time series. In the talk it is shown that tbe bootstrap can be used for estimating the
distribution of kernel smoothers. This can be done by mimicking the stocbastic nature of
the whole process in the bootstrap resampling or by generating a simple regression model.
Consistency of these bootstrap procedures is shown.

For bootstrapping the sup-distance over a compact interval of the loeal polynomial
estimator (LPE), we derive a strong approximation ofLPE in nonparametrie autoregression
and nonparametrie regression. This result suggests to use regression type arguments also
for the situation ofnonparametric autoregression. As an example we consider. a simple wild
bootstrap to construct simultaneous confidence bands for the conditional mean function
in first order nonlinear autoregression.

Relaxation to equilibrium of interacting particle systems in infi~ite volume

C. Landim

Unrier mild assumptions we prove that the decay rate to equilibrium in L 2 of zero range
dynamics on the d dimensional integer lattice is t-dj2 with logarithmic corrections.

Adaptive estimation of infinitely smootb functions

B. Levit

The problem of efficient adaptive non-parametric estimation of an unknown signal is con
sidered in a white noise rnodel, under the assumption that the level of noise is small.

Ascale of classes of infinitely differentiable functions is introduced based on the nation
of fast decreasing Fourier transforms. For any such given class an efficient non-parametric
estimator can be constructed. The problem of adaptive estimation arises when it is apriori
ullknown to which of the c1asses, within a given scale, tbe observed signal actually belangs.

Nation of quasi-parametric and essentially non-parametric subscales is introduced. An
adaptive estinlator will be described having the property of performing optimally for arbi
trary non-parametric scale, subject to the condition of doing weB for any quasi-parametric
scale.
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Non-Gaussian fluctuations in the critical Hopfield model

M. Löwe

(joint work with B. Gentz)

We consider the Hopfield model, Le., the Gibbs measure ~N,ßI{(a) = exp(-ßHN(a))jZN,ß'
where HN(o) = - o~ L:iti L~l (1iojf.ff.j and (1i, f.f are i.i.d. randorn variables on {-I, I}
with P(Oi = 1) = P(f.f = 1) = ~. It is weIl known that ß = 1 is the critical tenlperature
of the model.

We show that at ß = 1 or for ßNeonverging to 1 faster than JN, thc ßleasures

~N,ß,{(mN(a))-l, \vhere mN(a) = (k E[:l ~fai) . . converge in Pcdistribution to
~p.=l,... ,M

a non-Gaussian random measure provided that M does not depend on N. More preciselYA
the limiting measure has got a density w.r.t. M-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the forn"

exp( ~ Lp.<11 'TJP.,II X JJ X II - ~ L JJ <II x~x~ - i2 Ep. xt)/r'7 where 1]jl,1I are i.i.d. Gaussian randorn
variables.

Asymptotic equivalence of density estimation and white noise experiments

M.Low

(joint work with L.D. Brown)

Nussbaum (1996) showed that the density estimation model ~Yl,' .. , "Yn i.i.d. f E :F is
asymptotically equivalent to dX(t) == vi f(t) dt + Jn dW(t), 0 5 t ~ 1, f E :F as lang as

:F C {f : [0, 1] ~ IRj f ~ c, If(Y) - f(x)1 ~ Gly - xf!+6} where 0 > O. The proof given
by Nussbaum relies heavily on empirieal process theory and in particular the Hungarian
construction.

A silnpler praof of the equivalence is given which is more constructive and which helps
make clear why the equivalence holds.

Structure exploration in smoothing and scale space theory from computer
vision

S. Marron

(joint work with P. Chaudhuri)

A useful statistical viewpoint for mode testing, and other types of feature identification,
has been to study families of srnooths indexed by the smoothing parameter. This same
family has been weIl developed as an important model for "computer vision" by computer
scientists, who have carried the mathematics very rar. An overview of these ideas is given,
with an emphasis on the relation to statistics. An application of these ideas, SiZer, is
proposed, which studies SIgnifieant ZERo erossings of the derivative smooths, from ascale
space viewpoint. This gives visual insight into features that are statistically significant at
various levels of resolution.
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ANCOVA under shape restrietions

D. W. Müller

For real-valued Xl,' .• , X n ("covariables"), Yb"" Yn ("responses"), Sb"" Sn ("scores"),
we consider the problem of computing the maximum of

n

(*) C(k) = E Si l[Yi?:k(Xi»)
i=l

over all convex functions k on IRI. A recursive relation is given, and an algorithm based on
it, to compute this value and an optimal k in O(n3 ) steps. For a special choice of scores
(Si E {~, -;!; }) where nl + n2 = n, C· == max C(k) can be interpreted as a g~neralized

(ohe-sided) Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic to test for treatment effect in nonparametrie
analysis of covariance ("ANCOVA"). There it is assumed that response and covariable are
related by an equation

(**) Yi = kO(Xi) +Ei

where Xl,.': ,Xn,Et, ... ,En are independent r.v.'s ·with Ei rv G (if Si = t), Ei rv H (if
Si = -;k). The problem is to test the hypothesis G = H. The influence {unction ko is
assumed to be convex and unknown to the statistician. The relation between the two ~hape

assumptions (in (*) and (**)) is explained in the large sampie situation (nt 1\ n2 -t 00).

On a spatial transformation for a correction of earthquake Ioeation

Y.Ogata

An array of regularly spaced several seismie stations ean estimate the loeation of a distant
earthquake using arrival times at the various stations of seismic waves generated by the
earthquakes. However, the accuracy decreases as the distance to the epicenter of the
earthquake from the array increases. This talk is concerned with the modification of the
estimated loeation by removing its bias which is local'y systematic but globally eomplex,
reflecting the structure of the earth. Spline surfaces are used to model such biases. Then a
Bayesian procedure is earried out not only to tune the smoothness constraints hut also to
seleet the best combination among various sums of squares of differently weighted residuals
and various roughness penalti~s for the smoothing. Using the estimated splines of the
posterior mode, the newly determined epicenter locations are transformed to confirm its
practieal utility. Residual distributions show that Dur procedure improves the modification
by the conventional procedure. A spatial pattern of the residuals reveals some geophysical
charaeteristics.

Phase transitions far Markov randam fields: same results and some questions

J. Steif

Phase transitions for Markov randorn fields can arise from purely combinatorial conside
rations in the context of so-called subshifts of finite type (soft) which are finite sets \vith
a rule as to who can sit next to whoffi. In eertain cases, analogous to the Ising Model,
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the presence of a certain symmetry in the system is necessary for this to oeeilr. The cha
racterization of whieh soft's possess a weighting on the elements which produces aphase
transition when the underlying graph is a tree has been obtained (in a certain sense) by
G. Brightwell and P. Winkler. Extending this to lattices seems to be an interesting pro..;
blem. It is also of interest to know when one randorn field can be coded (as a translation
invariant function of) frorn another randorn field. If one eonsiders codings which are conti
DualiS a.e. (calIed finitary), then there does not exist a finitary code from any Li.d. process
to a Markov randorn field when the latter has a phase transition (meaning it is not the
unique Markov randorn field with its conditional probabilities). It is not known if there
exists a coding from an i.i.d. process to a Markov randorn field in the uniqueness regime
when it is the unique Markov randorn field with its conditional probabilities (e.g., the high
temperature Ising Model).

On signal-to-noise ratio in stochastic regression

H. Tang

(joint work with Q. Yao)

In this talk, we study three different types of estimates for the noise-to-signal ratios in
a general stochastic regression setup. The locally linear and locally quadratic regression
estimators serve as the building blocks in our approach .. Under the assurnption that thc
observations are strictly stationary and absolutely regular, we establish the asymptotic
normality of the estimates, which indicates that the residual-based estimates based on the
locally quadratic regression are to be preferred. The asymptotic theory also paves the
\vay for a fully data-driven undersrnoothing scheme to reduce the biases in estimation.
Numerical examples ,vith both simulated and real data sets are used as illustration.

Asymptotically exact testing of nonparametrie hypotheses

A. B. Tsybakov

The signal-in-Gaussian-white-noise model is studied. We consider the problem of testing
the hypothesis Ho : f == 0 (the signal is absent) against the nonparametrie alternative
H i : f E Ae;, where Ae; is a set of functions on IRl of the form At: = {f E F : cp(f) 2: C'ljJe:}.
Here :F is a Hölder or Sobolev class of functions, <p(f) is the minimax rate oE testin~

c ~ 0 is the asymptotic parameter of the model. The "exact separation constant" C· >
is found, such that a test with given summarized asymptotic errors of first and secon
type is possible for C > C· and is not possible for C < C·. Asymptotically minimax test
statistics are constructed.

Berichterstatter: Walfgang König
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Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen

16.03.-22.03.1997

The conference was organized by J. Mawhin (Louvain-Ia-Neuve), K. Schmitt
(Salt Lake City), and H.O. Walther (Gießen). As a main theme the organi
zers had chosen

Ordinary differential equations and reduction of high-dimensional
systems.

Forty-three scientists from thirteen countries (10 European, 3 American)
took part. Twenty-eight lectures were presented. Participants organized
three additional informal seminars. An evening lecture was devoted to the
work of the late M.A. Krasnoselskii who had died several weeks before the
conference.
Directly concerned with the main theme were twelve lectures. A singular
perturbation approach provided new insight into the dynamics of systems of
ODE's describing the fhing patterns of coupled nerve cells, with an emphasis
on mechan iSIl1S for synchronization and desynchronization patterns. For a
basic delay differential equation (ODE), also related to neural networks, an
attracting invariant set was shown to be a three-dimensional stratification
of invariant smooth submanifolds in the infinite-dime'ional ambient pha
se space; the ODE-dynamics on this set were obta.ifled in detail. Another
singular perturbation type approach, now for DDE's with state-dependent
delay, led to the study of limit prt;Jfiles for possible shapes of periodic soluti
ons. These profiles are invariant under difference equations. Their existence,
uniqueness and geometry are related to solutions of fixed point problems with
fittle compactness, which also occur in statistical mechanics and in applied
areas such as machine scheduling. - The largest subset of lectures focussed
on the reduction of the dynamics generated by Partial Differential Equa
tions (PDE's). For a dass of parabolic equations over a one-dimensional
domain, with a suitable integer-valued Liapunov-functional, a smooth finite
dilnensional invariant manifold containing the global attractor was obtained.
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For parabolic equations on spatially large domains, modulation equations (Ii
ke the Ginzburg-Landau equation) were discussed, and the invariant inertial
maniJolds of these simpler equations were compared to those of the original
system. The problem of transmission of encoded information through long
optical fibres motivated the reduction of a PDE to an ODE on an invari
ant manifold composed of travelling wave solutions of the pulse packet type;
their stability and dynamics were analyzed. A combination of loeal invari
ant manifold theory with singular perturbation helped to understand better
the geometry in phase space which underlies observed transient behaviour in
the Cahn-Hilliard equations for rapid cooling in composite materials. This
tbeory was supplemented by an interesting estimate involving eigenfunctions
of the Laplacian. Reduction by symmetry and normal forms of ODE's we
re used to analyze the scenarios for the motion of the tip of a meandering
spiral, as it is observed in various chemical reactions. Symmetries and re
duction to center manifolds led to results on the persistence of corn plicated
stable heteroclinic cycles under perturbations, for a PDE modelling a fluid
in a rotating sphere. These results may help to understand pole reversal or
the earth 's magnetic field. ODE's permitted to find all periodic solutions
of special reaction-diffusion-systems of the Ginzburg-Landau type, under
Dirichlet boundary conditions. The motion towards the global attractor of
this PDE and on it ean be described by means of a new invariant, the t01·

sion number. Stationary solutions and limit sets for degenerate parabolic
equations, which are not aecessible by established techniques, were analyzed
with the help of associated ODE's. In partieular it was shown that bounded
solutions of porous media type equations setUe down at single stationary
solutions. A "variety of new existenee results on positive radial solutions for
elliptic boundary value problems were presented, inc1uding equations with a
p-Laplacian.
A next group of lectures concentrated on reversible and Halniltonian dyna
mies. New upper bounds for Arnol'd diffusion in one of the basic exalnples
were found. A result on boundedness of all solutions was derived using twist
dynamics elose to infinity. Reversible and symplectic iteration schemes were
proven to provide better numerical results, in partieular on attracting invari
ant tori of perturbed integrable systems. Bifurcation of subharmonie periodic
orbits was explained in terms of suitable reduced problems.
The third group of lectures dealt with a variety of topies of current interest:
Existence and description of chaotic motion via isolating blocks, degenerate
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bifurcation from homoclinic solutions under DonautoDomous perturbations,
coexistence in periodic environments, the role of invariant Lagrangian mani
folds in a control problem and the use of two-point boundary problems to find
suboptimal feedback strategies. A fourth group of lectures were devoted to
topics of current interest in neighbouring fields: Variational methods for non
linear Schr"odinger equations in situations without a Paiais-Smale condition,
results on linear stability for travelling waves by Ineans of the characteristic
Evans function (which is defined in terms of an ODE), parabolic functional
differential equations with deviating spatial argument, results on the fixed
point index for maps with asymptotically homogeneous nonlinearities, and
on the dynamics given by certain orientation preserving homeomorphisms of
the disko
In addition participants organized informal seminars with lectu.res and dis
cussions on DDE's (global bifurcation of periodic orbits, chaotic ~otion), on
PDE's (variational methods and elliptic regularization, loeation ~of extrema
of solutions, conjugaey of elliptic dynamics with an ODE), and on positive
radial solutions of boundary value problems for ODE's and PDE's. Each of
these seminars attracted a large and engaged audience.
\\lith special gratitude the friendliness, assistance, and extra efforts of the
staff of the institute must be mentioned who helped to make the conference
a success.
The meeting ended on Friday, March 21, at 3:30 p.rn.

Vortragsauszüge

TH. BARTSCH:

On a nonlinear Schrödinger equation with periodic potential

I report on joint work with Yanhong Ding. We consider the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation

(NB) {
-ßn + V(x)n = An + g(x, n) x E lRN

n(x)~O Ixl~oo
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with V, 9 periodic in the x-variables. The nonlinearity 9 is assumed to be
superlinear and subcritical, e.g.: g(x, u) = a(x )!uIP-

2u, 2 < p < ~~2' a > O.
The spectrum of -ß + V is purely continuous and consists of a union of
closed intervals in IR, bounded below. We prove that (NS) has a nontrivial
solution u E H~cCIRN) n LP(JRN), p depending on g, if A E a(-ß + V) i8 a
right endpoint of 0'(-ß+V), i.e., (A, ;\+o) nO"(-~+V) == 0 for SOIne (\' > O.
There are a number of existence results for A < inf 0"( -ß + V) or .A in a gap
of the speetrum (Coti-Zelati & Rabinowitz, Heinz, Klipper & Stuart, Alamo _
& Li, Troestler & Willem, Kryszewski & Szulkin). However, this seems to .~

be the first existence result for ;\ E 0'(-ß + V). In the proof we consider the.
functional 4> : H 1 (JRN) ~ IR associated to (NS). Using a 'strongly indefinite
linking' we obtain a generalized Palais-Smale sequence (un ) of 4> and show
that (u n ) converges weakly in sorne completion of E towards a weak solution
u of (NS). We do not know whether u lies in Hl hut can prove lt E Hl~c n LV
and u(x) -7 0, lxi -+ 00.

M. BÜCER:

Periodic solutions of a reaction-diffusion-system

Given tbe reactiou-diffusions-system

~ (:~:::D = (~ l~) ~r ( ~g:;~ )+f(u(t,x), v(t, x)) for t > 0,0 < x < I,

u(t,O) = u(t, 1) == v(t,O) = v(t, 1) == 0 for all t ~ 0,

with u{O,') = uo, v(O,·) = Vo and positive constants Lu, Lv, we ask whether
the semiflow of solutions [0,00) 3 t ~ (u(t,'),v(t,')) E HJ(O, 1) x HJ(O, 1) _
contains a periodic solution. We examine periodic solutions for the special ..
vector field which is given by j(r,<p) = (r{l - r), 1) in polar coordinates.
For t > 0 the solutions of the reaction-diffusion-system exist in the c1assical
sense. If there are periodic solutioos, we are interested in their properties.
For Lu = Lv we solve the problem by reducing it to the oue-dimensional case.
We give conditions for existence and stability of periodic solutions. 1'he case
Iu i=- Iv is more difficult. We examine whether the results shown in the first
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case can be obtained in this case, too.

J. CAMPOS:

Homeomorphisms of the disk with trivial dynamics and extinction
for competitive systems

In this talk we obtain some type of trivial dynamics for a dass of homeomor
phisnls f : ID ---+ ID where

ID =: {z E ([; : Izi ~ I}.
.--J..~

111 particular we prove if f is orientation preserving and

Fix{f} C aß)

then the oOlega limit set of every point is always contained in Fix{f}. This
result depends essentially on the topology of the plane and the proof follows
froIll ideas developed by Brown (1995) and from a dassical result developed
by Brouwer on homeomorphisms of the plane without fixed points. We also
give an application to the study of the three dimensional competition system
and give a condition for extinction of some of the species. This proof follows
[ronl a reductioll principle of the dynamics to a two dimensional dis~ and the
applic.ation of the previous result.

M. FE(~KAN:

Bifurcation from degenerate homoclinics in autonomous ordinary
differential equations with periodic perturbations

Bifurcations of hOlnoclinic solutions are investigated for ordinary differenti
al equations with periodic perturbations possessing adegenerate homoclinic
solution. It is shown that generically the set of bifurcation values is diffeo
Illorphic to a surface of tbe Morin singularity. Also more degenerate Morin
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singularities are obtained.

E. FEIREISL:

On convergence for certain degenerate equations

We shall study the long-time behaviour of solutions to certain degenerate
partial differential equations of parabolic type. Degenerate means that cer
tain leading coefficients in the equation vanish at some points either duc
to their dependence on the solution itself or because of some external cons
traints. Consequently, the standard methods do not apply and a refilled
analysis is needed. As an example, we show that any bounded solutioll of a
porous medium type equation stabilizes for large times to a unique stationary
state. The solutions of the underlying ODE stationary problem are studied
in detail.

B. FIEDLER:

Meandering Spirals

We derive normal forms for the dynamics near relative equilibria of finite
diluensional Lie groups G. The Lie group need not be compact and the
action need not be differentiable originally. Isotropy may oeeur, due to non
free action. Based on earlier work by WuHr, and joint work with Saudstede,
Scheel, Wulfr, we have to study skew products

iJ = ga(v)

v = lp(v)

where a(v) E alg(G), ep(v) E lRn
, v in a slice V to the group action, and

ep(O) = O. By transformations 9 -+ 99o(v), we can eliminate non-resonant
terms from a(v); resonance is between spec 1,0'(0) and spec ad(a(O)). For
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example, drift resonanees and homoelinic tip shifts in Takens-Bogdanov bi
furcations of v turn out to be small beyond any finite order. We also observe
random tip motions, for G == S E(2), if v converges to a nondegenerate (re
lative) hOlnoclinie orbit.

D. FLOCKERZI:

Nonlinear L2-Gain Analysis

As introduction we review the standard theory of dissipation inequalities for
affine control systems (*)± == a(x). + b(x)u with to be controlled· variable
z == c(x)[a(O) == 0, c(O) == 0]. The problem then is: Find (small)-'1'. > 0 and
k(x) ~ 0 with

foT Ic(xWdt ~ -y2foT lul2dt + K(xol

along solutions of the initial value problem (*), x(D) == Xo (with internal
stabili ty). In the second part we generalize to the loeal state feedback Hoo
problem where disturbances v(t) are included in the model (*) so that one is
illterested in L2-gain estimates like

for an appropriate feedback u(x). The third and main part presents the ga
rne theoretic approach to the nonlocal Hoo-problem. We relate_~the Isaacs
problern and the Hamilton-Jacobi-PDE to the existence of certain Lagrangi
an integral manifolds and indicate how two-point boundary value problems
together with Riecati-type equations can be used in the eomputation of sub
optimal feedback strategies.

7
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M. GARCIA-HUIDOBRO:

Positive singular solutions for a class of non-homogeneous p-Laplacian
like equations

We present same results concerning the behavior of positive radially SYJllnle

tric solutions to an equation of the form

-div(A(I\7uD\7u = f(u) (1)

near an isolated singularity at the origin. Here, the function ~(8) := sA(.s)
is assumed to be an odd increasing homeomorphism of IR onto IR and f E
C(IR+). We first give an apriori estimate of the order of such singularit.y
without imposing any growth restrietion on 4> or f, and then classify the
behavior of positive radial solutions to (1) under an asyn1ptotic Serrill type
condition, that if3, a condition under which any positive solution to (1) is
either regular or it behaves as a 'fundamental' positive singular solution to

-(rN-1t/>(u'))' = O,r E (O,ro),1'o > O.

We also prove existence of such solutions.

T. KAPITULA:

Locating eigenvalues with the Evans function

The Evans function E()') is an analytic function whose zeros coincide wit.h
the eigenvalues of the operator, L, obtained by linearizing about a travelling
wave. The order of the eigenvalue Ao is equal to the order of the zero of
E(A). If p is the order of the eigenvalue, the term 8fE(Ao) is shown to be
proportional to the L2 inner product of an eigenfunction of L· - Aoand a
generalized eigenfunction of L - Ao. A consequence of this result is the ability
to loeate the small eigenvalues for the pulse solution to the parametrically
foreed NLS equation.
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U. KIRCHGRABER:

On Stoffer's approach to symplectic and reversible integration

Nunlerical ODE-solvers are handy tools to explore the dynamical properties
hidden behind systems of ode's. However, how reliable are the results they
yield? A Runge-Kutta method generates an approximation to tbe time-h
map of the de under consideration. Do these two discrete dynamical systems
(dds) share the basic geometrie properties? In the talk we present the fol
lowing resuJt due to D. Stoffer. Given a perturbed integrable system, let
us assume that it admits a weakly attractive invariant torus. Then the
dds shares this property provided it is generated by a so-called symplectic
Runge-Kutta scheme and if the step-size h satisfies the relation .~

(
1 ) l/ß

h::; ln(;)

Here E denotes the perturbation parameter and ß is a suitable positive con
stant. Of course (*) implies·h -+ 0 as c ~ O. Yet (*) is a 'good result' in the
sense that the bound on his· large compared to c, asymptotically speaking
as E -+ O. In the second part of the talk we present Stoffer's variable step
size mechanism, which, if combined with a reversible Runge-Kutta scheme,
respects the reversible structure of the underlying deo The efficency of this
Inethod is illustrated with the help of highly excentric Kepler orbits.

A. KRASNOSELSKII:

Degenerate equations with asymptotically homogeneous nonlinea
rities

The talk concerns equations with degenerate principallinear parts and asym
ptotical1y homogeneous nonlinearities. Asymptotic homogeneity of non
linear operators allows to reduce the calculation of topologieal characteristics
of such equations in infinite-dimensional Banach spaces to the calculation of
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analogous topologieal eharacteristics in the finite-dimensional spaces. In ap
plications to eonerete boundary value problems these spaces are often J- or
2-dimensional and this makes it possible to calculate these characteristics
exactly. For two-point BVP new theorems on existence and on asymptotic
bifureation points are presented. The problem of forced periodic osci llations
is considered for higher order ODE with hysteresis nonlinearities.

R. LAUTERBACH:

Heteroclinic sets in adegenerate bifurcation problem

A heterodinic cycle is aseries of equlibria Xi and connecting orbits Yi, i =
'1, ... , n, with X = a(Yd, Xi+l = W(Yi) and everything is taken mod n. If one
(or more) of the connections is replaeed by a higher dinlensional set of connec
tions then we call the resulting object a generalized heteroclinic cycle or a
heteroclinic set. Heteroclinic cycles are not generic within general dynamics.
However, they can occur generically in systems with symmetry. Heteroclinic
sets may occur in degenerate bifurcation problems with symmetry.
Oue such degeneratic bifurcation problem comes up when one studies thc
existence of flows in the spherical Benard problem which support tnagne
tic pole reversals a.s they have taken place in the earth magnetic field every
10000-40000 years. The main problem in our mathematical model, which is
based on convectively driven dynamo, is to show the existence and stability
of a certain heteroclinic set.
From these results we infer the persistence of this set in the slowly rotating
case. Applying this to the dynamo problem leads to heteroclinic behaviour
in the motion of the fluid in a rotating sphere. This leads finally to pole
reversals.
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S. MAlER-PAAPE:

Spinodal decomposition for the Cahn-Hilliard equation in higher
space dimensions

Oue of the pattern formation phenomena which are modeled by the Cahn
Hilliard equation will be addressed, namely the initial stage phase separation
known as spinodal decomposition. It will be shown that in one, two, and
three space dimensions most solutionsof the Cahn-Hilliard equation which
originate near certain spatia.lly homogenous equilibria will develop certain
patterns which are strongly related to a characteristic wave length. These
results agree with numerical and physical experiments. (Joint work with
Thomas Wanner, currently Georgia Tech, Atlanta).

J. MALLET-PARET:

A nonlinear eigenvalue problem arising (rom a state-dependent de
lay differential equation

We begin with a class of state-dependent delay differential equatio~s of the
form

e:x(t) = f(x(t),x(t - r)), r = r(x(t»,

with a singular perturbation parameter E «: 1, a time delay r = r(x), and a
nonlinearity f which enjoys a monotonicity (negative feedback) con'dition in
the second argument. Our interest is in the limiting shape of slowly oscillating
periodic solutions x(t) a.s c -+ O. Upon defining the limiting profile n c IR?
to be the limit r ~k --+ n, in the Hausdorff topology, of a sequence of graphs
r~k = graph(xe,J c IR? of slowly oscillating periodic solutions X~k(t), we
parameterize the increasing and decreasing portions of n as graphs t = tPn(x).
Here each tPn : [- v, J1. J ---+ IR is a. continuous function, where Jl and - v are
the limiting maximum and minimum of the solution sequence, with n E 72.
Using a singular perturbation analysis, we show that each tP = tPn satisfies a
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functional equation of the form

p + tjJ(x) = max [a(x,~)+ 1/J({)], -D ~ x ~ j1.,
-y(x):$(:$~

where a(x,~) is a known kernei, ")'(x) is a continuous monotone function
with 0 < ,(x) < x for 0 < x < j.L, and ,(0) = 0, and where p is an unknown
'additive eigenvalue' representing the limiting period of tbe solution sequence.
We then show, under various monotonicity conditions on r, that p can be
explicitly given, that a(x, e) = a(e) is independent of x, and that the general
solution of (*) has the form

for a certain 'basis' {-tP(i)}f;l of solutions, where Ci E IR are arbitrary COIl

stants. Although M = 1 generically (implying uniqueness of the lilniting
profile 0), it is possible that M > 1, yielding nonuniqueness of solutions of
(*). This also shows that n can vary discontinuously with respect t,o other
parameters in the system.

R. MAN ASEVICH:

Some existence results for positive solutions for p-Laplacian type
equations

We consider systems of the form

(P)

u(R) = 0, u'(O) = 0, v( R) = 0, v'(O) = 0,

where ' = 1;. These systems arise when studying radial solutions to some

non linear partial differential equations on a ball in ]RN.
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Under certain conditions for the functions cP, () : IR -t IR and for the powers 6
and p. we show the existence of positive (componen-twise) solutions to (P).
We will discuss generalizations of these results.

A. MIELKE:

Inertial manifolds for modulational problems

We consider parabolic problems on spatially large domains. If the problem
is above but elose to the threshold of instability of the natural spatially ho
lnogeneous state then the theory of modulation equation allows us formally
tu study the dynamics in the associated modulation equation. We show that
in this situation both systems possess an intertial manifold and that the flow
on them is closely related.
As application we consider the Swift-Hohenberg equation and - hopefully 
the Navier-Stokes equation.

R.D. NUSSBAUM:

Limiting profiles for the differential-delay equation
€X'(t) = f(x(i), x(t - r)), r = r(x(t))

In joint work with John Mallet-Paret we have proved the existence of slowly
oscillating periodic solutions of the equation

(l)t; EX'(t) = f(x,t),x(t - r)),r = r(x(t)),E > 0,

under natural assumptions on fand r. We suppose that Ek -+ 0+ as k -t 00

and Xt:k is a slowly oscillating periodic solution of (1 )~k' and we consider r ~k ,

the graph in IR? of X~k' By taking a subsequence of (Ek) we can assume that
r ~k -t r in the Hausclorff metric on compact subsets of IR2

• If we define
JL == sup{~I«, T) E r for some T E IR} and -v == inf{{I(~, 'T) E r for some
T E IR}, we have proved in great generality that JL > 0 and v > O. Our

13



general program is to describe the set r as precisely as possible, and we have
exactly determined r for large classes of fand r. In studying (1). we are led

to a dass of 'max-type' equations:

(2) x(s) +p:= max{a(s,t) + x(t)IO'(s) ~ t ~ ß(s)},O ~ s ~ JL.

Here JL > °is viewed as given and 0' : [0, J.l1 -+ [0,1-11 and ß : [0, JLl -+ [0, J.l1 are
given continuous functions with O'(s) ~ ß(s) for s E [O,J.lli a(s, t) is a given
continuo

us
, real-valued function defined on {(s, t)IO'(s) ~ t ~ ß(s),O ~ s ~

J.l}. One seeks x E C[O, 1-11 and p E IR such that (2) is satisfied. In the discrete,
finite-dimensional case (p + Xi := maxj(aij + Xj), X := (Xl, X2, ... , Xn) E IR

n

)

there is an extensive literature (for example, in operations research) concer-
ning such maps. If, in our notation, O'(s) ::= °and ß(s) ::= 1-1, R.H. Griffiths
has considered (2) in connection with the Frenkel-Kontorova models of sta
tistical mechanics. In our case, new problems are introduced by the fact that
usually, when 0' and ß are not constant, the right hand' side of (2) defines a
nonlinear operator which is not compact. Nevertheless, we develop a general
abstract theory sufficient to handle (2). A very special case of our resllits is

the following theorem.
Theorem: Assume that 0' is increasing on [0, JLl and ß is decreasing on [0, J.l];
we allow 0' or ß to be constant on subintervals of [0,1-1]' Assume that for all
s E [0, J.l], limi-oo O'i(s) := 0, where O'i denotes composition of 0' with itself
i times. Assume either (a) 0' is constant on a neighbourhood of °or (b)
there exists So > °with a(so, so) > °and So ~ ß(I-I)' Then eq. (2) has a
solution (x, p) with X E C([O, J.l]) and p ~ a(So, so)· The number p in eq. (2)

is uniquely determined.

R.ORTEGA:

Boundedness of a piecewise linear oscillator and a variant of the

small twist theorem

Consider the differential equation

14



where n ~ 1 is an integer, p is 21T-periodic and h : lR ~ m. is a nonline

ar bounded function. In 1969, Lazer and Leach obtained conditions for the

existence of 21T-periodic solutioDS that sometimes become necessary and suf

ficient. Namely, if h has limits at infinity, denoted by h(+oc» and h( -00),

and
h(-oo) ~ h(x) 5 h(+oo)Vx E IR,

then there exists a 2rr-periodic solution if and only if

1T1~1 < h(+(0) - h( -00),

where ~ = i; J~ll p(t)e-intdt.

The main questions in this talk are: Do the conditions of Lazer and Leach

contain some information on the dynamies? Are all solutions bO':!J:lded? A

positive answer to these questions is given when h is the piecewise linear

function

h(X)={ fx
-L if

if
if

x ~-1

x 2: 1
lxi ~ 1

and p lS of class e5
• In this case all solutions are bounded and the dynamics

(for solutions of large amplitude) can be described my means of a twist

Inapping.
The proof is based on a variant of Moser 's invariant curve theorem that

applies to certain mappings of the cylinder that have the intersection property

an cl can be descri bed as

{

Bt == 0 + 2rr + t511((J,r) + ...
rl == r+612(O,r)+ ...

(6 smalI)

Among other conditions, it i5 required that the differential system

has a first integral. The invariant curves of the mapping are located in neigh

bourhoods of the closed orbits of the continuous dynamical system.

15



B. SANDSTEDE:

Finite-dimensional reduction of the dynamics of pulse packets

We consider dissipative nonlinear partial differential equations Oll the real
line IR which admit stable equilibria u.. A pulse packet is on initial va

lue resembling Neopies of u. widely separated in spaee. rfhe issue is then
the temporal behavior of the associated solution of the PDE. We prove the e
existenee of N-dimensional, locally invariant manifold consistiug entirely of
pulse packets. The manifold is exponentially attracting with respect to t.hc
semiflow generated by the PDE. Moreover, it is pararnetrized by the trallsla-
tion of the pulse packet and the N - 1 distances between consecutive copies
of u.. Therefore, as time varies, only the relative position of the different.
copies of u'" ehanges. Finally, we give an explicit description of the ved,or
field governing the flow on the invariant manifold in tenns of the equilibriullJ
u. alone.

R. SHIVAJI:

Semipositone Problems

In this presentation we discuss the critieal developnlents in the theory of
selnipositone problems. A typical example is the study of non-negative so
lutions to the Dirichlet-problem

-~u >"f(u) in n
u 0 on an

where >.. E (0,00) is a parameter, n i5 a 5mooth bounded region in Rn, ß
is the Laplacian operator and f : IR -+ IR i5 a smooth fUllction such that
j(O) < O. We further suggest important open problems.
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c. SIMO:

The classical Arnold example of diffusion with two equal parame
ters

We consider the time dependent Hamiltonian with two degrees of freedorn,
which can be written a.s the autonomous Hamiltonian with three degrees of
freedorn given by

1 0

H(I, 4» = "2(1; + Ii) + 13+ c(cos cPl - 1)(1 + J.L(cos 4J2 + cos 4>3)).

This system (in a slightly different, equivalent, form) was introducecl1°:by Ar
nold to illustrate the transition chain rnechanism. It is a popular example
which displays a (very slow) drift of the actions for any value of €, provided J.l
is smaH enough. This model has two difficulties to be considered as a typical
exanlple of diffusion. On one side, how small J.l must be depends on E. Tbis
is a cO~lsequence of a naive use of Melnikov's formula to measure the splitting
of separatrices. On the other side, it has a strong degeneracy because all the
'normally' hyperbolic tori which appear for J.L = 0 subsist when introducing
the perturbation. This communication deals with the first difficulty. To this
end the two parameters are taken as equal. Jl could also be taken as apower
~f c. From now on, and for scaling purposes, we set Jl = E = .,.,2.
rrhe manifoJd Tw given by /1 = <PI = 0, 12 = W, 13 = 0 is an invariant three
dilnensional whiskered torus for any value of w. Our purpose is to show that,
under a suitable diophantine condition on w, the separatrices of these tori
have a transversal intersection. This is enough to guarantee diffusion in the
presen t case.
First we shall obtain a rigorous upper bound of the splitting of the separa
trices of the whiskered tori. Then a combination of symbolic and numerical
methods is used to compute the 'real' splitting on a suitable section and
display the main features of the splitting. It is seen experimentally that the
order of magnitude of the 'true' splitting is the same as the one given by
the theoretical result. Then a method is sketched to obtain analytically the
dOOlinant term. The key idea is that, for a given value of .,." one has to da
some steps of a normal form procedure belore applying Melnikov Js methode
The number of steps is constant for Tl on some interval, hut when .,., goes to
zero it increases to infinity. In this way the most relevant resonances for this
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range of values of "7 are put in evidence. The dominant terms in the splitting
are, of course, related to the approximants of w.

A.L. SKUBACHEVSKII:

Elliptic and parabolic functional differential equations and appli
cations

A field rotation in a two-dimensional feedback loop of a nonlinear opticaJ
system leads to generation of multi-petal waves. A mathematicaJ model
of such a system is described by bifurcation of periodic solutions for the
nonlinear parabolic functional differential equation

(1 ) Ut + U = Dßu + K(l +,cosug)(x E Q,t E lR)

with Neumann boundary condition. Here Q C lR? is a bounded domain with
boundary 8Q E Goo; ß is the Laplace operator; D, " K E lR; D > 0 is the
diffusion coefficient, , > 0 is the visibility of the interference pattern, K =I 0
is the nonlinearity coefficient, U = u(x, t) is the nonlinear phase modulation,
U g = u(g(x), t) , 9 is a nondegenerate transformation, g(x) ~ x. Let tU be a
solution of the equation

(2) W = K(l + ,cosw)

for K = k, and let"
(3) l+K,sinw#O.

We put K = K+ K, and denote by w( K) a solution of equation (2) for suffi
ciently small 1\" We define the unbounded linear elliptic functional differential
operator L(K) : L2 (Q) ~ L2 (Q) given by

L(K)V = Dßv - v(K + K),Vg sin W(K),

{
2 8v

D(L(K.») = v E W2 (Q): 8v 1aQ = O},

where Wi(Q) is a Sobolev space of functions in L2(Q) having aB generalized
derivatives up to the second order in L 2 ( Q), v is the unit normal vector to
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BQ. The operator L(I\.) has a discrete spectrum consisting of eigenvalues

..\8(1\.) = 0.,(1') + iws(It)(s = 1,2, ... ). Assume that the following conditions

hold:
(4) Ä1(0) = iw is a simple eigenvalue of L(O),

where w> 0;

(5) nwi f/. O'(L(O)) (n = 0,2,3, ... );

(6)
6~ (0) # O.

Denote by Wi,1 (021r) the Sobolev space of functions in L2(fh1r) having all

generalized derivatives with respect to x up to the second order in L 2(n Z1T )

and the first generalized derivative with respect to t in L2(n Z1T ), where rh1f =

Q x (0,27T = 0). Let

21
21 8u

W2,N(S1z1r ) = {u E Wz' (0211"): 8ii 1aQx (O,21r) = O,ult=o = Ult=21r}'

where ii = (v, 0).

Theorem. Let conditions (3) - (6) hold, and let g(Q)::::: Q,g(x) = Kx+b(x E

Q), where K is an orthogonal matrix such that K 2 :/: E, b E IR? Then

there is co > 0 such that there exists an analytical vector-valued function

E ~ (v(c:),W(c),K(C:» frorn (-co,eo) to W~~(n21r) x.lR2 such that

(7) v(O) = 0, w(O) = 1, 1\.(0) = O.

Furthermore, the funetion u(x,t,c:) = w(K:(e» + v(x,r,c) is a 21T(WW(c:)-1

periodic in t solution of equation (1) with the Neumann boundary condition,

where T = w(€)wt.

R. SRZEDNICKI:

On chaos inside isolating blocks

By chaos for the flow generated by an ordinary differential equation we mean

the existence of a loeal section such that its Poincare map is semiconjugated

to a subshift of finite type and the counterimage of any periodie point of the

subshift contains at least one periodic point of the Poincare map. We descri

be suitable forms of Conley's isolating blocks which guarantee the existence
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of chaos.

I. TERESCAK:

Inertial manifolds for infinite dimensional dynamical systems with
discrete Lyapunov functionals t

-l

We consider the following parabolic equation e
Ut = U xx + f(x, u, ux ) (1)

on an interval I with Dirichlet, Neumann or periodic boundary conditions.
The nonlinearity F is assumed to be C2 in all variables. Then this equation
generates a Cl semiflow on an appropriate Banach space X ~ C 1(1). lf
the semiflow is point dissipative then it admits aglobaI compact attractor
A. We establish that there is a finite dimensional Cl submanifold M of X
containing the attractor A and being positively invariant under the semiflow.
The construction is based on choosing a dimension n of M and finding an
appropriate Cl submanifold S of X diffeomorphic to the (n - 1)-dimensional
sphere such that flowing of S for all positive times together with the attrac
tor A form'a desired manifold M. The structure of the semiflow enabling
this construction is given by the fact that the difference of two solutions of
our original equation satisfies a linear parabolic equation of type (1) and by
two properties of this equation. The first property is a compactness of the
solution operator for positive differences of times. The second one is crucial
saying that the numbers of zeros on I of a nonzero solution of such a linear
equation evolves monotonically with time and is finite for all positive tinle
instances. This property actually gives a discrete Lyapunov functional for
the semiflow.
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D. TERMAN:

N etworks of neural oscillators

Inhibition in oseillatory networks of neurons can have apparently parado
xical effeets, sometimes creating dispersion of phases, sometimes fostering
synchrony in the network. We analyze a pa.ir of biophysically modeled neu
rons and show how the rates of onset and decay of inhibition interact with
the time scales of the intrinsic oscillators to determine when stable synchrony
is possible. We show that there are two different regimes in parameter space
in which different eombinations of the time constants and other parameters
regulate whether the synehronous state is stable. We also discuss the eon
struction and stability on non-synchronous solutions, and the imp02~tions
of the analysis for larger networks. The analysis uses geometrie techniques of
singular perturbation theory that allow one to combine estimates from slow
flows and fast jumps.

A. VANDERBAUWHEDE:

Subharmonie branching in reversible and Hamiltonian systems

In reversible or Hamiltonian systems periodic orbits typieally appear in one
parameter families (parametrized for ~xample by the energy in the Hamilto
uian case), and branches of subharmonie solutions may bifurcate frorh such
~primary branches' of periodic orbits. The study of this subharmonie bran
ching reduces, via the Poincare map, to the study of the bifurcation of peri
odie points from a fixed point in diffeomorphisms which are either reversible
(i.e. conjugate to their inverse via a linear involution) or symplectic. We
present a general reduction method for this kind of bifurcation problem.
Fix some integer q ~ 1; then there is a 1-1 relation between the bifur
cating q-periodic points of the original diffeomorphism and the bifurcating
q-periodic points of some reduced diffeomorphism which is defined on some
low-dimensional 'reduced phase space' and which has a 7lq-symmetry; this
reduced diffeomorphism inherits the reversibility or the symplectic structure
of the original diffeomorphism; moreover, q-periodic orbits of the reduced
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diffeomorphism must also be 7lq-orbits. We show how this 7lq-symmetry of
the reduced problem explains the elementary subharmonie branching fouod
in reversible and Hamiltonian systems.

Z.-Q. WANG:

Nonautonomous singularly perturbed elliptic BVPs

In this talk, we present some multiplicity results of positive solutions for a
class of nonautonomous semilinear boundary value problems including both
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value problems. Our results show that
with the spatial dependence the solution structure is affected by the shape of
the graph of the potential function. This is in contrast to the earlier results
for autonomous problems where the shape of the domain plays the dominant
role. The shape of the solutions is also considered and all solutions given are
showed to be single-peaked solutions. More precise qualitative information
is also given.

J. WU:

A 3-dimensional invariant manifold with boundary for a delay dif
ferential equation: Geometry, topology and dynamics

In this work with T. Krisztin (Szeged) and H.O. Walther (Gießen), we con
sider the scalar delay differential equation

x(t) = -JLx(t) + j(x(t - 1)),

where jt 2 0 is a constant and f : R -> R is a CI-map satisfying a cer- e
tain positive feedback and dissipativeness condition with j(O) == o. The
spectrum of the generator of the Co-semigroup associated with the lineari-
zed system (at zero) is given by areal ..\0 and a sequence {JLk ± iVk} with
Vk E «2k - 1)1r,2k1T) for k ~ 1. Assuming PI > 0, then there exists a 3
dimensional invariant manifold W tangent at 0 to the reellified eigenspace of
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the generator associated with {Ao, J.ll ± iVl}' We give a complete description
of the geometry and topology of c/W and of the dynamics of the semifiow
restricted to clW.

F. ZANOLIN:

Periodic solutions ror population models

Consider the nonautonomous differential system of Kolmogorov type:

(1)

where Vi = 1, ... , N, hi : IR X (IR+)N -+ 1R is a continuous function· which is
T -periodie (T > 0) in the t-variable. We propose an existence theorem for
positive T-periodic solutions of (1) (that is, coexistence states), which is ba
sed on a continuation theorem in [Capietto, Mawhin, Zanolin, Trans. AMS
192]. As an application, we consider a three dimensional Kolmogorov system
generalizing the classical May-Leonard model of cycling competition with
periodic coefficients. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of coexistence states is obtained for some classes of equations. This is a joint
work with Anna Battauz (University of Udine).

Author: B.G. Walther
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 12/1997

Reelle algebraische Geometrie

23.3.1997 - 29.3.1997

The conference "Reelle algebraische Geometrie" was organized by Prof. Dr. L.
Bröcker, Prof. Dr. M. Coste and Prof. Dr. M. Knebusch. The main topics of
the talks and discussions were latest developments in Real Algebraic Geometry,
Semialgebraic Geometry, Real Algebra, Stellensätze, Real Differential Algebra
and topological and analytical aspects of Real Aigebraic Geometry.

The atmosphere of the conference was very international since experts from a
variety of different countries participated.

Thorsten Wörmann

Semialgebraic Multiplicities

Gilbert Stengle, Lehigh University

Let A be a ring containing Q. In A let S be a multiplicatively closed set, T a
preordering and 1 an ideal. Define the real hull of I (relative to S, T) to be

p(I) = {als, a2m + t E 12m for some integer m, SES, t E T}.

1. p(I) is an ideal.

2. p(p(I)) = p(1).

3. x(t + t') E p(1) => xt, xt' E p(I) for t, t' E T.

4. p(1m )p(In) C p(In+m).

The evident inclusion p(I) C {slsa2m + tEl} shows, in the case that A =
R[Xt, .. . ,xn ], that p(I) can be regarded as "improved" equations for the real
zeros of 1 that satisfy the inequalities S > 0, T 2:: o.

I
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Example: I == ((x2+y2)y2), p(I) = (X2y2, xy3, y4). I has corrlplex zeros wherea~

p( I) has only real zeros.

Property 4 allows the graded ring G = tf)~o p(Ik)/p(Jk+l) as a tool for defining
nUll tiplicities.

Example:

a) A = R[x, y](y2 - x2 - x4), I = (x).

b) Sam"e as a) but with T generated by y(x - y). Here

G ~ R[v], deg v = 1,

whieh is characteristic of a simple point.

Local separation of semialgebraic sets

Francesca Acquistapace, Universita di Pisa
(with Carlos Andradas and Fabrizio Broglia)

~.,"'~

'7

Let 1\:1 ~ IRn be areal algebraie variety and A, B c M be two semialgebraic sets.
Considcr the following set

S(A, B) = {p E MI 'VU s.a. neigh. of p,

A n U and B n U are not polynomially separable}

We ask the following: Is S(A, B) a semialgebraic set?

The answer is YES. The answer is given as an applieation of a geometrie eriterion
of separation for semialgebraie sets (by the same authors). The proof works onIy
for the field IR of real numbers.

For non archimedean real closed fields the answer is NO, as shown by examples
suggested to us during this meeting in conversations with Bröcker, Cost-.d
Prestel. W}
For the proof we first give the answer in the case M is compact nonsingular and
the Zariski boundary aAZ u aBz

has nonsingular normal crossings components,
in which case the criterion applies. In the general case we use a semialgebraic
stratification of a desingularization Mli of M and a compatible stratification of
the map 1r : Mli ~ M.
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Rational points on certain rational varieties over the function field of
areal curve

Antoine Ducros, Universite Paris-Sud

Let C be a curve over the field IR of real numbers. Let K denote the function
field IR(C), and for any P closed point of C let K p denote the corresponding
completion.

One studies the following problems: If X is a (proper, smooth) K -variety such
that for every P X(Kp ) 1= 0 does it imply X(K) 1= 0? The answer is of course
negative in general. One studies especially the case of "Conie fibrations over
pi K". (It means that X is a surface with a proper morphism X ~ IP I K whose
fibres are reduced conics.) One can define a "reciprocity obstruction" (see to
Colliot-ThelE~ne) to the existence of a K point on X if X (Kp) -=I 0 for any P.

To da this, we define a subset [(X) C M X(Kp ) by cohomological methods and
show that necessarily· X(K) C [(X). So if [(X) = 0 then X(K) is empty. This
is the "reciprocity obstruction".

The main result is:

If ./Y is a conic fibration over }pI K, if X(Kp ) =f: 0
for every P and if [(X) -=I 0 then X(K) =f: 0.

Real and Complex Algebraic Cycles

Joost van Harnei, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

For the study of the strue·ture of Chow groups of algebraic varieties defined over
IR the equivariant cycle map

as defined by V. A. Krasnov is an important tool. In the talk this has been
illustrated by giving neeessary and suffieient conditions for the natural map

to be surjective when X is a nonsingular projective geometrically irreducible
surface over m. with H1(X(<c), Z) = 0 and X(ffi.) = 0.

In particular, if H 2 (X, Ox) = 0, then 1r* is not surjective. When X is areal
rational surfaee, X satisfies the hypothesis of the result, and the present proof is
a significant simplifieation of the original proof by Parimala and 'Sujatha, without
using the classification of real rational surfaces as Colliot-Thelene did in his praol.
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After the talk, Colliot-Thelene pointed out that apart from real rational surfaces,
the class of real Barlow surfaces satisfies the hypothesis of the result as \vell.

Integral Geometry of Semialgebraic Sets
Ludwig Bröcker, Universität Münster

First, let S c IRn be a compact differentiable submanifold. Let N == {(N, x))N E
sn-J,x E S,N 1- Sx} be the normal unit frame and Nr = {(N,x)IN E
B(O, r), x E S, N ..l Sx} the r-tube of S. Classical formulas in Integral Geometrv
are ~)

1) Gauß-Bannet: I ( E i(N, X)) dN == vol (sn-l )X(S) where i(N, x) is5 n - 1 (N,x)EN
the orientation character of the Gauß-map N .~ sn-I.

P .2) Volume of tubes (H. Weyl 1939): vol(Nr ) == L Cili(S)rn-p+1 for srnall r.
i:::::O

Here p == dirn(S), li(S) is the i th Lipschitz-Killing invariant of Sand the Ci
are universal constants. For instance, ODe has lo == vol(S), lp == x(S).

These formulas are generalized to the case that S c rn.n is compact sernialgebraic.
This requires a suitable definition of the index i(N, x) and also vol (NT) is replaced
by a modified volume vol(Nr ). Then the li(8) appear in any dimension i S dim(S)
and provide suitable constants for a kinematic formula für a pair of seJnialgebraic
sets S, T C IR,n.

Classification of Dedekind cuts over real closed fields
Marcus Tressl, Universität Regensburg

A cut p over areal closed field R is a pair (pL, pR) with pL u pR == Rand pL < pR.
Ir A is a convex valuation ring of areal closed field R, then the Cherlin-DickmA

1theorem says that the structure (R, A) has quantifier elimination (where we P
surne that R is formulated in the language {+, -, " -1, ~, 0, I} of ordered fields).
If p = A+ (this is the cut p with pR = {a E Ra> A}) this theorem translates in"(R, pL) has quantifier elimination" .

We give model completeness and quantifier elimination results for reasonable de
finable expansions of the structures (R, pL) for all cuts p, The expansion depends
on the following cuts associated to the cut p=

(1) Wo(p) := {a E Rla + p = p} the (convex) invariance group of p.
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(2) Ap := A(Wo(p)) where A(G) denotes the convex valuation ring {b E·Rlb·
G ~ G) if G is a convex subgroup of R.

Thm I Ir p is not definable (i.e.: not of the form a± or ±oo) and Wo(p) = {O} then
Th(R, pL) has quantifier elimination.

Thm 11 If G is a proper convex subgroup of R and if G is not of the form a· A(G)
or a . mA(G) (mA{G) is the max. ideal of A(G)) then Th(R, A(G}, G) has
quantifier elimination.

Thm 111 'If G is as in theorem II and p is a cut of R such that G = Wo(p) and such
that p is not of the form a ± G+ then T h(R, A(G), G, pL) is model complete
and does not bave quantifier elimination.

Thm IV If G is a proper convex subgroup of Rand G is of the form a· A(9) and if p
is a cut of R such that p is not of the form b± Wo (p)+ (where-C = Wo(p))
then Th(R, A(G),pL, a) is model complete· and does not have~ quantifier
elimination. .

On strictly positive polynomials

Thorsten Wörmann, Universität Dortmund

A. technique is proposed to use the theory of partial archimedean orderings to
apply the. representation theorem of Kadison-Dubois to prove theorems of P6lya,
Habicht and Schmüdgen and some variants.

I) 1 E JR[XI , ... , Xn ] homogeneous
fl{xl~Ot...tXn~OtEXi;to} > 0 ~ 3N EIN: (E X,)N ·1 E< R+, XI, ... , X n >.

11) f E IR[XI , ... , X n ) homogeneous
I,m.n > 0 =} 3N EIN: (E Xl)N . f E L ffi.[xj2.

111) 1,91, .. ·gm E JR[X) , S = {gI ~ 0, ... ,gm ~ O} compact
fis> 0 => f E< L:IR[Xj2,g}, ... ,gm >.
« ... > means the semiring generated by the mentioned elements.)
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The real spectrum of a non-commutative ring

Murray Marshali, University of Saskatoon

This is areport on joint work with K. H. Lenug and Y. Zhang. This work

was motivated, in part, by the work by Andradas, Bröcker and Ruiz and, more

recently, by myself, on abstract real spectra (also called spaces of signs). A

denotes a ring with 1. An ordering of A is a subset P C A satisfying P + P ~ P,

p. p ~ P, Pu -p = A and P n -P = a prime (calIed the support of P). A

real prime is a prime p of A which is the support of an ordering. If p is areal

prime then it is a strong prime, Le. ab E p => a E p or b E p. Because of this one

sees immediately that Sper A, the set of aB orderings of A, is a spectral sPA

(exactly as in the commutative case). For a E A, let ä: Sper A -+ {-1,0, l}W

defined by

{

1 if a f/.-P
a(?) = 0 if a E P n-P

-1 if a fj P

and let GA = {ala E A}. The main result is that the pair (Sper A, GA) is an

abstract real spectrum. In concrete terms this means that various Ioeal-global

prineiples hold, connecting (Sper A, GA) with the residue spaces (SperpA, GpA),

p a real prime of A, and each residue space is aspace of orderings. Here,

SperpA = {P E Sper AlP n -P = p} and GpA = {alSperpAla E A\p}. In

the commlltative case, each residue space is identified with the space of orderings

of the corresponding residue field. In the non-commutative case it is often not

possible to embed the domain Alp inta a skew field.

Differential equations from areal algebraic point of view

Thomas Grill, Universität Regensburg

An algebraic differential equation is an equation of the type

f(gt, . .. ,gA:, Yl, Y~,· . . ,yi'd , ... , Yn,' .. , y~rd) = 0

where f E IR[T1, .•. ,Tk ,y\,. ··.y~")l and 91.·· . •9k E coo(I). The 9;S ar~
eoefficients. In case of a system of algebraic differential equations with con

stant coefficients every solution determines a differential ring homomorphism

<p : A --t Coo (1) where A = lR{al'" ., an} is a differentiallR.-algebra of (differen

tially) finite type. Conversely every such homomorphism determines a solution

of the system. In this setting constant solutions are corresponding to differential

morphism t.p : A -+ IR. Hence every constant solution determines a real, maximal,

differential ideal. The converse is also true (since A is not noetherian this is not

trivial).
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Ir G E Sper A is an ordering there are associated in a natural way the direct
generalizations a+ and a-. (For this supp a does not be a differential ideal.)
The supports of a+ and a- are equal to (supp a)# the biggest differential ideal
contained in supp 0'. If supp a is a maximal ideal, then 0'+,0'- can be interpreted
in terms of a differential ring horn. cp: A -t COO(I). (This leads to a initial value
problem for a first order system.) There exists an interval I c IR, to E land a
unique '(J : A -+ A(I) the analytic functions on I such that a E A, a(a-) > 0 iff
cp(a) (+) > 0) Vt E]7, tor for some 7 > Q. Similarly for 0'+.

In an example it is demonstrated that the equation y" + sin t . y = 0 computes
preimages of .orderings.

Algebraically constructible functions and signs ofpolynomials

Zbigniew Szafraniec, University of Gdansk
(a joint work with Adam Parusinski)

Definition of an algebraically constructible function has been given by· McCrory
and Parusinski:

Let W be areal algebraic set. A function cp : W ~ Z is called algebraically
constructible if there is a proper regular morphism h : X ~ W, where X is an
algebraic set, such that for every w E W:

We have proved

Theorem. Let '(J : W -+ Z be an algebraically constructible function. Then
there are polynomials g1)" . ,g8 : W -+ IR, such that

cp(w) = sgn gl(W) + ... + sgn 9s(w)

This theorem immediately implies

Theorem. (Coste and Kurdyka) Suppose that W is irreducible. Then there are
a proper algebraic subset E c Wand a polynomial 9 : W -+ IR, such that for
everywEW-E

cp(W) == (8 - 1) + sgn g(w) (mod 4).

We have also proved

Theorem. For W E W, let L(w) denote the link of W at w. Then the mapping

1
W 3 w.-+ 2X(L(w))
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is algebraically constructible.

As a corollary one gets

Theorem (eoste and Kurdyka) Suppose that W is irreducible. Then there are a
proIJPr algebraic subset L: C ~v and an integer s, such that for every w E W - L:

X(L(w)) == s (mod 4).

Empty real Enriques surfaces

V. Kharlamov, Universite Strasbourg
(joint work with A. Degtyarev) •
N. Mitchin proved that the El;}ler characteristic X(E) and signature a(E) of
a compact orientable 4-dimensional Einstein manifold E satisfy the inequality
la(E) I ~ ~X(E), the equality holding only if either E is Bat or the universal cov
ering is a /{3-surface. In the latter case E is either a K3-surface, or the quotient
of a j(3-surface by a free holomorphic involution (i. e., an Enriques surface), or
the quotient of an Enriques surface by a free antiholomorphic involution.

The varieties of each of the extremal types, except the last one, are known to form
connected fa milies: two varieties of the same type can be deformed continuously
inta each other. Ta our knowledge, the same question for the quotients of Enriques
surfaces, i. e., for empty real Enriques surfaces, was not known. We give the
answer:

Theorem All empty real Enriques surfaces are of the same deformation type.

As an immediate corollary one gets: All compact orientable Einstein manifolds
are of the same deformation type.

The prüof is based on a systematic study of real elliptic pencils and gives explicit
models of all empty real Enriques surfaces.

The starting, but typical result is the following lemma;

Lemma Areal Enriques surface E admits areal elliptic pencil ifJ there is x e
H2 (E; Z)/fors with conj. x = -x and x2 = O. If E is unnodal and x is a
primitive element, either x or -x is the class of a multiple fiber.

Desingulatization procedures for an family of analytic v-fields on 8 2

Z. Denkowska, Universite Angers/Gracorie

Finite Cyc1icity Conjecture: (Roussarie, Francoise)
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x>. = fex, y, >t)8/BI. + g(x, y, >t)a/lJy f, 9 anal. on S2 x A. Prove that any ele
mentary limit periodic set (L.P.S - see Francoise and Pugh) has finite cyclicity
Le. if r L.P.S. (an invariant set of X>'o' limit of periodic orbits) containing only
elementary singular points (1 eigenvalue i=- 0, at least) then 3V>.o; 3c, E: s.th.
A E V>'o ==> # limit cycles in f e :$; C.

THIS CONJECTURE, TOGETHER WITH A DESINGULARIZATION PRO
CEDURE, .WILL IMPLY HILBERT 16th PROBLEM (NOT EXPLICIT
BOUNDS). .

What is known:

The case without parameter (so called Dulac thm)

x = f (x, y)8/ BI. + g(x, y)8/ lJy

is done by

1. desingularization (nice and elementary) by Seidenberg, van deo Es~en, Du
mortier (independently),

2. the first return map does not oscillate (very difficult, Ilyashenko, Moussu,
Martinet, Ramis, Ecalle).

What is not known:

1. How to desingularize families to get ooly
/ elementary polycycles and keep track of

limit cycles?
Fini te cYGlici ty conjecture

(with parameter)

\
2. Show that the return maps for elementary

polycycles do not oscillate. .

While 2. is being treated by many outstanding mathematicians (Ecalle, Moussu,
Yomdin, Francoise, Risler), 1. was only touched by:

A) Roussarie, Denkowska, Mourtada, Panazzdo

B) Trifonov (remake by Jankowska Denkowska, in the real, without Hironaka
full desingularization, tq be published).

The work of Cano does not apply (unfortunately) because generic results don 't
save US, and for other reasons, tao. Neither A) nor B) prove that the good
desingularization exists for all analytic {X>.}.

Singular perturbation get in the way. The two methods are totally different.
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PLEASE, GIVE IT A TRY!

The rnethod A) (BolI. Soc. Bras. 1991, 1995) consists in blowing up {...\"A}
a.s a field in S2 x A, along smooth centers contained in thc set of singular
points. Blowing up admits weights (an old idea), for instance c.p : SN x IR+ :3

(Xl," ., XN+l, r) ~ (rOlxI, ... , rON+1XN+d E m,N+l. Centers are chosen in a co
herent way along a given polycycle and we recuperate "generalized families of v
fields" with no less limit cycles than the original one. This method works for
most analytic families (numerous applications - see Roussarie), hut stucks at

singular perturbations {~ = cf( (x, y))
y = 9 x, Y

The method B) (Functional Analysis 95) consists in blowing up sections (van den e .i
Essen parametrized) and then recuperating sections with the means of Hironaka's
thm. Keeping track of limit cycles is impossible.

Bernstein inequality, division by an ideal, applications

J. P. Francoise, Universite Paris VI

This is areport on 3 articies (joint works with Y. Yomdin, to appear in J. Funct.
Analysis, proceedings of the birthday conference Lojasiewicz in Krakow, joint
work with M. Briskin and Y. Yomdin, to appear).

1) Berristein inequality

Definition 1.1 f E BktQtK max(l/(z), z E ßR)/ max(l/(z)1, z E ~oR) ~ K.
Jensen's inequality ::::} #1- 1(0) n ßaR ~ log K/log(1 + a.2)/2et (M. Wald
schmidt).

Definition 1.2 1 = E Ik Zk E Bb.NtR <=> I/jlRi ~ C· (Maxi=o, ...,N(lfiIRi). The
two classes are essentially equal.

2) Projection of analytic sets

Definition 2.1 1 : er;n X er; -+ <C, f : (~, z) ~ fA(z) = I(ll, t) defines a Ao- _
series if f(ll, z) = L: Ik(A)zk, Ik(A) E ~[ll] 0 /;(A) ~ ak+ßL Ifk(ll)lRk =.,

k
M~oo.

Thm 1 if I(A, z) is a Ao-series then L: Ifk(~)lzk E B~.R"cwhere N =min#
of elements (/o{~), . .. ,fN(A)) which generates the ideal I generated by all
the coefficients 10(A), ... , fN(A)), ..., called the Bautin ideal.

Let{h 1, ... ,hd ) be a Gröbner basis of I, p = maxlh, - x Ei I where Ei =
exp(hi ) then R' = R/(1 + p)no, C can be explicitly related to the norm of
change of bases to standard basis, exponent ß.
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(Proof: Hironaka division theorem)

Thm 2 if the coefficients fk(A) are homogeneous of degree ok + ß then for
aB ~, L: fk(d)zk E B~,R'11!lo,C1.\lnß·

3) Proposition:

(1) : = p(X)y2 + q(x)y3, p(x) = A2X2 + "'IX + Ao, q(x) = J-L2X2 + J.LI X + J.Lo
(1) is called center if for a11 initial values Yo y(l) = Yl = Yo.

(3) An isolated solution of Yo = Yi is called a limit cyele of (1)

Thm 1 (1) is a eentre if and only if

A2 Al J.L2 + #1 + - 03 + 2 + Ao = 0 3 2 J.Lo - A1J1.2 - J.LIA2 = 0

Thm 2 The number of limit cyele of (1) elose to Yo = 0 is less than 3

Ramification of orderings and involutions in Galois extensions

M.E. Alonso, University Madrid
(joint work with M.P. Velez)

We eonsider a formally real field K with areal valuation ring V and a finite
Galois extension L which is not formally real. An involution CI E G(L/K) is said
to be real if the fixed field Lu of CI in L is formally real. In this situation, real
involutions have a distinguished property: if B is a valuation ring of L lying Qver
V, every lifting of a real involutions of the residue field extension is atl involution
in G(LjK). We interpret also the 2-characters of the ramification group of V
with respect to L in terms of how real involutions collapse in the residue field of
B.

Furthermore, for a E Sper(K). making V convex and having some extension to
Lu, we estimate the extensions of Q' to the different real valuation rings of Lu
lying over V.

Globally sub-Pfaffian sets

Zbigniew Hajto, University Barcelona

In the talk we survey recent results related with sub-Pfaffian sets generated by
algebraic foliations. Considering only foliations with singularities of Kupka type
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we are able to define the boundary of a Pfaffian leaf r using the theory of 0

minimal structures. The following elementary lemma (due to Pillay and Shiota)
is a key point in the proof that the boundary ar is sub-Pfaffian:

Let (IR, {Sn}) be an o-minimal structure such that "<" and "+" are definable.
If there exists a definable non-semilinear Cl funetion f on [-1, 1] such that f' is
definable, then "." is loeally definable.

The topology of real algebraic symmetrie M-eurves

Th. Fiedler, Universite Toulause

Let X IR be areal algebraic projective plane curve of degree 2k and assume t'
X IR · has the maximal number of components (M-curve). Let lRP~ denote the
union of the regions of lRp2\XIR , whieh are bounded by XIR from the outside. If
the eurve X IR has a subeonfiguration of eomponents like this

, then we say that it has a nest of depth l.

Rokhlin's eongruenee. The Euler eharaeteristies

x(lRP~) == k2 mod 8.

(revised) Ragsdale's conjecture. X(1RP~) ~ k2•

Up to isotopy there is a unique non-trivial involution on IRp2, which can be given
by

(-1) : IRp2 --t IRp2

[xo : Xl : X2] H [-xo : Xl : X2]'

Definition. We call Xrn. symmetrie if (-I)Xm. = Xm..

We prove the following:

Th. 1. If X IR is asymmetrie M-eurve then

Th. 2. If X IR is asymmetrie M-curve which has a nest oe depth ~ k - 2 then

x(JRP';) ~ k2
.

12
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Algebra of Taylor coefficients.

Y. Yomdin, The Weizmann Institute, Rehovot

This talk is closely related to the talks of J.-P. Francoise and J.-J. Risler (this
conference) .

We define a certain subclass of the power series f).,(x) = Eak("\)xk, ak E <C[A],
. k=O

which present "finiteness" properties more or less close to those of algebraic func-
tions. Tbe main tool is an algebra of the ideals I q = {aq, aq+b' ..}, generalizing
the classical Sautin ideal 1==10 ,

Tbe conditions are rather complicated, hut in most of important cases tbey are
(at least, partially) satisfied. Of course, the case of the first return mapping
presents tbe main difficulties.

An archimedean PositivstelIensatz

L. Mahe, Universite de Rennes

It is areport on a work of my student J.-P. Monnier (Rennes). We prove an
extension of Schmüdgen's theorem in the following sense:

Thm 1. Let TrdkA = d whith k a totally archimedean field, such that A ==
H(A) = {a E A J3n E lN,n± a > 0 on SpecrA}
== {bounded elements of A}.
Then for f E A: f > 0 on SperA {::> f == r2 + LX; for r E (Q*, Xi E A.

In the case of finitely generated k-algebra, it is a reformulation of Schmüdgen's
theorem, that cao be proved in a completely algebraic manner using tbe repre
sentation theorem of Kadison-Dubois and a trick of Wörmann.

The extension to the finite transendence degree comes from the theorem of struc
ture of "Totally archimedean rings" .

Thm 2. Let TrdkA = d, k a totally archimedean field, A == H(A). Then A ==
I~B with B ~ A finitely generated and B = H(B).

As for k = IR and B = IR[V] finitely generated, we have B == H(B) <=> V(IR)
compact, we may interpret Thm 2 as folIows:

"A formal variety which is formally compact is a pro-compact objectu
•

The proof of this theorem 2 comes from an improvement of the praof of a theorem
of Becker and Powers (ereIle 1996):
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Combinatorial Patchworking of M-Hypersurfaces

I. Itenberg, Universite Rennes

Let X be a nonsingular hypersurface of degree m in IRpn.

Smith-Thom inequality: b.(HU') ~ b.(<cX)t where IRX (resp. <CX) is the real
(resp. complex) point set of X, and b.(.) = dirn M.(.; Z/2). If b.(IRX) = b.(cJj)[),
then X is called an M-hypersurface.

Theorem. For any m, n > 0, there exists an M-hypersurface of degree m in IR.pn.

In 1980 O. Viro proposed a construction which is supposed to give M
hypersurfaces. However, it is still unknown if Viro's construction really produces
A1-hypersurfaces.

vVe prove the existence of M -hypersurfaees using a construetion based on the
combinatorial patchworking. In fact, this construction is in a sense a "combina-
torial version" of Viro's initial construction. .

In the combinatorial construction it is rather easy to verify that the result is an
M -hypersurface: a basis of M. (lRX; Z/2) ean be presented explieitly.

Uniformization of real algebraic curves

R. Silhol, Universite Montpellier

The uniformization theorem of Riemann states that if C is an algebraic curve of
genus 9 ~ 2 then C is conformally isomorphie to lH/G where IH is the Poincare
upper half plane aod G is a Fuchsian group. The classical uniformization problem
is to relate equations for C and a Fuchsian group G.

Since lli has a natural hyperbolic metric aod this induces one on C one ean
reformulate the problem by asking to relate equations for C and the hyperbolicA,
metric on C (considered as aRiemann surface). This is the approach we hav~
taken in a joint work with P. Buser. We show how to compute the period matrix .
of aRiemann surface in terms of conformal capacities of certain geodesic polygons
and how to compute numerically these capacities. Using Theta characteristic in
the hyperelliptic case and other methods for some genus 3 curves, this yields
a method to compute equations for Rie"mano surfaces in terms of the Fenchel-
Nielsen coordinates.

In the other direction we have observed that the existence of coverings by "spe
cial" higher genus curves allow to deduce certain relations among the hyperbolic
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length of the closed geodesics of apart decomposition. This leads to a sort of uni
formization "in families" Le. curves with a certain type of.equation (depending
algebraically on some parameters) will have apart decomposition with certain re
lations between the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates. For certain particular elements
in the families it is even possible to compute both the algebraic and differen
tial geometrie moduli. This provides many new where the uniformization can be
computed explieitly.

Real quotient singularities and nonsingular real algebraic curves in the
boundary of the moduli space

J. Huisman, Universite de Rennes 1

Let M be a connected' real analytic manifold and G a group acting fait'hfully and
properly diseontinuously on M. Then the quotient M / G =: N is· ä semianalytic
variety. Let 1r : M ~ N be the quotient map. Define the bound@J'Y aN of the
semianalytie variety N by . '"

aN = {x E MJthe germ (M,x) is not analytic}.

Then, for x E M, 1T(X) is in aN if and only if the stabilizer Gi of X is of even
order. We apply this to moduli of real algebraic curves: Let 9 ~ 2 and let· X
be a nonsingular real algebraic· curve of genus g. Let R(X) be the set of (real)

. isomorphism elasses of real algebraic curves Y such that there is an equivariant
homeomorphism from X(<C) onto Y(<C). By Teiehmüller theory and the preeeding
observations, R(X) has a natural structure of a semianalytic variety. This variety
R{ ..Y) is the .moduli space of real algebraic curves of genus 9 having thesame
topological type as X. It is known that R(X) is connected and~ of dimension
39 - 3 (Seppälä-Silhol,. Math. Z. 201 (1989), 151-165). We determined the
dimension of the boundary 8R(X) of R(X).

Thm. Let 9 > 2 and let X be a nonsingular real algebraic eu~e of genliS g. Let
c be the number of connected components of X(iR). If X(<C)\X(IR) is connected
then

dirn 8R(X) = 29 - 1.

Ir X«(c)\X(IR) is not conneeted then

dim8R(X) = max {i(39 - 3+c), 2g - [~(c + I>]) .
In partieular, the boundary 8R(X) of R(X) is not empty, Le. R(X) isnm areal
analytic .variety.

15



The last assertion refutes a statement of Seppälä-Silhol (loe. eit.) to the effect
that R(X) would be analytic.

Vector bundles, algebraic morphisms and realification of complex al
gebraic varieties

Wojciech Kucharz, University of Albuquerque

Let X be a· real algebraic variety (that is a locally ringed space isomorphie to
a Zariski locally, elosed subset of IPn(ffi.) for some n). Denote by V B~(X) the
group of isomorphism elasses of topological (]j-line bundles 00 X. Let V B~_alg(X)

be the subgroup of VB~(X) that consists of the isomorphism classes of (]j-line
buridles admitting an algebraic structure.

Problem. Compute G(X) =VB~(X)/VB~_a1g(X).

The problem is solved for a certaio elass of real algebraic varieties. Given a
complex algebraic variety V, let VIR denote the underlying real algebraic structure
ofV.

Theorem 1. Given a complex abelian variety A, dirn A ~ 2, the following eondi
tions are equivalent:

a) G(A tR ) is finite.

b) A is isomorphie to the product of pairwise isogeoous complex elliptic curves
with complex multiplieation.

•

Theorem 2. Let EI and E2 be isogenous complex' elliptic eurves with complex
multiplication. Let End(Ej ). = Z + fjO( -d), where Ij, d are positive integers
with d square free and O( -d) is the ring of integers in ~(R,). Let 6j be the
discriminant of Ej and let Ij = Ij/gcd(/l' 12)' Then G(EIR x E2JR ) is isomorphie
to

Z/ f{Z EI) Z/f~Z EB Z/~Z if dl and 02 are odd,
Z/2Z EB Z/2f{Z E9 Z/2f~Z E9 Z/~~Z if dl and 62 are even, •
(Z/2f~Z)2 tB (Z/~Z)2 if 61 is even and 62 is odd.

Theorems 1 and 2 are just examples of results that can be obtained.

Positive polynomials and the Moment-Problem

Alexander Prestel, Universität Konstanz

Let P1,'" ,Ps E IR[X1, ... , Xn]such that the set K = {P1 ~ O}I\ ...1\ {Ps ~ O} is a
compact (semi-algebraic) subset offfi.n . Denote by E2 (K) the semiring generated
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by squares from IR[X1, ... , Xn] = A and Pb' .. ,Ps and let A+(K) = {p E Alp ~ 0
on K}. By a theorem öf Haviland a linear functional L E A· is given by some
positive Borel measure supported by K (Le. L(q) = f qdjJ) if and ooly if L(P) ~ 0

K
for all p E A+(K).

In 1991 Schmüdgen showed that L(E2(K)) ~ 0 already implies that L is given
by same positive Borel measure on K. As a carollary be obtained that for every
pE A:

p > 0 on K =} p E E2(K).

Recently Wörmann has given an algebraic praof for this last implication. Obvi
.ously this implication gives also Schmüdgen'8 solution of the K -Moment P·roblem.
In fact, p ~ 0 on K gives P+E > 0 and hence P+E E E2(K). Thus every L E A·
with L(E2 (K)) ~ 0 satisfies (hy continuity) L(P) ~ 0 for all p E A+(K) .

.~~.

Real elliptic surfaces and the Ragsdale-Viro conjectur(f.'
. ,

Frederic Mangolte, Universite de Savoie (Chambery) .... ~~.

Families of real elliptic surfaces are the last families of non general type surfaces
.for which the classification of topological type of the real part remains unknown.

V. Kharlamov informed 'me on an unpublished result:

Thm. Let X be areal elliptic surface with complex part X(C) simply connected
then h1(X(IR)) ~ h1tl (X).

The so-called Ragsdale-Viro conjecture was the same statement but without the
restriction "elliptic". I. Itenberg constructed counter-examples for this conjecture
wich are surface of general type. _.

The question I posed in my talk was: "Is there exist real elliptic surface such
that h l (X(lR)) = h 1,I(X) in each .complex families (which are classified over ce
by X(Ox))". I 'give examples for X(Oz) ~ 5 and hl = hltl = 50,and a theorem
which gives restrictions on the type of singular fibers for all surfaces such that
h1(X (IR)) = h1,1 (X) and the hypothesis that BI (X(R), Z) ia generated by classes
of real algebraic curves.

I proved in this way that the method used to produce examples for x(Oz) $ 5
cao 't be applied for X > 5.
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Orderings of higher level in semialgebraic geometry

Ralph Berr, Universität Dortmund

It was the airn of the talk to explain the role of orderings of higher level in serrli-
algebraic geometry. The speetrum of higher level Sperh A of a commutative ring
was introdueed and its main properties and its geometrie relevance was presented.
For example it is a spectral space and the real spectrum Sper A is a dense subspace
of Sperh A. On a constructible subset X c Sperh A a sheaf Cx of s. a. functions
has been defined. The restriction of Cx to Xo = Sper A n X is then a subsheaf
of the sheaf CXo of s. a. functions on Xo. This fact cao be used to introduee
the nation of the level of a s. a. morphism which allows to distinguish certain
"types" of s. a. morphisms.

Characterization of analytic surface germs with s = 2

Carlos Andradas, University Madrid

Let X o be an analytic set germ, say irreducible, dirn X o := d, and let O(Xo) be
the ring of analytic function germs on Xo. A basic open semianalytic set germ is
one of the form

{/I > 0, /2 > 0, ... ,Ir> O}, fi E O(Xo)

and a basic elosed semianalytic set germ is one of the form

{li ~ 0,/2 ~ O'''',/r ~ O}, /i E O(Xo)·

We denote by s(Xo) the minimum integer k such that any open basic semianalytic
germ can be described with k inequalities. Similarly s(Xo) is the eorresponding
integer for closed basic semianalytic germs. It was known that

s(Xo) = d

and

-

1 1
2d(d + 1) - 1 ::; s(Xo) ::; 2d(d + 1). _

So, for surfaces germs we have 2 ~ s :5 3. We prove that s = 2 Hf the morphism
1T : Xö -+ Xo from the normalization Xö to X o maps irreducible curve germs
onto irreducible curve germs. Thus,

)

s(Xo) = 3 where Xo is tbe Whitney's umbrella.
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From that we get that s(~) = ~d(d + 1) for d ~ 3.

On gradients of functions definable in an o-minimal structure

Krzystof Kurdyka, Universite Grenoble)

Let M be an o-minimal structure on (R, +,.) (see van den Dries, C. Miller,
Duke Math. J. 84 (1996) for examples, definitions). Let A eRn, we say that
f : A ~ IRk is an M-functioDs if its graph is definable in M. .

Th .1. Let f : A ~ lR be a ClM-function, where A is an open, bounded subset
of IRn

. Suppose that f(x) > 0 for all x E A. Then there exists c >. 0, p > 0 and
an M-functionow : (0, p) ~ m. which is Cl strictly increasing positive, such that

11 grad(t/J 0 f)(x) II~ c> O'

für each x E A, f{x) E (0, p).

This generalizes a weIl known Lojasiewicz inequality IIgrad 1 II~ clfIQ -;O:5 Q < 1,
for an analytic function /, in a neighbourhood of 0 E IRn

, 1(0) =Q.

Th 1 implies, as in the real analytic case, the following:

Th 2. Let f : A ~ IR be a Cl function, where A is an open bounded subset of
!Rn. Suppose that / is definable in some 6-minimal structure M. Then there
exists D > 0 such that aH trajectories of -grad 1 are of length bound.ed by D.

More precisely there exists· a : lR+ -4 IR+ a continuous, strictly increasing M
function, lim a(t) = 0, such that

t-4O+ .

I')'(a, b)1 $ a(lf(a) - f{b)1)

where I,(a, b)1 is a length of l' between a, b E '"'(.

Observe that f may by infinitely fiat, rliscontinuous on aA, unbounded etc. For
example (by result of A. Wilkie on IRexp) f may be of the form f(x, y) = x2

exp(- X4~y2) on (-1,1) x (0,1).

Equivalence of analytic and rational functions on real varieties

Michael A. Buchner, University of New Mexico

Let M be a compact nonsingular algebraic subset of IRn
. A regular function on M

is a rational function p/q where q 1= 0 on M. We give a criterion for an analytic
function on M to be analytically equivalent to a regular function.
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Let <p be a Goo function germ (M, x) -* IR. Let er: (M) denote the set of all such
function germs. Suppose x is a critical point of <p. We say it is a criticaJ point for
f algebraically isolated in M if there exists a regular function r : M -t IR, such

that r-1(O) = {x} and the. germ r z E {~, ... , /;;;}, where (Xl,"" Xn) is a Coo

coordinate system around x and {~, ... , /;;;} is the ideal in C~(M) generated
by !!!I!...al} , ... , 2!:I!...1}8 •

Xl Zn

Thm. Let f : M -t IR be an analytic function with isolated critical points.
Assume that, for each critical point a, there exists a loeal orientation preserving
analytic diffeomorphism (Ja : (M, a) -t (M, a), such that Ja 0 Ga is the germ at
a of a regular function defined in a neighborhood of a, and a is a critical point e
of Ja 0 Ga algebraically isolated in M. Then there is an analytie diffeomorphism
T : M -t M such that fOT is regular.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 13/1997

Schubert Varieties;

Geometry, Algebra and Combinatorics

31.03. bis 05.04.97

The conference was held under tbe leadership of Professors W. Fulton (Cbicago)~

A. Lascoux (Paris) and P. Pragacz (Torun). 41 mathematicians from all around the
world attended tbe meeting. Tbe organizers' goal was to bring togetber mathe
maticians working with Schubert varieties though representing the different fields
of geometry, algebra and combinatorics. The aim of the meeting was to create
an opportunity for an exchange of ideas among such mathematicians representing
different areas and points of view. One should stress that up to the conference~ the
contacts between different groups of mathematicians working on Schubert varieties
were rather loose; it was only after the conference when the interaction between
these groups started to be stronger. In the organizers~ opinion, the eonference
fulfilled this main goal; it has begun a serions exchange of information between
different people working on Schubert varieties. Visible fruits of some of the discus
sions during the meeting are some recent papers whose ideas were born during the
conference.

The seventeen talks covered almost all subjects of those chapters of geome
try, algebra and combinatorics which are related to Schubert varieties. One of
the central subjects of tbe meeting was the Schubert ealculus, different aspects
of which were discussed in the talks by S. Fomin, M. BrioD, M. Haiman, S. Billey,
F. Sottile and W. Graham. New results about singularities of Schubert varieties and
the related Kazdhan-:Lusztig polynomials were presented in the talks by S. Kumar
and F. Brenti. The rich algebro-combinatorial theory of Bott-Samelson schemes
which are desingularizations of '>'chubert varieties was the subject of the talks
by M. Shimozono, P. Magyar and A. Zelevinsky. The standard-monomial-theoretic
approach to Schubert varieties was represented by tbe talks of K. N. Raghavan,
P. Magyar and M. Shimozono. Schubert varieties for classical groups were discussed
in the talks by S. Billey, M. Brion and W. Graham The related Schubert polynomi
als (simple and double) and Kostant polynomials arose in the talks by M. Haiman,
S. Billey and W. Graham. New results about symmetrie functions related to tbe
Schubert calculus were presented in tbe talk by B. Leclerc. The topology of real
Schubert varieties was discussed in the talk by A. Vainshtein. Total positivity in
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Schubert varieties was tbe subject of the talk by A. Zelevinsky. Plactic algebra
and noncommutative methods were represented by the talk by P. Littelmann. The
appearance of modern cohomology tbeories (quantum cohomology and arithmetic
intersection tbeory) in the theory of Schubert varieties was sbown in tbe talks by
I. Ciocan-Fontanine and H. Tamvakis.

During the meeting a demonstration of two computer systems: ACE and SYM
METRlCA took place. These c9mputer systems are particularly suited to helping
in research about Schubert varieties.

According to the common opinion of the participants of the meeting, the con
ference was very fruitful and the choice of the talks reßected in a competent way
the proportions of recent trends in the research in the theory of Scbubert varieties.
Tbe conference confirmed arecent, quick progress of this theory.

It would be very desirable to repeat, in a few years, a similar meeting about
Schubert varieties.
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Vortragsauszüge

(following "Vortragsbuch-Oberwolfach" )

Kostant Polynomials and the Cohomology ring for G /B

Sara Billey

The Schubert Calculus for G/ B (G =Kac-Moody group) can be completely
determined by a certain matrix related to the Kostant polynomials. These polyn0
mials are defined by vanishing properties on the orbit of a regular point under the
action of the Weyl group. For each element w in Weyl group the polynomials also
have nonzero values on the orbit points corresponding to elements which are langer
then w in the Bruhat order. Dur main theorem is an explicit formula for these
values. We then generalize this formula to give explicit formulas for the functions
~u defined by Kostant and Kumar in [The Nil Hecke ring and cohomology of G/P
for a Kac-Moody group G*, Adv. Math. 62 (1986), 187-237].

Combinatorial farmulas far Kazdhan-Lusztig polynomials

Francesco Brenti

In this talk a new nonrecursive formula for the computation of the Kazdhan
Lusztig polynomials of a Coxeter group is presented and a comparision of this one
with other previously known ones is discussed. Let (W~ S) be a Coxeter system,
T the set of reßections of W, cp : T -t {O, 1,2, ... } a total reflection ordering
(as defined by M. Dyer) , and B(W) the Bruhat graph of W (Le., the directed
graph having W as the vertex set, and directed edges J.1. -t v iH 1(J.1.) < l(v) and
J.1.v- 1 E T). If IJ -t 11 in B(W), then set A(IJ;II) = cp(J.1.1I- 1

) , and for a directed
path 6 : ao -t al -t ... -t an set D(ß) = {i E [r - 1], A(ai-b ai) > A(ai, ai+l)}.
Given a lattice path r : [0, IJ) --+ Z (Le., r(O) = (0), and Ir(i + 1) - r(i)1 = 1 for

i = 1, ... ,IJ-1) let l(r) = J1., d+(r)=~,N(r) = {i E [1-'-1]: f(i) < O} and
r>o = J1. - 1 -IN(r)l· Then the Kazdhan-Lusztig polynomial of IJ, v E W, J.I. < v,
is-given by

PlIlV(q) = L (_l)r~o+d+(r)q f(1')-r(f!~+rcl(r»

(I\~)

where the sum is over all pairs (r, ~) when r is a lattice path, ß is a directed path
in B(W) from I.L to v, l(r) = 1(6), N(r) = D(6), and r(l(r») < o.
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Schubert varieties in group completions

Michel Brion

Let G be a connected complex algebraic group which is reductive, and let BeG
be a Borel subgroup. We consider generalizations of Schubert· calculus in varieties
X where G acts, such that B has only finitely many orbits in X (such varieties are
called spherical). In particular, we consider the following questions.

1) (X smooth and projective) Describe the B-orbit closures in X, and the coh6
mology H* (X) in terms of their classes.

2) (X = G/ H bomogeneous; then H has only finitely many orbits in the ßag vari
ety G/ B). Describe the classes of H-orbit closures in G/ B, in the cohomology
H*(G/B).

Ta any B-invariant subvariety Y of a spherical variety X, we associate
• a subset W(Y) of the Weyl group W, and
• a fun~tion d(Y, -) : W(Y) -+ N (in fact the values of d(Y, -) are powers of 2)
such tbat question 2 can be answered as folIows:

Theorem 1. Let G/ H be a spherical homogeneous space, let V c G/ B be a H
invariant subvariety corresponding to aB-invariant subvariety Y c G/ H: Then

[V]= L d(Y,w)[flwow ] in H*(G/B) where nwow=BwowB/B.
wEW(Y)

A similar statement describes the intersection of the closure of Y (in any equi
variant completion X of G/ B which is regular in tbe sense of De Concini and
Procesi) with a closed G-orbit in X. In tbe case where X is a (G x G)-equivariant
completion of the group G itself, we obtain

Theorem 2. Any 1JSchubert variety" BwB c G = X is singular in codimension 2
exactly unless w = Wo or G contains a direct lactor 01 type A 1.

Finally, we describe the classes of the BwB in the (T x T) - equivariant coho
mology of C, similarIy to results of Kostant-Kumar and Arabia for G/ B .

Quantum Cohomology of Flag Varieties

Ionut Ciocan-Fontanine

The small quantum cohomology ring of a (partial) Hag variety F is adeformation
of the usual cohomology ring, with parameter space H2 (F, Z), obtained by using
the 3-point, genus 0 Gromov-Witten invariants as structure constants for the basis
of Schubert varieties. Presentations for this rings have been computed (for every
G/ P), and for the type A case there are analogues for tbe classical formulas of
Schubert Calculus. The talk surveyed these results, due (in increasing generality)
to Bertram, Fomin-Gelfand-Postnikov, and the speaker.
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Quadratic algebras, Dunkl elements, and Schubert calculus

Sergey Fomin (joint with A.N. Kirillov)

Let cn be the assoeiative algebra with generators [ij] , 1 ~ i < j ~ n, subjeet to
relations

(i) [ij]2 = 0 for i < i;
(ii) [ij][jk] = [jk][ik] + [ik][ij]

[jk][ij] = [ik][jk] + [ij][ik] for i < j < k;
(iii) [ij][kl] = [kl][ij] for distinet i, j, k, I.

(These are exact1y the quadratic relations satisfied by the divided differenee opere ators of type A.) In this algebra, the "Dunkl elements"

9j ~ - E[ij] + EUk]
i<j" j<k

generate a eommutative subalgebra. We show that this subalgebra is eanoriieally
isomorphie to the cohomology ring of the Hag manifold. Dur main eonjecture- states
that the evaluations of Schubert polynomials at the Dunkl elements (}j belong to the
eone spanned (over Z+) by noncommutative monomials in the [ij]. A proof of this
conjecture would lead to a combinatorial proof of the nonnegativity of structure
eonstants of the cohomology ring.

A generalizationof the main construction to quantum cohomology is also sug
gested.

The paper (same title) is available from http://www-math.mit.edu/-fomin

The class of the diagonal in ftag bundles

William Graham

This talk is on the elass of the diagonal in BB XBa BB, where G is a complex
reductive group, B a Borel subgroup, and BB, BG are the classifying spaces of
these groups. The motivation for studying this class comes from degeneracy loci
defined by Hags of vector bundles in classical groups; the space B B x BG BB is the
universal space for studying such loci. If HeB is a maximal torus and f) its Lie
algebra, then H*(BB XBG BB) = R ®s R where R = S·(f)*), S = S·(~·)w. Let
[6.] denote the cohomology class defined by the diagonal. We discuss 2 problems:

1. Characterize [6.] E R @s R
2. Find a lift of [~] to R @c R

(note: H* means cohomology with complex coefficients, so R ®c R ~ R l8>s R).
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Nilpotent Schubert Varieties

Mark Haiman (joint with Will Brockman).

Let N denote the "nulleone" of nilpotent n x n matrices. We study the sub
variety Nw ~ N consisting of those matrices wbich are compatible with same Hag
belonging to the Sehubert variety .xw (defined with respect to a fixed standard Hag).
These nilpotent Schubert varieties, as we propose to eall them, were reeently COD

sidered by J. Carrell, who showed using analytie methods that the scheme-theoretic
intersection of N'W with the diagonal matrices h has coordinate ring isomorphie to
the cobomology ring of.xw (for GLn ). We give a purely algebraic proof of Carrell's
theorem. Tbe key to this is a lifting of the double Se~ubert polynomials 6 1J (X, A)
to "matrix" double Sehubert polynomials §v (X, A) in whieb X is a matrix and
A = (al, ... ,an) is a sequenee. The polynomial §.v(X, A) vanishes when there is a
Hag F E .xw , for w l v, such that X is compatible with F, and all" . ,an are the
eigenvalues of K, in the order imposed upon them by the ßag F.

Singular locus of Schubert varieties

Shrawan Kumar

Let G be a semisimple eomplex algebraie group, BeG a Borel subgroup and
W the assoeiated Weyl group. For any w E W, let X w be the Schubert variety
BwBIB c GIB. We determine the singular locus of X w in terms of the Nil Hecke
ring introduced by Kostant and Kumar. There is a similar eriterion for the rational
smoothness.

Schur functions and affine Lie algebras

Bernard Leclerc (joint with Severine Leidwanger)

Tbe Schur funetions S A are symmetrie funetions whieb can be regarded as gen
erating funetions for irredueible ebaracters of tbe symmetrie groups:

BA = L XA(p,)pl-'lz~
~~n

Sehur defined another family of symmetrie funetions PA whieh play the same role
for irredueible spin eharacters of the spin symmetrie groups.

It was diseovered by Sato, Date, Jimbo, Kashiwara, Miwa in 1981 that Schur
polynomials naturally arise in· the representation theory of the infinite rank affine
Lie algebras 9i: and 80;. We exploit this interpretation to obtain algebraic iden
tities relating S- and P-funetions.
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A plactic algebra far semisimple Lie algebras

P. Littelmann

Let 9 be a complex semisimple Lie algebra. Tbe plactic algebra can be viewed as
a "noncommutative" model for the representation ring of g. Such a model was first
constructed by Lascoux and 8chützenberger for the Lie algebra sln. It is the word
algebra on an alphabet (ordered) on n letters, modulo the two sided ideal generated
by the Knuth relations. This algebra has a basis which is "naturally" given by the
Young tableaux (semi-standard). As a byproduct of tbe construction they abtained
tbe first correct praof of tbe Littlewood-Richardson rule to decompose tensor prod
ucts of sln(C)-representations. In the talk we presented a generalizatian of the
construetion to arbitrary semisimple Lie algebras. Tbe word algebra is replaced by
the algebra of formal linear eombinatians of piecewise linear parts in XIIl ending
in an integral weight (X = weight lattiee), and the Knutb relations are replaeed
by a sort of homotopy of patbs. Tbe resulting algebra is noncomrnutatix~;. it is
naturally equipped with a basis, every basis element has a "shape" and a':weight
(tbe endpoint of the path), such that the cbaraeter of the irreclucible representa
tion VA is the surn E e'1(l), where the sum runs over a11 basis elements of shape
A. Tbe sums (E

f7
shape A Tl) form a commutative subalgebra which is isomorphie

to the representation ring of g. One of the eonsequences is a generalization of the
Littlewood-Richardson rule in tbe setting of semisimple Lie algebras. It also pro
vides a eombinatorial model for standard monomial theory. An interpretation in
terms of quantum groups is that the algebra above is a combinatorial eonstruction
of the algebra of erystal bases.

Standard Monomial Theory for Bott-Samelson Varieties

Peter Magyar

Let G be a reduetive algebraic group: W =< Sl, ... ,sr> its Weyl group (with
simple reßection generators), and Pi ::> B the minimal standard parabolic subgroup
generated by B and Si. Let i = (i 1: • •• ,iN) be a ward with i 1 , • •• , iN E {I, ... ,r}.
Then tbe Bott-Samelson variety of i can be defined as a quotient

where (Pb . .. ,PN) . (b 1, ... , bN) = (Plbl, b1
1
p2b2' ... : b"i/_lPNbN).

We mayaiso realize Zi aB a fiber product inside a product of Hag varieties
(GIB)N+l :

Let Pi be the maximal parabolic associated to Si, and 0 (1) -+ GIPi tbe minimal
degree ample line bundle. Consider tbe pullback 1rjO(l) under Tr; : GIB -+ GIPi
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and for m. = (ml~'" ~ mN) with mj 2:: O~ define Lm. = 0 ® 1rilO(ml) ® ... ®
1r:

N
O(mN ) ~ a line bundle over (G / B)N+\ and denote by the same symbol .cm. this

line bundle restricted to Zi: We have a surjection

Problem: Find an explicit set of elements in the above tensor product whieh
restriet to a basis of HO (Zi' LuJ.
Solution: Lakshmibai (1995) has given an explieit basis {P1T} of HO (G/Pi , 0(1))
indexed by the LS paths 1f E lB(Wi) defined by Littelmann. [See Littelmann's talk
at this conference.] (Here Wi is a fundamental weight.) Consider the set of paths a
B(i, m) defined by •

where 1Ti = tbe straight line path from 0 to Wi, 1f *1f' denotes Littelmann's concate
nation of paths, and fi denotes Littelmann's lowering root operator.

Deuote thc piece of a path a E lB(i, m) by a = all * ... *alml * ... *~Nml *... *
aNmN' Then we have tbe "refined Demazure eharaeter formula"

Theorem. The set

{PU ll ® ... ® PUl ml ® ., . ® PUNI ® ... ® PUNmN }uEIH(i,m.)

restriets to a basis 0/ HO(Z:i~r.mJ.

Monamial Bases far Representations
of classical complex semisimple Lie algebras

K. N. Raghavan (joint with P. Sankaran)

A procedure is given that associates monomial basis elements of an irreducible
representation to standard tableaux (Lakshmibai-Seshadri paths) of the correspond
ing shape. As a main applieation one obtains an easy proof of standard monomial
theory for classieal groups.

Tableaux Combinatories of Standard Monomial Bases of
line Bundles over Bott-Samelson Varieties in type A

Mark Shimozono (joint with Vic Reiner)

The ßagged Schur module SE(E) for the diagram D can be realized as
HO(Zi' :r!!1.)~ the space of global sections of a line bundle 3m. over the Bott-Samelson
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variety Zi given by the reduced ward !~ when D does not contain the subdiagram

We give an explicit combinatorial deeomposition of tbe eharacter of HO (Zi' :JmJ
into Demazure characters.

Pieri-type farmulas far the Classical Groups

Frank Bottile (joint with N. Bergeron)

A Pieri-type formula in the Chow ring of a Hag variety is a formula expressing
the produet of a Schubert class by a special Schubert class in terms of the Schubert
basis. Reeently, Pragacz and Ratajski have given such formulas in the Chow rings of
all Grassmannians (isotropie subspaces of dirn k (::; n) in a 2n or 2n+ 1 dimensional
vector space equipped with a nondegenerate sympleetic or othogonal form). We
seek such formulas for the Hag varieties, expressed in terms of chains in the Bruhat
order.

Tbis talk will discuss joint work with Naotel Bergeron towards extending and
unifying known Pieri-type formulas. We first deseribe a geometrie motivation be
bind this '~chain-theoretic" expectation, and then express the Pieri-type formula
for tbe elassical SLn / B Hag variety in this form. We then present a new Pieri-type
formula for SP2m/ B, where the special Schubert class is the pullback of a class
from the Lagrangian Grassmannian. Time permitting, we discuss how the results
used in its proof shed light on the more general Littlewood-Richardson problem for
Chow rings.

Arithmetic Intersection Theory on ftag varieties

Harry Tamvakis

Let F be the complete Hag variety aver Spee Z with the tautological filtration
o C EI C ... c En = E of the trivial bundle E over F. Tbe trivial bermitian
metric on E(C) induces metrics on the quotient line bundles Li(C), Let cl(Ld be
the first Chern class of Li in the arithmetic Chow ring CH(F) and Xi = -Ci (Li)'
Let h E Z[Xl' ... ,xn ] be a polynomial in tbe ideal In =< eb' .. ,en >. We give
an effective aigorithm for computing h(Xl' ... ,xn ) in CH(F); as the class of an
invariant form on F(C). All arithmetic Chern numbers are rational. An ':arithmetic
Schubert calculus" is established using the theory of Sln-Schubert polynomials.
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On the number of connected components in the intersection of two
open opposite Schubert cells in the real ftag manifold

Alek Vainshtein (joint with B. Shapiro and M. Shapiro)

Problem: Given two opposite Hags g, / in IR", find the number #n of connected
components in the set U~g of all Hags transversal to both fand g (actually, un

does not depend on the choice of fand g).
Conjecture: #n = 3 . 2n - 1 for n > 5.

Theorem 1. (First combinatorial reduction) #n equals the number 0/ connected

components 0/ a graph an whose vertices are pseudoline arrangements with signs a
assigned to all intersections and edges are defi,ned by transition mIes 0/ Berenstein- _
Fomin-Zelevinsky.

This graph is tremendously large and difficult to work with.

Theorem 2. (Second combinatorial reduction) #n equals the number 0/ connected
components 0/ a gmph r n whose vertices are standard pseudoline afTCJngements with
signs at all intersections and edges are defi,ned by elementary trans/onnations:

a

/ "b b Ho

" /
c

Ci

/ "b b

" /
c

Theorem 3. (Algebraic reduction) #n equals the number 0/ orbits 0/ the action
on the space V m 0/ m x m upper triangular matrices over lF2 generated by trans
formations (a b) ....-.. (a+a+d b+a+d).

J I c d c+a+d d+a+d

Let :F be the set of fixed points of this action, then vm / F ~ V m - 1 and we get
the induced action on vm-1. It can be described as folIows: consider arrays of O's
and l:s on an equilateral triangle on the hexagonal lattice:

The generators are just adding the entry to each of its neighbours. Define a qua
dratic form q(x) as folIows: q(x) = #{x = I} + #{edges between x = I}

Theorem 4. The conjugates to the action on V m - 1 are just all the transformations
presenJing q(x).

This almost implies the conjecture.
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Total positivity in Schubert varieties

Andrei Zelevinsky (joint with Arkady Bernstein and Sergey Fomin)

An n x n matrix is total1y nonnegative if a1l its mrnors are 2:: O. These matrices
play important part in several areas of mathematics, from differential equations
to comhinatorics. Recently G. Lusztig extended the notion of total positivity to
Schuhert varieties in arbitrary semisimple groups. He also introduced a family
of natural parametrizations of the totally positive varieties, which are ':algebraie"
counterparts of his combinatorial parametrizations of the canonical bases for quan
tum groups. Our main result is an explicit formula for the inverses of Lusztig's
parametrizations.

Applications include:
• a family of minimal criteria for testing total positivity, generalizing classical eri-

teria by Fekete and Cryer, .! :.:.

• P. Magyar's geometrie study of Bott-Samelson desingularizations,
• a beautiful description of conneeted eomponents of the int~rsectionof two oppo

site open Sehubert cells, due to M. and B. Shapiro and A. Vainshtein.
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 14/1997

Die Riemannsche Zetafunktion
06.04. bis 12.04.1997

Diese Arbeitsgemeinschaft wurde von J. Brüdern (Stuttgart), A. Goncharov und
G. Harder (Bonn) organisiert.

Seit mehr als zweihundert Jahren steht bereits die Riemannsche Zetafunktion
im Interesse der Mathematik. Es war nun das Ziel dieser Arbeitsgemeinschaft die
im Laufe dieser Zeit gefundenen Ansätze zu würdigen, dabei wieder ins Gedächt
nis zu rufen und neuere Entwicklungen aufzuzeigen. Im Mittelpunkt stand die
Riemannsche Vermutung und das Verstehen der Natur der Riemannschen Zeta
funktion an ganzzahligen Argumenten.
Dabei wurden neben wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretischen SchluBweisen und Tech
niken aus der analytischen Zahlentheorie auch Ansätze aus der K:"Theorie und
motivistischen Mathematik vorgestellt. Experten aus unterschiedlichen Gebieten
der Mathematik hatten sich eingefunden. Die anregenden fachlichen Gespräche
führten zu einer sehr fruchtvollen und inspirierenden Atmosphäre. Die gelungene _
Tagung zeigte auf wie vielfältige Weise Mathematiker in der Lage sind Probleme •
anzupacken und zu lösen.

Am Donnerstag abend wurde traditionell das Thema für die nächste Arbeitsge
meinschaft im kommenden Herbst gewählt. Die Mehrheit der Anwesenden haben
sich für das aktuelle Thema:

MIRROR SYMMETRIEN

entschieden.



Vortragsauszüge

Wulf-Dieter Geyer Von Euler zu Riemann

Berichtet wurde über Euters Benutzung der Zetafunktion, seine verschiedenen At
tacken zur Bestimmung der Zetawerte an positiven und negativen ganzen Zahlen
(insbesondere verschiedene Beweise zur Berechnung von (2) bis hin zu Calabis
Beweis) .und sein Weg zur Funktionalgleichung von (s) und der damit bedingten
Gleichung (1- m) = -Bm/m. Als Hilfmittel wurden die Bernoulli - Zahlen ein
geführt. die Euler vor der Beschäftigung mit (s) schon bei seiner Summenformel
begegnet waren; ferner wurde der Satz von v. Staudt - (lausen über die Nenner
der Bernoulli - Zahlen vorgestellt.

Ulf Kühn Zetafunktionen und Funktionalgleichungen

Die Riemannsche Zetafunktion (s) besitzt eine meromorphe Fortsetzung auf
ganz <C und genügt einer Funktionalgleichung. Die Lage der nichttrivialen Null
stellen und der Wert des Residuum bei s = 1 ist bekannt. Dies folgt aus der
Poissonschen Summenformel. Verallgemeinerungen auf Dirichletsche L-Reihen
und Dedekindsche Zetafunktionen wurden vorgestellt.
Die Zetafunktion für Funktionenkörper besitzt ebenfalls eine meromorphe Fort
setzung und genügt einer Funktionalgleichung. Dies folgt aus dem Satz von
Riemann-Roch für Kurven. Der Beweis der dazu gehörigen Riemannschen Vermu
tung wurde skizziert. Dieser folgt aus dem Satz von Riemann-Roch für Flächen.

',ri..- .• __....:

Georg Weber Explizite Formeln

Als Grundlage bereitgestellt wurde die WEILSCHE EXPLIZITE FORMEL (A. Weil
1952).
Sei !( algebraischer Zahlkörper von Grad n = Tl + 2T2. Diskriminante dK ; P be
zeichne eine Nullstelle der Dedekindschen Zetafunktion (K(S) im kritischen Strei
fen. Für gewisse F : lR ---. ce und ihre Transformierten ~(s) = f~oo F(x)e(s-!)x dx
gilt dann:

". ~(p) - ~(O) - <1>(1) = F(O) log IdKI +" Wv(F)
L..J 4r2 1rn L..J

P vloo

00 log Np
~ ~ N m/2 (F(log Npm) + F( -log Npm».

p Primideal m=l p

Das WEILsche Funktional Wv(F) ist nach K.Barmer gegeben durch Wv(F) :=

~ Jooo (2:'~~l - 12~~!:. (F(x) + F( -x)) dX) für reelle vloo. ähnlich für komplexe
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1I1°o. Für K = Q ergibt sich daraus VON MANGOLDTS explizite Formel:

1 .xp ('(0) 1 1
- (\l1(x + 0) + \I1(x - 0)) = x - L - - - - -log(l - -)
2 . P P ((0) 2 x 2

durch Spezialisieren von F. Entsprechende explizite Formeln für DIRICHLETsche
L-Reihen lassen sich analog herleiten.
Bewiesen wird die WEILsche explizite Formel durch Anwenden des Residuensat-

zes auf ~(s)~~~:~ mit ~K(S) := (41~~L)i r(~Ylr(sY2(K(S) unter Ausnutzung

von ~ = - Ep E:=l l~gp~!. Am Rande wurde auf Diskriminantenabschätzun
gen eingegangen.

Stephan Kühnlein Der Kohomologische Zugang

Berichtet wurde über Deningers Ansatz, Dedekind-Zetafunktionen zu verste
hen. Hierzu wurde ein kurzer Abriß von l-adischer Kohomologie von glatten,
projektiven Kurven C über lFq , (l /Iq), gegeben. Für diese Situation wu rde
nach Einführung des Begriffes der regularisierten Determinante die von Denin
ger definierte Kohomologietheorie H·(C/Lq) =: ID>(HZt (C,.Q)l8lC) bespro
chen, wobei ID> ein Funktor von C[Z]-Moduln nach lLq [O]-Moduln ist. Es ist
ILq := C[exp( l~;~~)' exp(-l~;~~)] und ]I) ein exakter Tensorfunktor.
Ausgehend von dieser Tatsache wurden dann Minimalforderungen an einen (noch
zu definierenden) arithmetische Situs formuliert, die es erlauben würden, kom
plettierte Dedekind-Zetafunktionen als alternierende Produkte regularisierter De
terminanten auf der durch den Situs definierten Kohomologie zu erhalten.
Insbesondere würde die Existenz eines Hodge-Operators auf der ersten Kohomo
logie die RIEMANNsche Vermutung beweisen.
Deningers Ansatz impliziert beweisbare Tatsachen, insbesondere eine Form der
WEILschen expliziten Formeln, und die Tatsache, daß 1; 12~s (K(S) als regulari
sierte Determinante geschrieben werden kann, wenn s nicht von der Gestalt p- A,
(K(p) = 0, A E lR, ist. e

Hartmut Maennel Ideen von A. Connes zur Riemannschen
Vermutung

Die Note von Connes (C.R. Acad. Sei. Paris, t.323, Series I. p. 1231-1236, 1996)
besteht aus zwei Teilen:

3
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A) Im ersten Teil zeigt Connes, daß es nützlich definierte Hilberträume 1{' C 1{

mit einem Operator e gibt. so daß

Spec(8hi' ) {it E ilR I(~ + it) = o}
{it E ilR IL(X, ~ + it) = 0 für einen Dirichlet Charakterx}

Für 6 E IR, fJ > 1 definiert Connes Hilberträume 1-l6 mit einer Operation U der
Idelklassengruppe C := J /(y auf rl6 , so daß sich für ljJ E Cö(C), </>(1) = 0 als
Spur der Operation ergibt:

Tr U(</» = ~(O) + <1>(1) - L ~(p, X)
PE~+iR. x
L(x,p)=O

mit <p(s,X) := fc </>(g)X(g Igl-1
) Igl8 d*g, wobei über die Nullstellen.:~~ntspre

chend ihrer Vielfachheit summiert wird. sofern diese 8;1 nicht übersteigt~

B) Im zweiten (spekulativen) Teil interpretiert Connes den Hilbertraum 1-l6 als
"L~(A/Q*) "und vergleicht obige Formel mit Weil's expliziter Formel, die man
in der Form schreiben kann:

pprim pE}o.l[+ia, x
L(x,p)=O

Die verallgemeinerte Riemannsche Vermutung läßt sich damit umformulieren zu
Tr U(4)) = Woo (</» + L pWp(<j». Dies sollte nach Connes der geometrische Teil
einer Spurformel für die Aktion von C auf dem Raum A/Q* sein.

Alla lavrik-Männlin Nullstellen von «(8) I

Es wurde über einen tiefliegenden Zusammenhang zwischen den Nullstellen der
Riemannschen Zetafunktion und den Primzahlen berichtet. Die Beziehung zwi
schen dem Restglied im Primzahlsatz und dem nullstellenfreien Gebiet von «8)
wurde explizit erläutert. Die nullstellenfreien Gebiete von Hadamard, de la Vallee
Poussin und Vinogradov wurden vorgestellt und deren grundlegenden Ideen und
Methoden erklä rt.

Pieter Moree Nullstellen 11

Let N(a, T) be the number of zeros p of «s) of the form p = ß + i" ß > u,
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o ::; T ~ T. The RH would imply that N(a, T) = 0 for (J ~ !. For many appli
cations results of strength equal to those on assumption of RH can be obtained
on the assumption that

N(a, T) « T 2(1-u)+t:,
1

a > -.
- 2

This assumption is known as the density hypothesis. In the talk a result of Bohr
and Landau has been proven, to the extend that N(a, T) = O(T), a ~ ~ and
fixed. The proof makes use of an estimate for the second moment. The rest of

3{l-(7) __

the talk was devoted to the result of Ingham, that N(a, T) « T 2-(7 +E. .,

Helmut Maier Das probabilistische Modell und seine Grenzen

Zunächst wurde Cramer's Modell vorgestellt, das Eigenschaften der Primzahl
verteilung aus Eigenschaften der Verteilung von gewissen Zufallsfolgen ableitet.
Sodann wurden Grenzen dieses Modells aufgezeigt. Insbesondere wurde über Er
gebnisse über Unregelmäßigkeiten der Primzahlverteilung in kurzen Intervallen
berichtet, welche zu Cramer's Modell im Widerspruch stehen.

Tobias Dern Primzahlen in arithmetischen Progressionen I

Zunächst wurden nullstellenfreie Gebiete für Dirichlet L-Reihen in der Form
L(s, X) i= 0 für Re(s» 1 - c log(q(llmsl + 2))-1 mit einer absoluten Kon
stanten c hergeleitet, wobei für reelle Charaktere noch eine exzeptionelle Null
stelle zugelassen werden mußte. Diese exzeptionelle Nullstelle wurde mit Hilfe
der Siegelschen Schranke L(l, X) > C{€)q-E für beliebiges € > 0 abgeschätzt.
Aus der expliziten Formel für 'l/J{x, X) = Ln<x x(n) A(n) ergibt sich mit diesen
Abschätzungen der -
SATZ VON SIEGEL-WALFISZ: Zu A > 0 existiert c(A) > 0, so daß für (a, q) = 1
und q :5: log(x)A gilt e

'I/J(x,q,a) = r.p~q) + 0 (xe-C
(A)y'

I09(Z») .

Als Korollar erhält man den Primzahlsatz für arithmetische Progressionen.

Joachim Dulinski Primzahlen in arithmetischen Progressionen 11

Ziel des Vortrags war es. die Sätze von Barban-Davenport-Halberstamm und
Bombieri-Vinogradov zu beweisen. Es handelt sich dabei um die beiden folgen
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Aussagen:
SATZ (BARBAN-DAVENPORT-HALBERSTAMM):

I

X 1

2

X

2

E E 1/;(a,q,a) - -() «-(I)A + Qxlogx
q'SQ amodq <P q ogx

(a,q)=1

SATZ (BOMBIERI- VINOGRADOV):

E maXamodq maXy~x 1'Ij;(y, q, a) - l()I« (I x )A + Q x! (lOgQX)6.
q$Q (a,q)=1 <p q ogx

Zum Beweis wurden das GroBe Sieb und dessen Anwendungen für die Abschätzun
gen von Charaktersummen vorgestellt, was mit Standardtechniken, d.h. Ortho
gonalitätsrelationen für Dirichlet-Charaktere und partielle Summation, sofort die
erste Aussage liefert. Für den Beweis der zweiten Aussage, muB die Methodik
noch verfeinert werden. Hierzu wurde der Trick von Vaughan vorgestell~.

Manfred Peter Quadratisches und biquadratisches Moment
der Zetafunktion

Motohashis explizite Formel für das gedämpfte vierte Moment der Zetafunktion
auf der 1/2-Geraden stellt eine Verbindung zwischen Zetafunktionen und spek
tralen Daten des Laplace-Operators zur vollen modularen Gruppe auf der oberen
Halbebene her. Dabei gehen die diskreten Eigenwerte, die Maass-Fourierkoeffizienten
der zugehörigen Eigenfunktionen und deren Hecke-Eigenwerte ein. Die~arithme

tische Information ist kodiert im Wert an der Stelle 1/2 der automorphe~ Hecke
L-Reihen zu den Eigenfunktionen. Ein wesentliches Hilfsmittel zum Beweis ist die
Spurformel von Kuznetsov. Anwendungen bestehen in Form einer guten Asym
ptotik für das ungedämpfte vierte Moment

Gabriele Nebe p-adische Interpolation und Kummersche
Kongruenzen
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Gemäß Washington's Introduction to Cyclotomic Fields werden p-adische L
Funktionen eingeführt, die im weiteren die Werte der L-Funktion an den negati
ven ganzen Zahlen interpolieren, und schließlich die Kummer' schen Kongruenzen
hergeleitet.

Jörg Wildeshausen Die Werte ((1 - k) und die Struktur der
Idealklassengruppe von Q((p)

Für eine ungerade Primzahl p wurde zunächst ein Überblick über die Arithmetik

des Zahlkörpers Q(p), (p := e~ gegeben. Insbesondere:
SATZ VON HERBRAND: Sei C der p-adische Anteil der Klassengruppe, X der
zyklotomische Charakter und C(Xi ) der Eigenanteil zum Charakter Xi. Dann gilt
für 2 :::; k ::; p - 3 gerade:

Hauptziel des Vortrags war eine Übersicht der wesentlichen Beweisideen vom
SATZ VON RIBET: Mit obigen Bezeichnungen gilt:

Thomas Geisser Borel-Regulatoren

Es gibt folgenden Zusammenhang zwischen dem führenden Taylorkoeffizienten
der Zetafunktion an negativen ganzen Stellen eines Zahlkörpers K und einer Re
gulatorabbildung:
SATZ VON BOREL: Es gibt einen kanonischen Isomorphismus

Seide Seiten haben eine rationale Struktur, und das Kovolumen beträgt

J'jDI1r- lK:Q](m+l) (i< (-m). Dies ist ein Spezialfall von Beilinson's Vermutungen
über Werte von L-Funktionen.
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Herbert Gangl Zeta-Werte und Polylogarithmen

Die Zeta - Werte Ln>l -k an ganzen SteHen m(> 1) wurden deformiert zu

Polylogarithmen lim(z) ~ Ln>l z: und dann Bloch's Kriterium (von Zagier

verallgemeinert) vorgestellt. umLj;.earkombinationen von Ei ±lim(zi), Zi E Q

anzugeben (und sogar vermutungsweise zu charakterisieren). die rational wieder

um (m) ergeben. Eine entsprechende Aussage für Zahlkörper ist für m = 2,3

bewiesen (Suslin. Goncharov, Zagier). Für imaginärquadratische Zahtkörper lie

fert die hyperbolische Geometrie eine solche Aussage mit beschränktem Nenner,

so daß man beweisen kann, daß

. 41r
2

( 1 + A -1 +A)
«(1(..;=7) = 21A 2D( 2 + D( 4 .

Hier bezeichnet D(z) = Im(Li2(z) -Iogfzllh(z)) den Btoch - Wigner - Diloga

rithmus.

Dan Fulea Regulatoren und Polylogarithmen

1. Motivischer Formalismus ("Working Definition"). Die Struktur der Kategorie

Var der glatten (quasi)projektiven Varietäten über Q kann mittels Kohomofogie

theorien untersucht werden. Diese haben als Zielkategorien Kategorien von ·Vek

torräumen (mit zusätzlicher Struktur), die über verschiedenen Körpern definiert

sind: HSetti(X, (J(O)) E (Vekt/Q), HOR(X, Q(O» E (Vekt/Q), H~t(X, Q(O)) E

(Q [Gal(QIQ)}-mod . Es gibt Vergleichsisomorphisme nach Übergang zu C. Q .

... HSetti(X) 0 C ~ HOR(X) ® C t HOR(X) <8l <eh ~ H~t(X), ... funktorieIl in

X. Ein Motiv wurde als eine Ansammlung von Objekten in den verschiedenen

lielkategorien definiert, die sich durch die Vergleichsisomorphisme entsprechen .

. Die Werte (in Q oder Q) von L-Funktionen wurden mit der Determinante die

ser Vergleichsisomorphisme, berechnet bzgl. Q-basen , in Verbindung gebracht.

Sei Z( -n) := H?n(F, Z) für eine beliebige (Ko-)Homologie-Theorie H? Die

Werte von L-Funktionen stehen dann in Verbindung mit Extension-Klassen aus

Ext~(Q(O), Q(k).
2. Konstruktion von Extension-Klassen. Zu X := pI, U := pI \ {O, oo}, V =

Vx := U \ {l, x} für x E pI (Q), bilden wir HI(U, (Inklusion i : V '-+ U),Zv) =

Hl(U, i!Z). Die langexakte Kohomologiensequenz zu 0 --+ i,Zv --+ Zu --+

7lu/71 v -+ 0 liefert auf U ... HO(Z) --+ HO(Z/i,Z} ~ Hl(i,Z) -+ Hl(Z) ~ 0,

und anschließend eine Extension 0 -+ Z(O) --+ Hl(U, i!Z) --., Z( -1) --+ 0,

da Hl(71) :::: 8 l (U, Z) = H 2(PI, Z) = Z( -1) aus der exakten MAYER

VIEToRIs-Sequenz. So ist Hl (U, i,Z) f) motivischer" Natur. Die analoge Kon

struktion im Fall X := pI X pI, U := ]pt x pI \ {Xl oder X2 = O,oo},

V = Vx := U \ {Xl oder X2 = 1, x} wurde betrachtet. Dann liefert Nx :=

H2(U, i,'Zvz ) nicht direkt eine Klasse in Ext1(Z( -2), Z(O)) sondern nur eine

8



Filtration 0 ~ Z(O) ~ Mx ~ Nx mit sukzessiven Quotienten Z(O) = Z(O)/O,
Z( -1) = Mx/Z(O) und Z(-2) = Nx/ Mx. Es wird erwartet, daß universel
le Konstruktionen in einer Tensorkategorie (Symm, Alt, ... ) in den Objekte NXi

nur dann Klassen in Ext1(Z(-2), Z(O)) liefern, wenn die formale Summe L:[Xi]
im BLOCH-Komplex auf Null gebildet wird. Entsprechende Extensionen sollten
dann trivial sein, wenn die formale Summe eine Relation im Sinne der ZAGIER

Vermutung bildet.

Annette Huber Reine Hodge - Strukturen

Wir führen die folgende Struktur ein:
Definition (Deligne) A = Q, IR. Eine reine Hodge - Struktur H vom Gewicht i ist
ein Tripel (HA, (He, Fe), h : HA ~ He), bestehend aus einem A-VR HA, ei
nem CC-VR He. einer absteigenden Filtration Fe und einer A-linearen Abbildung
h, so daß

1) HA @ <C ----. He ein Isomorphismus

2) Für die Hpq := FP He n FqHe gilt

EB Hpq ----. He ist 150m.
p+q=i

Eine reine A-Hodge - Struktur H über IR ist eine Hodge - Struktur zusammen
mit einer Involution t : H ---+ H. Es wurde erklärt, warum Hh(X(C), A)
(X eine glatte projektive Varietät über <C bzw. lR) eine solche Struktur trägt.
Schließlich wurden spezielle Beispiele behandelt.

Jörg Wildeshausen Gemischte Hodge - Strukturen

ExtMHS~(A(O),H) = C~cC/(21ri)k A) + .

Um die Struktur von Hh(X(C), A) für beliebige X (nicht notwendig glatt, pro-
jektiv) begrifflich zu fassen, wurden zunächst gemisc.hte A- Hodge - Strukturen .-.
und A- Hodge - Strukturen über IR definiert. Als Beispiele dienten: •
H1(E(C)-{O, x}, A) mit E /CC elliptische Kurve, x =1= 0 und BI (Gm (C)rel {I, x}, A),

xl!.
Man hat eine Aussage über die Gestalt von Ext l

- Gruppen in den Kategorien
MHSA und MHSÄ' Für k 2:: 1 und

H := HB(X(CC), A) (k), X = Spec K, K Zahlkörper

spezialisiert diese zu folgendem
SATZ:

9
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Es bezeichne dabei + den Fixraum unter der Involution, die durch komplexe
Konjugation sowohl auf {(1 : K '-+ C} als auch auf C/(21ri)k A gegeben ist. Für
k ~ 2 ist die rechte Seite dieser Gleichung der Zielbereich des Regulators aus
K2k - 1(OK)®Q.

Günter Harder Konstruktion von Extensionsklassen

Man hofft, daB eine abelsche Kategorie von gemischten Motiven existiert. Sind
<Cl( -n) = H2n(IF), dann sollten gelten

i

V
{\

ExtMM (Q(-n - 1), Q(O)) = {.~ :
gerade

ungerade

Wenn es diese Extensionsgruppen gibt, dann hat man einen Homomorp~ismus

ExtMM (Q(-n - 1), Q(O)) -+ Ext~em. Hodge (Q(-n - 1), Q(O)) ~ IR

und man vermutet, daB das Bild für n gerade der eindimensionale Teilraum
('( -n)Q C IR ist.
Es wurden Konstruktionen angegeben, die gemischte Motive und die vermutete
Hodge - Extensionsklasse liefern.

Berichterstatter: Bernhard Ernst Heim
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N umerical Linear Algebra and Scientific Computing

13.04. - 19.4.1997

The conference, organized by Gene H. Golub (Stanford), Wilhelm Niethammer (Karlsruhe) andRichard S. Varga (Kent), was attended by 46 individuals frorn 13 eountries. In a first attempt tofollow the reeommendations of the Institute there were fewer leetures in the morning and afternoonsessions, whereas in the evening some problems of numerical algebra and scientific computing havebeen informally presented and diseussed.
One major topic was the iterative solution of large linear systems of equations and - to some extenteigenvalue problems. Special topics were Lanezos and cg-like methods, especially for non-symmetriesystems. Preconditioning, e.g. with approximate inverses was discussed in connection with parallelcomputing.
Often these methods were examined together with applieations such as quantumchromodynamics',impedance tomography, the Oseen problems, eonnvection-diffusion problems, initial value problems,ill-posed problems and regularization, and the algebraic Riccati equations. Over- and underdetermined systems were considered. Other questions presented were efficient matrix multiplications, multilevel methods and panel clustering in boundary element methods.
Finally, same theoretical questions such as matrix structures, stability radii and inertia of matriceswere treated.
An overall impression was that numerical linear algebra is in the center of scientific eomputing and thata good mixture of experts from both topics were present. This together with the intimate atmosphereof the conference 100 to many fruitful discussions and initiated forthcoming joint projects.
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GREG AMMAR

A Parameterized Implementation of the QR algorithm for Sub-Unitary Hessenberg
Matrices

Computing the eigenvalues of unitary Hessenberg matrices is appealing for many of the same reasons
as for real symmetrie tridiagonal matrices. Each cl~s consists of normal Hessenberg matrices that
can be represented using 2n - 1 parameters, and each form lends itself in several ways to efficient
eigenvalue computation. For example, one step of the QR algorithm preserves the structure in each
dass, which provides the basis for implementations of the QR algorithm using O(n) flops per step.
The characteristic polynomials of the leading principal submatrices of a unitary Hessenberg matrix __
form a (finite) sequence of Szegö polynomials. Computing the zeros of Szegö polynomials ia important •
in signal processing applications. While significant success has been achieved for the unitary Hessen-
berg eigenvalue problem, the eigenvalue problem for aleading principal submatrix is lesa tractable.
The Jordan blocks of such matrices can be of arbitrary sizes. Their eigenvalues are inside the unit
circ1e, but are otherwise unconstrained. Although such matrices can also be represented using ap
proximately 2n parameters, this parameterization is not preserved by a QR step.
In this talk we will present a new algorithm that efficiently implements the QR algorithm on these sub
unitary Hessenberg matrices. A key observation for the algorithm development is to recognize these
matrices as a s~bset of a class of Hessenberg matrices that can be represented using approximately
4n parameter~. This larger dass of matrices is invariant under the QR iteration, and allows for the
implementation of the implicitly shifted QR algorithm in this elass using O(n) flops per iteration.
Aspects of this talk represent joint work with William Gragg and Chunyang He.

OWE AXELSSON

On Newton type continuation method

Newton type continuation methods to solve nonlinear systems of equations are considered. In its
standard form, when discretized, the resulting step-by-step (or discrete) iteration method converges
in general with a superlinear rate but only locally, Le. for initial values sufficiently elose to a solution.
To find such sufficiently elose approximations various forms of modification of the standard method
can be used. Three such methods for which, under mild assumptions on the nonlinear mapping,
convergence takes place from any initial point are considered:

(i) "Load increment" method

(ii) Monitoring of stepsized in the damped step version of the Newton method

(iü) Continuation in a meshsize parameter when solving nonlinear boundary value problems and the e
control of both iteration and discretization errors.

Convergence praafs are given and some aspects in the practical implementations of the methods are
discussed, in particular when solving problems with a nearly singular Jacobian matrix.

ZHAOJUN BAI

Some Unconventional Numerical Linear Algebra Problems
and Their Applicatio~

There are numerous applications in physics, statistics and electrical circuit simulation where it is
required to bound or estimate entries -and the trace of tbe inverse and the determinant of a large
sparse matrix. In molecular dynamics by tight-binding method, it requires to compute a partial
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eigenvalue surn of a large scale symmetrie positive definite pair of matrices. All these unconventionalnumerical linear algebra problems can cast as the problem of computing of tbe bilinear form uT f{A)ufor a proper defined matrix A and vectors u and function J(.), which is defined on tbe spectrumof A. We present a numerical method for estimating the bilinear form, where tbe matrix A is onlyreferenced through matrix-vector multiplications. Therefore it is suitable for large scale problems.The method is based on the Gaussian quadrature for Riemann-Stieltjes integral, and Lanczos processfor generating orthogonal polynomials and many other tools. Comparing With approaches which arebased on conventional numericaJ algebra methods, the new approach is generally less accurate, hutis much less constrained in memory and computational requirements and is significantly faster. Forexample, in a tight-binding molecular dynamics study, the accuracy of the new method is acceptable.We are able to tackle problem sizes previously intractable.
This is joint work with Gene Golub.

MICHELE BENZI
A comparision of sparse approximate inverse preconditioners

There exist currently several alternative proposals for constructing sparse approximate)nyerses, someof which have been compared with standard incomplete factorization techniques.. !Iowever, thereseems to be a lad of direct comparisons between different approximate inverse techniques on a broadrange of problems. In this talk, we will survey many of the existing methods and we will present theresuIts of a systematic computational study aimed at assessing the effectiveness of the various methodsfor different types of problems, with particular attention to their robustness, rates of convergence, andimplementation issues. This is joint work with Miroslav Tüma (Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague).

AKE BJÖRCK
Solving large sparse or structured total least squares problems

We discuss a dass ofmethods for solving large scale total least squares (TLS) problems: minE,r lI(E, r)IIFsubject to {A + E)x = b + r. The methods are based on the observation that the TLS solution XTLSsatisfies the deregularized normal equations (ATA - O'~+lI)XTLS = ATb, where O'n +1 = \I{E t r)IIF.Together with the equation O'~+l == bT(b - AXTLS) these normal equations form a nonliilear system ofequations for XTLS and O'n +l, which can be solved by Newton's method. A suitable starting approximation is the standard least squares solution XLS. If the Rayleigh quotient p(x) == Ilb- Aill~/lI(xT, -1)"~is used to approximate 17~+1' the loeal rate of convergence is (almost always) cubic.In each step two linear systems of the form (ATA - pIlz =: 9 need to be solved for the corrections.These linear systems can be solved by a preconditioned conjugate gradient method as inner iteration.The same preconditioners as developed for the standard least squares problem can be used. Takingthe preconditioner to be the Cholesky factor of ATA typically leads to convergence in two or at mostthree Rayleigh quotient iterations. NumericaJ experiments show that taking (k + 1) inner iterationsin the kth step suffices. This makes the methods suitable for solving large sparse or structured TLSproblems.
Possible generalizations to multidimensionaJ TLS problems are outlined.

MIKHAIL A. BOTCHEV
SSOR-like preconditioning Cor the Oseen problem

Large sparse systems of linear equations of the form

A#AT>O,
C=CT~O,
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often arise in numerical solution of the Navier - Stokes equations (the Oseen problem). Ta salve
the system iteratively, we consider indefinite nonsymmetric preconditioning incorporating the SSOR
factorization of A. The skew preconditioning (ZAMM vol. 76, suppl. 3, pp. 483-484) is used to analyze
convergence for the case when the skew symmetrie part of A dominates.
In numerical experiments the introduced technique is compared with the BFBt and the Stokes pre
conditionings.

CLAUDE BREZINSKI

Multilevel iterative scheme for systems of equatioDS

We introduce generalizations of tbe linear and nonHnear Richardson iterative methods for solving
systems of linear and nonlinear equations. The optimal scalar relaxation parameter of the descent
step is replaced by a matrix whose dimension is much lower than the dimension of the original problem.
We give generalizations of the Deltak method introduced for solving fixed point problems. Various
numerical examples illustrate the purpose. They concern tbe solution of partial differential equations
by the nonlinear Galerkin method and incremental unknowns.

ANGELIKA BUNSE-GERSTNER

A Jacobi-like method for solving algebraic Riccati equations on parallel computers

An algoritbm to solve continuous-time algebraic Riccati equations tbrough the Hamiltonian Schur
form is developed. It is an adaptation of the ideas for an unsymmetric J acobi method of Eberlein to
the case of Hamiltonian matrices. It uses unitary symplectic similarity transformations and preserves
the Hamiltonian structure of tbe matrix. Each iteration step needs only local information about
the current matrix, tbus aclmitting efficient parallel implementations on certain parallel architectures.
Convergence performance of the algorithm is compared with the recently proposed Hamiltonian
Jacobi algorithm of Byers. The numerical experiments suggest that the method presented here is
considerably faster for Hamiltonian matrices which are not near to normality.
This is joint work with Heike Faßbender.

DANIELA CALVETTI

A Lanczos based regularizing iterative method ror underdetermined linear systems

We are concerned with the solution of underdetermined linear systems of equations with a very ill
conditioned matrix A, whose dimensions are so large to make solution by direct metbods impractical
or infeasible. Image reconstruction from projections often gives rise to such systems. In order to
facilitate the computation of a meaningful approximate solution, we regularize the linear system,
Le., we replace it by a nearby system that is better conditioned. The amount of regularization is
determined by a regularization parameter. Its optimal value is, in most applications, not known a
priori. We present a new iterative method based on the Lanczos algorithm for determining a suitable
value of the regularization parameter by the discrepancy principle and an approximate solution of the
regularized. system of equations.

RAYMOND H. CHAN

Iterative Methods ror Toeplitz Systems
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In this talk, we give some of tbe latest developments on using the preconditioned conjugate gradient
method for solving Toeplitz systems. One ofthe main advantages ofthe method is that the complexity
of solving a large class of n-by-n Toeplitz systems is reduced to O(n logn) operations as compared
to O(n log2 n) operations required by fast direct Toeplitz solvers. Different preconditioners proposed
for Toeplitz systems will be reviewed. Applications of the method to Toeplitz-related systems arising
from partial differential equations, queuing networks, signal and image processing, integral equations
and time series analysis will be given.

TONY F. CHAN

MLBiCGSTAB:A BiCGSTAB Variant Based on Multiple Starting Lanczos Vectors

We present a variant of the popular BiCGSTAB method for solving nonsymmetrie linear systems.
The method, which we denote by ML (k) BiCGSTAB, is derived from a variant of the BiCG method
based on a Lanczos process using multiple (k > 1) starting left Lanczos vectors. Compared with the
original BiCGSTAB method, our new method produces a residual polynomial wbich is of lower degree
after the same number of steps but which also requires fewer matrix-vector products to generate, on
average requiring ooly 1 + l/k matvec's per step. .
Empirically, it also seems to be more stable and faster convergent. The new methQd~.can be im
plemented as a k-term recurrence and can be viewed as a bridge connecting the Arnoldi-based
FOM/GMRES methods and the Lanczos-based BiCGSTAB methods.
This is joint work with M.C. Yeung.

PAUL VAN DOOREN

About stability radii

The basic stability radius problem can be defined as follows. Let A be a stahle matrix with all
its eigenvalues in the stability region S (typically the open left half plane or the open unit disc).
The stahility radius of A is the norm of smallest (complex) perturbation A that causes at least one
eigenvalue of A + A to become unstable, Le.

rc = min {IIßII2, ~ E cnxn
, 3A(A +~) rt S}

This problem is weH studied by several authors. and there exists an analytic formulation for rc as weIl
as a quadratically convergent algorithm to eompute it.
In this talk we diseuss several variants and extensions of this standard problem to the generalized
eigenvalue problem and to the periodie eigenvalue problem. We also talk about the use of different
norms as weH as structured perturbations. This is ongoing work with C. Lawrence, C. Oara, J.
Sreedhar, A. Tits and V. Vermaut.

ALAN EDELMAN

Recent Progress on Eigenvalue Nearness Problems: Geometrical Analyses and
Optimization Approaches

Nearness of a matrix to a multiple eigenvalue is indicated by a small eosine between left and right
eigenvectors, as for example is eomputed by MATLAB's condeig routine or the RCONDE variable
in LAPACK. What ean we supply the user who wishes to exactly obtain the nearest matrix with
a multiple eigenvalue or more generally the nearest matrix (or pencil) with a particular canonical
form? This is a diffieult problem studied in various ways by Boley, Demmel, Golub, Kägström, Ruhe,
van Dooren, Wilkinson and many others.
In the first part of this talk, we indicate by which geometrical mechanism current column-at-a-time
algorithms such as staircase algorithms faH to obtain the globally closent matrix or pencil.
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In the second part of this talk, we show how recently derived algorithms for optimization on the Stiefel
manifold can provide a "fix" and will describe current software efforts to realize this fix.
This talk represents joint work with Yanyuan Ma and Ross Lippertt and builds upon research with
Erik Elmroth and also Jim Demmel and Bo Kägström.

OLIVER ERNST

MiniDlal Residual Methods far Stabilized Discretizations of Convection-Diffusian
Problems

We examine the effect of stabilization techniques for finite element discretization of convection
diffusion problems on the convergence behavior of the minimal residual Krylov subspace iteration
method. It is shown that - besides removing non physical oscillation in the discute solution - this
also leads to faster convergence of the discrete iteration.
This is shown for the case of additive multilevel preconditioning for some simple model problems.

BERND FISCHER

Towards optimal streamline upwinding rar advection-diffusion problems

In this talk we consider the design of robust and efficient finite element approximation methods for
solving advection-diffusion equations. The theme of the talk is that stabilization of the discretization
is often achieved by "regularizing" the discrete system which typically introduces stability parameters
into the solution process. These roust be carefully chosen if the resulting methodology is to be effective
- it is all tao easy to over-stabilize giving smooth but inaccurate solutions.
It turns out that for the advection-diffusion problem the quality of the approximation is largely
determined by spectral properties of tbe underlying discrete opertor. Our aim is to show that it is
possible to guarantee good approximation by choosing the parameter value which gives "optimally
convergent" Krylov subspace iterative solvers when applied to the regularized equation systems.
The effectiveness of the proposed schemes will be demonstrated in a variety of examples.

ROLAND W. FREUND

Reduced-order modeling of large-scale dynamical systems by Lanczos-type methods

We present an approach for the stable and efficient computation of matrix Pade approximations
to tbe matrix-valued transfer functions of general multi-input multi-output time-invariant linear
dynamical systems. The proposed method is based on a variant of a novel Lanczos-type method for
multiple starting vectors t which was recently developed by Aliaga, BoleYt Freund and Hernandez. We I~
establish a connection between the Lanczos process and matrix Pade approximants of multi-input .,
multi-output transfer functions. This result generalizes tbe well-known Lanczos-Pade connection
between the classical Lanczos process and scalar Pade approximants of single-input single-output
transfer functions, to tbe case of matrix-valued transfer functions.

ANDREAS FROMMER

Krylov Subspace Methods for Problems in Quantumchromodynamics

Quantumchromodynamics (QCD) is the fundamental theory of tbe strong interaction between matter.
Calculating physical observables from tbis tbeory requires to solve many very large non-hermitian
linear systems which arise from a nearest neighbor coupling on a four-dimensional space-time lattice.
QCD computations are one of the most important and time consuming supercomputer applications.
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We present recent progress with Krylov subspace methods for solving these systems exploitiog 000

trivial symmetry properties, particular parameter dependenees and preconditioning techniques. In
particular, we will foeus on parallel SSOR type preeonditioners and present a general framework to
treat shifted systems simultaneously in restarted GMRES and other Krylov subspace methods.

ELDAR GELADI

Iterative solution of elliptic problems by approximate factorization

We analyze a space-time domain decomposition iteration, for a model adveetion diffusion equation in
one and two dimensions. The asymptotie eonvergence rate is superlinear, and it is governed by the
diffusion of the error aeross the overlap between subdomains. Henee, it depends on both the size of
this overlap and the diffusion coefficient in the equation. However, it is independent of the number of
subdomains. The convergenee rate for the heat equation in a large time window is initially linear and
it deteriorates as the number of subdomains increases. The duration of the transient linear regime is
proportional to the length of the time wi~dow. For advection dominated problems, the eonvergence
rate is initially linear and it improves as the the ratio of advection to diffusion increases. Moreover,
it is independent of the size of the time window and of the number of subdomains. In two space
dimensions, the iteration possesses the smoothing property: high modes of the error are damped
much faster then low modes. This is a result of the natural sffioothing property of the heat equation.
Numerieal ealeulations illustrate our analysis.

MARTIN H. GUTKNECHT

Look-ahead Lanczos Revisited

The eonstruetion of the iterates and residuals of Lanczos-type sol~ers is based on either a three-term
reeurrence or a pair of eoupled two-term recurrenees for the Lanezos veetors that generate two Krylov
spaees. However, the Lanezos process for non-Hermitian matrices is well-known to be endangered
by breakdowns. These breakdowns and tbe eorresponding near-breakdowns can be circumvented by
look-ahead steps in all but very exceptional situations (the so-called incurable breakdowns). Look
ahead means to replace ill-defined or ill-conditioned Lanczos vectors by other, so-called inner vectors,
which still expand tbe Krylov space, but do not satisfy all the biorthogonality conditions. There are
various legitimate ways to define these inner vectors. We diseuss the pros and eons of several choices
and show that the introduction of eertain auxiliary vectors reduces the memory overheaCl in the ease
of suecessive look-ahead steps.
This is joint work with Madis Hochbruck.

ANNE GREENBAUM

Lanczos Vectors in tbe Computation of Matrix FunctioDS

The Lanczos algorithm uses a three-term recurrence to eonstruet on orthonormal basis for the Krylov
spaee eorresponding to a symmetrie matrix A and a nonzero starting vector f. The vectors and recur
rence coefficients produced by this algorithm can be used for a number of purposes t including solving
linear systems Au = f.{J and cornputing the matrix exponential e-tAcp. Although the vectors produced
in finite precision arithmetie are not orthogonal, we show why they can still be used effectively for
these purposes.

MARLIS HOCHBRUCK

On tbe use of Krylov methods in ODE solvers
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In this talk we study the numerical integration of large stiff systems of differential equations by
methods that use Krylov approximations for approximating the exponential or a related function of.
the Jacobian. We first show that Krylov methods for approximating the exponential typically converge
faster than those for the solution of the linear systems arising in standard stiff integrators.
The exponential methods offer favorable properties in the integration of differential equations whose
Jacobian has large imaginary eigenvalues. The emphasis in this talk lies on the interplay between
the construction of an ODE solver and the costs and memory requirements of the involved Krylov
processes.
This is joint work with Christian Lubich.

THOMAS K. HUCKLE

Sparse Approximate Inverses

We consider a general sparse matrix A. Computing a sparse .approximate inverse matrix M by
minimizing IIAM - Eil in the Frobenius norm is very useful for deriving preconditioners in iterative
solvers, especially in a parallel environment. First we give an overview over the original SPAI-algorithm
for computing such a matrix M.
The problems, that appear in this connection in a distributed memory setting, are the distribution of
the data - mainly submatrices of A - on the different processors. An a-priori knowledge of the data
that has to be sent to a processor would be very helpful in this connection in order to reduce the
communication time. Therefore we compare different strategies for choosing a-priori an approximate
sparsity structure of A-I. Such a sparsity pattern cau be used as a maximum pattern of allowed
entries for the sparse approximate inverse M. Then, with this maximum pattern we are able to
distribute the claimed data in one step to each processor. Therefore, communication is necessary only
at the beginning and at the end of a subprocess. Using the graphs associated with A, AT, and ATA,
we develop heuristic methods to find good and sparse approximate patterns for A-I.
Furthermore we suggest the preeonditioning of sparse triangular matrices by sparse approximate
inverses. If Ais well-conditioned then by using the same pattern as in A, a sparse approximate inverse
matrix M ean be computed very efficiently in a parallel environment and leads to fast eonvergence in
iterative methods like BiCGSTAB.

Bo KÄGSTRÖM

Nearby Jordan and Kronecker structures -
a qualitative approach in terms of stratifications and versal deformations

By viewing an n-by-n matrix A as a point in n 2 space instead of an array of numbers or an operator
on vectors, and similarly viewing an m x n matrix pencil A - AB as a point in 2mn spaee, certain -A
numerical eomputations relating to the Jordan or Kronecker canonical forms can be viewed as moving ..
matrices or matrix pencils from point to point or manifold to manifold in the n2 and 2mn spaces,
respeetively. Our objective is to make use of the geometry of the matrix and matrix peneil spaces, to
improve our knowledge of numerical algorithms and their failures.
We derive versal deformations of the Kronecker canonical form by deriving the tangent space and
orthonormal bases for the normal space to the orbits of strict1y equivalent matrix pencils. These
deformations reveal the loeal perturbation theory of matrix pencils that is related to the Kronecker
canonical form. We also obtain a new singular value bound for the distance to the orbits of less generic
pencils. The eoncepts, results and their derivations are mainly expressed in the language of nurnerical
linear algebra. We eonclude with experiments and applications.
The problem of stratification is to understand how the orbits relate to each other, i.e., to understand the
closure hierarchy of Jordan and Kronecker structures. If the clustering of eigenvalues is well-defined
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then the only question tbat may arise is what is tbe Jordan structure corresponding to an individual
eigenvalue. For matrices, it is tben enough to consider tbe stratification of nilpotent matrices, which
elegantly can be expressed by dominance orderings of integer partitions. When we are less confident
in tbe dustering, we mllst consider tbe stratification of matrix bundles. We use a similar approach
for the complete understanding of the stratmcation problem for orbits and bundles of matrix pencils.
As a direct application, since we expect (staircase) algoritbms to compute Kronecker structures that
are nearby the original structures, algorithms can supply to the user which structures are in the
immediate vicinity of the computed structure. This information can also be used in an enhanced
staircase algorithm for compllting the least (or tbe most) nearby Kronecker structure with a specific
application in mind..
This is ongoing work and in this presentation we review same recent results frorn joint work with Alau
Edelrnan, MIT and Erik Elmroth, Umeä.

TOM MANTEUFFEL

Conjugate Gradient Algorithms Using Multiple Recllrsions

Much is already known ahout when a conjugate gradient method cau be implemented with short
recursions for the direction vectors. The work done in 1984 by Faber and Manteuffel fi} gave necessary
and sufficient conditions on the iteration matrix A, in order for a conjugate gradient method to be
implemented with a single recursion of a certain form. However, this form does not take ioto account all
possible recursions. This became evident when Jagels and Reichel {3, 4] used an algorithm of Gragg for
unitary matrices [2] to demonstrate that the dass of matrices for which a practical conjugate gradient
algorithm exists can be extended to include unitary and shifted unitary matrices. The implementation
uses sbort double recursions for tbe direction vectors. This motivates the study of mUltiple recursion
algorithms.
In this talk, we show that the conjugate gradient method for unitary and shifted unitary matrices can
be implemented using a single short term recursion of a special type called an (l, m) recursion witb
t, m ~ 1. We then examine the dass of matrices for which a conjugate gradient method can be carried
out using a general (t, m) recursion. Tbis class includes tbe dass of normal matrices with rational
degree (e, m) as weH as low rank perturbations of these matrices. .
Under some circumstances, an (t, m) recursion can break down. We also show tbat any (t, m)
recursion can be reformulated as m short recursions that will not break down.
This is joint work with Teri Barth.
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G. MEURANT

Matrices, Moments and Quadrature 11 or
How to compute the norm of the error in iterative methods

In this talk, we study the numerical computation of the errors in linear systems when using iterative
methods. This is done by using methods to obtain bounds or approximations of quadratic forms
uT A-1u where A is a symmetrie positive definite matrix and u is a given vector. These techniques
involve quadrature rules, orthogonal polynomials and the Lanczos a1gorithm. Numerical examples are
given for the Ganss-Seidel algorithm.
Moreover, we show that using a special formula for the A-norm of the error relating this norm to the
(1,1) element of the inverse of the tridiagonal matrix of the Lanczos process, very good bounds of the 
error can be computed almost for free during the iterations of the conjugate gradient method leading .,
to a reliable stopping criteria.
This is joint work with Gene Golub.

ARNOLD NEUMAlER

Solving ill-conditioned and singular linear systems:
A tutorial on regularization

It is shown that the basic regularization procedures for finding meaningful approximate solutions of
ill-conditioned or singular linear systems can be phrased in terms of simple linear algebra that can
be taught in any numerical analysis course. Apart from rewriting many known results in a simpler
form, we also derive a new two-parameter family of merit functions for the determination of the
regularization parameter. The 'traditional merit functions from generalized cross validation (GCV)
and generalized maximum likelihood (GML) are recovered as special cases.

LOTHAR REICHEL

Computing a few eigenvalues of a large symmetrie matrix

Equilibrium configurations of liquid crystals in a finite containment are minimizers of the thermody
namic free energy of the system. It iS important to be able to track an equilibrium configuration as
the temperature of tbe liquid crystals is decreased. The patb of tbe minimal energy configuration at a
bifurcation point can be computed from tbe null space of a sparse symmetric matrix, which typically
is very large, e.g., of order 300000. We describe an Implicitly Restarted Block Lanezos method de
signed for the computation of a few extreme multiple or elose eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors _
of a large sparse symmetrie matrix, and apply this method to determine tbe desired null space. Our_
method generalizes the Implicitly Restarted Lanczos method introdueed by Sorensen. The method
requires that certain acceleration parameters, referred to as shirts, be chosen. The storage requirement
depends on the choice of shifts. We propose a new strategy for choosing shifts. Numerical examples
illustrate that the Implicitly Restarted Block Lanczos method with shifts chosen in this manner gives
rapid convergence, reliably detects extreme multiple or elose eigenvalues, and requires little computer
storage in addition to the storage used for the desired eigenvectors. These features make the method
weIl suited for the application of tracking an equilibrium configuration of liquid crystals.
This joint work with J. Baglama, D. Calvetti and A. Ruttan.

GERHARD STARKE

Field-of-values analysis of multilevel methods far conveetion-diffusion-problems

10
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Tbe convergence rate of Krylov subspace methods such as GMRES for the solution of discretized
nonsymmetric elliptic problems using multilevel preconditioners is studied. Bounds on the convergence
rate are presented which are based on the smallest real part of the field of values of the coefficient matrix
and of its inverse. Estimates for these quantities are available during tbe iteration from the underlying
Arnoldi process. Moreover, these bounds arise naturally in the finite element analysis of multilevel
preconditioning. Tbe second part of tbe talk is concemed with a coarsening procedure for convection
dominated problems discretized by the streamline diffusion metbod. Tbe coarse space operators are
constructed based on loeal solutions along tbe edges of tbe corresponding one-dimensional variational
problems with respect to the streamline diffusion bilinear form.

ZOENEK STRAKOS

The Role of Orthogonality in tbe Nonsymmetric Krylov Space Methods

In tbe symmetrie case, the lass of orthogonality among the vectors of the Lanczos basis and its role in
slowing down the convergence of tbe conjugate gradient method bas been thoroughly studied. Some
questions still remain open, but the essence of the problem seems to be reasonably weIl understood. In
the nonsymmetrie Case, the situation is different. Potential breakdowns complicate stability analysis of
the methods based on three-term recurrences. The 10ss of orthogonality in the Amoldf process is not
as dramatic as in the Lanczos process. In order to maintain a good level of orthogonality, Householder
or iterated Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization schemes have been used and the modified Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization has been strictly preferred over the classical one. Until very recentIy, the 10ss of
orthogonality among the Arnoldi vectors has not been related to the decrease of the residual in the
corresponding Krylov space methods.
In our contribution we present recent results on the subject suggesting that the role of orthogonality
in the nonsymmetric Krylov space methods should be carefully re-examined.

EUGENE TYRTYSHNIKOV

Skeleton Approximations and Mosaic Ranks

The fact that nonsingular coefficient matrices can be covered by blocks elose to low-rank matrices
is weIl known probably for years. It was used in same cost-effective matrix-vector multiplication
algorithms. However, it has been never paid a proper attention in the matrix tbeory. To fill in this
gap we propose a notion of mosaic ranks of a matrix which reduces a description of block matrices with
low-rank blocks to a single number. A general algebraic framework will be presented that allows one
to obtain some theoretical estimates on the mosaic ranks. We also discuss so~e practical algorithms
and approaches based on interrelations with some concepts of the rank-revealing framework.

G.W. STEWART

A Gap-Revealing Matrix Decomposition

In this paper it is observed that ifthe R-factor of a pivoted QR decomposition of a matrix Ais reduced
by postmultiplication by an orthogonal matrix to a lower triangular matrix L then the diagonals of
L track the singular vaIues of A much better than to those of the R-factor. Thus the resulting
decompositon, which we call a PLQ-decomposition, can be used to find gaps in the singular values,
say for rank determination. The decomposition can be computed for no more than twice the work of
the original QR-decomposition and fumishes orthonormal bases for the row and null space of A. The
approach also leads to a 2-norm estimator for a general matrix.

11



HENK VAN DER VORST

The main effeets of rounding errors in Krylov solvers for symmetrie linear systems

The three-term Lanezos proeess leads, for a symmetrie matrix, to bases for Krylov subspaces of
increasing dimension. The Lanezos basis, together with the recurrenee eoefficients, can be used for
the solution of linear systems, by solving the redueed system in one way or another. This leads to
well-known methods: MINRES (GMRES), CR, CG, and SYMMLQ. We will diseuss in what way and
to what extent the various approaches are sensitive to rounding errors.
In our analysis we will assume that the Lanczos basis is generated in exactly the same way for the
different methods (exept CR), and we will not consider the errors in the Lanczos process itself. These
errors may lead to large perturbations with respect to the exact proeess, but convergence takes still
place. Dur attention is focused to what happens in the solution phase. We will show that the way of.
solution may lead, under circumstances, to large ad~itional errors, that are not corrected by continuingW
the iteration process. Dur findings are supported and illustrated by numerical examples.

12
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In the evening the following problems in scientific computing have been presented and discussed:

D. Boley : Aigebraic Kronecker structure of matrix pencils and block Toeplitz matrices
M. Brühl/M. Hanke : Electrical impedance tomography
H. Bulgak. : A doubling algorithm in scientific computing
M. Eiermann : Field of values and iterative methorls
K. Giebermann : Aspects of the boundary element method for Helmholtz equation
N. Higham : Modifying the inertia of matrices arising in optimization
R. Nabben : Decay rates on the inverse of nonsymmetrie tridiagonal and band matrices
M. Neumann : Cut edge decoupling and first mean passage times for random walks on graphs
A. Krautstengl : Gerschgorin on the blocks

Berichterstatter: Martin Brühl und Klaus Giebermann
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 16/1997

Pseudodifferential Operators and Microlocal Analysis

20.04. - 26.04.1997

The conference was organized by M. Beals (New Brunswick), B. Gramsch (Mainz),
B.-W. Schulze (Potsdam) and H. Widom (Santa Cruz). This meeting followed three
conferences on pseudodifferential operators in 1986, 1989 and 1993. More than
40 mathematicians from 9 different countries used the excellent atmosphere of the
Oberwolfach institute for fruitful discussions and stimulating exchange of ideas, in
particular, the younger ones profited extremely from this opportunity.
The 29 talks covered large parts of pseudodifferential and microlocal analysis, and
showed again that this topic is located in between pure and applied mathematics.
The importance of the techniques of microlocal and pseudodifferential analysis for
the treatment of (non-linear) partial differential equations from different points of
view was emphasized during the whole conference.
Several talks treated the Schrödinger equation and other equations in mathemati
cal physics, e.g. Klein-Gordon, KdV, multiparticle quantum mechanics. Heat trace
expansions and boundary value problems also on singular manifolds have been eon
sidered by five speakers.
From the more funetional analytic point of view seven talks dealt with index theory,
C·- and w·-algebras of pseudodifferential operators, and pseudodifferential opera
tors on nilpotent groups.
Another foeus of interest were Gärding's inequality, loeal solvability for multiple cha
racteristics, eaustics for semilinear equations, nonlinear geometrie opties and trace
formulas in scattering theory.
Finally, concrete applications of pseudodifferential analysis to thermoelasticity and
magnetic resonance tomography were discussed.
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Vortragsauszüge

High frequency oscillating waves for gauge invariant systems

M. B ezard (joint with G. Metivier)

For different semilinear systems of pseudodifferential equations arising in relativistic
theory and having same gauge invariance, we develop a weakly nonlinear geometrical
optics strategy to build asymptotic solutions, and to prove that these so-called
asymptotic solutions are in fact asymptotic to a true solution. As a first example
of such a strategy that can be carried out for other systems (e.g. Maxwell-Dirac,
Young-Mills, ... ) we consider the case of the Maxwell-Klein-Gordon system for a
massive relativistic spinless particle in its own self-induced electromagnetic field.
This system deals one complex valued field <{J and areal valued L-potential All in
m1+3 , Minkowski space, and writes:

~ I

{

FIJv = 8IJAv - 8vAp

where Dp = 8p + iAp

m = mass of the particle

For this system we show how to 'construct high order formal asymptotic solutions
of the type

( IJ) ( IJ 19(X)) 2 (IJ 19(X))<p=<Px +c<{J x ,-- +c <P x ,-- + ...
OIe 2 f

and A", = AIJ(xIJ ) + c Ap(xJl , flIc) + ... , where the functions
o 1

A(x, '19), A(x, 19), ... ,cp(x, 19), cp(x, 19), ...
1 2 1 2

are periodic in {) E S' and {) satisfies the eikonal equation.
Taking advantage of the gauge invariance at each step of the construction allows
one to split up the systems in non oscillating and purely oscillating parts, the latter
satisfying some kind of transport equation, despite the lack of hyperbolicity.
We then prove via an iteration scheme in algebras of stratified functions along the _
level surfaces of {) that these formal solutions are asymptotic to real ones. ..

Operator pencils in the spectral theory of periodic Hamiltonians

M. Bh. Binnan (with T.A. Suslina)
'"

In L 2(m2 ) we consider the periodic magnetic Hamiltonian

H = GV - A(x») 2 + V(x), A(x + n) =A (x), V(x + n) = V(x),

2



with n E 7Zd
• It is shown that the spectrum of H is absolutely continuous. In the

study we use the L. Thomas scheme. In the case of V = 81A2 - ~Al the needed
estimates for the operator pencil in the mentioned scheme are obtained. The pas
sage to the general V does not supply new difficulties. It is established that for
d ~ 3 the analogous estimates cannot be fulfilled in general. Same special algebra
of pseudodifferential operator with parameter occurring in the study was discussed.

Star products and Toeplitz operators

L. Boutet de Monvel

The title is slighlty misleading and this talk is meant in fact as a survey talk, with
more open problems than new results, on the theory of star algebras E over areal or
complex conic Poisson manifold and of coherent t" -modules (related to systems of
pseudodifferential equations). Not much is known in the complex case, in contrast
with the realone, in part because the obstruction groups, or moduli groups which
classify such objects, are related to cohomology groups of holomorphic sheafs and
tend to be huge. However, I believe the complex case is important for the theory of
differential equations; e.g. one is typically confronted with the complex theory in the
problem of deciding if a pseudodifferential system comes in fact from a differential
system.

Semiclassical pseudodifferential operators and nonlinear scattering

V. Buslaev

It is weIl known that the solutions of. some completely integrable nonlinear wave
equations can be expressed in terms of solutions of some integral equations. As a
result, investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of the solution of-difference equati
on for large t can be reduced to the explicit asymptotic invertibility of some integral
operators, in fact, semiclassical operators with symbols discontinuous with respect
to both phase variables. Such integral operators constitute a special class in the
theory of 'ltdo's. We separate two subclasses of such operators and obtain for them
explicit formulae for their inverses. Finally, we find the explicit formulae for the
t-asymptotic solutions of NSE, MKdV and KdV equations.

Berezin-Toeplitz Quantization: an. application to C*-algebras

L.A. Cobur11

I discuss a particular application of the Berezin-Toeplitz Quantization. The results
are joint work with C.A. Berger. The main objective is to exhibit a non-separable

3



unital C*-subalgebra of the Calkin algebra for which "Voiculescu's Double Commu
tant Theorem" (VDCT) fails. (VOCT) is known to hold for all separable unital
subalgebras and many non-separable unital subalgebras. Dur candidate for failure
is the "canonical commutation relation" (CRR) C*-algebra.

Microlocal regularity for the Schrödinger equation

W. Craig

The subject of this talk is the Schrödinger equation

'l/J(x, 0)
\ ..

The microlocal smoothness of solutions of this equation is related to the localization
properties of the initial data, and to the global behaviour of the bicharacteristics.
In case (ait(x)) is asymptoticaBy flat, the principal theorem in case V(x) = 0 is:

Theorem. Suppose that (xo,~O) E T*(mn)\{O} is not trapped backwards by the
bicharacteristic flow, and denote

If (x-oo , ~-co) (/. WF(t/Jo), then for aB t > 0,

(1) (x-co, {-co) (/. WF('l/J(x, t))

(2) (xo, ~O) rt. WF(t/J(x,t)).

There are also regularity results for the Schrödinger kernei, and for the case in which
there is a potential term.

Blow-up solutions of non-linear parabolic equations of second order

Y. Egorov

Let n be a bounded domain in mn with a smooth boundary r. We consider two
boundary value problems:

(1) : = 6u - f( u) in [0, Tl x n, :~ = +g(u) on [0, Tl x r, u(O, x) = rp(x).

(2) : = 6u + f(u) in [0, Tl x n, :: + g(u) = 0 on [0, Tl x r, u(O, x) = rp(x),

4
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where 1 and gare increasing functions, 1(0) = g(O) = O. The positive solutions of
(1) are blowing-up at a finite time if I(z) ::; (1 - o)g(z)g'(z) for z ~ zo, fJ > 0 and

if j g(z~;'(Z) < 00. For the problem (2) it happens if fez) ~ (ao + 6)g(z), where
zo

ao = Ifl/IOI and if j f~:) < 00. We show also the asymptotics of solutions near
zo

the points of blow-up. In particular, we prove that such points are localized on the
boundary for the solutions of (1) and strongly in interior of n for the problem (2).
There are given also the conditions sufficient for global existence and for tending to
o as t -+ +00. In particular, a1l positive solutions of (1) are exploding at a finite

00 dz
time if f(u) ~ (ao - 6)g(u), 6 > 0 and / fez) < 00.

%0

Oscillatory integrals applied to Feynman path integrals

D. Fujiwara -~-

1) A new proof of Yajima's theorem.
Yajima constructed the fundamental solution of Schrödinger equation with
vector potential Aj(t, x), j = 1,2,3 and scalar potential V(t, x) under the
assumptions:

I~Aj(t, x)l + 1a;8tAj (t, x)1 ~ Ca, 10'1 ~ 1, j = 1,2,3 ,
l8xoB(t, x)l ~ Co(lt, xf)-l-e 10'1 ~ 1,
18x V(t,x)1 ~ Co 10'1 ~ 2.

(J. d'Analyses Math. 1991). His method is based on integral equation and
not related to Feynman path integral. Tsuchida and Fujiwara proved that
the time slicing approximations of the Feynman path integrals converge to
the fundamental solution of Schrödinger equation under the same assumption
as above. (Ta appear in J. Math. Soc. Japan). This gives another proof of
Yajima's theorem. Dur method is based on the stationary phase asymptotics
proved by Tsuchida. (Nagoya Math. J. 1994).

2) In view of its importance in quantum field theory, Feynman path integrals
over the space of manifolds "are very important and interesting. Here I present
a very simple example. Its lattice approximation leads us to a new type of
oscillatory integrals. An estimate of Kumanogo-Taniguchi type for such an
oscillatory integral is obtained.
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Pseudodifferential and analytic pseudodifferential operators on
nilpotent groups and contact manifolds

D. Geiler

We explain to what extent one is able to generalize the theory of pseudodifferen
tial operators to the context of nilpotent groups with dilations. Explicit product
formulas, and analogues of elliptic operators, will be discussed. In the case of the
Heisenberg group, we explain how one can obtain a calculus of analytic pseudodiffe
rential operators, and how the calculi on the Heisenberg group can be used to study
operators on contact manifolds. The analytic calculus is applied to obtain relative
analytic parametrices for transversally elliptic left invariant differential operators on
the Heisenberg group (the inhomogeneous case being joint work with Peter Heller),
and also to obtain relative analytic parametrices for ab on boundaries of real analytic
strictly pseudoconvex domains in <V 2.

Heat trace asymptotics for generalized Dira~ operators with well-posed
boundary conditions

G. Gmbb

Let P be a first-order elliptic operator on a compact manifold X with boundary
X', provided with a boundary condition B(u/x') = 0 defining the realization PB'
Asymptotic expansions of the heat operator traces

(*) Tr(<pe- t6i
) IV L Ckti + E(ck-Iogt + c~)ti, t ~ 0,

-n$k<O k=O

for ~l = PBPB , 6 2 = PBPB, <p amorphism, have been shown in a joint paper with
R.T. Seeley in Inventiones [GS95], for the case where P equals a(8zn +Ad on a collar
neighbourhood of X', with a being a unitary morphism and A1lzn=o = A + Po, A
selfadjoint elliptic on X' and Po of order O. Here B is the orthogonal projection n>
onto the nonnegative eigenspace of A (plus a finite rank operator). In the present
work we show that (*) holds also for general P and with B just well-posed, as
defined by Seeley in CIME notes 1969. This depends on a study of PB in terms
of parameter-dependent Calderen projectors, and an elaboration of the calculus of
weakly polyhomogeneous 1/Jdo's in [GS95], far which we establish spectral invariance.

Microlocal analysis and multiparticle quantum mechanics

V. Iuni

We discuss the application of spectral asymptotics and microlocal analysis to pro
blems linked with the ground state of operator

E(- ~x. -V(Xi)) + E(Xi - Xj)-l
i<j
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describing N electrons in the field of M nuclei, as N -+ 00 and Z (the total charge of
the nuclei) --t 00. Questions discussed: Ground State Energy, Ground state density,
Exeessive positive (for moleeules) and negative charge, minimal distance between
nuelei, ionization energy. Results, expressed in terms of Thomas-Fermi theory are
justified.

Symbolic construction of the fundamental solution for the heat equation
and curvature on Riemannian manifolds with boundary

eh. Iwasaki

Let ß p = dl'- 18p + 8p+1d" be the Laplacian aeting on differential p-forms on a n
dimensional compact Riemannian manifold M with boundary 8M. Let ep(t, x, y)
be the kernel of the fundamental solution El'(t) for the following heat equation:

{
(~+ 6 p ) Ep(t) = 0 in (0, T) x M,

Ep(O) = I in M, .
Ep(t) E Dom(op) , dpEp(t) E Dom(op+d

I have a theorem which is an extension of both Günther and Schimming ('77) and
Iwasaki ('95).
Theorem. For any integer esuch that 0 :5 e~ n as t tends to 0, we have the precise
expression of the following Ct(x) and Dt(x) with the second fundamental form and
the Riemannian curvature tensors on M and 8M:

(1)

(11) f t(_l)p(n =~)trep(t, x, x)dv
M p=o n

t-~+~ (f Ct(x)dv\: f Dt(X)da)
\t 8M-

+ 0 (t- i +!+!) .

Nonexponential decay in linearized thermo-elasticity

H. Koch

In thermo-elasticity the heat is coupled to pressure waves. In a homogeneous isotro
pie material there are nontrivial shear waves which do not dissipate. The reflection
at the boundary of a shear wave however leads in general to refleeted shear and
pressure waves, even if the reflection is orthogonal.
Suppose that there is a two-periodic orbit of the billiard in a domain with smooth
boundary. We show that then there exist waves which have almost all their energy
in the shear part of the waves up to a given large time T. The high frequency part
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is concentrated near a bicharacteristic corresponding to the two-periodic orbit. This
implies that there are solutions which decay slower than exponentially.

Dirichlet and Neumann eigenvalue problems on domains in Euclidean
spaces

A. Laptev

Let 0 c md be an open domain whose Lebesgue measure is finite. Let -6'0 be
the operator of the Dirichlet boundary problem in n. We give a simple proof of the
inequality

(1) Tr(..\ + b.1»+ $ ..\I+~ Inl (27r)-d Vd :: ~ I for all ..\ > 0,

where Vd ia the volume of the unit ball in md . This inequality implies the well
known uniform eigenvalue estimate for the Dirichlet Laplacian due to Li and Yau.
Besides, it allows to prove the Pblya conjecture for the dass of domains n = f21 x O2

assuming that f21 is a "tiling" domain. Simple generalizations of the inequality (1)
allow us to study the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem for operators B(D), D = -i-§; ,
where B(~) is a positive definite n x n matrix. Finally, we discuss same inequalities
for the eigenvalues of the Neumann boundary problem.

Pseudodifferential operators and boundary potentials

P. Laubin

An elliptic boundary value problem in a smooth domain can be reduced to a pseu
dodifferential equation on the boundary. For non-smooth boundaries the symbolic
calculus has to be adapted. For example, a general cone calculus has been developed
by Schulze for conical singularities. Here we are interested in special boundary re
ductions that lead to a bijective and strongly elliptic operator and that are suitable
for numerical methods.
For the Laplace operator, it was shown by Verchota that in Lipschitz domains, the _
simple and double layer potentials which are involved still have good mapping pro- _
perties in L 2 of the boundary. We investigate the high order regularity of the double
layer potential in polygons. It turns out that it defines isomorphisms between spaces
of Sobolev type and arbitrary high regularity taking into account the singular func-
tions generated by the corners.
Still sharper singularities oeeur in domains with cuts. Moreover the double layer po
tential does not define a bijective boundary operator in this framework. We consider
the dassical Dirichlet problem

. { - 6 u = 0 in O\r
ulan = j, ulr± = f±
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where n is a bounded polygon of the plane with a connected boundary an and
r = r 1 U... Ur p is the union of a finite number of cuts. We allow different boundary
values on both sides of the cuts. For this problem, we consider the potential

1 Ir (x - y).v 1 Ir (x - y).t
u(x) = -2 1 12 Y g(x)da(y) + -2 I 12Y Trh(y)da(y)

1r ru.sn x - y 1r r x - y

+t Uj(x) Ir sj(y)h(y)du(y).
;=1 rj

Here Tr is defined in the following way. Let a : [a, b] --+ r; be a parametrization
of r; by arc length. We have

(Trh)(a(s)) = _.!. p.V. f.b J(b - s)(s - a) heuet)) dt.
. 1r a V(b - t)(t - a) S - t

It is an inverse of the Hilbert transform restricted to a bounded interval modulo
an operator of finite rank. We show that this potential defines a bif~ctiv boundary
operator. It also defines isomorphisms hetween spaces of Sobolev type and arbitrary
high order. .

The structure of a w·-algebra of totally characteristic operators on
manifolds with boundary

R. Lauter

W·-algebras were introduced by Gramsch in 1981 in connection with a perturba
tion theory for Frechet-algebras. Since then many algebras occurring naturally in
the pseudodifferential analysis were shown to be W" -algebras. Howev~r, the alge
bra Wg,d (X tbn ~) of b-pseudodifferential operators on a compact manifold X with
boundary Y introduced by Melrase in 1981 turns out to be not a w"-algebra; to cir
cumvent these difficulties we constructed a w·-algebra A(X)containing the algebra
\l1g,cl (X, bn!) as a dense subalgebrat reflecting the Coo-structure of X, and having
the following additional properties:

• There is a symbol map T : A(X) ---+ Qoo ~ Q characterizing the Fredholm
property by means of the invertibility of r(a); here Qoo is a w·-algebra of
"smooth" symbols.

• A(X) ~ n.c (H8(X, bOl)) where H8 = H8(X, bOi) is the scale af b-Sobolev
spaces.

• Separate from the boundary one recovers the original pseudodifferential cal
culus.
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Moreover, the C*-closure B(X) of A(X) is shown to be solvable of length 2, the
relationship between certain closed ideals is darified, the spectrum and Jacobson
topology of B(X) resp. A(X) are computed explicitly in terms of the underlying
manifold; in fact, the spectra of B(X) and A(X) turned out to be homeomorphic.
Parts of the results are related to the work of Mantlik, Melrose-Nistor, Plamenevskij
and Schulze.

Edge operators with prescribed index

F. Mantlik

Let W = X6 X Y denote a wedge, i.e. a product of a cone X 6 with an edge Y.
We denote by ym(W,g) an algebra of wdo's of order m > 0 over w which was in
troduced by B.-W. Schulze. If A E ym(w, g) is elliptic then the Fredholm index of
A only depends on the stable homotopy class of its principal symbol. It is our aim
to construct for each such dass c at least one operator Ac E ym (W, 9) whose index
is kndwn. This is mainly acc<?mplished by means of a product construetion and
approximation. The teehnical difficulties stern from the complexity of the symbolie
structure of the algebra ym(w, g). An essential point here is to extend the symbolic
calculus to a certain completion of ym(w, g).

Smooth operators uoder the action of some compact Lie groups

B.T. Melo

A class of pseudodifferential operators on the cifcle can be eharacterized as the
bounded operators on L2(SI) which are smooth for the regular representation of SI.
This fact is proven using a loeal-global characterization of pseudos on the. circle and
H.O. Cordes' characterization of the operators on L2(m) which are smooth for the
usual representation of the Heisenberg group.
In a joint work with H.O. Cordes, we also investigate the question of characterizing
the bounded operators on L2 (S2) which are smooth for the left regular represen
tation of 80(3). Analogously as in the case of SI, we consider operators defined
by Au = 2;t atPtu, where (at) is a bounded sequence in COO(S2) and Pt denotes
the orthogonal projection onto the i-th eigenspace of the Laplacian on the sphere.
We prove that these are well-defined, SO(3)-smooth operators. We also exhibit a
necessary and sufficient condition for smoothness.

Lp and Besov maximal estimates for solutions to Schrödinger equation

T. Muramatu

By making use of Besov norm we get the following results:
Theorem 2. Let h(t,~) be real-valued, measurable and Coo in t. Assume that,
with I > 0,
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holds. Then

II{ sup 1Ilei(X-Y)Hih(I'{)f(Y)~dYI}11 ~ CII/IIBi (JRn)'
O<t<l L2(Jln) 2,1

Theorem 3. a > 1.

11{ sup II1ei(x-y)(+ill(l"f(Y)d~dYI}11 ~ ell/IIBBt (JRn)
O<t<l L2(JRn) 2,1

Theorem 4. a > 1. 1 ~ p ~ 00. Then

II{ sup 1I1ei(X-Y)Hill(l"f(Y)~dYI}11 ~ CII/IIB:~(JRn)
O<t<l Lp(lRn )

where

{
i + ~ 1* - ~ I if n = 1 .~~~ .

u = ~ + (n _ 1) I~ - ~I if n ~ 2 ',,,,

The estimate giyen in Theorem 3 is sharp for the case n = 1. Theorem 3 is an
improvement of Sjölin's result which is given by Sobolev norm.

Commutator estimates and a sharp form of Gärding's inequality

M. Nagase

Let ,.\(~) be a smooth weight function such that

We define a symbol class 8;:6,0 as p(x,~) E 8;:6,0 if and only if

The main theorem is
Theorem 1. Let aj({), Cj(€) be in Si1,~ and bj(x) E B2 for j = 1, ... , N, and
assume that

N

Re E bj(x)aj(€)bj (€) ~ CoA(€)2m (I€I ~ R).
j:::::l

Then we have the following inequality:
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for any u E S.
In order to prove Theorem 1 we use the following commutator estimate.
Theorem 2. If a(~) is in StOtA and b(x) is in B2 where 0 < s ~ 1, then we have

for any u E S.

Distribution of scattering poles for several strictly convex obstacles

V. Petkov
.

Let K = U7=1 K j , K i n K j = 0, i I- j, K j being strictly convex bounded obstacles
in IR3. One considers the Neumann problem for the wave equation in mx fl, where
= ffl3\K.

Let S(.-X) : L 2 {S2) --+ L 2{S2) be the scattering operator and let Aj E ce' ,Im>"j > 0
be the scattering poles of the meromorphic continuation of S (>..).' Our goal is to
obtain lower bounds for the counting function

If the obstacle K satisfies the condition (H) of M. Ikawa we show that

NO.6(r) ~ Cor6(!-1-) - Cl, r ~ C2.

Here ~ ~ () < 1, 0 = ~ß, x > 4, while b2 > 0 and ß > 2b2 are related to the geome
trie characteristics of K. In the case when (H) is not satisfied we obtain the same
result in the generic case (P) assuming that some condition (D) is fulfilled. The
condition (D) reflects the influence of rays with tangent segments to the behaviour
of the reflecting rays, while (P) guarantees that there are periodic rays with tangent
segments.

On the wave equation in a cylinder with edges

B.A. Plamenevskij

The wave equation with Dirichlet bounclary condition in a finite cylinder with edges
is considered. The existence and uniqueness of solutions in special, weighted spaces
are proven. The asymptotics of solutions near edges are described.

12
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Local solvability Cor nonlinear equations with multiple characteristics

L. Rodino

Consider a nonlinear partial differential equation of order m, defined by
F(x, va), 10'1 :$ m, where F is an entire function with respect to Va and COO with
respect to X in a neighbourhood of the origin in mn . Assurne F(x, 0) = o. We say
that F is locally solvable (at the origin and at the zero solution) for a given f E Coo,
if there exists a neighbourhood V of the origin and a constant e > 0 such that

F(x, Erv) == ef(x)

admits solution v E H8(V), S > ~ + m.
Some results are reviewed concerning equations of prineipal type, and new results
are presented for semilinear equations with multiple characteristics. In particular
(work in collaboration with T. Gramtehev) in m2

with F analytic with respect to x = (Xl, X2), is proved to be locally solvable for
every f E Ga, Gevrey dass of order s < m /(m - 1).

The generation of semilinear singularities by a swallowtail caustic

A. Sd Barreto (joint with M.S. Joshi)

We construct examples of bounded solutions to a semilinear system

Pu = f(z, u), zEn C m, f smooth,

p = P . I d, with P a strictly hyperbolic differential operator of secon~d order with
smooth coefficients, such that for a time function t of P, u satisfy the following pro
perties:
1) u is eonormal to a smooth characteristic hypersurfaee E in t < 0 such that I:
develops a swallowtail singularity at time t = O.
2) For t > 0, u is singular, not only at E, hut also on the forward characteristie
cone over the swallowtail tip.

Geometrie quantization and the symbol of pseudodifferential operators,
. applied to the localization in magnetic resonance tomography

W. Schempp

Magnetie resonance tomography represents one of the most significant advances in
non-invasive clinical radiodiagnostics. It is based on the Fourier transform implicitly
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performed by spin isochromats whieh are excited in tomographie slices. Due to the
coadjoint orbit picture of the unitary dual Gof the Heisenberg nilpotent Lie group
G, the tomographie slices are embedded as affine symplectic strata into the folia
ted projeetive space P(R x Lie(G)*) with non-dispersive plane of föci at infinity.
The paper deals with the read-out of nuclear magnetic resonance absorption-mode
information from the quantum holograms in the coadjoint orbits by means of the
symbolic calculus of pseudodifferential operators.
References:
W. Schempp: Non-commutative affine geometry and symbol calculus: Fourier trans
form magnetic resonance imaging and wavelets. Results in math. 28,303-344 (1995)
W. Sehempp: Wavelet modelling of high resolution radar imaging and clinical mag-
netie resonance tomography. In: GROUP21, Physieal Applieations and Mathemati- At
ca] Aspects ofGeometry, Groups, and Algebras, Val. 2, pp. 776-780, H.-D. Doebner, ..
W. Scherer, and C. Schulte, eds., World Scientific, Singapore 1997
W. Schempp: Magnetic Resonance Imgaging, Mathematieal Foundations and Appli
cations. J. Wiley and Sons, New York (in press).

Boundary value problems for manifolds with edges

E. Schrohe

The coilstruction of a pseudodifferential calculus for boundary value problems on
manifolds with edges (joint work with B.-W. Schulze, Potsdam) was presented. Basic
objects are

1) The construction of operator algebras with symbolic structure and a sufficient
Iy small class of residual elements (compact, regularizing, carrying asymptotic
information) .

2) A notion of elliptieity that allows the construction of parametrices within 'the
calculus.

3) An appropriate seale of Sobolev spaces on which the operators act naturally
and which permits preeise results on regularity and asymptotics of solutions
to elliptic equations.

4) All constructions should extend to higher order singularities.

In this particular case, the construction reHes on the general edge concept of Schul
ze, the pseudodifferential calculus for manifolds with conical singularities (Schro
he/Schulze 1994/95) and a new concept of asymptoties.
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On the index of elliptic operators on manifolds with conical singularities

. V. ShatolotJ (joint with B.- W. Schulze, B. Stemin)

In the talk, we established the index formula for elliptic operators of arbitrary order
on a manifold with cone-like singularities. Under a symmetry condition on tbe co
normal symbols of the operator in question tbis formula expresses the index as a sum
of two-terms. First of them - the contribution from the smooth part of the manifold
- is written as tbe integral from Atiyah-Singer form over the manifold. The second
- the contribution from singular points of the manifold - is a sum of multiplicities of
spectral points of the eonormal symbollying in a certain strip in the complex plane.

A trace formula for dilation analytic Hamiltonians

J. Sjöstrand

We express the formal difference of the traces of !(P1) and !(P2), where Pj are
semiclassical operators, in terms of tbe corresponding differences of sums of f (Ai)'
where Aj are the resonances, plus a remainder term. Compared to the classical
Poisson type formula in Lax-Phillips theory, the advantages are tbat our formula
works also in even dimensions and for lang range perturbations of the Laplacian.
As an application, we get very general results about the existence of "clouds" of
I'V h-n resonances for -h2 ~ +V on JR!l.
For more details see J. Sjöstrand: - Preprint, (Ecole Polyteehnique) October 1996.
Seminaire equations aux derives partielles, (Ecole Pol.) November 1996.

Nonlinear' geometrie opties for multidimensional shocks

M. Williams ~;t·.~

We construct geometrie optics expansions of high order for oscillatory multidimen
sional shocks, and then show that the expansions are elose to exact shoek solutions
for small wavelengths. Expansions are eonstructed both for the oseillatory function
defining the shoek surface S, and for u + -, the solutions on eaeh side of S. The
profile equations yield detailed information on the evolution of (u + -, S), showing
for example how new interior oscillations are produeed by nonlinear interaetion bet
ween u + - and S.

Berichterstatter: Robert Lauter
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 17/1997

Gruppentheorie: Strukturtheorie der endlichen einfachen Grüppen und
Anwendungen

27.04. - 03.05.1997

The meeting was organized by M. Liebeck (London), B. Stellmacher (Kiel) and
G. Stroth (Halle). The main topic of the conference was application of the the
ory of finite simple groups to various areas like geometry, galois theory, topology,
computational group theoryt invariant theory and division algebras. Here it was
shown that the force of group theory, results and methods are having more
and more impact in other areas of mathematics. Besides this also talks on the
structure of the finite simple groups like subgroup pattern, generation results
and new methods in the classification of the finite simple groups were presented.

The inspiring discussions and the great facilities of Oberwolfach will certainly
be of importance for the future of this field of mathematics. At least two papers
were written during the conference. I



Vortragsauszüge

s. ABHYANKAR

Attempts to use the power of modem group theory of finite simple groups for
calculating Galois groups

The muse of poetry is responsible for the above poetic rendition of the orig
inal title of my talk which was "Recognition Theorems and Galois Theory". At
any rate, various Recognition Theorems of Group Theory provide powerful tools
for computing Galois groups. Examples of such Recognition Theorems are:

(1) CT = Classification Theorem of Finite Simple Groups,
(2) CDT = Classification of Doubly Transitive Permutation Groups (using CT),
(3) CR3 = Classification of Rank 3 Permutation Groups (again using CT),
(4) Jordan-Margrafl Theorems on Limits of Transitivity,
(5) Burnside's Theorem (which is a special case of the O'Nan Scott Theorem),
(6) Zassenhaus-Feit-Suzuki Theorem,
(7) Kantor's Rank 3 Theorem (uaing Buekenhout-Shult's Polar Space Theorem),
(8) Cameron-Kantor's Theorems on Transitive Collineation Groups, and
(9) Liebeck's Orbit Size Theorems (which uses CT).

1 shall illustrate how these Recognition Theorems can be used for discovering
nice equations whose expected Galois groups are various preassigned nice groups
and then for establishing that their Galois groups indeed have the desired val
ues.

M. ASCHBACHER

Quasithin graups

The classification of the quasithin groups is one of the major steps in the clas
sification of the finite simple groups. Unfortunately Mason never completed his
work on quasithin groups, so the step remains to be done. Steve Smith, Ulrich
Meierfrankenfeld, and I are working to correct this situation. In addition we
take a more general definition of even characteristic, in line with the Gorenstein,
Lyons, Solomon revision. I described how this work is going and outlined our
proposed proof. .

R. BADDELEY

The congruence lattice problem

It is an open problem to decide whether or not every finite lattice ia isomorphie
to the congruence lattice of a finite algebra. Palfy and Pudlak have reduced
this problem to the question: is every finite lattiee isomorphic to an interval in
the subgroup lattice of a finite group? It is generally believed that this question
has a negative answer, and to date most work has been directed towards finding
a lattice of weight 2 that does not so arise. These efforts have culminated in
the work of Lucchini & RB whieh reduces the problem to aseries of questions
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eoneerning the finite simple groups. However, these questions are not readily
resolvable. The talk proposes that the scope of investigation is extended. to a
much wider dass of lattices in the hope of reducing to questions that can be
resolved.
References: R. Baddeley & A. Lucchini, On representing finite lattices as inter
vals in subgroup lattices of finite groups (to appear in J. Algebra),
R. Baddeley, A new approach to tbe finite lattice representation problem (in
preparation) .

B. BAUMEISTER

Transitive subgroups of primitive permutation groups

For geometrie reasons I became interested in the transitive subgroups of primi
tive permutation groups (G,O) which are conjugate to Gw in Aut(G).
Notiee, A :5 G is transtive if and only if G =GwA.
Weprove:

Theorem 1: Let G be a primitve permutation group and G = GwG~ for some
0' E Aut(G). Then one of the following holels:
(i) G is affine: G E!! ~3~(L3(2) I X), X :5 Sr transitive;
(ii) Gis almost simple: E(G) ~ AO,Sp4(2R ),n ~ 2,POt(q) or M12 ;

(iii) G is of produet action type: G :5 H I Sr, H of type (ii).

In order to generalize the theorem in the affine case we determine all the groups
Gwhich have a faithful and irreducible GF(p)-module of dimension d and a
subgroup K such that IG : KI = pO, a 2: d. As a corollary we obtain that a
maximal transitive subgroup of a primitive permutation group Geither eontains
O,,(G) or G ~ E23~ (L3 (2) I X), X :5 Sr transtive and A ~ Gw ~ L 3 (2) I X.

A. CHERMAK

Groups of rank 2

We present an outline of one possible approach to classify amalgams arising
from a rather general dass of "rank-2" groups.
For p a prime and S a p-group, let roteS) denote the dass of all finite groups L
such that

(i) S E Syl,,(L) and S ~L, and
(il) S lies in a unique maximal subgroup of L.

We consider groups L in !lJt(S) to be of "rank oDe". The goal is to dassify
amalgams (LI, L 2 , S) satisfying tbe foUowing:

Main Hypothesis: There is a group G = (L}, L2 ) with Li E OOl(S) and with
S n 0"(G) =1. Further, we have, for both i = 1 and 2,
(1) [Op(Li ), OP(Li )] ~ 1, and
(2) OP(Li) ~ ~(Li, M3-i) where, for auy j, Mj is the unique maximal subgroup
of L j containing S.

The approach to the dassification suggested here makes strong use of the Delgado
Stellmacher work on Weak BN-pairs, and of the Meierfrankenfeld-Stellmacher
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work on Pushing Up Weak BN-pairs.

R.T. CURTIS

Symmetrie generation of finite groups.

The main aim of this work is to produee a standard proeedure for obtaining
the sporadic finite simple groups.
Groups generated by a specified, highly symmetrie set of elements are sought
- the asssumption being that these symmetries are achieved by inner automor
phisms of the group obtained. It turns out that many of the sporadie groups
emerge quite naturally from this point of view, and those of moderate size are
readily eonstructed by hand using these methods.

P. FLAVELL

Generation Problems for Finite Groups

The starting point for this work is the following result of J. Thompson, whieh
he obtained as a corollary to his classifieation of minimal simple groups.

Theorem: A finite group Gissoluble if and only if (x, y) is soluble for all
x,y E G. .

An elementary proof of this result was obtained by the author a few years ago.
We make the following eonjecture.

Conjecture: Let G be a group and x E G. Then (xG ) ia soluble if and only if
(x, y) is soluble for all y E G.

As a first step towards proving this, we have

Theorem: Let G be a group, p a prime and P E Sylp(G). Then G is p-soluble.
if and onIy if (P, g) is p-soluble for all 9 e G.

The next step would be to establish the following conjecture:

Conjeeture: Let G be a group, p a prime and P e Sylp(G). Then (pG) is
soluble if and only if (P, g) is soluble for all 9 e G.

Progress has been made on this problem. The following result is used to eon
struet a signalizer functor.

Lemma: Let P ~ Zp, p :F 2 act on a soluble p'-group G. Then C[G.Pl(P} =
(C[g.P] (P}lg E G).
Conjecture: The above Lemma is true for all p'-groups G.

P. FLEISCHMANN

Linear groups with special fixed point free elements

This is joint work with W. Lempken and A.E. Zalessk.ii:
Let G ~ GL(V) finite linear group, char V = p, 9 e G non-central, o(g) = r
prime, C := gG.
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(G,C, V) e FFG(p,r) iff G = (C) and Cv(g) = 0
. (G, C, V) e FFG(p,r)· iff moreover V is irreducible G-morlule.

Goal: Classifying F FG(p, rt , starting with F FG(2, 3t .
(This extends work of Mullineux (G =Altn ) and R.L. Wilson (G E Chev(2A:».)

(G,C, V) e FFG(2, 3)· implies
a)F·(G) = F(G) = Z(G). E, E:= 0 1(03(G» ~ 31+2m

or b)F-(G) = Z(G) • E(G), E(G) quasisimple.

Our result at the present stage gives a full deseription of all groups G with
(G,C,V) E FFG(2,3)" up to some ambiguities in ease b) and E(G) oftype
Chev(2A:). Except this case and the case G ~ Z3 x PSP2m(3) we get a fuJI.
classification of all tripies (G,C, V) e FFG(2,3t. -

R.M. GURALNICK

Rational Funetions Which Are Bijective Modulo p

Let rp E p(x). Let C{Jp denote the reduction of rp (mod p) viewed in IFp(x).

When is C{Jp bijeetive on IfD~ for infinitely many p? If r.p E p[x), this was origi
nally studied by Schur (1920's) who classified those of prime degree and conjee
tured that any such C{J is a composition of cyclic polynomials (essentially x r

) and
Dickson or Chebyshev polynomials. This was solved by Fried (1970) translating
the problem inta group theory. The polynomial condition is quite strang. If <p is·
rational, then we use the fact that the genus zero condition yields together the
exceptionality that if C{J is indecomposable (so Aschbacher-Q'Nan-Seott applies)
then up to a finite number of possibilities, <p is related to a polynomial or comes·
from an elliptic eurve and is of degree r or r 2 for some odd prime r. Using the··
theory of elliptie curves, we ean decide which degrees actually oeeue. This is
joint work with Müller and Saxl.

A.A.lvANOV

On locally projective graphs of girth 5

Let r be a graph and G a 2-arc transitive automorphism group of r. For a
vertex x E riet G(x)r(:z:) denate tbe permutation group induced by the stabi
Iizer G(x) of x in G on the set r(x) of vertiees adjacent to x in r. Then r is said
to be a locally projective graph of type (n, q) if G(x)r(z) contains PSLn(q) as
anormal subgroup in its natural doubly transitive action. Suppose that r is a
loeally projeetive graph of type (n, q), for same n ~ 3, whose girth (that is, the
length of a shortest eyde) is 5 and suppose that G(x) acts faithfully on rex).
(The ease of unfaithful action was completely settled earlier.) We show that
under these conditions either n = 4, q = 2, r has 506 vertiees and G ~ M 23 ,

or q =4, PSLn (4) :5 G(x) :5 PGLn (4), and r contains the WeHs graph on 32
vertiees as a subgraph. In the latter case if, for a given n, at least one graph
satisfying the conditions exists then there is a universal graph W (n) of which all
other graphs for this n are quotients. The graph W(3) satisfies the conditions
and has 220 vertices.
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G. MALLE

The finite irreducible linear groups with polynomial ring of invariants

This is areport on a joint work with Gregor Kemper. In the talk I presented
two recent results on the invariant theory of finite linear groups in arbitrary
characteristic. The first one gives a characterization of those irreducible groups
whose ring of invariants is a polYDornial ring.

Theorem A: Let G :5 GL(V) be finite irreducible. Then the ring of invariants
S(V)G is polynomial if and only if Gisgenerated by pseud~reflections and tbe
pointwise stabilizer of any proper subspace of V has polynomial invariants.

The necessity of tbe two conditions h~ been shown by Serre. Tbe case of char
acteristic 0 bad been solved by Shephard-Todd and Chevalley. Our proaf uses
the classification of finite irreducible groups generated by pseudo-reßections by
Wagner, Zalesskii-Sereskin, Kantor.
The second result concerns fields of invariants.

Theorem B: Let G ~ GL(V) be finite irreducible generated by pseudo-reflections.
Then the field of fractions of S(V)G is purely transcendental over the ground
field.
Partial results in tbis direction had been obtained by Carlisle and Kropholler.

A. MANN

Counting finite groups and their defining relations

We discuss tbe following

Conjecture A. The number of finite groups of order n and d generators is at
most n cd log n, for some constant c.

We show tbat the conjecture holds for soluble groups. For that end, we first show
that a soluble group of order n and d generators can be defined by (d + l)A(n)

. relations. Here A(n) is the number of primes dividing n, including multiplicities.
This leads to the following

Conjecture B. Let G be as in Conjecture A. Then G can be defined by cdlogn
relations.

Conjecture B implies Conjecture A. Moreover, to establish Conjecture B, it- suf
fices to show it for simple groups. For most families of simple groups it is known
to hold.
Finally, by considering p-groups, we show that the bounds of the conjectures
are of the right order of magnitude.

C. PARKER

Extremal subgroups in an ultraspecial situation

Extremal subgroups in groups of Lie type were introduced. Applications to
the symplectic amalgam (b =2) problem were given.
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L. PVBER

Cartesian products of nonabelian simple groups

Consider finitely generated subgroups r of the group G = 0:1 PSL(ni' q)
where q is a fixed prime-power and 5 :$ nl < n2 < ....
In joint work with Lubotsky and Shalev it is shown that for certain choices
of the series {ni} the group G has subgroups r with subgroup growth of type
n1ogn •

In joint work with Babai it is shown that such groups r have polynomial i~~~x
growth but ,-,~4 •

(i) they are not linear
(ii) they are not boundedly generated.
These results answer questions of Segal and Platonov-Rapinchuk respectively.

M. RASSY

Vertex-transitive automorphism groups of graphs and "pushing up"

. Given a vertex-transitive automorphism group of a connected graph such that
the stabilizer of each vertex x is finite and acts primitivelyon the set of neigh.
bours of x, the problem of determining the structure of the vertex-stabilizers is
closely related to a certain kind of tJ pushing up" -problem.

G. RÖHRLE

Parabolic subgroups of classical groups and quivers

This is areport on recent joint work with L. Hille (TH Chemnitz). We consider
the action of a parabolic subgroup P of a classical group G on the unipotent
radical Pu respectively on its Lie algebra Pu. We get the following classification
result. Here t{Pu ) denotes the nilpoteney class of Pu'

Theorem 1. Let G be a classical algebmic group and P a pambolic subgroup
0/ G (defined ouer the algebmically closed field k). Suppose that char k is either
zero or a "good" prime for G. The number 0/ P-orbits on Pu is finite i/ and only
i/ either t(Pu) :5 4, or G = S02n{k), l{Pu) = 5 and P satisfies some additional
conditions.
This theorem ean essentially be reduced to the ease of general linear groups
GL(V).
A Levi subgroup of a parabolie subgroup of GL{V) is isomorphie to a produet
of linear groups GLdi{k), for 1 :5 i :5 t, with dirn V = L: di and d = (d1 , ••• , dt)
determines tbe conjugacy class of P. Thus we write P = P(d).
Theorem 2. Let k be field and V a finite. dimensional k-vector space. Let
P = P{cl) be a parnbolic subgroup 0/ GL{V). Write d = (d1 , ••• , dt ). Then the
number 0/ P·orbits on Pu is independent 0/ k i/ and only i/ t :5 5. In particular,
in the case that k is infinite, the number 0/ P ·orbits on Pu is finite ij and only
i/ t :5 5. There is a purely combinatorial /onnula /or the number 0/ orbits only
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depending on d.
Even for the finite groups GLn(q) this result is new.
In our proof of Theorem 2 the question concerning the finiteness of the number
of orbits of P = P(d) on Pu with d = (dl , ... , dt ), t E N, is reformulated as
one about the representation type of a particular category M (t) of modules of
a quiver.

P. ROWLEY

A Baby graph

Suppose r is the rank 4 minimal parabolic geometry for the Baby Monster simple
group. Let g denote the point-line collinearity graph of r (wbere tbe points are
the objects of r whose stabilizer is 21+22 C02). Then 9 is a 11,707,448,673,375
vertex graph. This talk described joint work with Louise Walker which is con
cerned with determining loeal and global properties of g..

J. SAXL

Linear groups of orders divisible by eertain large primes

In a joint work with Guralnick, Penttila and Praeger, we classify the subgroups
of GLd{q) of order divisible by a prime r wbieh divides q' -1 for some I > dJ2 but
does not divide any qi - 1 for i < I (so-called Zsigmondy primes with I > dj2).
This has applieation to problems coneerning generation of almost simple groups,
recognition theorems (as deseribed in Abhyankar's talk) and computer recogni
tion algorithms for classical groups..

Y. SEGEV

On eonjeetures of Margulis-Platonov and Potapchik-Rapinehuk

aUf main result is

Main Theorem: Let D be a finite dimensional division algebra over an arbitrary
field. Then no quotiemt of n- is a non-abelian finite simple group.

The Main Theorem was eonjectured by Potapchik and Rapinchuk. By their
result it also makes a eontribution to the Margulis-Platonov conjeeture (see
eonjectures a.1 and a.2 in the book of Platonov-Rapinchuk).
Let X be a finite group. The commuting graph of Xis the graph on the nontriv
ial elements of X whose edges are eommuting pairs. It is denoted ß(X). Denote
by diam(t:.(X)) the diameter of ß(X), and let d be the usual distanee function
on ß(X). We say that ß(X) is balaneed ifthere are elements x,y E ß(X) such
that d(x, y), d(x, xy), d{y, xy), d(x, x-Iy), d(y, x-1y) are all bigger than 3. The
Main Theorem is proved using the following two theorems:

Theorem A: Let L be a non-abelian finite simple group. Suppose that either
diam(.6.(L)) > 4 or Ll(L) is balaneed. Then no quotient of D· is isomorphie to
L.
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The proof of Thm. A does not require the classification of FSG.

Theorem B: Let L be anon-abelian finite simple group. Then either diam(Ll(L» >
4 or .6(L) is balanced.

The proof of Thm. B is joint with Gary Seitz. It requires tbe classification of
FSG.

A. SHALEV

Simple groups, permutation groups, and probability

We prove a technical result concerning the size of the intersection of some conju
gacy classes in classical groups with certain maximal subgroups. We then show
that this result can be used to settle several seemingly unrelated problems' in
finite simple groups and finite permutation groups. For example, we prove

Theorem 1: There exists f > 0 such that if Gis an almost simple classical group
in non subspace action, and G has rank l and field size q, then the fixed point
ratio of G is $ q-d.

For large " this sharpens the cq-l bound of Liebeck and Sax!.

Theorem 2: There exists a constant c such that a finite almost simple primitive
group has a base of size $ c, with known exceptions.

This confirms a conjecture of Peter Cameron.
Other applications concern random generation, and the genus conjecture of G-u
ralnick and Thompson , which is reduced to the case of subspace actions of
classical groups.
This is a joint work with Martin Liebeck.

A. STEINBACH

Weak embeddings of generalized hexagons and groups of type G2

(Joint work with Hans Cuypers, TU Eindhoven)
The group G2(L) is a subgroup of a 7-dimensional orthogonal group O(W, q).
Each lang root subgroup A is a Siegel transvection group, hence [W, Al is 2
dimensional and [[W, Al, A] =0 (quadratic action).

We classify the embeddings of groups of type G2 in linear groups satisfying
these two assumptions.

Theorem. Let L be a commutative field and G be a group genemted by the dass
E 01 abstmct root subgroups such that G := GjZ(G) ~ G2 (L) and E is the dass
o/long root subgroups olG. We suppose that G :$ GL(V), where Visa vector
space over the skew field K, such that 0 ~ dirn [V, A] $ 2 and [[V, A], A] = 0,
/or A E E.

Then L is isomorphie to a subfield 0/ K and [V, G] is a natuml 7-dimensional
or (in ehamcteristic 2) 6· dimensional module /or G ~ G2 (L) (ouer the bigger
skew field K).

An important tool in the proof are weak embeddings of generalized hexagons
and polar spaces (P,.c) (Le. injective maps 'Ir from P into the point set of same
projective space P generated by 'Ir(P) , such that the set {1l'(x) I x point of l}
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is contained in a line of P, for each line I E L" and for all points pEP, the
image under 1r of {x E P I x not at maximal distance from p} is contained in a
hyperplane of P).

In the proof of the theorem, we first construct a weak embedding of tbe
generalized hexagon of type G2 associated to G into tbe projective space P =
P([V, GD. From this we obtain a weak embedding of the B3-polar space contain·
ing the hexagon as a subgeometry into P. Now the results on weakly embedded
classical polar spaces yield the theorem.

The method introduced above ia very efIective for the determination of sub-.
groups of classical groups generated by transvections or long root elements.

F.G. TIMMESFELD

Presentations for certain Chevalley groups

Certain presentations for Chevalley groups of type An,Dn and En over arbi·
trary field K were given. For example:
G = (Aa:li E 1,2 < 111 < 00) such that:
(1) Ai ~ 1 = (Ai)', i E 1
(2) For each i E 1 there exists a unique i' E I such that:

For each a E Ar there exists a b E Ar with A~ =Ai·
(3) If j f/. {i, i'} then either [Aa:, Aj ] = 1 or .

(i)[Ai, Aj ] = AJ(a:.j) , J(i,j) E I
(ii)[Aa:, AJ(a:,j)] = 1 = [Aj , A/(i,j)]
(iii) [Aa:' ,AJ(i,j)] = Aj

Then, if G is not a central product, G is a covering group of PSLn(K) or Ef,
Kadivision ring or Cayley divison algebra or of a Chevalley group of type
Dn(K) or En(K), K a field.

H. VÖLKLEIN

Braid-abelian generators of classical groups

The rigidity criterion in the case of 3 generators has been used extensively
by Belyi, Thompson, Matzat's Heidelberg school and others to realize various
classes of almost simple groups as Galois groups over Q and <Oab. The largest
body of simple groups - those of classical Lie type - admit a natural dass of
rigid tripies, the Belyi tripies.
Here I show that the groups PGLn(q) and PUn(q) admit another dass of rigid
generating systems, of length n + 1, which I called Thompson tupIes. Their
tbeory is quite similar to that ef the Belyi tripies, which allowed me to get same
new results on tbe Belyi tripIes as weil. The Thompson tuples yield tbe only
known rigid generating systems of lenght > 3 of any almost simple group. In
joint werk with J. Thompson we fouod a dass of generating systems of SPn(q)
of length ~ + 2 which are not quite rigid, but very elose: The pure braid group
induces an abelian group of permutations on inner classes of these tupies. We
use this to realize PSPn (q) over Q for n ~ 4q2 and q a square (and under various
other conditions on n and q as well).

10
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TH. WEIGEL

Generation problems of finite simple groups and applications

Various generation problems of finite simple groups have been solved recently.

In the talk we present a proof of the Magnus Conjecture which asks whether

a free group of rank at least 2 is residually X for every infinite family X of

non-abelian finite simple groups. Using an estimate on the number of rational

points on an affine variety of degree d and dimension k it is shown that a finite

simple group of Lie-type G has a generation system s, t E G such that the length

of a non-trivial relation R satisfies

l(R) ~ max{ log(q), f(l)}

for almost all q, where q = JFI denotes the cardinality of the field of definition,

I denotes the Lie rank, and f is a certain isotonic unbounded function. From

this one easily deduees the Magnus Conjecture.

C. WIEDORN

A Tilde geometey for F4 {2}

There exists a semiclassieal parabolic system with diagram 0 JI and

it is weIl known that ooly the sporadic simple groups M24 and He and a oon

split extension 37 SP6 (2) can have such a system.

Now consider a parabolie system of rank 4 with diagram 0 0

and assume that the residues corresponding to tbe end nodes both belang to

37 Sp6(2). It can be shown that a group G with such a system always has a

factor group isomorphie to F4 (2) and that G 9! 3833 F4(2) (non-split), if the

kernel of the homomorphism G -+ F4 (2) is abelian.

In the talk we construct an example of such a group as subgroup of the group

34371 B M, which is the automorphism group of the universal 2-cover of the

Petersen-geometry for the Baby monster.

R.A. WILSON

Sobgroups of tbc Baby Monster

The maximal subgroups of the Baby Monster are now (almost) completely deter

mined. There are eight conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups (all non-Iocal)

not already listed in tbe Atlas. We describe how these were found, and how the

final list is shown to be eomplete.

B. ZIMMERMANN

Finite groups and large groups of isometries of hyperbolie 3-manifolds

We study finite groups C, in particular linear fractional groups PSL(2,q), which

admit large actians by isometries on hyperbolic 3-manifolds M. Here large

means the volume (or the UHeegaard-genus") of the quotient M/C (which is a
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hyperbolic 3-orbifold) is small. Some of these small hyperbolic 3-orbifolds are
uniformized (quotients of hyperbolic 3-space) by hypo tetrahedral groups and
some small Bianchi groups PSL(2, Ok). We classify the finite quotients of type
PSL(2, q) of these groups. For example, for the Bianchi groups PGL(2,01 ==
Z(i]), PSL(2,03) and PGL(2, ( 3), all such quotients are obtained by reduc
tion of coefficients mod p (and onIy few values of q == p" occur), whereas for the
Picard group PSL(2, Z[i]) almost all groups PSL(2, q) are quotients (and are
not obtained by reduction of coefficients). It would be interesting to consider
other c1asses of finite (simple) groups. We discuss other types of hyperbolic
3-orbifolds of small volume resp. Heegaard-genus.

Berichterstatterin: C. Wiedorn
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Tagungsbericht 18/1997

Harmonische Analyse und Darstellungstheorie
topologischer Gruppen

04.05-10.05.1997

Die Tagung wurde organisiert durch R. Ho\ve (Ne,v Haven), E. Kaniuth (Pader
born) und G. Schiffmann (Strasbourg). Ein \vesentliches Ziel der Tagung ,var die
Zusammenführung von Mathematikern, deren .Arbeitgebiete die ganze Breite der
modernen Harmonischen Analyse und der Darstellungstheorie umfassen. Dies
spiegelt sich in den Vortragsthemen der Teilnehmer wider. So wurden unter
anderem Vorträge aus den folgenden Bereichen gehalten: Darstellungstheorie
diskreter Gruppen und ihre C·-Gruppenalgebren, Harmonische Analyse sym
metrischer Räume und Darstellungstheorie halbeinfacher Gruppen, Gelfandpaare
und Harmonische ~~nalyse auf nilpotenten und auflösbaren Liegruppen, Darstel
lungen p-adischer Gruppen, C·-i\lgebren von Transformationsgruppen und ihre
An\vendungen auf die Darstellungstheorie. Neben den Vorträgen blieb ausrei
chend Zeit für Diskussionen und Kurzvorträgen in kleineren Kreisen.

Vortragsauszüge

M.B. Bekka
On the characters of SL(n, Z), n ~ 3

Let r be an almost periodic countable group (that is, the finite dimensional
unitary representations of r separate the points of r). Let c·(r) be the full C·
algebra of r. A natural question is whether the finite dimensional representations
separate the points of C· (r). This is indeed the case if r is amenable or if r is a
non-abelian free group. This is also true for 5L(2, Z). In contrast, we show that
the finite dimensional representations do not separate tbe points of C·(SL(n, Z))
for n ~ 3. This also holds for other arithmetic groups like Sp(n, Z), n ~ 2 or
8L(2, ZV6), 8 > O.

A character of r is an indecomposable central positive definite function on r.
Using information on the restriction of such functions to appropriate subgroups of
r, \Ve sho,v that there is no faithful tracial state on C·(f) \vhere r = SL(n, Z), n ~

3. This answers a question of E. Kirchberg.
1
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~10reover, we give a description of all characters of SL(oo,Z) = limSL(n,Z).
~

An essential tool in our proofs is the congruence subgroup property of SL(n~Z), n ~

3.

C. Benson
Combinatorics and spherical functions on the Heisenberg group

Let V be a Hermitian vector space and K a compact Lie subgroup of U(V)
\vhich acts in a multiplicity free fashion on C[V]. One obtains a canonical basis _.
{pola E A} for C[VIR]K, consisting of homogeneous polynomials, and also a basis ..
{qa 10: E A} by orthogonalization of the Pa '5. The coefficients that appear in the
expression for qa in terms of the Pß '5 are called generalized binomial coeffieients
by Z. Yan. We describe some ne\v combinatorial identities that involve these coef-
ficients. These have applieations to analysis on the Heisenberg group H = V x :IR
obtained from V. Indeed, the polynomials qa determine most of the bounded
spherical functions for a Gelfand pair obtained from the action of K on H.

T.P. Branson
Spectra of intertwinors

In arecent paper [JFA, 1996], Olafsson, 0rsted and I presented a ne\v \vay of
computing intertwining operators

Ind~fANa® v ® 1 .5,. Ind~fANa ® (-v) ® 1

\vhen such exist. Here G is a semisimple Lie group, MAN a maximal parabolie
subgroup, and we assume that K -types oeeur with multiplicity one. The idea is
to compute the speetra of the operators J.

One may eonsider relaxing the restrictive assumptions above; namely

(1) a ~ a to a ~ A (changing M-types).
(2) fvIultiplicity one to higher multiplicity (of K-types).
(3) a ® v ® 1 to (J ® v ® 7 (N aets nontrivially berore inducing).
(4) MAN maximal to arbitrary parabolics. .

In this talk, \ve deseribe progress in direction (1), and applications to the so'lution
of some old problems about Stein-Weiss operators (gradients) D. In partieular,
\ve determine:

• \vhich linear combinations of operators D*D are elliptic or of Oth order.
• the spectra of all n*D on the standard sphere sn.

J.L. eIere
Compressions and contraetions of hermitian symmetrie spaees

Let D be a hermitian symmetrie space, realized as a bounded domain in cn
(Harish-Chandra embedding). Denote by G the (eonnected component of) the
group of holomorphic diffeomorphisms of D, and let K be the stabilizer of the
origin 0 E D, so that D == GIK. The action of G is by rational maps, and there
is a eorresponding action of its complexifieation Ge. The compression semigroup
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r is the set of elements in ac such that g(D) S; D. vVe show that r aets by
eontraetions on D, when D is equipped with the Bergman metrie (= G-invariant
metrie). This uses the realization of the semigroup r as G exp(C) (Olshanskii's
theorem), where C is the maximal invariant eone (up to ±1) in i,g. There is
strong indieation that a stronger statement is true, as Neretin showed for elas
sieal hermitian symmetrie spaces, and \Ve fonnulate a conjecture for the general
case.

M. Co\vling
Intertwining operators and the Kunze-Stein phenomenon
(joint ~'ork \vith S.Meda)

Let G be a non-compact semisimple Lie group ,vith finite centre. Although G
is non-compact, it behaves in sorne respeets as if it were. The Kunze-Stein phe
nomenon, that LP(G) *L2 (G) ~ L2(G) if 1 $ p < 2, is one manifestation o~4t~is.

A related phenomenon has been observed for split rank one groups, namely,~ that
IEFI 2:: CIEIIFI, where lEI denotes the Haar measure of a measurable s!Jbset
E of G, C being a constant independent of E and F. This is dedueed from the
result that LP,l(G) * LP(G) ~ V(G), where V,l(G) is the usual Lorentz space
on G. vVe give real variable proofs of an estimate on matrix coefficients related
to the Kunze-Stein phenomenon and of the measure theoretie inequality, whieh
rely on sho,ving that the Knapp-Stein intertwining operators map V (G/ P) into
LrI (G/ P) for the elass-one principal series representations which are naturally
isometrie on LP (G/ P) and LP' (G/ P) respectively.

H. Fujhvara
A conjecture of Corwin and Greenleaf

Let G = exp 9 be a connected, simply eonnected nilpotent Lie group with Lie
algebra g. \\'e consider a monomial representation T = ind~X of G induced"from
a unitaI1t charaeter X of an analytic subgroup H = exp.f). Let D-r (G / H) be the
algebra of smooth invariant differential operators on Gwhich leave stable the
space of functions satisfying the same H -eovariance relation as those of 7-space.
When T is of finite multiplicity, Convin and Greenleaf proved that D-r(G/ H)
is eommutative and conjeetured that it should be isomorphie to the algebra of
H-invariant polynomial fnnctions on the affine spaee

r-r = {l E g*: ll~ = -Hdx}
of g*. \\Te study their eonjecture by applying Penney's Plancherel fonnula for T

to get some partial affirmative results.

B. C. Hall
The Berezin-Toeplitz quantization for Lie groups of compact type

I describe a quantization scheme for the cotangent bundle of an arbitrary Lie
group K of eompact type. The cotangent bundle of K cau be given a canoni
cal complex structure whicb allows us to identify tbe cotangent bundle with the
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complexification of K. I describe a Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on the
cotangent bundle '\vhich in the simplest case K = ]Rn reduces to the '\vell-kno,vn
Segal-Bargmann space of holomorphic functions on cn =T* (Rn). Onee ,ve have
this space, ,ve may define for each function r/J a Toeplitz operator Trp ; the map
4> ~ Trp is the Berezin-Toeplitz quantization. I describe several results and eon
jectures about this quantization scheme.

A.G. Helminck
On representations associated with p-adic symmetrie spaces
Uoint 'work ,vith G.F. Helminck)

In this talk ,ve generalize the eoncept of real reductive symmetrie spaee to p
adie groups and analyse the multiplicities of the representations in the Planeherel
decomposition of tbe left regular representation. These symmetrie spaees are de
fined as follows. Let k be a p-adic field, G a reduetive p-adic group, a E A.ut(G)
an involution and H = Cu the fixed point group of a. The p-adic manifold
X = G/ His ealled a p-adie reduetive symmetrie spaee. There exists aG-invariant
measure dx on X. Let L be the left regular representation of G into L 2 (X, dx).
We first show that L decomposes multiplicity free, when H is cornpaet~ For H
non-compaet larger multiplicities can oceur. Using induced representations and
H-fixed distribution veetors ,ve give an estimate of these multiplicities. We also
discuss ,vhieh of these representations oecur in the Plancherel deeomposition'-

.A. Hulanicki
Pluriharmonic funetions on symmetrie domains in cn
(joint ,vork ,vith E. Damek, D. Müller and M. Peloso)

Let D be a bounded homogeneous domain in cn. Then there exists a solvable
Lie group S of biholomorphic maps of D onto D ,vhose action is singly transitive.
It eontains a nilpotent subgroup .lV(if!) ,,~hich acts "parallel'~ to the Bergman
Shilov boundary of D and its action extends to this boundary on ,vhich it aets
singly transitively. In a paper by E. Damek, A. Hulanieki and R. C. Penney
an elliptic, real, second order operator L with the follo,ving properties has been
constructed. .

(1) L anihilates holomorphic fnnctions
(2) the elass of bounded L-harmonic funetions on D is equal to the "Poisson

integrals" of LOO-functions on the Bergman-Shilov boundary of D
(3) L eommutes \vith tbe action of S.

Property (2) says that L defines '~the smallest" elass of bounded functions har
monie ,v.r. areal second-oreder elliptic operator whieh includes bounded plurihar
monie functions. A natural question arises whether one can exihibit additional
seeond order operators ,vhieh ,vould characterize pluriharmonic functions. We are
going to sho,v how this can be done in the ease of symmetrie irreducible domains.
Instead of bonnded holomorphic functions ,ve deal with H2-funetions. The Hardy



space H2(D) is defined as the space of holomorphic functions F on D such that

(H2 ) sup ( IF(u· z)12du < 00.
zED lN(cI»

It follows from recent ,vork of E. Damek, A. Hulanicki and R. Penney that for
the funetions F on D \vhich satisfy (H2) we have

LF = 0, iff F is the Poisson integral of a function f E L2(N(<I»)).
vVe exihibit a number of seeond order degenerate elliptic S-invariant operators 6.j

on D which characterize pluriharomonie funetions F, the real parts of holomor
phie functions F + iF, among the ones whieh are L-harmonie and satisfy (H2 ).

Then also F satisfies (H2
), so F + iF E H 2 (D). We restrict our considerations

to irredueible symmetrie domains, only. For those the number of operators ß j is
small I e.g., for the Siegel domain biholomorphic to the unit ball in cn the opera
tor L is the Laplaee-Beltrami operator w.r. to the Bergman metrie and we have
to add only ODe more operator 6. = T2 + J(l - H, where T is the central element
in the Lie algebra of N(~) and H is the invariant differentiation in the direction
of A. vVe need rand 2r additional operators on the symmetrie irreducible' tube
domain and for irreducible symmetrie type 11 Siegel domains, respeetively, r being
the rank of the domain. 1rreducibility of D is nesessary for this type of results.
For the produet of n copies of the upper-half plane the number of second order
real operators needed to characterize pluriharmonic functions is of the order of n2 .

Our methods yield a charact~rization of the functions f E L2(N(~)) such that
the Poisson integral of f is pluriharmonic. For the tube domains this is nothing
new: our condition reduces to Bochner's theorem: J(X) = 0 for X rt. rr' u -n·.
For type 11 Siegel domains our result generalizes a result of G. Laville.

P.E.T. Jorgensen
ReBection symmetry for unitary representations of Lie groups ' ..r

(joint work ,vith G. Olafsson)
Let G be a Lie group, 9 the Lie algebra of G, T E .i\ut(G) an automorphism

of period 2, 'Ir E Rep(G,1i) a unitary representation of G, K, a closed subspace
of 1i, and J : 1l -+ 1-1. a unitary operator. We say that the system has reflection
symmetry (RS) if J1r = ('Ir 0 T)J, Je is invariant under the action of H := GT and
(vIJv) ~ 0, \Iv E !C. \Ve characterize the possibilities, including a classification if
G is non-compact semisimple, and show that only trivial possibilities oeeur if G
is the ax + b group or the Heisenberg group. Let ~,q be the ±l eigenspaces of
T on g, and let gC = ~ + iq. Let GC be the eorresponding simply connected Lie
group. We show that if (RS) holds, then there is a unitary representation 1rC of
GC on

1-I.C = (Je/{v : (vIJv) = O}r
such that 'lr

C and 'Ir agree on Hand 'lrC(iy} = i'lr(Y) for all y E Q.
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V.F. Molehanov
Tensor products and canonical representations
(joint work ,vith G. van Dijk)

Quantization on para-Hermitian symmetrie spaces G/ H is closely connected
\vith tensor products of representations induced by charaeters of maximal para
bolic subgroups p± associated \vith G/ H (or maximal degenerate series represen
tations). These tensor products are eonnected \vith the so-called canonical rep
resentations which were introduced for Hermitian symmetrie spaces by Berezin.
In this talk we give the decomposition of the tensor produets 1r~v ® 7r;'v' J.L E
lR, v = 0,1, of maximal degenerate series representations of G for the case _
G = SL(n, lR), H = GL(n - 1, lR). We use heavily the deeomposition of tbe •
Berezin form for the space G/ H obtained by the author earlier. It turns out that
the Sch\vartz space ~v(S x S), \vhere the tensor product initiallyacts according
to its definition (here S is the sphere in Rn), needs some "completion" to eontain
an orthogonal decomposition with respect to the Berezin form. If J.l belongs to
the interval (-~-1 + k, -';+1 + k), k E Z, k =I 0, then this completion includes
Ikl irreducible subspaces in addition to tbe case k = 0 (\vhen the decomposition
includes irreducible unitary representations of continuous and discrete series).
For k > 0 these spaces eonsist of distributions coneentrated at the boundary r
of G/ H. The action of G on these distributions is diagonalizable. We give an
explicit construction for this diagonalization.

K.-H. Neeb
U nitary highest weight representations and Riesz distributions

Let n be an irreducible symmetrie cone and L = Aut(O)o the connected au
tomorphism group of O. Then the dual cone 0* carries a distinguished family
of L-semiinvariant tempered distributions Rs , SEC, called Riesz distributions.
The positivity of these distributions corresponds to the unitarizability of the as
sociated highest weight representation of G = A.ut(Tn)o, ,vhere Tn is the tube
domain \vith basis O. "Ve generalize this correspondence to the setting of vector
valued highest \veight representations and explain ho'v their properties can be
analyzed in terms of operator valued Riesz distributions.

Y. Neretin
Boundary values of holomorphic functions and constructions of discrete
spectra .

Denote by Bp,q (resp. Tp,q) the space of complex (resp. real) p x q-matriees
Z such that IIZII < 1. Obviously, one has Bp,q = U(p, q)/(U(P) x U(q)), Tp,q =
O(p, q)f(O(p) x O(q)). Consider Hilbert spaces Hs(Bp,q) and Hs(Tp,q) defined by
the reproducing kernel

Ks(z, u) = det(l - zu*)-S,

\vhere s = 0,1,2, ... ,p - 1 or s > p - 1. It is easy to see that the restriction
operator Hs(Bp,q) ---* Hs(Tptq ) is a unitary isomorphism, equivarülnt with respect
to O(p,q). It is known that lims-+00 Hs(Tp,q) is L2(O(P,q)j(O(p) x O(q»).
Problem Decompose the representation of O(p, q) in Hs(Tptq ) = Hs(Bp,q).
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Denote by M the set of real p x q-matrices such that Z· Z = lp. Then we
obtained
Theorem (Neretin-Olshanskii) If s < (q - 2p-I)/2, then there exists a eorreetly
defined restriction operator Hs(Bp,q) -+ LI (M).

Hence we obtain an action of O(p, q) in same Hilbert spaee of funetions on M.
Construetions of such type allow to construct discrete increments to speetra in
various problems of harmonie analysis.

T. Nomura
Berezin transforms related to multiplicity free aetions
(joint \vork with E. Fujita)

Let V be a finite-dimensional complex veetor spaee on ",·hieh a compact Lie
group K aets linearly. The action is said to be multiplicity-free if tbe space P(V)
of bolomorphic polynomial functions on V has a multiplicity-free K-irred:~_cible

decomposition P(V) = LOEA Pa(V), \vhere A is an index set. Fixing "'j~~K
invariant hennitian inner product on V, we consider the normalized Gaus~;ian

measure JL and the corresponding L2-space L2 (V, dJ.L). Then each Po(V)'is a
subspace of L2(V, dJ.L) \vith reproducing ·kernel "'0. The Berezin transfonn Ba
associated to Po(V) is, by definition, an integral operator on L2(V, Ko(Z, z)dJ.L)
\vith integral kernel

Ka(Z, Z)Ka(W, w) .

Here K,o(z, z) is strictly positive on a dense open subset 0 of V. f\1y major in
terest consists in the spectral decomposition of the bounded positive selfadjoint
K -invariant operator Ba' Some general facts and two case-studies are preserited.

G.Olafsson
Spherical Laplace Transforrn for ordered symmetrie spaces

Let G/ M be an irreducible, globally hyperbolic symmetrie spaee, and let
4'>.(8) = JA1/Hnz P_>.(sh) dh be a M-spherical function on the semigroup S° =
M exp Co, CO an open cone in g. We derive a Harish-Chandra type fonnula für
'P>.:

ep>.(a) = en(A) L Co(WA}~w>.{a), a E A+ C SO n A.
wEWo

This gives an analytic eontinuation of the spherical Laplace transform

V(S)# :3 F >-+ .cF(>') = c(~) JF(O,x)P->.(x) dx

= c(~) L+ F(O, a)<p>.(a)6(a) da

where V(S)# is the commutative algebra of G-invariant Volterra kerneis. The
expansion formula also shows that cp>.(s) is analytic on So for all parameters,
where <P>. is defined, by using the \vork of Heckmann and Opdam. Let CA1C(A) be
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the Harish-Chandra c-function for the Riemannian symmetrie space G/ K. Define
E>. by

'" CMC(WA)
CMC(A)E>..(s) = L C(WA)· CPw>.(s)

wEWo\W

'" C+(WA)
L cn(wÄ) 'Pw>.(s).

wEWo\W

Then E>.IA n SO agrees \vitb the K-spherical function 'l/J>.. We have tbe inversion
formula:

F(O, s) = cJ'cF('x)K>.(s)d'x.

J. A.. Packer
The equivariant Brauer group of prineipal bundles
(based in part on joint \vorks \vith I. Raeburn, D. \Villiams and S.T. Lee)

We use the reeently developed equivariant Brauer group of D. Crocker, A.
Kumjian, 1. Raeburn and D. Williams to establish conditions under \vhich cer
tain hvisted transformation group C·-algebras are strongly Morita equivalent to
one another, in part generalizing a theorem of P. Green and M. Rieffel. This
result can be applied to study certain t,visted group C·-algebras associated to
discrete, finitely generated, torsion-free, t\vo-step nilpotent groups.

R.C. Penney
The Riesz-Fischer theorem far the Hua system on non-symmetrie do
mains in cn

In this talk \ve stated aversion of the Helgason conjecture for any Kähler man
ifold, ,vhich relates to describing the boundary behaviour of the COO-functions
that are harmonie ,vith respect to the scalar valued universal differential opera
tors. Our main results, however, \vere for a system (the Hua system) of differential
operators on a homogeneous domain in cn which generates the algebra of uni
versal operators. Dur main result states that a function that i5 harmonie ,vith
respect to this system has boundary values on the Shilov boundary and an L2_

function on the Shilov boundary is a boundary value of a Hua harmonie function,
if and only if its Fourier transform is supported on a particular set of orbits in
(Rn). under the adjoint action of tbe cone group. This set of orbits equals (Rn).
a.e. if and only if the domain is symmetrie.
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G. Ratcliff
The spherical transform of a Schwartz function on the Heisenberg
group
Uoint '\vith C. Benson and J. Jenkins)

Let Hn be the (2n + l)-dimensional Heisenberg group, on \vhich tbe unitary
group U(n) acts by automorphisms. Let K ~ U(n) be such that K ~ K b< Hn is
a Gelfand pair, and let ß K be the Gelfand space. Then the spherical transform
from L'k(Hn ) to L2(tl K ) is an isometry.
Question: vVhat is the image of the space of K -invariant Schwartz functions
nnder the spherical transforID?

vVe give a complete answer in terms of the decay of operators applied to func
tions on ßK' These operators are combinations of differential and difference
operators.

W. Rossmann
Action-angle variables and weight multiplicity

Let K be a compact classical group, T ~ T a maximal torus, and A c
L('f'")· = Rr thc \\-'eight diagram of an irreducible representation of K, vie\ved
as a set of points \vith multiplicities. It is known that A can be relized in a
natural ,,'ay as the image nnder a linear projection 1IF ~ W of the integral
points in a polytope Il in a Euclidian space of dimension equal ot the number N
of positive roots (Gelfand-Tsetlin tables). This suggests that there should exist
an lV-torus r containing T, \vhich acts naturally in the representation space
and \vith multplicities = 1, so that the map Il --t A is induced by the projection
L(1rm)- --t L(T")-. According to the method of geometrie quantization, such a
torus ']fffi \vould be expected to act symplectically on the orbit of the hightest
weight K· A c L(K)-. (In classicallanguage, such a torus action is equivalent to
action angle variables for the elements of H E L(T'"), considered as Hamiltonian
funct.ions on K ·A). The case K = U(n) is \vell-known and amounts to a ,,~ersion of
Jacobi's elliptic coordinates. vVe present a construction of action angle variables
\vhich applies to classical groups and produces tbe desired map II ~ A.

S. Sahi
The binomial formula for nonsymmetrie MacDonald polynomials

The q-binomial theorem is "essentially" tbe expansion of

(x - 1)(x - q) ... (x _ qd-l)

in terms of the monomials x k for k :5 d. We describe a multivariable general
ization of this, where the "xk's" are replaced by "MacDonald's nonsymmetrie
polynomials" Eß(:X; q, t), and the q-shifted powers ':(x - 1), ... (x - qd-l)" are re
placed by the inhomogeneous polynomials Gß(X; q, t) introduced by F. Knop and
myself. The binomial coefficients in the expansion can themselves be expressed
in terms of the Gß 'so
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G. Savin
Lifting automorphic forms from G2 to PGSp6 using the minimal repre
sentation of E7

The lift is the first step in pressing that antomorphie forms on G2 are mo
tivie. Gross and I have sueeesfully developed both Ioeal and global aspeets ·of
tbe theory. In addition, G2 admits a canonical form (like the Ramanujan ß in
GL2-ease) ,vieh lifts to a niee form on PGSP6: holomorphic diserete series at
infinity, Steinberg at p = 2, and unramified for p > 2.

T. Steger
Monotony of free group representations
(joint work ,vith G. Kuhn)

Let r be a nonabelian free group on finitely many generators. Let 0 be tbe
boundary of f, C(O) tbe C·-algebra of eontinuous funetions, and A : r -7

Aut(C(O)) the left regular action. A representation 1f' of tbe erossed product
r t>< A C(O) on 1i' is given by a unitary representation 1f' : r ---* U(1l') and a
*-representation 1f' : C(O) ---* C(1-l') satisfying, for x E r, 9 E C(O)

1f'(x)1r'(g)1r'(X)-l = 1r'(A(X)g).

For a fixed unitary representation 1f : r -7 U(1i), a boundary realization of 1f

is a pair (t,1r') \vhere

• 1f' is a r ~ A C(O)-representation on 1-{,'

• t : 1-1. -7 1{' is an isometrie r -map
• t(1i) is cyelic for 1f'.

The realization is perfeet if t is bijeetive. We say that monotony holds for 1r if, up
to obvious equivalenee, 1f admits a unique realization (t,1f) and that realization
is perfeet.

The anthor and G. Kuhn sho\v that the representations they introdueed in
"~10re irreducible ... ,~ Duke J. (82) 1996, are monotonous and they provide a
ne\v, easier~ and more sophisticated proof of irreducibility.

P..Torasso
Minimal representations of simple Lie groups over a loeal field of zero
characteristic

By means of Duflo's orbit method we attach unitary irredueible representations
to the admissible minimal nilpotent orbits of simple Lie groups of relative rank
at least three over a loeal field. Using Duflo's method \ve construct irredueible
unitary representations of the standard parabolic subgroups whieh fit together
on their pairwise interseetions.

When tbe field of definition is real \ve prove that the infinitesimal annihilator
of any one of our representations is a eompletely prime ideal, the Gelfand-Kirillov
dimension of which is minimal: in particular \vben tbe absolute type of the group
in hand is not An, this ideal is the Joseph ideal. If moreover the group possesses
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a maximal parabolic with abelian nilradical \ve give a realization of the infinites
imal version of our representation through the Gencharov homomorphism.

A.. Valette
Richard Thompson's group F

F is the group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of [0,1] which are
piecewise-linear, whose derivatives have finitely many discontinuities - all of them
at rational dyadics, and whose slopes are powers of 2. By results of Brown
Geoghegan and Brin-Squier, it is known that F is a finitely presented group that
does not contain the free group IF2 as a subgroup. Geoghegan conjectured in 1979
that F is non-amenable (iftrue, F would be the first counterexample of finite
presentation to von Neumann's question: is non-amenability of a group due to
the presence of lF2 ?).

We present results by PanI Jolissaint (1997): F and its commutator subgrbup
F I are inner amenable (better: the von Neumann factors W· (F) aod W· (FI

)

have property (r) of Murray and von Neumann). We give some speculations on
ho,v to prove Geoghegan's conjecture; in particular, \ve construct a holomorphic
family of uniformly bounded representations of F ,vhich are not obviously similar
to unitary representations.

Berichterstatter: Siegfried Echterhoff
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 19/1997

Numerische Methoden

der Approximationstheorie.

11. - 17. 5. 1997

The conference was organized and directed by Prof. Dr. Dietrich Braess,
Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Germany and Prof. Dr. Larry L. Schumaker, .
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee. Many of the talks and discus
sions during this week focused on topics in the area of numerical solutions
of differential equations by refinable functions, wavelets,; and radial basis
functions, where a special field of interest were precondiÜoning techniques.
Another strong area of interest was in computer aided deJign and engineering
methods.

Despite a larger number of volunteers, only a moderate number- of talks
had been scheduled, in accordance with the management of the institute.
This was in order to leave suflicient time for discussions and joint work during
the meeting. The participants acknowlegded this opportunity and made
extensive use of it.

48 mathematicians from 9 countries attended the meeting and were gen
erously accommodated by the mathematical institute. On behalf of the par
ticipants we would like to thank the director Pro(. Dr. M. Kreck and his staff
for their friendly hospitality and help which made this conference a success.

Abstracts of Presented Talks

(In the case of multiple authors, speakers are marked with an asterisk)

Minimal Norm Extensions in Loo/ Hoo
,;"

Laurent Baratchart·, Juliette Leblond, Jonathan R. Partington

Given a proper subset K of the unit circle T and f E Lex>(K) we seek an
extension 'f/J E LOO(T - K) such that the concatenated function fv'l/; is as
close as can be to the Hardy class Hex> or to the meromorphic class Hex> +'RN,



~~ ~.~-~~.-,\~. -~." .._~:
'.

where 'RN is the set of rational functions with at most N poles in the disko
This problem ia in fact ill-posed in general (we discuss when) and for that
reason we further constrain 1/J to He in some ball of LOO(T - K).

Such questions arise naturally frorn certain inverse problems, like decon
volution or Dirichlet-Neumann singuIarity detection, where partial values of
a meromorphic function can be gathered on the boundary of the damain on
analyticity with some measurement errar. We then explain how the problem
can be implicitly reduced to AAK meromorphic approximation, and we shall
derive a constructive solution when the data have bounded derivative and K
consists of finitely many arcs. This will entail discussing the generic charac
ter of multiplicity 1 for Hankel singular values so as to ensure the continuity
of the implicit AAK approximation just mentioned, as weIl as estimating
the modulus of continuity of certain outer fa.ctors near their singularity. We
shall mention some open extension problems of this kind, and we shall finally
present numerical experiments.

Large Scale Computations
with Radial Basis Functions

Rick Beatson

Radial basis functions such as the thin-plate spline, the multiquadric and
the sine are popular for diverse applieations such as titanium eranioplasty,
modelling the earths magnetic field, and modelling rainfall distributions via
GCV. There used to be numerical conditioning and computer resouree dif
ficulties in using globally supported rbfs for large problems. I will present
experimental evidence that these problems are now essentially overcome. We
may not yet know the "l?est" way to compute with rbf's but "good" methods
are kno~. Namely, the combination of a good choice of basis, a fast matrix _
multiply, and a suitable iterative method enables fast stable computations of •
rbf's with many thousands of centers on modest workstations.

Large Besov Regularity for
Elliptic Boundary Value Problems

Stephan Dahlke

We shall be concerned with the regularity of solutions to boundary value
problems on Lipsehitz domains n in lRd and its relationship with adaptive and
other nonlinear methods for approximating these solutions. The smoothness
spaces which determine the efficieney of such nonlinear approximation in
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Lp(n) are the Besov spa.ces B~(LT(n)), r := (o./d + l/p)-l. Thus, the
regularity of the solution in this scale of Besov spaces is investigated with
the aim of determining the largest Q for which the solution is in B~(L'T (n».
The deepest results are obtained for boundary value problems for the Laplace
operator. Generalization to other problems will also be discussed. Especially,
we shall consider real homogeneous elliptie operators of higher order. The
proofs of the regularity theorems are combinations of recent results on the
chara.cterization of Besov spaces by wavelet expansions with concepts from
classical harmonie analysis.

Multistep Approximation Algorithms:
Improved Convergence Rates through
Postconditioning with Smoothing Kerneis

Greg Fasshauer*, Joe Jerome

First we show how certain widely used multistep approximation algori thms
can be interpreted as instances of an approximate Newton method. It was
shown in [1] that the convergence rates of approximate Newton methods (in
the context of the numerical solution of PDEs) suffer from a "lOBS of deriva
tives", and that the subsequent linear rate of convergenee can be improved
to be superlinear using an adaptation of Nash-Moser iteration for numerical
analysis purposes; the essence of the adaptation being a splitting of the in
version and the smoothing into two separate steps. In our talk we will show
how these ideas apply to scattered data approximation, and we will show
that radial basis functions serve as viable tools for the inversion, 88 weH as
for the smoothing operations. As a consequence we conclude that the rate
of convergence of multistep algorithms such 8S the one presented in [2] can
be improverl by employing smoothing steps during the iteration. Numerical
results are also supplied.

[1] Jeromet J. W., An adaptive Newton algorithm based on numerical
inversion: regularization 8S postconditioner, Numer. Math. 47, 1985, 123
138.

[2] Floater t M., and Iske t A. t Multistep scattered data interpolation using
compact1y supported radial basis functions, preprint.

Refinable Subspaces of Refinable Spaces

Thomas A. Hogan

Refinable spaces are very important in the construction of wavelets. Sev-
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eral properties are necessary for the refinable functions to give rise to use
ful wavelets. Among these, are smoothness, approximation order, stability.
Other desir"able properties might be orthonormality and symmetry. It is
easy enough to generate refinable spaces with high approximation order t or
thonormality and symmetry, if one is willing to sacrifice continuity (e. g., take
sufficiently many truncated powers restricted to the unit interval, and run
Gram-Schmidt on them). If one were to then take the space generated by
these functions and intersect it with the space of continuous (or smoother)
functions, it would still be refinable (and would provide the same approxima
tion order). It would be great if a set of generators for this new space could
be fouod, say with the same properties as the original set (orthonormality
and symmetry). This is the basic idea behind my talk.

N umerical Computation of Smoothness
of Multivariate Refinable FUnctions

Rong-Qing Jia

We are interested in multivariate refinable functions, which are solutions of
refinement equations of the form

rP = L a(o)rjJ(M· - 0),
oEZ·

where ais a finitely supported sequence on zs, called the refinement mask,
and M is an s x s integer matrix such that limn _ oo M-n = 0, called a di
lation matrix. Multivariate wavelets are generated horn the corresponding
refinable functions.

In this talk we will discuss efficient numerical algorithms to compute
smoothness of multivariate refinable functions in Sobolev spaces. Our alge>
rithms are based on a study of the subdivision operator and the transition
operator associated to the refinement equation.

Simultaneous Polynomial Approximation
in L p , 0 < p ~ 00

Kirill Kopotun

Some problems in the area of simultaneous approximation of a function and
its derivatives in the Lp-metric (0 < p ~ (0) will be discilssed.
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Bivariate Spline Method
for N avier-Stokes Equations

Ming-Jun Lai

Let D be a polygon and Q be a quadrangulation of D which consisting of
convex quadrilaters. Adding the two diagonals of each quadrilateraJ of Q, we
obtain a triangulation. Such a quadrangula.tion may be obtained by first tri
angulating D and then connecting tbe center of eacb triangle to the midpoint
of its three edges. We consider the bivariate spline spare S of smoothness r
and degree 3r over such a triangulation T. We show the approximatin prop
erties of this spline space S. Then we consider the Navier-Stokes' equations
in stream function fomulation and apply the bivariate spline fun~tions to
solve those equations. We give a convergence analysis of the bivaria.te spline
method. Some numerical experiments are shown.

Linking Discrete Orthogonality with
Dilation and Translation far Incomplete
Sigma-Pi Neural Networks of Hopfield-Type

Burkhard Lenze

In this talk, we show how to extend well-knoWD discrete orthogonality .re
sults for complete sigma-pi neural networks on bipolar coded information
in presence of dilation and translation of tbe signals. The approach leads
to a whole family of functions being able to implement any given~~boolean

function. Unfortunately, the complexity of such complete higher order neu
ral network realizations increases exponentially with tbe dimension of tbe
signal space. Therefore, in practise one often only considers incomplete sit
uations accepting that not all hut hopefully the most relevant information
or boolean functions can be realized. At this point, tbe introduced dila
tion and translation parameters play an essential röle because they can be
tuned appropriately in order to fit the concrete representation problem 8S

best 8S possible without any significant increase of complexity. In detail, we
explain our approach in context of Hopfield-type neural networks including
tbe presentation of a new learning algorithm for such generalized networks.
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On the V Condition N umber of the
Multivariate Triangular Bernstein-Bezier Basis

Tom Lyche·, Karl Scherer

In this talk we give bounds for the V' condition number

~J>(lRS)=supllcllp/11 Lcan;>.all supll LCa n;>.all /llcllp
c lal=n a. LP(E) c#) lal=n a. LP(E)

of tbe triangular Bernstein basis (n!.Aa / a!) of degree n, witb respeet to a sim
plex E in ]Rs. This basis has gained increasing popularity through work in
Computer Aided Geometrie Design. In two space variables we give an upper
bound which grows like 3n when the degree n tends to infinity. Similar esti
mates for univariate B-splines has been given earlier by de Boor, Ciesielski,
and the first author, and reeently by Shadrin and the second author. This is
a continuation of previous work by the authors for the Loo ease.

On Discrete Tension Splines

Paolo Costantini, Boris 1. Kvasov, Carla M anni·

Let the data (Xi, fi), i = 0, ... , N + 1, be given, with a = Xo < Xl <
... ,XN+l = b. The elassical continuous tension splines, widely studied dur
ing last years for their tension properties, are obtained as solution of a fourth
order multipoint boundary problem involving same nonnegative tension pa
rameters Pi :

S(4) - (~.)2s(2) = 0, . ( )'Cfi 1n Xi, Xi+l ,

S E C2
[a, b], S(Xi) = fi

with specified end eonstrains.
For practieal purposes it is often more interesting to know the values of the

solution over a given tabulation of [a, b] than its global analytic expression.
Here we study a natural discretization of the previous problem. We prove

that the discretized problem has a unique solution, called mesh solution, and
we study its properties. Of course it turns out that the mesh solution is not
a tabulation of s but it can be extended on [a, b] to a function, U, with prop
erties very similar to those of s and which approaches s as the discretization
step goes to zero. In particular it turns out that U can be computed via a
tridiagonal system involving its second divided differenees at the knots Xi.
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In addition, 8S the tension parameters take the value 0, u reduces to the
discrete interpolating cubic splines already studied in literature.

Due to these properties we will refer to u as discrete tension spline in
terpolating the data.

Recursive Techniques in the Wavelet Theory

Laum B. Montefusco

The notion of recursive matrix, introduced in [1], has revealed to be a pow
erful tool for a unified study of combinatorial problems related to double
recurrences and, recently, it has been shown in [2] that it can be fruitfully
used to represent and easily handle some linear operators t~~~ are widely
used in filter theory and related fields. A natural setting for;the applicar
tion of recursive techniques seems to he the context of wavelet analysis.
Indeed, the shift invariant property of wavelet analysis is closed reisted to
the essence of the notion of recursive matrix, suggesting to undertake a sys
tematic approach to general wavelet theory via recursive matrix techniques.
In this talk we present some preliminary results of the forthcoming paper [3],
where an elementary construction and characterization of general compactly
supported wavelets is given, handling with equal ease the orthogonal and
non-orthogonal case.

[1] Barnabei, M. and Brini, A. and Nicoletti, G., Recursive matrices
and umbral calculus, J. Algebra, 75, pp.546-573, (1982). [2] Barnabei, M

and Montefusco, L. B., Recursive Properties of Toeplitz and Hurwitz Matri
ces, submitted to Linear Algebra and its Applications (1996). [~] Barnabei,

M. and Guerrini, C. and Montefusco, L.B.", Umbra! Methods for General
Wavelet Construction in progress.

An Infinite Dimensional Extension
of the Singer-Yamabe Theorem

Bernd Mulansky

Let X, Y be two linear topological spaces, A E L(X, Y) a continuous linear
map from X into Y, C c X, B c X a convex set dense in C, and d E A[G]
an admissible data point. The Singer-Yamabe theorem states that B n A-ld
is dense in C n A-1d, assuming G = X and Y is finite dimensional. This
result has been generalized by Mulansky and Neamtu to arbitrary sets G,
provided d E int(A[C]) is an interior data point. In the talk we discuss an
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extension of the Singer-Yamabe theorem to the case of an infinite dimensional
range space Y. Some applications to problems of shape preserving infinite
interpolation, e.g., monotone extension of boundary data, are described.

Convergence of Subdivision Schemes

Mike Neamtu

Under the assumption that a given two-scale refinement equation possesses a
continuous solution, necessary and sufficient conditions are derived for con
vergence of the corresponding univariate stationary subdivision scheme with
a finitely supported fiask. These conditions are expressed using the fac
torization of the subdivision IDask and do not require the computation of
a spectral radius of matrices or solving an eigenvalue problem. The main
result is that the existence of a continuous solution of the refinement equa
tion essentially implies convergence of subdivision. Namely, the solution can
always be generated by employing a convergent subdivision corresponding to
an appropriately chosen mask. .

High Dimensional N umerical Integration

Erich Novak

High dimensional problems are difficult, there exists a curse of dimension. It
was believed that only Monte Carlo methods or number theoretic methods
can be used if the dimension dis large, say d = 10 (for many of the standard
test examples)'or d = 360 (in some recent applications from finance) or even
d = 00 (path integrals).

We prove (theoretical results) and demonstrate (hy numerical examples)
that a suitable method (based on polynomial interpolation using the con- ..
struction of Smolyak) can be used with excellent results if the integrand is •
sufficiently smooth.

Our method is almost optimal (Le., up to logarithmic factors) simul
tanously for each class

c~ = {f : [0, l]d -+ R 111/(0)1100 ~ 1, 101 = k}

and also for each class

F3 = {f: [0, l]d -+ R 111/(0)1100 ~ 1, 01 = ... = Gd = k}.

Our method (see Numer. Math. Vol 75 and further preprints) is also almost
optimal with respect to its polynomial exactness.
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Most work was done together with Klaus Ritter from Erlangen. I include
remarlcs about tractability (Le. behavior of the error bounds for a finite
number of knots; not just the order of convergenee). This part is based on
joint work with lan Sloan (Sidney) and Henry Woiniakowski (New York and
Warsaw).

Regularity of Multivariate Refinable Functions
with Infinite Masks: Computation and Applications

Rudy Lorentz, Peter Oswald·

Optimal multiscale algorithms for operator equations require th~ .c:onstruc
tion of hierarchieaI Riesz bases in Sobolev spaces. The efficiencyEöf associ
ated multilevel solvers depends on Riesz bounds (eondition numbers, itera.
tion count) and the sparsity of diseretization and intergrid transfer matrices
(arithmetieal complexity per iteration).

In the setting of a dyadic MRA 00 ]Rd, the second requirement makes
it plausible to investigate ad hoc choices of potential multiscale bases with
small masks for scaling functions 4J and prewavelet functions "pA. To cheek
the Riesz basis property of such systems, the essential step is to determine
the exact regularity of the dual scaling function ~ which is often of 000

eompact support. We discuss methods to efficiently compute such quantities,
and present comparisons for box spline examples (mostly for the linear ease
which is closely connected to multilevel finite element preeonditioners).

Validated Computations in Approximation Theory

Knut Petras

Tools for validated computation, such as interval arithmetie and automatie
differentiation, allow the exact error estimation for many algorithms in nu
merieal analysis and particularly in approximation theory. Usually one might
thiok that the necessity to ealculate guaranteed bounds implies that much
more effort is necessary to solve the problem. However there are situations,
in which it can be proved that the additionally eollected information reduces
the cast for calculating the approximation drastically. I give examples from
quadrature theory and from uniform approximation of differentiable func
tions with unknown singularities 8S weIl as of piecewise' analytic functions.
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Rotational and Helical Surface Approximation
for Reverse Engineering

Helmut Pottmann ., Thomas Randrup

We deal with a problem that arises in the context of reverse engineering
of geometrie models. Given a surface in 3-space or scattered points from
a surface, we investigate the problem of deciding whether the.data may be
fit tOO weH by a surface of revolution or a helieal surface. F'urthermore, we
show how to compute an approximating surface and put special emphasis on
basic shapes used in computer aided design. The algorithms apply methods
of line geometriy to the set of surface normals in combination with techniques
of numerical approximation.

Polynomial Frames and Bases

H. N. Mhaskar, J. Prestin·

In this talk we investigate localization properties of polynomial frames and
bases of wavelet type. Starting with trigonometrie and Chebyshev polyno-
mials we summarize how to find translation invariant bases and how one can
construct corresponding wavelets.

For general orthogonal polynomials we eonsider Christoffel-Darboux ker
nels and some smoothOO versions of it (with some weight function g(k)).
By taking suitable differences of these kerneis we obtain the wavelets. De
pending on the smoothness function g we compute Riesz and frame bounds.
FUrthermore, for the Jacobi polynomial setting we study how these frame
coefficients can be used to detect singularities of given functiollS. In particu
lar, for truncatOO power functions exact asymptotic bonnels for the decay of
the frame coefficients are presented.

Finally, for some special cases we diseuss whether these Riesz bases are
also Schauder bases for the space of continuous functions.

Orthogonality of B-Splines and Applications

Ulrich Reif

We show that the cardinal B-Splines B;,n,j E Z, of order n are an orthonor
mal system with respect to the weighted Sobolev norm

(

n-l ) 1/2

11/11:= ~Wl' 1181'/CtWdt
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if and only if the weights wp are chosen such that

n-l

Ijsinc2n (y/2) = Lwp (n)y2P+ Q(y2n) .
~

Spline a.pproximation P : ll"-I(IR) 1-+ span; B;,n witb respect to this norm
is a quasi-interpolant of maximal order. Compared with tbe standard L2_
approximation, the evaluation of P is significantly cheaper since Da linear
system has to be solved. Compared with standard quasi interpolants, P
provides a best approximation with respect to a reasonable norm measuring
the deviation of function values and certain derivatives. If approximation ia
subject to a. set of linear constraints, then the solution is readiJ~ obtained
by projecting the solution of tbe unconstraihed problem on the feasible set.
When applied to spline conversion problems, P yields explicit ~chemes for
knot removal and degree reduction.

The L2-Regularity of Refinable Functions

Amos Ron

The problem of finding the L2-smoothness of a refinable function, or, more
generally, a refinable vector of functions, from intrinsie properties of the cor
responding mask is one of the cornerstones of wavelet theory, and is also of
crucial significance in the analysis of uniform subdivision schemes. Tens of
papers were written on the subject, and important advanc~mentshad been
made. Nonetheless, even in the very special case of a singleton scaling func
tion in one variable which is dyadically refinable, and has compaet support, a
complete characterization of the L2-regularity problem was yet to be fouod.
The most recent results on the matter are due to Reimenschneider and Shen,
to Jia, and to Cahen, Gröchenig and Villemoes. In essence, all these authors
provide lower bünnds on the smoothness of a singleton compactly supported
refinable function whose mask is finite (many varia.bles, and general dila
tion matrices), and some of them show that under a. sta.bility assumption on
the shifts of the refinable function, these lower bounds estimates are sharp.
Alas, simple examples cau be made to show that without such astability
assumption the above-mentioned lower bounds can be abysmal.

As of now, we finally know how to chara.cterize completely tbe ~-smooth

ness of refinable functions in terms of their corresponding transfer operator,
or equivalently, in terms of the subdivision operator. The chara.cterization is
valid in any number of dimensions, for a singleton or vector-valued scaling
function (and even for distributions), it does not assume any factoriza.tion of
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the mask, does not require any stability or related conditions of the under
lying shifts, and applies to any dilation matrix. Stronger assertions can be
made if one assumes the scaling functions to be compactly supported, hut
even these improvements do not require the mask to be finite. The charac
terization allows one to find separately the sharp smoothness class of each of
scaling function in the vector.

The results that are alluded to above appear in an article joint with .,
Zouwei Shen, from the National University of Singapore. ..

Vector Subdivision

Thomas Sauer

In contrast to the "elassical" sealar subdivision schemes, vector subdivsion
generates curves by iterating finitely supported bi-infinite vectors of N x N
matrices on bi-infinite vectors of N vectors. The talk is concerned with the
question of convergence of these schemes in Lp , 1 ~ P ~ 00, and with criteria
for the regularity of the associated limit functions.

Radial Basis Function Approximations
to Solutions of Partial Differential Equations

Roberl Schaback

The first part of the talk reports on recent work giving asolid theoretical
foundation to methods using Radial Basis F\mctions (RBFs) to solve PDEs.
Together with C. Franke, collocation techniques were investigated, resulting
in useful error baunds. For Rayieigh-Ritz techniques H. Wendland proved
errar bounds, while techniques based on homogenization (called dual reci-
procity methods) are still in a preliminary stage. All of these approaches _
have the advantage of being meshless and easy to implement, but they still .-
require too much regularity and cause quite a large numerical complexity,
because they are nonstationary.

Thus the second part of the talk considers stationary techniques and
compares RBF methods with the usual FEM techniques. On one side, FEM
methods and thin plate spline RBFs allow a nice error analysis by application
of Strang/Fix or Bramble/Hilbert techniques, while they have the problem of
reducing computational complexity. On the other side, compa.ct1y supported
RBFs have easy access to reduction of complexity, if used in a stationary set
ting, but they have problems to produce good error bounds. The techniques
to overcome these are described: approximate approximation and multilevel
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methods. Tbe latter differs from the multilevel preconditioning used in PDE
contexts, and the differences are worked out in sorne detail.

Operator Algebra Techniques
for the Study of Wavelet Bases and Frames

Joachim Stöckler

Affine frarnes in ~(R) are families of functions, which are eomplete and
whicb are generated from a finite set of functions {'l/Ji; 1::; i ::; n} by dilation
and shift. First we deal with tbe csse wbere the functions 'l/Ji are related
to a refinable function f/J. The algebraic structure of tbe associated frame
operators is investigated, and a representation in terms of generalized LaUrent
operators is found. The numerical computation of these operators acting
on sequences in i 2 (Z x z)n is performed by convolution and upsampling
operations 8S in Mallat's pyramidal algorithm. A simple representation for

. the so-called lifting scheme is obtained in this way. Secondly, techniques from
operator algebras, which were introduced for orthonormal wavelet bases by
X. Dai and D. Larson [1], are generalized. This gives a characterization of all .
wavelet bases and affine frames by means of the Ioeal commutant with respect
to dilation and translation by integers. It leads to a result, which states that
under certain conditions on the Fourier transform of 'l/J the corresponding
affine fraine is already a Riesz basis.

[1] Dai, X. and D. Larson, Wandering veetors for unitary systems and
orthogonal wavelets, to appear in Memoirs Amer. Math. Soe. -~'~

[2] Stöckler, J., Multivariate affine Frames, Habilitationsschrift, Univer
sity of Duisburg, 1995.

Smoothing Spline ANOVA for 0-1 Data,
and the Randomized GACV
for Choosing the Smoothing Parameters

DOTJ.g Xiang, Grace Wahba·

Let x E [0, l]d, Y E {O, I}, and p(x) =probability y = 1 given x. Data
{Yi' x(i), i = 1, ... n} are observed and it is desired to estimate p(x). Practi
cal examples incIude risk factor estimation in demographie medical studies,
for example x = (Xl, X2) = (blood pressure, cholesterol) and Yi = 1 or 0 ac
cording as the ith patient in a study with given x(i) at the start had a heart
attack before the end of the study or not. Let f(x) = logp(x)/[1 - p(x)].
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f(x) is assumed to be an element of a reproducing kerne} Hilbert space
which is the tensor product of d univariate rk spaces, with ANOVA de-
cornposition f(x) = J.L + L,afo{xo) + Eo<ß!oß(xa,xß) +"', correspond- 1

1

ing to the expansion of I = I1~=l[Ea + (I - &a)) where [,a is an averaging 1

operator in tbe oth univariate rk spa.ce. f is fitted es the minimizer of
L(Y, f) +La AQJa(!a) + EO<ß AaßJaß(!a{J) + .. " where r,(y, f) i~ the nega-
tive log likelihood of Y = (Yh"', Yn) given /, the Ja, Jaß"" are seminorms
in the subspaces corresponding to the above decompositions and the surn _
is terminated in some mannet. Tbe randomized trace GACV method for .,
choosing the smoothing parameters >..0, >..aß'" is discussed in conjunction
with approximate methods for solving tbe variational problem given very
large data sets.

Related papers may be found in http://wwv .stat .visc . edu/-vahba

Multilevel Interpolation and Approximation

F. J. Narcowieh, R. Sehaback and J. D. Ward·

Interpolation by translates of a given radial basis function (RBF) has become
a well-recognized means of fitting functions sampled at scattered sites in
Hf. A major drawback of these methods is their inability to interpolate
very large data sets in a numerically stahle way while maintaining a good
fit. To circumvent this problem, a multileyel interpolation (ML) method for
scattered data was presented by Floater and lske. Their approach involves m
levels of interpolation where at the jth level, the residual of the previous level
is interpolated. On each level, the RBF is scaled to match tbe data density. In
this talk, we will discuss some theoretical underpinnings to the ML method by
establishing rates of approximation for a technique that deviates somewhat
from the Floater-lske setting. The final goal of the ML method will be to
provide a numerically stable method for interpolating several thousand points ..
rapidly. ..
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Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach

Tagungsbericht 20 / 1997

Discrete Geometry
25.5. - 31.5.1997

Unter der Leitung von L. Danzer (Dortmund), G. C. Shephard (Norwich) und
E. Schulte (Boston) trafen sich 50 Teilnehmerinnen und Teilnehmer aus Belgien, Kanada,
Deutschland, Frankreich, Großbritannien, Malaysia, Mexiko, Österreich, Russland, der
Schweiz, Ungarn und den USA. Knapp ein Drittel der Teilnehmenden kam aus Deutsch
land. In den fünf Vormittagssitzungen wurden jeweils drei einstündige Vorträge gehalten,
die Einsicht in ein komplexeres Themengebiet gaben pder aktuelle Entwicklungen zu ein
schlägigen Fragestellungen zusammenfaßten. Bei den vier Nachmittagssitzungen standen
insgesamt siebzehn 20- bis 30-minütige Vorträge auf dem Programm, die sich speziellen
Analysen und Ergebnissen widmeten.

Ein Thetnenschwerpunkt der Tagung war die Packungs- und Überdeckungsproblematik
in ihren verschiedenen Ausprägungen, wie Dichten für endliche und unendliche Gitter
und allgemeine Packungen, endliche Überdeckungen sowie Kugelpackungen in hyper
bolischen Räumetl. Fast ebensoviel Raum nahm das aktuelle Gebiet der aperiodischen
Strukturen ein, wobei neueste theoretische Ansätze und Ergebniss~mitAnwendungen
in der Physik der Quasikristalle verbunden· wurden. Ein drit'ter Schwerpunkt waren die
abstrakten Polytop~ und die damit verbundenen Klassifizierungs- und Realisierungs
fragestellungen. Weitere Vorträge kamen aus den Gebieten Gebäudetheorie, Rigidity,
Gittertheorie und Konvexgeometrie sowie der Matroidtheorie und der algorithmischen
Geometrie mit ihren Universalitätssätzen. - Es ist schwer zu sagen, welches die wichtig
sten vorgetragenen Ergebnisse waren. Mindestens zwei können wohl als wegweisend
und besonders zukunftsträchtig bezeichnet werden: Die Anwendung der parametrisierten
Packungsdichte auf Fragen des Kristallwachstums von J. Wills und Coautoren, sowie die
·von J. Lagarias eingeführte Hierarchie der Modellmengen für Kristalle ulid Quasikristalle.
Hier zeichnet sich endlich eine Ordnung in der Vielfalt der betrachteten Mengentypen ab.
- Über die Lösung eines berühmten Problems, das auf der vorigen Tagung noch offen war,
berichtete R. Connelly: Jede flexible, triangulierte und orientierbare 2-Mannigfaltigkeit
im IE3 (beliebiges Geschlecht, Selbstdurchdringungen zugelassen) hat konstantes Volumen
(Sabitov 1995).

In einer Abendveranstaltung stellte J. Richter-Gebert das Programmpaket "Cinderel
las Cafe" unter Ausnutzung der Präsentationsmöglichkeiten des Instituts vor. Dieses
interaktive und im Onlinebetrieb nutzbare Programmpaket kann in der Lehre zur Darstel
lung geometrischer Sachverhalte sowie zum Training geometrischer Fertigkeiten eingesetzt
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werden. Es ist aber auch auf hohem mathematischem Niveau nutzbar und ermöglicht
es dem Forscher, komplexe geometrische Sachverhalte verschiedenster Art auf einfache
Weise einzugeben und so einer computerunterstützten und visuellen Analyse zugänglich
zu machen.

Besonders zu erwähnen sind sicherlich die "Problemsession" am Dienstagabend und
die "Session on Solutio~s and Problems" am Ende der Tagung. Hier wurden insgesamt 26
Probleme unterschiedlichster Art vorgestellt, diskutiert und zum Teil gelöst. Bei diesen
Sitzungen sowie in den selbstverständlich neben dem offiziellen Programm stattfindenden
Diskussionen in kleineren und größeren Kreisen stellte sich die oben schon angedeutete
Bandbreite der Teilnehmerinnen und Teilnehmer innerhalb der diskreten Geometrie als
besonders anregend und fruchtbar heraus. Eine Auflistung der gestellten Probleme und
der sofort oder bis vierzehn Tage nach der Tagung eingegangen Lösungen und Kom
mentare, findet sich in diesem Beicht im Anschluß an die Vortragsauszüge unter der _I
Überschrift ttproblems". -

Berichterstatter: Gerrit van Ophuysen
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

Coincidence Structures and Colour Symmetries of
Quasicrystals

Michael BAAKE (Tübingen)

Discrete point sets S (such as lattices or quasiperiodic Delone sets) may admit, beyond
their symmetries, certain isometries R such that Sn RS is a subset of S of finite density.
These are the so-called coincidence isometries which form a group under rather general
assumptions. In the first part of this talk, the proper mathematical setting was developed,
and a selection of examples in dimension 2 and 3 was solved. In many cases, due· to the
relation to algebraic number theory, one can fully characterize the group of coincidence
isometries and one can determine a Dirichlet ·series generating function for the number
of conicidence submodules of index m (for the module generated by S). In the second
part of the talk, the clasely related problem of similarity sublattices resp. submadules
was cansiclered and solved in the same spirit. This is helpful in understanding the pos
sible colaur symmetries of periodic and non-periodic discrete structures, as was briefly
outlined.

Polyhedral fundametal domains far discrete
subgroups of PSL(2, IR)

Ludwig BALKE (Bonn)

We consider the fallowing situation: Let r be a discrete subgroup of Isom+(JHI2), the
group of orientation preserving· isometries of the hyperbolic plane, r acts on 180m+(JHI2)
just by left translations. We want to construct a fundamental domain for this action.
I describe the solution found by Thomas FISCHER in his Ph.D. thesis, 1991. Look
ing at the Poincare disk model, Isom+(nf) can be identified with PSU(l,l), where
S := 8U(1, 1) = { (: ~) E M(2 x 2, C) I aä - bb == I} ~ (c2 = }R4. In real coordinates, we

have S == {x E }R4 I x~ + x~ - x~ - x~ = I}. The full preimage of r is denoted by r. We
lllust assume, that r has elliptic elements and have to chaose a point u E IHfl with non
trivial stabilizer. Für pES, let Hg := {x E R4 I XoPo + XIPI - X2P2 - X3P3 ::; I}. Set

Qx:= n Hg
gEr

gu=x

and p:= UQx'
xEru

Furthermore, let lRt := {x E JR4 I x~ + x~ - x~ - x~ > O} and let Fg denote the closure
of the interior of ap n aRg n aRt. Then, we have

Theorem: (Th. FISCHER)

Fg is a fundamental domain for the natural action of f on 8P n IRt. If, moreover, r
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is cocompact, then Fg is a compact polyhedron. Projecting linearly from 8P n IR.t
onto S yields the desired fundamental domain ;:g. The faces of ;:g are totally
geodesie in the geometry of S given by the bilinear form definings.

Concluding, I want tomention, that Isom(IHr) acts on S via conjugation. This enables
us to detennine the symmetry group of the tiling of S by the fundamental domains :F9 ,

gEr.

On partial covering of convex regions by strips
Andras BEZDEK (Budapest)

CaU the closed region between two parallellines a strip. If K is a closed convex body in
the plane, let w be the width of the narrowest strip, which covers K. In his memorable
paper (1950) T. BANG solved the TARSKI plank problem (1932) by proving that should
I< be covered by a collection of strips, the sum of the widths of the strips must be at
least w. Elegant generalizations, refinements of this result are known hut they don't deal
with the problem where K is partially covered by the strips and the task is to estimate
the size of the uncovered pieces in term of their areas, widths, diameters and radii. It
was shown in the talk that if K is the unit circular disk then the surn of the widths of
the strips plus the surn of the diameters of the incircles of the uncoverd components is at
least the width of K. rhe following new problem was discussed: Let R(p, 1) be the closed
ring deterrnined by the concentric circles of radii 0 < p < 1 and 1. It is conjectured that
if p < 4 and R(p, 1) is covered by strips, then the surn of the widths of the strips is at
least 2, Le. the same as that, if the entire unit disk is to be covered. The case of 3 strips
was proved.

On the status of. the dodecahedral conjecture
Karoly BEZDEK (Buclapest)

KEPLER'S conjecture (1611) says that the maximu~ density of packings in IE3 with
congruent spheres is Jis = 0.7404805 .... In connection with this L. FEJES TOTH (1943)
conjectured that the volume of any Voronoi polyhedron of a packing with unit spheres
in }E3 is at least 5.550291 ... the volume of a regular doclecahedron with inradius 1. This
conjecture, called the dodecahedral conjecture implies that the density of any packing in e
}E3 with congruent spheres is at most 0.75469 .... Despite the recent efforts to prove the
conjectures, both conjectures are unproven.

Let '.P be an arbitrary packing of unit spheres So, SI, ... ,Sm, . .. in IE3. If the centers
of the unit spheres are denoted by Co, Cl,." ,Gm,"', then let

k = card{Gi 11 ~ ~dist(Go, Gi) ~ 1.0854} ;

l = card{Ci 11 ~ ~dist(Co, Gi) ~ 1.196} and

n = card{Ci 11 ~ ~dist(Co, Ci) ::; J3 tan K= 1.2584086 ... }

(One can prove that k ~ 15, l ~ 19 and n ~ 21.)
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Conjecture: (The distance cünjecture of 14 and 15 nonoverlapping unit spheres in IE.3.)
(Part 1) If 13 ~ k ~ 14, then

~ [t dist(Co•Ci)] ~ 12.0854 + 1.0854(k - 12)

(Part 2) If k = 12 and 13 ~ l ~ 14, then

~ [t dist(Co•c;)] ~ 12 + 1.196(l - 12)

In the talk we give an outline of the prüof of .the following theorem.

Theorem: (1997) The above distance conjecture implies the dodecahedral conjecture.

On the random generation of oriented mat·roids
Jürgen BOKOWSKI (Darmstadt)

The talk presented a new definition for oriented rnatroids via Petrie polygons, it described
the algorithmicadvantage of hyperline configurations. By using this concept, a decisive
irnprovement for extending oriented matroids in a fast way was fOllnd. Applications were
given:

• randorn generation of chirotopes
• generation of P3-maximal line arrangements
• a possible solution of a long standing problem: Does there exist an orientable tri-

angulated 2-manifold that is not geometrically embeddabl~ in R3?

Main Reference: J. BOKOWSKI, J.-P. RONDNEFT, T.-K. STREMPEL: All decompositions
of the projective plane with Petrie Polygons of constant length. Discrete Comput. Geom.
(1997).

Lattice points in large convex bodies
Karoly BÖRÖCZKY JR. (Budapest)

As already GAUSS observed, the number of lattice points in a large convex body is elose
to its volume. Let K be a convex body in .}Rn. The deep estimate

n(n-l)

#(rK n zn) = V(K) . rn + O{r n+l )

if 81< has positive curvature was achieved through the work of SIERPINSKI, HARDY,
HLAWKA, etc.

Recently this estimate was improved. The smallest errorterm belangs to HUXLEY

(1993) in the plane, and to KRÄTZEL and NOWAK in the higher dimensional spaees.
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If K is any convex body then the optimal estimate is provided by a result of U. BETKE

and myself.
A related problem is the number of lattice points in ßK. ANDREWS (1963) proved

that if BK is strictly convex then

BARANY and LARMAN (1997) showed that the estimate of ANDREWS is optimal. For
general eonvex bodies, I could prove

#(BK n zn) < &(8K) + O(diam(K)n-l- n~2)

where &(K) is the so-called lattiee surface area. Here the optimal exponent in the er-
rorterm is at least n -~. . _'I

Realizations of Regular Polyhedra in ]R4
Javier BRACHO (Mexico City)

Let P(d, n) .be the set of similari ty classes of non-degenerated faithfull realizatioris of
d-dimensional ineidence polytopes in JE".

The opposite of PEP<oo(d, n) was described by projeeting iota projective space pn-l,
taking there the opposite I-skeleton (each edge goes the other way around) and then lifting
allee again to JEn . .

Theorem:

P<oo(4,4) ~ { cl~~cal } U op { . cl~~cal } U {T, OP(T).}* .
polytopes polytopes

Conjecture:

The praof was outlined. It relies heavily on the classification of 1'{3, JP3). _
• T is a special ease assoeiated to the cube; its facets are toroidal maps {4, 414}. This •

was pointed out to the author by Peter McMuLLEN.

A U niversality Theorem for Realization Spaces of
Maps

Ulrich BREHM (Dresden)

A universality theorem f~r maps in ]R3 is shown, stating essentially that every semialge
. braic set ean oeeur as a realization space of some map (with distinguished set of vertices);
more precisely:
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Theorem: (Universality Theorem for Maps).
Let n, k ~ 0 and G be a graph with vertex set {VI"'" Vs, Wb"" wn }. Let
P ~ IR3n+k be a semialgebraic set defined over Q. Then there is a map 9Jl (on
some orientable 2-manifold)

• which contains only triangles and quadrangles and
• which contains G as an induced subgraph,

such that for each subfield K ~ lR and each straight standard· embedding f of G
in K3 the fo11owing a:re equivalent:

1. f can be extended to a polyhedral. embedding (i.e. the facets are strictly
convex) of VJ1 in K3.

2. f can be extended to an nc-embedding (Le. with planar facets) of VR in K 3 .

3. There are >'1"" ,Ak E K such that (f(wd,· .. , f(wn ), Al, ... , At) E P.

(*: 'standard' means that VI, ... ,Vs are mapped onto some fixed given projective base.)

Corollaries:

(1) For each strict subfield L of the field of real algebraic numbers there is a map
VJ1 \vhich can be polyhedrally embedded in IR3 but not in L3.

(2) The realizability problem for maps in ]R3 is polynomial time equivalent to the
'Existential Therory of the Reals' and thus NP-hard.

Plenty of small regular thin geometries
Francis BUEKENHOUT (Bruxelles)

A thin geometry r is a connected labeled simplicial co~plex of some rank (the number
of distinct labels) in which every rank 2 link is a polygon. It is regular provided its
automorphism group G acts transitivelyon the set of maximal simplices. Together with
M. DEHON, Ph. CARA and D. LEEMANS, we have developed computer programs in
Maglna, starting from a given group G and looking for a11 possible r up to isomorphism.
We got hundreds of geometries of rank 3 and 4, none of higher rank, from a dozen of
groups PSL(2, q), q:::; 19, the Mathieu group Mu , the Suzuki group Sz(8), etc.. The
latter is particularly prolific with 181 rank 3, thin geometries, none of rank 2:: 4. A theory
has been developed. for the symmetrie groups.

Inductively Minimal Geometries and trees
Philippe CARA (Bruxelles) .

We consider finite incidenee geometries with conneeted diagram and their automorphisms.
A pair consisting of a geometry of rank n and a group of automorphisms acting ßag

transitively is called minimal if the order of the group is at most (n + I)!. Let (r, G) be
such a pair. If we take the residue r F of a Hag F of r, the stabilizer GF of F in G acts
on r F as a flag-transitive group of automorphisms. This yields a pair (fF, G F) for every
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Hag of f. The pair (r, G) is calledinductively minimal if (rF, GF) is minimal for every
residue r F whose diagram is connected.

For a given rank n, we are able to enumerate all inductively minimal pairs up to
isomorphism. This is achieved by constructing a bijection with the class of trees of n + 1
vertices.

The Bellows Conjecture - An Update
Robert CONNELLY (Ithaca, NY)

The Original Bellows Conjecture: Any Hex of a triangulated 2-dimensional surface in 1R3

Hexes with constant volume.

The Bellows Result (SABITOV - 1995): 12 times the volume bounded by a 2-dimensional
(oriented) surface X is integral over the ring generated by the edge lenghts (squared).

Recall that A is integral over the ring R if there is a polynomial
p(x) = xn + an_IXn- 1+ ... + alx + ao, an-I,· .. , ao ERsuch that p(..-\) = O.

A flex of a triangulation is a continuous motion of the vertices that preserves the
edge lengths.

Generalizations:

1. The 2-dimensional manifold can be taken' to be an oriented (possibly) singular
simplicial 2-dimensional cycle.

2. (with Anke WALLS): The integrality result holds in JR4 for 3-dimensional ori
ented cycles.

Remark: There is a "non-trivial" flex of a 3-dimensional oriented cycle (that is a singular
3-sphere) in ]R4. (Hint: This is obtained by taking the join of two flexing intersecting
quadrilaterals (cyclic) in complementary copies of 1R2 in ]R4.)

Questions:

1. Does the integrality result extend to IRd for d ~ 5?
2. Is the 4-dimensional volume of a 4-simplex intergral Qver the ring generated

by the (squared) areas of the ten 2-dimensional areas of the triangular faces? •

Recognizing euclidean triangulated 3-orbifolds
Olaf DELGADO (Bielefeld)

Periodic tilings of a simply-connected space can be encoded combinatorially by so-called
D-symbols or Delaney-symbols as introdueed by A. DRESS. A D-symbol satisfying eertain
necessary loeal conditions can be interpreted as a triangulation of an abstract (topological)
orbifold, Le. a manifold with singularities encoding point stabilizers. Given a crystallo
graphie group f, its action on IE3 , say, is completely encoded in the orbit space IE3 Ir as an
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orbifold. The D-symbol of a tiling is constructed basically as the image of the barycentrie
subdivision in the orbit space. Thus, the problem of determing whether a given D-symbol
corresponds to a tiling of]E3 ean be reduced to determining whether a given triangulated
orbifold is homeomorphic to a quotient ]E3Ir for some crystallographic group r.

The group corresponding to a given D-symbol ean be caleulated as a group given by
generators and relators. By systematically searching for a candidate for the full transla
tional subgroup of this group, tbe euelidicity problem can be reduced to the problem of
recogllizing a triangulated 3-torus. In joint work with D. H. HUSON, a general approach
to the classification of periodic tilings with a certain pre-given topologicaljcombinatorial
type of tile is presented, and, using the machinery· sketehed above, applied to the elassi
fication of tBe-transitive tilings by combinatorial eubes, oetahedra and tetrahedra.

Embedding of Voronoi and Delone partitions into zn
Michel D EZA (Paris)

CaU the skeleton of a (Delone or Voronoi) partition of n-space embeddable if it is embed
dable isometrieally (or with doubled distances) into a eubic lattice. With M. 1. SHTOGRIN

we identify embeddable skeletons for partitions associated with:

1. irreducible root lattiees,
2. parallelohedra tilings (ind. non-normalizable Olles) of 3-space,
3. bilattiees D-complex, Y-complex, h.e.p. and two generalizations A~, D~ of the

diamond packing Dt·

Rigidity of Zonohedral Spheres
Nikolai DOLBILIN (Moseow)

Given a polyhedral abstract sphere S, f: S -+ lE3 is called a morphism if

1. 1IF is isometrie on all faces F c 8,
2. 1(F) is a planar polygon,
3. 1 is an iInmersion of the edge-skeleton of S.

A morphism 1(8) is rigid if there is no non-trivial Hex of it.

Theorem 1. A morphism of a sphere 8 with centrally symmetrieal faees (zonohedron)

is rigid.

Corollary. Quadrillages of a sphere admit rigid morphisms only.

Theorem 2. Given a sphere with positive curvature vertiees only, if there is a morphism
which flexes it, then the sphere has at least 8 (2n + 1)-gons.

Corollary. A morphism of S with positive curvature veriices and at most 7 (2n + 1)-gons
is always rigid.

(jointly with STAN'KO, SHTOGRIN)
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The (p, q)-problem
Jürgen ECKHOFF (Dortmund)

The "(p, q)-problem" in combinatoiial geometry was introduced by HADWIGER and DE
BRUNNER in 1957. In its "classical" form it asks for the smallest number of points needed
to "pierce" all members of a family J( of convex sets in }Rd having the (Pt q)-property.
This property states that among any p members of K., some q intersect. Here P and
q are given integers satisfying p ~ q ~ d + 1. If N(p, q; d) denotes the above minimum
number, thenHADWIGER and DEBRUNNER proved that N(p, q; d) == p - q + 1, provided
p(d - 1) < (q - l)d. To this day no other value of N(p, q; d) has been determined. Even
the existence of the remaining· numbers had not been established for 35 years. Their
finiteness was finally proved by ALOU and KLEITMAN in 1992.

In this sürveying talk, we presented an outline of the ALOU-KLEITMAN proof which
uses various ingredients from the combinatorial geometry of convex sets in a stunning way.
We also described how the bounds obtained can be improved in special cases, such as for
N(4, 3; 2) (it turns out that N(4, 3; 2) :5 282). A short review of general (p, q)-problems
(which are studi~d .in a much broader context today) was included.

Some problems on circle covering
Gabor FEJES TOTH (Budapest)

We present the following two results on coverings with circles:
Let Tn· be the maximum radius of a circular disc which can be covered by n closed unit

circles. We have

21r
T8 == 1 + 2cos 7 and rg = 1 + J2.

Let d(w) be the minimum density of unit circles covering a strip of width W, with
respect to the strip. It is easily seen that d(w) = w"':-w2 foT' 0 < W ~ V3, however, for

W > v'3 the determination of d(w) is a difficult task. We make a first step towards a
solution by showing that d(w) = W(2+~~) for v'3 ::; w ~ Wo with some wo.> J3.

On the area SUfi of a convex polygon and its polar e
reciprocal

August FLORIAN (Salzburg)

Let K be the unit circle centred at the origin 0, and let P be a convex polygon inscribed
in K. If P* denotes the polar domain of P with respect to 0, thep

S(P) = a(P) + a(P*) ~ 6

with equality only if P is a square inscribed to K(J. ACZEL an L. FUCHS, 1950).
If S(P) is much greater than 6, what can be said about the deviation of P from a

square? In this talk astability theorem is proved that says, e.g.:
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If 6 ~ fJ ~ 6.008 and S{P) ~ fJ, then there exists a square Q such that

pH (P, Q) ~ SJ2(fJ - 6) (pH denotes the Hausdorff distance).

On the other hand, there is a pentagram P such that

H - 4 1r 1r)~
p (P,Q)~;(cos8-cos4 vfJ-6

for every square Q.

Matching Rules.& Substitution Tilings
Chaim GOODMAN-STRAUSS (Fayetteville,Arkansas)

A substitution species E(T, a) is a set of tilings in r such that every bounded configu
ration appears as the interior of same n-Ievel supertile an(A), A E· T - where T is a set
of tiles and 0 can be thought of as an "inflate and subdivide" procedure in that no tHing
in the species is invariant under any infinite cyclic group acting on En.

Now, typically, our tiles T can tile in f!1any ways other than in the tiling in E(T, a).
Our problenl becomes: Can we decorate our tiles and produce a new set of tiles T', such
that every tiling with the tiles T' is essentially a tHing in E(T, 0). In short, can E(T, a)
be "enforced by matching rules" .

VVe prove: (Theorem 1996) "Every substitution tHing (*) E(T, a) in En>l can be enforced
by rnatching rules."

vVhere (*) is an unfortunate technical, but mild candition:

(*) "such that the tiles T admit a set of hereditary edges for which the tHings in E(T, a)
are sibling edge to egde."

Fortunately, every known substitution tHing with polyhedral tiles T satisfies the condition
so we can conjecture

Conjecture: "Every substitution tHing with polyhedral tiles T satisfies (* )."~.

As a coroUary to the theorem: "Every substitution tHing (*) in En>l gives rise to an
aperiodic set of tiles T'" - that is, a set of tiles·that do admit a tHing of r, but
admit no tiling that is invariant under any oo-cyclic group acting on JE7I.

Quotient Polytopes and the Flag Action
Michael HARTLEY (Klang,Malaysia)

It has long been known that every regular abstract polytope is a quotient of a universal
polytope. In this talk I define an action, called the ßag action, of astring Coxeter group
on the set of 8ags of a polytope. We shall then see how the Hag action may be used to
show that any abstract polytope is a Quotient of a universal polytope. These results will
be applied to some cases of polytopes where facets are quotients of cubes.
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Integral bases of polyhedral cones
Martin HENK (Berlin) .

For a rational polyhedral cone C = pos{a1., .... , am}, ai E Zd, a subset B(C) c C n Zd
of minimal cardinality satisfying

Cnzd = {tnibi :ni E N,biE B(C),1 E N}
is called an' integral basis of C. We describe some geometrical properties of these bases
as weIl as relations to Diophantine'approximation problems and integer programming.

Generalized sphere packings in hyperbolic space
Ruth KELLERHALS (Göttingen)

For horoball packings Boo of extended hyperbolic spaee, the loeal density Idn(Boo ) for
eaeh element Boo E Boo can be well-defined and estimated from above by the simplicial
clensity funetion dn(oo) (Theorem of K. BÖRÖCZKY sen.). Here, dn(oo) is given by

, voln(Boo n S~g)
dn(oo),.= (n + 1) I (Soo) ,

VO n reg

where S~g c IRIn denotes the ideal regular simplex formed by the uankers" or base points
of n + 1 mutually tangent horoballs.

Formulae for dn (00) and the euelidean simplieial density funetion dn - Lare presented,
e.g.

n-l n-k

n+l n (k-l).2d 00 ---.--. --n( ) - n - 1 2n- 1 [! k + 1

3
d2 (oo) = -.

1r

,Applieations are discussed in eonnection with. the monotot:licity result
dn(r) /' dn(oo) for n» 1 and for hyperbolie manifolds Mn with .m cusps (i.e.
Mn = Mcompact U Cl U ... UCm , Ci diffeo. Nr- 1

X (0,00) with Ni euelidean compaet •
mf.):

2n

m·---
n(n + 1)'
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Geometrie Models far Quasierystals
Jeffrey c. LAGARIAS (Florham Park, NJ)

Quasicrystals are physical materials which have lang range order under translations as
indicated by X-ray diffraction patterns with sharp spots, but which exhibit symmetries
forbidden for crystals, e.g. lO-fold symmetry. This talk reviews point set models for
crystals and quasierystals (geometrie crystallography) and then presents a hieraehy of
sets as possible models for the atomic structure of quasicrystals and related materials.
A Delone set or (T, R)-set is a set X in Rn such that each ball of radius T contains at
most one point of X (uniform discreteness) and each ball of radius R contains at least
one point of X (relative denseness). A Delone set of finite type is a Delone set X such
that X - X is a discrete set. A Meyer set is a set X such that X - X is a Delone set.
The general class of Delone sets of finite type forms an "universal" class for most models
of quasicrystalline materials, incIuding random tiling models. Various characterizations
of Delone sets of finite type are given. Finally, two nations of "perfeet quasicrystal" are
described: sets X with perfect Iocal rules and linearly repetitive sets.

Regular Polytopes in Ordinary Spacei;~
Peter McMuLLEN (London) .

The nation of regular polyhedron has been successively extended from Platonic (con
vex) polyhedron, through Kepler-Poinsot (star) polyhedron, Petrie-Coxeter< polyh<edron
(sponge) to Grünbaum-Dress polyhedron. Thus the faces and vertex-figures are regular
polygons, but not necessarily planar. DRESS completed the enumeration of regular poly
hedra in }E3; in this talk, a much briefer proof of his eharacterization was presented. The
groups were also described; a key ingredient is the circuit criterion: the group of a regular
polytope is determined by that of its vertex-figure and its edge circuits. A new notation
for quotient polytopes was also introduced.. Finally, it was shown that, in addition to the
tHing {4, 3, 4} of IE3 by cubes, there are just 7 other diserete regular 4-apeirotopes in ]E3.

Applications of Topology To Geometrie Transversal
Theory

Luis MONTEJANO (Mexico City)

The main purpose of the talk was to introduce the following two relevant concepts for
the study of transversals of convex bodies

1. cahomological cycles of -X-planes in IRd

2. Separoids.

In order to show the importance of (l) I will just state the most simple generalization
of Hadwiger's theorem· for transversals which of course, with this ideas can be easily
generalized.

Theorem: Let F be an ordered family offaur convex sets in }R3 with the property that
every three of them have a line transversal which meets the sets consistantly with
the order, then there is an essential cycle of plane transversals to the whole family.
Furthermore the converse is also true.
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The idea of the praof uses heavily the notion of separoid which tries to eapture "the
separation structure and is related with the eoncept of order type. A separoid is a finite
set :F together with a relation ( I ) on the subsets satisfying

BIT {:} TIB

BIT =} SnT = 0
S' c Sand BjT =} S'IT.

Examples: Finite set of points or finite collection of convex sets in euclidean space with
the usual separation structure.

The following two. theorems for separoids are important for the study of transversals of
convex sets.

Theorem: Let :F be a family of convex sets in jRd. P a finite family of points in jRn,

d > n, <p: :F --+ P a bijection preserving the separation structure. Then the set of
all vectors v E §d-l for which there is a hyperplane transversal to aB members of :F
and perpendicular to v, is a hOInolocigal (d - n - 1)-sphere.

"Let us consider also the space f2(r, d) of all embeddings of r points generating jRd up to
affine equivalence. Then

Theorem: O(r, d) is a Grassmannean with a natural decomposition given by the Schubert
cells in" whieh the cells are the separoids.

Self-similarities and invariant densities for model sets
Robert V. MOODY (Edmonton)

Model sets (also calledcutand project sets) are generalizations of lattices. We introduce
the notion of averaging operators on suitable spaees of functions on model sets, these
averaging operators encoding information about entire elasses of self-similarities with a
give~ inflation factor. An averaging operator is a Hilbert-Schmidt opera:tor or the space
of continuous functions on the acceptance window of the model set. Its leading eigenvalue
(= 1) gives rise to an invariant density on the InodeI set. There is a strong connection
with the theory of continous refinement operators and this leads to a description of the e
invariant density as ·an infinte convolution product. We derive same properties by an
invariant density, inducting an infinite product expansion for the amplitude function.

Canonical Theorems far Convex Sets
Janos PACH (New York)

I present various structure theorems for families of convex sets, including the following
result of SOLYMOSI and myself. Let:F be a family of pairwise disjoint compact convex
sets in the plane, none of which is contained in the convex hull of two others, and let
r be a positive integer. We show that F has r disjoint LCrnJ-membered subfamilies :Fi
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(1 ::; i ::; r) such that 00 matter how \ve pick one element Ci from eaeh :Fi , they are in
convex position, Le., every Ci appears on the boundary of the convex hull of U~=l Ci'
(Here er is a positive constant depending only on r.) This generalizes some results of
ERDÖS-SZEKERES, BISZTRICZKY-G. FEJES TOTH, BARANY- VALTR and others.

We can also prove that if :F is a family of n eompact convex sets in the plane, no r of
which pair\vise intersect, then :F has t\VO disjoint lc;.nJ-membered subfamilies such that
no member of the first one intersects any member of the second. We do not know if under
the same assumption :F has lc,.nJ pair\vise disjoint members (r 2:: 3).

Symmetries of Tilings
Charles RADIN (Austin)

This concerned tHings of Euclidean spaces such as the kite&dart and pinwheel tHings of
the plane. The key feature of such tilings emphasized in this talk was their hierarehical
structure. Two themes were discussed: their statistical rotational symmetry; and the
problem of distinguishing such tHings using only global features. One solution to the
latter problem involved use of a "stahle manifold" under the hierarchical map.

NP-hard problems in combinatorial Geometry
Jürgen RICHTER-GEBERT (Zürich)

Matroids and oriented matroids are important objects of combinatorial geometry. While
rnatroids model incidence relations in linear vector spaces, oriented matroids in addition
model relative position information. If E = {I, ... ,n} is a finite set of labels and n E N
is an integer any matroid on E of rank d can be given by a map J1.: Ed ~ {O, I}, while
an oriented matroid is a map X: Ed --+ {-I, 0, +1}. Any oriented matroid gives rise to
an underlying matroid J.Lx == lxi. The orientability problem asks for the opposite:"Given
a Inatroid J.L. Is there an oriented matroid X with lxi = J.L?"

It is proved that this decision problem is NP-complete. The proof is done by encoding
3-satisfyability inta pseudoline arrangements with preseribed incidence properties.

~

Extremallattices
Rudolf SCHARLAU (Dortmund)

An overview on some recent notions and problems for lattices in euclidean n-space is
given. Starting from common properties of certain dense lattices (COXETER-TODD,

BARNES-WALL, LEECH, QUEBBEMANN in dimensions 12, 16,24,32, and others). H.-G.
QUEBBEMANN has introduced the nation of a modular lattice of levell. For smallieveis
l E {I, 2, 3,5,6,7,11,14, 15, 2~}, the nation of "extremality" ('Iarge minimum') is defined,
using the theory of modular forms. This poses an existence- and uniqueness-problem for
a finite list of parameters (n, l), which is briefly discussed. Work of B. VENKOV (mostly
unpublished) relates this analytic extremality to the elassieal nation of a lattice being
extreme, that is perfect and eutactic. This is achieved using theta series with harmonie
coefficients and spherical designs.
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On Constructing PL-homeomorphisms, isomorphie
triangulations and pairwise disjoint paths in the

plane
Rephael WENGER (Columbus, Ohio)

Let P and Q be homeomorphic polygons, possibly with holes. I described algorithms for
constructing piecewise-linear homeomorphisms from P to Q using O(n) vertices where n
is the original number of vertices of P and Q .

.Sphere Packings and Crystal Growth
Jörg N1. WILLS (Siegen)

Let K and C be convex bodies· in Euclidean d-space JEd, d 2:: 2 and let V denote the' 41.".'
volume. .

For a finite set Cn = {Cl, ... , Cn} c JE:d let Cn + K denote a finite packing of translates
of ](, if int((ci + K) n (Cj + K)) = 0 for i i- j. Finally let p > O. Then

nV(K)
d(K, Cn, pe) = V( C· C)conv n + P

is the parametrie density of the packing Cn + K with respect to p and C. p and C
control the influence of the boundary region of the finite packing, p its intensity arid C
its isotropy. A similar definition can be given for lattice packings. .

This definition has been introduced by the author in 1992, and it turns out that this
definition is good and flexible enough to developa joint theory of finite packings and
coverings.

Here we show for lattice packings of spheres that for large n and sui tably chosen p
and C one obtains Wulff-shapes, Le. the shape of real crystals. The C is responsible for
unisotropies by chemical bounds.

Even extreme shapes of crystals (e.g. whiskers) ean be realized via parametrie density
and density deviation.

Triangulations of Lattiee Simpliees
. - Günter M. ZIEGLER (Berlin)

This is a survey of both classical and recent work about unimodular triangulations of
lattice simplices: triangulations with only integral vertices into simplices of unit volume. e
(this topic relates e.g. to the geometry of numbers, torie varieties, Gröbner bases, .... )

Some, hut not all lattice simplices have unimodular triangulations. We describe a
large class of "Watanahe simplices" that do, and a large dass of "elementary simplices"
that don't.

A classical theorem of KUNDERSEN ET AL. (1977) shows that for every lattice simplex
some large (?) dilatation has a regular unimodular triangulation. An open problem is
to bound the dilatation constant: is there some Cd that depends only on the dimension?
We show that c = 4 suffices for 3-dimensional elementary lattiee simplices. A complete
solution even for 3-dimensional tetrahedra is still not availahle.
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PROBLEMS

1. For the background on regular polytapes, consult papers by McMullen and Schulte
(or wai t for "Abstract Regular Polytopes" ).

a) Let P be a discrete realization of a regular apeirotope, which has a full group
of translational symmetries. Suppose that P is blended (not pure, so that the
group is affinely reducible), and that one component of the blend is discrete.
Must the other component also be discrete? .

b) Let r == (Po, . .. ,Pn-l) be astring C-group, and let ~ == (ao, ... ,am-I) for
some 1 < m < n - 1 be such that Pj 1--7 Gj for j == 0, ... ,m -1 induces an iso
morphism. The mix r o· ~ ~ r x ~ has generators (Pj, aj) for j == 0, ... ,n - 1,
with Gm = ... == Gn-I == f. Is r 0 ~ a C-group? (This is true·for m == 1 or
n - 1.)

Peter McMulien

2. Preliminary: Let Pi 2:: 2 and let W be astring Coxeter group oftype {PI"" ,Pd-I},
Le. the group (So, ... ,Sd-I) with relations

S; == 1

(SiSj)2 == 1

(Si_lSi)Pi == 1

for all i

for all i # j, j ± 1

for all i such that Pi finite.

Diagram: • Pt • P2 •.••~

[Let m be the universal polytope based on W.]

Let A be a subgroup of W satisfying

(1) skHk n w- 1Aw == 0 for all k, and

(2) Aw(W<i n W>i)Hk == AwW<iHk n AWW>iHk whenever i < k < j,

where W<j, W>i and Hk are the parabolic subgroups:

W<j == (SI: l < j)
W>i == (SI: l > i)

and Hk = (SI: l # k) .

[That is, fJJl/A is a well-defined quotient polytope.]
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Problem: ?? Then ?? (Proof (preferably!) or counterexample required).

AWW>i n AWW<i+l = Aw

and therefore

for all w E Wand for all i

nAwHi=Aw.
aB i

Motivation: It can be shown that any polytope 'lJ is isomorphie to a quotient
fm/A where A is a stabilizer of a given Rag of V u~der a certain action of
W. Classifying polytopes can thus be done by classifying quotients. It can be .
further shown that if A' is the stabilizer of a certain' ßag of a quotient VJi./A,
that AwHi = A'wHi for aB wand i. If it can be shown that A = A', aB other
results about these quotient will beeome much more powerful.

Michael Hartley

3. Find the minimum number n = n(d) with the property, that the unit d-cube can be
covered by n smaBer cubes.

Known: n(d) ~ d + 1 (perhaps the best possible).
Wlodzimierz Kupe~berg and Geibor Fejes T6th

4. Cut the d-cube in two parts with a hyperplane through the cube's center, so that

a) the diameter
b) the circumradius

of each part is minimum.

4t'

Wlodzimierz K uperberg

Solution: a) Let a hyperplane P cut a~ edge AB of the, unit cube in a point C,
so that vertices A and B are on opposite sides of the hyperplane and let
-'A, -B and -C be the centrally symmetrical images of the points. Then
(-B)( -A) is cut by the hyperplane in -C, and the points A and -B are on
one side of it. Consider a rectangle O(AB(-A)(-B)). It has edges length
vn-=I" and 1 and is cut by P into two equal parts with diameters not less
than J(n - 1) + (1/2)2. Since the diameter of one part of the cube is at least
the diameter of the corresponding part of the rectangle, it cannot be less than a
J(n - 1) + (1/2)2. However, this value is always attained when the cutting •
hyperplane is perpendicular to some edge. So we have

min diam = J(n - 1) + (1/2)2.

b) The circumdiameter is not less than the diameter. Let us take a cut perpen
dicular to an edge of the eube, rninimizing the diameter. However, in this case
the circumdiameter is equal to the diameter of the parts. Hence

min circumdiam = min diam = Jn - 1 + (1/2)2.

Nikolai Dolbilin and Igor Sharygin
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5. A separoid is a finite set :F together \vith a relation ( I ) bet\veen certain subsets of
:F, satisfying

1) S IT {::} T I S
2) S IT =? Tn S = 0
3) S' c Sand S IT => S' IT

Fact: Every separoid can be realized \vith convex sets.

Problem: Characterize which separoids can be realized \vith points.

Luis Montejano and Javier Bracho

6. Given a lattice L c]E2 and an L-polygon P general, G(P):= card(L n P)
t E ]E2 \ L, x: Euler-char. .
Hadwiger and W. (1976) in Crelle Journal 28o, p.61-69 have shown

G(P) - G(P + t) ~ X(P)

Problem: Analogue in JEd, d ~ 3?

and U=" occurs for all X E Z.

Jörg M. Wills

7. a) Given a 3-polytope P = conv(vl"" , vn ),

conV(Wl,'" ,wn ) }

is combinatorieally
isomorphie to P

Problem: Ho\v complicated can 'Rk(P) be ?

b) Decision problelll TOR:
Given: a cell-decomposition C of the Torus.
Decide: is C realizable (i.e. Hat embeddable, no intersect.).
Problem: Is TOR NP-hard ?

I 2 3 I

4 5 6 4

7 8 9 7

"I 2 3 I

Jürgen Richter-Geben

8. Let G be a simple graph with vertex set V = {vo, ... , V4, Wb ... , wn }. Let
R(G) := {(f{wd,··· ,f{wn )) I f: V ~ IR3 is a standard embedding oCG} the
realization space;
standard: f{vo) = (0,0,0), f(vd = (1,0,0), f(V2) = (0,1,0), f(V3) = (0,0,1),
f(v4) = (1,1,1).
Let R(G, g) := {f E R(G) I f is topologically isotopic to g}.
Problem: How complicated can be R(G,9)? Characterize up to stable equivalence
the set of all sets of the form R(G, g). Does there hold a kind of universality
theorem?

Ulrich Brehm
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9. The following is a problem of C. ZONG:

Let P be a polytope formed by intersecting 2n closed halfspaces containing the unit
ball lBn of}Rn. Must P have a vertex at least ..;n from the origin? This is true for
n ~ 4.or if P has at most 2n vertices.

David Larman

10. Is there a tetrahedron T C JE,3 and a similarity s, such that sT can be tiled by
congruent copies of T, other than the threeobvious examples (is of the cube, ~ of
the cube, i4 of the rhombic dodecahedron circumscribed to the cube)?

Chaim Goodman-Strauss

11. a) Given p, q E {3, 4, .... }. Does there exist a regular {p, q}-tiling of some compact 'e.
surface S?

b) Find f : {3, 4, ... }2 H Z so that f(p, q) is X(S), where S is a compact surface
of minimal genus admitting a regular {p, q}-tiling.

Chaim Goodman-Strauss

Solution ~o part a): Let ~ + ~ ~ ~. ·Are there regular maps of type {p, q}?

Yes! Define W: ~ ~ r~
P

W is residueally finite.
Wl,' .• , 1.Un E Hf \ {I} => 3 horn. cp from W onto a finite group, such that
cp(wd f:- 1 'ti.
=> Normal subgroups

W / N = (Po, PI, P2) (Pi = TiN) is the automorphism group of a map with
p; = 1 = (Popd P = (PIP2)Q = (POP2)2. EOMUND, EWALD and KOLKANI proved
that. .

Egon SchuZte

12. Let S be the boundary of a convex body in ]R3. A geodesie circle of radius T on S ~

is a subset C of S such that the geodesic distance between each point. of C and a e
given point of S, the center of C, is at most r.

a) Consider a packing (covering) of at least three geodesie eireles of equal radius
on the boundary of a convex body such that each of them is a topological disco
Can the density of the cireles be arbitrarily elose to I? Cau it be I? What
happens in higher dim~nsions?

b) The boundary of a convex body with totational symmetry can be tiled with
two circles. Does there exist a convex body with this property, which does not
have rotational symmetry?

Gdbor Fejes T6th
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Theorem:

Conjecture:
t5n = 2(n - 2)v'3 + 21T'

n·1T
6n > Fi'- 2(n - 2)v3 + 21r

Pro 0 f: For n = 2 obvious. For n = 3 we give one surface where equality is
attained, for n 2:: 4 a large class of surfaees. Let n ~ 4 and (V, E) be the graph of a
triangulation of the sphere §2 \vith n vertiees such that tbe valency of each vertex
is S 6, where V = {I, .. . ,n}, E ~ (~).

~Remark on (a): Packing of geodesie discs on convex surfaces
- Let ön be the maximal possible density for a packing of n ;::: 2 geodesie discs of equal

radius on a convex surface.
n·tr

Let A be asymmetrie (n x n)-Matrix with aij = aji E [1,4] if
n

{i, j} E E and aij = 0 otherwise, such that E aij = 6 for each
j==1

i = 1, ... ,n

(i.e. each edge gets a weight between 1 and 4 such that the surn of the...weights of the
edges nleeting at a vertex is equal to 6 for each vertex). With each such matrix we
associate the following eonvex metric on §2, which is isometrie to a convex surface by
the theorem of Pogorelov. Let Gij :=- aij . ~, ßij := (aij - 1) . i·- Note that ßij ~ O.
Let )., ]2, ... ,jv(i) be the neighbours of the vertex i in the canonical cyclic order of
the enlbedded graph (V, E) on §2, where v(i) denotes the valency of i.

Figure 1 Figure 2
With the vertex i we associate the following set Mi: Mi is a unit dise with caps
having an angle of ~ at the cone point and with angles Qiit,··., Oijv(i) betweenthe cone points seen from the centre of the disco Ir {i, j} E Ethen the parts of
the boundaries of Mi and Mj corresponding to Q:ij = O!ji (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2)
are identified. A triangle of the triangulation eorresponds to the interseetion of the
three corresponding sets Mi, which is a common cone point (see Fig. 2). (V, E)
is a triangulation of the sphere, thus we have by EULER'S formula n - e + ~e = 2,
thus e = 3n - 6. We have ~e == 2n - 4 shaded triangles, each having area J3 and
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sectors of unit discs having total area

L ßij = i (( L aij ) - e) = i(3n - 3n + 6) = 27r.
{i,j}EE {i,j}EE

i<j i<j

Thus the total area of the convex surface is (2n - 4) . J3 + 21r and the total area
of the geodesie unit discs is n . 'Tr. The set of the n unit discs contained in the Mi 's
forms the wanted packing with density

n·n

edge weights

~
4

n == 3:

The Mi 's are the Dirichlet-Voronoi dümains of the centres.

It remains tü construct for each n ~ 4 a triangulation of §2 with
satisfying (*).
For n == O(mod3) we can take the weighted graph G3m .

(special case, with the same construction as
for a triangulation).

n == 6:
where --:- indicates edge weight 2, aB
other edges having edge weight 1.

Recursive construction:

replace __A_. __ by G3(m+l) ==
~

e
~i

0

-t:

For n == l(mod3) and n == 2(mod3) replace one or both of the two triangles~

by ~. In the cases n = 4, n = 5 we get~ and A.
This finishes the prüof.

Remarks:

(1) The curvature measure is concentrated on those parts of the boundaries of the
circles which are also on the boundary of the Mi 'so Everywhere else the metric
is Euclidean.

(2) The set of possible weights for a triangulation satisfying (*) is a polytope or
empty. For the edge graph of the icosahedron this polytope is 18-dimensional,
on the ather hand there are also many triangulations allowing only one weight
matrix satisfying (*).

(3) For some graphs and weights the convex surface degenerates to a planar
convex set being regarded as two-sided. It is easy to characterize those graphs
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\vhere this can happen. On the other hand for describing the degenerated
case one l;las to consider also embedded graphs with multiple edges, such as

~ ~~ corresponding to V;\:J

regarded as a two-sided surface with 6 circles. In the theorem and conjec
tures the convex surfaces shall be non-degenerate, Le. the boundary of some
compact convex set in JR3 with nonempty interior.

Conjecture: Each packingof n ~ 3 geodesic unit discs on a convex surface with
density 2(n-~·~+21f is congruent to 9ne of the packing~ constructed in the proof, i.e.

for n ~. 4 there is a triangulation of S2 tagether with a weight matrix A satisfying
(*) such that the associated packing (and surface) is congruent to the given one.

In Figures 3, 4 and 5 we show some views of the convex surfaces for n = 3,9,5.

Figure 3
Figure 5

Ulrich Brehm

Figure, 4

Solution to part (b): Consider the ellipsoid E in JEd (d ~ 3) defined by

with focuses 11 and 12 (112 - Itl < 2). Let M be a (d - 2)-manifold in E such that
the union U of the cones

Ki := {Xli I'x E M} , i = 1,2

is the boundary of a convex body K (e.g.: M := E n 11., where 11. is a hyperplane
separating 11 from 12 not orthogonal to /2 - 11.). In U the shortest paths joining
11 and 12 are pecisely the paths fIX U'XI2 with x in M. So, if 0 < p < 2, the two
geodesic balls C(ll, p) and C(/2' 2' - p) form a tHing of U.

Ludwig Danzer (and fOT d = 3 also Peter Schmitt, Ulrich Brehm et al.)
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13. Give a useful and precise definition of a hierarchical tiling in d dimensions; at least
for d = 2.

You may employ the idea of substitution, but neither translations norsimilarities.
The definition shall be applicable as weIl to JEd as to 1H[d.

Ludwig Danzer

14. Example: Given two sets of 3 points, on a 2-sphere any set of 3 angles or distances
which match are sufficient to force local eongruence (i.e. p, q E 8 2, same 3 data
and IIp - qll < f :::} p congruent to q).

Example: 4 points on a sphere. . .

5 distances <:1> '~ not local, no problem.

So 5 ·distances is fine.

Error:~ 4 distances and 1 angle, but 4 data on one triangle! •

Given lVI points in generic position on the 2-sphere, and ILllines defined by pairs of
points, with incidences I. A necessary condition for independence of the constraints
- angles A, distances D

jD'1 + jA'1 + 11'1 ~ 21 V '1 + 21L'1 - 3 for all subsets with lVI + ILI ~ 2 (i)
Ta be a minimal set forcing IDeal eongruence, add

IDI + JAI + 111 = 21VI + 21LI - 3 (ii)

Conjecture: (i) and (ii) are sufficient for a' minimal set foreing loeal congruence.

Comments..

a) If lAI = 0, distanees only (drop L), then this is true (Larman's theorem for
plane rigidity applies to the sphere).

b) If we take general eonfigurations of points and lines, and try to characterize
even independent incidenees, this is probably NP-hard.

e) Nothing like this is true on the plane for angles alone. (This problem is also
. very hard.)

cl) The counts IDI + JAI + 111::; 21VI + ILI- 3 etc. define a submodular function
. f: D U A u 1 ~ N which defines a matro~d on pairs of points (D) pairs of lines
(A) and pairs of points and lines (1). This generates a nice O(IVI 2

) algorithm.
e) This formulation takes care of "degeneracies"

~
cycle of angles

IDI + I~I + I{I = 4 + 4 >2 + 8 - 3 = 21V1 + 21LI- 3
.'. Forbldden.

Walter J. Whiteley

15. What are the packing properties (in JE3) ofthe double cone de- ~II' .

termined by the circle x 2 + y2 = 1, z = 0 (as the base) and the
two points (0,0,1), (0,0, -I)? Is (one of?) the densest packing
obtained by putting the base circles into thesquare faces of the
cubic lattice (and the points inta the centres of the cubes)?

Peter Schmitt
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16. a) For fixed k and n sufficiently large (k ~ 2) is it true that tbe volume of an n
simplex is integral over the ring generated by the "areas" of the k-dimensional
faces? Is it true for k = 2, n = 4 ? (For k = 1, n ~ 1 it is well-known.)

b) Is it true that if the areas of the k-faces of an n-simplex are fixed, then there
exists (k smalI, n large) a one-parameter family of n-simplices ar, 0 ~ t ~ 1
such that each ur is not congruent to a~ for t f; s? Does vol(ur) change? Is
it true for k = 2, n = 4? (Peter McMullen claims to have such an example for
k = n - 2, n large and odd.)

Robert Connelly

17. Let A = {Xiii E Z, Xi E ]Rl} be a Delone set with parameters (r, R) and f : A ---t Z,
f{Xi) := i strict1y increasing. As 2r < lXi, Xi+ll < 2R it is

2r =: c < lXi - xjl < C .= 2R.
If(xi} - f{xj)1 .

'Rence f is a Lipscbitz map.

Conjecture: This is true for JEd, d ~ 2
Nikolai Dolbilin

Comment: M. BAAKE presented a preprint "Seperated nets in Euclidean space and
Jacobians of biLips'chitz maps" (1997) by D. BURAGO and B. KLEINER in which it
is proved that: .

There exists a seperated (== a Delone) set in the Euclidean plane which is not
biLipschitz equivalent to the integer lattice. So the conjecture fails for all n ~ 2.

It turned out that this question was first posed by M. CROMOV - "Asymptotic in
variants for infinite groups." In NIBLO and ROLLER (eds.), Geometrie group theory.
London Math. Soc.; 1993.

Nikolai Dolbilin

18. Suppose T is a tHing of §2 with n congruent regions each of diameters~all~rthan
~. Can n be greater than 120?

Wlodzimierz Kuperberg

A historical comment: A rather similar question was posed by B. DELONE after bis
talk to a representative of the Soviet Space Agency ( a soviet analogue of the NASA)
in the early 1960's. The representative visited hirn to possibly get a consultation
on the following problem. Assurne Olle needs to build a large enough semispherical
construction ... on the moon (1). Since the construction was supposed to be erected
by robots it would be desired to have deviation from being congruent to each other
as little as possible (2). On the other hand, the limited size of a rocket gives astrang
upper bound fo.r the size of the pieces (3).

These three requirements inspired DELONE to the question: is it possible to tile a
sphere by congruent copies whose diameters are smaller than the diameter of the
fundamental domain of the symmetry group of the icosahedron?

Nikolai Dolbilin
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19. Is there a eonneeted non-simplyeonneeted rep-tile?

•Michael Hartley

2. layer 1111

J: and 3. layer

Chaim Goodman-Strauss

Example with 123 == 1728 tiles: Build the figured torus with unit cubes. Two such tiles
can be assembled to a 3 x 3 x 4-block, 4 . 4·3 of which rebuild the basic cube as
12 x 12 x 12-cube.

Example with 24 tiles: Again two tiles fit together build
ing a rectangular box, twelve of which give a bigger
tile (See the figure). The edgelengths are x ==~
and y == .yg if z is choosen to be of unit length. It
should be not to difficult to give in this manner ex
amples for tiles with even higher genus ("just glue two
or more tiles together at their xz-faee").

Gerrit van Ophuysen

20. a) Chara~terize all neighborly regular polytopes!
Expample: {3,5}s.

b) An abstract regular polytope'P is called centrally symmetrie, if there exists an
involution in the center of r(p) which does not fix any vertex. In how many
ways can a centrally symmetrie regular polytope be centrally symmetrie?

Egon Schulte

22.

21. This is a question not a problem:

Fenehel's Conjeeture: In a finite Fuehsian group you can find a subgroup without
torsion.

What is the first reference? (Known: J.Nielsen, Mat. Tidsskift B 1948.)
Hans-Christoph Im Hof

For a covering C of the plane by closed unit circles, let D(C) denote the part of the e
plane covered at least twice by the members of C. Let d(p, q) denote the distance
between two points p and q of the plane, and for p, q E D(C) let l(p, q) denote the
length of the shortest path connecting p to q inside D(C). Determine (give bounds
for) the value

l(p,q)
sup sup -.--.

C p,qED(C) d(p, q)

G6.bor Pejes T6th
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23. Consider an n-gon in JE2, n odd. Let the midpoints of every edge move parallel to
the edge, then the center of gravity stays at its place and the area is fixed.
Problem: What is the situation in JE3?

Luis M ontejano

24. The carpenter's rule problem from Joe MitchelI:

Consider a polygonal are A embedded in the Euelidean plane. Can one continuously
unfold A inta a straight line segment keeping each edge of A at the same eonstant
length and at no time having any self-intersections?

Robert Connelly

-25. Given n points Pl, ... , Pn in the plane and given k, decide whether there exist k
lines isolating the given points. What is the complexity of this decision problem?
(Is it NP-complete?)

K omei Fukuda

26. Strange Unfoldings of Convex Polytopes ,~L

An unfolding of a convex polytope F! in }R3 is a planar embedding of its- boundary
obtained by cutting the edges of some spanning tree T of the graph of P and flat
tening the boundary along the remainjng edges. Two natural (but naive) que~tions

are

(a) Is every unfolding of a convexpo)ytope non-selfoverlapping?

(b) Is every unfolding of a convex polytope unambiguous?

Here an unfolding is defined to be unambiguous if the .original polytope is uniquely
constructible from it.

Both questions have negative answers. There are many constructions known for
the· negative answer of (a), but Makoto NAMIKI (namiki@wa.ka.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp) con
structed the stnallest example, askinny tetrahedron, which admits a. selfoverlapping
unfolding. Note that it has a non-selfoverlapping unfolding as weIl. . ~.:.

For the question (b), Tomomi MAT- ~.

sm (tomomi@misojiro.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp) con- ~
structed a polytope with 6 faeets and 5 ver-
tiees which admits an ambiguous unfold-
ing.These two examples can be fot~nd in the Geometrically

Selfoverlapping
UnfoldPolytope package for Mathematica by ambiguous

unfolding
NAMIKI and FUKUDA (1992). unfolding
Consequently more intelligent questions .are

(a') Does every convex polytope admit a 'non-selfoverlapping unfolding?

(b') Does every convex polytope admit an unambiguous unfolding?

As far as I know, these questions ~re still open. I conjectured at the Dagstuhl
meeting on Computational Geometry (February 1997) that

(1) Any minimum-Iength spanning tree of a eonvex polytope induces a non
selfoverlapping unfolding.
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The positive answer to this would resolve the question (a') positively as weIl.

Recently Günter ROTE (rote@opt.math.tu-graz.ac.at) has constructed counterex
amples to this conjecture. The smallest among them has 7 faeets and 9 ~ertiees

(1997). ROTE constructed also a polytope whieh admits a eombinatorially ambigu
ous unfolding (1997). One can eonstruct twoeombinatorially different polytopes
from such an unfolding: MATSUI's example mentioned above gives rise to two geo
metrieally different polytopes whieh are combinatorially equivalent.

Two minimum-perimeter selfoverlapping unfoldings and their polytopes

Combinatorially
ambiguous

unfolding and
its two

polytopes

m······
..~_ tI .' '.' .' •

'~. .

~
" .. ", ..'

. ...t_

Note that a question (related to
(a')) on the existence of an un
folding without overlaps, where
it iso allowed to cut any place in
the boundary, was answered posi
tfvely by ARONOV and O'ROUKE

. (1991). .The key idea was to
cut through geodesic paths from
a 6xed vertex to all other vertiees.
In fact this result motivates us to
pose another open problem.

(2) Does a shortest-path spanning tree of a convex polytope induce a non
selfoverlapping 'unfolding?

Here a shortest-path spanning tree is a tree composed ofshortest paths from a fixed
vertex to all other vertices.

K omei Fukuda

Remark: Recently, Mr. Wolfram, SCHLICKENRIEDER (schlicke@math.tu-berlin.de) a
has reported that he found several examples that answered the ques-.,
tion above negatively. We shall post some example(s) in t~e www page
http://www.ifor.math.ethz.eh/staff/fukuda/unfold-home/ unfold_open.html as soon
as we verify his claim.

K omei Fukuda
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MATEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht Nr.21

Computational Group Theory
1.6 - 7.6.1997

This meeting was the third on Computational Group Tbeory held at tbe Mathematisches Forschungsin
stitut Oberwolfach. The meeting was attended by 49 participants from 11 countries.

A considerable number cf presentations were related to the continuing matrix group recognition project.
This project was initiated by the question raised by J. Neubüser, at tbe first meeting on Computational
Group Theory held at MFO in 1988, of how to recognise special linear. groups giving generating matrices. .
From this starting point the project has now reached a stage where, for significantly large degrees over
reasonable sized fields, not only can the special linear group be recognised, but also a composition series
can be computed for any matrix group over a finite field. An informal session was organized on Thesday
afternoon for the people working in this area to coordinate their future activities.

Other topics covered incIuded more traditionaI topics in the study of linear representations of groups,
methods for studying finitely presented groups and their applications, new methods for studying groups
given by polycyclic presentations and improvements for methods for studying permutation groups. FUr
thermore methods and developments in Lie algebras, groups and combinatorics, semigroups or monstrous
moonshine were reported. Some of the talks included status reports on software packages, e.g. ELIAS,
CARAT, GRAPE, SYMMETRICA, MONOID, CHEVIE and GAP.

A particular stimulus for computational group theory has always been its application to special, seemingly
intractable problems. Some highlights in this area presented duringrthe conference were the completion
of the character table of tbe Iwahori-Hecke algebra of type Es and the explicit construction of generators
for the Monster group. The Monster had been tbe only sporadie simple group for wbich 00 computer
constructioD was known. Now explicit calculations with certain elements are possible.

In order to allow adequate time for informal discussion (sometimes at computer terminals to access im
plementations of algorithms), the 'formal' program included, as well as tbe traditional invited and offered
talks, botb 'posters' (in tbe form of extended abstracts of DO more than four pages) and 'five-minute'
talks. Both methods proved to be effective and the people who used them deserve special commendation
for the care they put inta their presentations.

Beside the talks there was a lot of discussion on possible new algorithms and implemEmtations and on
ways of improving existing algorithms and implementations.

The meeting showed there has been considerable progress since the last meeting and gave the feeling
that the field is in a lively stage and good progress can be expected. We were particularly pleased tbat a
significant number of younger mathematicians could take part in the meeting and become more closely
integrated ioto a wider group of colleagues in the field.

/'

Organisers:
M.F. Newman, Canberra
H. Pahlings, Aachen
This report was compiled by B. Eick
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Charles R. Leedham-Green
Recognising matrix groups

We now have a first version of the eomplete matrix group recognition algorithm. Let G ~ GL(4, q). A
famous theorem of Aschbacher implies that G lies in at least one of nine categories. (Two of these we
sub-divide, so the number of categories is now eleven.) One of these eleven categories eonsists of the
unipotent groups, one eonsists of classieal groups in their natural representations, and one (Cq ) eonsists
of other almost simple groups (modulo sealars). These three categories are terminal. H G lies in any
other eategory, there is a natural homomorphism of G onto a non-trivial group H, where H is either
given as a subgroup of GL(d',q') where d > d' or d = d' and q > q', or H is given as a subgroup of the
symmetrie group of degree n for some n :5 d, or H is eyclic.
The first step in the project was to reeognise an Aschbacher category in which G lies, and to construet
the eorresponding homomorphism, if the eategory is not terminal. This step has now been eompleted,
exeept that tbe symplectic ~group case is still in an unsatisfactory state, and some other eases have 00

eomplexity analysis and may faH, through lack of resourees, in bad cases. Generally speaking we hope
to sueeeed for d, q :5 100, and may sueeeed in much larger cases. For example tbe Niemeyer - Piirer
non-constructive classical groups recognition algorithm runs in MAGMA for SL(5000, 2) in a few
The seeond step is to use our ability to determine Aschbacher eategories to analyse an arbitrary subg
G = (X) of GL(d,q), given X. We use a binary tree strueture, generalizing tbe eoncept of a composition
series. The leaves L in the tree correspond to classical groups, Cq-groups, p-groups, subgroups of permu
tation groups of modest degree, and eyelic groups. We have two fundamental problems:
FPl; given any gEL and generating set Y ~ L, write gas word in Y.
FP2; produee a presentation for L on Y.
If we ean solve FPI for each leaf of tbe tree we have a Monte-Carlo algorithm to eonstruct tbe tree.
H we ean solve FP2 for each leaf of tbe tree we ean verify the result, tbus making the whole algorithm
Las Vegas. .
Dur fundamental data strueture is in effeet used also for permutation graups. Tbe hope is that this will
lead to a merging of the matrix and permutation group projects.
This is a joint work with many people. My student Anthony Pye bas produced a first version of the
complete algorithm. CeIler, Holt, Niemeyer, O'Bnen, Praeger and Pye are responsible (with myself) for
most of the major ingredients. Known permutation representations of large sporadie groups, R. Wilson's
standard generators, and the exciting work reported on at this conference on black box reeognition of
classieal groups need to be added to our package. .

Robert Beals
On black-box methods ror matrix groups

In this talk we sketched several ideas from the theory of black-box group algoritbms which may bave
praetical significanee in Charles Leedham-Green's recognition project. Tbe task of finding elements of
proper Dormalsubgroups is of partieular importanee, both in theory and in practice. We gave two methods
to help acbieve tbis goal.
Tbe first is a nonnal still. We show bow to distill a list of group elements, with tbe property that at least
one lies in anormal subgroup, down to a single element which lies in a proper normal subgroup.s
uses a small number of group operations per element of tbe list: typically constant, and log IGI .e
worst case.
Tbe seeond is a very general metbod for finding elements of a proper normal subgroup. If we bave gone
to the effort of verifying that a black-box group G is not isomorphie to a partieular group T, then a small
amount of bookkeeping suffices to produce an element of a proper normal Bubgroup if T is a homomorpbic
image of G. Tbe list of T for which good isomorphism tests exist incIudes An and Sn [Beals & Babai'93,
Beals & Seress, Leedham-Green & Niemeyer & Praeger], as weIl as all classical groups over small fields
[Cooperman & Finkelstein & Linton, Bratus, Kantor & Seress).
We hope that these ideas will prove useful in matrix group eomputations.
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Gene Cooperman
Reduction oe Center and Other Problems to Matrix Recognition or Matrix Group Order

This talk is motivated by a recent challenge problem of Peter Neumann. A result was recently announced
that reduces the problem of finding the kernel of a matrix group homomorphism to any of: matrix group
recognitiont group order, or certain other decision problems [1]. Eight years earlier a result was announced
reducing center, centralizer of anormal subgr9uP (a key ingredient in many soele algorithms) and certain
other problems to that of finding a kernel [2]. Tbe ongoing matrix recognition project promises matrix
recognitioD t matrix group order, and certain other decision problems [3]. The compositioD of these results
yields surprising conclusions about tbe ease of doing center, soele and other problems for matrix groups.
I acknowledge discussions with Eugene Luks that contributed to these ideas.
[1] R. Bealst "Towards Polynomial-Time Algorithms for Matrix Groups" t Proc. oE DIMACS Workshop
on Groups and Computation 11 28, DIMACS Series in Discrete Mathematics and Theoretica1 Compu
ter Science, L. Finke1stein and W.M. Kantor (eds.)t AMS, Providence, Rl, 1997. [2] G. Coopermant
L. Finkelstein, and E. Luks, "Reduction of Group Constructions to Point Stabilizers" t Proc. of 1989
International Symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation, ACM Press, 1989, pp. 351-356. [3]
talks by F. Cellert C. Leedham-Green t E. Q'Brien et al.

Alice Niemeyer
Recognizing the full symmetrie group as a black box group /-f'

Let G = (X) be a finite group given as a black box group. We deseribe an algorithm which determines
whether or not Gis isomorphie to Sn. for a given integer n. This algorithm works in two steps. In the
first step we attempt to construct a homomorphism from Sn. ioto G by finding appropriate images for the
generators (1,2) and (l t 2, ... ,n). We seek suitable elements of G for these images by random selection.
To do this we first determine for such elements defining properties which can be checked in a black
box group G. We also design procedures for finding such elements and checkiog these properties. (For
example as the proportion of transpositions in G ~ Sn. is small we construct a transposition from a
"pretranspositionn in G which we define as an element / of order 2t with t > 1 and t odd, such that
h = /t has the property that o(hhZ

) E {I, 2, 3} for all x E G.) We give complexity analyses of these
procedures: since they depend on random selection, our analyses depend on the proportions of elements
of Sn. with relevant properties. We give estimates of these proportionst and thereby give and estimate for
the probability that the algorithm will faH to identify, for a black box group G ~ Sn., that G really is Sn..
In a' seeond step we decide whether the homomorphism is onto by construeting preimages for each
generator x E X. This method also relies on random selection and again we can estimate the probability
of failure if G is isomorphie to Sn.. .

Peter Neumann
On tensor eactorisation problems

There are several contexts in which a tensor product makes good sense: for example
(1) the tensor product of modules;

(2) the Kronecker product of matrices;

(3) if x(t), y(t) are manie polynomials then (x ® y)(t) may be defined to be n(t - {i'1j) where
x(t) = rr(t - {i) and y(t) = rr(t - '1;);

(4) if x, y are multisets from an abelian group (or even a commutative semigroup) Athen we may
define x ®y:= {XiY; 11 :5 i:5 r, 1:5 j :5 s}, where x = {Xjt •.• t xr} and y ={gI, ... t Y.};

(5) if r, ß are G-sets for a given group G then r x ß is the ordinary cartesian product.

SimilarlYt there are exterior square constructions in each of these contexts.
Each tensor product has an algorithmic "Tensor Factorisation Problemn associated with it; each exterior
square has an associated "Exterior Square Raot Problem". The problems are connected (though in some
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cases quite loosely). To tensor factorise a GwIDodule it. helps to he ahle to factorise matrices; to factorise
a matrix it helps to be ahle to factorise its characteristic polynomial; to factorise a polynomial it helps
to be ahle to factorise the multiset of its roots; factorising the multiset of its roots can be assisted by
considering G-sets where G is the Galois group.
In this lecture the algorithmic problems were posed and what little I know about attempts to solve
them was surveyed: the module decomposition problem has been tackled with some success for smallish
dimensions or smallish groups by Leedham-Green & 0 'Brien [1997]; the exterior-square root problem for
multisets and matrices has been treated by Catherine Greenbill in her Oxford D.Phil. dissertation [1996];
the "exterior square root problem" for G-sets (though that is perhaps not a good name in this context)
has been tackled by Graham Sharp [1997] and his preprint will form part of his Oxford D.Phil. thesis;
work in progress by Cheryl Praeger and me gives a very promising approach to the tensor factorisation
problem for multisets~ with applications to polynomials, to matrices and to modules. The final part of
the lecture contained a sketch of our ideas.

Eamonn A. O'Brien
Implementing matrix group algorithms .-

Tbe matrix group recognition project seeks to recognise matrix groups defined over finite fields. In my
lecture, I reported on the contents of a new share package for the GAP system, which seeks to provide
comprehensive and integrated access to implementations cf algorithms developed as part of the project.
I then discussed tbe SMASH algorithm, which decides whether a given matrix group preserves certain
decompositions of the underlyjng vector space with respect to anormal subgroup, and discussed finding
elements of anormal subgroup.
I described the Product Replacement algorithm for constructing random elements of a group.
Finally I presented two algorithms for constructing "Iarge" p-Iocal subgroups of a matrix group.

Jon F. Carlson
Homologieal Algebra and Computers

Tbis lecture is a survey of some of the efIorts to construct module theory applications of computer
technology for finite dimensional algebras. The main problems that must be solved in any such system are
tbe lifting of homomorphisms from projective modules and the creation of the kernel of a homomorphism.
Earlier work on these problems was aimed at the calculation of the mod-p cohomology of p-groups. The
methods have now been extended to work on more generallocal algebras.
It sooms possible that the same techniques can be adapted to work on any algebra which is expressed
as a basic algebra. The main idea is that such an algebra should be expressed as the collection of
its nonisomorphic projective modules. Each projective module should come equiped with a tree which
associates a basis for the module with monomials in the generators of the radical. That is, an algorithm
for the solution to the homomorphism lifting problem should be encoded in the definition of the algebra.
Tbe package for handling the algebras needs only a function for reading the troo. This technique would
provide a matrix theoretic implementation which would be alternative to the noncommutative Groebner
basis approach that has been suggested by others.

Jean Michel
Application oe the CHEVIE package of GAP:

Determination' of the character table of the Heeke-Iwahori algebra oe type Es

(Joint work with M. Geck)

The determination of the character table of tbe Iwahori-Hecke algebra of type Es (an algebra of dimension
696729600) was considered an untractable problem. In the talk I explained how this problem was solved
using some theoretica1 advances prompted by experimentation using the GAP package CHEVIE (Co
authored by M. Geck, G. Hiss, F. Lübeck, G. Malle, G. Pfeiffer and myself) .
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The main new tool is a property of elements of minimal length in a conjugacy dass, lifted to the braid
group. Let W be a Coxeter group, let B be the corresponding Artin-Tits beaid group. The natural
projection p : B ~ W has a section B:ed. consisting of those elements of the hraid monoid which have

same length as their image in W. For w E W let w be its lift in Bied; let S be the Coxeter generating
set of W and (ar I C S let W/ be the corresponding parabolic subgroup of W, and let Wr be the longest
element of W/ (in particular we denote by Ws the longest element of W). Then

Theorem. In an" conjugacy class C 01 W, there exists an element w 01 minimal length in C such that
the equality w d = w7.· ... w7: holds in B, where disthe order 01 w, where ni are even natural integers
and where 11 :> ... :::> I" is a stricUy decreasing sequence 01 subsets 01 S.
As a corollary, when w is of minimal length in its dass, we can compute the absolute value of the
eigenvaJues of the basis element Tw of the Hecke algebra H (W, q) in any irreducible representatioD;
these absolute values turn out to be fractional powers of q, which answers a long-standing conjecture in
the particular case of elements of minimal length in their dass. Using this, we reduce the problem of
computing character values to that of solving a system of linear equations. To get enough equations so
that the system becomes detennined, we need to appeal to quite a few properties of Hecke a1gebras, in
particular to the work of M.Geck on modular representations of Hecke algebras.

Frank Lübeck
Parameterization oe semisimple conjugacy classes in finite groups oe Lie)ype

This talk addressed apart of a bigger project of computing generic character tables for series of finite
groups of Lie type. Examples for such series are sets of groups like {GL4 (q)} or {Er(q).c},- where q runs
over a11 prime powers.
Clearly the first steps are to find parameterizations of the conjugacy classes and the irreducible characters.
For both there is a Jordan decomposition which divides the problem inta two parts: First find the classes of
semisimple elements of the group, respectively dual group, and then parameterize the e1asses of unipotent
elements, respectively the unipotent characters, of the centralizers of semisimple elements. It turns out
that finding the semisimple conjugacy e1asses is a computationally challenging part of the project.
This talk wanted to give an idea how this problem can be reformulated in a combinatorial setting using
the root datum describing a connected reductive algebraic group, the associated Weyl group and the
operation of a Frobenius morphism on these structures. In this reformulation it can be solved by computer
programs. It was pointed out that general algorithms for permutation groups are a very useful tool in
these programs.
An implementation of the algorithm and some examples were mentioned.

Klaus Lux
Group Aigebras and Morita Equivalence

Let F be a 6eld and let A be a finite-dimensional F-algebra. If e E A is a nontrivial idempotent, then
multiplication by einduces a functor from the module category of right A-modules RMod(A) to the
category RMod(eAe). This functor defines a categorical equivalence also called a Morita equivalence
if and only if Se is nonzero for all simple A-modules S. The functor can be used for reducing certain
properties of a module V in RMod(A) to the corresponding properties of Ve. For example, it preserves
the property of a module being projective, simple etc., and hence can be used to determine the soe1e
series of a projective indecomposable A-module.
Even though it is dülicult to find a suitable idempotent for a given algebra A, in case of the group algebra
FG of a finite group G we can proceed as follows. Let H be a subgroup of G whose order is coprime to
the characteristic of F, then eH = Ihr LhEH h is a nontrivial idempotent.
For the sporaclic simple groups of order at most 109 and small primes p, I have determined a suitable
subgroup H of largest order such that the principal blocks of FpG and eHFpGeH are Morita equivalent.
This has been achieved using a character theoretic refonnulation of the condition above and the computer
algebra system GAP, especially its library of tables of marks for simple groups.
For most of the cases above I have also determined a generating system for the algebra eHFpGeH. As
a consequence one can now use the above functor explicitly in studying modules in the principal block
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of FG. For example, in ease of the sporadie simple group J3 and p = 3 it was possible to determine
the soele series of all projeetive indecomposable modules in the principal block, the largest module
being of dimension 67554. Furthermore, a student in Aachen, S. Weiss, has applied the funetor in order
to determine a presentation of the basic algebra of the principal block as a quotient of a quiver with
relations for some sporadic simple groupa.
It is weIl known that there ia an even more general funetorial relationship between algebras whieh
runs as follows. H M ia an A-module then we ean define the functor Hom(M, -): RMod(A) -4

RMod(EndA (M» which takes V E RMod(A) to HOffiA (M, V). Setting M to be eA we can in prin
ciple recover the above situation. Given a aubgroup H :5 G and the transitive ZG-permutation module
(LhEH h)ZG, we ean explicitly determine the action ofthe elements IHlpeHgeH E EndzG«LhEH h)ZG)
on HomzG«LhEH h)ZG, V) for a given ZG-permutation module V. The reduction modulo p of these
elements then contains at least tbe ideal of tbe projective endomorphisms of tbe FpG-permutation module
(EhEH h)FpG. This ean be used to find explicit Morita equivalences for nonprincipal blocks of FpG even
in the case where the order of H is divisible by p.

Wilhelm Plesken
Algorithms ror crystallographic grOUp8

Together with J. Opgenorth and T. Schulz I am setting up a package handling erystallographic groups
of degrees ~ 6. The system is called CARAT and eontains implementations of various algorithms and a
library of Bravais groups. There are three basic algorithms: computing sublattices, automorphism groups
of lattices with quadratic forms, and extension groups. The talk concentrates on Opgenorth's normalizer
algorithm which is based on the Voronoi algorithm for perfeet quadratic fonns. With the machinery
available one can decide conjugacy of finite unimodular groups in GLn((P) and GLn(Z), can split (]J.
classes in ~classes, compute isomorphism classes of space groups, and perform various related tasks.

Gabriele Nebe
Same arithmetic in definite quaternion algebras

Let G be a finite group. Then (]JG = eD?i xni is a direct sum of simple etl-algebras. One might ask
which division algebras D := Di da occur. Clearly Z(D) =: K is the character field of the corresponding
character henee an abelian numberfield. H the character is real, then tbe involution {]JG --+ {]JG 9 ..-+ g-1
for all 9 E Ginduces an involution - on D that is the identity on K wbence one has the
Theorem (Brauer,Speiser) H K ia totally real then eitber D =K or D is a quaternion algebra over K.
I determined the totally definite quaternion algebras D with Dnxn I qp for same finite group G and
[K : ~n ~ 10 by classifying the absolutely irreducible maximal finite subgroups G of GLn(D). The
representation theoretic methods to build up the groups are the same as for fields, though one has to
build up fairly large groups before one may calculate the maximal finite supergroups as automorphism
groups of invariant lattices, because one does not know D in advanee. The groups yield many interesting
rationallattices up to dimension 40. E.g. I found 11 structures of the Leech lattice as a Hermitian lattice
over a maximal order of a definite quaternion algebra. The key problem to find tbe isomorphism das..
of G-invariant lattices is to find all conjugacy classes of maximal orders in D. Tbere are some trickw
get enough maximal orders and one has a mass formula to check completeness. The conjugacy test can
be perfonned very efficiently using the normform N : D --+ K, x ....... xx, which is a totally positive definite
quadratic form over K. Two maximal orders M, M' in D are conjugate, if and only if the lattices (M, N)
and (M', N) are isometrie.

George Havas
Integral Gaussian elimination

Gaussian elimination is the basis for dassical algorithms for computing canonical forms of integer ma
trices. Experimental results have shown that integer Gaussian elimination may lead to rapid growth of
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intennediate entries. On the other hand various polynomial time a1gorithms do exist for such computa
tions, but these algorithms are relatively complicated 10 describe and understand. Gaussian elimination
provides the simplest descriptions of a1gorithms for this purpose. These algorithms have a nice polynomial
number of steps, but the steps deal with long operands. We prove that there is an exponential length
lower bound on the operands for a well-defined variant of Gaussian elimination when applied to Smith and
Hermite normal form calculation. We present explicit matrices for which tOO variant produces exponen
tiallength entries. Thus, Gaussian elimination has worst-case exponential space and time complexity for
such applications. The analysis provides guidance as to how integer matrix algorithms based on Gaussian
elimination may be further developed for better performance, which is important since many practical
algorithms for computing canonical forms are so based.
(Joint work with Xin Gui Fan, to appear in Proc. ISSAC'97, ACM Press)

Sarah Rees
Hairdressing in groups

Let X == {Xl, . .. ,Xi:} be a finite set, G = (X) a group, r its Cayley graph. A language for G is a set L of
words over X (alternatively, paths from the identity vertex of r), which maps onto Gunder the natural
map.
Two paths in r synchronously (resp. asynchronously) fellow travel if 'travellers' moving with equal (resp.
appropriate) speeds on the two paths remain a bounded distance apart. A language L for.'G is a synehro
nous (resp. asynchronous) eombing for G if tbe paths in r corresponding to words v, w ·E~L for v =a w
or v =0 wx (x E X) synchronously (resp. asynchronously) fellow travel; we shall use the"· word combing
to mean asynchronous combing.
G is automatie if it has a eombing which is a regular language, asynchronously automatie if it has
an asYßchronous eombing witb that property. Many topologically interesting groups are automatie (or
asynchronously automatie), including tbe fundamental groups of many eompact manifolds; but the list
of non-examples indudes the fundamental groups of some compact, geometrisable 3-manifolds and all
nilpotent groups which are not virtually abelian. We aim to capture these examples by dropping the
regularity eondition of automatie groups and looking at more general combings.
Any combable group is finitely presented (Bridson), and has soluble word problem (Gersten).
We let F be a family offormallanguages, and look at groups which are F-combable, that is have eombings
in F. .
Bridson & Gilman proved that all compact geometrisable 3-manifolds M have 1T1 (M) which is an indexed
language; in fact real time languages work too. -
Which other non-automatie groups have real time eombings? Tbe following answers corne fr9m joint work
with Gilman and Holt.

• Any dass 2 nilpotent group with 2 or 3 generators or cyclic G' has a real time combing.

• Any metabelian, polycyelic, torsion-free group with G' n Z(G) trivial has"a real time eombing.

• Any f.g. nilpotent or even polycyclie by finite group embeds 'in a real time combable group.

Derek Holt
Automatie Groups and Subgroups

Automatie groups form a dass of finitely presented groups tbat have been studied extensively during
the past ten years, defined by a collection of finite state automata. They have a normal form for group
elements, wbich enables one (after eonstrueting the automata) to solve tbe word problem in quadratic
time, enumerate group elements, and sometimes to calculate the growth series of the group. Finiteness
can also be decided, and usually whether given elements are torsion or not.
Many groups arising from topology and geometry are automatie, including fundamental groups of ne
gatively curved manifolds, most knot groups, word-hyperbolic groups, Euclidean groups, Coxeter groups
and braid groups.
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The author's package kbmag (freely available by anonymous ftp from ftp.maths.warwiek.ac.uk in the
directory people/dfh/kbmag2, or as a GAP share library) can be used to earry out these ealculations on
a shortlex automatie group. For example, it has been used to prove that the Fibonacci group F(2,9),
F(4,8), F(9,6) and F(15, 6) are infinite, as is the Heineken group

G = (x, y, z I [x, [x, y]] = z, [y, [y, zJ] = x, [z, [z, xl] = y).

The eoneept of an automatie group ean be generalised to a group G being automatie with respeet to a
finitely generated subgroup H. In that case there is a normal form for a system of coset representatives
of H in C. For example, this is the case for a quasiconvex subgroup of a word-hyperbolie group, but
there are many other situations in which it applies. There are sorne fa.cilities in the standalone version
of kbmag for eomputing the associated automata and, when successful, the finiteness of IG : HI can be
decided. It is also possible to eompute a presentation for H (which is always finite). For example, it was
used to show that the subgroup ([x, y), [x, z}, [U, z)) of the Heineken group (defined above) is free of rank
3.

Werner Nickel
Polynomials rar nilpotent groups

A generating set {al, ... ,an} for a finitely generated torsionfree nilpotent group can be chosen such that
each element of the group has a unique form

Xi eZ.

P. Hall (Edmonton Notes, 1957) proved that in the product g.!. =g~ of two elements Zk is a polynomial
in Xi and Yj. These polynomials can be computed by Deep Thought (Leedham-Green & Soicher, OW
1988) from a commutator presentation on these generators and used to perform symbolic multiplications
and inversions in tbe group.
This5-minute talk explained how these polynomials can be used to check if the group satisfies an (En
gel) identity and reported recent computations in the free 2-generator 5-Engel group with GAP 4. The
polynomials involved have 104 indeterminates and total degree at most 9.

William Kantor and Akos Seress
Black box classical groups, with an application to permutation group algorithms

1. There is a Las Vegas algorithm which, when given a black box group known to be isomorphie to a
simple classical group over a field of given size q, produces an explicit isomorphism.

2. There are nearly linear Las Vegas algorithms which, when given G = (8) ::; Sn with no composition
factor an exceptional group of Lie type or a 3-dimensional unitary group, determine membership in G,
IGI, a composition series for C, a Sylow subgroup for each prime factor of IGI, and everything else that
previously eould be found only by Monte Carlo algorithms.

Alexander Hulpke
Algorithms ror permutation groups based on homomorphisms

We have nice algorithms for element test, size, composition series, centralizer &e. for permutation groups;
theoretically as weU as practically. Some other things are harder to compute like conjugacy classes,
maximal subgroups, eomplements. In PC-Groups, on the other hand, we ean compute such things rather
fast by using the homomorphism principle. We compute a nonnal series with elementary factors and lift
the results Qver the factors. As each factor ia isomorphie to a vector space, all to do is linear algebra.
To extend this approach to general permutation groups, one needs to generalize such lifting procedures
to nonabelian elementary groups.
Suppose N <J G is an elementary nonabelian nonnal subgroup, N ~ Tl X ••• X Td' Ti ~ T simple.
Then GG{N) n N = 1, thus G is a subdirect product of GIN with F = Gcp ::; Aut(N), denoting by
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VJ the operation homomorphism of G in Aut(N). As {Tl, .... ,Td} is a characteristic dass, furthermore
Aut(T) ~ Aut(T) I Sd, yielding a small degree permutation representation for F. Let t/J : F --+ Sdt then
M := kert/J is an iterated subdirect product of A, T :5 A :5 Aut(T).
Example:Conjugacy Classes. Strategy: A: Classes of G as dasses of subdirect product, B: Classes of M
as dasses of subdirect product and further fusion by F, C: Classes of F outside M.
~deas: A: Component-wise representative construction. B: "minimal" dass arrangement in each represen
tative tuple. C: Instead F-classes of F\ M only M-classes on F\ M, together with further F-fusion. (As
we have only few classes in F \ M, this is no problem.) Then the action of M on M, z ~ (m ..... [r, z]mZ

)

splits into components and can be regarded as such.
The algorithm is still in the process of implementation, so it is too early to do comparisons with other
approaches.

Bettina Eick
Construction of finite soluble groups

In this talk a method to construct all soluble groups of given order is introduced. The underlying idea of
the algorithm is due 10 W. Gaschütz: in the first step we construct a list of candidates for the Frattini
factors of the desired groups (up to isomorphism) and in the second step we compute Frattini extensions
of each candidate. The method can be restricted to compute certain classes of soluble groups only, such
as non-nilpotent groups or graups without normal Sylow subgroup.
We used a GAP implementation of this method 10 construct all soluble, non-nilpotent groups of order at
most 1000 except for the orders divided by 27 • This shows in particular, that the method is practical.
In eombination with two other methods to construct certain finite groups and the Jrgroup generation
method of E. A. O'Brien we obtained a list of all groups of order at most 1000 except för 512 and 768
up to isomorphism.
(Joint work with H. U. Besehe.)

Götz Pfeiffer
Computing the Size of a Semigroup

MONOID is a package of GAP functions that allows calculations in and a structural analysis of a finite
transformation monoid, Let a submonoid M of the full transformation monoid Tn of a11 maps from
{I, ... tn} to itself. The basic theoretical tool is the concept of a generalized (right) 8ehützenberger group
of an element sEM, a permutation group on the set of images of the map s which stands in bijection to
a certain subset of M containing 8. The whole monoid M is partitioned inta such sets where many of the
associated permutation groups are isomorphie. Thus a task like, e.g, the computation oLthe size of M
can take mueh advantage of existing (and powerful) algorithms for permutation groups. Th~ development
of the algorithms in MONOm is joint work with 5. Linton, E. Robertson, and N. Ruskuc.

Steve Linton
GAP: Status Report and Some Possible Directions

Over the next months, the GAP system will undergo two dramatic changes: firstly, version 4 of the system
will be released; secondly, GAP headquarters will move from Aachen to 5t Andrews.
Already, the final release of GAP 3, version 3.4.4, has been relea.sed from 8t Andrews, incorporating
bug fixes, same new developments from the GAP team, and many contributions from users. The formal
handover will take place soon, and tbe e-mail addresses for the GAP forum, the ttgap-trouble" helpline,
and so forth will move to 5t Andrews.
We evisage t'A move from an Aachen-based project with international involvement to an international
project coordinated at 5t Andrews" , and will depend on user contributions, for whieh we will try to
provide support and recognition.
GAP version 4 will provide a number of new features, improving both the system itself, and its collection
of mathematieal a1gorithms. Alpha test versions are available now, a beta version will be released soon.
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Adalbert Kerber
Applied Finite Group Actions

It was reported on joint work with R. Laue, K.-H. Zimmermann t O A. Betten, H. Fripertinger and A.
Wassermann. The joint work is devoted to the enumeration, construction and randomly generation of
unlabelled finite structures. We studied in particular graphs, linear codes and combinatorial designs.
Unlabelled structures of that kind are usually introduced as equivalence classes of labelled structures and
therefore they can be defined as orbits of finite groups on finite sets, and so the weil developed theory of
finite group actions can be applied.
i) A flexible Ansatz is to choose suitable actions GX and HY and to consider the set

y X := {I: X -+ Y}t

together with an induced action of G, H, H x G or H I G on Y x. Here is an easy example: The labelled
graphs on V, a set of vertices, ean easily be ideotified with the set of mappings from the set (~) (of pairs
of vertices) iota tbe set {O, I}, Le. tbe set of these labelled graphs is equal to

yX = 2(~).

Correspondingly, the set of unlabelled graphs on this set of vertices is the followiog set of orbits of the
symmetrie group Sv :

Sv\\2(~).
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ii) In coding theory we are after isometry classes of (n, k)-codes, Le. we consider the following set of
orbits of the isometry group H 1G := GF(q)· 1Sn on the set of subspaces of dimension k in the finite
vector space GF{q)n :

GF(q)· I Sn \\U{n, k).

But U(n, k) is too abstract to be handled, and so we need to consider generator matrices which consist
of k rows and n columns, and so they are contained in yx := (GF(q)A:)n. For obvious reasons we may
restrict attention 10 matrices without zero columns, Le. we will in fact consider the following set of orbits
(GLA:(q) comes in since a subspace has usually many bases):

GLA:(q)\\GF(qY I Sn\\(GF(q)A:\{O} )n.

According to Lehmann's Lemma the inner set of orbits can be replaced by

Sn\\{GF(q)·\\GF{q)A:\{o})n = Sn \\PA:-l (q)n,

where PA:-dq) denotes the projective space. This result is quite interesting since it clearly shows two
things: First of all it demonstrates why projective geometry plays such an important role in co~ing

theory, and, moreover, it shows why the Hamming codes are so prominent: A particular orbit is formed
by the injective mappings, these matrices generate simplex codes, the dual of Hamming codes.
iii) In design theory we are faced with existence problems, e.g. the existence of 7-designs with small
parameters (there is a well-known theorem that assures the existence of 7-designs, bU~J~e parameters
which guarantee the existence are astronomical). Designs can be considered a.s 0-1-so1i!.1iions of a big
systems of linear equations. Such problems become tractable by prescribing a group 01 aut.omorphisms.
We faund, as first 7-design with small parameters, one with parameters 7-(33,8,10) (the prescribed group
of automorphisms was prL2(32)) and as first 8-design with small parameters an 8-(31,10,93)"-design (with
PSL (3, 5)). In both cases the prescription of an automorphism group reduced the number of ~atrix entries
by a lactor of about 1010 .

Leonhard H. Soicher
Application cf computational group theory to the study of finite geometries

I spoke about same new and future features of the GRAPE package for computing with groups, graphs
and finite geometries.
One new function in GRAPE is for classifying (up to isomorphism) the partial linear spaces with given
point graph and parameters. A modification of this algorithm has been used to classify and discover
new uBailey squares". A Bailey square is an {n x n)/k semi-Latin square with the prope.rty that any
two distinct blocks have at most one point in common. Bailey squares are a generalization of mutually
orthogonal Latin squares, and are used in the Design of Experiments.
I also spoke briefly about joint work with Sarah Rees on practical algorithms to compute fundamental
groups and covers of finite simplicial complexes.

Gretchen Ostheimer
Algorithms for Polycyclic Matrix Groups

This is areport on work in progress concerning practical a1gorithms for studying infinite matrix groups.
I restriet my attention to polycyclic-by-finite groups as this is the setting' in which (most of) the in
teresting questions are actually decidable. I have developed algorithms for testing membership, finding
presentations, and computing normal closures and kemels of homomorphisms. For same of these alge
rithms I have completed experiments which show that they are efficient enough to be useful in studying
some moderately complicated examples; for others I have heuristic arguments that the algorithms are
practical.
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Eddie H. Lo
Enumerate Finite Index Subgroups of Polycyclic Groups

In this report, an efficlent algorithm to enumerate finite index subgroups of polycyclic groups given by

consistent polycyclic presentations is presented. This algorithm makes use of the wreath-product ordering

of coset tables defined by Sims. The algorithm enumerates all the subgroups of finite index less than or

equal to n using O(nm) memory, where m is the number of polycyclic generators, and it seems to be

efficient in terms of time.

Anton Betten
Construction of Solvable Groups

B. HUPPERT discusses the situation of anormal subgroup N of prime index in a group G (B. HUPPERT,

Endliche Gruppen I, 14.8). We reverse the situation to define groups G with prescribed normal subgroup

N of index p. Each solvable group G can be obtained by a sequence of extensions of this kind. One

can reduce the number of necessary extensions by considering the action of Aut(N) and Aut(G/N) _

the set of extensions. Nevertheless, one may still get isomorphie copies of the same group. To red~

the set of groups up to isomorphism one looks at invariants like Sylow-type, conjugacy c1asses, power

maps, characteristic series and so on. Finally, an isomorphism test for groups is realized via canonical

presentations of solvable groups. A systematic computation of the canonical form will also compute a

base and strong generating set for the automorphism group of the group in question.

Eugene Luks
Symmetry-breaking predicates

There have been very successful uses of symmetries to limit the search space in combinatorial optimization

problems. Typically, customised search engines are buHt with this in mind. To researchers in automated

reasoning, a drawback of the approach is the difficulty in coordinating with the complex search control

techniques that have been developed in recent years. In collaboration with the Computational Intelligence

Research Laboratory (Eugene, Oregon), we investigated ways to pre.-process tbe input problem so that

it targets only a canonical element in each orbit of a group of symmetries, whereupon it can be sent to

any existing and future search engines. Specifically, the objective is to design a Boolean pre(Ücate that is

satisfied only by a canonical (say, lex~least) element. In general, this problem is NP-hard. However, we

have provably-efficient solutions in cases corresponding to polynomial-time solvable instances of problems

such as finding centralizers in permutation groups. Notably, even for these tractable instances, we show

that "natural" approaches to the problem would have 100 to exponential-Iength predicates. This work is

joint with Amitabha Roy.

Arjeh M. Cohen
Algorithms for Lie algebras

In GAP a suite of functions for Lie algebras called ELIAS (for Einhoven Lie Algebra System) has
implemented by Willem de Graaf. In the talk, I discussed work of de Graaf, R6nyai, Ivanyos, _

and myself on algorithms developed for this purpose. The main goal was to be able to analyse a finite

dimensional Lie algebra given by a multiplication table. The algorithms highlighted in tbe talk were

the detection of the solvable and the nilpotent radicals, finding a non-nilpotent element and a Cartan

subalgebra (if any), finding a Levi-complement to the solvable radical (in characteristic 0), finding the

decomposition of a semisimple algebra, determining the type of a simple Lie algebra with nondegenerate

Killing form, and an effective version of Ado's theorem.
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Michael R. Vaughan-Lee

Lie relators in varieties oe groups

Mike Newman and I have used tbe theory of Lie relators to computc tbe orders of the free groups in the

variety of Engel-4 groups of exponent 5.

We used Wall 's tbeory of muJtilinear Lie relators to obtain a fuH description of the Lie relators which

hold in tbe associated Lie rings of EngeI-4 groups of exponent 5. We then used the nilpotent quotient

algorithm for graded Lie rings to compute the orders of the associated Lie rings of free Engel-4 groups of

exponent 5. Prom this we obtained tbe following result.

The free rank m group of thc varlety of Engel-4 groups of exponent 5 has order

sm+E.a, (';)(9.+«:.>,

where gk = (k - l)f2k + (k + 1)/211:-2, and where Ck = 0 for k > 10, and CA: has tbe value given in the

following table for 2 ~ k :$ 10.

(Here JA: is the k-th Fibonacci number.)

Mike Atkinson
Descent algebras

Descent algebras are subalgebras of the group algebra of a finite Coxeter group and have a natural

basis with integer structure constants. Therefore they have a p-modular version. Solomon first proved

the existence of the algebras in 1976 and gave a result about tbe radical in characteristic zero. We have

extended this result to characteristic p and given an explicit basis for the radical.

The irreducible representations in all characteristics have been found and are closely connected with the

tabIe of marks of the Coxeter group.

The algebras are not semi-simple even in characteristic zero and so an understanding of their represen

tation theory requires a study of their projective indecomposable modules whose composition factors

are given by a Cartan matrix. The relationship between the Cartan matrices in characteristics zero and

p has been fouod and this result is valid in a much more general setting which generalises a famous

result in group representation theory (also found by Geck and Rouquier). Applying the result demands a

knowledge of the decomposition matrix (which gives the modular composition factors of each irreducible

representation when reduced modulo p). These decomposition matrices can also be read from the table

of marks.
The Iecture surveyed these theorems and used a small descent algebra (that correspoD_ding to the Coxeter

group A3 ) as a running example to illustrate how they were used. .;,.

Robert A. Wilson
Taming tbe Monster

The Monster is the largest of the 26 sporadie simple groups, and up till now has been the only one

for which no computer construction exists. This has now been remedied, by effectively constructing the

196882-dimensional representation over GF(2).

Rather than storing such matrices explicitly, which would require about 5 GB each, we adopt a very

compact notation, occupying about 250 KB for each generator. Rather than multiplying matrices together,

which would take months on a modern workstation, we apply them to a vector, which takes seconds.

We hope to avoid consequent word-length explosion by exploiting the available fast calculations in the

subgroup 31+ 12 . 2Suz, whose action is elose to being tensor product E9 monomial EB small.

The general strategy of the construction is familiar:

1. Make the correct representation of the correct group 31+12 • 2Suz : 2.

2. Find standard generators of the subgroup 32+5+10 (Mll x.22 ).
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3. Change to standard basis and find the 16 extensions to 32+5+10(Mu x Da).
4. Eliminate 14 cases and show tbe other two are conjugate.
There are many technical and mathematical problems, many of which required writing new programs, or
at least extending or customizing old ones. Step 1 was largely done by Peter Walsh in his Ph.n. thesis
(Birmingham, 1996). The rest was done in collaboration with Richard Parker and Steve Linton.
The next step is obviously to optimize the implementation of the vector-matrix multiplications, and
hopefully bring the CPU time requirement down to a small fraction of a second. Then we may be able
to think about tackling some problems:
1. Is the Monster a Hurwitz group?
2. Does the Monster eontain subgroups isomorphie to L2(11) and/or L2 (59)?
Nevertheless these problems are still very bard, even if, as I expect, the answers are affirmative. A eomplete
determination of the maximal subgroups still seems unattainable.

Larry Finkelstein
Constructive recognition of black box groups isomorphie to SL(n, q), PSL(n, q), PGL(n, q)

joint work with Sergey Bratus, Gene Cooperman and Steve Linton

A polynomial time Las Vegas algorithm is presented for eonstrueting an isomorphism between a black box
group G known to be isomorphie to one of SL(n, q), P8L(n, q), PGL(n, q), with known n and q, and its
natural projective matrix presentation. The algorithm takes time O(nqp + n 21J + n3f) where IJ is the time
required for black box multiplication, p is the time required to produee a (nearly) uniformly distributed
random element of G, and f is the time required for a field operation. The algorithm is based on an
approach developed for the case q = 2 by Gene Cooperman, Larry Finkelstein and Steve Linton with new
ideas contributed by Sergey Bratus for the general case. The algorithm uses only elementary properties
of transvections and standard linear algebra. The authors believe that the simplicity and efficiency of the
method will lead to a praetieal implementation.

John McKay
Developments in Monstrous Moonshine

joint work with Mihai Cipu

Let fez) = l/q+ Lk>O akqk, q = e21riz , [mez) > 0, with aA: E cL'be a universal function. We shail further
assume that ak E ~ to avoid questions of Galois action.
We bave Newton relations between elementary symmetricfunctions (aA:) and tbe power sums Pn(f). :The
Pn are the Faber polynomials (see Curtiss Amer. Math. Monthly, 1971) described by Faber in 1903 in
ereIle. They are characterized by the property that Pn(f) - l/qn E qC[(qJJ. For us they arise from the
action of a (generalized) Hecke operator, Tn , on modular funetions of the form of f.
The Grunsky coefficient, hm •n is defined by

Pn(J) = l/qn + n * E hm,n *qm,
m~l

and is the coefficient of qm in Tn(f).
Norton defines replicable funetions by the additional property that hm,n = hr.8 when gcd(m, n) =gcd(r, s)
and lern(rn, n) == lerner, s).
The equations derived from the Newton relations together with the above property enable one to tackle
the problem of finding all replicable functions. Gröbner bases have been used for this purpose. Ad hoc
methods have been more sueeessfulleading to 619 replicable functions so far.
Dedekind, in 1878, derives tbe elliptic modular function, j(z), from tbe Schwarz differential equation.
This has the form 8(J)+ J'2.R(J) =0, where the differential resolvent, R(J)J has the form N(J)ID(f)2.
Roughly D(J) deseribes the eritical points of f, and N(f) deseribes the ramification (or the interna! angles
between the bounding arcs of circles of a natural fundamental domain for GJ J the invariance group of f).
The polynomials, D, and N, have been computed for all 619 known funetions. It is hoped, that edge iden- .
tifications will enable us to find presentations for all reflection groups generated by hyperbolic reflections
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in the arcs, and hence, eventually, presentations for the groups GI appearing as conformal subgroups of
tbe reflection groups.

Charles C. Sims
Subgroups of automorphism groups and other topics

This talk had four parts.
The first part described a solution to tbe following problem: Let G be a finite group and let X be a subset
of Aut(G). Find the order of the subgroup generated by X.
The solution assumes that G has aseries G = 51 ~ 82 ~ •.• ~ Sn+1 = 1 of characteristic subgroups such
tbat the quotients ISi/Si+ll are usmall". The algorithm has been given a prototype implementation in
GAP and used to study the automorpbism group of the Bumside group B(2, 5).
The second part discussed the problem of deciding membership in the ring of n x n rational matrices
generated by a given finite Bubset of Mn(OJ).
The third part raised a question about tbe running time of a computer program implementing multipli
cation in a (large) finite group as the amount of memory available to the program is varied.
The last part illustrated similarities and differences between the recent solution to the ul5-puzzle" and
attempts to determine the diameters of large Cayley graphs.

Robert Gilman
Computation with finite PREES

Every finite presentation may be changed by Tietze transformations into a multiplication table presen
tation, Le. tbe relators are the defined products ac = d etc. (Usually tbe table will hOave blanks in it.) By
imposing various axioms we abtain different classes of groups. For example ward hyperbolic groups can
be characterized by twelve or so axioms, and virtually free groups by an axiom scheme. Another axiom
gives a generalized small cancellation condition suitable for computation.

Mike Newman
Groups with exponent six

This is areport on some computational aspects of work in progress on presentations for groups with
exponent six. It is apart of joint work with George Havas, Alice Niemeyer and Charlie Sims.
It sbows how implementations of various algorithms can be used. These include: coset enumeration,
string rewriting, subgroup presentation calculations and soluble quotient calculations. These were done
in various contexts - Magma, GAP and Quotpic. In particular the question of how ~_any sixth powers are
needed to define the group (a, b Ia3 , b3 , exponent6) is discussed. .:~::.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 22/1997

Differentialgeometrie im Großen

08.-14.06.1997

Die Tagung "Differentialgeometrie im Großen" sollte dem Gedankenaustausch unter
Differentialgeometern dienen und zog dadurch viele Teilnehmer an, aus deren
neueren Forschungsergebnissen die Tagungsleiter W. Ballmann (Bonn), J.-P. Bour
guignon (Bures-sur-Yvette) und W. ZiHer (Philadelphia) ein interessantes Vor
tragsprogramm zusammenstellen konnten.

Die ersten Tage standen im Zeichen dreier Themensehwerpunkte: auf dem Ge
biet der Einstein- und Kähler-Einsteinmetriken wurd,n interessante Existenz- und
Regularitätsresultate vorgestellt, Beispiele für Gromov-Hausdorff-Grenzübergänge
oder allgemeine Konvergenzfragen unter Krümmungsvoraussetzungen untersucht,
und es wurden neuere Klassifikationsergebnisse möglicher Holonomien erzielt und
entsprechende Beispiele konstruiert. Zur Einführung in jedes dieser Schwerpunkt
gebiete wurde ein Überblicksvortrag gehalten. Daneben gab es Vorträge zu den
un tcrsch iedl ichsten Einzelergebnissen.

Insgesamt bot sich viel Anreiz zu angeregten Diskussionen, die allen Teilnehmern
neue mathematische Impulse gaben.

Vortmgsauszüge:

Lionel BERARD BERGERY:

Holonomy of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds

This was a survey talk on the holonomy of pseudo-Riemannian rrtanifolds, i. e. mani
folds M equipped with a Quadratic form of signature (p, q), p + q = n = dirn M.
HeTe, the canonical L~i-Civitaconnection D gives rise to a parallel transport along
curves inside M. The holonomy group at a point m is generated by all these parallel
transports along loops based at m. This is a Lie subgroup of O(TmM, Um), but not
all subgroups of O(p, q) are possible holonomies. In Riemannian geometry there is
a precise description of possible holonomy groups: any manifold is (at least locally)
a product IRdo x Mt x ... x Mr , where the product is Riemannian, ~do is flat
and each Mihas an irreducible holonomy H i , i. e. Hi acts irreducibly on TmMi.
Then the list of possible irreducible holonomy groups in the non-symmetrie ease



is quite short (due to M. Berger) and examples have been given for each of them
(R. Bryant). In the pseudo-Riemannian case, the picture is more complicated, since
the decomposition in products leaves at the end "indecomposable" holonomy, that is
the case where H acts on TmM in such a way that there exists no (non-trivial) non
degenemte invariant subspace (but there may exist invariant degenerate subspaces).
As in the Riemannian case, there is a list of possible groups in the irreducible case
(Berger) (and a elassification of symmetrie spaees), but there is no such list in
the non-irredueible indecomposable case. A possible list is given in the Lorentz
case (through joint work with A. Ikemakhen in Marrakech), in the (2,2) case aod
more work has been done in the (n - 2,2) case (Ikemakhen). The (n, n) case has
some special features', since it is possible in that case to get two supplementary
totally isotropie invariant subspaces. In this last case, the metric may be given by a
potential, and the description of holonomy is elear. Finally, we give thc relationship
between the holonomy problem and the Ricci curvature, with special attention to
the case where the Ricci operator is not diagonalizable with respect to the metrie.

Olivier BIQUARD:

Einstein Metries with Cusps

We give a rigidity theorem for Einstein metrics on finite volume quotients of 2-dimc
eomplex hyperbolic space, generalizing LeBrun's theorem in the compact case: on
such a finite volume quotient, any Einstein metric g, complete, bounded curvature,
with diameter of the "horocyeles" going to zero and mean eurvature of these horo
cycles bounded below, differs (up to a constant) from the standard quotient metric
by a diffeomorphism.
The method consists in producing a nontrivial solution to the Seiberg-Witten equa
tions for the metric 9 (on a non-compact manifold): this is aehieved byapproxima
ting 9 by a sequenee of smooth metrics on a compactification and by studying the
convergence of solutions of the Seiberg-Witten equations on the compactification
for these approximating metrics.

Christoph BÖHM:

Examples of Einstein metries on spheres

We prove: S5, fj6, S7, S8 aod S9 earry infinitely many cohomogeneity one Einstein
metrics with positive scalar curvature. We obtain a sequence of Einstein metries,
denoted by gi, which converges for i ~ 00 to a "metric" goo, whieh is smooth
outside the singular orbits (totally geodesic submanifolds of codimension > 3).
More precisely: inj(gdIQl.:J ---+ 00 an~ K(gdIQl.:J -+ 00 on the singular orbi~ Ql

aod Q2.
One gets similar results for low-dimensional produets of spheres, e. g. for 52 x 53,
52 X S5 and 52 x 57. Hence, these manifolds carry infinitely many homogeneous
and inhomogeneous Einstein metrics with positive sealar curvature.

Robert BRYANT:

Finsler n-spheres of constant curvature

I review the basic constructions of Finsler geometry: a Finsler structure E on a
smooth n-manifold M is a (smooth) hypersurface E C TM ~ M, transverse to
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the fibers of 1r with the property that each fiber Er = E n TrM is a strictly convex
hypersurface enclosing Or E TrAf. If E = -Et we say that E is symmetrie. A Finsler
structure defines a notion of length for oriented immersions "y : {a, b] ~ Af and the
locally length minimizing curves in Mare the geodesics. There is a unique vector
field E on E that generates the geodesie flow. I recall how E carries a canonically
defined metric ds2 and contact structure w (for which E is the Reeb vector field).
I review the construction t for any u E E, of a canonical splitting T 1f(u)M = IRuffiu.l

together with a eanonical metric on u.l, together with a parallel translation along
geodesics for the bundle (1').1., where .., : [0, b] ~ M is a unit speed geodesie.
The Jacobi equation takes the form v+ R(..y(s))v = 0, where R(u) : u.l -t u.l. is
the flag eurvature operator, a symmetrie linear map. A Finsler structure is said to
have constant flag eurvature, if R(u) := c idu.J. for some constant c. One problem is
to describe the Finsler structures of eonstant flag curvature (a Riemannian Finsler
structure with constant flag curvature is of constant sectional curvature).
For surfaces (n = 2), one can be very explicit. I review Hilbert's construction of
a Finsler structure with c = -Ion any strictly convex domain in IR n and Akbar
Zadeh's 1988 result that a compact Finsler surface with R( u) == -idu.J. is necessarily
Riemannian. I then review my earlier construction of non-Riemannian Finsler
structures with R(u) == idu.!. on 52 and its relation with Guillemin'sspace ofZoll(rei
metrics. Pinally I state and prove

Theorem: If E C TM is a Finsler structure with constant flag curvature c =+ 1,
then ds2 - -:'2 defines a Kähler metric on the space A = EIE of geodesics
of M. When c = -I, there is a canonical pseudo-metric ds2

- w 2 (got by
reversing the sign of ds2 on the appropriate horizontal space) on A that is of
reduced holooomy GL(n - 1, IR) (as described in Berard-Bergery's talk).

Theorem: There is, up to projective equivalence, an n-parameter family of distinct
Finsler structures of constant flag curvature c = +1 on sn whose geodesics
are the great circles of the standard metric.

Dima BURAGO:

Geometrie approach to semi-dispersing billiards

The talk is based on a joint work with S. Ferleger and A. Kononenko. Let M be a
m-anifold with sectional curvature Ku ~ K o and injectivity radius Tinj ~ TO and Bit

i = I, ... , k a colleetion of smooth convex bodies Bi C M. We consider a billiard
system in the eomplement M \ UBi, where a particle moves along geodesics and
collides elasticaJly with the Bi 'so We assurne that this system is non-degenerate in
the sense that every point is contained in an open cone with vertex at this point.
We prove that:

Theorem 1: There exists a e such that every trajectory of length ~ I experiences
00 more than c collisions.

Theorem 2: Assume Ku :::; 0 and nBi "# 0. Then there exists a c such that every
trajectory experiences no more than c collisions.

Theorem 3: Assurne M is compact and K o ~ O. Then the topological entropy
htop is finite.
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As the main examples these theorems cover systems of balls in a box or empty
space (~n or Hn). The prüofs are based on gluing Alexandrov spaces of curvature
bounded above and distance-type estimations in these spaces. This problem is also
closely related to the problem of existence of gluing rules, which allow to glue a
compact space without boundary out of copies of a given block, e. g. a tetrahedron.

Eugenio CALABI:

Hotneometric embeddings of some homogeneous spaces in Hilbert space

Given two metric spaces (X, d) and (Y, d/), a topological embedding f : X -+ Y is
called a homeometric embedding, if there exists a monotone function cp : IR + -t

IR+, cp(O) = 0 (distortion funetion) such that for any two points X., X2 E X:
d'(f(XI)' f(X2)) = !p(d(XI, X2)). Example: for X = IR, Y = (Hilbert space) =
L2 (IR), !p(r) = J(r): f(x} = {t ~ ~(sign(x - t) + sign(t»)}. This property on
an embedding is interesting in the case where the ambient space (Y, d') is a (real)
Hilbert space.
A classical theorem by I. Schoenberg states that every metric spaee (X, d) (assumed
to be separable) admits a homeometric embedding in a separable Hilbert spaee
11 with distortion function rp(t) = tO if and only if 0 < a < ~. On the other
hand, if (X. d) is a Euelidean spaee and a distance function, a distortion function
(p?(t) = tO is compatible with a homeometric embedding f : X -+ H, if and only
if 0 < Q < 1, while a Euclidean n-sphere (sn, d = geodesie distance) admits a
horneometric embedding with distortion function cp(t) = tO, ifand only ifO < a ~ 4.
Consider the case where (X, d) is a Riemannian manifold with distance defined as
the geodesie distance in X, and assurne the existence of a homeometrie embedding of
X in H with distortion funetion cp(t) = ...ji (the "critieal value" of the exponent 0).
In this ease (X, d) must satisfy some strong cODditions touehing on possible closed
geodesics. Some more examples of explieit homeometric embeddings f : X -t H can
be constructed analytieally, if X is an irredudble symmetrie space of non-compact
type.

Tobias COLDING=

Regularity result,s for spaces with a lower Ricci curvature bound

In this talk we will discuss a theory of regularity and singularities of spaees which
occur as Gromov-Hausdorfflimits of manifolds with a uniform lower Ricd curvature
bound. We will also point out the similarities to the well-known regularity and
singularity theory of minimal submanifolds and harmonie maps. We ~ill also discuss
relations of this theory with geometrie measure theory. Most of the work in this
talk is joint work with Jeff Cheeger.

Jens HEBER:

N on-compact Homogeneous Einstein spaces

An Einslein solvmanifold is a l-connected solvable Lie group S (hence diffeomorphic
to IR n ), endowed with a left invariant Einstein metric Qo. We call (5, Qo) of standard
type, if (on the Lie algebra level), [s, s]1. is Abelian. All known examples of non-
compact homogeneous Einstein spaces are of this form. .
We exhibit structural and uniqueness results for standard Einstein solvmanifolds
and describe their role in the moduli space. We prove:
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l. Solvable Lie groups fall into three disjoint classes: Groups with an (essentially
unique) left invariant standard Einstein metric (subject to many algebraie
restrietions), groups with no left invariant Einstein metric (we provide many
classes of examples), aod groups with a nonstandard left invariant Einstein
metric (no example known).

2. Consider the moduli space Mn of n-dimensional Einstein solvmanifolds (with
COO-topology) and the subspace M~t of standard spaces. We prove: M~t C
Mn is open (union of finitely many compact path connected components)
and real semi-algebraic. For each component M' c M~" we give an explicit
representation C· -+ GL(V) (C· real algebraic, reductive, dirn V < 00), aod
a union MeV of cIosed C·-orbits such that M' is homeomorphic to C·,M.
We thus compute the dimension of Mn to be 0 near JRHn, eH", IHIH2 and
8m2 - 6m - 8 near IHlHm+l for m ~ 2, 84 near CaH 2 •

Dominique HU LIN:

Kähler-Einstein Metries and Projective Embeddings

We are mainly interested in compact Kählerian manifolds with either cdM) < Oor
cdM) = O. Since the work of Aubin-Calabi-Yau it is known that such a manifold
carries a Kähler- Einstein metric. But only few explicit examples of such metrics
are available as yet.
When M has ample canonical bundle (or more gene"rally when M is projeetive) one
ean wonder whether one of the Einstein metrics carried by M ean be obtained by a
eomplex embedding into a projective space equipped with its Fubini-Study metric.
We show that this never happens: namely that a eomplex submanifold of [pN which
is Einstein for the induced metrie must be Fano. This result contrasts with an
asymptotic theorem by G. Tian and T. Bouche which asserts that the Einstein
mctrie on a compact M with cdM) < 0 (which is unique up to dilatation) is a
limit of metrics induced by embeddings into projective spaces (whose dimensions
and holomorphic sectional curvature are unbounded).
In the same spirit, we show that any germ of a eomplex submanifold of the projeetive
space, which is Einstein for the induced metric, actually extends to a complete
complex submanifold of JRN, which is immersed without self-intersections, and that
the value ofthe Eiostein constant is a nonzero rational number (provided the Fubini
Study rnetric is normalized so to have say holomorphic sectional curvature I).

Thalia JEFFRES:

Kähler-Einstein Cone Metries

We look for a Kähler-Einsteio cone metric in a situation which falls roughly ioto
the negative first Chern dass ease.
Namely, suppose M is a compact complex manifold containing D~ a divisor with
one smooth irreducible component. We assume: KM + 0' D is ample. Let V be a
smooth volume form aod s a defining section of [D] and 0' areal number 0 < a < I.
The singular Kähler cone potential is
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w = i8[) log V is a current on M and a cone metric on n = AI \ D. Searching for a
rnetric w + 8äu which is Kähler-Einstein gives the usual Monge-Ampere equation:

det(9i3 + 8i 8;u) = eJ+u

det 9i] .
on O.

Analytic features are that n is non-compact and the background metric is itself
singular. This leads to the following in the application of the continuity method
described by Yau:
1. In thc openncss step, the horizontal operator is degenerate elliptic, and
2. in thc closeness step, the maximum principle must be applied to fundions which
may achieve a maximum in a cusp.
Thc first is dealt with by using weighted Hölder spaces and the theory of "edge"
elliptic operators, and the second by replacing u by u + F, with F a controÜable
fundion so that u + F achieves a maximum in a smooth manner over the interior
O.

Fran\ois LA BOURI E:

Projective structures and affine differential geometry

A flat real projective structure on a surface S is an atlas modelIed on IR p2 with
coordinate changes in PSL(3, IR). Tbe most simple exarnples are tbe following:
i) hyperbolic surfaces,
ii) convex surfaces in A3 , the affine 3-space.
For I), one uses the Klein model of hyperbolic space, for ii), one uses as a developing
map the map S -+ IR.p2, S ~·TJS, A convex Hat real projective structure (or IRp2
structure) is such that the developing map takes values in a convex set·in IR.p2.
In this talk we address the following question: is tbere a better surface (convex
surface in A3 ) which represent a given IR. p2_structure? Combining several results,
one shows that convex IRp2-structures are represented by affine spheres; for non
convex structures, one has to add a parameter, in this case a complex structure
on S. and then there is a one to one correspondence between non-convex IR. p2_
structures and affine surfaces with constant mean affine curvature 1; furthermore,
to each reprcsentation of rr.(S) in AII(3), there exists a unique affine surface with
constant affine Gauss curvature 1..This latter result gives information about the
action of rrdS) on AJ .

Joseph LANDSBERG:

Aigebraic geometry and local differential geometry

This talk is based on two related themes:

I. How many derivatives does one need Lo take ta see i/ a mani/old is built out 0/
linear spaces ~

Classically it was known that to see if a surface in [RJ is ruled by lines one
needs to take 3 derivatives at a general point. I discuss several generalizations
of this theorem, in particular, to see if an 71-fold hypersurface is ruled by lines
one needs to take n + 1 derivatives.
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11. Local and global differential geometry 0/ dual varieties (with B. flic)
I explain the loeal differential geometry of varieties X" C cpn+a with de
generate dual varieties. Ironically this project led us to study and salve an
open question in linear algebra, namely: Given a linear system A C S2([;l of
quadrics of eonstant rank r (i. e. for all q E A: rank q = r). How is dirn A
bounded in terms of n and r?

I. and 11. are related, because varieties with degenerate dual varieties are buHt out
of linear spaces and the results of I. provide strueture theorems for 11. in some
extremal eases.

Claude LEBRUN:

4-dimensional Einstein manifolds

Since the work of Hitchin and Thorpe, it has been known that a 4-manifold M 4 (al
ways assumed smooth, compact and without boundary) admits an Einstein metric
g only if its Euler charaeteristic X{M) and its signature r(M) satisfy the inequality
2X ~ 31 r l. Moreover, if 2X = 31rl, any Einstein metric is locally hyper-Kähler. As
an example of the latter, any Einstein metrie on the 4-torus l' must be flat.
In this lecture, a survey was given of various recent results concerning existence and
uniqueness of Einstein metrics. The main results are: .

Theorem A: (Besson-Courtois-Gallot) If M = 1l4 /r is a compact quotient of
hyperbolic 4-space, then the only Einstein metric on M, up to diffeomorphism
and rescaling, is the hyperbolic metric.

Theorem B: (LeBrun) If M 4 == <C1l 2 Ir is a compact quotient of complex hyper
bolic 2-space, then the only Einstein metric on M, up to diffeomorphism and
rescaling, is the complex-hyperbolic metric.

Theorem C: (LeBrun) There are infinitely many compact smooth simply connected
M 4 which satisfy 2X > 31rl, but which carry no Einstein metric.

Theorem D: (Sambusetti) If (a, b) is a pair of integers with a =b mod 2, there"is
a 4-manifold M 4 (with 1T'J(M) of exponential growth) such that X(M) = a,
r( M) = b, and such that AI carries no Einstein metric.

Theorems A and D follow from entropy estimates, whereas Theorems Band C are
proved by Seiberg-Witten theory.

Bernhard LEEB:

Characterizing symmetrie spaees and Euclidean buildings by their ge
ometry at infinity

Let X be a locally cornpact Hadamard space (CAT(O) space) which is geodesically
complete, i. e. every geodesie segment ean be extended to a complete geodesie.

Main Theorem: If the Tits boundary 8-rihX of X is a thick irreducible spheri-
cal building of dimension ~ I, then the following dichotomy occurs: X is a
Riemannian symmetrie space iff geodesics do not branch. If geodesics branch,
then X is a Euclidean building.
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Addendum: lf X and X' are as above, then every Tits isometry Orit8 X ----t 8Tit8 X'
whieh is eone topology continuous is indueed by a homothety X ----t X'.

These results ean be applied to extend the Mostov and Prasad Rigidity Theorems
as Gromov had done before in the smooth ease:

Application: Let X be a Riemannian symmetrie space or thiek Euclidean building,
irreducible and of rank > 2. Let X' be a locally eompact and geodesieally
eomplete Hadamard spa~e. Suppose that a finitely generated group r acts
properly diseontinuously and eocompactly on X' and X'. Then there is a
r-equivariant homothety X ----t X'.

Example: On a compact quotient of an irreducible symmetrie spaee of higher
rank there exists no pieeewise Euclidean (singular) metrie of non-positive
curvature.

Xiaobo LIU:

The homogeneity of infinite d~mensionalisoparametrie submanifolds

This talk is based on a joint work with Ernst Heintze. The major result presented
in this talk is the following theorem: Every irredueible, eomplete, eonneeted, full,
isoparametrie submanifold in an infinite dimensional Hilbert spaee with codimension
at least 2 is extrinsically homogeneous.
This result extends a similar theorem of Thorbergsson on the homogeneity of finite
dimensional isoparametrie submanifolds to infinite dimensions. Our method also
provide a new proof to Thorbergsson 's theorem which simplifies previous proofs
given by Thorbergsson and Olmos respectively.

Peter PETERSEN:

Comparison theory with integral curvature bounds

In this talk we explain how som~ of the classical comparison estimates for manifolds
with lower seetional or Rieci curvature bound extend in an integral sense to situa
tions where one only has integral sectional or Ried curvature bounds. This ean then
be used to establish generalizations of Heintze-Karcher volume comparison, rela
tive volume comparison, Cheng-Yau gradient estimates, Colding's L'2-Toponogov,
Abreseh-Gromoll exeess estimate, etc. With this foundational work one ean thus
establish several new optimal pinching and eompaetness results.

Xiaochun RONG:

Collapsed manifolds with pincbed positive sectional curvature

Let Mn be a manifold of sectional curvature 0 < d < KM" < 1, let X be an
Alex·androv space of curvature 2: -1. S~ppose tbe Gromov-Hausdorff distance
between Mn and X is less than e(n, J) > O. Our main results are presented in the
talk:
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A: If X has the lowest possible dimension ";], then Al n is diffeomorphic to a lens
space sn /7l q , such that

C(n,J) < < vol(S6)
vol(M") - q - vol(Mn)

B: If X has nonempty boundary, then Mn is diffeomorphie to a lens spaee provided
t depends also on the Hausdorff measure of X.

Mor"eover, a universal lower bound for the Hausdorff measure in terms of only n
and tS is given for whieh all examples of Mn in 8 are included.

Lorenz SCHWACHHÖFER

The classification of holonomies of torsion-free connections

In this talk, we present the recently completed classifieation of irreducibly acting
holonomies of torsion-free connections Uoint work with S. Merkulov). The list· of
possible holonomy groups eorrespond almost completely to the isotropy groups of
symmetrie spaees, as has been pointed out by W. Ziller. More precisely, we get the
following c1assification theorem for complex irreducible holonomy groups:

Theorem: Let He ~ Aut«(["l) be a semi-simple irreducible conneeted Lie sub
grollp, let K C He be its maximal compaet subgroup. Then:

1. If there exists an irreducible real symmetrie space G/ K, then He oceurs as a
holonomy.

2. If there exists an irredueible hermitean symmetrie space G/(U(l) . K), then
He and C- . He oecur as holonomy.

:1. If there exists an irreducible quaternionie symmetrie spaee G /(Sp( 1)· K), then
He oceurs as a holonomy.

4. The above are all irreducible holonomy groups, exeept

(a) G~ ~ Aut(C7
),

(b) Spin(7,C) ~ Aut(ce),

(c) C . S'p(2) ~ Aut(<C").

"-.i_

From here, we ean also deduce the possible real holo"nomy groups. We also describe
the method to prove the existence of connections with one of the holonomies as in
3. above. This method isbased on a quadratic deformation of a linear Poisson
structure, and taking loeal symplectic realizations üoint work with Chi, Merkulov).

Gang TIAN:

Kähler-Einstein metries with positive scalar curvature

This is a survey talk on Kähler-Einstein manifolds. We start with tbe definition of
Kähler-Einstein metrics and Calabi's problem. We first give all known and major
results on existence and uniqueness of Kähler-Einstein metrics in compact cases;
particularly, Yau's solution of Calabi's conjecture on Rieci-ßat metries. Then we
discuss non-compact eases. After describing what necessary algebraic conditions



should be for complete Kähler-Einstein metries, we discuss major existence theo
rems due to Cheng-Yau, R. Kobayashi, Tian-Yau, etc. We also give abrief dis
cussion why it is also interesting to study Kähler-Einstein cone metries. Finally,
we discuss our recent work on Kähler-Einstein metrics with positive scalar curvR.
ture and stability of underlying manifolds in the sense of Chow-Mumford. This
includes a theorem relating the existence with the properness of a certain func
tional, which is the Lagrangian of complex Monge-Ampere equations considered.
Then we state a result which identifies the properness of the functional restricted
to thc space of induced metrics with the stability of Chow-Mumford. We end up
with a counterexample to a folklore conjecture: there is a Kähler-Einstein metric
on any compact Kähler manifold with positive first Chern dass and without any
nontrivial holomorphic veetor fields.

Domingo TOLEDO:

Monodromy and complex byperbolic manifolds

We review classical constructions of Picard (and reworked by Deligne-Mostow)
of complex hyperbolic surfaces arising from suitable cyclic hranched covers of IP' I.
Then we present arecent joint work with D. Allerck and J. Carlson on a similar
construction for cydic branched covers of IF3 , branched over a non-singular cubic
surface. Sy studying the monodromyand period map of this family of cyclic cubic
3-folds, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem: Let M be the moduli space of stahle cuhic surfaces in IF3
• Then there is

a natural isomorphism M ~ r \ CH4 , where CH 4 is the complex hyperbolic
4-space

CH4 = {I E IF(C) : hl, > O}

where h is the pseudo-hermitean form lIzo1l2 -lIz1112 -lIz2112 -lIz3112 -lIz411'l
and r is the following diserete subgroup of PU(h). Let E = zq-1tA ] be the
ring of Eisenstein integers, then f= Aut(ES,h).

Gregor WEINGART:

The first eigenva:lue of the Dirac operator on quaternionie Kähler man i
falds

Quaternionic Kähler manifolds are Riemannian manifolds with holonomy group
Sp(1)Sp(m) := Sp(l) x Sp(m)/71 2 c SO(IHF) together with a reduction of the
bundle of orthonormal frarnes to a principal Sp(l)Sp(m)-bundle. If M 4m is quater-

.nionic Kähler, spin and with positive scalar eurvature K > 0, then the first eigenvalue
A of the Dirac operator on spinors satisfies

Thus for aB holonomy groups allowing positive sealar curvature the appropriate
bounds on the first eigenvalues are known:
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h%nomy group eigenva/ue bound /imi1il19 mani/o/de"

SOm .x2 >~-!!!...- sm and others
- 4rn-1

Um, ,n odd .x2 > ~!!!±.! ccpm and others

I·

- 4 m
Um, nl even .x2 >~-!!!...- lCpm - I X T 2 and others

- 4 rn-I

Sp(I)Sp(m) A2 "> ~~ IIDPm only?
- .. m+2

€lnd apply it to the special section V 2 yj; E r(TM flJ TM 0 S), where 1/J E r(S).
~~J

Thc proof presented in the talk works for all three eases, without conceptual changes,
turning from 1st order differential operators (like Dirac and twistor operators) to
thcir hermitean squares (A- A), which are 2nd order 00 related to genuine 2nd order
00 on M by several "Weitzenböck" formulas. They are derived using representation
theory of the holonomy group by decomposing TM ®TM 0S using the associativity

(Sym2TM ffiA2TAI)@S

genuine 2nd order 00
and curvature terms

(TMflJTM)flJS TM flJ(TM t.?JS)

hermitean squares
of Ist order 00

T€lkao YAMAGlJCHI:

The eonvergence of 3-manifolds under a lower curvature bound

The st.udy of convergence or collapsing theory of Riemannian manifolds is com
plctely open except in the eases when the limit Alexandrov space has the possible
maximal or minimal dimension. In the case when the limit is a point, the complete
undcrst.anding includes the c1assification of all non-negatively curved manifolds,
wllich is quite far at this stage.
Thcrefore t.hc foeus here is on the three-dimensional case. In the joint work with
T. Shioya, we have darified the collapsing phenomena of c10sed (orientable) 3
rnanifolds with a lower sectional curvature bound and an upper diameter bound.
Let. k/i

3 , i = ],2, ... be such a sequence converging to an AJexandrov spaee X. We
have t.he fibration theorem in the case when X is a Riemannian manifold without
houndary.
So our main concern are the cases dim X = 1,2 and X has singularities. The
prohlem is t.o get the topology of a small neighborhood in Ml near the (essential)
singular point of X. This can be done by a rescaling argument with critical point
theory and by classifying the complete open no.n-negatively curved Alexandrov 3
spaces.

Berichterstatter: .W. Krarner, G. Weingart
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Tagungsbericht 23/1997

Galois Groups and Fundamental Groups

15.06 - 21.06.1997

The meeting on Galois groups and fundamental groups \vas organized by D. Harbater
(Philadelphia), Y. Ihara (Kyoto) and B. H. Matzat (Heidelberg). It was attended by 49
participants, coming from Austria, France, Germany, Israel, Japan, Netherlands, Russia,
Spain and the USA. .

The 26 talks during the week gave an excellent overview on the state of the art in inverse
Galois theory including the Noether problem and on recent results on arithmetic fundamen
tal groups including achievements concerning the anabelian conjecture ofGrothendieck and
the relationship bet,veen the absolute Galois group of Q and the Grothendieck-Teichmüller
group. In a special session problems \vere presented that might be interesting to solve
\vithin the next time.

Tbe meeting was rounded up by a hiking trip in the lovely surrounding of the institute.
The team spirit of the Oberwolfach Institute also appeared in a music session given by
several of the participants.
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Vorträge:

s. Abhyankar: Arithmetic fundamental groups

No\v that Harbater and Raynaud, as weH as Pop, Tamaga\va, and others, have thrown
suffieient light on the algebraie fundamental group of an affine algebraie eurve over an
algebraically closed ground field, it is time to start speeulating about the algebraie funda
mental group in some other situations. Towards this end, I shall present some ra\v material
and pose same eonjectures. As usual, let me proeeed in a historieal manner..

During my Ph.D. work, my guru Zariski advised me to use Chevalley's loeal rings to a
algebraeize Jung's surface desingularization of 1908 for earrying it over from the eomplex .,
domain to the ease of positive eharaeteristie p. In my Amer. Jour. paper of 1955, I
eoneluded that this eannot be done beeause in that case the algebraie Ioeal fundamental
group above anormal erossing of the braneh loeus is not even,solvable. A simplified version
of the example I eonstrueted for this purpose is the surfaee F(Y) = y(m-l} + XY + Z
over an algebraieally closed ground field k of eharaeteristie p, where q > 1 is any power of
p and m > 1 is any integer, and I am using the abbreviation (i) = 1 + q + q2 + ... + qi.
Clearly the braneh loeus Z = 0 has a simple point at the origin, and it turns out that
Gal(F, k(X, Z)) = Gal(F, k((X, Z))) = PGL(m, q). This supports the

Local Conjecture. For d ~ 2 and t 2:: 1 we have 1r~(Nt,t) = Pt(p).
Here Nt,t represents a neighbourhood of a simple point on a d-dimensional algebraic variety
over k from whieh ,ve have deleted a divisor having a t-fold normal erossing at the simple
point. ~/Ioreover, Pt(p) is the set of a1l (p, t)-groups, i.e., finite groups G for ,vhich G/p(G)
is an abelian group generated by t generators, where p(G) is the subgroup of G generated
by all of its p-Sylo\v subgroups. The above exarnple also supports the

Global Conjecture. For d ~ 2 and t ~ 0 we have 1rA(L~tt) = Pt(p).
· Here L~,t represents the d-dimensional affine spaee Lg over k frorn which ,ve have deleted

, t hyperplanes H 1, • •. l H t ,,~hieh together with the hyperplane at infinity have onIy normal
crossings. This ean appropriately be generalized by replacing the hyperplanes by hyper
surfaees. The above example supports the

Local Global Conjecture. For d ~ 2 "re have 1r~G(Lttl) = P1(p).
Here the algebraie IDeal-global fundamental group 1r~G(Lg,l) is defined to be the set of all _
Galois groups of finite unramified Galois coverings V of L~,l for \vhich there exists an affine .,
line L in L~ meeting BI in a point P such that the inverse images of P and H 1 on V are
irredueible. This Ioeal-global eonjeeture is obviously stronger then the t = 1 eases of the
above loeal and global eonjeetures as weIl as of the so called Abhyankar eonjeeture for a
onee punctured affine line proved by Harbater.
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E. Bayer-Fluckiger: Multiples of trace forms and Galois cohomology

Let k be a field, G a finite group and let L be a G-Galois algebra over k. Let

qL : L x L ~ k, (x, y) ~ TrLjk(xy)

be tbe trace form. Tbis is a G-fonn.
Set rC8;QL = qL EB ... ffi qL (orthogonal surn). (tbe G-Galois algebra corresponds to ahorno
~

morphism 4>L : f k ~ G, which induces f/J. : Hl(G, 7l/2Z) ~ HI(G, 7l/271) = H1(k, Z/2Z).
The image of x E Hl(G, 7l/271) is denoted by XL : XL = tPL(X)')'

vVe have the following results: Let ks be a separable closure of k, r k = Gal(ks/k).
Theorem [E.B.-J.-P. Serre]: Suppose that cdL(fk) ~ 1. Let Land L' be t"ro G-Galois
algebras. Tben

qL ~ Qu <==> XL = XL' for all X E H 1(G,71/271).

Theorem [E.B.-l\1. l\1onsurre]: Suppose that cdL(rk) ::; 2. Let Land L' be t}VO G-Galois
algebras. Then -

2 C8; qL ~ 2 ® qu <==> XL . (-1) = Xu . (-1) for all X E H1(G, Z/2Z),

where . denotes cup product.

P. Debes: On the Beckmann-Black problem

S. Beckmann and E. Black proved in two different ways that if K is a number field and
E / K is a Galois extension ,vith abelian group G, then E / K is the specialization of a
Galois branched cover of pI defined over K with group G. vVe sho,ved that. this result
cao in fact bc extended to any field K. E. Black conjectures the same holas even for
non-abeliail groups G. \Ve have t,vo further results about her conjecture. The first one is
that it implies a positive ans,ver to the Regular Inverse Galois Problem. The second one
is a :mere' form of the conjecture over ample fields. In this mere form, the realizing Galois
cover is required to be defined over K only as mere cover; a field K is called ample if each
smooth K-variety defined over K has infinitely many K-rational points provided there is
at least one.

D. Haran: Regular embedding problems and patching of fields

vVe give an elementary proof, based on aur method of 'patching of fields,' to the following
theorem of Pop:

Theorem: Let K be an ample field, let x be transcendental aver K, and let E be a
finite separable extension of K(x). Let F/E be a finite Galois extension and assume that
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G(FjE) acts on a finite group H. Then the corresponding split embedding problem has a
regular solution. Le., there exists a Galois extension FjE such that F is regular over the
algebraie closure i< of K in Fand there is an isomorphism (): H )d G(FjE) ---7 G(FjE)
such that res 0 () = pr, \vhere res: G(F/ E) ---7 G(FjE) and pr: H)d G(F/E) ---7 G(FjE).

Our proof essentially reduces the problem to the ease E = K(x), F = K(x), \vith some
special eonditions.

(A joint \vork \vith M. Jarden.)

D. Harbater: Formal patching and embedding problems in finite characteristic

Patching in formal or rigid geometry has been used to obtain information about funda
mental groups of curves X in characteristic p - e.g. the set 1fA (X) of finite quotients of
7TI, and the solvability of embedding problems. This includes the solution of Abhyankar's
Conjecture, the geometrie case of the Shafarevich conjecture, .and results on 11'"1 of pro
jeetive curves of genus g. In formal geometry, the key result is Grothendieck's Existence
Theorem, hut sometimes eonstructions require ;smaller open sets' to be patched - e.g.
Spee of eomplete loeal rings at points on elosed fibres. Recent work \vith Kate Stevenson
allo,ys reducible k-curves to be thickened to curves over k[[t]], and G-covers of re,dueible
curves to be thickened to covers overk[[t]], by giving the local behavior near the singular
points. This leads to simpler proofs of results relating to Abhyankar's Conjecture for the
affine line, and to information about 1rl of projective curves.

Concerning the latter, \ye kno",· by SGA.l that each G E 1fA(X) has the form G =
(al, bl , ... , ag , bg ) such that Il(ai, bi ] = 1, in arbitrary characteristic. The full converse is
false' in eharacteristic p, but our patching methods yield a partial converse. For example,
a group G of this form wiIllie in 1fA(X) provided that H = (al, ... , ag ) <JG and that either
pt I H I or Out(H) = 1; pt o(ai) Vi.

The above methods can be used as weIl to obtain a simpler proof of Pop's result that
quasi-p embedding problems have solutions~ over affine cun!es in characteristic p. This also
uses the p-embedding property, that over an affine variety X, any embedding problem \vith
p-group kernel can be solved, and moreover can extend any given solution over a closed
subset X' c X. A. proof of Pop's result then proceeds by thickening the affine cun'e X over
k[[t]]; blo\ving up a point ~ to get an exceptional divisor E; and using the p-embedding
property to obtain an extension of the given cover whose behavior, over the generic point
{O of the thickening ( of ~, agrees \vith that of a quasi-p cover of Al near 00. The resulting
cover is then patched to this quasi-p cover of Al to obtain the desired conclusion. Moreover,
a similar strategy can be used to show the analogous result in higher dimension.

M. Jarden: Large-small normal algebraic fields

Let K be a number field. Denote the absolute Galois group of K by G(K). For each
(J E G(K) let k «(1) be tbe fixed field of a in k. Denote the maximal Galois extension of K
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\vhich is contained in K(a) by K[a]. No,,~ choose a E G(K) at random and let N = K[a].
Then N has some properties of large algebraic fields:

• (la) N is P.~C;

• (Ib) G(N) ~ Fw '

On the other hand N has some properties of small algebraic fields (i.e., of nurober
fields). They are related to elliptic curves E without complex multiplication \vhich are
defined over N. Ta this end let l range over the set of prime numbers and let E, (resp.,
E,~) be the group of points of E annihilated by l (resp., a po,ver of l). Then the following
statements hold:

• (2a) g(N(E,~)/N) is an open subgroup of GL(2, Z,);

• (2b) For almost aHZ, SL(2, Z,) ~ 9(N(E,~ )/N};

• (2c) E has only finitely many cyclic isogenies \vhich are defined over N_;~

• (2d) Analog of Tate's Conjecture: There is a natural isomorphism r~

EndN(E) ® Z, ~ Endz,(G(K)]71(E).

• (2e) Isogeny theorem: Let E' be another elliptic curve Qver N without complex
multiplication. If E, ~G(K) E; for a set of prime numbers I of a positive Dirichlet
density, then E and E' are isogenous.

Property (2) is proved in a joint ,vork ,vith Gerhard Frey.

G. Kemper: Invariant fields of finite irreducible reflection groups

We prove the following
Theorem: If G is a finite irreducible reflection group defined over a field "li;' then the
invariant field k(\l)G of G is purely transeendental over k.

If char(k) does not divide IG J, then already the invariant ring k[V]G is isomorphie to
a polynomial ring. Hence we only have to consider the modular case.
The main ingredients of the praof are:

• The classification of the finite irreducible reßection groups by Kantor, Wagner, Za
lesskiI and Sereikin

• The following proposition: Let f}, ... , In E k[V}G be homogeneous and algebraic
over k(ft, ... , In} and

nndeg(fi) < 2 IGI·
i=t

Then k(V)G = k(fl' ... In)'

(Joint work with Gunter Malle)
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Question: Is the above theorem still true if the irreducibility hypothesis is dropped?

M. Matignon: Order p automorphisms of p-adic open discs

This lecture is areport on a common ,vork ",-ith B. Green (Stellenbosch) and based on two
preprints:

• On Liftings of Galois covers of Curves, to appear in Compositio

• Order p automorphisms of the open disc of a p-adic field~ Laboratoire de Mathema
tiques Pures de Bordeaux, series preprint.

Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring (char(R) = 0), 1f a uniformising parameter
with k := R/1fR assumed to be algebraically closed ( char(k) = p > 0 ). vVe are interested
in the description of finite order R-automorphisms of R[Z] and more particularly those of
order p (the residue characteristic). In the sequel a is an order p automorphism \vith at
least one fixed point. Denote by Fu := {Zo, . .. , Zm E Kalg: 1Zi I < I} thc set of fix points
whieh ,ve assume K-rational (Le. Zi E 1fR.) Denote by (DO, Fu ) the marked open disc
(DO := SpecR[[Z]] ) we can define the minimal semi-stable model 'D0 which spreads the
specialization of Fu to smooth distinct points; a is an R-automorphism of 'D0

• We describe
the geometry of the special fiber V~ and in particular one shows that Fu specializes to only
terminal components. In doing so we prove .
Theorem 1: If m = 0 then a is linearizable i.e. after change of a parameter a(Z) = (Z
for ( a suitable primitive p-th root of unity.
Theorem 2: If m < p, then 'D~ has only one component which is a projective line: Le.
the fixed points Fq are equidistant.
Theorem 3: If m < p, there are only a finite number of conjugacy classes in AutR(R[[z]])
of order p automorphisms \vith no inertia at (1f) (i.e. the order of Cf mod 1r is p ) and such
that 1Fu 1= m+ 1. tdoreover: \ve give a set of representatives which are induced by p-cyclic
covers of]PI \vhich have good reduction.

Note: \Ve proved Theorem 2 for m = 2,3,4 and ~1. Raynaud indicated the general case
in a letter to the authors.

M. Matsumoto: Topological methods in studying Galois actions

Let V be a geometrically connected variety defined over a number field K c C. Then \ve
have an outer representation

Pv : Gal(K/ K) ~ Qutnl (V).

Belyi proved that this is injective for V being a projective line minus three points. It is
generalized in [~1, ereIle, 96] to any affine curve X with non abelian fundamental group.
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The proof goes as follo'vs.

1. Consider tbe configuration space of n points on X. CaU it V.

2. Construct n - 1 (tangential) morpbisms from projective line minus tbree points to
V.

3. Construct a (tangential) morphism from X to V.

4. The pullback of these morphisms becomes a Q-rational point, ,vhich serves as a
(tangential) base point.

5. Use areal two-O topological relation between the image of 1Tt (X) and the image of the
fundamental groups of projective lines minus three points, to sho,v that if an element
of the Galois group acts triviallyon 1Tt (X), so does on the fundamental,group of the
projective line minus three points, t'~::'~

It seems that the varieties \vhose outer representation extends to a Grothendieck-Teichmüller
group action are special. The ahove V seems to be a mixture of such a special variety and
a general cun:,e X.

s. Moehizuki: The ~abelian geometry of eurves over Ioeal fields

Let K be a field of characteristic zero. Let K be an algebraic closure of K. \tVrite r K ~
Gal(K/ K). Next, let X be a variety over K, and fix a prime number p. Then we introduce
notation as follo,vs:

II~r ~ 1Tt (X) (for some choice of base-point)

~~r ~ 1Tt (X ®K K)

ßx d~ the maximal pro-p quotient of Ll~f,

Since the kernel of the quotient L\~f -i' ßx is normal not only in ~~f, hut also in n~rf,

we may form the quotient IIx of rr~r by this kernel. Then ,ve get an exact sequence of
topological groups

Of course, it follows from the construction of this exact sequence that this exact se
quence is determined by the K -variety X. On the other hand, the anabelian philosophy 0/
Grothendieck leads one to conjecture that, /or certain (ttanabelian") X and certain types 0/
K, the converse also holds, Le., that X is determined as a K-variety by this exact sequence.
This anabelian philosophy is partially realized by the follo,ving result:
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Theorem. Let p be a prime number. Let K be a subfield 01 a finitely generated field
extension of Qp' Let X K be a smooth variety over K, and YK be a hyperbolic curve over

K. Write Hom~m(XK,YK ) for the set 0/ dominant K-morphisms Irom Xx to YK , and
Hom~~n(IIx,Ily ) for the set 0/ open, continuous gro'Up homomorphisms IIx -+ lly over
r K, considered up to composition with an inner automorphism arising from ßy. Then the
natural map

is bijective.

The proof of this Theorem may be regarded as an application of the p-adic Hodge theory
of Faltings and the theory of the p-adic exponential map due to Bloch-Kato and builds on
techniques introduced by Tamaga\va over finite fields. .

P. Müller: Finiteness results for Hilbert's Irreducibility Theorem

Let f(X, t) E Q[X, t] be an irreducible polynomial. Set 'R := {to E ZI f(X f to) is reducible
}. It is weIl kno\vn that I'R n [-n, n]l < Cn1/2 \vith C depending on f. In vie\v of
I(X, t) = X 2 - t, this bound is optimal \vithout further assumptions on f.

vVe use a Galois theoretic translation to a question about finite permutation groups in
order to show that I'R.I < 00 under various assumptions on the Galois group of f(X, t) over
Q(t). i\ simple sampie result is

Theorem: Let f(X, t) E Q[X, t] be an irreducible polynomial 0/ prime degree.
Assume that the curve given b'y f = 0 has positive genus. Then n is finite.

Stronger versions of this theorem for non-prime degree and analogs over number fields
require the classification of the finite simple groups. 'Vork on this is in progress.

H. Nakamura: Galois representations in Teichmüller modular groups

The Galois representation in 1Tl (Pl_ {O, 1,00}) gives a parametrization of GQ = Gal(Q/Q)
by a standard parameter / : GQ -+ F2 (0- H f(7(x, y)) valued in the, free profinite group
\vith free generators x, y together with the cyclotomic character X : GQ -7 ZX.

Th.l: Let Ba be the profinite braid group generated by Tl, 72 with the braid relation
T172Tl = 72TI T2. Then the follo\ving relation holds:

(IV): 1(7(71,7:) = T:P2 (cr) fq(T?, Ti)7:P2(cr) (71 T2)-6P2 (cr)

Here, P2 : GQ -7 Z(I) is the Kummer l-cocycle w.r.t. the roots of 2.

B

(0' E GQ).



Tbe geometrie fundamental group of the moduli stack of I-pointed projective smooth
curves of genus 9 is called the (profinite) Teichmüller modular group t 9,1, It is generated by
a standard system of Dehn-Lickorish-Humphries t,,~ist generators al, ... ,a2g, d satisf)ing
certain braid-relations, (ala2a3)4 == dd' and the lantern relation.

Th.2: There exists a suitable tangential base point on the moduli stack which gives the
Galois action GQ ~ ..4utr9,1 such that

a(ai) == fl7(wi' a~)-la~(u) fl7(wi: a~), a(d) == a.x(u).

where Wj == (al" ·ai_di.
Using Th.I, one can rewrite the Galois action of Th.2 in a more compatible \vay with

pants-decomposition of the Riemann surface r leading also to a :half' of Drinfeld's pentagon
relation for tbe Grothendieck-Teichmüller group. (Cf. also talk by L.Schneps).

M. Jarden: Large-small normal algebraic fields

Let K be a number field. Denote the absolute Galois group of K by G(K). For each
a E G(K) let f< (a) be the fixed field of a in i<. Denote the maximal Galois ex'tension of K
,,~hich is contained in i«a) by i<[a]. Now choose (J E G(K) at random and let N == K[al.
Then lV has some properties of large algebraic fields:

• (la) N is PAC;

• (lb) G(JV) ~ Fu.'.

On the other hand N has same properties of small algebraic fields (i.e., of number
fields). They are related to elliptic curves E ,vithout complex multiplication \vhich are
defined over N. To this end let I range over the set of prime numbers and let E, (resp.,
E, XI ) be the group of points of E annihilated by 1 (resp., apower of I). Then the follo\ving
statements hold:

• (2a) Q{lV(EI:ro )IN) is an open subgroup of GL(2, Z,);

• (2b) For almost alll, SL(2, Z,) ~ Q(N(E,Xl)/N);

e · (2c) E has only finitely many cyclic isogenies which are defined over Ni

• (2d) Analog of Tate's Conjecture: There is a natural isomorphism

EndN(E) @ Z, ~ Endz,[G(K)]ll(E).

• (2e) Isogeny theorem: Let E' be another elliptic curve ovoer N without complex
multiplication. If E, ~G(K) E; for a set of prime numbers l of a positive Dirichlet
density, then E and E' are' isogenous.

Property (2) is proved in a joint work with Gerhard Frey.
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F .Pop: Recent and new results in anabelian geometry

After presenting the philosophy of the so called ~anabelian geometry', the following results
,vere discussed:
A) Birational type results: For a field k, and rational prime number l t= char(k), let k' be
the maximal abelian pro-l-extension of k[J.too]' Set further kJl = (k')' and G~ = Gal(k" /k).
Theorem [Pop]:

1. Global type results: Let K be a finitely generated field of absolute transcendence
degree ~ 2. Then K is functorially encoded in G'J<.

2. Local type results: Let k be a locally compact field, and Klk a function field of e
transcendence degree ~ 1. Then K is functorially encoded in G'K -t G'{

B) Anabelian curves:
Theorem [Tamaga:wa]: Every affine, hyperbolic curve X over a finitely generated field k
is functorially encoded in 1T.(X) up to pure inseparable covers.

For very recent and very strang results by Mochizuki see these proceedings.
Finally, the section conjecture ,vas mentioned, and same possible consequences for the
arithmetic of rational points 'Vere discussed.

M. Raynaud: Covers of curves and moduli

Let P be the projective liue over a field k. Pick four rational points ai, i = 1, ... l4. Let
G = As be the alternate group acting on 5 elements.

How many cunres of P, Galois ,vith group G, are there ,vith signature (3,3,3, 3)?
When k has char 0, we can count them - there are 9 solutions.
No,v suppose, char(k) = 5. Let E be the elliptic curve ,vhich is the double cover of P
ramified at the ai- If E is ordinary, there are 4 solutions. If E is supersingular, there are
3 solutions. Those numbers are obtained by a elose study of bad reduetion from char °to
char 5.

s. Reiter: GAR-Realizations of classical groups of Lie type

We call a tripie (A, B, C), A, B, C E GLn(q), ABC = id, rk(A - id) = 1 with (A, B, C) :$
GLn(q) irreducible a Belyi-triple.
Theorem: For all f,g E lFq[X] monic, deg(f) = deg(g) = n, /(O)g(O) :I 0, (/,g) = 1, exits
up to conjugation in GLn (q) one Belyi-triple s.t.

minpol(B) =: JB = / and fAB = g.

(This ,vas independently proved by H. Völklein.)
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Using classification theorems ('~Tagner, Kantor and others) (see Kemper:s talk) we can
determine the group generated by a Bel)'i-triple. (E.g. let A be a transvection, JB =
(X - l)ffl(X - i)ffl: JAB = (X + l)ffl(X + i)m E IFp[X] for p == 5 mod 8, order(i) = 4. Then
GIZ(G) ~ PCSP2m(P) for pf m.)

Using the rigidity criterion (Belyi, lvIatzat, Thompson) ,ve find GA/GAR-realizations
of elassical groups of Lie-type (linear, unitary, orthogonal and symplectic groups) G(p), p
a prime: over Q under same conditions on the defining characteristie of these groups. (E.g:
PSP2m(P) possesses GAR-realizations over Q for (m,p) = 1 and P~ ±1 mod 24.)

(The results for the linear groups have "been already proved by Folkers and ~1alle.)

M. Saldi: p-rank and semi-stable reduction of curves

Let R be a discrete complete valuation ring, ,vith fraction field K, and algebraically closed
residue field k of·charaeteristie p > O. Consider a germ X := Spec Ox of astahle R-curve
at closed point x. Let Y ~ X be a finite Galois cover of group G, a p-group, such that
YK ~ X K = X XR K is etaie...t\.ssume that Y admits a semi-stable moder~': Y ---7 Y
over R. If the point x is smooth: Raynaud proved that the p-rank of the fibr~~~·of a closed
point of Y in Y equals zero. "Ve consider the case where x is an ordinary double point. If
the inertia subgroup H at a elosed point y of Y is cyclic, we compute the p-rank of the
fibre of y in .Y, in particular it is less than I H I -1.

A. Sehmidt: Extensions of number fields with prescribed Ioeal behaviour

"Ve investigate the existenee of extensions of number fields ,vhich are are unramified outside
a finite given set of primes Sand with preseribed Ioeal behaviour at one or several primes
in S. vVe resurne several older and newer results: eonjectures and counterexamples. Then
,ve investigate the following situation: .

A.ssume that K is a number field, S a finite set of places of K containing a11 archimedian
primes and a1l primes dividing a given prime number p. 'VVe denote the maximal extension
of K, ,vhieh is unramified outside S, by K s.
Theorem: The loeal fields (Ks)p associated to primes p of K s lying over a prime pES
are p-closed loeal fields.
Theorem: If S contains all primes dividing p then Gs(K) = Gal(KslK) is a profinite
duality group at p of dimension 2.

L. Schneps: The new version of the Grothendieck-Teiehmüller group

~ introduced a certain subgroup Ir of tbe we11-known Grothendieek-Teichmüller group
GT defined by Drinfeld. Ir is obtained by adding two new relations to
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the definition of GT. It is kno\vn that GT acts on the (algebraie) fundamental groups of
moduli spaees of genus 0 eurves \vith n marked points, respeeting some natural homomor
phisms behveen these groups. Furthermore, tbe absolute Galois group is ineluded in GT
and its natural action on the fundamental groups of moduli spaces is compatible \vith this
inclusion. Our purpose ,vas to generalize these results to higher genus. Indeed, \ve ean
show tbat Ir an automorphism group of the (algebraic) fundamental groups of a11 moduli
spaces of genus 9 curves \vith n marked points, and that tbe natural homomorphisms be
t,veen these fundamental groups are respected by the action of Ir; furthermore we again
have an inclusion of tbe absolute Galois group into Ir.
J-P. Serre: The Euler-Poincare distribution of a profinite group e
Let G be a profinite group and let p be a prime number. Let Ce be the eategory of finite
dimensional lFp-veetor spaces ,vith continuous action of G. l\1ake tbe follo,ving finiteness
assumptions:

• dimHi(G, A) < 00 for every ..4 E ob(Cc ) and every i E Z.

• cdp(G) < 00.

Then, for every A E ob(Ce ), the E-P eharacteristic e(G, A) of A is defined by:

e(G,.4) = E(-l)idimIr(G,A).

Let t/>A be the Brauer eharacter of A. It is a locally constant map

4>A : Greg ~ Zp,

,,,here Greg is the subspaee of G made up of the elements of (profinite) order prime to p.
The main result of the leeture is:

Theorem: There is a unique Qp-valued 'distribution' Pe on Greg such that:

1. For every A E ob(Ce ), one has e(G, A) = (tPA, PG)'

2. J.le is invariant by conjugation aod by s I---t sp.

If one defines JHri = lim H~(U, Qp), where U runs through the open subgroups of G, aod H~
~ 1

is 'continuous cohomology', each IHr is in a natural way an admissible linear representation _
of G. Let Jli denote the distribution-eharacter of Bi (which is a distribution on G). Then: 
Theorem: Pe = E(-l)ipi .

Various examples can be given, in \vhich the J.ti, and hence J.tG, are computed explicitly:

• G = Gal(f</ K), K finite extension of Qp. One finds that /-LG = -d· &1, where
d = [K : Qp] and &1 = Dirac at 1.

• G is a p-adic Lie group without p-torsion. One finds /-LG = FPHaar' ,,,,here F(s) =
det(l - Ad(s-l)).

12
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K. Stevenson: Fundamental groups of projective curves

Let D be a projective curve over a field k = k of characteristic p > O. 'VVe would like to
detennine 11"1 (D), the algebraic fundamental group: or at least its set
1I"A(D) of finite quotients. Currently neither trI (D) nor 1I"A(D) is known \vhen the genus 9
of D is greater than or equal to 2. ~10reover, there are no conjectures (even for a ~generic'
curve D). We discuss the following t\VO necessary conditions for a finite group G to He intrA(D) :

e 1. (Grothendieck) G = (al, bl , ... , ag , bg ) s. t. 1r[a;, b;) =1

2. the p-rank of the maximal abelian p-quotient :5 9

For a prime to p group H, (1) is actually also sufficient, and for a p-group P, (2) issufficient as long as D is a 'generic' curve of genus g. We consider groups öf=the form
G = P >3 H to sho\v that (1) + (2) are not sufficient in general. Then \ve show that in thecase that H can be generated by 9 elements, there is a necessary and sufficient condition forG to He in 7rA of a generic D. This condition involves comparing the H-module structure
of P with that of HO(C, Kc) where C -+ D is an H- Galois cover. 1t is equivalent (in thiscase) to a condition of Nakaj ima (1984).

J. Swallow: Reduction of field of definition of Quaternion algebras and embed-ding problems "

Let K be a field of characteristic not 2 and let 1 --* C2 -+ H --* G = Gal(L/K) -+ 1be a Galois embedding problem. We consider the relationship of thc subgroup e~beddingproblems 1 -+ C2 ~ M' -+ M = Gal(L/KAI) ~ 1 and the full group embedding"problem.
r-,.·fore specifically, we examine the relationship between the class in Br2(K) which is thcobstruction to the full embedding problem and the class of the obstruction to a subgroup
embedding problem in Br2(K(Vd »).

vVe review results of Schneps and Kiming and outline a method for deterrnining conditions over K for a Quaternion "algebra aver K(va )to be split. If the analogous problem
for a tensor product of Quaternion algebras over K(va }could be solved, one \vould have
a method for 'descent' of obstructions to embedding problems of 2-groups. We announce
the result that, for a, X t y, d, r E F, x2 + y2 = d, A = (a, rd + ryVd)F(Vd) is split if and only
iE, first, (a, d)F is split, and if a == c2 - d modulo squares in F for c E F then additionally(a, r(d - cy»(d, r)F is split for some r E F. The latter condition that a == Cl - d mod F*2roust occur if ais not already a square in F.
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A. Tamagawa: The fundamental groups of algebraic curves in characteristic
>0

• k : algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0

• U : (smooth, connected) curve over k

• X : compactification of U, 9 = genus(X), n = ~(X - U)

Theorem: (g, n) is recovered group-theoretically from 'Irl (U).
(i.e. 1rdU) ~ 'TrI (U') => (g, n) = (g', n')) ..

Theorem: Assume 9 = 0 and either k = IFp or n ::; 4. Then the isomorphism class of •
the profinite group 'TrI (U) determines completely the isomorphism class of the scheme (not
k-scheme) U.

(i.e. for such curves U, U', 'TrI (U) ~ 1f1 (U' ) <=} U ~ U' )

H. Tsunogai: The stable derivation algebra associated with genus one braid
group

Let C be a onee punctured elliptic curve over Q dand C = C xQ Q. We want

to determine the image of GQ = Gal(Q/Q) under the representation <pgro-l : Go. ~
OUt1rl (C)pro-l and its Lie algebraization Lieepgro-l. For this purpose ,ve consider the
configuration spaee C x C \ ß of t'\vo points on C and its fundamental group, that is, the
braid group '1rl(C x C \ ß) of two strings on C. We have a natural homomorphism f :
Out7TI(C x C\ß)pro-l -+ Out1rl(C)pro-l, ,vhich commutes with the Galois representations

cpgro-l and <P~~~~6' By explicit Lie calculus about the Lie algebraization of f, '\ve obtained
the follo'\ving:

Theorem: The homomorphism f is NOT surjective.

Since the image of GQ under <pgro-l is contained in the image of f, this theorem gives
a new constraint for the Galois image. Using this constraint, we determined the Galois e
image under Lieepgro-l in degree :5 12 for a generic elliptic curve. This is the first step to
the stability in the case of genus one.
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N. Vila: Arithmetical-geometrical constructions of Galois groups

In this talk ~·e consider constructions of Galois groups arising from Galois action of GQ
on some arithmetical-geometrical objects. I present joint ,vork with A. Reverter. First, we
summarize results concerning images of mod p Galois representations attached to elliptic
curves. Dur main concern is to compute the image of mod p Galois representation for each
elliptic curve E /Q with conductor N :5 200 and for each prime p. The images of mod p
Galois representations attached to the product of two K-isogenous elliptic curves a.re also
detennined. Concerning Galois groups arising from mod p Galois representations attached
to modular form we have obtained, using cusp farms oflevell, that the groups PSL2(pr), r
eveo, PGL2 (pr), r odd, 2 :5 r ~ 10, are Galois groups over Q, for infinitely many primes p.
Explicit conditions on P are obtained. Using modular fonns of level 23,29,31 and ,veight
2 eigenvector of the Hecke operators, and previous results ,ve obtain that PSL2 (lFp2) are
Galois groups over Q, for all p ::; 2069.

H. Völklein: Cases of abelian braid group action and associated Hurwitz spaces

The rigidity criterion in the ease of 3 branch points has been used extensively by Belyi,
Thompson, ~1atzat's school and others to realize various classes of almost simple groups
over Q. The largest body of simple groups - those of classical Lie type- admit a quite
natural class of rigid generators, the Belyi triples. They ,vere used to obtain realizations
over Q for various classical groups G(p),p a prime, by ~dalle, Häfner, Folkers, Reiter and

·others.
Last year I introduced the Thompson tuples, ,vhich yield rigid generating systems of

length n + 1 of the groups PGLn(q) and PUn(q). This can be used to realize these groups
over Q for n even, n ~ q. The Thompson tuples yield the only kno,vn rigid generating
systems of length > 3 of any almost simple group.

In joint ,vork ,vith J. Thompson we found related generating systems of SPn (q) of length
n/2 + 2 ,vhich are not quite rigid, hut veryelose: The pure braid group induces an abelian
permutation group on inner classes of these tupIes. The associated Hurwitz spaces are
unirational over Q in may cases. This yields realizations of PSPn(q) over Q for q odd,
n ~ 4q2 and q a square. The latter condition cau be replaced by various congruence
conditions on q, toD.

M. Zieve: The classification of non-affine exceptional polynomials

I discussed joint work with Bob Guralnick. For the first result , let f be a univariate
polynomial over a perfect field k; we say that f is indecomposable
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over k if it is not the (functional) composition of two lower-degree polynomials over k.
vVe examined ,vhen it eould happen that f is indeeomposable over k hut decomposesover
the algebraic elosure of k. Building on ,vork of Guralnick and Saxl, we sbo,ved this eould
only happen if tbe degree of f is eitber a po,ver of char(k), or is 21 or 55. The latter t,vo
possibilities da oeeur, over fields of ebaracteristie 7 and 11 respeetively, and we classified
a11 examples of these hvo degrees.

The bulk of the proof is tbe group-theoretic eontribution of Guralnick and Saxl, but to
classify the sporadic examples ,ve needed a result sho,ving that certain Galois extensions
,vere determined by their ramifieation data. vVe also applied this latter result to anöther
problem, namely the classifieation of non-affine indecomposable exceptional polynomials.
These are indecomposable polynomials f(x) E k[x] for which (f(x) - f(y))/{x - y) has no e
absolutely irredueible faetors in k[x, y], and such that Gal(f(x) - t, k(t)) is not a group of
affine permutations. Following work of Fried, Guralnick, and Saxl, such polynomials can
only exist if k has characteristie 2 or 3; examples \vere produced by ~1ueller, Cohen and
I\1atthe,vs, and Lenstra and me. \Ve have no"r exhibited further examples and sho,vn that
\ve have the eomplete list.
Berichterstattung: S. Reiter

The author of tbe report thanks a11 of the speakers for sending a I9'IEXversion of their
talk resp. revising their talk.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 24/1997

Mathematical Continuum Mechanies

22.06. - 28.06.1997

The meeting was organized by J.M. Ball (Oxford), R.D. James (Minneapolis), and
A. Mielke (Hannover). The guiding topic was the mathematical analysis of problems in
continuum mechanics, mainly in the field of elastic deformations of Bolids. However, the
area was wide enough to include new developments from material science on the one side
and from abstract partial differential equations on the other side. A focus was set on the
development of microstructure in the deformations of Crystals and their analysis using,
for instance, Young measures or convex integration.

Eachmorning session combined two to four talks under one special topic and in
cluded an extended discussion in the plenum. The topics were 'Fracture and cavitation',
'Microstructure', 'Time-dependent problems', 'New mechanical theories', and 'Lower
dimensional theories'.

Abstracts

Stuart Antman
Quasilinear problems 0/ nonlinear viscoelasticity

We study the quasilinear initial-boundary-value problems governing the motion in space
of nonHnearly viscoelastic rads (of strain-rate type). We desribe reasonable constitutive
restrietions that ensure that these problems have globally defined classical solutions. (Our
methods are applicable to the study of the motion of any nonlinearly viscoelastic bodies of
strain-rate type that are governed by quasilinear initial-boundary-value problems with one
independent spatial variable.) We devote special attention to tbe characteristic technical
difficulties of rod theories that follow from the underlying geometrical significanee of
the governing equations, and from the consequent dependence on space and time of the
natural basis for a11 geometrical and mechanical vector-valued functions. These difficulties
prevent our analysis from being a routine application of available techniques.

We employ very general models for rads that ean suffer flexure, extension, torsion
and shear. In these models the contact forces and couples depend on strains measuring
these effects and on the time derivatives of these strains. We ensure that there is a strong
mechanism of interna! friction by requiring that the mapping taking the strain rates to
the contact forces and couples be uniformly monotone..'The governing equations form
an eighteenth-order quasilinear system of parabolic-hyperbolic partial differential equa
tions in one space variable. This system is singular in the sense that certain eonstitutive
functions appearing in the principal part of the differential operator blow up if the strain
variables He on a surface corresponding to a "total compression". The existenee theory
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for this system or even for its restricted version governing planar motions has never been
studied. The heart of our paper is the introduction of reasonable constitutive hypotheses
that enable us to obtain an apriori bound preventing a total compression and apriori
bounds on the strains aod strain rates. These bounds on the arguments of our constitutive
functioris allow us to replace the original singular problem with an equivalent regular prob
lem, which we analyze by using the Faedo-Galerkin method, with a key convergence proof
relying on tbe monotonicity of the contact forces and couples with respect to the strain
rates. Most of our effort is devoted exploiting the structure of the governing equations,
which reflects the geometrieal, mechanical and constitutive behavior of the rods.

Andrea Braides
Non-monotone stress-strain relations and sur/ace energies
(This is a joint work with G. Dal Maso and A. Garroni) .

In a discrete model let an elastic bar be identified with a system of n equally spe
material points interacting through an array of non-linear springs connecting neighbouring
points. We suppose that the force due to each spring depends on its relative elongation
c following a law (J = 'l/Jn(c), We assume that there exist 0 < Cn < E:~ such that tPn
is increasing on (-00, E:n ], 'l/Jn is decreasing on [En , E:~], and vanishes on [E:~, +00). This
means that each spring has a (nonlinear) elastic behaviour up to the critical value Cn of the
relative elongation, and that a softening phenomenon occurs between this value and the
fracture threshold E:~. In addition we assume as uaual that 'l/Jn(O) = 0, and 'l/Jn(e) -+ -00

as e -+ -00.

Let xi, i = 0, ... ,n, denote tbe loeations of the material points in the reference
configuration, and let ui denote the corresponding displacements. If ~n = 1/n is the
distance of two neighbouring points, the energy of the system is

(1)

where wn is the primitive of 'l/Jn vanishing at O. The displacement un = (ui) corresponding
to an equilibrium configuration in this discrete model is a stationary point for cn with
appropriate boundary conditions.

In order to derive acontinuum model consider the variationallimit of the functionals
(1) as n tends to +00. The critical strains Cn and the maximum stresses (Jn = 'l/Jn(en)
are assumed to be equibounded. Let In be any increasing funetion coinciding with 'l/Jn on
( -00, €nJ, and let 9n be the rescaled function e

9n(t) = tPn (;n + €n) , t ~ O.

As these functions are monotonie it is not restrictive to assume that they converge, up
to a subsequence, pointwise to two functions I and g, respectively. Let Fand G be their
primitives vanishing\at 0, and define & on SBV(O, l) as

E(u) =f F(u(x)) dx + L G ([u)(x)) ,
o zESu

2

([u] ~ 0) (2)



where Su is the set ofdiscontinuity points of u. The functionals En converge in a variational
sense to the funetional E; moreover the loeal minima and stationary points of E can be
eompletely charaeterized. Under natural equi-coerciveness conditions, we also obtain
that the minimum values of En for a given total elongation tSl eonverge to the minimum
value of E with tbe same elongation, and (a suitable interpolation of) tbe eorresponding
displaeements eonverge (np to a snbsequence) to a displacement which minimizes c.

This approximation property provides a first justification of the ehoiee of an energy E of
the form (2) for a eontinuum model allowing for damage and fraeture t and a eompactness
argument shows that such funetionals are the ooly ones that can be obtained by a limiting
procedure starting from a disrete model with non-linear springs with qualitative properties
deseribed above.

Oscar Bruno
Energetics in Martensites

The behavior of shape-memory alloys is governed by a shape-deforming phase transition
between a high-temperature, low-strain phase (austenite) and a low-temperature, high
strain phase (martensite). The eonserved and dissipated energies in martel!§.itie transfor
mations are macroscopic material properties which can be determined fro~"'experiment
and which, together with the properties of heat release aod exchange, deter~~ite the form
in which these phase transitions take plaee. .

In this talk I will discuss this principle in connection with pure crystals as< weIl as poly
crystalline martensites, and I will present a number of associated mathematical results.
Finally, I will compare our predictions with corresponding experimental results.

Carsten Carstensen
Numerical analysis 01 the relaxed double weIl problem

Motivated by applications in microstructures of material science, in micromagnetics, or
in optimal design problems, the double weH potential is the most prominent example of.
a non-convex energy density. The sealar variant

(for distinct given F., F2 ) is under question where F denotes the gradient of the displace
ment u : n 4- lR.

A direet minimization of related variational problems is a hard task since there may be
no (elassical) solution in the continnous case and a cluster of loeal minimizers in a discrete
case. Ir the main interest is on the macroscopic displacement field (Le. the weak limit
of a minimizing sequence), on the Young measure (generated by minimizing sequences),
then a simple minimization of the relaxed problem (replacing W by its lower eonvex
envelope W**) is shown to be sufficient and ean be performed utilizing standard software.
Apriori and aposteriori error estimates for the stress field and parts of the strain and
Young measure are shown. This justifies the numerical experiments and allows the design
of efficient self-adaptive mesh-refinement algorithms. Partial regularity of solutions as
absolute errar contro} (involving explicit estimates far a11 arising constants) for a reliable
computation are indicated.
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Sophia Demoulini
Young measure solutions tor systems 0/ mixed type and the recovery 0/ distributional
solutions

The method ofimplieit time diseretisation (Lt.d.) ean be used to eonstruct measure-valued
solutions of the evolutionary problems whieh are associated with a non-eonvex potential
and admit a variational formulation. I foeus the analysis partlyon such constructions
and partlyon the validity of the Lt.d. as a method to construct regularisations for
conservation laws. As a model problem I construct solutions to the anti-plane shear
problem Wt = Vv, Vt = V.a(w) on an open bounded set in n dimensions, with a = V4J
and ifJ non-convex. Non-convexity renders tbe problem hyperbolic-elliptic and to solve
it I discretise in time tbe equivalent quasilinear wave equation Utt = V.a(Vu). The key
observation here is that the energy non-increase must be used to obtain estimates for the
approximate solutions. By exactly the same observation the Lt.d.. yields weak solutionsJii
the equation ofviscoelasticity Utt = V.a(Vu)+ßUt. It is useful to compare with the V•.
measure solution eonstructed by Kinderlehrer and Pedregal for the forward-backward he"at
equation Ut = V.er(Vu). I show that this solution is unique within the elass of measure
valued solutions whieh satisfy an independence property, namely tbat (1 and the identity
are independent variables with respect to the measure. Regarding the admissibility of the
metbod of Lt.d. I show that in tbe parabolic case one ean recover classical weak solutions
in the case of a strictly convex potential. I also discuss results in joint studies with Stuart
and Tzavaras eurrently underway: i) the Lt.d. gives regularisations for conservation laws
which satisfy generalised entropy-entropy Bux inequalities (Lax entropies averaged by
the Young measure) as introduced by Tartar and used by DiPerna ii) the method can
be used to construet entropy satisfying distributional solutions for the equations of I-cl
elastodynamics.

Georg Dolzmann
Existence 0/ minimizers tor a variational problem in magneto-elasticity

We prove existenee of energy minimizing configurations for a tw~dimensional, variational
model of magnetoelastic materials capable of large deformations. Tbe model is based on
an energy functional which is tbe surn of the nonlocal self-energy and the loeal anisotropie
energy. Sinee tbe functional fails to be weakly lower semicontinuous the direct method
in the calculus of variation cannot be applied. Existence is obtained by rewriting the
minimization problem as a partial differential relation and using recent existenee theorems
for Lipschitz solutions. .

Irene Fonseca
Optimal design results tor elastic membranes

The first part of this talk concerns joint works with Gilles Francfort. Here we seareh
to characterize the effective, or relaxed, energy of a mixture of two materials when the
thickness of the sampIe approaches zero. The underlying mathematical model ia also
relevant to tbe study of brittle damage, and for this ease we are able to fuUy identify the
damage evolution, induced by amin min principle, while for the former optimal design
problem the question remains open, as we are unable to tackle the corresponding max
min problem associated to the minimization of the compliance.
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now becomes

Precisely, with OE := W X(-E, e), w C JR.2 open, bounded domain, and with u : OE -t R3
adeformation of the sampie, following earlier work by Ciarlet, Le Dret and Raoult, and
others. Let n := w x (-1,1), Yl = Xl, Y2 = X2, Ya = e-lXa, VE := UE(Yb Y2, EYa), so that
an energy

(0:=1,2)

In W(Dovlc1D3v) dy.

Here, W(F, {a) := W(F) where F is a 3 x 3 matrix whose first 2 coIumns are the columnes
of F and the third column is ~a. Assuming that Wb W2 grow at infinity as J{IP, p > 1,
and that Wi({"I{a) = Wi(el - ~3} for i = 1,2 and for all 3 x 3 matrix «(, ~3), we can show
that

with J... (8,v) = 2LW(8, Dv)dxo

for all (Jo E [0,1], v E W1tP(w, JR3) and 8 E Loo(w, [0, 1]). We have the follomng charac
terizations

J(9o,v) .-

Jw (80 'v) .-

Ie(X, v) .-

W(Oo,() .-

inf{ limI.(x.. v.) : t x. = 80, v. -+ v in LP},
inf{ limI.(x.. v.) : X. ~ 80, v. -+ v in LJ'},
In [xWl(Dole-lD3v) + (1- x)W2 (Dov/e-1D3v)] dx

inf{ f [XWl(t + Da4J) + (1- X)W2 (( + Daq»] dXa : 1 X= 00
1(0,1)2 }(Otl)2

tP E WJoP( (0,1)2, JR3) }

with Wi ({) := inf{ Wi«(I{a) : e3 E IR.3 l, and where we onIy consider cylindrical mixtures,
Le. XE are characteristic functions independent of X3'

On the second part of the talk, and in joint work with Emilio Acerbi and Nicola Fusco,
we consider particular "bulk" energy densities for membranes

where ~ = ({t, {2) is a d x 2 matrix, and 1I({) := {11\~2 Er. Here 0 ~ J(t) :5 c(! + Itl) is
a Cl function, not necessarily convex. We show that loeal minimizers U E W I ,2(W, JRd) of

with lI(v) := Dlv 1\ D2v, are COt7 for all 0 < '"( < 1. This is obtained using the lj,7

regularity theory, as weIl as, following similar ideas by Baumann, Phillips, and Dougherty,
higher integrability of A := IDIUI-;ID2UI2, B := Dlu - D2u.
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This regularity result, in turn, provides existence of "classical" solutions for disconti
nuity problems that appear in fracture mechanics.

Gilles Francfort
Fracture mechanics as seen /rom an energy minimization standpoint
(This is a joint work with J. J. Marigo)

Griffith's theory of brittle fracture is somewhat at a loss when trying to predict crack
initiation in an uncracked elastic sampIe; it also finds it difficult to determine the crack
path; finally, it is restricted to smooth evolutions ofthe crack length, even along predefined
crack paths.

We propose a model which does away with the previously meotioned obstacles. Of
course it does so at a price, at least for the time beiog: the only permissible "loads" are
boundary displacements. . _

A surface energy of Griffith type is introduced for aoy crack r (closed subset) of n _
being the N -dimensional domain occupied by the sampIe), namely,

where k is the fracture toughness of the material. The bulk energy is characterized by an
elastic energy density W. Then, for aoy crack-state r, and aoy displacement "load" U,
the bulk energy is

In a time-discretized evolution correspooding to a sequence of loads U1, • •• ,Un ,. .. the
crack-states f j are then such that

for a11 r with r j - l C r.
A corresponding time-continuous evolution is presented in the case of monotonica11y

increasing one-parameter family of "loads" .
We show that the formulation produces crack initiation in finite time, as weH as a

complete determination of the crack growth along a predefined path. Also embedded in
our model is the determination of a (or the) optimal crack path.

The formulation lends itself to numerical computations in complex loading and g.
metric situations. A few numerical resuts are presented. •

Jens Frehse
Some regularity for nonlinear mixed boundary problems

Elliptic equations or systems

(1)

with linear growth of Ei, are coosidered in a domain of Rn with convex corners. Dirichlet
and Neumann boundary may touch in a smooth line or in corners. (1) is supposed to be an

6



Euler equation of a variational problem. A simple trick yields weighted H3/2,2-estimates
for the solution.

F\irther considerations yield, for n =- 3, Vu E L3+6 in corners, Vu E L 10/ 3+6 if
the separating line between Dirichlet and Neumann is smooth. For n = 3 the second
derivatives are in L6/S-6 (which is probahly not optimal). The reader may think of tbe
equation 6 u = /, however, the theory is very general and applies in many nonlinear
situations, also for Navier-Stokes or 66.

Bernd Kirchheim
Microstructures with finite sur/ace energy: The 9-well problem

Let K C MfJx3 be the 3 cubic-tü-tetragonal weHs, Le. K = U~=l SO(3)Di where

n 1 = diag{..\-2,..\, ..\), D 2 = diag(A, A-2, A) and D 3 = diag(..\, A, ..\-2).

We prove that any Lipschitz u : n c ]R3 --t JR3 which satisfies

i) Vu(x) E K for almost every x E n.

ii) each set Ei = {x; Vu(x) E 80(3)Di} is of finite perimeter.

isa loeal laminate. This means for each x E n there is a radius R > 0 such that UIB(x,R)

is affine either on tbe whole ball or on both halfballs determined by a plane through x.
The proof is based on a careful analysis of the geom~tryof the phase boundaries Uj 8. Ei .
This together with the Liouville theorem for sets of finite perimeters from work by Dolz
mann and Müller about the 2-well problem enables us to overcome difficulties due to the
noncommutativity of 80(3r We derive suffieiently easy to handle algebraic eonstraints
Ieading to the nonexistence of nonlaminatial mierostructure whenever ..\ i= 1. Although
we essentially use special symmetries of K, our approach should also exclude the exis
tence of nonlaminatial zero-energy states for more general weHs (aod generic choices of
the parameters of the weHs).

Jan Kristensen
Nonlocality 01 quasicon.vexity

In this talk I present an example of a smooth function defined on n x m matrices (n ~

3, m ~ 2), which equals a quasiconvex function on any ball of radius 117, but which is
not itself quasiconvex. As a consequence we deduce that in dimensions n ~ 3, m 2:: 2
there is no "Ioeal condition" which for smooth functions is equivalent to quasiconvexity.
In particular it follows that there can be 00 eondition involving ooly the function and a
finite number of its derivatives, which is both necessary and sufficient for quasicoovexity.

Herve Le Dret
Nonlinear lower dimensional theories: asymptotics and the projection method
(This is a joint work with Annie Raoult)

The presentation is in two parts. First, we reeall our derivation of nonlinear membrane
theory from three-dimensional nonlinear elasticity via r -convergence arguments. Starting
from a three-dimensional cylinder of thickness 2c, made of a nonlinearly elastic material

7



with stored energy function W : M3 -t lR, we show that when € -+ 0 energy minimizing
deformations eonverge (in an appropriate sense) toward deformations ~ from w C IR2

into ]R3 that minimize an energy of the form Iw QWo(Vifi) dx+ force terms, where QWo
is eonstructed from Wasfollows: Set Wo(F) = infzEIR3 W(Flz), Le., minimize W with
respect to the third eolumn veetor, and let QWo be the quasi-convex envelope of Wo.
Various properties of the membrane energy are discussed: frame indifference, isotropy
and degeneraey under eompression. The case of the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material is
entirely computecl.

In the second part of the talk, we consider the same kind of Questions when kinematic
assumptions of Cosserat type are made at the onset. Typically, 3D deformations are
assumed to be of the form 4J(x) = ifi(Xl' X2) +X3d(Xl' X2), aod dis a director field. It is thus
a mix of the projection method aod the asymptotic method in the nonlinear case. We show
that the unconstrained Cosserat hypothesis leads to the right limit nonlinear membrane
behavior described above, while such constrained director assumptions as Idl = 1 do no_
and are thus inappropriate in the membrane regime. In order to describe the asymptotic
behavior of the director field, we are led to introduce necessary and suflicient conditions
for weak lower semi-continuity and relaxation results for functionals of the calculus of
variations on Wl,p x V. These conditions generalize the classical notions of convexity
and quasi-convexity.

logo Müller:
Rational Extended Theromdynamics

Extended Thermodynamics uses balance equations and IDeal constitutive equations as
field equations for the field u

pA(U)IA = TI(u).

Every solution is a thermodynamic process. The entropy inequality hA(U)lu = E(u) ~ 0
is used to find restrietions on the constitutive funetions which appear in the form of
integrability conditions for the entropy density and the entropy flux hQ (0 = 1,2,3).

The instructive application of extended thermodynamics lies in the field on mon
atomic gases where the moments of the particle distribution function may be chosen as
variables.

At high pressures the light scattering properties of such gases are governed by the
phenomological relations of Navier-Stokes-Fourier, the constitutive relations of ordinary
thermodynamics. But at low pressures the list of variables has to be extended (sie!) to
include hundreds, or even thousands of moments.

The interesting field of applieation of extended thermodynamies occurs with shoa
waves. The shock structure problem, Le. the dependence of the width of the shock on thP
Mach number, is a promising field. It seems now that the proper description will again
require the use of very many moments.

Michael Ortiz
Nonconvex energy minimization and dislocation structures in ductile single crystals
(This is a joint work with E. A. Repetto)

Plastically deformed crystals are often observed to develop intricate dislocation patterns
such as labyrinth, mosaic, fence and carpet structures. In this paper, such dislocation

8
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structures are given an energetic interpretation witb tbe aid of direct metbods of tbe cal
culus of variations. We formulate tbe theory in terms of deformation fields and regard the
dislocations as manifestations of the incompatibility of the plastic deformation gradient
field. Witbin tbis framework, we show that the incremental displacements of inelastic
solids folIowas minimizers of a suitably defined pseudoelastic energy function. In crystals
exhibiting latent hardening, the energy function is nonconvex and has wells corresponding
to single-slip deformations. This favors microstructures consisting locally of single slip.
Deformation microstructures constructed in accordance with tbis prescription are shown
to be in correspondence with several commonly observerd dislocation structures. Finally,
we show that a characteristic length scale can be buHt into the theory by taking ioto
aceount tbe self energy of the dislocations. The extended theory leads to scaling laws
which appear to be in good qualitative agreement with observation.

Felix Otto
Domain branching in uniaxial fefTOmagnets
(This is a joint work with R..Choksi and B. Kohn)

Consider a ferromagnet with a single preffered axis ("easy axis") for tbe m~gnetization

(mathematically speacking a three-dimensional vector field of unit length) in absence of
an applied magnetie field. It is observed that there are domains where the magnetization
varies smoothly ("Bloch domains" ), separated by discontinuity surfaces ("Bloch walls").
It is further observed that the size of these domains strongly deereases when approach~ng

a boundary plane of the sampie whIch is perpendieular to the easy axis ("basal plane"),
a phenomenon called domain branching.

We show that this phenomenon can be understood as coming from tbe minimization of
the micromagnetic energy. The micromagnetic energy, a functional of all vector fields of
unit length, is the sum of three contributions: The exchange energy (which penalizes the
Bloch walls), tbe anisotropy energy (which penalizes magnetizations not parallel to the
easy axis) and the magnetostatic energy (which can be seen as penalizing the divergence
of the vector field, including its singular contribution at the boundary of tbe sampie).

This non convex variational problem is not explicitely solvable; it even seems difficult to
make use of tbe corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations. Instead, we turn to estimating
the minimial energy direct1y. More precisely, our analysis is based on rigorously deriving
the scaling of the minimal energy in the pbysical parameters. This approach has been
introduced by Bob Kahn and Stefan Müller.

We compare the minimal energy among all vector fields whieh do not refine towards
the basal plane (vector fields which are constant in the direction of the easy axis) with
the minimal energy among all vector fields. We find that the latter one is smaller in the
regime of interest because it seales differently in the physical parameters.

The analysis consists of two parts: Establishing an upper bound by a special con
struction and proving a lower bound by some interpolation arguments. The construction
yielding the upper bound is a modification of a construction by Privorotskii. The lower
bound can be reduced to tbe fact that a certsin interpolation of the three spaces BV, Loo
and H-l imbeds into L2• This imbedding has enough flexibility to allow us to derive the
scaling (in the pbysical parameters) of the typical size of Bloch domains away from the
basal plane.
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Robert Rogers
Phase transition in quartz

At about 547 oe, quartz undergoes a phase transition from a high temperature/high sym
metry (point group 622) hexagonal phase to a lower temperature/lower symmetry (point
group 32) trigonal phase. The transition, usually called ß-o. transition, is accomponied
by a reduction in volume.

The kinematicsof quartz in a neighborhood of the transition is described by changes
in its crystallographic dimensions, hut also by atomie "shufHe" within the unit ceI!. These
shufßes can he described by a scalar order parameter, that can be identified physically and
measured experimentally. One of the most interesting features of the transitions is that
in a narrow range of temperatures near the critical point, the order parameter exhibits a
fine triangular microstructure.

In this talk, I discuss how one can use IDeal bifurcation theory to analyze the triangulaa
microstructure. To do this I apply results from singularity theory (developed by Golubi~
sky and several collaborators) describing solution branches for problems with hexagonal
symmetry. I use these results to analyze a discrete model problem in detail and give sorne
indications as to how one can apply the results to existing continuum models for quartz.

Piotr Rybka
Asymtotics for equations related to martensitic phase transitions
(This is a joint work with Karl-Heinz Hoffmann)

We study asymptotic behavior of

PUtt = diva(Vu) + ßUt - {,2fj,?u, (1)

where u : n c lR2 -* R, o(~) = DW(~) and W has several Ioeal minima, and p = 0 or
p = 1. Für p = 1 equation (1) is the equation of the viscoelasticity with capillarity. The
case of p = 0 corresponds to neglecting the inertial effects. Both equations arise in the
studies of van der Waals fluids and phase transitions in solids.

We adopt special boundary conditions, such that the influence of the boundary on the
overall behavior is little. We set n= [0, w] x [0, L] and

'U is anti-periodic in Xl.

We define the energy functional to be

[

. (,2

E(u) = In W (Vu(x» + "2 Ißu(xW] dx,

where W(Ft, F2 ) = tP(F1 ) + ~Fi, and tP E COO(IR) is such that, ~(t) ~ 0, tI>(t) = 0 iff
Itl = 1 and tP(t) = tI> (-t).

We note that because of the anti-periodic condition we have circles of equilibria. More- .
over, global minimizers have particularIy simple structure, i.e. they do not depend on X2.

We prove that if u is a unique solution of (1) for p = 0 then it converges to a unique point
on the manifold of global minimizers of E provided that E (u(', 0)) is sufficiently smalI.
We conjecture a similar result holds in the case p = 1.
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We point out that the right-hand-side of (1) linearized at any global minimizer has a
two-dimensianal kernel. Thus, standard taols of the theory of dynamical systems are not
applicable here. So, we resort to methods based on analyticity of W.

Ekhard Salje
Strain as the dominant interaction mechanism in /efTOelastic and co-elastic materials

The concepts of ferroelastic (rv ferroelastic hysteresis) and co-elastic (rv elastic degrees of
freedom relevant for effective Hamiltonion) material behavior involve longranging correla
tions which have direct implication on tbe formation of microstructures. Tbe correlation
between the atomic interaction models (e.g. ~T/J model) and the macroscopic Gibbs free
energy including dispersion effects (VVu)2, (ßßU)2 were discussed. Results from com
puter simulation on systems with more than 106 interacting particles were used to classify
microstructures aod their (slow)time evolution (walls, junctions, needles, etc.). Pattern·
formation of the type Qt = -Q +Q3 + Qxx - "YQx:u;:z:(+8Q:z::z:x:z:xx) are diseussed in the "(-6
phase diagramme.

Friedemann Schuricht
Obstacle problems in elasticity and finer nonsmooth methods

Obstacle problems in elasticity are usually deseribed by variational inequalities. This
approach works for simplifiedmodels where the set of admissible deformations is convex
in some function space. In general nonlinear elasticity this is, however, not the case.
Furthermore variational inequalities, which can be understood as one of the roughest
nonsmooth tool, do not have enough structure to provide a detailed desciiption of the
forces exerted by obstacles. Thus finer nonsmooth methods are necessary to handle such
problems efficiently. On the basis of the very general Cosserat theory describing planar
deformations of shearable nonlinearly elastic rods it is demonstrated how this can be
done. Using Clarke's calculus of generalized gradients, instead of a variational inequality
the Euler-Lagrange equations can be derived for very general obstacle problems. This
way we obtain a very natural representation of the contact reaction which finally serves
as basis for further regularity res~lts. In particular an interesting qualitative difference in
regularity between shearable and unshearable material ean be observed.

Jey Sivaloganathan
On the loeation 0/ singularities arising in Nonlinear Elasticity
(This is a joint work with Scott SpectoT)

Consider an isotropie, hyperelastie material occupying the unit ball in ]R3 in its referenee
state. Next subject the boundary of the material to a radial displacement and minimize
the total energy stored in tbe ball in tbe class if radially symmetrie deformations. It is
known from tbe work of J. M. Ball that for some materials a diseontinuity may form in
the minimizer for this variational problem (the phenomenon of cavitation).

We suggest an approach to predicting the most energetically favorable point at which
to form a hole (as the boundary of the ball is displaced radially outwards) with assump
tions of symmetry on the admissible deformations.
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Dur results yield same interesting and elegant formulae and suggest intimate links
between cavitation and classical engineering approaches to modelling defects resp. fracture
using singular solutions of linear elasticity.

Scott Spector:
Critical Cavitation Loads in Elastic Bolids
(This is a joint work with Stefan Müller and Jey Sivaloganathan)

Consider the model stored energy density

W(F) = IFIP + h(det F),

where h is convex, nonnegative, and becomes infinite as its argument goes to zero or
infinity. Here det F is the determinant of the 3 x 3 matrix F. Let 83 denote the unique
minimizer of h. If 1 ~ p < 3 then John Ball has shown that ther is a Äradial > () such that e
for all A > Aradial the linear map AX is not aglobai minimizer of total energy

E(u) := Lw (Vu(x» dx,

among those functions u in the Sobolev space W1,p(B, JR3) that are one-to-one a.e. aod
satisfy u(x) = AX on aB, where B is the unit ball centered at the origin in IR3. Moreover,
for such values of A there exists a singular deformation that minimizes E in the class of
radial maps. This radial minimizer creates a new cavity at the center of B.

In this talk I will present same joint work with S. Müller and J. Sivaloganathan, which
shows that for 2 < p < 3 there is a AO E (0, Aradial) such that for a11 0 < A < Ao the
linear map AX is indeed aglobai minimizer of E among those maps u E W1,P(B, lR) that
satisfy u(x) = AX on aB, and whose extension to all of]R3 (as the linear deformation AX)
satisfies condition (INV). Thus, in particular, no holes (radial or nonradial) can form in
the material at such values of A.

Roughly speaking, condition (INV) is the requirement that the deformation u be
monotone in the sense of Lebesgue and that holes in one part of B are not filled by
material from another part of B. The condition det Vu > 0 a.e. together with condition
(INV) prohibits interpenetration of matter, that is, these conditions together imply that
u is one-to-one almost everywhere.

The heart of our praof is an estimate on the difference of two Jacobians; for every
p > 2 there is a constant a = a(p) > 0 such that for every A> 0 and every bounded open
region n c ]R3 e

o~ .!n[det)..J - det Vu(x)] dx ~ aÄ3
-p .!nIVu(x) - )..JI

P
dx

for all deformations u E W1,P(O, JR3) that satisfy u(x) = AX on an, det Vu > 0 a.e., and
whose extension to all of JR3 (as the linear deformation AX) satisfies condition (INV). If
p ;::: 3 this estimate is clear since the first integral is zero due to the fact that the Jacobian
is a null Lagrangian. For 2 < p < 3 one can express this integral in terms of the singular
part of the distributional Jacobian of u, which is aRadon measure under our Hypotheses.
This singular measure is then estimated locally via isopermetric inequality and a standard
covering argument finishes the proof.
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Pius Sprenger
Stability, quasiconvexity at the boundary and null Lagmngians

A basic problem in elastostatics is to minimize energy functionals of the type

leu) = In W(Vu(x» dx +Ir g(x) . u(x) da,

where W is the stored energy function of a hyperelastic material and 9 denotes the surface
force on the free boundary part r. Ball and Marsden proved that for adeformation Uo to
be a strong local minimizer of the functional I at every free boundary point Xo E r the
stored energy function has to be quasiconvex at the boundary in (Vuo(xo), v(xo)), where
v(xo) denotes the outer normal at r in Xo. This condition is not local and therefore it
may be rather difficult or impossible to verify it.

With the aid of null Lagrangians we give a new pointwise condition, called polyconvex
ity at the boundary, which is an extension of convexity and is stronger than quasiconvexity
at the boundary. It is shown that in nonlinear elasticity theory the assumption of poly
convexity at the boundary is compatible with physical properties of the stored energy
function.

Moreover, an equilibrium satisfying polyconvexity at the boundary in (Vu(xo), v(xo)),
with Xo E r, is a spatially localized minimum of I at Xo.

Florian Theil
Lang-time dynamics for Young measure solutions of nonlinear PDEs

We study two different model equations for phaBe transitions:

pü = u(ux)x + ßüxx - au
pü = u(ux)x + ßüxx

(V)
(M)

with a nonmonotonous stress-strain relation u. Equation (V) is refered to as "viscoelas
tically regularized wave equation" and has been studied by several authors; equation (M)
has been proposed by V. Levitas as a model for microkinetic fluctuations during phase
transitions. We will explain that both equations admit Young-measure solutions which
we construct with a method inspired by transport theory. .~

It is interesting that their long-time behaviours differ strongly. No solution of model
(V) can develop additional microstructure even if Young-measure solutions are admitted,
instead they decay to a stationary state. This contrasts with the long-time behaviour
of solutions of (M). Here, solutions can indeed develop fine sturcture and converge to a
genuine Young measure even if only classical initial conditions are admitted.

Matthias Winter
Microstructure and sur/ace energy, analytical results

We present an example of microstructure arising from a potential of the gradient with
incompatible minima. We show that the Young measure is homogeneous and unique. In
cluding surface energy we show that for the infinite sequentially laminated microstructure
the energy scales like exp(-uv1ogc-i), 0 < u,j2Iog 2 in the limit of c -4 0 (c being the
factor of the surface energy part) at least in the upper bound.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 25/1997

Nonlinear Evolution Equations

29.6. --5~ 7.1997

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Her~n S.. Klainerman (Prin
ceton), und Herrn M. Struwe (Zürich) statt. Die Teilnehmer kamen
aus Deutschland, Frankreich, Italien, Japan, USA, Schweiz und an
deren Ländern. Sie vertraten einen breiten Themenkreis aus dem Ge
biet der nichtlinearen Evolutionsgleichungen. Schwerpunkte der Ta
gung waren die drei folgenden Th-emenkreise, denen ausser etlichen
Vorträgen auch je eine "Discussion & Problem session" gewidmet
waren:

• Geometrische Evolutionsprobleme

• Wellengleichungen

• Dispersionsgleichungen

Dieses Programm gab viele Anregungen und viel Gelegenheit zu
fruchtbaren informellen Diskussionen.
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Zusammenfassungen:

The focussing problem for the porous medium equation

by Sigurd Angenent (Madison)

Reporting on joint work with D. G. Aronson I discussed the linear
stability of the "Gravelau solution" for the porous medium equation
Vt = (m-1)vßv+IVvI 2 . The G-solution is a radially symmetrie self
similar solution (of the form v(x, t) = (T -t)aV((T -t)-blxl», which
describes "hole filling", i. e. how a solution whose initial support
contains a circular hole will fill up that hole.

We found that depending on m the G-solution is unstable for
small non-symmetrie perturbations, and that as m decreases to 1,
the G-solution beeomes more and more unstable..

An infinite sequence of bifurcations occurs for same sequence
m n .J,. 1: at each m n a branch of self-similar solutions with only
discrete (hut not full rotational) symmetry appears.

Semi-linear wave equations with supercritical
nonlinearities

by Philip Brenner (Göteborg)

We prove that the solution' operator Et (cP, "p) for the nonlinear
Klein-Gordon (and wave-) equations are not Lipschitz mappings
from (a subset) of the energy space (H' n L p+1 ) x L2 to H;, for
t 1= 0, (n + 1)(~ - ;i;) ~ 1,0 :5 s :5 1. This is in contrast with the
subcritical case, where the corresponding mappings are Lipschitz.
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Here Ct(</J, 1/;) = u(·, t) , where u is the solution of the NLKG

{
a;u - ~xu + m 2u + lulp-1u = 0, t > 0,

ult=o(x) = et>(x), 8tult=o(x) = 'l/J(x),

and p > p. = (n + 2)/(n - 2) in the supercritical case, n ~ 4.

This result was an introduction to a discussion of supercritical
nonlinear wave equations and their solutions!

Global existence of solutions of Yang-Mills equations

by Piotr Chrusciel (Tours)

In this talk I review what the Yang-Mills equations are, and the
history of the existence problem. I also present a new theorem,
proved in collaboration with J. Shatah, that asserts global existence
of solutions of the Cauchy problem for the Yang-Mills equations on
globally hyperbolic Lorentzian four-dimensional manifolds.

Mean curvature evolution of spacelike hypersurfaces in
Lorentzian manifolds

by Klaus Ecker (Clayton, Victoria)

e
In this talk we will present the use of mean curvature type evolu-

tion in the construction of spacelike hypersurfaces of prescribed mean
curvature in Lorentzian manifolds. The case of spacetimes which ad
mit a compact Cauchy surface had been studied in joint work with
G. Huisken.

Our most recent work considers mean curvature flow of noo
compact spacelike hypersurfaces in asymptotically Hat spacetimes.
We show that in Minkowski space mean curvature fiow admits a
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global smooth solution for arbitrary spacelike initial data. This res
ult is based on some new interior estimates which also hold in general
asymptotically Hat spacetimes.

We also present solutions of the fiow which move by translation
and discuss their geometricproperties and possible applications to
general relativity.

The surface diffusion far irnrnersed hypersurfaces

by Joachim Escher (Basel)

(joint work with U. F. Mayer and G. Simonett, Van~erbilt Uni
versity)

Let f o be a compact closed connected orientable immersed ~y

persurface in ]Rn. Find a family f = {r(t); t ~ O} of hypersurfaces
satisfying tbe following evolution equation:

V(t) = ßr(t)Hr(t),f(O) = f o ,

where V denotes the normal velocity of r, while ßr(t) and Hr(t)
stand for the Laplace-Beltrami operator and the mean curvature of
r(t), respectively. We prove that problem (*) is classically well-posed

. for initial data ')'0 belonging to the class C2+cr. If r 0 is~sufficientIy
C 2+Gt-close to an Euclidean sphere we show that the solution exists
globally and converges exponentially fast in Coo to a sphere.

e Stability of motion of graphs by singular weighted
curvature

by Mi-Ho Giga (Sapporo)

A general stability result is established for general solutions of a
family of nonlinear evolutions with non-Ioeal diffusion in one space
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dimension.

Our motivation comes from material sciences and the "crystalline
algorithm". Our results justify the crystalline algorithm, also.

A level set method - revisited

by Yoshikazu Giga (Sapporo)

The comparison principle is one of the fundamental ~ools in the
level set method for surface evolution equations including the mean
curvature flow equation. It turns out that there are a couple of
ways to establish the comparison principle. Other than the stand
ard method, a dimension reduction argument and a barrier argument
are presented. These methods are very important to establish the
level set method for motion by nonlocal curvature including crys
talline flow. A dimension reduction. argument reduces the situation
for graph-like surfaces rather than' aclosed hypersurface. A barrier
argument reduces the problem to short time existence of smooth
solutions.

The Cauchy problem for the Zakharov system

by J. Ginibre (Orsay)

We study the loeal Cauchy problem in time for the Zakharov
system

{
i8tU + ßu = nu

On = ßlul2

governing Langmuir turbulence, with initial data
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in arbitrary space dimension v. We define a natural notion of critical
ity according to which the critical values of (k, f) are (v/2-3/2, v/2
2). Using a method recently developed by Bourgain, we prove that
the Zakharov system is locally well-posed for a variety of values of
(k,l). The results cover the whole subcritical range for 11 ~ 4. For
v ~ 3, they cover only part of it and the lowest admissible v8lues are
(k, l) = (1/2,0) for v = 2,3 and (k, f) = (0, -1/2) for 11 = 1. As a
by-product of the one-dimensional result, we prove well-posedness of
the Benney system governing the interaction of short and lang waves
for the same values of (k, l).

Scattering problem for the Hartree type equations with
a long range potential .;~,:c;·7

by Nakao Hayashi (Tokyb)

(joint work with Pavel I. Naumkin)

We study the scattering problem and asymptotics for l~ge time
of solutions to the Cauchy problem for the Hartree -type equations

{

iUt = -~Llu + f(luI 2)u (t,x) E R~. Rn,

u(O,x) = Uo{x), X ERn, . n ~ 2,

where the nonlinear interaction term is f ()uI 2 ) = V * lul2 , V(x) =
Alxl-6

, AE lR, 0 < d < 1. In the case n ~ 2 we suppose that the
initial data Uo E Hn+2,O n HO,n+2 and the value f = lI uoIlHn+2.o +
lI uollHo,n+2 is sufficiently smalL Then we prove that the following
decayestimate lIu(t)IILP :5 C€t~-! is valid for all t ~ 1 and 2 '5 p :5
00. Furthermore we show that for ~ < lJ < 1 there exists a unique
final state u+ E Hn+2,O such that for all t ~ 1
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where ~ denotes the Fourier transform of the function 4>, Hm,s
{cl> ES'; 114>llm,s = 11(1 + IxI2)s/2(1 - ß)m/2c1>IIL2 < 00},1n,s E R.

Heat-kernels and maximal Lp-Lq-regularity for
evolution equations

by Matthias Hieber (Karlsruhe)

e
In this talk, we consider apriori estimates for solutions of the

equation
u' + Au = f

of the form

where 0 < T < 00, 1 < p, q < 00 and A is an elliptic differential
operator with non-smooth coefficients, e.g. aß or div(agrad) with
a E L OO

• We prove such an estimate for operators for which the
kernel of etA satisfies an upper Gaussian bound and in particular for
the examples above.

Relativistie membranes and time-harmonie flow

by Jens Hoppe (Zürich)

e
Hypersurface motions in Riemannian manifolds whose normal ve

locity is proportional to the induced volume-element on the surface
are shown to have the property that the time t(x) at which the hy
persurface passes a point x is a harmonie funetion. In a Hamiltonian
formulation (either using parametrized surfaces or, after Hamiltonian
reduetion, a spaee of shapes) the non-linear evolution. equations are
shown to possess infinitely many Poisson-commuting conservation
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•

laws. These time-harmonic fl0'.Vs are also related to the problem of
finding extremal 3-manifolds in 4-dimensional Minkowski space, and
to 2+1 dimensional gas-dynamics.

New estimates for the mean curvature flow

by Gerhard Huisken (Tübingen)

(joint work with C. Sinestrari)

When Mt c IRn+l is a solution of mean curvature fiow such
that on Mö Sk(Ä) ~ 0, where Sk(X) = Sk(Al, ... ,.An ) is the k-th
symmetrie polynomial of the principal curvatures, then for all Tl > 0
there. exists a constant C'1 > 0 such that

In particular, any rescaling near a singularity leads to a surface with
Sk+l (X) ~ o.

Non-uniqueness for the p-harmonic flow

by Norbert Hungerbühler (Zürich)

If 10 : n c jRm --+- sn is a weakly p-harmonic map from a bounded
smooth .domain n in jRm (with 2 < P < m) into a sphere and if 10
is not stationary p-harmonic, then there exist infinitely many weak
solutions of the p-harmonic flow with i~itial and boundary data 10,

\Le. there are infinitely many global weak solutions 1 : n x lI4 -i- sn
of

atl - div(lV'IIp-2 V f) =-IV'fl PI weakly on n x lI4
1 = 10 on the parabolic boundary.
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We also show that there exist non-stationary weakly (m-l)-harmonic
maps 10 : Bm ---+ sm-I.

In the proof, we first construct aglobai weak solution using ap
proximations obtained by a time-discrete scheme, and the special
geometry of the target manifold to pass to the limit. Then, we prove
that in case of initial data which are weakly p-harmonic hut not
stationary, the constructed solution .cannot be constant in time.

Penrose inequality and inverse mean curvature ftow e
by Tom Ilmanen (Evanston)

(This is joint work with G. Huisken.) The Penrose conjecture of
general relativity, in its purely Riemannian case, states the following:
in an asymptotically Hat 3-manifold of nonnegative scalar curvature,
the ADM mass bounds the are'a of each outermost minimal surface.
Using the inverse mean curvature flow put forward by Gerach and
Jang-Wald, we succeed in proving this, even though the evolvi~g

surfaces jump around in the 4-manifold. A corollary is the positive
mass theorem of Schoen and Yau.

Same evolution questions and results in general
relativity

by Jim Isenberg (Potsdam)

Einstein's equation is a hyperbolic system, with a well-posed
Cauchy problem. While global existence for Einstein's equation is
a subtle issue-since there is no fixed apriori spacetime-the be
haviour of solutions into the far future and far past' is of intense
interest. For cosmological solutions-those with spatially compact
Cauchy surfaces-the Hawking-Penrose singularity theorems indic
ate that generically the spacetimes are not geodesically complete.

10



The strong cosmic censorship conjecture then suggests that gener-:
ically it is unbounded curvature which causes this incompleteness,
and that generically a maximal globally hyperbolic solution cannot
be extended across a Cauchy horizon. We discuss a number of results
which support this open conjecture. The most recent result concerns
solutions with a spatially acting T2 isometry group. We use global
existence techniques to show that every such solution admits a global
foliation by constant T 2 orbit area hypersurfaces. This result s~ould
be very helpful for studying strong cosmic censorship for this family·
of solutions.

Does a quantum particle know the time?

by Lev Kapitanski (Manhatten)

(joint work with I. Rodnianski)

We study the regularity ofthe solution E(t,x) ofthe Schrödinger
equation

on the circle x E 1r = JR/71 with the initial condition

E(O, x) = L: 6(x - n).
z

We prove that for rational t, E(t,·) belangs to the Besov space B;,l.
For a generic irrational t, the regularity of E(t,') is 1/2 better:
E(t,o) E B;}/2. We.show that for every (1 E [0,09) there is a"class

*öf irrationals 1(0-) such that E(t,·) E B~ tT if t E 1(C1).

11



Instability of the Euler equation

by Herbert Koch (Heidelberg)

The 2-d Euler equations for an incompressible fluid have many
stationary solutions. If f is an arbitrary function and ß4> = !(4J),
<p = 0 at the boundary, then u = \7.1.4> is a stationary solution to the
Euler equation. We show that any stationary solution u in Cl,<:> is e
Ljapunov unstable if the vector field 11 has a hyperbolic stationary
point.

It has been shown by Friedlander and Vishik that the linearized
How is exponentially unstable. Since the map from the initial data
to the solution is not differentiable there seems to be no easy way to
derive nonlinear instability from linearized stability in general. The
instability is due to compression in one direction which we directly
study for the nonlinear equation.

Solutions of semi linear Schrödinger equations in HS

by Hartmut Pecher (Wuppertal)

The Cauchy problem

{

Ut + ßu = clulO'u cE C

u(x,O) = 4J(x) E H s ,2(lRn
)

has a solution u E CO([O,T],Hs,2(IRn)) locally in t if the following
conditions are satisfied:

n ~ 3,0 ~ s < ~

and moreover

a) if 0 ::; s ~ 2: 0 < t7 < n ~2s

12



b) if 2 < s < 4 : s - 2 < u < n~2s

c) if s ~ 4 : s - 3 < (j < n~28.

If in addition u ~ ~ and 1Iet>IIH",2 is sufliciently smalI, the solution
is global in t. This generalizes former results of Cazenave-Weissler,
Ginibre-Ozawa-Velo and Kato, namely the lower bound on u is im
proved to include less regular nonlinearities.

N ash-Maser methods für the solution of nonlinear ~

evolution equatians

by Markus Poppenberg (Dortmund)

A general new method for the proof of Iocal well-posedness of
nonlinear evolution equations is discussed. This technique is based
on a combination of Nash-Moser-methods with semigroup theory.
Two applications are considered: The first result is a proof of the
Iocal well-posedness in Hoo in the fully nonlinear parabolic case;
the proof is based .on a generalized Nash-Moser implicit function
theorem and uses semigroup theory and elliptic theory. The second
application is a joint work with H. Lange and H. Teismann; the
Iocal well-po~edness in Hoo is proved for the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation

u(O)
=

=

(where a is areal constant). This equ·ation appears in several ap
plications in physics (e.g. theory of superfluids).
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Contact problems in thermoelasticity - existence and
exponential stability

by Reinhard Racke (Konstanz)

After a review of nonlinear evolution equations arising for initial
boundary value problems to the nonlinear equations of thermoelasti
city with linear boundary conditions - in particular discussing the
relation of possible decay of solutions and the geometry of thW
main -, we discuss contact problems. Here, the linearized equa.s
are considered together with nonlinear boundary conditions of con
tact type. We present results on the existence of solutions both
to the fully dynamieal (hyperbolic-parabolic) and to the quasist
atic (elliptic-parabolic) systems, combined with a description of the
exponential stability. Ingredients of the proofs and methods used:
penalty ansatz, energy methods, campactness by compensation.

On SOb.ltions for periodic generalized KdV equations

by Gigliola Staffilani (Stanford)

In the first part of this talk we consider the problem of loeal and
global well-posedness for the periodic generalized KdV initial value
problem

{
OtU + o~u + AUkoxU = 0 AEIRe
u(x,O) = q,(x) x E 1r, t E IR,

with initial data q, in the energy space H 1 . The praof we present uses
a change of variable together with a generalization of an argument
due to Bourgain. In the second part we show that if the .energy
norm H 1 of the solution u is uniformly bounded, then tbe solution
is global in time and for its Sobolev norms we have the polynomial
bound lIu(t)IIH" ~ Cltl2s

, s ~ 1. Ta prove this last result we cannot

14



use Kato's smoothing effeet, a good tool to abtain similar bounds on
the line. We use instead bilinear estimates for funetions in Bourgain
spaees ys,b, with s < 0..

Relativistic and N onrelativistic Elastodynamics with
Small Shear Strains

by A. Shadi Tahvildar-Zadeh (Prineeton)

We present a new variational formulation for relativistie dynam-
. ies of isotropie hyperelastie solids. We introduee th.El..shear strain
tensor and study the geometry of characteristics in ·.i~e cotangent
bundle fOl the relativistic equations, under the assumption of small
shear strains, and obtain a result on the stability of the double char
acteristic manifold.We then foeus on the nonrelativistic limit of the
above formulation, and eompare it to the classical formulation of
elastodynamics via displacements. We obtain a global existence res
ult for small-amplitude elastic waves in materials under a eonstant
isotropie deformation and a result on the formation of singularities
for large data. .

Local and global well-posedness for semi-linear~

hyperbolic equations

by Daniel Tataru (Prineeton)

The aim of this talk is to give an overview of some older and same
recent results on loeal and global well-posedness. We describe the
x s ,8 spaces associated to. the wave operators, which have been cru
cial in most of the new results. Their multiplicative properties are
also discussed, tagether with the various special structures of non
linearities called null-forms. A~ it turns out, these spaces work only
up to a eertain point, and same new methods are necessary. In ihis

15
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context we give some improved bilinear estimates of Strichartz type.
These new estimates eventually lead to modifications of the XS'(}

spaces that are crucial to the study of most of the remaining sub
stantial problems. In particular we discuss some new results (joint
with S. Klainerman) on Yang-Mills equations in ·4 + 1 dimensions,
and also some new results on the wave map equation at the critical
level in 4+ dimensions.

Isoperimetrie inequalities and flow by mean curvature

by Peter Topping (Zürich)

We explore the link between the mean curvature flow and inequal
ities relating geometrie quantities such as area, volume, diameter
and Willmore energy. On one hand we observe how isoperimetric
inequalities can be extraeted from the theory of curve shortening
on surfaces; in partieular we give a new inequality which simultan
eously generalises the inequalities of Alexandrov, Huber, Bol and
others. On the other hand, we find geometrie inequalities which
fiust be satisfied for the mean curvature flow in higher dimensions
to evolve smoothly befare disappearing at a point; in partieular we
give a lower bound for the area of a dumbbell in terms of its length
which must be satisfied for its neck not to pinch off.

"Well-posedness in the energy class for the Cauchy
problem of the Zakharov-Klein-Gordon equations

by Yoshio Tsutsumi (Tokyo)

We consider the time Ioeal well-posedness in the energy class
for the Cauchy problem of the Zakharov-Klein-Gordon equations,
when. the Klein-Gordon wave and the aeoustic wave have different
propagation speeds.
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Asymptotically self-similar solutions of the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation

by Fred Weissler (Villetaneuse)

(joint work with Thierry Cazenave)

We consider the equation

where u = u(t, x), t E lR, x E RN, U E C, and ~ E R. The initial
value u(O, x) is denoted 4> = <p(x). Inspired by recent work of Can
none and Planekon on the Navier-Stokes system, we show that if c/J E
S' is suc,h that SUPt>o tßlleitß 110+2 is smalI, where ~ti < ~o < Q+ 2

and ß = 4;-1<:~W·, then there is a (positively) global solution u(t)

of the NLS equation such that tß llu(t)!Ia+2 :S M for all t > o. For </>

we can take f/>(x) = c PkJ:)k' where Pk is a homogeneous polynomial
Ixl Cl

of degree k,. and c is smalI. Such</> give rise to self-similar solutions
(non-radial if Pk is non-radial).

Writing c/J = 4>1 + <P2 where <PI has compact support and contains
the singularity at the origin, and letting U2(t) be the solution with
initial value </>2, we show that Ilu2(t) - u(t)lIa+2 decays more rapidly
than t- ß

, and so U2 is asymptotically self-similar as t ~ 00. Note
that U2 E H 1 if Q < 11. Finally, if 1J < Q < N ~2' we use the pseudo
conformal transformation to construct locally H 1 solutions which
blow up in finite time with an asymptotically self-similar profile.

17



Global Equivariant Yang-Mills Connections on the 1 + 4
Dimensional Minkowski Space

by Lutz Wilhelmy (Zürich)

We construct global equivariant Yang-Mills fields on the 1 + 4
dimensional Minkowski space for data with finite energy. The solu
tion obtained is unique within a certain regularity class. Its pos
itive Yang-Mills energy is conserved with· the exception of fini_
many times ti. At these instants at least a certain amount of wr
ergy is absorbed in the spatial origin. While we cannot exclude that
the Yang-Mills potential becomes singular also during time intervals
between consecutive ti, the Yang-Mills fields and the stress-energy
momentum tensor are at most singular at these instants and then
only at the spatial origin. For regular data with small total energy
the solution is· globally regular.

The reduced equatioil is very similar to the equation for equivari
ant wave maps. The arguments carry aver to this problem and
provide an alternative approach to the global existence results for
wave maps 9f Shatah and Tahvildar-Zadeh.

Berichterstatter: Norbert Bollow/Norbert Hungerbühler
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Vortragsauszüge

BEN ANDREWS

Eigenvalue estimates with applications to geometrie evolution equations

'Ve consider a collection of evolution equations including
(1) Parabolic "Prescribed sealar curvature:' equation:
If Rt9t = - ~gt, then the metrics gt converge (after rescaling to fixed volume) to ametrie with R = K,
if they remain comparable to 90 up to scaling. The Kazdan-Warner obstructions to existence of such
metries imply that often the rescaled metries must "blow up:' for arbitrary initial data. The theorem of
Hersch also shows that for any non-constant K the same resuIt holds for generic initial data.
(2) Gauss cunrature flows:
Consider hypersurfaces moving by ~ = -'l1(n)KQ n, q, : sn ~ R+ smooth. \Ve prove an analogue
of Hersch's eigenvalue estimate which shows any possibly limiting solution is unstable if Q < n~2 or
if Q = n~2 and '1' is non-constant. Hence the isoperimetric ratio roust approach infinity for solutions
starting from generic initial data. 'Ve also prove analogues of the Kazdan-Warner obstructions: which
imply the same result for arbitrary initial data for many of these equations.

CLAIRE C. CHAN

Complete area-minimizing hypersurfaces with prescribed asymptotics at infinity

Given a minimal cone C = {rw : w E E, r > O} with isolated singularity, if C is strictl)" minimizing, it is
shown that there exists a large family of complete area-minimizing hypersurfaces asymptotic at infinity
to C: that is, surfaces of the form graphc u :: {x E Rn+l : x = rw + u(rw)ii(w) , rw E n c C} outside a
compact set, where ii is a choice of unit normal on C, and r- 1u(rw) =0(1) as r -t 00. The result holds
also in the strictly minimizing: non-strictly stahle case, although for simplicity: only the strictly stable
Ca5e is described here.
!VIore specifically, the linearisation of the mean cunrature operator, i.e. Jacobi field operator LC: admits
separation of variables. Separated solutions of LCt/J = 0 are of the form r"Y;+l,pj(w). In case C is also
strictly stable, the indices ,; are ordered as follows ... ':5 1'}+1 ':5 'j". < ,. < ,i < , .. s ,j <
o = ')+1 ':5 ... ,j ~ ,t+l .. '. \Ve denote by J, the J-dimensional space of "slow-decaying" Jacobi

fields {E;=l cjr"Yt+ltPi}' Corresponding to each minimizing hypercone with isolated singularity C are

complete hypersurfaces S± ~ graphcu± which are up to homotheties unique minimizers lying on either
side of C. A strictly minimizing cone is characterised by the slow decay r-Iu± =±c±r"Yt4>1 + O(r"Yi -t).
We show that .:J parametrizes a J-parameter family .M of distinct complete minimizing hypersurfaces.
In particular, if J > n + 2, there exists a continuum of non-congruent complete minimizing hypersurfaces
asymptotic to C at infinity.
A sketch of the proof goes as fOllOWS: By the contraction mapping principle, the set C\B1 (0) is perturbed
to a minimal surface (\\;th boundary) having the desired "slow-asymptotics:' at infinity. Specifically, given
tPl' 'l/J2 E 3, with ~tPIII:: 11,li21I: ~ f, there correspond minimal graphs UW1 ' 'U W2 satisfying

Now fixing some .,p E :J the perturbed surface Tl :> graphcul is then arbitrarily completed. Using Tl
as an obstac1e, a complete "one-side area-minimizing" surface T2 is found amongst surfaces lying on
one side of Tl. Then T2 :> graphCtL2 is used as an obstac1e to find a complete "one-sided rninimizer"
T3 :J graphcu3 (on the Tl side). The resulting T3 must then be actually minimizing. In the process of
obtaining the complete minimizer, a sequence of obstacle problems are solved while moving the prescribed
boundaries to infinity. The strictly minimizing property is used to guarantee that the sequence of solutions
does not diverge to infinity. In addition, by means oE a "fast-decaying" harner previously employed by
Hardt and Simon, each one-sided minimizer is sho\\''1l to be ''rapidly:' asymptotic to the abstacle, in the
sense that r- I (UI - U2), r- l (U2 - ua) = Q(r"Yi -f). Thus the minimizers {T3(1/J)}WE.7 finally obtained
still have distinct s]ow-asymptotics in the sense of (*).
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GERHARD DZIUK

Anisotropie mean eurvature flow of graphs

Anisotropy of space is introduced via an anisotropy function I : R n+ 1 ~ R + Voo-hich is positively homoge
neous of degree one. Tbe problem of mean cun~ture Bow for the graph r(t) = {(x: u(x: t)1 xE fl}: nc
Rn bounded: is to find a function u = u(x: t) which solves the equation

n

Ut - VI + IvuI2 E '"(PjPA: (vu: -l)uzjz • = 0
i,k=l

in n x (0: T). 1t is proved that under natural assumptions: inc1uding adequate convexity of'Y and 'Y-mean
convexity of an: a global classical solution exists. A Finite Element :Method for the numerical solution
of the problem is derived from a variational fonn of the equation and as)'-mptotic convergence is proved.
The algorithm can be applied experimentally to crystalline anisotropy_ This is joint work with Klaus
Declcelnick: Freiburg.

KLAUS ECKER

Interior estimates for mean eurvature ßow of spacelike hypersurfaces

\Ve present new interior gradient and curvature estimates for spacelike hypersurfaces in Lorentzian mani
folds evohing by mean curvature. The technical problems involved are very different from those arising
in mean curvature flow in Riemannian manifolds. . ~ ::1'--, -

These estimates are then used to establish the existence of a global srnooth solution of .the Bow for
arbitrary non-compact spacelike initial data in Ivlinkowski space. Selfsimilar solutions of the fiow will
also be discussed.

L. CRAIG EVANS

Monge-Kantorovich mass transfer and stochastic sandpile models

A problem posed by l\·longe in the early 1780:5 is: in modern terms: this: Given 2 measures dJ..L+ = j+dx
and dJ..L- = j-dy: with J j+ dx = J j-dy: find a mapping~· whieb minimizes the work

w[s] := Jc(x:§(x))j+(x) dx

... ~ ...~

Ir §. is a minimizer: a first-variation calculation shows DxC(x: §·(x» = D1J: for same potential va (=
Lagrange multiplier for the constraint (**». The cases C(x:y) = tlx - 111 2

: Ix - 111 are particularly
interesting.
Same (crude) models of "sandpile growth:' can be interpreted as a ~'Ionge-Kantorovich roass transfer on
a "fast:: time scale: e.g. j - Ut E aI[uJ: where u := height: [[u] = 0 if IDul :$ 1 a.e., = +00 otherwise .
Recently Rezakhanlou and I have introduced a related stochastic model:
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~1ARTIN FLUCHER

Construction of comparison functions by p-harmonic transplantation

\Ve define the p-harmonic transplantation of a radial function U = toGo to be u := t 0 G;r.. Here G:r.
denotes the p-Green:s function

The properties

-div (j\7G;r.IP-2vG:r.) =0

G;r. = 0

in n
on an

If.

lead to estimates that are complementary (and sharper) to those obtained by symrnetrization techniques.
The p-harmonic radius p(x) is defined by

G;r.(Y) = K(ly - xl) - K(p(x)) + 0(1) asy-.+x

where

K(r) = {c r;=T
-c log(r)

if 1 < p < n
if p = n

denotes the fundamental singularity of the p-Laplacian.
Reference: rvI. Flucher: Variational problems with concentration (Birkhäuser: to appear)

JENS FREHSE

Regularity for nonlinear mixed boundary value problems

A simple technique is presented to obtain H3j2-o,2-regularity for mixed boundary value problems. (The
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary may touch in corners with angles ::; 1800 .) This applies for equations
and systems

-DiFi(x, \7u) = -Difi

where the Pi corne from a variational integral JF(x, \7u)dx and uniform ellipticity is assumed.
For n = 3, also the stationary Navier-Stokes system is treated in a similar way. So it is for, say: 66.u = f
where H5j2-6,2 is achieved.
For Hencky:s law: the tangential derivatives of the stresses are proven to be in H- 1 j2: i.e.

Jlu(x + h) - u(x)1 2 dx K
s~p Ihl ::; :

h tangential. Imbedding theorems and weighted estimate yield LQ-properties for \7u and V2u. For
example, \7u E L3+6 for n = 3,u E Co.
This is joint work with Carsten Ebmeyer.

CLAUS GERHARDT

Closed hypersurfaces of prescribed mean curvature in conformally Bat space

\Ve prove the existence of c10sed hypersurfaces horneomorphic to sn of prescribed mean cun~ture in a
10cally conformally Hat space if n ~ 6.
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HANS-CHRISTOPH GRUNAU

Positivityand eritieal dimensions in a semilinear polyharmonie eigenvalue problem

\Ve are interested in the eritical behaviour of certain dimensions in the semilinear polyharmonie eigenvalue
problem

in
for

B,
101 $ m-1.

(1)

Here m E N, B C Rn is the unit ball, n > 2m: ). E R; s = (n + 2m}/(n - 2m) is the critical Sobolev
exponent.
Pueci and Serrin (1990) raised the question in which so called "critical dimensions:: the Dirichlet prob
lem behaves "eritically:' with respect to the existence of "ground states':. How does this phenomenon:
which was in the ease m = 1 discQvered by Brezis & Nirenberg (1983), depend on the order 2m
of the polyharmonic operator in (I), if m increases arbitrarily. Pucci and Serrin conjectured that if
n E {2m + 1, ... : 4m - I} the Dirichlet problem (I) has no radial solution for ). elose to O. Their conjec·
ture gains support from complementary existence results. Until now only parts of this eonjecture eould
be proven, a full proof seems to be out of reach.
On the other hand if the Pucci-Serrin conjecture is (slightly?) modified, a surprisingly simple proof can
be given. In the present talk I would like to show that if n E {2m + 1, ... : 4m - I} there is DO positive
radial solution to problem (1) for ). elose to O.
The proof reHes upon some positivity and monotonicity properties of higher order Dirichlet problems.
\Vith respect to such properties only little seems to hold for higher order equations and still less seems
to be known.

l\1ICHAEL GRÜTER

Regularity at the free boundary of minimal surfaces and harmonie mappings

Parametrie minimal surfaces in R 3 are eonformally pararnetrized mappings from a two-dimensional do
main into R 3 such that each eoordinate is a harmonie funetion. Free boundary and partially free boundary
problems for minimal surfaces have been studied sinee Couranfs book appeared in 1950. In particular,
the regularity problem has attracted the attention of a number of mathematicians ever sinee. Hefe I con
sider the corresponding regularity problem for harmonie mappings. For stationary harmonie mappings I
show regularity up to the free boundary by reducing the problem to a hvo-dimensional minimal surfaee in
R5 having its free boundary on a three-dimensional supporting surface. Earlier results by Hildebrandt,
Nitsche and myself ean then be applied and give the desired result. The construction ean be generalized
to the case of stationary points of conforrnally invariant integrals for mappings into Riemannian manifolds
and for supporting surfaees with boundary. For weakly harmonie mappings I have so far only been able
to exclude isolated singularities by using an idea of Saeks and Uhlenbeck.

NORBERT HUNGERSÜHLER

Uniqueness for n-Laplace typ e systems

This talk was based on joint work with Georg Dolzmann and Stefan lVlüller.
We eonsider the nonlinear elliptic system

-O'(x, u, Du) = J.l in TJ'(0):

u = 0 on an,

for u: n -+ R m, where J.L is an Rm-valued Radon measure with finite mass on an open bounded domain
n eRn. "Te assume that 0' has coercivity rate n and growth rate n - 1 in the gradient variable and
satisfies mild assumptions on the regularity and monotonicity together with a structure condition. Then,
there exists a solution u E B~:10(n) and Du E Lq(fl) for all q < n~ provided {lc is of type A. \Ve show
that in fact Du E Ln':X>(fl). In view of the Green~s function for the n-Laplace equation these results are
optimal.
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Ivloreover, if 0 is a Lipschitz domain and if u does not depend on U and is uniformly monotone, we prove
the following uniqueness result:
If 11" V E WI,l (OL U - v E W~,I (0) and Du, Dv E Ln,::x>(o) then

divu(x, Du) = divu(x,Dv) in V/(O),

implies u == v. In fact, it is sufficient to assume Dv E Lq(!l) for q < n, elose enough to n.

JOHN HUTCHINSON

Approximating H-surfaces of disc-type

In joint work with Gerd Dziuk (Uni\'. Freiburg) we consider the problem of obtaining finite element ap
proximations to solutions of the Plateau Problem for disc-like surfaces in R 3 having prescribed boundary
r and prescribed mean curvature H.
The appropriate variational setting is to obtain stationary points for the energy functional

I/, 2H JE(u) = 2' D IDuj2 + 3 U'Ux I\U1/

where D is the unit disc in R 2 and
u: D -+ R3

UIDD: 8D -+ r
is a monotone parametrization (ta rule out Jacobi fields corresponding to the conformal group, an integral
version of the three point condition is also imposed).
\Ve are interested in approximating both stable and unstable solutions, in particular the so-called small
and large H -surfaces.
The natural idea of working directly with piecewise linear elements (functions) in a discretized disc D '1 is
not used, due to the nonlinearity of the class of competing functions. Instead one considers H -harmonie
extensions of boundary functions v ; aD -+ r and writes v = "y 0 s for some fixed parametrisation
'Y: SI -+ r.
Thus we take CO n Ht - maps s : 8D -t SI with winding number one and consider the functional
l(s) = E(1' 0 s).
Denoting solutions of the smooth and a certain corresponding discrete problem by u and uh respectively,
we have proved in case H = 0 that near any u (not necessarily stable) there is a unique Uh, and that
moreover

where ,\ is the non-degeneracy constant for u.
Analogous results have also been obtained: if H f; 0, for the Dirichlet problem.
\Ve are currently applying the previous resuIts to the H i:- 0 Plateau Problem.

TO~I ILr..·IANEN

The inverse mean curvature :8ow

\Ve show long-term weak existence, compactness and partial regularity for the parabolic surface evolution

,~.. ;

1
v=li'

v = normal velocity, H = mean curvature, Nt a family of hypersurfaces flowing in an n-manifold.
The key ingredients are
(1) A variationallevel-set formulation whereby Nt = {u = t}, where u : AI -+ [0,00) minimizes

Ju(v]:= f rDvl + vrDur
JM\Eo
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where aEo = lVo.
(2) Elliptic regularization of the resulting level set equation

H{u=t} = IDul·

,An application is the proof of the (Riemannian) Penrose Inequality of general relativity.
This is joint work with Gerhard Huisken.

HITOSHI ISHII

Homogenization of the Cauchy problem for Hamilton-Jacobi equations

Asymptotic behavior of solutions of the Cauchy problem for Hamilton-Jacobi equations v.;th periodic
coefficients as the frequenc)" of periodicity tends to infinity is discussed. The limit functions are char
acterized as unique solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi equations with the Hamiltonians detennined by the
corresponding cell problems. Our results apply to the case where the initial data oscillates periodically
and so does the Hamiltonian both in the spatial and time variables.

NrNA ~1. IvocHKINA

The description of one class of fully nonlinear parabolic equations and some results con
cerning the solvability of the first initial boundary value problem

Evolutionary equations in question are described in terms of the pairs (G: D): D C R 1 x Sym(n):G :
D ~ R I . The domain D has to be convex and G to be concave over D and also' monotone: i.e.
C(s - u: 5 - 11) ~ C(s: S) if (s: S) E D(s}: q ~ 0: 11 ~ 0 are arbitrary.
\Ve require (8: BSB) E D if (8: S) E D and B is an arbitrary orthogonal matrix. Here and belaw
D(s) = {S: (s: S) E D}. Let O(s) = SUPOD(I) lims-+so G(s: S): G(5) = infD(s) limQ~::X>C(s, (5).
\Ve always assurne -00 :::; O(s) < O(s) :'5 00. Eventually the existence of v(s: G) is assumed S.t.

tr Gii(s,S) ~ v(s:C) > 0: Gij =8C/85ij : (s:5) E D.
Let a ~ 0: b, .4 > 0: AO ~ 0, lV be given functians and matrices respectively defined on Ci xRI xRn , Q =
fl X (0, T): fl eRn. \Ve introduce the operators s[u] = -aUt + b: 8[uJ = u(xx) - UtAO + W, G[u] =
G(s[u]: 5[u]) , u(;c;r) = A !uxxA t. By definition a function u is admissible Hf (8[U]: S[u])(z) E D, Z =
(x,t) E Q+.
Theorem. Let u E C2+a ,1+t(Q) n C4 •2 (Q) be an admissible solution to the problem

9 = g(z:u:ux ): '1': -I>z are given smooth functions. Assume that either a or A is strictly positive and G
is uniforrnly monotone over D: i.e.

Then lIullc2.1(Q) :'5 C (vo: lIullcl.o(Q)}. The conditional soh-ability of problems (*) sequels the Theorem.

ROBERT JERRARD

Vortex dynamics for the Ginzburg-Landau Schroedinger equation

\\Te characterize the asymptotic behavior in the limit e -+ 0 of solutions of the equation

iu~ - ßue: + 2..(lu I:1 2
- 1) uE = 0 in T 2 x [0, Tl

e2

for appropriate initial data hE
• In particular, we show that solutions exhibit "vortices:: and that these

vortices evolve by an ODE. If ~1 (t): ...,{n(t) are the limiting vortex locations: then
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where IV is the renormalized energy identified by Bethuel, Brezis and Helein. This resoh~es a wellknown
open problem.
Main ingredients in the proof are a new weighted energy estimate

for Ju€ := det Du, 1] smooth; and results which show that, if ~i are vortex locations,

are vortex degrees, then
Ju d.x ~ 1T E di 8(t

Il ~1T E 8(;

This is joint work with J. Colliander.

BERND KAWOHL

MaximUlll and Comparison Principles far Anisotropie Diffusion

Image processing leads to many interesting variational and diffusion problems. Among these problems
N. Kutev and I considered the so called Perona~l\·lalik model, in which a given gray-scale g(x) is supposed
to evoh'e into a sharper image under the How described by Ut - div (a(IDuI 2 )Du) = 0 in n x R+, with no
ßux condition on an x R+ and initial datum u(O:x) = g(x). A model case for a is a(s) = (1 + S)-I. If v
denotes -Du(x)/IDu(x)1 and 1] all the orthogonal directions to ~, the differential equation turns into

Ut = b(lDul 2 )uvv + a(lDuI 2 )ufJ 'l

where b(8) = (1 - s)(1 + 8)-2 changes sign at a threshhold So =.1. Therefore the spatial operator on
the right hand side is of mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type. In one space dimension the equation becomes
a forward-backward parabolic equation, for which maximum and comparison principles have preYiously
been dismissed as hopeless.
Assuming existence of weak C 1-solutions we prove a maximum principle: and for the case of one space
dimension we furthermore derive a number of qualitative results such as the preservation and enhancement
of "edges". rvIoreover we give a restricted comparison principle and suggest a way to prove the existence
of solutions.

GARY LIEBERMANN

Parabolie equations with exponential growth

It is well-known that solutions of parabolic equations of the form -Ut + div A(Du) = 0 have good
regularity properties provided A acts sufficiently like a polynomial. I showed that the same is true if
A(p) = exp(8Ipj2)p for some positive constant 8. In this ta1k, we discuss the corresponding equation ..
when A(P) grows even faster, for example A(p) =exp(exp(l + IpI2))p. For the analogaus elliptic equation -
div A(Du) = 0: such behavior is also well·understood.

THOMAS NEHRING

Hypersurfaees with prescribed Gauss curvature and boundary in Riemannian manifolds

Consider a strongly convex, strictly locally convex compact subset BeN: (N,'Y) a Riemannian manifold
of dimension n + 1; assume 8B is smooth and n c aB is a connected subset with smooth boundary
r = an. If there exists a strictly convex function 'lt : fj ~ R, and if K : iJ ~ R>o is a sffiooth function
with KlOß ~ KOß (the Gauss curvature of 8B), it is shown that there exists a hypersurface Al C B such
that
• KIM = KM and Al is strictly locally convex
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• aAl = r
• AI is diffeomorphic to n
The proof is based on mod 2 degree theory and the main ingredients for this are C 2-estimates at the
boundary. These are derived by looking at IV locally as aperturbation of Euclidean space and byapplying
methods which are knO'\\-ll to work in Euclidean space.

in n S; R .

on8n

f\1ICHAEL RUZICKA

Existence results for electrorheological fluids. .

The steady motion of a stear dependent electrorheological fluid is govemed by the system

-div T+u' vu + '\711" = J +XEE· vE
div u = 0

u=O
(1)

..
where the stress tensor T is given by

div E = 0

curl E = 0

E·n=Eo·n

in n (2)

(3)

T = 02 E®E + 03 D + Os (DE ® E + E® DE)

02 = 021 ((1 + IPI2)~ - 1)

03 = (031 + 033 IEI2 )(1 + IDI2)~

05 = 0:51 (1 + IDI2)~

pE Cl (R+); 1 < P:x> :5 p(s) :5 Po < 00.

\Vithin the framework of Sobolev-spaces T defines an operator with non-standard growth conditions
and thus monotonicity arguments cannot \Vork. Under certain conditions ensuring that T defines a
coercive~ monotone operator we show that for P;;o E (~, 6), Po < f(P;;o) there exist strong solutions
u E IV2 .r (O) n I'V~'Poc (0), r < p~~ E E w2 ,q(O), q > 3 of the system (1) - (3). Also in the time
dependent situation we obtain the existence of weak solutions if p:xJ E [2,6), Po < j(p:;,o). .

FRIEDRICH SAUVJGNY

Minimal surfaces in a wedge

This is areport on my joint investigations together with Professor Stefan Hildebrandt (Univ. Bonn) on
minimal surfaces solving a singular mixed boundary value problem (for minimal surfaces). \Ve observe
that minimal surfaces creep along the singular line of a support surface whieb consists of two halfplanes
meeting there. Furtherrnore, we derive an oscillation estimate for the unit normal of a minimal surface
having a wedge-type free boundary. This implies a result of Bernstein·type for minimal surfaces in a
wedge.

BARBARA STOTH

A free boundary problem in the mean fleld theory of superconductivity

'Ve prove a partial regularity result for a free boundary problem in the mean field theory of supercon
ductivity. It consists in detennining t/J E CO,1 (0) and q E Hloc (R2 ) with
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Here 0 S; R2 is a bounded domain and qX) is given with -ßqXl + qXJXOO ::;:; 0 in R2. This is a two
dimensional superconductivity model where w::;:; vJ.1j; is the vortex density and ii ::;:; vJ.g is the magnetic
field.
We show the
Theorem: Either q == const in 0 or A :::;:; {x E 01 q(x) ::;:; tf;(x), \/'q(x) ::;:; O} consists locally in 0 of
finitely many points.
To prove this theorem we extend a regularity result of Caffarelli/Friedman for the zero-set of functions
satisfying abound Ißv(x)1 :$ G Iv(x)1 to the case of functions satisfying the weaker bound Ißv(x)1 ~

G v(x), where v(x) is the radially maximal function

v(x}:::;:; sup Iv(tx}1
tEla,t]

In addition we extend the unique continuation theorem of Aronszajn and Cordes to cover this case.
This is joint work with R. Schätzle.

l\1ICHAEL STRUWE

U niqueness of harmonie maps with small energy

Let N be a smooth, compact k-manifold with aN ::;:; 0: isometrically embedded in Rn and let B =
B t (0; R3) ",;th aB ::;:; 8 2. For 9 E HI,2(S2; N) denote

H~,2(B;N} ::;:; {u E H I,2(B; N); 11 = 9 on aB}.

Theorem: There exist constants co ::;:; cO(lV) > 0: C::;:; C(N} such that for any ,q E HI.2(S2; N) with

E(g; 52) = ~h. IVgl2do < co

there is a unique harmonie map u E HJ,2(B; N) such that

sup r- I
( Ivul 2dx < CE(g)

:co,r>O JBnB.. (xo)

(1)

(2)

~Ioreover,u minimizes the Dirichlet energy in H~,2(B; N), u E C Xl nHi,2(B; N), and lIvullH,,2 :$ CE(g).
Remarks. (i) The result is related to the partial regularity results of Evans and Bethuel for stationary
harmonie maps.
(ii) In view of an example of Riviere of a nowhere continuous weakly harmonie map u E HI,2(B; 8 2 ),

condition (2) is essential for uniqueness.
(iii) The global regularity gain of half a derivative is best possible; even for harmonie functions.

VLADIMIR SVERAK

Periodic equilibria of a polyeonvex functional

\Ve give an example of a strictly polyconvex function f : A12 x 6 -+ R such that the Euler-Lagrange
equation

~~(D'U)::;:;OaxQ 8Xia

admits a non-trivial doubly periodic solution u : R 2 -+ R6.

FRIEDRICH TOMI

Existenz konvexer Hyperflächen mit vorgeschriebener Krümmung und gegebenem Rand

Es wird die Existenz lokal strikt konvexer n-dimensionaler Hyperflächen untersucht: die einen vorgegebe
nen Rand haben und deren Hauptkrümmungen AI: ••. , An eine Relation ~(Al' ... , An) =c erfüllen. Hierbei
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bezeichnet Sk: 0 ~ k '$ n, die elementarsymmetrische Funktion vom Grad k in n Veränderlichen: undc ist eine positive Funktion des Orts. Es handelt sich um gemeinsame Ergebnisse mit N. Ivochkina (5t.Petersburg).

TATJANA TORO

Geometry of measures

\Ve study the relationship between the geometries of a set in Rn+l and the doubling properties of themeasures it supports. In particular we show that the boundary of a domain in R n+ 1 is weIl approximatedby n-affine spaces if and only if asymptotically the doubling constant of its harmonie measure coincideswith the doubling constant of the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
This is joint work with C. Kenig.

NEIL S. TRUDINGER

Hessian measures

The k-Hessian operator Fk acting on functions u E C2 (fl), n open: C Rn: k = 1: .. :n; is defined by

Fk[U] = [D2 uh: = SUffi of k X k principal minors of Hessian matrix D2u.

An upper-semicontinuous fUßction u : 0 -+ [-00, 00) is called k-convex in n if Fk [q] 2:: 0 for all quadraticpolynomials q for which u - q has a loeal maximum in O. ~4)k(O) denotes the dass of proper k-convex functions in n (i.e. those ~ -00 on a cornponent of 0).Properties. (a) U E C 2 (O) n ~A:(n) {:> Fj{u] 2: 0: j = 1, .. : k.
(h) ~A:(n) c cPi(flL j ~ k ~ k-convex functions are subharmonic.
(c) tt E ~k(n) => mollifications Uh,J. U: E ~k(G'): h < dist(f'l':8fl).

Main theorem. For any u E 4>k(O) there exists a Borel measure /Lk[U] such that:
(i) }.Lk[uJ(e) = Je FA;[U] for Borel e: u E C 2(O)
(ii) if Um -t u in measure: {um} C <pk(fl}, Jlk(Um ] -t ILk{U] weakly.This is joint research with X.T. \Vang.

LlHE 'VANG

Weakly harmonie maps and biharmonic maps

Consider maps between manifolds

.· ..t! ...with energy:

iN lö'ul2
dVol.

Any weak solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation is called weakly biharmonic map.\Ve show the foIlowing:
Theorem 1: H n = 4: then any weakly biharmonic map is smooth.
Theorem 2: For general dimensions the stationary biharmonic is regular up to a set of (n -4)~dimensionalHausdorff measure O.
Our techniques also )field an easy proof for the regularity of weakly harmonie maps.
Theorem 2 was proved using a monotonicity formula.
This is a joint with A. Chang and P. Yang.

DANIEL W(ENHOLTZ

A method to exelude braneb points oe minimal surfaees
Let B C R2 denote the unit disco Assurne "'I E cr,~(Sl, Rn) is a regularly parametrized closed Jordancurve and let W E CO (.B ,Rn) n C2(B, Rn) be a minimal surface monotonically bounded by "'I: Le.(I) 6w =0,
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(2) IIwx ll 2 = IIwy ll 2 , (w:c:Wy) =0 in B,
(3) there exists 'P E CO(R: R) monotone: such that w(eit ) = ,(ei:P(t») and cp(t+27r} = ep(t) +211" for t E R.
Assurne w has a branch point (E B oforder v E N, i.e. wz(z) = A(Z-()II+C(lz-(III) as z --+.( with A E

Cn \ {O}.
If the function g(z) : = wu(z) 0 Wzz(Z) := Ei=} (w{z(z))2; f3 --+ C behaves like g(z) = a(z - ()L +
o(lz - ()L)as z --+ ( \\;th a E C \ {O} and 0 ~ L < 3v, and if (i) ( E B or (ii) L odd or (üi) Re{a(i()L+4} <
0, then there exists a C r - 6 -family W.\ E Cl (B: Rn), 0 ~ ,.\ < c, of mappings monotonically bounded by
l' (in the sense of (3)) with Wo = w and

D(w) := i Ja IIvwll2dx dy > D(w~) für 0 < >. < E (D is the Dirichlet energy).

So w is not a local minimizer of D.
Reference: D. \Vienholtz: Zum Ausschluß von Randverzweigungspunkten bei MinimaIßächen. Disserta
tion, Bann 1996. Also in: Banner Math. Schriften 298, Bann 1997

Author of the report:

Barbara Priwitzer
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Tagungsbericht 27/1997

Dynamische Systeme
13.07. bis 19.07.1997

Die Organisatoren der Tagung waren H. Hofer (Courant
Institute N.Y.U.)] J.C. Yoccoz (Universite Paris-Sud) und
E. Zehnder (ETH Zürich). Diskutiert wurden die neuesten
Ent\vicklungen auf dem Gebiet der klassischen dynamischen
Systeme: insbesondere der Hamiltonschen Systeme: und die
Zusammenhänge mit partiellen Differentialgleichungen und
symplektischer Geometrie.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

Sigurd Angenent: Floer's homology for an elliptic system of PDE's

Together with Roh van der Vorst we study solutions fo the follo,ving elliptic system
of PDE's

(1)
{

-ßu = v q x E 0 (0 bounded domain, an smooth)
-ßv = uP

u,v = 0 on an

\vhich are the Euler Lagrange equations of

1( lulP+l Iv IQ+1
)

J(u,v) = \7u' V'v - -- ---
n p+l q+l

\Ve found that Floer's method can indeed be applied, provided one uses the regu
lar gradient flow on HJ(O) x HJ(n) (or HS x H 2-s, 0 < s < 2) instead of-the
unregularized L2 gradient flo\v. i\ consequence of the Floer construction is:

Theorem The system has an unbounded sequence 0/ solutions, i/ one assumes
p, q > 1 and (p + 1)-1 + (q + 1)-1 > 1 - ~ .

L. H. Eliasson: Extended solutions für the higher dimensional quasi
periodic Schrödinger equation

Let V be areal analytic function defined on the product torus Td x Td and let w =
(Wl 1 W2) E S2d C ]R2d. A.n eigenfunction U(tl' t2) of the quasi-periodic Schrödinger
equation

is a Floquet solution if it has the form

ei(tl{1+t2~2)U({h + t1Wl, lh + t2W2),

,vhere ~

becomes
(~l' ~2) E R2d is called the quasi-momentum. The equation für U(O)
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'\Te described some arguments aiming at the proof of the following statement.

If sUPllm81<r IV(B)I = c, is sufficiently smalI, then there is a set Bv C S2d, \vith
measure (S2d\Bv ) ----* 0 as € ---+ 0: such that for aIl w E Bv and for a.e. ~ E ]R2d :

the operator Lwl• has a smooth eigenfunction U((}).· i\1ore precisely, for a11 w E Bv
and for a.e. ~ E ]R2d, the operator Lw,{ on L2 (Td x T d ) has a pure point spectrum.

Jean-Mare Gambaudo: The asymptotie Hopf invariant

In this talk, ,ve describe asymptotic properties of linking of orbits for volume pre
senring flo,vs of the three-sphere. Classical invariants introduced by Arnold, Ruelle
and Calabi are discussed. The follo,ving questions are analyzed:

1. Extension of these definitions to other invariant probability measures.

2. Extension to continuous flo,vs.

3. Topological invariants.

The asymptotic linking properties of n-tuple of orbits for an area preserving diffeo
morphism of thc 2-disk are described by using a dynamical cocyc1e with values in
thc Artin braid group.

Michel Herman: Existenee of invariant tori with DO torsion conditions

\tarious theorems ,vhere announced: Let F : 'Irl X (-6: 6] y Tl X IR a;.:~C':X)

embedding that leaves invariant 1['1 X {O}: and F : 1['1 x [0,6] y 1f1 X 114: such
that the rotation number p (FITI X {O}) = Q, satisfies a diophantine condition and
F has thc intersection property, thcn we have:

Theorem 1 For all c:> 0 the map F leaves invariant in 1f1 x [0, ±c:] a Cantor

set, 0/ positive measure, 0/ invariant diopantine C':X) circles.
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Corollary 1 Let F: (C,O) -+ (C,O) be a Coo germ 0/ an area preserving diffeo-

. .. ( COS 21rQ - sin 21rCk )
morph1.sm sat'tsfytng F(O) = 0, and DF(O) = . 2 where a

SIn 1rO - COS 21rQ

satisfies a diophantine condition, then F is LyapunojJ stable near O.

This generalizes a theorem of J. ~10ser.

Corollary 2 (of the proof) Let F ; 'JI'1 X [-1, 1) --t 'JI'1 X [-1, 11 be a C"" diffeomor- e
phism, homotopic to the identity, and p(FIT1X{-l}) == 0 that satisfies a diophantine

condition, there exists ko(a) , co(a) > 0 such that if IIF - Rollcko < co, where

Ro(B, r) = (0 + Q, r): and F has no periodic points, and the intersection property

holds" then F is Coo conjugated to Ra'

This generalizes, in part, a theorem of A. Denjoy (a eirele C2-diffeomorphism with
no periodie points is topologically eonjugated to a rotation) and the loeal congugacy
results of V.I. A.rnold and J. ~1oser.

In the lecture ,ve discussed the persistence of invariant circles of a fixed diophan

tine rotation Q for perturbations of general completely integrable CXl-mappings
((), r) -+ (f) + f (r), r) oE Tl x [-1, 1] and the existence of Lagrangian invariant to

ri of fixed diophantine rotation vector Q for Hamiltonian perturbations of Ho(r) on
'Jrl x nn ,vith coordinates (J. = (BI, ... ~ On) ~ r = (rI, ... , r11) with a degree hypothe
sis on ~ = i(r) , f(ro) = Q EInt (i(l[Jl) , UroU < 1. By examples we sho\ved that
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 unfortunately do not generalize to higher dimensions
for symplectic diffeomorphisms or Hamilton 80''"8. \Ve presented a generalization of
a theorem of H. Rüssmann and of V.I. A.rnold as ,yeIl as the following result: On
T*]Rq ::= IRq x IRq , (x ~ y) = z ~ let H>. be a Coo Hamiltonian depending Coo on a

parameter ..\ E [-~, ~],

q

H>.(z) = 1r L aj (,x) (x; + YJ} + O(ZOO).
1

"Ve suppose that A --? (al (A), ... l aq(A)) is lR-analytic and its image is not contained
in a hyperplane of jRq passing through O.
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Theorem For Lebesgue almost every ..\ the Hamiltonian HA leaves invariant a

set 0/ positive measure 0/ Lagrangian tori 01 r·Rq .

All the results avoid making any hypothesis about higher order terms (that eould
be C.xJ tangent to 0); ,vhat is very convenient in Celestial11eehanics.
In an evening talk \ve presented some of tbe prüofs.

Svetlana Katok: Conjugacy problem and coding of closed geodesics on
the modular surface

Closed geodesics on the modular surface, associated to conjugaey elasses of hyperbo
He elements in SL(2, Z) , can be coded in hvo different ,vays. Tbe arithmetic code,
given by IJ-" continued fractions, comes from the Gauss reduction theory, and in
this context is the period of "_" continued fraction expansion of the attracting fixed
point of the corresponding ~1öbius transformation. The aritbmetic code is ~ finite
sequence of integers ~ 2, defined up to a cyclic permutation, and is a complete
system of SL(2, Z)-invariants (just as tbe period of an ordinary continued fraction
expansion is a complete system of GL(2, Z)-invariants, a standard fact in number
theory). The geometrie eode~ with respect to the standard fundamental region for
SL(2, Z), is obtained by a eonstruetion universal for a11 finitely generated Fuch~ian

groups of the first kind. Is is also a finite sequence of integers defined up to a cyclie
permutation, but it may contain both positive and negative integers. The follo,ving
theorem is the main results of the talk. It gives a description of a11 closed geo.desics
for \vhicb the t",·o codes coineide. ..;.

Theorem Let ..4 E SL(2, Z) be a hyperbolic matrix with arithmetic code (nb ... , nm ) .

Then its geometrie code coincides with its arithmetic code ij and only il ~ + ni~l ~ ~

for all i (mod m) , i. e. the arithmetic code does not contain 2 and the following pairs:
{3,3},{3,4},{4,3},{3,5}, and {5,3}.

Any closed geodesic satisfying the theorem above is characterized by the follo\ving
regular beha\;or: in the standard fundamental region it consists of m "eoHs" \vith
i-th coil closely '~imitating" the behavior of the closed geodesic \vith the code (ni)'

. except for ni = 3; particularly, a11 its segments in the fundamental region are
clockwise oriented.
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Andreas Knauf: Classical and quantum motion in periodic potentials

This is areport on joint \vork with J. Asch, and with F. Benatti and T. Hudetz. 'VVe
consider the motion of a classical and a quantum particle in a periodic potential.
The distribution of asymptotic velocities is studied in its energy dependence and
compared \vith the distribution of the gradient of the quantal band functions. One
result implies in the integrable as \vell as in the ergodic case convergence in' the
semi-classical limit 11 '\, O. However, concerning the dynamical entropy, no such e
continuity holds. In fact, the Connes-Narnhofer-Thirring entropy of the quantal
electron gas may be lowered by the same mechanism that enlarges the Kolmogorov-
Sinai entropy of its classical counterpart.

Gerhard Knieper: Distribution of closed orbits and the uniqueness of the
measure of maximal entropy for manifolds on nonpositive curvature

This lecture provided a summary on new results on the dynamics and geometry of
nonpositively curved manifolds. Those results generalize the work of Bo\ven and
~dargulis in the case of strictIy negative curvature. For each manifold of nonpositive
curvature M and v E Slv! denote by rankt; = dirn of parallel Jacobi fields along
the geodesic Cv. Then rank !v! = min rankt; rneasures the amount of '~flateness'~.

VESA1
Using this invariant the main results are the follo\ving:

Theorem A Let M be a compact non ftat nonpositively curued manilold. Then

vol S(p, r) ~ ehr. r ranktt-l

where h is the topological entropy 01 the geodesie ftow and val S(p, r) is the volume
01 the geodesie sphere 0/ radius r in the universal covering.

Now; let M be a rank 1 in field and denote by reg = {r E SM I rankv = I} the
regular set and by sing = S M\reg V the singular set. Denote by

P(H) = # {/ree homotopy classes 0/ closed geodesics 0/ period :5 t} ,

Preg(t) = #

Psing(t) = #

{/ree homotopy classes 0/ regular closed geodesie 0/ period $ t}

{/ree homotopy classes 0/ singular closed geodesie 0/ period :5 t} .
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Theorem B There exists a > 1 such that

1 ht ht-e ~ Preg(t) ~ P(t) ~ ae
at

Theorem C There exists c > 0 such that

Psing(t) ~ e-d I
--- JOT t ~ to·
Preg(t)

Theorem C is a consequence of the follow'ing resuIt, which ans,,~ers a conjecture of

A. Katok.

Theorem D There exists a unique meaSUTe J.L of maximal entropy fOT the geodesie

flow (i.e. hp(f!» = hand J.L is uniquely determined by this equation). Furlhermore

J.L(sing) = o.

Sergei B. Kuksin: Turbulence in forced/damped Hamiltonian PDEs

For solutions of nonlinear PDEs of the form

(nie Hamiltonian e.q.) + (8 - smalllinear damping) +( order one forcing)

we stud~r their space-scale Rx and prove that 6c :::; Rx ::; 6c
: where C and

c are positive constants. Some relations with thc Kolmogorov theory of turbulence
are given.
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Krystyna Kuperberg: Periodic points from periodic pri~e ends

Under certain conditions, periodic prime ends associated ,vith the complementary
domains of a continuum invariant under an orientation preserving homeomorphism
of the plane imply periodie points. In partieular, the folloY"'ing is true:

Theorem Suppose that a continuum X separates the plane into finitely many

domains Ul , •.. , ••. , Un , n ~ 2, and X is invariant under an orientation preseroing e
plane homeomorphism F. 11

1. F has a prime end in U1 01 least period q,

2. lor 1 ~ i ~ n - I, il Ui is invariant under Fq , then Fq has a fixed prime
end in Ui , and

3. Un is invariant under F,
then F has a periodic point in X 01 least period q.

(This is a joint ,vork ,vith ~.'I. Barge. )

Patrice Le Calvez: Local dynamics around a fixed point for a homeomor
phism of the plane

vye prove the follo\ving theorems:

1. Theorem 1 11 r/J : S2 --t 52 is a homeomorphism with n(~) = 52 and

# Fix cl> ~ 3, then #Per f/> = 00 .

This generalizes a result of lvI. Handel and a result of J. Franks.

2. Theorem 2 11 F : T 2 --t T 2 is a homeomorphism which preserves the
measure and the center 01 mass (fOT a lift 01 et> : ]R2 --t ]R2), then #PerF =
+00.

The idea is to use IDeal properties of a CO-germ r/J : (w, 0) --+ (W, 0). vVe
elassify the germs in 2 elasses and in each dass ,ve compute the sequence

8
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(i(4>ß, 0))n2:0' One of the main tools is tbe follo\ving theorem (proved 'with

J.C. Yoccoz).

3. Theorem 3 If cl> : (w: 0) > (W',O) has no periodic orbits (other than 0) and
if there exists a domain U satisfying 0 E U C U c Wand n 4J-k (V) nau

keZ

= 0: then there exists q ~ 1 and r ~ 0 such that

i(c/>\ 0) = 1 if k ~ q71

i(c/>k,O) = r ilk E q71.

Michael Lyubich: Almost every real quadratic map is either regular or
stochastic

'\Te prove that for Lebesque almost every cE [-2,1/4), the quaclratic map Pe has
either an attraeting cycle, or an absolutely continuous invariant measure.

J ohn Mather: Variational construction of orbits in a time periodic Lag
rangian system in two degrees of freedorn

Let (,) be a er-Riemannian metric on 'f'2, r ~ 2. Let T : T1f2 -+ lR be the
assoeiated kinetie energy, T(~) = ~(~, {}. Let U : 1f2 x 1r -+ lR be er. Let
L((, t) = 'T(() - U(1r(: t). '\Te study trajeetories of the Euler-Lagrange fiow on
TJr2 x ']I' associated to the Lagrangian L. Suffieient eonditions for tbe existenee of
orbits ,,~hose energy goes to +00 as time goes to +00 are:

(HI ) there exists an indivisible ho E H I (y2, Z) \vbicb eontains a unique shor

test geodesie r,
(H2) there is only one positively directed ~1orse '~class A.n geodesie A homocli

nie to r, and

(H3 ) a eertain '~Melnikov integral" is non-eonstant. These are also sufficient
eonditions for tbe construetion of orbits eonneeting and visiting eertain
"A.ubry-~1athern sets.

9



P. Rabinowitz

vVe discuss some reeent joint \vork with Sergey Bolotin on the existence of heteroeli
nie solutions on rrn for a Hamiltonian system of multiple pendulum type \vhich
possesses arefleetoral symmetry. "Ve also discuss the related problem of the exi
stence of heteroclinic minimal geodesics on 1r"", \vhere the potential is not present.

Matthias Schwarz: Symplectic fixed points and quantum cohomology

The conjectured estimate on the number of fixed points of a Hamiltonian symplec
tomorphism r/J on a closed symplectic manifold (M, w)

nFix~ 2 inf{#Critflf E COO(M,lR)}

is still far from proven. In this talk \ve try to extend the kno\vn cup-Iength estimate
by Hofer and Floer

~ Fix ~ 2: cup-Ienght(iVl) in case that W1t"21m = 0

to the more general class of \veakly monotone symplectie manifolds. vVhereas typi
cally the presence of J-holomorphic spheres is a technical obstruction to known va
riational methods, we positively exploit their existenee in order to prove the existence
of more sympleetic fixed points. Namely, one can replace the classical cup-Ienght of
M by a "quantum" cup-Iength based on the knowledge of the ring structure of the
quantum cohomology ring of (M, w). This estimate extends all previously kno\vn
estimates for (degenerate) symplectic fixed points.

Karl Friedrich Siburg: A new proof of Birkhoff's Invariant Circle Theo
rem for monotone twist maps

We present a new proof of Birkhoff's Theorem: Any embedded, homotopieally non
trivial circle which is invariant under a monotone twist map <p on the cylinder
SI x:IR must be a Lipschitz-graph over SI. Tbe traditional proofs go back to Birk
hoff hirnself and are of topological nature. Durs, on the contrary, uses dynamical
consideration; the key observation is the following. If the invariant circle is folded
over SI then each application of <p pushes more area into these folds. Since cp

is measure-preserving, this finally implies that the invariantcircle has a point of
self-interseetion - ,vhich contradicts its embeddedness.

10
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Carles Sima: Area preserving maps with reversal of orientation

First some motivation is presented, relate~ to the limit behaviour ofsorne '~universal'~

family of planar dissipative diffeomorphisms and also to 3D diffeomorphisms. The
paradigm of the maps studied is (x, y) ~ (x + W + Q(Y + sin x), -(y + sin x». It
p~ays a role similar to the one of the standard map in the orientation preserving ease.
The symmetries allow to reduee w to [0,11"] and Q ~ O. Taking Tl, \\te reeover
preservation of orientation, but the map T2 is non twist, hut extremely degenerate.
Several results are presented:

1. The limit cases w = 0, w = 1r/2 are first studied. For Q small the I1;nit
Hamiltonian ßO\VS are described aod the non existence of invariant rotational
curves.

2. An excursion is made to the splitting of separatries in these limit cases. They
.are exponentially small and numerical evidence is given that the correction
factor (splitting = ot exp(- ~ ). correction factor) is a formal po"rer series in
a parameter, h ~ related to Q: \vhich is not convergent but Borel summable
\vith radius of convergence 2c.

3. For the non limit cases and a small the existence of rotational invariant cunres
is proved. It requires a kind of '~averaging'~ to remove the non t\vist character.
For a big there is evidence of the existence of non Birkhoff invariant curves.

4. The breakdown of invariant curves is analyzed. It is produced in a much
more \vild way then in the orientation preserving case. Several conjectures are
stated.

5. Consequently on the dynamies for small dissipative perturbations of the pre
vious situation are described. In particular there are topological obstructions
to the existence of parameters for \vhich a ,~...n homoelinic tangency occurs.
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Gregor Swiatek: Polymodal box mappings

Box mappings \vere introduced in tbe study of unimodal maps and, by extension,
complex polynomials. It is possible to sbo\v a unified construction, based on the
concept of nice sets, that covers a11 known applications of the technique. A crucial
property of unimodal box mappings is decay of geometry. In the bi-modal case,
decay of geometry persists in same examples in \vhich botb critical points have the
same w-limit set, but fails in general.

Carlos Tamm: Sums of Cantor sets and geometrie properties of Markov,
Lagrange and other related spectra

Let

K(o) := lim sup(qlqo _ pl)-l .
p,q~X1

p,qEZ

The Lagrange spectrum L is the image of K: lR \ Q -+ IR. Tbe Markov spectrum
.."v! is the set

{ ( .}~!z If(x: Y)I) -1 I f(x, y) = ax2 + bxy + cy2; a, b, e E lR; b~ - yae = I} .
(r·lI);i(O.u)

vVe prove that given ß E [0,1] there exists t(ß) E lR such tbat H D(Ln( -00, t(ß))) =
HD(Mn(-oo, t(ß))) = ß. The main tool is a metrical study ofsums ofeantor sets
based in a ,vork with Yoccoz. '~Te discuss extensions of these results to tbe .related
dynamical l'darkov and Lagrange spectra, L(f, 1\) := {lim sup f(Cn(x)), x E A},

n~oo

M(f, 1\) := {sup f(Cn(x)), x E A} , where 1\ i8 a horseshoe for C : M2 -+ M2 and
f : lvf2 --7 IR is a differentiable function.

Marcelo Viana: Statistical properties of attractors

vVe report on an ongoingjoint project ,vith C. Bonatti (Dijon) and J.F. Alves (IMPA
and Porto).

A diffeomorphism is partially hyperbolic if there exists a continuous splitting TM =
Enn Ef) Ec EB ESs, invariant under Df , such that D flEnn is uniformly expanding
, D ffEsS is uniformly contracting, and they both dominate DflEc. We also require
that dirn Ec > 0, and either dirn Enn > 0 or dirn Ess > 0 (or both).

12
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An I -invariant probability J.L is an SRB measure if ~ 2: 6Ji(z) ~ J.L in the ,veak
j=O

sense for a set B(J.L) of points z E M with positive Lebesgue rneasure.

Theorem 1 Suppose lirn sup ~ log 11 DIn IE; 11 < 0 /or a positive Lebesgue measure
n-++oo

subset 0/ any disk contained in a strong-unstable lea/. Then / has finitely. many

SRB measures] and their basics cover Lebegue almost all 0/ M .

Theorem 2 Suppose lim sup ~ log IIDlnIE~1I < 0 /or a positive Lebesgue measure
n-++oo

subset 0/ some disk contained in a strong-unstable lea./, and suppose all strong-
unstable leaves are de1l3e. Then I has a unique SRB measure J.l] and B (f.l) is a

Juli Lebesgue measure subset in M.

Theorem 3 Suppose lim inf 1 log II(Dl-nIE~)-lli < 0 on a positive Lebesgue m.e.a-
n-++oo n

sure subset 0/ some centre-unstable lea/, and suppose dirn Ec = 1. Then f has
same SRB measure.

Some cases ,vhere dirn Ec > 1 can also be treated in the setting of this last theorem~
and \ve expect to \veaken the hypothesis dirn Ec = 1 considerably. The present
version of Theorem 3 leads toa result in I-dimensional dynamies: any C 2 map of
the circle or the interval whose critical points are all nondegenerate, and which JIas
positive Lyapunov exponent at a positive Lebesgue measure set of points has some
SRB measure.

Kris Wysocki: Unknotted periodic orbits for Reeb fiows on 53

A Reeb vector field on 8 3 admits a periodic orbit. We sho\v that every Reeb vector
field on 8 3 possesses a periodic orbit with special properties. Namely, \ve sho\v
that there exist orbits which are unknotted and have self-linking number -1. If
in addition all periodic orbits of X are non-degenerate, then there ahvays exists
an unknotted periodic orbit with Conley-Zehnder index E {2, 3}. The proofs are
based on the theory of pseudo-holomorphic curves in lR x 8 3 • This is a joint ,vork
with H. Hofer and E. Zehnder.
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Howie Weiss:

\\Te explicitly eonstruet smooth metries arbitrarily elose to the raund metric on sn,

n 2:: 3 whose geodesie fio,v has an €-dense orbit. Iterating this loeal eonstruction
,ve obtain ametrie elose to the round metrie \vhieh has an orbit ,vhose elosure has

almost fuH measure.

Zhihong Jeff Xia: Topological entropy and stability

It has lang been conjectured (Newhouse, Palis, Takens, ... ) that the topological
entropy of a diffeomorphism of a eompaet manifold ehanges only through homoelinie
bifurcations. vVe prove this for eompaet surfaees. ~1ore precisely, we sho\v that for a
diffeomorphism on eompaet surface, either the entropy is loeally eonstant or it ean
be approximated (in Cl) by a map \vith homoelinie tangeneies.
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Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach

Tagungsbericht 28/1997

Algebraische Zahlentheorie

20.7. - 26.7.97

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Jean-Benoit Bost (Bures/Yvette), Chri
stopher Deninger (Münster), Gerhard Frey (Essen), Peter Schneider (Münster)
und Anthony J. Scholl (Durharn) statt.

Thema waren neuere Entwicklungen der algebraischen Zahlentheorie und ihr
ZusaInmenspiel mit anderen Gebieten der reinen Mathematik, wie z.B. K-Theory
und algebraische Geometrie. Es gab 20 ca. einstündige Vorträge, von denen im
folgenden kurze Zusammenfassungen abgedruckt sind. Natürlich gab es auch noch
genug Zeit für Gespräche und Diskussionen, die von den Teilnehmern konstruktiv
und mit Freude genutzt wurde.

Eine gemeinsame Wanderung (bei schönem Wetter) und die ausgezeichnete
Atmosphäre des Instituts rundeten die Tagung ab.

Abstracts

Grzegor Banaszak, Poznan
K-Theory and Homology of Complete and Henselian Rings.
Wild Kernel for Higher K-Groups
(joint work with P. Zelewski, W. Gajda and P. Krasori.)

Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal p. If R is regular and essentially of finite
type over a field or excellent d. v.r then we show that the map:

is an embedding, where Rp is the completion and R~ is the henselisation.
In addition we show that./

Hn(~L(R~),Z) ---7 Hn(SL(Rp), Z)

is also an embedding with the same assumptions. We can drop in thc case of ho
mology the assumption R regular. We define a wild kernel W/<n(F) for a nUlnber
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field F as the kernel of

We eonjccture that for all F, aB n 2: 0, all p > 2

(div [{n(F))p ~ WI<n(F)p

Wc give an evidenee for the conjecture and prove that it is essentially equivalent
ta the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture.

Jean-Benoit Bost, Bures-sur-Yvette
Hermitian Vector Bundles and Stability

Let !{ be a number field, E an hermitian vector bundle over SpecO,,\-, d~gE its
Arakelov degree and (t(E) := ([I< : Q] rk E)-ld~gE its slape. One says that E
is SC17ü-stable when, for any subbundles FeE, F =J. 0, the following inequality
bolds:

rrhe talk reported on various results concerning the following question and SOHle

variants of it:
Question 1: J"J;, F semi-stable hermitian vector bundles over Spec 0 K

~ E0 F semi-stable

In particula.r, thc link between height inequalities and geometrie selnistabiJity
was emphasized, and the following question - a positive answer to it inlplics
Question 1 - was considered:
Question 2: For any hermitian vector bundles E and F over Spec o,\", and any

OK-submodule V in E &> F,

\II? C ER ® Ft? geometrically semi-stable =b (t(V) ::; jL(E) + !1.(F')

(i.e. ArkV VI? C I\rkV(EJ? 0 FI?) SL(Eg ) x SL(FK)-semi-stable).

Roh de Jeu, Durham
Towards regulator formulae for curves over number fields

vVe study the group I{J:~2(F) (n ~ 3) wh~re F is thc function field of a completc,
smooth, geometrically irreducible curve Cover a number field k, assurrting thc
Beilinson-Soule conjecture on weights. In particular, we compute the Beilinson
regulator (expre'ssed as an integral on C 0Q C) 0!1 a subgroup of I(~~~2(F), nsing
a COhOlTIological complex M(n)(F) in degrees 1 th~ough n, given by

\

n-2 n

M(n)(F) -t M(n-1)(F) ® Fa -). ... --1' M(2)(F) ® /\ Pö -+ /\ FQ.
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Here M(/)( F) is a certain Q-vector space generated by symbols [f], for f E
F\{O, I}, FO= F* 0z Q, and the differential i.s given by

for l ~ 3 and by

for L= 2. There is a natural map HP(M(n)(F)) -t I(J~~p(F), and it is the image
of this Inap that we study for p = 2. For n = 3 and n = 4, we also study
the boundary map of the image of H2(.M(n)(F» in I{J:~2(F) in the localization
sequence

o-t h·J:~2(C) -1 J(J~~2(F) -1 II I<J:=~)(k(x»
xEC(l)

and relate it to a map (coming from a map of complexes)

H
2
(M(n)(F» ,-1 EBxEC(l) H I (M(n_1)(k(x »),

essentially given by mapping (f]n-I @ 9 to ordx(g)(f(x)]n-l for the x-component.
Our complexes can be combined to a double complex similar to Goncharov's
double cOJTlplex. Putting our results together with his, we obtain a complete
description of the image of J(~3)(C) and f(~4)(C) in HJR(C &JQ C, R(n» under the
Beilinson regulator. This description is in fact independent of any conjectüres.

Ehud de Shalit, Jerusalem
Modular symbols and p -adic periods of modular forms

.' .~

In this talk we described our work (from 1995) on the relation between the p -adic
period olatrix of the modular curve Xo(p) and modular symbols. Generalization
of this work to level pN «p, N) = 1) is in progress. The results may be applied to
prove a relation between the Tate period of an elliptic curve over Q with prime
conductor and its modular symbool, which was predicted by Mazur and Tate (a
special case of the "refined conjecture" in their Duke .1. paper from 198.5).

Let m be the genus of Xo(p) and S the set of supersingular elliptic curves in
characteristic p. By the p -adic period matrix of Xo(p) we understand a certain
matrix of size (m + 1) x m with values in Qp describing a pairing on Z[S] x Z(S]o
which gives the p -adic uniformization of thc generalized Jacobian J~ of Xo(p)
with respect to the two cusps. In the first part of our work we relate this matrix
modulo r -th powers in Qp, where rlp - 1, to the infinitesimal variation of the Up
-operator in the deformation of J~(r] supplied by (a certain piece of) Jf[r].

In the second part of our work we relate this last quantity to an expression
involving modular symbols (anel therefore L -values). To that extcnt we clevelop
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a. theory of "two--variable" theta elements, similar to the two variable TJ -adic [
-function constructeel by Greenberg anel Stevens, but in the "refincd setting".

Our work has been greatly inftuenced by the paper of Greenberg and Stevens
(Invent. NIath. 1993) where they prove the Mazur-Tate-Teitelbaum conjecturc in
weight 2.

Matthias Flach, Caltech
Equivariant Tamagawa Numbers of Motives

The talk reported about joint work with David Burns from King's College, Lon-
clon. "Ve present a formulation of conjectures on leading coefficients of L-functions .-
attached to rnotives over number fields with coefficients (due to Bloch- Kato, 1"011- .'

taine, Perrin-Riou, ... ) in tenns of relative [(-groups. In the case where M /1\"
is a given nlotive and the coefficients arise by considering M 0 hO( 8pcc L) where
LI J{ is a finite abelian Galois extension with group G (so that the coefficient
a.lgebra is E :== CQ[GJ) the conjecture amounts to the vanishing of an inva.riant
l'n(L/ [\, M) E J(o(Z[G], IR). Here [\o(Z[G], IR) sits in a long exact sequence

J{I(Z[GJ) ~ J(I(IR{GJ) ~ [<o(Z[G],R) ~ /(o(Z{GJ) -7 !{o(IR[C;])

U

[\o(Z[G], Q)

11

EI"7/{o(Zp[G], CQp)
p

So one might first try to prove Tfl(LI [{, M) E [\o(Z[G], CQ) and then
T'n( LIJ{, Al)p == 0 V prime numbers p. We discuss functoriality propcrties of
rf'l(L/ [(, M) under passing to a subgroup or quotient of Ci, and under passage
[rom 1\1[ to M* (1.). In particular oue may study

00

liEJ Tn(/{nl I<, M)p E rr Qp((pm)X /Zp[[T]] X
m=O

where Zp[[TW is mapped into rr Qp((pm)X via f{T) >-t f{(pm - I) ami [{ni K e
m=O

runs through a Zp-extension of I< (i.e. Gal(/{n/I<) ~ Z/pnZ, and !{ C /<1 C
[(2 C ... ). It is expected that li[!1 rf!(I<n/ I<, M)p has an expression L~lg / L~n as

a quotien~ of an algebraic and ~nalytjc pwadic L-function. This provides a link
to classical Iwasawa theory and one might hope for a generalization of Iwasawa.
theory by studying this limit for other towers of extensions [{ni [{.
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Alexander Goncharov, MPI Bonn
On Inixed elliptic motives

Let E be an elliptic curve over an arbitrary field k.
Problem: How to construct explicitly elliptic motivic complexes

RHomMMk(Q(O), snll(1n))

where 11. = h1(E)(l)?
According to Beilinson '8 conjectures one should have

where E'(n) := I\er (En+14E) and Sn+l acts on En+l (n).
The talk reported on an explicit construction of the complex which shottld da

thc job for 1l( 1), which is joint work with A. Levin. '~ .. ~
Set R;( E) := {{/) * (1 - f)} C I~, / E k( E)* where lEis the augment"ation

ideal in Z[E]. Let Bj(E) := R{rE)" We defined a map

Theorem: ASSlll11e k = k. Then one has an exact mod-2-torsion sequence

'rhis a.nd results of Beilinson and Bloch implies
Theorem: E Inodular elliptic I Q ===> 3 Q-rat. divisor P = biniPi s.t.

q . L(2, E) == 1r • L2
t
q( P)

Z d
L:2 (z):= Im(-jlog(l- t).-!) + arg(l - t)Iog/tl

t
o

1'he following conjecture explains the shape of the complex above:
Conjecture: :3 a Lie coalgebra L:*(E) in the "smalI" ®-category of pure elliptic
1110tives P*( E) S.t.
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Ralph Greenberg, Washingtori

.Galois Theory for Selmer Groups

This lecture concerned the following general qllestion. Let A be an abelian va,riety

defined over a. nunlber field F. Let K / F be a Galoisextension such that Gal(!{/ F)

is a. p-adic Lie group. What can one say about the kerneIs and cokernels of thc

natural Inaps
sKIF' : SeIA(F')p -+ SeIA(I{)~al(K/FI)

as F ' varies over all finite extensions of F contained in J{. Here SeIA( M)p denotcs

thc p-primary subgroup of the SeImer grollp for A over an algebraic extension

Nl of F'. We concentrate on thc case where A has good, ordinary reduction at

aU primes of F lying over p. In this case, the group SelA(M)p has a very simple e
descrlption solely in terms of the CF-module A[pooJ. By exploiting this, one can

give l'clatively straightforward proofs of earlier results-the case where 1\) F is a.

Zp-extension which was stlldied by B. Mazur (the kerneis and cokernels are finite

and of bounded order) and the case where !( == F( A[pOO)) which was stndied by

M. HaITis (thc kerneis and cokernels are finite). Without restrictivc assuolptiollS

on !(/F, one can give exarnples where ker(sKIF') andfor coker(sK/F') are infinite.

Here is one rather general finiteness result: Assume that 1'(/ F 18 unranlified out,-

side a finite set of primes of F, that the p-prilnary sllbp;roup of A( /\") is finite, anel

that, for every prime v of F lying over p, the Lie algebras of the decoOlposition

and inertia subgroups of Gal( I{/ F) (for any prinle of !{ lying over 1)) ha.vc the

sanlC derived Lie subalgebra. Thenker(sKIF') and coker(sK/F') are both finite for

every F' , F ~ p' ~ [(, [F' : F] < 00.

Annette Huber, Münster

Dirichlet Motives via Modular Curves

Andcrson (k = 0) and Harder (k ~ 1) have given a construction ofextensions

of G(Q/Q(Jlp))-modules where X i8 a Dirichlet character mod p with x( -1) = _

(_l)k, using the sheaf Rl 1T*Q"E on the modular curve Yl(P). _

"Ve show that these extensions are indeed induced by elements in

as suggested by conjectures on mixed motives. The Hodge theoretic regula.tor can

be computed explicitly. Using results on the motivic polylog, this allows to give

--explicit -formulae· for-thecohomologyclasses constructed by Harder.
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Joachim Mahnkopf, Jerusalem
Values of twisted automorphic L-Functions

Let rr be a cuspidaJ automorphic representation of GLn(A), A the ring of Adeles
of Q and fix a prime p E N. We assurne that 1rp is unramified. Let furthenTIore X
be an idele dass character of finite order with infinity component XOO == id and
conductor Ix == pe a p-power. We prove a formula for the (twisted) values of the
autoJll0rphie L-Funetion L(1r 0 X, s) , whieh ean be expressed using (de-Rham)
cohotllology dasses of the symmetrie space of GLn - t (IR). The proof exploites the
decolnposition of the Rankin-Selberg convolution on GLn x GLn - 1

L(1r X a(x), s) == L(rr 0 x, s +kd rr L(1r, s +kd
i>2

where a is the indueed representation Ind(x'llkl, Il k
2, .•. ,llkn-l), ki E IR and we

thus Illay llse use the zeta integral of L( rr x (T(X), s) to derive an integral fq,imula
for thc values L(rr®x, s+k.). For the group GL2 this coineides with a formulaof A.
Weil for thc twist of modular forms. Assuming that 1r has non-trivial eohomology
wc derive in the case GL3 the algebraicity of L(1r ® x, l)/O{rr) for a certain
period O( 1r) E C* and also construct a distribution Jl on Z; which interpolates
thc I...-Fllllction Jz;Xpdp == L(n 0 x, l)/O(rr).

Ernst Kani, Kingston
Diagonal Quotient Surfaces and a Question of Mazur

Let. E bc an cHi ptic curve over a number field !(, N a prime and

PE,N == PE/K,N : GI{ == Gal(!( / I{) -t Aut(E[N)) ~ Gl2 (71/NZ)

its associated Galois representation mod N. A question of Mazur (1978) may be
gelleralized as follows.
Question: To what extent is (the isogeny dass of) E/!( detennined by (the
isonl0rphism dass of) PE,N?

rrhis question was studi~d by !(raus, Oesterle, Halberstadt and others. Frey
proposed in 1988
Conjecture 0: 3M = M( E, I{) such that the set

SN,E(/{):= {E'/I{ : E' f E, PE,N ~ PEI,N} == 0, V N ~ M.

Using the results of Wiles, he recently showed that this conjecture is (for !( == '0)
equivalent to the Asymptotic Fermat Conjecture.

In 1994 H. Darmon formulated several conjectures which (partially) generalize
Conjccture O. In this talk the following stronger and Olorc precise version of one
of his conjectures was presented:

7



Conjecture 1: Für every (prilue) ·N ~ 23, the set

S'N(I() := {(E, E')/l( : 3 non-trivial G[{-isometry \]! : E[N]~ E'[N] }

is fi ni te: (Here: a GK-isometry \l1 is called trivial if there exists a cycÜc isogeny
f : E ~ E' of degree d :::; 27, d =1= 22, 23, 26, such that \}1 == k . I1 E[N] for same
k E Z.)

'rhis conjecture has a nice interpretation in terms of thc Modula?' Diagonal

Quotient Surfaces
ZN,E := ~e\(X(N) x X(N))

where X (IV) is the usual modular curve of level N,

~e = {(g, oe(g)) : 9 E GN} ~ GN " X GN , GN = Sh(Z/NZ)/ ± I

a. : g>-+ Q. 9 Q;I, Vg E GN ; Q. = (~ n, c E(Z/NZ)X,

Conjecture 2: For N 2:: 23, every curve C C ZN,e of genus ~ 1 is a Hecke curve:
C = Tn,k (induced by a Hecke correspondence).

It is not difficult to see that Conjecture 1~ Conjecture 2. The converse is a.lso
true if one uses Lang's Conjecture (about rational points on sl1rfaces of general
type) because one has:
Theorem 1 (C.F. Hermann, E. Kani, W. Schanz): ZN,e is of general type if
lV 2:: 13.

Finally, some partial evidence for Conjecture 2 was disc~lssed, such as its
rela.tion to a.n analogue of the Minimality Conjecture of Hirzebruch for Hilbert
Modular Surfaces.

Bernhard Köck, Karlsruhe
Operations on Locally Free Classgroups

Let [{ be a number field and r a finite group. In order to construct annihilators of
Stickelberger type for the locally free classgroup Cl(OKr), Cassou-Nogues and
Taylor have shown in 1985 that the Adams operations on the classical ring of
virttlal characters of r induce certain.endomorphisms 'l/JK, k?, 1, on Cl(OKr') in
Fröhlich's Hom-description.

Recently, Burns and Chinburg have studied the quest ion whether there is
an algebraic description of 'l/JK

CNT
, for instance in terms of power operations on

OK r-tnodules, and they have established a formula for 'l/;K(X) for certain elements
x in Cl(Ogr) coming from a tarne Galois extension of K.

Weshowed that- 'l/Jk is- a.simply_ definable s~mrnetric power opera.tion on
Cl(OK r). For the proof of this result we use topologicalarguments based on
the construction of power operations on higher I<-theory. As ail application of
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this result we interpreted the formul~ of Burns and Chinburg as an equivariant
Adams-Riemann-Roch formula.

Klaus Künnemann, Münster
Arithnletic intersection pairings on abelian varieties

Let J{ be a number field and X,., a smooth projective variety over TJ = Spec !{. In
order to describe the behavior of motivic L-functions associated with the variety
);,., near the central point, Beilinson and Bloch have defined real-valued· height
pairings between Chow groups of homologically trivial cycles on X'f] which extend
the classical pairing of Neron and Tate. Therefore they have to assurne that }(ry

has a regular model X which is proper over the ring of integers in !( and that
homologicaHy trivial cycles on )[11 admit suitabJe extensions to this model.

In the talk, we investigate these assumptions in the case of abelian varieties.
"Vc construct projective regular models for abelian varieties with senli-a~elian

rccltlction and prove that they have potentially semi-stable reduction. U~ing a
lloJ)-archinledean analogue of the ddc-lemma for differential forms, we sho~ that
that there is a weH defined height pairing if an abelian variety has totally' dege-
Berat.e rcduction at all places of bad reduction. -

Andreas Langer, Münster
Zero-cycles on Hilbert-Blumenthal Surfaces

For areal quadl'atic field F of prime discriminant q == 1 mod 4 and class
nUlnber 1 we consider the associated Hilbert-Blumenthal surface with respect to
the ruH Hilbert modular subgroup Sb(OF) and show the Tate-conjecture in char.
1) for codiITI.-l-cycles at all good re9uction primes p of the smooth projective
Inoelel 8/Q, under the assumption that aB Hilbert modular cusp forms of weight
2 are lifts of modular forms of level q and weight 2 under the Doi-Nagamnla-lift.
'fhe idea is to reduce the Hirzebruch-Zagier cycles Tp mod p and let the Hecke
algebra act on the two components of Tp mod p if p is split in F (for inert primes
p there are 00 new cycles to consider), in order to obtain new cycles.

The result is then used to obtain finiteness results on the torsion subgroup
in the Chow group of zero-cycles on S. For this one constructs new elements
in Hl(S, .(:2) by defin'ing mod~lar units on Tp in the same way as Flach did by
using the birational morphism Xo(p) -4 Tp • One also has to use the finiteness of
the Selmer group associated to the motive H2 (S)(2), which - in our situation
- is derived from the finiteness of the Selmer group associated to thc adjoint
representation of the Galois representation PI, where f is a modular fonn of level
Cf and char. q. This is known from the works of Flach and Wiles.
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Stefan Reiter, Heidelberg
Belyi-Triples and GAR-Realizations

\;Ve call a tripie (A,B,C},A,B,C E GLn(q), ABC = id,rk(A - id) 1 with
(A, B) ::; GLn(q) irreducible, a Belyi-triple.

We we can state the foJlowi ng
Theorem: For all 1,9 E IFq [X] monie, deg(f) = deg(g) = 11., I(O)g(O) f- 0, (I,g) =
1, cxits up to conjugation in GLn(q) one Belyi-triple s.t. .

IB = fand fAB = g,

where I B resp. lAB denotes the minimal polynomial of B resp. Aß.
(This was independently proved by H. Völklein.) e

Using classifieation theorems of primitive groups eontaining a homology or
a transvection (see Wagner, }(antor and others) we can determine the group
generated by a Belyi-triple. (E.g. let A be a transvection, JB = (.,\' - 1)771(.\" 
i)"t, .fAB = CX + 1)771 (~\' + i)m E IFp [~\'] for p = 5 nl0d 8, order( i) ::::: 4. Thcn
C;jZ(G) ~ PC8P2m(P) for pt m .)

Using the rigidity criterion (Belyi, Matzat, Thompson) we find GA/GA R
realizations of elassieal groups of Lie-type (linear, unitary, orthogonal anel synl
plectic grollps) G(p), p a prime, over Q under some conditions on tbc defining
characteristic of these groups. (E.g: PSP2m(P) possesses GAR-realizations over Q
for (nl"p) = 1 and pt ±l mod 24.)

erhe results for the linear groups have been already proved by Folkers and
Malle.)

Jürgen Ritter, Augsburg
A local approach to Chinburg's root number conjecture

'fhe cancern of the talk is to introduce a refined Chinburg's 111ultiplica.tive 0
invariant that can be studied locally and so leads to loeal versions of Chinburg's
root nun1ber conjecture, by which the root number elass WK/k of a finite Galois ex

tension !</k of number fields with group G determines 51 = O(!«jk) E Cl(71G') c
I<o(71G) via the Hom-description. In joint work with K. W. Gruenberg and _
A. Weiss new invariants O<p depending on G-monomorphislTIS _
r.p : !J.S -+ E and Tate's canonical dass TKfk have been defined, which belong
to the Grothendieck group I<oT(71G) of finitely generated torsion ZG1- n1odules
of finite projeetive dimension and which all map to n uuder the natural horno
n10rphisn1 {(oT(ZG) -+ J{o(ZG). Above, S is aG-invariant finite set of prirnes
of J{ which is large in the sense ,of Tate and so leads to a Tate sequence re]a-
ting the 5'-unit gro~p E in _I( to the augmentation submodule tlS of 7lS' and
having extension dass TK/k. Note that -c~ntrary to i<o(ZG) thc group [«oT(ZG)
admits a splitting ioto Jocal components: KoT(ZG) = EB IfoT(Z,G). It is shown

I
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that asslilning Stark's conjecture, i.e., A~ E HomcQ ( RG, ijx) (where RG is thc
Q-charaeter ring of G), thc deviation w of O~ fronl the element in J\'oT(ZG) re
presented by Acp I~Klk is independent of <p and Sand behaves weil with respect
to deflation and restrietion of subgroups. We conjeeture w == 0 or, what anlounts
to thc sanlC, w(l) == 0 for all rational primes l where w(l) E b.:oT(Z/G') is the l-adic
cornponcnt of tU. Ir this is true, then so is Chinburg's root nUlnber eonjecture.
In thc case t.hat J.( is absolutely abelian one knows the validity of the so-called
Strong-Stark-conjecture of Chinburg (Ritter and Weiss in J AMS (1997)) and
canelndes that w belongs to the torsion subgroup of l{oT(71Ci); moreover, it is
shown that in order to confirol w e/ ) == 0 in this situation it suffices to assurne
thal G' Hlodulo its Sylow l-subgroup is cyclic. A short account of all this is pu
blishcd in .Jahresbericht der DMV (1997). Finally, an exanlple is discussed which
COlllCS froin joi nt work with A. Weiss. Here Ar c Q( (PI P2) is of degree l =f 2 over
l: == Q; PI, 712, l are three distinct primes. The conjecture w(l) == 0 now prediets
congrllcnces für l-aclic L-values as weIl as a certain strengthening of results in
c0I111cc1.ion with thc l\1ain Cünjecture, and can be indeed confirmed aSI~long as
Olle of thc prioles IJi is not an lth power modulo the other one.

Takeshi Saito, Tokyo
Modular FornlS and p-adic Hodge Theory

Für a Ilew fonn f, a 2-ditnensional l-adic representation \lj of the absolute Galois
grünp (,'Q == (/al(Q/Q) is assoeiated. It is known to be con1patible with thc IDeal
La.llgla,nds t'orrcspondcnce at p #- l in the following sense by Delignc- Langlands
Carayol. Für 1) =I l, thc restrietion to the inertia group I p is quasi-unipotent and
hCIH·0. a rrprcscnt.at.ion of thc Weil- Deligne groll p W~ is associated to the restric
t.ioJl VI Ir.,p 1,0 thc decoinposition group Cip == Cial(Q/Qp). On thc other hand, a
cllspidal alltolllorphic reprcsentatioil 7T j is associated to fand it is decomposed
as tellsor product rr j == 0rr j,p- ßy loeal Langlands correspondence, an··.....F-semi
sirnplc 2-dilllcBsional reprcsentation a( 1T j,p) of W; is associated to the irreducible
a,ch"n issi ble rcprcsentation 1T jrP of Gl2( Qp). The compatibi lity mentioned above is
that thc F-sernisilllplification of the representation of W; associated to Vj IG

p
is

iSOTllOrph ie to a( 1T j,p).

The Jllain result in thc talk is that the compatibility remains true for p = l by
taking /Jpst.( v/lc,.) as a representation of W~. Here Dpst is the function defined by
Fontainc: IJpst.( \I) = U (Bst. 0 V)J. It is proved as folIows. First of all, we

JClp open

know thal Dpst ( \1/ Icp ) is 2-dirnensional and is deseribed by using log cristalline
COhOl110JOgy of Hyodo-I\ato by t.he Cst-conjecture proved by Tsuji. By the known
rcsult für l =f p, it is enough to con1pare p and l i= p. More precisely

11



2. N on D pst is 0 {=> N on Vj,i is O.

1. will be proved by finally reducing to the Lefschetz trace fornntla. which t.akes
the sanle fornl for p (cristalline cohomology) and l =f:. p (l-aelic eta.le cohonlology).
l'he reduction is made by the geometrie construction of VJ using I( uga-Sato
variety anel Hecke operators (Deligne-Scholl) and an application of thc wcight
spectral sequence (Rapoport-Zink for l =f:. p and Mokrane für p). It is provcd also
by studying the speetral sequence more closely.

Michael Spieß, Heidelberg
Zero Cycles on Products of Curves over p-adic Fields

Let k be a finite extension of Qp and let ..\1,'" ,);d/ k be Slllooth, project.i
ves curves. We are interested in the structure of the Chow group of zero cyclcs
CHo()[1 x ... x .X'd) of Xl x ... X X d. The talk reports on thc proofs of thc
following two results:
Theoren1 1: Let cl = 2 and let ..\"1, 4X2 be elliptic curves wit.h good r~dl1ct.ion.

'rhen the prinlc-to-p torsion of Cllo(.Y I x ..\2) is finite.
Theorem 2 (joint work with W. Raskind): ASSlltne tha.t thc ,]acol>ia.ns of .\1,' .. ,
)':d have a Illixtllre of multiplicative and good ordinary rcduction. '('hell for allY

non-zero integer n, CHo(X, x ... x Xd)/n is finite.
80th proofs exploit the connection between Chow grollps and a.lgebraic A'

theory.

Matthias Strauch, Bonn
Counting rational points and height zeta functions

Let )( be a smooth projeetive variety over a nun1ber field Fand [J°(.\;,wx) = O.
Let L = (.c, (11· !Iv)) be a metrized line bundle on.X such that .c lies in the interior
of the cone of effective divisors Aeff(X) C PiC(X)R. Associated to L there is a
height function HL : X (F) ~ R>o. For appropriate subvarieties (J C .\; the
nunlber Nu(L, H) := #{x E U(F) IHL{x) S; H} will always be finite. We are _
interested in the asymptotic behavior of this counting function. If Aeff(.X·) is a •
finitely generated polyhedral cone Batyrev and Manin defined constants a(.c) and
b(L:) depending on the position of L inside Aeff(X). On the other ha.nd, provided
that the height zeta Junction

Zu(L,s):= L HL(x)-S
xEU(F)

has abscissa of convergenee a > 0, meromorphic continnation to lle( .5) > a - (
for some (. > 0, a pole of order b at s = a and no other poles in Re( s) > (t - c

12



then we have
lVu (L, [t) '"V cHQ(log H)b-I

for SOHle c > O. In the talk we discussed three classes of varieties for which
CL = a(L), b == b(L) holds (as Batyrev and Tschinkel have shown, this is not
universa.lly ·true). These results were obtained by analyzing the corresponding
height zeta. funetion.

• (Fran ke) For flag varieties the height zeta function is an Eisenstein series
E~(>" - pp,ec;).

• (S.) Certain fibre bundles Y = Q\H x P G, a fibration over P\G defined by
a. hOTll01110rphisnl 17 : P -t H. The height zeta function is an infinite sum
of Eisenstein series.

• (S.-Tsehinkel) Toric bundles over P -t G with fiber a toric variety ..\ == T
dcfincd by a. hOIllOl110rphism 17 : P -t T. In this ease there is an .Lntegral
rcprescntation .-

whcre il is thc Fourier transform of the height funetion on T(A) .. '

Annette Werner, Münster
Local heights on Abelian varieties and rigid analytic uniformization

The goa.l of this talk is to express classieal anel p-adic loeal height pairings on an
abcliall varicty A/\" with split sCInistable reduction in ternlS of the eorresponding
pairings on thc abelian part BK of the Raynaud extension. Sinee BIo{ is an abelian
variety with good reduction, this result provides a rather explicit step from the
dass of loeal height pairings on all abelian varieties with good reduction to the
dass of loeal height. pairings on arbitrary abelian varieties.

'Ale a.re interested in three kinds of loeal height pairings on AK , where !{

is a non-arehinledean loeal ground fieId: Neron's classieal real-valued pairing,
Sehnei'der's Ilornl-adaptcd l'-adic height pairing and the p-adic height pairing in·
thc ordinary reduction case defined by Mazur and Tate. We use an approach to
height pairings via "splittings" of biextensions which is due to Mazur and Tate.

As an application of our "step" frolu the good reduetion to the general case we
calculatc the differenee between Sehneider's ]radie height pairing and the p-adic
IVlazur-rrate pairing on Al\".

13



Jörg Wildeshaus, Münster
On the Generalized Eisenstein Symbol

Let' EI B be an elliptic curve, N an integer ~ 2 S.t. N E OB' k ~ 2, and

(Sk-I acts nattlrally on [(k-2)).

The Eisenslein sYlnbol Eisk- 2 is a. nla.p

IfB = Spec( I\~), !{ a number field, it is known tha.t if [ is a CM-curve (of Shilllura.
type), then the ilnage of Eis~-2, for N » 0, generates a subspace of H~~l which
(0R) maps surjectively to Deligne cohonlology

H~-1(Ek-20Q R,k -lrgn

It is unreasonable to expect this to hold for arbitrary E. Olle t.herefon' t.ric's 1,0

enlarge the source of Eisk - 2 to a big;ger subspace of G'h[E(B) - 0].
The weak version 0/ the elliptic Zagie1' conjecf:u're predicts thc existcnce of

certain quotients Blk(E) of (}h[E(B) - 0], k ~ 1, of differentia.ls

~,'.j

k~2

and ?f Inaps
Eisk- 2 : ker(dk } -----* Ht"1([(k-2), k - lrgn

(extending the Eisensteill symbol on torsion).
In the talk, it was reported how parts of these data can be constructed geo

nlctrically: one can define Blk(E) and dk , and a diagram

Ht,~(B)(E(k-2),k - l)sgn C Ht 1([(k-2), k - 1)59 1&

-!- "(Eisk- 2)-I"

ker (dk)

Berichterstatter: Stefan Wewers
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Tagungsbericht 29/1997

Large Time Behavior in Dynamical Systems:
Analysis and N umerics

27.07.-02.08.1997

The meeting \vas organized by Klaus Bähmer (~Ilarburg), Bernold Fiedler (Berlin), and
John Guckenheimer (Ithaca). The 45 participants enjoyed - like so many others before
- the \varm hospitality and the stimulating atmosphere at the institute. In 28 talks a
\vide variety of numerical and analytical results was presented, including applications from
molecular dynamics, optical tibers, pattern formation processes in chemistry and material
science. Special emphasis was on the interaction of numerical and analytical aspects. New
trends in numerical analysis of dynamical systems, symmetry breaking in partial differential
equations, and theory and numerics of homoclinic bifurcations were topics of three evening
discussion sections and several afternoon working sessions.

Numerical problems centered around the inherent instability of numerical computations
over large times or for stiff, many-variable systems. Symplectic integrators, shadowing
and back\vard analysis \vere investigated from this view point. In addition, significant
interest arises: from both the analytical and the numerical side, in the direct computation
of invariant measures and of particular dynamic objects like symbolic codings, periodic and
hornoclinie orbits, and their bifurcations. On the other hand, ne\y dynamical phenomena
in spatio-temporal pattern formation and near homoc1inic orbits were reported, which in
particular applications still provide challenging questions to both numeries and analysis
community. But the bridge keeps gro\ving. 1
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Vortragsauszüge:

Peter Ashwin: On same robust heteroclinic attractors in symmetrie systems

I discuss some heteroclinic-like attracting behaviour for which, although it is of infinite
codimension in systems \vithout symmetry, there are symmetrie settings where it is gene
ric. In particular I discuss ne\v issues for homoclinic cycles with continua of connections
(joint \vork \vith P. Chossast) and robust cycles connecting chaotic invariant sets (\vith
A. Rucklidge).

In the former case, the connections corresponding to the most positive expanding e
eigenvalues are observed to determine the minimal attractors. In the latter case one can
compute Liapunov exponents to determine the creation of an attracting cycle between
chaotic sets at a blowout bifurcation leading to global connections. Finally I discuss recent
work (\vith M. Field) on classifying a large class of heteroclinic-type attractors. 'Ve sho\v
that typically these ean involve connections bet\veen non-trivial sub-heteroclinic ,eycles.

Wolf-J.ürgen Beyn: Numerical coding of symbolic dynamies near homoclinic
orbits

Symbolie dynamical systems are closed sets of biinfinite sequences on N symbols \vhieh
are invariant under the shift map ß. If for a given map f E IRm one ean find a closed
invariant subset A on \vhieh f eonjugates to the shift of a symbolie dynamieal system this
provides an effieient tool in studying the long-time dynamies of the map f. One of the best
known instances where such a eonjugacy <I> exists is given by the Smale-Birkhoff theorem
accordihg to whieh any transversal homoclinic point generates a Cantor set A \vith an
appropriate conjugacy. We develop a numerical method fo evaluating <Il in this situation at
homoclinic and periodie sequences of symbols. The method makes use of the proof of the
Smale-Birkhoff theorem given by Palmer (1988). To any symbolic sequence one assoeiates
pseudo orbits obtained by coneatenating segments \vhich consist either of the fixed point
or a numerieal approximation of the primary homoelinic.

It is shown that Newton's method for a suitable udiscrete': boundary value problem con
verges \vhen started at such orbits.

When applying parametrie eontinuation to such systems several interesting phenomena
oecur, such as closed curves of homoclinic orbits with turning points that correspond to
homoclinic tangeneies and perturbed pichfork bifurcations on branches of multi-humped
homoclinics. (Joint \vork \vith J. M. Kleinkauf)
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Bjorn Birnir: Basic Attractors

Basic attractors are distinguished by the property that every point of the attractor
has a basin that is not a shy set. l\ generalization of a theorem by t\1ilnor, to infinite
dimensions, gives a decomposition of compact attractors into a basic attractor and a
remainder. The basic attractor is low-dimensional for a "generic': class of nonlinear PDE'Sl
although the dimension of the full attractor (remainder) can be arbitrarily large. We
present bifurcations of the basic attractor for dissipative nonlinear \vave equations and
give an example of a (strange) basic attractor that is globally extended in phase space.
This attractor consists of two components \vith slo\v rotations and fast (chaotic) global
excursion bet\veen them. .

Jack Carr: Coarsening

After a phase transformation process, such as nucleations and growth ofpar=ticles from
a supersaturated solution, the system reaches a stage in which the nuclei of one phase
are surrounded by a supersaturated medium consisting of the other phase. Since smaller
particles have (on aper volume basis) a larger interfacial energy than larger ones; the larger
particles grO\V at thc expense of the smaller ones. This process is known as coarsening and
occurs in many systems. This phenomenology is described in a model ofLifshitz and Slyozov
(LS). If F(R: t) is the distribution function of the particles ,,·ith respect to their radii:

8Fi:' t) + 8~((RQu(t) - l)F(R, t)] = 0

u(t) = fooo F(R, t)dR/ fooo RQF(R, t)dR

(1)

,,·ith Q = 1/3. Equation (1) has a one-parameter family of similarity solutions and the LS
theory (a = 1/3) claims that there is a particular similarity solution \vhich attracts aU
solutions. From a mathematical point of vie,,~: very little is kno,vn about the LS equations.
Equations (1) also describe tbe large time behaviour of tbe Becker-Döring equations
\vith 0 < a :5 1. We study thc Q = 1 case which is simpler than the LS cquations. We
sho\v that for each similarity solution, there is a large class of initial data ,vhich 'con
verges' to it. Also, there are solutions which do not converge. (Joint ,vork \vith O. Penrose)

Michael Dellnitz: The Approximation of Complicated Dynamical Behavior

~1ultilevel subdivision techniques are presented for the efficient numerical approximation
of complicated dynamical behavior. Concretely we develop adaptive methods which allow
to extract statistical information on thc underlying dynamical system. This is done by an
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approximation of natural invariant measures as ,vell as (almost) cyclic dynamical com
ponents. We discuss issues conceming the implementation (e.g. parallelization strategies)
and indicate potential applications of these methods. Tbe results are illustrated by several
numerical examples.

Peter Deuflhard: Essential Molecular Dynamies: Basic Concepts of a New
Algorithm

Mathematically speaking, MD systems are described by Hamiltonian differential equations. e
In tbe bulk of applications, individual trajectories are of no specific interest. Rather, time
averages of physical observables as relaxation times of conformational changes need to
be actually computed. Such information is contained in the natural invariant measure
(infinite relaxation time) or in almost invariant sets ('~largen finite relaxation times). The
authors suggest the direct computation of these objects via eigenmodes of the associated
Frobenius-Perron operator by means of an adaptive multilevel subdivision technique.
In the advocated algorithmic approach ill-posed long-term trajectory computations are
replaced by ,vell-posed short-term subtrajectory computations. Monte-Carlo techniques
are different and just structurally connected via the underlying Frobenius-Perron theory
(these, however for the canonical ensemble prescribed). A simple four-\vell-potential
problem is sho,vn numerically to illustrate the ne'v concepts. (Joint \vork \vith M. Dellnitz,
O. Junge and eh. Schütte)

Eusebius Doedel: On Computing Singular Solutions

Extended systems for follo\ving singular solutions of systems of equations, including
differential equations, have been introduced by many authors in the past 20 years. The
simplest case is that of a fold, for which an extended system \vas first proposed by Seydel
in 1977. There exist efficient solution techniques for sohring the linear systems that arise in
applying Newton's method to solving an extended system. Ho\vever, these eflicient solution
techniques rely on making certain approximations in the Jacobian matrix. Thus, they are
in fact approximate Ne\vton techniques. The same cau be said about the so called minimal
ly extended systems. In this work \ve show how efficient solution techniques can be applied
in general, thereby resulting in a proper Ne\vton iteration. In addition to accelerated con
vergence, this modification also yields more accurate information on possible singularities
of tbe extended system. Moreover, the algorithm is particularly simple to express. In addi
tion to the model problem, the fold, we also treat the case of a period-doubling bifurcation.
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Heinrich Freistühler, Christian Fries: Nonlinear Asymptotic Stability of
Viscous Shock Waves

Consider a traveling wave solution u·(t, x) = r/J·(x - st) of a system

of viscous conservation laws, i. e., r/>. satisfies

r/>' = !(</J) - sr/> - q and rJ>{±oo) = u±

(1)

(2)

with same u-, u+, 5, q such that f(u±) - 5U± = q. t/J. is called asymptotically stable if there
exist a Banach space (B, 11 . 11 B) and aß> 0 such that the follo\ving holds for a11 Üo E B
with lIüolI < ß:

The solution u to (1) with data u(O,') == t/J. + Üo exists for all t > O~'a:nd
lim SUPxER lu(t, x) -- t/J(x - st)1 = 0 \vith some solution 4> of (2). '.. (3)
t-+oo

Goodman [A.R~1.A 1985] has proved: If f has a simple eigenvalue .A, .A is "co_nvex': (i. e.,
r· V'''\ =F 0 for r spanning ker(f' - .AI)), t/J. is associated \vith ,.\ (i. e., "\(u-) >~'5 > "\(u+)},
and the shock amplitude is small (i. e., lu+ - u-I « 1), then (3), \vith t/J == -ip., holds for
all Üo E LI with f üo(x)dx = 0 and IIUoII H 2,2 « 1, Uo(x) = f~XJ üo{y)dy.

Using an energy method with a ,,~eight that is some,,~hat similar to one r\'latsumura and
Nishihara [C~fIP 1994] introduced for the scalar case, Fries [1997] proves the same as
Goodman, hut \vithout the convexity assumptioo.

For the scalar case, \vith 00 convexity assumption, Freistühler and Serre [CPAM 1998]
sho\v Cl:Symptotic stability of viscous shock waves of arbitrary size, with B = LI and
,8 = +00. {Joint \vork \vith C. Fries}

Gero Friesecke: Infinite-Dimensional Effects in Dissipative Systems: Metasta
bility, Hysteresis and Failure of Convergence to Equilibrium

We discuss systems \vhere an infinite number of "modes'~ remain active as t ---+ 00, e.g. as
arising in pattern formation problems in materials science (solid-solid phase transitions).
For the equation

Utt = (u~ - ux)z + Uxxt - au, a > O,x E (0,1)

minimizing sequences of the Lyapunov factor E = fd ((U~;l)2 + a~) + ~ develop faster

and faster oscillations, converging \veakly but not strongly to zero in (u, Ut) E HJ x L2,
while solutions to the dynamic equation cooverge strongly to a unique equilibrium. This is
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a joint \vork \vith J.R. McLeod, e.g. (Archive Rat. :Nlech .Analysis 1996). By cantrast, for
the nonlocal equation

Utt = {31/ux Il 2
- l)uxx + Uxxt - QU

energy does get tranported into higher and higher müdes (RaU et al. 1990).

Martin Golubitsky: Hopf Bifurcation from Rotating Waves: Physical Space vs.
Phase Space

Rotating waves appear in a number of experiments including laminar prernixed Harnes, BZ
reactions and Taylor Couette. Hopf bifurcation leads to two frequency quasiperiodic motion
in each case: nonuniformly rotating cells, meandering spiral \vaves, and moclulated \vavy
vortices. Each of these quasiperiodic motions has distinetive eharacteristics. vVe diseuss
how symrnetry properties in phase space lead to an understanding of the characteristic
properties in physieal space.

This lecture is based on joint research with lan rvfelbourne and Victor LeBlanc.

John Guckenheimer: Computing Periodic Orbits with Automatie Differentia
tion

This paper introduces a new family of algorithms for computing periodic orbits of vector
fields. These global methods achieve high accuracy with .relatively coarse discretizations
of periodic orbits through the use of automatie differentiation. High degree Taylor series
expansions of trajectories are computed at mesh points. On a fixed mesh, \ve construct
closed curves that eonverge smoothly to periodic orbits as the degree of the Tayolor series
expansions increase. The algorithms habe been implemented in IVlatlab together with
the use of the automatie differentiation code .ADOL-C. Numerical tests of our codes are
compared \vtih AUTO caIculations using the Hodgkin-Huxley equations as a test problem.

Ale Jan Homburg: Homoclinic-doubling Cascades

There are codimension-t\vo homoclinic bifurcations of vector fields for which the homocli
nie orbit undergoes a homoclinic-doubling bifurcation. This creates a doubled homoclinic
orbit that rounds t\vice in a tubular neighborhood of the orginal homoclinic orbit. In the
parameter plane of a t\VO parameter family of vector fields unfolding such a homoclinic bi
furcation, there is a curve of doubled homoclinie orbits branching, at the codimension-t\vo
point, from the curve of doubled homoclinic orbits. A cascade of suecessive homoclinic
doubling bifurcations arises if, each time follo\ving the curve of doubled homoclinic orbits,
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some"rhere on this cunre a further homoclinic-doubling occurs so that a new curve of doub
led homoclinic orbits branches. The homoclinic orbit, existing after n homoclinic-doubling
bifurcations, forms a curve which gets arbitrarily long as n -7 00.

\;Ve sho"r that, in the space of two parameter families of three dimensional vector fields,
there is an open set consisting of families that possess a cascade of homoclinic-doubling
bifurcations. Similarities and differences with tbe familiar cascades of period-doubling
bifurcations are discussed.

e Jürgen Knobloch: Dynamics near Homoclinic Orbits in Discrete Systems

vVe \vant to study the dynamics near homoclinic points in periodically forced systems
by introducing an appropriate Poincare-map. However, we consider the more general
situation of a discrete system having a homoclinic orbit. To study particular ot:bits nearby
the distinguished homoclinic orbit \ve extend the ideas of Lin's method to discr~te systems.
\Vith that \ve detect homoclinic and periodic solutions (nearby the primarj""" homoclinic
orbit). "Ve demonstrate the results on examples: we compute homoclinic and periodic
orbits near a homoclinic point with quaclratic tangeneies and we determine homoclinic
points of a Poincare-map associated with a periodically forced system. Finally \ve give an
idea ho\v to detect n-periodic and n-homoclinic orbits.

Stig Larsson: A Posterori Error Analysis and Shadowing far Finite Element
Methods for Semilinear Parabolic Systems

We study semilinear parabolic systems

{

Ut + Au = f(u, DuL x E n ~ IRd
, t > 0,

ulan = O.

\Ve first set the initial boundary value problem in a functional analytic setting, \vhere
the nonlinearity is controlled by the Wi (n)-norm. The equations are discretized by
the "discontinuous Galerkin method'~, which is a space-time finite element method.
\\Te prove an aposteriori bound of the discretization error in terms of a norm of the
residual of the computed solution times astability factor. vVe then prove aversion of
the shado\ving lemma showing that a computed solution is shadowed by an exact solution.

Christian Lubich: Invariant Tori of (Perturbed) Hamiltonian Systems Under
Symplectic Numerical Discretizations

This talk is concerned \vith the long-time behaviour of symplectic numerical integrators
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for Hamiltonian systems and dissipative perturbations thereof. The first part explains
the notion of backward error analysis and gives a result on the almost-embedding~up to
exponentially small terms~ of the one-step map of symplectic numerical methods into the
flow of a nearby modified Hamiltonian system.

In a second part, this result is used to sho,,· that KAi\1 tori are '~very sticky" under
symplectic discretization, over a time span that is exponentially lang in the time step.
Finally, for dissipative perturbations of Hamiltonian systems, the result is applied to sho\v
that \veakly attractive invariant tori persist under symplectic discretization, under a very
mild restriction of the time step.

The talk is based on joint \vork with E. Hairer.

Zhen Mei: Numerical Analysis of Periodic Solutions near Homo'clinic Orbits
of Large Systems

.04. numcrical bifurcation function is discussed for locating periodic orbits near homoclinic
orbits of large systems of autonomous differential equations, arising from, e.g. spatial
discretization of reaction-diffusion equations or from modelling large net\,,"orks. This
requires effective approximation of the homoclinic orbit and tbe bounded solution of
the adjoint variational equation. We exploit tbe truncated boundary value problems
for approximating homoclinic orbits and a system of differential-algebraic equations for
selecting the bounded solution of the adjoint variational equation. Furthermore: \ve make
use of the Krylov subspace iteration method for numerical continuation of equilibrium
and unstable' eigenvectors of the linearized operator. As an example \ve examine periodic
and quasi-periodic solutions of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation near homoclinic
cycles. Finite difference and Crank-Nicolson scheme are used for spatial and temporal
discretizations.

Peter Polacik: Asymptotics of Positive Solutions of Time-Periodic Reaction-
Diffusion Equations on (RN e
We study positive solutions of the following problem

Ut=Llu+f(t,u), xEIRN
, t>O,

u(x, t) -+ 0, lxi -+ 00, t > o.

vVe assurne that f is a Cl function in t, and that u == 0 is a linearly stable equilibrium.
Our main result describes the spatio-temporal asymptotics of solutions \vhose trajectory
is relatively compact in Co(IRN

) (the space of continuous functions vanishing at 00, with
the sup norm). Each such solution is asymptotically r-periodic in time and asymptotieally
radially symmetrie in space (about some point independent of t). A complete description
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of eompaet entire trajeetories will also be given.

Tony Roberts: Initial Conditions are Long-Lasting

Centre manifold theory and techniques are inereasingly used to derive coarse, low
dimensional dynamical models of finely detailed, high-dimensional, physical dynamical
systems. Often \ve use these eoarse models to make foreeasts. To do this we need to projeet
the initial condition of the fine system onto the centre manifold, M, to form an initial
condition of the model. Unless this is done ·correcdy, eITors in the forecast may persist
forever or even grow exponentially. The flo"r in the neighbourhood of M determines the
correet projection to ensure lang-term fidelity bet\veen original and model. For apparently
different reasons, a small time dependent forcing is also projected onto the model in
exactly the same \vay.

Carlos Rocha: Realization of Meander Permutations by Boundary Value
Problems and Attractors for Reaction-Diffusion Equations _~

vVe consider Neumann boundary value problems of the form Uzz + f(x, u, ux ) = 0 on
thc interval 0 < x < 1, having exactly n solutions: \vhere f is taken in a certain dass of
dissipative nonlinearities. Ta these problems we associate meanders in the pQase space
(u, ux ) E IR2

. rvleanders are connected oriented simple plane curves intersec,ting a fixed
oriented line in n points. The permutations obtained by ordering the intersection points
onee along the base line and then along the meander are ealled meander permutations.
The meander permutations associated to the second order ODE determine the global
attraetor of the infinite dimensional dynamieal system generated by tQe. semilinear
parabolic differential equation Ut = Uxx + f(x, u: ux ) up to Ca-orbit equivalence. Therefore:
these permutations provide topological invariants relevant for the classification of the
(~1orse-Smale)attractors for these dynamical systems. V~le present in this communication a
eharacterization of the elass of meander permutations that are realizable by the considered
boundary value problems. This is a collarboration \vork with Bernold Fiedler.

Björn Sandstede: Analysis and Numerical Computation of Pulse Packets

In this talk, the dynamics of localized solutions of PDEs on the real line is investigated.
As an example, the PDE

Ut = -Uxxxz + f(u, u~, uzx ), x E IR, t > 0, u(O) = Uo (1)

was considered. We assume that a localized stable equilibrium U. of (1) exists. Then the
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dynamics of pulse packets are of interest. These solutions are associated ,vith initial values
consisting of concentrated, widely spaced copies of u•. It turns out that the pulse packets
evolve in time according to the ODE

(2)

,vhere T denotes the translation of the pulse packet, and the numbers 1j are the distances
bet,veen consecutive copies of u•. Also, P is a certain constant matrix. Surprisingly, the
nonlinearity {{Tj ) coincides ,vith the bifurcation equations ,vhen applying Ljapunov
Schmidt reduction for determining the existence of equilibria of (1). Finally, an application •
to signal transmission in optical fibers ,vith phase-sensitive amplification ,vas given. •

Jesus Maria Sanz-Serna: A Method for the Numerical Integration of Oscilla
tory Differential Equations

Considered \vere methods to integrate Ne,vton's equation Alx = F1(x) +F2 (x), ,vhere F2 {x)
is a slo\v hard-to-compute force and FI (x) is a fast easy-to-compute force. Problems of that
class appear in molecular dynamics, many-body problems, partial differential equations.
An existing method {sometimes called the impulse method) ,vas analyzed and sho,vn to
suffer from instabilities and order reduction. An alternative method ,vas suggested and
numerical co~parisons \vere reported. (Joint work ,vith B. Garcia-Archilla and R.D. Skeel)

Arnd Scheel: Hopf Bifurcation to Spiral Waves

For a large class of reaction-diffusion systems on the plane, ,ve sho,v' rigorously that
typically m-armed spiral ,vaves bifurcate from a homogeneous equilibrium when the latter
undergoes a Hopf bifurcation. In particular, ,ve construct a finite-dimensional manifold
,vhich contains the set of small rotating waves elose to the homogeneous equilibrium.
Examining the flow on this center-manifold in a very general example, \ve find different _
types of spiral ,vaves, distinguished by their speed of rotation and their asymptotic shape _
at large distances of the tip. The relation to the special class of A-W systems and the
validity of these systems as an approximation is discussed.

Dmitry Turaev: An Example of a Wild Strange Attractor

We propose a ne,v concept of a pseudohyperbolic attractor ,vhich possesses a ,veak
analogue of a hyperbolic structure (the difference is that the linearized ßO\V need not
be expanding in the unstable subspace, ,ve require only volume expansion). We give an
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example of such an attractor by a modification of the geometrical Lorenz model. We prove
that attractors of our example contain a wild hyperbolic set within. As a consequence,
,ve prove that our attractors contain infinitely degenerate non-hyperbolic periodic orbits,
coexisting periodic orbits with different dimensions of the unstable manifolds, etc.

Andre Vanderbauwhede: A Brief Course on Symplecticity

In this lecture ,ve give a short tutorial on symplective structures and Hamiltonian systems.
'Ve review the main definitions and basic results, in particular the Poincare lemma, the
Darboux theorem, and the fact that the .Poincare return map near a periodic orbit in
a Hamiltonian system is symplectic. We also brießy discuss complete integrability and
symmetry reduction.
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Hans-Otto Walther: Smoothness of the Attractor of Almost a11 Solutions of a
Delay Differential Equation

Consider the negative feedback equation

x'(t} = -J.Lx(t} + f(x(t - 1))

'with J.L 2:: 0, and \vith a C1-function 1 : IR ~ IR which satisfies 1(0) = 0 and f' < 0, and
\vhich is bounded from above or from below. There is an open and dense set of initial data
in the state space C = C([-l, 0], IR) so that the segments Xc = x(t + .) E C, t ~ 0, of the
corresponding solutions are eventually absorbed into the positively invariant set SeC of _
data \vith at most one sign change. An earlier result (Mem. A.M.S. 544, 1995) says that •
the global attractor A of the restriced solution semiflow [0,00) x S --t S in the nontrivial
case A f; {O} can be \vritten as a Lipschitz continuous graph which is homeomorphic to
a closed disk and borclered by a periodic orbit; all solution curves t ~ Xc in A\{O} \vind
around the stationary point O.

vVe sho\v that the attractor A is in fact C1-smooth. The prüof involves results on Flüquet
multipliers of periodic solutions, a-priori estimates for suitably chosen Poincare maps,
Iocal invariant manifolds, and estimates of inclinations of tangent spaces (to appear in
Dissertationes 1\1athematicae). (Joint \vork with Mustapha Yebdri)

Thomas Wanner: Slow Motion in Higher-Order Systems and r -Convergence
in One Space Dimension

In certain singularly-perturbed parabolic equations in one space dimension one can
observe extremely slo\v motion of transition 1ayers, \vhich is in fact exponentially slow
\vith respect to the singular perturbation parameter €. I will present a ne\v variational
approach for establishing results of this type..Apart from covering kno\vn applications
such as the Allen-Cahn aod Cahn-Hilliard equations, this method also proved slo\v motion
in the phase field model and other higher-order equations. Furthermore, it immediately
implies r -convergence for certain energy functionals involving higher derivatives. (Joint
work with W.D. Kalies, R.C.A.M. VanderVorst) e
Claudia Wulff: Center-Manifold Reduction near Relative Periodic Orbits of
Non-Compact Group Actions

vVe study bifurcations of patterns arising in reaction-diffusion systems on the plane and
in three-space. The systems possess Euclidean symmetry. They model various chemical
and biological systems, e.g. the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction and catalysis on platinum
surfaces. In order to analyze bifurcations \ve perform an equivariant center-manifold
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reduction near relative periodic orbits of G-equivariant semifio,vs on Banach spaces.
In contrast to previous results) the Lie group G may be non-compact and may act
discontinuously on the underlying function space. As applications of this abstract result
we investigate Hopf bifurcations from meandering spiral waves to invariant three-tori,
periodic forcing of rigidly rotating and meandering spiral waves in the plane and periodic
forcing of scroll waves in three-space. (Joint work with Björn Sandstede and Arnd Scheel)

Berichterstatter: Arnd Scheel
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• IziIplementations

• Net,vork algorithms

• Ne~vork flow algorithms

• On-line algorithms

• Program demonstrations

• Searching problems

• String algonthnis

Math•.ForSchu·rigslnstitut
OberWOlfach .

E 20./

MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsb'ericht 30/1997

Effiziente Algorithmen

3.8. - 9.8.1997

This years Oberwolfach meeting on efficient algorithms was organized by Zvi ,Galil
(New Y~rk) and Kurt Mehlhorn (Sa3:l"brücken). There were 33 participants coming frorn
Canada (1), France (1), Gennany (20), Italy (3), Switzerland (1), and USA (7). There were
32 presentations, each presentation taking between between 30 and 60 minutes. Wednes- ,
days evening tbere was a session were open problems were presented and discussed. Tbe ..
list of problems discussed can be found at the end of tbe report.

The presentations covered a wide range of topics, ranging from pure theoretical talks
to program demonstrations, the later using the presentation facilities oifered by the insti
tute. Several presentations had .experimental results supplementing the theoretical work
presented. Many talks presented recent work relatedto computational geometry or combi
natorial optimization, but various other topics were covered toD as given by the list below.

• Approximation algorithms

• Com~inatorial optimization

• Computational geometry

• Computational molecular biology

• Dynamic' algorithms

• Exact computations

• External memory algorithms

• Graph algorithms

Of social events Weclnesday afternoon cont~ned a four hour hiking tour and Thursday
evening was devoted to wine drinking. The complete program of the meeting can be found
on tbe following pages.
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9.00- 9.10
9.10- 9.55

10.05-10.40

10.55 -11.35
11.45 -12.30

16.00 -16.30

16.40-17.15

17.25 -17.55
18.00 -18.30

9.00-10.00
10.15 -10.55
11.05-11.50

12.00-12.30

16.00 -16.35
16.45 -17.15
17.25 -17.55
18.00-18.30
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Torben Hagerup: Dynamic Algorithms for Graphs of Bounded Tree
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Giuseppe F. ltaliano: Splitting and Merging Techniques for Order De
composable Problems, with Applications
Paolo Ferragina: On Sorting Strings in Extemal Memory
Ernst W. Mayr: On Polynomial Ideals, Their Complexity, and Appli-
cations .
Friedhelm Meyer auf der Heide: Dynamic Data Structures for Realtime
Management of Large Geometrie Seenes
Raimund Seidel: Planar Point Location Close to tbe Information The
oretic Lower Bound
Karsten Weihe: Minimum Quadrangulations of Meshes
Sven Schuierer: Efficient Robot Self-Localization in Simple Polygon

Tuesday .

Andrew V. Goldberg: Beyond tbe Flow Decomposition Barrier
Alberto Apostolico: Annotated Statistical Indices for Sequence Analysis
Berthold Vöcking: Exploiting Locality for Data Management in Systems
of Limited Bandwidtb
Heroe Brönnimann: Computing Exaet Geometrie Predieates Using
Modular Arithmetic witb Single Precision
Hans-Peter Lenhof: Algorithms for the Protein Docking Problem
Bemard Chazelle: Deterministic Minimum Spanning Trees
David Albert3: On a Software Library of Dynamic Graph Algorithms
Stefano Leonardi: On-line Randomized Edge-Disjoint Paths

Wednesday

Martin Grötschel: Combinatorial Optimization Problems in Tele-
eommunication _
Thomas Erlebach: Algorithms for Call Scheduling and Wavelength AI
Ioeation
Michael Kaufmann: On the Computation of Rectilinear Steiner Mini
mum Trees
Gerth S. Brodal: Finger Search Trees with Constant Insertion Time
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Open Problems Session
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Thursday

9.00- 9.40 Pankaj Aganoal: The Discrete 2-Center Problem
9.50 -10.30 David Eppstein: Fast Hierarchical Clustering and Other Applications

of Dynamic Closest Pairs
10.40-11.10 Stelan Näher: GraphWin, A LEDA Data Type for Visualizing and

Manipulating Graphs
11.20 -11.50 Joseph Cheriyan: Approximating Minimum-Size k-Node Connected

Spanning Subgraphs
12.00-12.30 Volker Kaibel: Polyhedral Combinatorics of the Quadratic Assignment

Problem
16.00-16.45 Hamld Lauer: GraVis, A Dynamically Extensible Platform for Interac..

tive Graph Algorithms
16.55 -17.35 Martin Farach: Optimal Suffix Tree Construction with Large Alphabets
17.50-18.30 S.tefan Tschöke: Exact and Heuristic Algorithms for the Fleet Assign-'

ment Problem
20.30 - Wine Evening

Friday

9.00 - 9.40 Bernd Gärtner: Linear Programming with Exact Arithmetic
9.50-10.30 Stelan Felsner: Arrangements of Pseudolines: Higher Bru~at Orders,

'friangles and k-Sets .
10.40-11.15 Naveen Garg: A Polylogarithmic Approximation Algorithm for. the

Group Steiner Tree Problem
11.25-12.00 Kurt Mehlhorn: Shortest Path and Connected Components in Sec

ondary Memory
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Abstracts

Dynamic Algorithms far Graphs of Bounded Treewidth
Torben Hagerup

The fonnalism of monadie second-order (MS) logic has been very successful in unifying
a large number of algorithms for graphs of bounded treewidtb. We extend tbe elegant
framework of MS logic frorn static problems to dynamic problems, in which queries about
MS properties of a graph of bounded treewidth are interspersed with updates of vertex
and edge labels. This allows UB to unify and occasionally strengthen a number of scattered
previous results obtained in an ad-hoc manner and to enable solutions to a wide range of .,
additional problems to be derived automatically. .1

As an auxiliary result of independent interest, we dynamize a data structure of Chazelle
for answering queries about sums of labels along, paths in a tree with edges labeled by
elements of a semigroup.

Splitting and Merging Techniques for Order Decomposable
Problems, with Applications

Giuseppe F. Italiano .
(joint work with Roberto Grossi)

Let S be a set whose items are sorted with respect to d > 1 total orders -<t, ... ,-<d, and
which is subject to dynamic operations, such as insertions of a single item, deletions of a
single item, split and concatenate operations performed according to any chosen order -<i
(1 ~ i.~ d). This generalizes to dimension d > 1 the nation ofconcatenable data structures,
such as the 2-3-trees, which support splits and concatenates under a single total order.
The main contribution of this paper is a general and novel technique for solving order
decomposable problems on S, which yields new and efficient concatenable data structures
for dimension d > 1. By using our technique we majntain S with the following time bounds:
O(logp) for the insertion or the deletion of a single item, where p is the number of items
currently in S; O(pl-l/d) for splits and concatenates along any order, and for rectangular
range queries. The space required is O(p).

We provide several applications of our technique. First, we present new multidimen
sional data structures implementing two-dimensional priority queues, two-dimensional
search trees, and concatenable interval trees: these data structures allow us to improve
many previously known results on decomposable problems under split and concatenate op-'
erations, such as membership query, minimum-weight item, range query, convex hulls and
Voronoi diagrams. Second, and perhaps a bit surprisingly, we reduce same dynamic graph
problems to order decomposable problems. Finally, we show how to make our technique
for decomposable problems suitable for efficient externat memory implementation.
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On Sorting Strings in External Memory
Paolo Ferragina

(joint work with L. Arge, R. Grossi and J. Vitter)

In this talk we investigate for the first time the 1/0 eomplexity of the problem of sorting a set

of strings in externat memory, which is a fundamental component of many large-scale text

applications. In the standard unit-eost RAM comparison model, the complexity of sorting

K strings of totallength N is 8(K log2 K +N). By analogy, in the extemal memory model,

where the internal memory has size M and the block transfer size is B, it would be natural

to guess that the 1/0 complexity of sorting strings is 8(KjB * logM/B KIB + N/B), but

the known algorithms do not come even elose to achieving this bound. Our. results show,

somewhat counterintuitively, tbat "tbe' 1/0 complexity of string sorting depends upon the

length of the strings relative to the block size. We obtain improved algorithms and in

several cases lower bounds that match their 1/0 bounds. We 'also develop morepractieal""

algorithms witbout assuming the comparison model and discuss their performance.

On Polynomial Ideals, Their Complexity, and Applications
Ernst W. Mayr .

We first consider binomial ideals over the rationals in the unknowns Xl, ... , Xn • It is known

that Gröbner bases for such ideals are again binomial and obey a doubly exponential

degree bound. We use this bound and another doubly exponential degree bound (due to

Hernnan/26) for the word problem for finitely presented commutative semigroups to derive

an exponential space bound for tbe following problems:

1. the subword reachability problem in finitely presented commutative semigroups;

2. tbe problem of computing tbe minimal elements of an equivalence class In a finitely

presented commutative semigroup;

3. the problem of computing the periods of an equivalence class in. a finit~~y presented

commutative semigroup; -

4. the equivalence problem for flnitely presented commutative semigroups;

5. the problem of computing the reduced Gröbner bases for a binomial ideal.

We tben discuss the complexity of computing normal forms and reduced Gröbner bases

for general ideals (witb coefficients in the rationals or finite fields). Here we show that bCith

problems are complete for EXPSPACE, whereas" Buchberger's algorithm requires (in tbe

worst case) space doubly exponential in tbe input size.
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Dynamie Data Struetures for'Realtime Management of Large
Geometrie Seenes

Friedhelm Meyer auf der Heide
(joint work with Matthias Fischer and Willy B. Strothmann)

We present a data structure problem which describes tbe requirements of a simple variant
of fully dynamic walk-through animation: We assume tbe scene to consist of unit size ball
in two or three dimensional spate. The scene may be arbitrarily large and has to be stored

. in secondary memory. We allow a visitor to walk in tbe scene and a modeller to update
the scene by inserting or deleting balls. Tbe data strueture has to present all balls within
distance t (t is specified by the speed of the graphie hardware) to the current visitor's
posn, 20 times per second. The updates also have to be executed in real time, i.e., in _
time independent of tbe size of the scene. We present a data structure that fulfills these I

requirements. PreliminaIy experiments also indicate that it is effieient in practiee.

Planar Point Location elose to the Information Theoretie Lower
Bound

Raimund Seidel
(joint work with U. Adamy)

We show that point Ioeation queries in a planar subdivision of size n can be answered in
the worst case using at most log2 n + V8log2 n + ~(1) steps, wh~re a step is a eomparison
of the query point against a line. Such abound can even be achieved if only O(n), space is
allowed. We also show that on a very realistic model of computation point Ioeation queries
roust take in the worst ease at least log2 n + V210g2 n - 0(1) steps.

Added note: During the course of the workshop both the upper and the lower bound
were improved. Q(n), the worst case query complexity in a subdivision of size n was shown
to satisfy

log2 n + 2Jlog2 n - (1/2) log2lo~2n -2 :5 Q(n) ~ log2 n + 2V1og2 n + (1/2) 10g210g2 n + 2 ,

thus narrowing the gap between upper and lower bound to log log n + 0(1).

Minimum Quadrangulations of Meshes
Karsten Weihe

(joint work witb Matthias Müller-Hannemann)

In this talk, a mesh is a finite set of polygons in the three-dimensional space, which are not
necessarily plane and together approximate a two--dimensional manifold (or a finite set of
manifolds, which must n~t intersect, but may be ineident at so-called folding edges). Tbe
problem is to refine such a mesh by decomposing the polygonS such that the refined mesh
solely consists of conformant quadrilaterals and the number of quadrilaterals is minimum.
In that, confonnant means that any two non-disjoint quadrilaterals either share a single
corner or a whole side.

This problem is NP-hard. Here we present approximation algorithms. More specifically,
constant factor 4 can be achieved in linear time; if there are no folding edges, factor 3 can
be achieved in linear time and faetor 28/15 in O(mnlogn).
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Efficient Robot Self-Localization in Simple Polygon
Sven Schuierer

Localization is the proeess of determining an unknown starting position on a given map. It
is an important problem for autonomous mobile robots and has applieatioDS in numerous
areas ranging from aerial pbotography to autonomous vehicle exploration. In this paper
we present a new fast implementation of a simple strategy for a robot to localize inside a
simple polygon. Tbe only information available to the robot is given by its visual sensors.
We assume that in this way tbe robot has access to its Ioeal visibility polygon.

Tbe simple strategy we consider repeatedly goes to the closest point at which the
robot is able to eliminate at least one of the possible positions it may be located at. Dur
implementation of this strategy runs in time O(kn log n) and spaee O(kn) where n is
~umber of vertices of tbe polygon and k the number of possible robo't positions at the
beginning.

Beyond the Flow Decomposition Barrier
Andrew V. Goldberg

Ooint work with Satisb Rao)

The maximum ßow problem is a classieal optimization problem tbat bas been intensely
studied because of its numerous applications. For a network with n vertices~and m arcs,
O(nm) is a natural bound for maximum flow algoritbms: Tbe size of an"explicit flow
decomposition gives a .matcbing lower bound. This lower bound does not apply if tbe
decomposition is not needed. No previous maximum fiow algorithm, however, runs in
O(nm) time. In the unit capacity case, the decomposition size is O(rn) and the problem
can be solved in o(min(n2/ 3 ,m1/ 2)m) time [Karzanov, Even & Tarjan].

We present an algorithm that significantly improves upon the fiow decomposition bound
uniess the input capacities are huge. Dur algorithm runs in O(min(n2/ 3 , m1/ 2)rnlog~ logU)
time, assuming the capacities are integers between 1 and U. This bound bridges the gap
between the unit capacity case and tbe case of arbitrary integral capacities.. The algoritbm
is based on a new approach to tbe maximum fiow problem.

Annotated Statistical Indices far Sequence Analysis
Alberto Apostolico

Uoint work with F. P. Preparata and, respectively, M. E. Bock and X. Xuyan)

We discuss the frequently encountered task of identifying words that are, by sorne statistical
measure, typical or anomalous in the context of larger sequences.

Tables for storing the number of occurrences in astring of substrings of (or up to) a
given lengtb are routinely computed in applications. Actually, clever methods are available
to compute and organize the counts of occurrences of all substrings of a given string. Tbe
corresponding tables take up the tree-like structure of a special kind of digital seareh index
or trie.

Once the index itself is buHt, it makes sense to annotate its entries with the expected
values and variances that may be associated with them under one or more probabilistic
models. One such process of annotation is addressed in this .talk.
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We derive formulae expressing tbe expected values and variances for substring occur
renees, in the hypothesis of a generative process governed by independent, identically dis
tributed random variables. The formulae are then re-structured in a way that is more
conducive to efficient computation, in the sense that the expected values and variances
of all prefixes of astring can be computed optimally in overall linear time, whence the
entire index annotation can be carried out in quadratic time. The heart of the construc
tion exploits the structure of tbe set of periods of astring, in conjunction with a classical
implement of fast string searehing known as the ''(ailure funetion" .

Exploiting Locality far Data Management in Systems of Limited
Bandwidth

Berthold Vöcking e
Uoint work witb B. M. Maggs, F. Meyer auf der Heide, and M. Westermann) .

Large parallel and distributed systems, ineluding massively parallel processor systems
(MPPs) and networlcs of workstations (NOWs), are usually connected by a network of
limited bandWidth. In this paper, we consider the problem of placing and accessing sbared
objects in such systems. Dur foeus is on redueing tbe bandwidth bottleneck, Le., tbe con
gestion, as much as possible by exploiting loeality in tbe pattern of read and write accesses
to the objects.

Most previous work in this area investigates either hashing or caching based strategies.
Hashing distributes the objects uniformly among the processors giving up the locality of the
application. Caching exploits locality by minimizing the distances to the accessed objects,
which, however, can produce bottlenecks in the network.

We present an approach that combines hashing and caching techniques. We introduee
static and dynamic strategies. For the static strategies, we assume that frequencies of read
and write accesses for all processor-object pairs are given in advance. For the dynamic
strategies, we assume no knowledge about the access pattern. We show that Dur strategies
achieve optimal or close-to-optimal congestion for the most relevant classes of bandwidth
limited networks, e.g., trees, meshes and clustered networks.

Computing Exaet Geometrie Predicates Using Modular
Arithmetie with Single Preeision

Herve Brönnimann a
Uoint work with Ioannis Z. Emiris, Sylvain Pion and Victor Y. Pan) ..

We propose an efficient method that determines the sign of a multivariate polynomial ex
pression with integer coefficients. This is a central opeJ;"stion on wbieh the robustness of
many geometrie algorithms depends. Dur method reHes on modular computations, for
which comparisons are usually thought to require multiprecision. Dur novel technique of
recuT8ive relaxation 01 the moduli enables us to carry out sign determination and com
parisons by using only floating point computations in single precision. This leads us to
propose a hybrid symbolic-numeric approach to exact arithmetic. Tbe method is highly
parallelizable and is tbe fastest of all knOWD multipreeision metbods from a complexity
point of view. As an applieation, we show how to compute a few geometrie predicates
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that reduce to matrix determinants and we discuss implementation efliciency, which can
be enbanced by arithmetic filters. We substantiate these claims by experimental results
and comparisons to other existing approaches. Dur method can be used to generate robust
and efficient implementations of geometrie algorithms (eonvex hulls, Delaunay triangula
tions, arrangements) and numerieal computer algebra (aIgebraic representation of curves
and points, symbolie perturbation, Sturm sequenees and multivariate resu1tants).

Algorithms for the Protein Docking Problem·
Han3·Peter Lenhoj

We have developed and implemented a parallel distributed algorithm for tbe rigid-body
protein docking problem. The algorithm is based on a new fitness function for evaluating
the surface matching of a given conformation. The fitness function"is defined as the weigbted
sum of two contaet measures, the geometrie contaet measure and tbe chemical contactl
measure. The geometrie eontact measure measures the "size" of tbe contact area of tWo
molecules. It is a potential function that counts the "wn der Waals contact~~ between the
atoms of the two molecules (the algorithm does not compute the Lennard-Jones potential).
The chemical contact measure is also based on the "van der Waalscontacts" principle:
We consider all atom pairs that have· a "wn der Waals" contact, but instead of adding a
cönstant for each pair (a, b) we add a "chemieal weight" that depends on the atom pair
(a, b). We tested our docking algorithm with "real world" docking examples and compared
the results of our docking algorit~m with the results of the best known algorithms. In
32 of 35 test examples the best confonnation With respect to the fitness function was an
approximation of the real conformation.

Deterministic Minimum Spanning Trees
Bemard Chazelle

I will discuss a deterministic algorithm for computing a minimum spanning tree of a
weighted graph. Its complexity is O(mo logo + n), where m, n, and a are,-respectively,
the number of edges, the number of vertices, and the functional inverse of Ackermann's
function. No numeric assumptions are made on the edge weights.

On a Software Library of Dynamic Graph Algorithms
David Alberts

We present a project for assembling a library of implementations of dynamic graph al
gorithms and related tools. It aims at bridging tbe gap between theoretically interesting
algorithms and usable software. The library is based on LEDA and written in C++. It
will become available as a LEDA· Extension Package (LEP).

In tbe talk we concentrate on some oi the practical problems arising in tbe design and
implementation of the library, particularly in keeping tbe consistency among several graph
data structures warking on the same dynamically changing graph. For more information
and a list of all participating sites and people see http://www.infonnatik.uni-halle.de/al-
berts/lepdga.html. .
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On-line Randomized Edge-Disjoint Paths
Ste/ano Leonardi

üoint work witb Alberto Marchetti-Spaceamela, Alessio Preseiutti and Adi Rosen)

We eonsider tbe on-line version of the on-line edge-disjoint paths problem on trees and
meshes. Previous work gave randomized on-line algorithms for these problems, and proved
that they have optimal competitive ratios. However, these algorithms ean obtain very low
profit with high probability.

We investigate the question of devising for these problems on-line eompetitive algo..
rithms that also guarantee a "good" solution with "good" probability. We give a new
family of randomized algorithms with optimal (up to eonstant f~tors) eompetitive ratios, ~
and provably "good" probability to get a profit elose to tbe expectation. We complement _
these results by providing bounels on the probability, of any optimallyoocompetitive random-
ized on-line algorithm for the problems we consider, to get a profit elose to the expeetation.

This work is also a first study of how weIl ean the beuefit of a randomized on-line
algorithm be eoncentrated around its expectation.

Combinatorial Optimization Problems in Telecommunication
Martin Grätschel

Deregulation has resulted in a worldwide boom in the telecommunieation industry. Com
petition leads to strict eost and quality management, which, in turn, offers interesting
perspectives for mathematics.

In this talk I deseribe several fundamental operational and design problems coming up in
teleeommunieation that ean be modeled mathematically and yield large-seale combinatorial
optimization problems. I foeus on the design of low-cost networks that survive certain
failure situations and on versions of the frequency assignment problem for mobile phone
systems. I explain the mathematieal models, tbe theory developed for their solution, and
I report on computational results with data from practiee.

Algorithms for Call Scheduling and Wavelength Allocation
.Thomas Erlebach

(joint work with K. Jansen, C. Kaklamanis and P. Persiano)

Call scheduling means assigning starting times and paths to eonnection requests (ealIs) in e
a eommunication network. Each call specifies its bandwidth requirement and its duration.
The sum of bandwidtb requirements of simultaneously active. calls using tbe same link
must not exceed the capacity of that link. Tbe goal· is to complete all calls within tbe
shortest possible time, Le., to minimize tbe makespan. In the ease of unit bandwidths and
unit durations, this problem is equivalent to wavelength allocation in all-optieal networks,
where each call must be assigned a path and a wavelength such that calls using tbe same
link are assigned different wavelengths. A minimum makespan schedule corresponds to a
wavelength allocatioD with a minimum number of different wavelengths.

After a short survey of known results regarding off-line and on-line approximation alge
rithms for call scheduling and wavelength allocatioD (both problems are NP-hard in most
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settings), we will focus on a wavelength allocation algorithm that assigns wavelengths to
directed caUs in trees using at most ~L wavelengths, where L is the maximum link load and
a lower bound on the optimum number of wavelengths. The most important component
of this algorithm is a subroutine for edge-coloring abipartite graph in which· the colors on
certain edges have been fixed beforehand. We show how to modify the original presentation
of the algorithm in order to solve this constrained bipartite edge-coloring problem in the
same time bounds as the unconstrained version.

On the Computation of Rectilinear Steiner Minimum Trees
Michael Kaufmann

(joint work with Uli Fößmeier)

In this talk, we report on our experiments for the computation of rectilinear Steiner mini
mum trees.

After sketching the two main approaches, dynamic programming and branch and bound,
we consider the concept of full components as the input of tbe two algoritbm~,. and demon
strate the importance of a considerable reduction of the number of fuH comp-önents.

We discuss several heuristics for the reduction· and try some predictions for the expected
running times for different problem sizes.

Finger Search Trees with Constant Insertion Time
Gerth S. Brodal .

We consider the problem of implementing finger 'search trees on the pointer machine, i.e.,
how to maintain a sorted list such that searching for an element x, starting' !!le search at
aoy arbitrary element f in the list, only requires time logarithmic in the distan.ce between
x and f in the list.

We present the first pointer based implementation of finger search trees- aUowing new
elements to be inserted at any arbitrary position in the list in worst case constant time.
Previously the best known insertion time on the pointer machine was 0 (1o~tn), where n
is the total length of the list. On a unit-cost RAM a constant insertion time has been
achieved by Dietz and Raman by using standard techniques of packing small problem sizes
into a constant number of machine words.

Deletion of a list element is supported in O{log· n) time, which matches the previous
best bounds. Our data structure requires linear space.

The Discrete 2-Center Problem
Pankaj Aganoal

Let P be a set of points in the plane. We wish to cover P by two congruent disks of the
smallest possible radius and centered at two points of P. We present an o(n4/ 3 lot n)-time
algorithm for this problem. This is the first subquadratic algorithm for this problem.
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Fast Hierarchical Clustering and Other Applications of Dynamic
Closest Pairs

David Eppstein
(some of t~e work is joint with Jeff Erickson)

We develop data structures for dynamic closest pair problems with arbitrary (not neces
sarily geometrie) distance functions, based on a technique previously used by the author
for Euclidean closest pairs. We- show how to insert and delete objects from an n-object
set, maintaining the closest pair, in O(n lo~ n) time per update and O(n) space. With
quadratic space, we can instead use a quadtree-like structure to achieve an optimal time
bound, O(n) per update. We apply these data structures to hierarchical clustering, greedy
matching, TSP heuristics, collision detection, and straight· skeleton construction, and dis- •
CUSS other potential applications in machine learning, Gröbner bases, and local improvement
algorithms for partition and placement problems..Experiments show our new methods to
be faster in practice than previously used heuristics.

GraphWin, ALEDA" Data Type for Visualizing and
Manipulating Graphs

Stefan Näher

The main goal of the new LEDA data type Graph J'Vin is to offer a simple and efficient
interactive tool for graph visualization and manipulation within LEDA's comfortable graph
environment. For this purpose GraphWin combines the two types graph and window and
forms a bridge between the various graph data types and algorithms on one side and the
graphics interface of LEDA on the other side. The implementation of GraphWin is based on
an observer design pattern for separating the graphieal representation from the underlying
graph data structure. GraphWin can easily be used in programs for constructing, displaying
and manipulating graphs and for animating and debugging graph algorithms. We discuss
same of the most important features of GraphWin.

• Simple User Interface
The user interface of GraphWin was designed to be as simple and intuitive as pos-
sible. For instanee, the user ean easily ereate or move nodes and edges with the left
mouse button and delete nodes and edgeS with the right button. An optional and
customizable set of menues and buttons at the top of the window gives access to e
graph generators, modifiers, basic algorithms, embeddings, setup and file dialogs.

• Generators, Modifiers, and Tests
Graphwin offers a collection of graph generators, modifiers and tests. Tbe generators
include functions for constructing random, planar ~ complete, bipartite, grid graphs,
... Graph modifiers change existing graphs (e.g., by removing or adding a certain set
of edges) to fit in one of these categories.

• Basic Algorithms and Embeddings
Tbe standard menu includes a ehoice of fundamental algorithms (topological sorting,
depth first searcb, breadth first seareh, connected components, transitive closure,
st-numbering, ... ) and basic embedding algorithms.
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• Parameterized Graphs
Graphwin can displayand manipulate data associated with· the nodes and edges of

LEDA's parameterized graph type GRAPH<vtype,etype>. When.a graph window

is opened for a graph G, say of type GRAPH<string, double>, it can label every

node v witb the associated string G[v] and every edge e with tbe associated floating

point number G[e].

• Customization and Extensibility

Most of the actions of Gr~phWin can be eustomized by defining call-back functions."

So the user ean define what happens if anode or edge is selected, moved, or deleted.

This is very useful in the ease that an additional data structure has to be maintained.

For example, in tbe crossing reduction application, the differ~nt levels of the hierarchy

are implemented by arrays. When dragging anode over another node .(during a

GraphWin ecHt operation) its position in tbe corresponding array has to be changed.

It is also possible to restriet the set of possible modifications. ',~

Approximating Minimum-Size k-Node Connected Sp~nning

Subgraphs
Joseph Cheriyan

(joint work with Ramki Thurimella)

An approximation algorithm is given for the NP-bard problem of findinga k-ncide connected

spanning subgraph G' of a given graph G = (V, E) such that G' has tbe minimum number

of edges. Tbe algorithm achieves an approximation guarantee of 1 + t and mns in time

O(kfEI2
).

Polyhedral Combinatorics of the Quadratic Assignment Problem
Volker Kaibel

Many classical NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems, like, e.g., tbe tmveling sales

man problem, tbe stable set problem, or the max cut problem, have been investigated from

polyhedral points of view quite extensively. The structural insight gained this way lead to

algorithms ~hat can often salve instanees of these problems very '(efficiently". For example

"real world" instances of the traveling salesman problem with several thousands eities .can

be often solved to optimality within several hours of CPU time. Although tbe" quadmtic

assignment problem (QAP) is one of the most famons NP-hard combinatorial optimiza.tion

problems, only a few results concerning tbe polytope that is naturally assoeiated to the

problem have been known so far.

We give an overview of new polybedral results on the QAP that we obtained exploiting .

different kinds of .projection based techniques. These results include answers to tbe basic

questions for the dimensions, the affine hulls, and the "trivial facets" not only of the

"natural" QAP-polytope, but "also of several variants of it, which are associated especially

to "symmetrie" or "sparse" instanees, or to instances with "less objects than locations".

Moreover, we present the first large class of facets for these polytopes, and show that the

corresponding inequalities can be utilized for eutting plane procedures very effectively.
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GraVis,' A Dynamically Extensible Platform for Interactive
Graph Algorithms

Hamid Lauer

Interactive layout techniques are gaining in significance both. in research and practical
applications. GraVis offers the functionality necessary for the effective development and
employment of dynamic layout algorithms. GraVis is also a complete and powerful inter
active graph visualization system, supporting the integration into practical and research
applications. These features are derived from an object-oriented design, realizing dynamic
extensibility and tbe fiexibility to integrate new concepts like multi-userjgroupware sup
port.

We will present the design of GraVis, its features and describe the realization of the
extension mechanism. FinalIy, a demonstration of the current version of GraVis will give
an impression of its intuitive user interface, as weIl as the overall efficiency and usability.

Optimal Suffix Tree Construction with Large Alphabets
Martin Farach

Tbe suffix tree of astring is the fundamental data structure of combinatorial pattern matcb
ing. Weiner, who introduced tbe data structure, gave an O(n) time algoritbm algorithm
for building tbe suffix tree of an n character string drawn from a constant size alphabet.
In the comparison model, there is a trivial n(n log n) time lower bound based on sorting,
and Weiner's algorithm matches this bound trivially. Since Weiner's paper, the main open
question has been how to deal with integer alphabets. There is no super-linear lower bound,
and the fastest known algorithm was the O(n log n) time .comparison based algörithm. We
settle this open problem by closing the gap: we build suffix trees in linear time for integer
alpha~et.

Exact and Heuristic Algorithms for the Fleet Assignment
Problem.

Ste/an Tschöke

The Beet assignment problem is one of aseries of optimization problems occuring in airHne
industry operations, beginning with market modelling and fiight scheduling followed by
Beet assignment, crew pairing and crew rostering. The Beet assignment has usually to be •
done six month before day of operation and is planned on ~ weekly basis. It is not unusual
that a large intemationally operating airline offers more than 100.000 possible itineraries
on 10.000 legs a week working with more than 200 aircrafts of 20 different subtypes (Beet)
on 150 airports.

It can be shown that a Beet assignment with more than two different given types of
aircraft (fleet) is NP-complete. There are a lot of hard and soft constraints. A Beet
assignment is only valid if the aircrafts are assigned on round-trips. Additional restrictions
are the passenger capacity, range of the aircrafts, maintenance periods, crew restrictions,
take-off and landing time-slots etc.

Most of the known approaches of the fleet assignment are based on integer programming
models of tbe problem and are using LP relaxations and column generation methods. To
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reduce the size of the huge LPs or IPs fleetings are often solved only on daily basis. These
approaches usually minimize the operational costs hut are not maximizing the profit. We
developed such an exact approach for solving smaller instances and and for upper bounds
on the profit.

Dur heuristic approach haS two phases, firstly generating rotational elements and sec
ondly assigning an aircraft type to every rotational element guaranteeing rotations for the
whole planning period. We maximize the profit instead of minimizing costs. The difference
is that number of passengers on a certain leg is not independent of the passenger capac
ity, i.e., if passengers are rejected (the number of estimated passengers is higher than the
aircraft capacity) this has impact on the revenue of other legs because passengers will look
for alternative flights (spill-off and recover model). We tested our algorithm on real world
data (8000 legs, 250 aircrafts, 200.000 itinararies) provided by a large german airline.

To be part of an interactive decision support system, the Heet assignment .has to be
solved not only anee in six months hut many times. Therefore we also parallelized our
algorithm and could reduce the computational times significantly. :7.-\;.

Linear Programming with Exact Arithmetic
Bernd Gärtner

We describe a new exact-arithmetic approach to linear programming when the number of
variables n is much larger tban the number of constraints m (or vice versa). Tbe 3lgorithm
is an implementation of the simplex method which combines exact (multiple precision)
arithmetic with inexact (floating point) arithmetic, where tbe number of exact 'arithmetic
operations is small and usually bounded by a function of minen, m). Combining tliis with a
"partial pricing" scheme (based on a result by Clarkson which is particularly tuned for the
problems under consideration, we obtain a correct and practically efficient C++ algorithm
that even competes with the inexact state-of-the-art solver CPLEX for small values of
min(n,m).

Arrangements of Pseudolines: Higher Bruhat Orders, Triangles
and k~Sets

Ste/an Felsner
_ Uoint work with Helmut Alt, Klaus Kriegel and Helmut Weil)

In computational geometry a good understanding of arrangements often aids discovery
and analysis of efficient algoritbms. We provide a combinatorial framework for the study
of sim~le Euclidean arrangements of pseudolines. They correspond bijectively to functions
a : (l~]) 4- {+, -} obeying a monotonicity condition on every 4-element subset of [n]. These
functions are the elements of the higher Bruhat order B(n, 2). The Bruhat order B(n, k)
represents a class of arrangements in R k

• The minimum degree in B(n, 2) is the minimal
number of triangles in simple arrangements. We show that simple arrangements have at
least n - 2 triangles while non-simple arrangements can have as few as 2n/3 triangles but
not less. Finally, we give a surprising new proof for the old n3/ 2 bound for the complexity
of the middle level of an arrangement.
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A Polylogarithmic Approximation Algorithm for the Group
Steiner Tree Problem

Naveen Garg
Uoint work with Goran Konjevod and R. Ravi)

Tbe group Steiner tree problem is a generalization .of tbe Steiner tree problem where we
are given several subsets (groups) of vertices in a weighted graph, and the goal is to find a
minimum-weight connected subgraph containing at least one" vertex from each gr~up. The
problem was introduced by Reich and Widmayer and finds applications in VLSI design.
Tbe group Steiner tree problem generalizes the set cover problem, and hence a logarithmic
approximation factor is tbe best possible unless P=NP.

We give a randomized O(log4 n )-approximation algorithm for the group Steiner tree.
problem. Tbe best previous performance guarantee was (1 + I~k).jk, wbere k is the num-
ber of groups (Bateman, Helvig, Robins and Zelikovsky) We use the result of Bartal on
probabilistic approximation of finite metric spaces by tree metrics to reduce the problem to
one in a tree ·metric. To find a solution on a tree, we use a variant of randomized rounding.

Shortest Path and Connected Components in Secondary Memory
Kurt Mehlhom

(joint work with Andreas Crauser and Ulrich Meyer)

In this report we investigate the 1/0 complexity of computing the single source shortest
patb on a input graph with non-negative edge weights and finding tbe connected compo
nents of a undirected graph. We present an algorithm that uses O(~ + ;;B logsjB i) 1/0
with high probability for a large class of random graphs, where n, m are the number of
nodes respectively the number of edges of tbe graph, S is tbe size of available internal
memory, B is the size of block transfer and D is tbe number of independent parallel disks;
D is constrained to be O(;:;;fd). For tbe problem of computing connected components of
undirected graphs we introduce a randomized algorit~m that computes the connected com
ponents in O(j} logstB ]}) expected 1/0. The proposed algoritbm can be used to compute
tbe biconnected components of an undirected graph with the same number of I/Os.

•
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Open problems

1. Nonoverlapping occurrences of substrings (Alberto Apostolico).

It is trivial to count tbe number of occurrences of each substring of a given string:
just build a suffix tree, and label each node with the number of leaves descending
from it. Each suhstring corresponds to a path in the suffix tree starting at the root
and ending eitber at a tree node or along an edge; if the patb ends at anode the
numher of occurrences is just tbe label of tbat node, and otherwise it is the label
found by continuing the path until it reaches anode.

However, the problem becomes more interesting if one wishes to count the maximum
number of nonoverlapping oceurrenees of a substring. At the workshop, Apostolieo
presented an algorithm that similarly places labels on a suffix tree, so that this number
of nonoverlapping oceurrences can again be found by following a path from the root,
continuing the path until it reaches anode, and returning the label a.t.~the node.
However, this can require the insertion of additional degree-one nodes into the suffix
tree; for instance, "aabaaba" has two non-overlapping occurre~ces of "aah",,- but only
one occurrence of "aaba", despite the fact that both substrings correspond· to paths
ending on the same edge of the suffix tree. In Apostolieo's data structure, this edge
needs to be divided by a new node at tbe position corresponding to string "aab" ,
with label two. . .."

Tbe first question is, how quickly can this modified data structure be constructed?
Apostolico's algorithm takes time O(n lo~ n), using many complicated d~ta struc
tures, but perhaps this ean be improved.

Second, how many extra nodes are required in this data structure? A closely related
question is how many distinct squares there can be in astring - a square is just a
word of tbe form ww for same word w. E~ch extra node comes from a square, but
some squares may not give rise to extra nodes (either because the eorresponding node
already exists in the original suffix tree, or because there is a maximum cardinality
set of copies of w that does not include both copies in the square). One ean find
stringg with many squares using the Fibonacci words (start with two single-charaeter
strings then repeatedly eoneatenate the previous two strings) but most of the squares
in these words are not distinct strings.

2. Space-eflicient textindexing (Paolo Ferragina).

With a suffix tree, one can find all oceurrences of pattern p in an n-cbaracter text in
time O(lpl + k), with space (measured as tbe amount needed in excess of the pattern
and text themselves) O(n). With the Knuth-Morrls-Pratt algorithm, one can find alt
occurrences in time O(n + k), with space O(lpl). Is there a data structure which is
both space- and time-efficient (search time O(lpl + k), spaee o(n))?

Martin Farach noted the existence of an algorithm with searcb time O(lplIogn) and
space O(n/logn). However, the time-space product remains the same.
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3. Batched LCA queries on apointer machine (Martin Farach).

It is known that one ean preproeess a tree in O(n) time so that lowest common
aneestor (LCA) queries can be performed in constant time each, by· any of several
methods; however these methods are heavily dependant on the ability to perform
random memory aeeess and can not be used on pointer machines. In fact, there is an
n(log log n) lower bound on the time per LCA query in the pointer machine model.
However, even on apointer machine, for large enough values of k, one can perform a
batch.of k queries in O(k) time; in particular this is true if k =O(n2). What is the
smallest k for which this is true?

4. Batched dynamic graph algorithms (Pino Italiano). e
Most dynamic graph algorithms we know of maintain some property P on a graph
G subject to individual updates. What about batched updates? E.g., for the min
imum spanning tree we ean handle bateh size 1 in O(n 1/3 log n) time per update
[Henzinger and King, ICALP 1997] or batch size m in constant or elose to eonstant
time per update Gust use tbe static algorithm); can we say anything nontrivial about
intermediate batch sizes?

5. Steiner branchings (Naveen Garg).

Suppose we have a dlgrapb G rooted at vertex T, such that all other vertices have at .
least k edge-disjoint paths to T. Then a {amons theorem of Edmonds states that we
ean find k edge-disjoint branchings in G, spanning tbe vertices of G and rooted at T.

But no\v, suppose this requirement on the existenee of k disjoint paths does not hold
for all vertices of G, but only for certain designated terminals. If the number of
terminals is one, 'we can still' find k edge-disjoint "Steiner branchings" (paths in this
case). But if there are two terminals, such branchings might not exist: the squares in
the following figure can not be connected by two branchings to the topmost vertex,
even though they eacb have t\VO disjoint paths to that vertex.

o

/~
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Conjecture: In any digraph with designated terminals, such that each terminal has
k edge-disjoint paths to a common root r, there exist k branchings eonnecting the
terminals to r, such that each edge of G is used in 0 (log n) branchings.

A eonstruetive proof of this eonjecture would improve by a logarithmie faetor the
O(log4 n) approximation algorithm for group Steiner trees presented by Garg at the
workshop.

6. Connectivity augmentation (Joseph Ch~riyan).

Suppose we are given a k-vertex-eonnected graph and wish to add the minimum
number of edges to make it (k + 1)-vertex-connected. Is this in P? Is it NP-complete?
NP-completeness is not even known for augmenting k-eonneeted graphs to be (k + l)
connected, even when k and l may be part of the input.

7. Tree scheduling with random durations (Ernst Mayr).

Suppose we have a set of tasks to be performed, with precedence eonstra~nts in the
form of a tree directed towards the root, and p identieal proeessors ou~:.which to
perform the tasks. If all tasks have the same runtime, there is a simple solution
whieh finds an optimal schedule: sort all tasks by tbeir distanee to the root of the
tree, and when each processor becomes free assign it tbe next task in the sorted order.

But, what if we change the model so that task execution times are independent
identically distributed exponential random variables? A scheduling algorithm in this
context means a weIl defined procedure for seleeting tbe next task to assign to a free
proeessor; it is never worthwhile to delay assigning a task to a processor. The optimal
strategy would be one that minimizes the expected total runtime of the setof tasks.
H p = 1 or p = 2 tbe sorting algorithm still works, hut not for p = 3. Question: how
can we solve this scheduling probl~m for p ~ 3?

Andrew Goldherg asked whether it is easier if the tree has eonstant degree. Appar
ently tbe problem remains open for that ease.

8. Hard examples for matching (Andrew Goldberg).

This problem comes from Goldberg's experiments on bipartite matching, with dif
ferent variations of augmenting patb, augment-relabel, and push-relabel algorithms.
He couldn't eorne up with problems that match the known worst-case perfonnance
bounds on p~h-relabelmethods, without controlling the order in whieh the program
scanned vertex adjacency lists~ Da these worst case bounds still hold for graphs with
randomly permuted adjaeency lists?

9. Graph partitioning (Berthold Vöcking).

Define the ftux of a graph G to be the minimum (aver all vertex partitions (A, V(G)
A» of the number of edges crossing the partition divided by the number of vertices
in A. (There was some argument about whether A might or might not be required
to be the smaller of the two subsets in the partition.) One can form a hierarchical
partition of G by repeatedly choosing ßux-minimizing cuts; label each node v of this
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hierarchy by the flux Ov of its cut, and by another number /3v. This ßtJ is defined as
the larger of two numbers, each coming from one of the two subsets in the partition
at v: tbe subset AtJ gives tbe number b/IAtJl where b is the number of edges leaving
Av in the whole graph (not just in tbe subgraph which we partitioned at v).

If we are given a labeled hierarchical partition T like this, we can achieve competitive
ratio m8.XvET ßv /O:v log n for the optical network path coloring problem Vöcking talked
abaut at tbe workshop. This problem also has applications in Gaussian elimination.

However, choosing non-optimal flux cuts may produce a better competitive ratio, by
giving better values of bv . If we always choose cuts with flux at most (1 + e) times
the minimum ßux, then the same competitive ratio applies, multiplied by a (1 + €)
factor. How small can we make this competitive ratio? e

10. Parametrie MST and combinations of halfspaces (David Eppstein).

Suppose we are given a graph with edge weights that are linearly varying functionS
of some parameter.For different parameter values, this graph will have different
minimum spanning trees. Known bounds on the number of distinct trees arising in
this way are n(ma(n)) [Eppstein, STOC '95) and O(mn~/3) [Dey, FOCS '97). One
can compute the set of all such trees in time O(mnlogn) [Femandez-Baca et al.,
SWAT '96). We'd like to tighten these bounds.

One approach to this problem is through a form of COn.9troctive solid geometry (a
method of forming shapes by unions and intersections of simpler shapes). Start with
n shapes, each of which is the halfspace below some line, and then repeatedly replace
pairs of shapes by single shapes, either their union or their intersection. All shapes
formed in this way \vill be bounded by monotone paths through the arrangement of
the initiallines; the question is how many vertices such a path can have. A solution
with k vertices could be converted to a linearly weighted two-terminal senes parallel
graph with O(k) distinct minimum spanning trees, so a solution with k = w(na(n)
would improve the known parametrie MST botinds.

11. Planar domination (Alberto Apostolico).

Given n points in a plane, point (a, b) dominates point (c, d) if a ~ c and b ~ d.
This defines a partial order. By Dilworth'5 theorem, the longest chain in this partial
order has length equal to the minimum number of antichains in any partition ofth~
points into antichains. It is known how to compute such an antichain decomposition
sequentially in optimal O(nlogn) time. What about in parallel, with n processors
on a PRAM? (It can be done with n 2 processors in polylog time.)

12. Planar domination continued (Pankaj AganvaQ.

By Dilworth's theorem again, one can find either achain or an antichain of length
O(v'fi), and repeatedly removing such achain or antichain produces a decomposition
of tbe point set into O(v'fi) chains and antichains. How quickly can we compute such
a chain? The known bound is O(n3/ 2 ), whicb can be achieved by repeatedly removing
tbe longest chain or antichain.
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13. Fat..lattice polytopes (Raimund Seidel).

If we are given a d-dimensional polytope P, let fiep) denote tbe number of i
dimensional faces of P, so fo(P) is the number of vertices and fd-l (P) is the number
of facets. By convention we let 1-1 (P) = fd{P) = 1. Further define f(p) = E fiep),
so, e.g., for a d-simplex l(p) = 2d+1• Simple polytopes have J(P) = O(/o(P» and
simplicial polytopes have l(p) = O(!d-l (P». For what d can there be a family of
d-polytopes with l(p) = w(fo(P) + Id-l (P»?

There are examples for d = 5 with !(P) = O{(Jo{P) + fd-l (P) )2), and in higher
dimensions with f(p) = !1«fo(P) + fd_l(P»L<d+l)/3J) (unpublished work by Amenta,
Bern, Eppstein, and. Erickson). For d = 3 no such fat-Iattice polytope can exist (a
consequence of Euler's formula E(-I)ili{P) = 0). So, the remaining open question
is whether fat-Iattice polytopes exist for d = 4.

Tbe motivation for tbis is in tbe analysis of convex bull and facet enumeration alge
rithms. We'd like to have time bounds for such algorithms tbat are proportional to
tbe total input ~d output size, Jo(P) + fd-l{P), but known algorithms~~~e time
proportional to f (P). - -

14. Branching-lattice polytopes (Herve Brönnimann). ~.

Given a polytope P, define a directed acyclic graph, the vertices of which are faces of
P, with an arc between the vertices representing an i-dimensional face and an (i + 1)
dimensional face if those two faces are incident. For consistency with the 'notation
fi(P) above, include a single "(-I)-dimensional face" incident to all vertices and a
single d-dimensional face (the polytope itself) incident to all facets. Let li(P) denote
the number of paths of length i in this graph, so that /1 (P) is the number oC':arcs and
ld+l{P) is the number ofmaximal paths. In a d-dimensional s·implex, i 1(P) ='- (d+l)2d

and ld+l(P) = (d + I)!. All li(P) are bounded by O{/o{P)ld/2Jf Simple polytopes
have li{P) = O(Jo(P», and simplicialpolytopes have li(P) = O{fd-l(P». For d ~ 4,
ll{P) = O(id+1(P)). Does there exist a dimension d and a family of d-dimensional
polytopes for which ld+l(P) = w{i1(P»? .

Author of the report: Gerth Stßlting Brodal
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 31/1997

Stability for Classical and Non-Newtonian Fluids

10.08. - 16.08.1997

The conference on stability for classical and non-Newtonian fluids was
organized by G. P. Galdi (University of Pittsburgh), K. R. Rajagopal (Texas
A. & M. University, College Station), and Wolf von Wahl (University of
B~yreuth). 27 participants from 10 countri,es represented a broad 8pectrum
reaching from classical problems of stability (as the Taylor-Couette problem)
to the numerical treatment of the equations for second grade fluids.

The program of the conference consisted of 19 talks of different length.
As a consequence there was much time left which was used for intense dis
cussions. Particular topics were new classes of perturbations and numerical
existence proofs for certain steady ßows being not known previously. ../ '

Organizers and participants thank the institute and its staff for the hos
pitality and the unique atmosphere.
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F. H. BUSSE

Tertiary and Quaternary Solutions in Systems of Fluid Flow with
and without Bifurcations

The subject of this presentation is part of the general thelue of under
standing the transition from simple to conlplex forms of fluid flows with
increasing control parameter such as the Reynolds nunlber Re. In the stan
dard situation the transition can be understood and analyzed in tel'll1~ of
sequences of bifurcations. Restricting the attention to fluid systems that a!'f'
homogeneous in two spatial dimensions and steady in time one can orten
follow a sequence of supercritical bifurcations each of which brea.ks one or
more sYJumetries of the preceeding solution. In Taylor-Couette systenl and
the Raleigh-Benard layer represent the best analyzed exanlples of such sys
tenlS. Fluid systems with plane parallel shear flow as basic state üftell exhibit.
delayed bifurcations or no bifurcation at all such as in thc case of plane Cou
ette flow or pipe flow. In this case bifurcation theory is still a.pplicahle if the
problem is imbedded in a larger tnanifold of problclllS. We rnay consider, for
instance, a horizontal plane Couette flow layer which is hea,ted fr01l1 belo\\'.
There are two control parameters, the Reynolds nUlnber Re alld the Ra.yleigfl
number Ra in this case. The basic state of plane Couette Ao\\' with lineal'
temperature profile of pure conduction becomes unstable to longitudinal COIl

vection rolls when Ra exceeds 1708 independent of Re. But the secondary
bifurcation to wavy rolls strongly depends on Re. For snlall values of H,e the
bifurcation to steady wavy rolls is supercritical. But for larger values of R,e
it becomes subcritical, such that solutions in the fonn of wavy rolls exist for
Ra = O. These three-dimensional steady solutions have been investigated as
function of R.e and the wavenumber paranleters O'x and 0Y. Bcsides these
steady spatially periodic solutions and the various time dependent sol utiolls
that bifurcate from them there exist solitary solutions which have been found
by Cherhabili and Ehrenstein (Eur. J. Mech. BI Fluids 14, 677, 1995) at.
much higher values of Re. They correspond to steady two-diJnensional iso
lated fransverse rolls. Similar solitary roll solutions have been found in the
Ekman-Couette problem in which a rotation about an axis nonnal to thc
plates is added to the plane Couette problem (Hoffnlann, Busse, anel ehen,
Subm. to J. Fluid Mech.). But, these two types of solitary solutions do not
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seem to be connected in any way.

Susan FRIEDLANDER

Nonlinear instability in the Euler equation

This is joint work with M. Vishik and W. Strauss.
We discuss a result for general nonlinear evolution equations which shows

that, under certain rather general conditions on the nonlinearity and under
a gap condition on the spectrum of the linearized operator, linear instability .
implies nonlinear instability. This abstract theorem is applied ~~'the Euler
equations governing the motion of an inviscid in'compressible fluid.. In par·
ticular, we show that any 2-D space periodic ßow without a stagnation point
or any 2- D shear flow that is linearly unstable is also nonlinearly unstable.
We describe the complete unstable spectrum of shear flow with a ~inusoid&l

profile. ~-

150m H. HERRON·

A unified solution of several classical hydrodynamic stability
-problems '-~'.

The long-standing problems of the linear stability of plane Couette fiow
and circular pipe flow (to axisymmetric disturbanees) are solved byoperator
theory: It is shown simply that both are stahle for all Reynolds numbets and
wave numbers. The proof is based on the infrequently used von Neumann
extension of a semi-bounded symmetrie operator, and the universally used
Fredholm alternative theorem. It is made clear how the method will apply
in other problems with a similar structure.

3
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Yoshiyuki KAGEI

Asymptotic stability of steady flows in infinite layer of viscous
incompressible fluid in critical cases of stability

It is known that the motionless state in the Benard problenl is Ull

conditionally stable up to the critical value of the control paraJl1eter. V\Te
show that in the critical case the motionless state is asymptotically stable e
and, moreover, the unconditional stability holds for 2-D perturbations. We
also consider the stability problem of the plane Couette flow in a rotating
fluid layer for 2-D perturbations which represents the axisymmetric Taylor-
Couette problem in the small-gap approximation. It is shown that the basic
flow is unconditionally stahle in the critical case of stability. We also consider
the case where the rotating layer is heated from below.

Ralf KAISER

Mathematical problems in dynanlo theory

Dynanlo theory is concerned with the maintenance or anlplification of
magnetic fields by the motion of a conducting fluid (dynamo process). The
exclusion of the dynamo process for certain classes of velocity or magnetic
fields is formulated in so-called anti-dynamo theorenls. Three (from a phys
ical point of view) simple situations are presented, where anti-dynanlo theo
rems are supposedly valid but not yet (fully) proved.

Herve LE MEUR

Theoretical aspects of the Orr-Sommerfeld methods. Limitations.

I give a mathematical presentation for deriving the Orr-Sommerfeld equa
tions for stahility analysis. This enables nle to stress:

4



1) The range of validity of this method.

2) An assumption commonly made by physicists.

I give a necessary and sufficient candition for making the assumption" and
finally, I partly justify it.

Maria Carmela LOMBARDO

Zero viscosity limit of Stokes equations in a 2-D channel

The time dependent Stokes equations in a 2-D channel are considered.
We decompose the solution of these equations .in an inviscid solution, two
boundary layer solutions and a correction term. Bounds on these solutions
in the appropriate Sobolev spaces are obtained in terms of the norms of the
initial and boundary data. The correction term is shown to be of the order
of the square root of the viscosity.

R. MEYER-SPASCHE

Secondary bifurcations of convection roUs aud Taylor vort~x ftows

Numerical investigations of stationary Taylar vortex flows in wide gaps
(fl = 0) showed that

• nonlinearinteractions of flows of different periods dominate the ftow
patterns observed and affect the existence of solutions;

• the Eckhaus and short-wave length instability are strongly related to
secondary bifurcations.

5



The broken symmet1'Y of the Taylo1' apparatus turns many bifurcation
points iuto fold points and thus obscures the picture.

The bifurcation structure of convection rolls in a related but nlore sym
llletric configuration is much easier to understand. Reproducing a result
on Taylor vortex ftows for convection rolls by perturbation nlethods allowed
to guess the general pattern of interaction for a large fanlily of flows \Vi th
different numbers of 1'olls.

Vinicio MOAURO

Non-integrability and chaotic behavior in the four point vortices
problem

In the vortex model for planar Eulerian incolTIpressible fluids the field
of velocities depeods 00 the intensities of the vortices anel on their lllotion.
This ITIotion. is governed by a Hamiltonian system with 0 degrees of freedol11,
where n is· the number of point-vortices. It is possible to prove, by using
Melnikov method, that for n=4 the solutions of the aforesaid Hamiltonian
system present a chaotic behavior.

Jifi NEUSTUPA

Stability of steady solutions of parabolic systeolS in exterior
domains

The question of stability of a steady solution of a nonlinear parabolic
system (including the Navier-Stokes equations) in an exterior dOlnain n can
be transformed to the question of stability of the zero solution of the operator
equation

du
dt = Lu + N(t,u)

6



in a suitable Hilbert space H. L is a linear operator in H" and N(t,.) is a
nonlil1ear operator in H. Operator L has an essential spectrum which touches
the inlaginary axis. We show how this difficulty cau be overcome and we
apply general results from preceeding works to a concrete parabolic system.
We also discuss possibilities of applications to the Navier-Stokes equations.

Niko SAUER

Stability of ftows in regions with permeable boundaries

We consider a model for fluid flow through a permeable boundary induced
by stress differenc~s'overthe boundary. It is assumed that ooly' normal flow
over the boundary is possible. The equations are

,oV

T(p, v) in the region

o
- -q(n, t)n at the boundary.

The velocity TJ is also an unknown function and satisfies an equation of the
fornl aq "

(1- = n . Tn + l(t).
Bt

Under the additional assumption that at the boundary w 1\ n ~ 2V77, with
w = V x v, the vorticity, we can prove stability of the rest state for fluids of
grade 2 provided the mean curvature of the boundary is always positive.

Bruno SCARPELLINI

Ljapounov instability of roUs in the Benard problem

We consider equilibrium solutions UD, TO, Po of the Boussinesq-equations
(k = (0,0,1))

7



(* )8t tL = lIßu - ~1r - g(1 - a(T - To))A~ - (tL~)u

OtT = XßT - (u~)T, div 'lt = 0,

1 1
T(x, Y'"2) = Tl < Ta = T(x, y, -2)'

We assume Uo, To, Po to be L}, Lrperiodic in x, y.
Def. 1: UD, TO, Po is linearly L2 (O)-instable if the linearization of the lr

righthand side of (*) around uo, TO, Po, viewed as an operator acting on L2(!l)- e1
functions, has a A with Re A > 0 in its spectrum.

Def. 2: uo, TO, po is E(ckhaus)-instable if there is an integer N > 0
such that the linearization of (*) around Uo, TO, Po, viewed as "an operator
N LI, N Lrperiodic functions, has A with Re A> 0 in its spectrU111.

Theorem: If Uo, TO, Po is either a roll or else rectangular and subject to
a certain symmetry (5) then Def. 1 and Def. 2 are equivalent. (S) reads

u = (U.,U2,U3): Ul(-X,y,z) == -udx,y,z),

U2(-x,y,z) = U2(X,y,~), U3(-x,y,z) = U3(X,y,Z), .

T(-x,y, z) = T(x,y, z).

Burkharcl J. SCHMITT

The influence of mean values and nonperiodic pressure in the
Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations

When considering the Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations in an infinite la.yer
it is mostly assumed that the pressure p is periodic in the plane, whereas
the equations only require "Vp to be periodic. We study the inftuence oE the
general admissible form of the pressure on the velocity field .ll below the onset
of convection. - Under stress-free boundary conditions and pel'iodic presslIre
the mean value of 1! over the layer is constant in time. lf this constant f is
not 0 there is in most cases no longer an exchange oE stability on the onset
for the linearization around f. We study its spectrum on the onset.

8
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Guido SCHNEIDER

Nonlinear stability of Taylor vortices in infinite cylinders

We consider the Taylor-Couette problem in an infinitely extended cylin
drical domain in case when the Couette flow is weakly unstable and a family
of spatial periodic equilibria, called the Taylor vortices, has bifurcated froDl
this trivial ground state. We show that the non-Eckhaus-unstable Taylor
vortices are nonlinearly stable with respect to slnall spatially localized per
turbations. The main difficulty in showing this result sterns from the fact
that on unbounded cylindrical domains the Taylor vortices are ooly linearly
marginal stable with continuous spectrum up to the imaginary axis. Bloch
wave representations of the solutions and renormalization theory allow us to
show that the nonlinear problem behaves asymptotically as the linearized one
which is undel' a diffusive regime. This result answers a question which was
open for more than three decades, the nonlinear stability of non-Eckhaus
unstable solutions for a hydrodynamical problem in an infinitely extended
cylindrical domain.

Adelia SEQUEIRA

A Decoupled FEM Approach for the Simulation of Ste~:dy Flows
of Second-Grade Fluids

For a large class of non-Newtonian viscoelastic fluid models, and in par
ticular for second-grade fluids, the equations of motion are nonlinear systenlS
of PDE's of mixed type: elliptic-hyperbolic, in the steady state, a~d elliptic
parabolic in the unsteady state. Efficient numerical methods for these mixed
systems are not yet weil developed. In fact, they must be weil adapted to
the mathematical properties of the models and they ·should not introduce
numerical instabilities in well-posed problems.

The existence and uniqueness of weak and regular steady solutions for
second-grade fluids in a bounded domain have been proved using an appro-
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priate splitting of the probleIn into an (elliptic) Stokes systenl and a (hyper
bolie) transport equation, along with a fixed point argument (seeCoscia &
Galdi 1994, Videman 1997).

Here we present a stahle finite element approximation of this problem,
bascd on the Inathematical analysis developed for the exact nl0del. The
ll1Cthod consists of using a decoupled fixed point iterative scheIne for solving
a.lt.ernatively the Stokes system by a Hood-Taylor FEM and the transport
equatioll by an upwinding technique of discontinuous .Galerkin type, intro
duced by Lesaint 'and Raviart (1974). Proving the convergence of the al
gorithtn, we show the loeal existence and uniqueness of a solution for the
discretized problem and we give error estimates.

Silnilar teehniques have been developed by Najib & Sandri (1995) for an
Oldroyd type model.

Y. SHIBATA

Lp - Lq decay estimate of Stokes semigroup in 2 dimensional
exterior domain

Here, I \vould like to report my joint work with Wakako Dan, Tsukuba
Univ., concerning the Lp - Lq ~eeay estimate of Stokes semigroup in 2 di
mensional exterior domain and its applieation to the Navier-Stokes equation.

First, let {e-
tA h>o be the Stokes semigroup in the 2 dimensional exterior

dornain O. Nanlely, ~ith some pressure p, u = e.-tAa.solve the Stokes eqn:

1
Ut - ~u + \1p = 0, v· u = 0 in O. t > 0
ulan = 0, ult=o = a
linl u(t, x) = O.

lxi-co

Then, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. (L q - Lq estimate) .

• lIe-tAaIlLp(n) ~ Cp.qt-(~-~)lIaIlLq(n)
für 1 < q ::; p ~ 00, 1 < q < 00;

10
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----.,.-----~Lq(n)

for any a E Jq(O) = {u E Cgo(O)IV . u = O} and t > 1.
No~, we consider the Navier-Stokes equation:

{

Ut -. ~u + (u . V)u + \1p == 0, \1. u == 0 in 0, t > 0

ulan = 0, ult=o = a
lim u(t.x) == O. .

lxi-co

We know the unique-existence of Leray-Hopf solution for any data a E
J2(O). Moreover, Masuda proved that

Kozono and Ozawa proved that

u E CO([0.00).J2(S1)) n C1((0.00); J 2(0))

u(t) E V(A) 'Vt E (0,00). Au ECO((O, 00); L 2(O))

and

lI u (t)IILp (O)

Ilu(t)IILoo(n)

IIV7u(t)II L2(o)

o(t-(~-;)), 2 S; ~ < 00

o(t-t yTögI)

o( t-!)

as t ~ 00.

Applying Theorem 1, we can improve (D) as folIows:

(D)' lIu(t)IILoo(o) == o(t-~).
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Henri TASSO

Lyapunov stability in magnetohydrody~amics

Lyapunov methods for linear stability in magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
as weIl as for nonlinear stability of MHD flows are reviewed. Recent work
on nonlinear stability of force-free-fields, Trkal flows and "MHD generalized"
Trkal ftows is explained in detail, and an explicit sufficient condition for
unconditional stability is given. Finally, nonlinear stability of magnetized
parallel flows is proved for two-dimensional perturbations perpendicular to
the Aow direction. This analysis suggests a conjecture on linear stability
of fnagnetized Couette flows for three-dimensional perturbations and for all
Reynolds I1ulubers.

Elisabetta TORMATORE

Stochastic equations ror a viscous gas

VVe a.re interested in the stochastic equation for a viscous ga.s. In the
one-dinlensional case the system which we consider is

dv = (J1-{pvr )x - Pr) dt + dW,

Pt + p2Vx = 0

with the boundary and initial conditions

VI X =O.x=l = 0

Vlt=o = vo; plt=o = Po

w here "V is a \iViener process in the Hilbert space HJ (0, 1).

12
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We prove the existence and uniqueness of global solutions, a result which
generalizes that of Kazhikhov (1995) for the corresponding deterministic sys
tem.

In the bi-dimensional case, the system we are interested in is

pdv = (-p(v· V)v + lJö,v + V'(AV" v) - Vp] dt + pdW

Pt + V' . (pv) = O.

We are going to discuss some remarks on the system, which seem to be useful
for its resolution.

Hisao Fujita YASHIMA

Gleichungen der kugelsymmetrischen Bewegu'ng eines viskosen
Gases und asymptotisches Verhalten ihrer Lösung

In diesem Vortrag versuchen wir erstens, das Gleichungssystem darzustel
len, das die kugelsymmetrische Bewegung eines viskosen Gases beschreiben

. soll, und dann legen wir die Existenz (und die Eindeutigkeit) der globalen
Lösung dieses Gleichungssystems dar.

Im zweiten Teil des Vortrags wollen wir über asymptotisches Verhalten
der Lösung diskutieren. Wir folgen den Beweisführungen von Jiang Song,
der einige grundsätzliche Resultate über das asymptotische Verhalten der
Lösung des Gleichungssystems für ein wärmeleitendes viskoses Gas bewiesen
hat. Wir diskutieren auch die Resultate von Matusu-Necasova, Okada und
Makino für ein vereinfachtes Gleichungssystem, in welchem der Druck bloß
durch die Dichte bestimmt wird.
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Tagungsbericht32/1997

Non~ommutativeAlgebra and Representation Theory

17.08.-23.08.1997

This meeting was organized by G. Michler (Essen) and L. Small (San Diego). There were
43 participants from 10 countries (Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Fr~ce, Germany, Israel,
Norway, UK, Ukraine, and the US) and 31lectur~ during the five day periode

The lectures were organized around the themes of: invariant theory and differential opera
tors, representation tbeory of finite dimensional algebras, quantum groups, noncommuta
tive algebraic geometry and classical ring theory.

Noncommutativealgebraic geometry is emerging as a usefnl and deep subject with roots
ranging from ring satisfying a polynotnial identity to quantum statistical physics to familiar
algebraic geometry. Applications of ring theoretic ideas were apparent in tbe pr~~ntations

on quantum groups and invariant theory. Finite dimensional algebra theory and its in
fluence were apparent in many of the lectures. Abstracts of many of these lectures are
included in this report.

As is always the case at Oberwolfach, as much mathematics was taking place outside the
lectures as in. Tbe level and intensity of tbis meeting was great and illustrates tbe vigor
and depth of contemporary noncommutative algebra and representation theory.
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Jacques Alev

On the Invariants 01 Al under Finite Group Actions

Let G be a finite subgroup of SL(2, C). G acts on P = C(x, y) and the rings pG are the
classical Kleinian singularities.G acts also on Al (C) = C(p, q), pq - qp = 1. In this talk
we present the following results:

l.Frac(Al(C)~) ~ D1(C) = Frac(A I (C», which can be considered as a noncommu-
tative version of Noether's Problem in dimension 2. e

2. dimc(Ho(A1(C)G) = s(G) - 1, where s(G) denotes the number of conjugacy classes
of G; this allows us to separate "roughly" these algebras.

. 3. Endowed with the Bernstein filtration Ho(A l (C)) has the following property:

where the right hand side denotes the Poisson structure induced on pO by the usual
symplectic structure of the plane.

.....
Amiram Braun (Haifa, Israel)

N oetherian P.1. Rings with Global Dimension Two

A structure theorem for rings as above will be presented as weIl as sorne of its consequences.

w. Crawley-Boevey (Leeds; UK)

A Gonze Embedding lor Dejormed Preprojective Algebras

It was originally proved by M. P. Holland and the speaker that the defonned preprojective
algebras associated to an extended Dynkin quiver could be embedded in a Weyl algebra or a

. polynomial ring. However, our proof used case-by-case analyses and computer calculations.

In the talk I shall discuss this result, applications of it, and sketch a direct proof which is
a mixture of representations of quivers, ring theory and geometry.
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Martin P. Holland (Sheffield, UK)

Quantization 0/ the Marsden- Weinstein Reduction fOT Extended Dynkin

Quivers

This talk is on joint work of W. Crawley-Boevey and the speaker. We study a family
of noncommutative deformations of the coordinate ring of tbe Kleinian singulanty K2/r,
wher-e r is a finite subgroup of SL2(K) and K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero. The family is defined by 0>' = e(K(r, y} * r/(xy - yx - '\)e, for ,\ E Z(Kr), where
K((x, y) * r is tbe skew group algebra for tbe action of r on tbe ring of noneommuting
polynomials and e is the average of tbe group elements. If,\ has trace zero on Kr then
0>' is eommutative, and when K = C we show that as complex analytie spaces tbe Spec
0>" are exact1y the fibres of the semiuniversal "deformation of Cl jr. On the other band,
if ,\ has nonzero trace on Kr we show that 0>" has only finitely many finite-dimensional
simple modules. Using this we compute tbe ring-theoretic and bomological~propertiesof
0>". They are controlled by the incidenee of ,\ with hyperplanes in Z(KT) perpendicular
to elements of the affine root system corresponding to the McKay graph of r .. The main
idea is to relate 0>" to a family of deformations of the preprojective algebra, and to study
these using reßection funetors.

Birge Huisgen-Zimmermann (Santa Barbara; USA)

Geometrie Quotients of Varieties 0/ Representations

(Joint work with Klaus Bongartz.) Let A = KQ/I be a finite dimensional path algebra with
relations, having underlying qU,iver Q and base field K = K. Moreover, let n = rkKo(A),
and S a sequenee of simple A-modules with dim S = d E Zk. We consider the open
subvariety RepS of Rep(A, d) consisting of those points in Rep(A, d) which ·correspond to
uniserial modules that have sequence S of consecutive composition factofs; here Rep(A, d)
denotes the variety of bounded representations of Q of dimension vector d.

We prove that the geometrie quotient RepS/GL(d) "often" exists; in particular, each affine
algebraic variety arises as such a quotient for suitable A and S. In general, there is a "good
approximation" to a geometrie quotient RepSjGL(d), wbich yields two geometrie invariants
capturing the complexity of the uniserial representation theory of A at S. As applications
we give (a) a characterization of the algebras of finite uniserial type, and (b) a description
of the uniserial representation tbeory of tarne algebras.
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Peter JfZJrgensen (Copenhageo; Denmark)

Stanley's Theorem

Let A be 8 commutative eonnected N -graded noetherian k-algebra. Suppose that A is a
Cohen-Maeaulay domain. Then Stanley's Theorem gives the following numerical criterion
for A to be Gorenstein: A's.Hilbert-series, HA(t), should satisfy

HA(t) =±tmHA(t-1),

for some integer m. In this equation, we treat HA(t) as a rational function. e
The talk will give a generalization to the case where A is noncommutative. In particular,
it" will be shown that the theorem is true for noneommutative algebras with enough normal
elements. This generalization is made possible by recent developments in the theory of
balanced dualizing complexes.

Bernhard Keller (Paris; France)

On the Cyclic Homology 01 Exact Categories

The cyelie homology of an exact category was defined by R. McCarthy (J. Pure Appl.
Alg., 1994) using the methods of F. Waldhausen. MeCarthy's theory enjoys a number of
desirable properties; in particular, it admits aChern character and, when applied to the
category of finitely generated projective modules over an algebra, it agrees with the cyclie
homology of the algebra. However, we show that it eannot be both invariant under derived
equivalenees and eompatible with localizations {K-theory has these properties).This is
our motivation for defining a new theory having all the good properties of McCarthy's
eonstruction and the two last mentioned ones. Thanks to these, we are able to compute
the new theory for several nontrivial examples.

Lieven Le Bruyn (Antwerp; Belgium)

Smooth Noncommutative Varieties

Let K be a function field of transcendence degree d over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero k and let ~ be a central simple K -algebra of p.i.-degree n. A model for
ß isa sheaf A of algebras over their central variety X, which is anormal projeetive variety
of dimension d with function-field K. We call A a smooth (resp. regular) model if A is
loeally a smooth algebra in the sense of Scheiter (that is, has the formally smooth lifting
property in the category of algebras with trace of p.i.-degree n) (resp. locally an Auslander
regular algebra). We want to investigate which ß have a smooth and/or regular model.
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At present, a loeal elassifieation of Auslander regular algebras seems to be out of reach.
For this reason we concentrate on tbe smooth algebras.

We have an etale IDeal classification of smooth algebras. For fixed d (dimension) and n
(p.i.-degree) there are only finitely many classes. Tbe underlying combinatorics is based
on a marked quiver Q, a dimension vector a of a simple representation of Q and a Monta
setting given by an embedding of the base-change group GL(a) ~ GLn .

In low dimensions we compile a list of occurring quiver-situations and study their corre
sponding rings of equivariant maps. Etale descent then gives us information on the Zariski
Ioeal strueture of smooth noneommutative models.

Helmut Lenzing (Paderboru; Germany)

Noneommutative Curve.s with an Exceptional Sequence

By definition, a smooth, projeetive, noneommutative eurve X is gjven by an abelian cate
gory coh(X) whieh is noetherian (Le. objects satisfy the maximum eondition on subobjeets),
hereditary (Le. Ext2 vanishes) and moreover has the form mod H (R)/ modf (R) for some
positively group graded algebra,'R.. We assume that 'R. is a finite module over its center C
whieh is requested to be affine over a field k.

Theorem. Each such cUnJe X which has a cömplete exceptional sequence has a tilting
object T whose endomorphism ring A = End(T) is a (finite dimensional) canonical algebra
in the sense 01 Ringel and Crawley-Boevey. ~.

Corollary. 11 k is algebraically elosed, X is a weighted projected line.

We diseuss various classes of infinite dimensional algebras associated to curves with an
exceptional sequenee, the

• preprojective algebras of extended Dynkin quivers

• algebras of entire automorphic fonns

• group-graded factorial domains of Krull-dimension two.

The next result shows that a recent theorem of A. Boudal and D. Orlov (1977) cannot be
extended to the case of genus one.

Theorem (D. Kussin 1997). There are two noncommutative CUrtle3 X and Y with a com
plete exceptional sequence (and having genus one) which are nonisomorphic, i.e.cohX ~

cohY, but which have isomorphie bounded derived categories.
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Thierry Levasseur (Poitiers; France)

Invariant Differential Operators on the Tangent Spaee 0/ Some Symmetrie

Spaces

(Joint work with Toby Stafford.) Let g be a semisimple complex Lie algebra with adjoint
group G and e E Aut(g) be a involution. Denote by g =kf;Bp the associated decomposition
·and let K c G be the connected Lie subgroup such that Lie (K) = k. Then K acts on
6(p·), 1>(p) (the algebra of differential operators on p) and the differential of this action
is denoted by T : k -+ 1>(p).

Assume that (g,8) satisfies the following condition (introduced by J. Sekiguchi):

Va. E E, dimgQ + dimg2Q $ 2 .

where E is the restricted root system of (g, 8). Then:

1. {D E V(p) D(S(p·)K) = O} = V(p) = (k).

2. The algebra R = J'D(:~~l:t is simple and one has GK dirn M ~ rk(g, 8) for all
finitely generated R-modu e M :F o. .

If !IR = kJR e PR is areal foem of g, 8), these results imply in particular that there exist
no nonzero singular invariant eigendistribution on PR, a result first proved by J. Sekiguchi

Martin Lorenz

On K o 0/ invariant rings

We give a description of the kernel of the induction map Ko(R) -+ Ko(S), where R = SG is
the invariant ring of the action of a finite group G on a commutative ring S. The description
is in terms of H 1(G, GL(S». Applications include the calculation of the Picard group of
multiplicative invariants as weIl as the construction of nontrivial torsion in K o of certain
polycyclic group algebras.

Marie Paule Malliavin (Paris; FraJ:lce)

Algebras Associated to Some Categories 0/ Representations 0/ (Infinite) Lie

Algebras or Groups

The group 8(00) of all permutations of the set of natural integers supports a topology for
which it is possible to describe all the set of continuous unitary irreducible representations.
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Tbe (Hilbert) tensor produet of two of these representations decomposes into a (Hilbert)
direct sum of irreducible unitary representations (by Liebermann and Globenski) .

We (De Concini, P. Malliavin, M. P. Malliavin) attach to these data a commutative unital
Banach algebra such that S(00) embeds in its Gelfand speetrum. It is proved that M
support a probability measure.

More things are proved in "Integration invariante assoeiee aun #-anneau de representa
tions unitaires," C. R. Acad. Sei. Paris, t. 323, serie 1, p. 1265-1270, 1996.

John McConnell (Leeds; UK)

Locally Finite Dimensional Division Algebras

(Joint work with Lance Small.) Let D be a division algebra finite dimensional over its
centre F. Then there exists an n E N such that dimF D = n2 (Wedderburn)" and if K is
any maximal commutative subfield of D then dimF K = n.

We construct a class of division algebras which are locally finite dimensional (Le. each
finitely generated subdivision algebra is finite dimensionalover its centre). Let GKdim de
note the Gelfand-Kirillov (= "growth") dimension and tr deg denote theusual commutative
transcendence degree. Let m E N. Then there is a division algebra D with Centre D = Q
and GKdim(D) =:= m, which has a family of maximal commutat~ve subfields Ko,··., Km
such that tr degQ Kr = r. .

K. W. Roggenkamp (Stuttgart; Germany)

Derived Equivalences 01 Special Biserial Algebras

Lokal eingebettete Graphen,· auch Brauergraphen genannt, sind direkte Verallgemeinerun
gen von Brauerbäumen. Analog zer Konstruktion von Brauerbaumalgebren von GABRIEL
RIEDTMANN für Bäume kann man zu einem lokal eingebetteten Graph eine Brauer
graphalgebra mittels Köcher und Relationen definieren.

Gemeinsam mit KAUER wurde gezeigt, daß jede Brauergraphalgebra deriviert äquivalent zu
einer Brauergraphalgebra ist, deren Graph ein verallgemeinerter Stern ist, also ein Graph,
in dem alle Kanten inzident zu einer Ecke sind und, bis auf eventuell eine weitere Ecke,
alle anderen Ecken Wertigkeit 1 haben.

Dies verallgemeinert ein Ergebnis von RICKARD, daß eine Brauerbaumalgebra deriviert
äquivalent zu einer Brauerbaumalgebra ist, deren Baum ein Stern ist.
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Markus Schmidmeier (Prague; Czech Republic)

Methods 01 Representation Theory lor Artinian PI-rings

It is the aim of this talk to indieate how basie concepts from the representation theory of
finite dimensional algebras can be used for the study of modules over artinian polynomial
identity rings. In particular, we present an upper bound for tbe endolength of the transpose
of an endofinite finite length module, and we also coUeet some information about tbe
components of the AR-quiver of a hereditary artinian PI-ring with Euclidean diagram.

S. Paul Smith (Seattle, USA)

Lines in Quantum Spaces

(Joint work with J. Zhang.) After defining a quantum projective space, we define its linear
subspaces, these being a noneommutative scheme in the sense of Artin and Zhang, namely
a pair (e,O) eonsisting of a category and an object. We examine morphisms between
linear subspaces of different quantum ]pn 'so

Michaela Vancliff (Eugene; USA)

Same Quantum p3s with One Point

In the late 80's, tbe nation of a quantum R2 was defined by M. Artin, and a classification
was given by Artin, Scheiter, Tate and Van den Bergh in terms of geometrie data. In
this talk we will consider quantum p3sand their point schemes. It is known that there
exist quantum p3 s with infinite point sheme whose geometrie data does not determine the
algebra. This talk focuses on a family of quantum JP3 s witb (in same sense) the smaUest
point scheme possible.

James Zhang (Seattle; USA)

On Lower 7mnscendence Degree

We introduce l new definition of transcendence degree for division algebras not neeessarily
finite over their centers. Using this definition we answer several open questions.

8
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Alexander Zimmermann (Amieos t France)

Derived Equivalences tor Selfinjutive Algebras and Gorenstein Orders

A theorem of Rickard gives a necessary and suflicient criterion for two rings A and B to
have equivalent derived categories Db(A) ~ Db(B). This is the case if and only if there
is a complex T called "tilting complex" satisfying certain properties in Db(A) such that
EndDb(A)(T) ~ B.

For a certain T which occurs often only in practice and for A being a Gorenstein order joint
work with S. Konig describes B in terms of a pullback of the endomorphism rings of the
homology ofT. In case A is a selfinjective algebra it is still possible to get a description of B
in tenns cf the homology of T. For a Gorenstein order A with an additional hypotheses on
T it is possible to realize explicitly an equivalence of the derived categories by constructing

L
explicitly a complex X in Db(A®BDP) such that X ® - : Db(B) --+- Db(A) is an equivalence

. . B
of categories an X viewed as complex in Db(A) is isomorphie to T.
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Complex Geometry: Relations with Mathematical Physics

24.08. - 30.08.1997

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von A. Beauville (ENS), F. Catanese
(Göttingen), E. Looijenga (Utrecht) und eh. Okonek (Zürich) statt.

Ein Hauptzie.l der Tagung war, die Bedeutung der neuen Ideen und Meth
oden aus der nlodernen Physik (QFT, Stringtheorie, Seiberg-Witten Theo
rie, Yang-Mills Theorie) für die moderne Komplexe Geometrie zu illustri
eren. Viele Vorträge bezogen sich auch auf wichtige klassische kompl~x

geometrische Themen: (Hilbertschemata, Modulräume von Kurven, Flächen
und Vektorbündel, algebraische Zykel, Fundamentalgruppen von Kählerschen
Mannigfaltigkeiten, Kurven auf Flächen, Gromov-Witten Invarianten, Te
ichmülle~ Räume, Abel- Jacobi Abbildungen, Theta FUnktionen). Daruber
hinaus wurden analytische und differentialgeometrische Methoden und Tech
niken dargestellt.

./

/
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W. NAHl\1 .
Moduli spaces of N = 2 supersymmetrie quantum field theories

Quantum fields form a vector bundle over spacetirne which often can be
trivialised. Let <Pi be seetions of this bundle. Deforrnations in the moduli
space of quantum field theories are given by

oo(..Pi(xd, ... , 4>n(xn))fe = ! (4)I(XI), ·.An(xn), O(x)dx)/~,

where / [ means that one calculates moduli endomorphisms of the field bundle
and / reg means that one leaves out non-integrable singularities in the operator
product expansion. In N = 2 supersymmetrie theories there is a nat.ural U (1)
action on the field bundle which gives a complex structure to the nloduli
spacc.

For SU (2) gauge theories in four dimensions (the case considered by
Seiberg and Witten) with NI matter fields in the fundamental representation
one has a projection froIn the moduli space M to the space of charge lat
tices. Coulomb's la\v induces an inner product on the lattice, such that Olle

gets a covering M ~ 'H/r, 1-l:upper complex half plane, r = SL(2, Z)/71 2 .

For nl8Ssless matter fields, the charge lattice is decorated by representations
of the center of Spin(2NI ), such that <P has degree 6 (at least). Let ao, a
be central charges at generators of the charge lattice. Since (ao, a) depend
hololnorphically on T E 9 and transform linearly under SL(2, Z) , an - Ta

is a modular form of weight -1. Excluding poles in thc interior of 'H and
using the minimal degree for 4>, one finds a unique solution for the central
charges with NI massless matter fields, NI = 0,2,3. In the ßlassive case one
still has a ?-i-rational 6-fold cover of 9 / r, but is ramified. With coordinate

M h· . ld .( ) 1728P2 (u)3 h (). 2 3 Iu on t 1S y1e s 1 T = P2(U)3_P3 (U)2' W ere Pi U ,t = , are po yno-

mials of degree i. Since da/du is a modular form of degree +1, one obtains
~ = 1]2(r)(P2(u)3 - P3(U)2)-!z , which is the Seiberg-Witten result.

L. KATZARKOV (joint project with T. Pantev and C. Simpson)
Non abelian (p,p) cycles, theorems

Following the analogies with theorems from abelian Hodge theory we
prove:

2



1) Theorem Let f : X -. S be a smooth morphism with /ibers that are
smooth projective cUnJes, with S a smooth projective curoe. Let a : S· ......
NlvR(X/S) be a flat seetion under the nonabelian GM connection, sueh that
a(O) is a CVMS, sES. Then for every SES, a(s) is a CVMS (here
MVR(X/S) is the relative moduli space 0/ rank n loeal systems on XIS).

2) As a consequence we show that the absolute Ioeal systems are Zariski
dense in the corresponding components of CVMS in the moduli space of
SL(2, ce) bundles. This is a partial verification of the nonabelian Hodge
conjecture.

D. MORRISON
String duality and algebraic geometry

The live string theories (and their elose cousin known as M-theory) can
be formulated on spaeetimes of the form jRI,k x X where X is a Calabi-Yau
l11anifold equippcd with certain data, such as a Ricei-flat metrie and various
harUlonic fonns. These data parametrize a "linearized" version oi the moduli
space of these compactified theories. ,'-:

St.ring duality proposes certain discrete identifications which 'must be
l11ade on these linearized moduli spaces as one step along the way to de
seribing the true nl0duli space. (Another step involves analyzing the domain
of definition of the "exponential map" from the linearized space to the actual
spal.e). We discussed two of these dualities: T-duality, which relates'theories
fonnulat.ed on tori: (i.e. X = Td ) of different sizes, and "string-string"
duality, which rclates the heterotic string theories on tori to certain theories
fOflllulated on l(3 surfaces, namely type I I A theory, M-theory and F-theory.
We explained the F - theory version in some detail, foeussing on :~~ limit in
the moduli space at which the geometrie correspondenee between an elliptie
cnrve wit,h Es x Es bundle on the one hand, and adegenerated K3 surface
on the other hand.

R. SILVOTTI (work in progress with P. Orlik)
Localization of the hypergeometrie pairing

The hypergeometrie pairing is a complex pairing between cohomology and
homology with coefficients in a loeal system. It is expressed a.s the integral
along suitably defined cyclesof multivalued holomorphic farms on a smooth
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affine algebraic variety Y. When Y is thc COIllplerncnt of hyperplanes in Ir,
sueh integrals (introduced by Aomoto and Gelfand) have a wide range of
applications to e.g., linear systems of first order partial diffcre!ltial equations
anel to eoufonnal quant.um field theory. Tbe Iocal systenl under exarninat.ion
luay be introduced from a single piece of data: that of aglobai" logarithmic"
I-fonn w on a suitable compactification of Y, with poles along thc boundary
divisors. --.

The goal of this talk is to relate both cohonlology and homology of the
loeal system to the zero set of w, which is discrete under broad assump
tioos. The main results are, on the one hand, a Morse theoretic cOlnputation
of the relevant hOlll010gy; on the other hand, eohomology is computed via
e,:,a~uation of logarithmic forms at the zero set of w. This" localizatioll"
principlc suggests that also the hypergeolnetric pairing might he reducible
to thc evaluation of cohomology classes at the zero set- in a vein reminis
cent of other classical localization formulae (e.g., the Duistennaat-Hecknlan
fornlula) known in a quite different context.

T. PANTEV (joint work with R. Donagi)
Monodromy of generalized theta functions

Let. C ~ S be a slnooth family of curves of genus g. Denote by

A1c (1',0) =: M L S the relative nloduli space of senlistable vector bun-:
dIes of rank rand trivial detenninant along the fibre~ of 7r. ASSlllUC that
a lille hundlc .c ----t M is given so that LI/-1 (s) ~ ()0k for aB .9 where
() ----t Alcs (r,O) is the determinant line handle generating the Picard group.
The bUlldle of gelleralized theta functions of level k aud type l' is J",L ~ S.
It is cquipped with a natural projective ftat connection V' introuuced by
Hitchin.

Let A ~ S be the relative moduli space of rank r Higgs bundlcs of
trivial determinant on the fibres of C. There is a canonical comlllutative
diagraln

p
-- ----.+

q
----+

4
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where h is the Hitchin IUap, ß = 1r.W~~ E9 ... Ef)1r.w~r, p is the map forgetting
thc Higgs fidd. .

Let \JM be the rvlumford connection on 1P(h.,p•.c).Then one has the fol
lowing:

Theorem rP( q*J.L) is horizontal subbundle fOT \JA-1 if T = 2, 9 ~ 3.

G. FELDER (joint work with A. Varchenko)
Spectral varieties of integrable Schrödinger operators

For a semisimple Lie algebra g over C, a finite dimensional representation
V and an elliptic curve E = CC/(Z + TZ) we consider differential operators
with elliptic coefficients of "finite gap", i.e. whose quasi-periodic eigenfunc
tions are parametrized by quasi-projective varieties, the "spectral varieties".

Let (".) be an invariant bilinear form on g, g = ~ EB (E9aE~Ceo)a Car
tan deconlposition with root vectors normalized by (ea , e_a ) = 1. Then we
considcr the differential operator "

H = bJ. - L p(Q(A))eae_a,
o:EA

1 (1 1)p(x) = 2" + L 2 - 2
X (n,m)EZ2\(O,O) (x + n + mr) (n + mr)

acting on functions u("x), "x E l) with values in V[O], the zero weight .space of
V. ~ is the Laplacian associated to (', .).

Exaluplcs:
(1) II = SlNl V == Nm-th symmetrie po\ver of the vector represe1].tation,

Calogero-l\1oser Hamiltonians.
(2) any ll, V =adjoint representation,

H = ß - LP(o("x))pro,
Q

pro projection anto Cea C ~ = V[O].
The spectral variety. Suppose that V is the highest weight with hw. A.

Let X = {f : E ~ f) meromorphic, simple poles I resz=x(f(z), f(z))dz = 0,
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\;jz E E, 1'cSz=oj(z)dz = -A, resz=xf(z)dz E { siInple faots, 0 }, x ::I O}. Let
Q = Zo 1 ffi .... ED Zan be thc root lattice of g.

Theorem Thel'e are a rational rnap t : X --., <C, a rn.ap f. : ..X' --., f)/Q,
a fU1tction 1/J()..f t) 6- V[O), ).. E f), tEX such that H7j;().., t) = E(t)1jJ()." t},
7/J().. + w, t) = e21Ti(~{t),w)1tb()", t), Vw E Q*.

Renlark If g = 8[2, this reduces to Hernlite's resuit Oll the LaIBe equation
d'l.

dx2 u - m(m + l)g-J(x)u = f'lt.

C. VOISIN
SOßle results on Green's higher Abel-Jacobi map

Let S be a snlooth projective surface aver C, and C Ho(S) be the graup of
zero cyclcs 01' S Inodulo rational equivalence. Let C HO(S)alb be the subgroup
of zero ey·eIes of degree 0 and Albanese equivalent to zero. 1\1. Green ha..l;)
constrnct.ed a lüghcr Abel-Jacabi map

1/;2 : CHO(S)alb -+ .J2 (S},

\vhere J'}.(S) is a quotient of H'l(S, Z)tr@IR/Z®IR/Z: for Z E CHO(S)alb, and

for any Cllrve C ~ S containing Z, 'l/J2(Z) is the projection in this quotient
of ec,s' fz,c E H'l.(S, Z)tr ® ~/Z® lit/7l, wh~re ec.s anel fz,c are respcetively
the Abel-Jacobi invariants of the graph of 'ic in C x Sand of Z c C.

Ivl. Green conjcctured that 'l/J2 is injective, \vhich would imply Bloch's
conjccture (h'2,O(S) = 0 ~ C HO(S)alb = 0). V\fe prove:

Theorem
1) In general 1/)2 is not injective.
2) However if h2,o =1= 0, Im 'l/J2 is infinite dimensional r7todulo tor·sion.
In fact \ve prove that für a cürrespondence r c w x S such that r. (w) E

CHO(S)alb, thv E W, the pull-backs r·w, far w E h'l,O(S) , depend only on the
map 1/)2 0 r. : {,V ~ J2(S). •

B. FANTECHI (joint work with L. Göttsche and D. van Straten)
Rational curves on K3 surfaces

Let S be a K3 surface, La line bundle on S, with L2 = 29-2. Assulue the
linear system ILI is nonempty and contains onIy reduced, irreducible curves
(=} ILI ~ P9).
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For any curve C (by curve we mean reduced and irreducil;>le) let Jc be
thc cOIllpactified Jacobian l Le. the moduli space of torsion free sheaves of
rank 1 and fixed clegree.

Arecent result of )'au-Zaslow and Beauville is:

L e(JC) = e(HillfJ(S)) =: ng
CEILI.C rational

Here e denotes Euler characteristic, and the 7lg satisfy (Göttsche)

~ g- q -TI 1
~ ngq - 6(q) - k>O (1 - qk)24'

We will give two clescriptions of e(JC), implying that it is always pos~~ive, if
C is rational anel is planar, Le. has only planar singularities. -

Let C be a planar curve. Let B(C) be the basis oE a semiuniversallamily
of deformations l let B lJ (C) c B(C) be the locus of curves having the same
geometrie genus.

Theorem 1 For C a planar, rational curoe

e(JC) = m'ttltiplicity 0/ B 6(C) at the special point =:mcS(C),

Theorem 2 Let C be a planar curve 0/ geometrical genus g.
(i) 1nö(C) = length(M~J,o(C, (C])).
(ii) If C is a rational curve contained in a K3 surface 5,

Ul'6(C) = length(Mo.o(S, [C])[vcJ)'

Here NIg,n{X, ß) is the mocluli space oE stable maps of class ß· Mo,o(S, [CJ)(vcJ
is thc connected component whose unique point is the normalization Jlc of
C .

M. BOGGI (joint work with M. Pikaart)
Galois covers of moduli spaces of curves

.We study etale Galois covers M~.n ---+ Mg,n of the moduli stack of
smooth curves and their compactifications M ;,n over the stack of sta.ble
curves.
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vVe prove Sünle properties of their Dcligne-Mulnford boundary, in par
ticular if M;,n is smooth we prove the bonndary to be a Iloflllal crossing
divisor with smooth cornponents. The conlponents lying over the IOCllR of
singular irreducible curves in Mg,n are then isonl0rphic t.o M;~ 1,n+2 , für
same level Ao determind by A; while, in case ,.\ is also" geornetric", the COHl
ponents lying Qver the locus of reducible eurves in M g,1l are isonlorphic to
M;ll,nl+l x M;;,1l2+ 1, where the Ai are again geometrie levels determined by
A. This allows us to deduce the existence of smooth covers for Mg,n (n > 0)
froIll that of Mg.

Eventually some classical results in Teichmüller theory (the ones by John
son on generators für the Torelli group) can be reinterpreted in t.his setting
as certain Galois covers of Mg,n to be simply connected.

P. EYSSIDIEUX
Kähler manifolds with large fundamental groups

Definition 1 (J. Küllar) Let (X,w) be a cornpact Kühler' 11tanifold. X is
said to have generically [arge fundaTTtental gro'ltp iff any > 0 dirnensional sub
var"iety Z vf X through the ver1/ genc1ul po'int ver'ifies Im.(trl (Z) ----:+ 1rl (.IX"))
is an infinite gTOUp.

\Vc give a prüof of an improvement of a result of J. Kollar:
Theorem 1 Let L be a big line bundle on (X, w), Kähler rnaniJold with

generically large fundamental.group. Then h,°(X,!Cx + L) ~ o.
The basic observation of the proof is that, if one defines loeal Seshadri

constants for an ample line bundle L on X using evaluation lnorphisnls HO n
L2(X; t:/i!JN) ---4 .c~N in the spirit of Deluailly's work on adjunction theory
the result is +00 if X has generically large fundamental grollp.

vVe discuss a conjecture of J. Kollar c1aiming that a Kähler manifold
with generically fundamental group has X(X;!C x } 2:: O. We define.a stronger
notion than Definition 1 by asking that SOllle sernipositive closed (1, l}-fonn •
JL on X w hieh is nondegenerate in the sense that Tx > 0 on an open dense
subset of X has a cohomology class [J1.] in the image of the natural nlorphism
H 2 ( 1r l(X)) ---4 H2 (X). We prove:

Theorem 2 Let (X, w) be a eompact Kähler manifold having a serni
positive elosed (1, 1)-form J1., nondegenerate, and verifying [tL] E H2 (1r1(X) ) .
Then X(X;K: x ) ~ o. In parlicular, 1r2(X) = 0 => X(X;K x ) 2: O.

The method of the proof is very similar to Gromov's argument in his
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1992' paper on Kähler hyperbolic manifolds.

E.GETZLER
Higher genus Gromov-Witten invariants: explicit results

Consider the stabilisation map Mg,n(V, ß) ~ Mg,n and let Oi and
Wi I 1:::; i ~ n, be the tautological line bundles on these two respective
spaces.

By Lemma 10 of Behrend's paper constructing GW invariants we have:

Ct(Od n (Mg.n(~ ß)Jvirt = 1r·cl(wd n [Mg,n(~ ß}]Virt+

L 6.!({MO.2(V~ ßo)}virt ~ (Mg,n(V, ß - ßo)]virt
O<Po'5.ß

This gives rigurous proofs to the topological recursion relations:

«Tk(X)AB »0=« Tk-l(X)Xa »0« xaAB »0

« Tk(X) ».= 2~ «Tk_,(X)Xaxa »0 + « Tk-,(X)Xa »0« xa »1,'· k ~ 1

and new ones in genus 2; which will appear in a future article.

G. SCHUMACHER
Moduli of framed manifolds

A framed rnanifold (X, C) consists of a compact complex manifold X
together with a smooth divisor C C X. A notion of non-uniruledness is in
troduced and thc moduli space of framed, polarized, non-uniruled mamfolds
constructed. A special subclass are canonically polarized framed manifolds
satisfying condition (N): K,x + C > Q. Using complete Kähler-Einstein
Inetrics Wx' oE constant negative curvature on X' = X \ C a generalized'
Peterson-Weil metric is introduced on the moduli space of canonically p~

larized framed manifolds. The corresponding hermitian form on tbe space
of infinitesimal deformations Hl(X, 0,\ (logC)V) ~ Ht2) (X', Tx') is the L2_
inner product with respect to wx', This metric is Kähler, its form can be
computed by fiber integration, and tbe curvature can be expIicitely calcu
lated. The holomorphic sectional curvature is bounded by -2jvol{X), when
restricted to the moduli space of smooth divisors in a fixed nianifold X (mod
ulo Aut(X)). This shows that this moduli space is hyperbolic.
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The above c.ondition (N) iInplies the existence of a Kähler-Einstein inetric
on C. Solving the Monge-Alnpere equation with logaritlllnic decay towards
the divisor at infinity on X' oue proves that wx' converges to thc Kähler
Einstein nlctric on C when restricted to dircetions parallel to C. Let (X, C)
and (Y, D) satisfi (N) with C and D aInple. As an application wc see that
any biholomorphic ITIap f : X \ C ---. Y \ D extends biholornorphically t.o
F:X~Y.

A. RAINA
Energy-momentum tensor and projective structures on aRiemann
surface

We describe an algebraic geometry approach to a rnodel quantlUl1 field
theory of chiral fernüons on a compact RicInann surface of arhitrary genus.
This is ba..sed on interpreting the operator produet expansion of thc Iuodel.
We formulate axioIlls for. thc field correlation fUIlctions of the SystÜlIl alld
show that they lead to a cOIllplete determination of the Held corrc1ation fllllC
tioos as IneroInorphic sections of line bllodles over the prodllct of curves. The
celebratcd identities of Cauchy, Frobenius and Fay are a consequenee and are
seen to be an expression of Wiek 's theorelll for this systern of fCfIllions, Thc
CU1'Tenl c01Telation functions, formally defined by coalescing arguments in the
Held correlation functions, are obtained using ringed spaccs with nilpotent
elements. This provides an example of the use of schemes with nilpotent ele
Inent to the problenl of nornlal-ordering a product of fields. This techniqlle is
then extcnded tu give a geometrie fornluiatioll of the Sugawara construction
of the energy-momentum tensor as a nonnal-ordered product of currcnts.
We thcreby arrive at a new algebro-geometric construction of a projectivc
connection, which can be shown to be canonically equivalcnt to Gunning's
and Deligne's definitions. This new defintion has thc intuitive interpretation
of being an infinitesimal form of an explicit generalisation of thc notion of
cross ratio ~o a compact Rienlann surface of arbitrary genus.

A. TELEMAN
3-dimensional Seiberg-Witten invariants and complex surfaces

We give a method to compute Seiberg-Witten invariants of a 3-lnanifold
M under the assumption that the product Si x !vI adnlits a complex structure
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which fuakes the product nletric Gauduchon. This condition is satisfied if
M has a Ricmannian foliation by geodesics. 'vVe define numerical Seiberg
Witten invariants for rational homology spheres (the case b1 = 0) and we
discuss the chamber structure in this situation.

As an application of our computation method we compute the moduli
spaces of solutions of the Seiberg-Witten equations on the sphere 8 3 endowed
with an ellipsoid luetric, for certain values of the perturbation parameters.
In particular we show that the Seiberg-Witten invariant associated with the
unique Spin structure on 8 3 takes infinitely many values. Therefore in this
case there exist infinitely many chambers.

R. WENTWORTH (joint work with G. Daskalopoulos) _....
The Yang-Mills flow near the boundary of the Teichmüller space

'vVe study the behaviour of the Yang-Mills flow for unitary connections
on cOlnpact and non-compact oriented surfaces with varying metries. The
two extrernal considered are (1) when the rnetrics vary in a set ~'projecting
to a eompact set in the moduli of curves; and (2) when the metries tend to
the Strebe} boundary of Teichmüller space. The Inotivation comes frorn an
attenlpt to understand tbe dependence on the underlying metric of the fibres
of the "Hecke correspondence" which relates the moduli spaces of unitary
representations of thc non-compact surface to those of its conlpactification.

.1. JOST (collaboration with W.Y. Ding, J.Y. Li, G.W. Wang)
Mathematical aspects of the Chern-Simons -Higgs functional

Static (" vortex" ) solution of thc Chern-Simons-Higgs functional intn:r
duced by Hong-Kinl-Pac and Jackiw-Weinberg lead to the energy functional

k2 1FI 2

E(<p, A) = ~ d2x{IDA .,o12 +4~ + 1.,012(1 - 1<p12)}

[2 - 2 k 11 1(1 12 2= JE d x{!8A <fl1 + (21<fl! F - k <P cP - 1)) }

for a section c.p of a line bundle L of degree N over a compact Riemann
surface E and an unitary connection A on L. E shows the same selfduality
mechanism as the 4th order- Ginzburg-Landau functional. This naturally
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leads t,n Gl.h order analogue of the Seibcrg-Witten fUllctional für which some
c()nj{~ctllral aspec:ts \v(~re sketched in the talk.

\V(~ are illt.crcsted in thc aSylnptotic bchaviour of thc solutions of the
sclfduality eqnatiolls as the coupling parameter k tends to O. Caffarelli-Yang
found solutions <p that tend to oue uniformly in absolute value away from thc
prescribed zero set üf 4', the vortices. Für the case of one vortex, Tarantella
fOHud a different type of solution that tends to 0 uniformly and in thc limit
leads t.o a. solution of a mean field type equation. We analyze thc case of
t.wo vortices and exhibit a detailed asymptotic behaviour as k tends to 0; on
5'2 we find two additional types of sülutions. The restrietion to two vortices
COlues fronl the Moser-Trudinger inequality for which that case represents
cL lilniting case that already presents all the difficulties known from other
borderline ense geometrie variational problems (Yang-Mills on 4-manifolds,
Yaluabc prüblern, 2-dimensional harmonie maps, .. ,).

P. LUPASCU
Rieluannian luetrics of nonnegative scalar curvature on complex
surfaces

,,\Tc study thc existence of Riemanuian metries of non-negative scalar cur
vn,tl1rc on eOlnplex surfaees. Using Seiberg-Witten invariants, thc following
charact,crizatioll of surfaces of "Kähler type" is given:

Theorem 1 Let ..\ be a compact complex sur/ace with bl (X) even. Then:
i) .Y C(l17'ies (L rnetric 0/ positive scalar curuatU1'e {::::} kod(X) = -00

'Li) ..X" ClL1'11,eS a rnetn:c 0/ non-negative scala1' curvature <=> kod(X) = -00

01' .X" is rninirnal, kod( X) = 0 and the rnetric is Ricei flat,
For surfaccs of " nOll-Kähler type" we prüve:
Theorem 2 A compact complex sur/ace X with b1(X) odd and kod(X) =

(] has '!LO metne 0/ non-negative seaLar curvature.
C. LeBrun conjectured an analog of Theorem 2 für surfaces with kod =

1. 'Ve give a praaf für this conjecture in the minimal case.
In I<odaira dinlension -00 we show the following
Theorem 3 Inoue sur/aces have no metnes 0/ non-negative scalar cur

1Jatu1~e.
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M. LEHN
ehern classes of tautological bundles over Hilbert schemes of points
on surfaces

Let X be a smooth irreducible projective surface, and let X ln] denote the
Hilbert scheme of n-tuples of points on X. This is a projective manifold
of dimension 2n. By work of Nakajima and Grojnowski, the double graded
vector space IHI := EBn,i Hi(x[n], Q) has a Fock space structure, generated by
geonletrically defined operators

qn : H*(X,Q) --+ Endo{IHI), nE Z,

which satisfy the uoscillator" commutator relations ';t,.1;

[qn(a), qm(ß)) = n· 6n+m . Ix aß . idH .~'

It is an open problem how the cup product ring structure of IHI relates to
the operators qn' We give a partial answer to this problem in describing an
algorithm how the Chern classes of tautological vector bundles on X ln]'act on
IHI. Here a tautological vector bundle is Olle of the form Frn

] = P.q~ F, where
F is a vector bundle on X and p and q are the natural projections from the
universal family 3 11 c X ln}x X to the two factors. This algorithm allows one
to compute the integral of any polynomial of ehern classes of tautological
bundles. As an example, aue can recover LeBarz' trisecant formula by eval
uation of such an integral over X[3]. Moreover, we can prove the following
explicit formula for the Chern classes of L[n} in case of a line bun~lle L E

Pic(X):

LCt(Lln})zn = exp (L (_l)m-l qm(Ct(L))Zm) . 1,
n~O m>o m

where z is a formal parameter, and lE HO(X[O]; Q) = <Q is the unit.

M.THADDEUS
The quantum cohomology of asymmetrie product of a curve

Givental's equivariant Gromov-Witten invariants, on the one hand, and
Harris-Tu'8 generalization of the Porteous formula, on the other hand, are
used to characterize the Little quantum cup produet on asymmetrie product
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of <\ ~Illooth projc('tive ('oJnplex (:urve. Wc cOlnpletcly salve thc problem for
t.h{~ dill S)'lllllwtric prodllct of a genus g curvc provided d fi [~(g - 1), g - 1].

eH. PAULY (jOillt work with E. Previato)
Singularities of 20-divisors in the Jacobian

Let. (.Je, 8) be the principally polarized Jacobian of a slnooth projective
curve of genus 9 ~ 2. Van Geemen and van der Geer introduced for any
principally polarized abelian variety (A, 8) the subseries IProo C 1281 defined
hy IPrufI = {D E 1281,rnulto(D) ~ 4} and conjectured that (A,e) is a
Jacobian if and only if Base locus (foa) # {O}.

In t.his work we study some natural subseries of r 00, in the Jacobian
('as~~ lUlfllCly r~)~) = {D E r oo ,lrtltltc_c(D) 2::: 2} and compare foo-divisors
cOlltainillg S 2 C - S'2C and with 7nulto(D) ~ 6. We prove:

Theorelll (Singe) = r~~) = n.l,
wlu''f'(~ (Singe) is the span of the singular loeus 0/8 and n is the tangent
s]Jrux to thr 'rnoduli space SUc(2, 0) of semi-stable rank 2 veelor bundles with
trivial detc"'1niuaut nt the !! oTigin" Oe EB Be.

() ur lllCtltods are hoth algebraic and analytic. We use extension spaces of
vcctor hundlcs alld H,llalytic identities alllong theta functions. Vve also give
cUt ('xplicit dcscriptioll oE the above defined spaces for curves of genus 9 ~ 6.

P. \VILSON
Grolllov-Witten invariants and primitive contractions on Calabi
Yau 3-folds

\;Ve show !low tu calculate Grornov- "Vitten invariants, on a Calabi-Yau
threefold X, a.ssociat.ed to exceptional classes under a primitive birational
contract·ion q; : ){ ---4 X. The basic principle is that these invariants are
thCll locally detennined. Prinlitive contractions fall into 3 types: 1-111.

Type I r./J contracts finitely many IP's; here we can find an open neigh
boorhood U of the exceptional locus and a holomorphic deformation of the
(:(nnplcx structure on U so that the exceptional locus splits inta distinct
( -1, - 1)-cllrves. By patching to get aglobai almost complex structure, we

see that the Gromov-Witten invariants are determined by simply counting
the nUlnbers of these curves. ivloreover, these numbers also explicitely deter
Ininc how the cubic form D~ D3 and linear form D .........-. D'C2 on H2(X, Z)
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change when \ve pass to the ftopped modul X'.
Type 11 4> eontracts a surface E to a point; here we can make a loeal

holonlorphic deformation on a neighbourhood of E so that E deforms to a
smooth deI Pezzo surface, and pateh with the original complex structure.

Type 111 4> contraets a surfaee E to a curve of singularities C; moreover
C is smooth and E is a conie bundle over C. By making a loeal holomorphic
deformation, we can reduee to the ease when the generic fibre of E ~ C is
pI. Thc singular fibres are then either line pairs with an Ar(r ~ 0) singularity
where the eurves meet, or a double fibre with a Ds(s 2:: 2) singularity. For
r ~ 0, let ar = Üfibres of first type, and for s ~ 2, let bs = Ufibres of second
type. We need to ealeulate two numbers, nl and n2 ( n2 eorresponding to
class of fibre). '1'l.(:,~

Theorem nl = 2 E(r + l)ar + 2 L sbs , n2 = 2g(C) - 2. .r:.,·

A quick proof of these formulae is given for the case 9 > O. The praof for
9 ~ (J is more technieal and can be found in the eprint alg-geom /9797008.

Berichterstatter: M. Stupariu
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Tagungsbericht

Topologie
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The conference was organized by R. Kirby (Berkeley), W. Lück (Münster)
and E.G. Rees (Edinburgh). About 50 participants from all over the world
attended the meeting.

A special feature was aseries of 3 talks of Sylvain Cappell on characteristic
classes oE singular varieties in the context of intersection homology. The
highlight were new applications to Euler-McLaurin formulas.

In addition, there were 16 talks on new developments in many branches
of (algebraic) topology. A focus of the talks was low dimensional topology,
ranging from the study of certain knot and link invariants in dimensions
three and four to a refinement of Seiberg-Witten invariants. Other speakers
computed L2-invariants, higher analytic torsion, algebraic and topological
K -theory. One result is the extension of the Atiyah completion theorem to
discrete groups. ODe speaker established the Baum-Connes conjecture for
a new large class of groups. We also learned about the mysteries of the
signature operator and spaces of holomorphic maps.

Every talk attracted nearly all the participitians. The schedule gave



plcnty of rüom für discussiüns. This opportunity was \videly used and con
sidcred at least as inlportant as the series of talks.

Gratefully acknowledged was the pleasent atmosphere created by the staff
of the Institute. It helped to .make the meeti~g as successful as it was.
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Abstracts of the talks

Stefan Bauer: On connected sums of four-manifolds

For a fixed spine structure on a simply connected 4-rnanifold there is a
monopole map W defined between affine Banach spaces. The moduli space
of zeros of \}1 is used to define Seibert-Witten invariants. The map \l1 is
proper and can be extended to a proper map between Banach spheres. The
linearisation of W is Fredholm. It can be used to associate to 'lJ a stable
Sl-equivariant map between finite dimensional spheres .

Seiberg-Witten theory can be recovered from ['11]. Moreover, there is a for
mula for connected sums

As a consequence one gets several nonvanishing results for connected sums.
For example, in case of a diffeomorphism

X#K3 == Y#K3

the Seiberg-Witten invariants of X and Y satisfy SW(X) ~ SW(Y) (mod 2).
Both, the invariant and the connected surn theorem also extend to non-sirnply
connnected rnanifolds. In this situation,[w] E 1r~l,u(PicO(X); ind) is an ele
ment of a twisted equivariant stable cohomotopy group of the Picard group
PicO(X) := BI (X, IR)/BI (X, Z).

Ulrich Bunke: Computations with higher analytic torsion

Higher analytic torsion was introduced by Lott. Let G be a connected
compact Lie group. By i(G) we denote the space of invariant formal power
series on the Lie algebra of G modulo constants. If M is a closed orientable
G-manifold, then Lott defined the higher analytic torsion T(M) E i(G).

Let U(G) denote the Euler ring of G. Then we have the equivariant Euler
characteristic Xc(M) E U(G).
Theorem: There exists a homomorphism Ta :U(G) -+ i(G) such that for
any closed orientable G-manifold T(M) = Tc(Xc(M).

If H is a closed connected subgroup, then we have restriction rnaps res~ :
U(G) ~ U(B), res~ : i(G) -+ i(H). Moreover we have TB 0 res~ =
res~ 0 Tc. We observe that Tc is deterrnined by {TB I H c G, H ~ SI}.
Thus in order to compute Tc it suffices to know TSl.
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Theorem: Let H C SI be a closed subgroup and [SI / H] be the corresponding
element 0/ U(G). Then

{

0 H == SI

I:~l ([SI / RJ) = 22:::'=1 ( ~~ ) (R(2k + 1) (~) 2k Hol SI

where Y E (SI)* is normalized such that y(X) == 1 and X E SI is minimal
such that exp(..-Y) == l.

Using thc higher analytic torsion form of Bismut/Lott we gave a eonstruc-a
tion which' associates to a closed manifold M together with an acyclic Hat.
hermitean vector bundle Fadass hT in H~V(Diff(M)O, IR), the continuous
group cohomology of Diff(A1)0. If M == SI and F is one-dimensional with
holononlY exp(21T'la), then we compute

where c i- 0 and ß is the unique element in H;(Diff(SI)O, IR) with ß2 == O.
IVlotivateel by this example \ve expect that hT is in general non-trivial and
different from the classes found by Thurston, Haeflinger, Bott.

Sylvain Cappell: Characteristic classes of singular varieties and map
ping theorems for them and applications to Euler-McLaurin formulas

We presented various characteristic class theories for singular varieties in
both topological and algehraic geometrical settings. These, in the case of
divisors, can be related to knot invariants. They can also often be computed
by mapping theorems. This is applied to eompute invariants of torie varieties,
anel general Hilbert polynomialsof polytopes. Genereral high dimensional
versions of Euler-NlcLaurin formulas with remainder -for relating lattiee sums
to integrals were presented, as developed by U. Shaneson and the speaker. e

Ralph L. Cohen: Holomorphie K-theory, Lawson's Chow-Cohomology,
and Loop Groups

In this talk I ,viII describe a program to study holomorphic bundles over
Slllooth projective varieties using K -theoretic techniques. The "holomorphie
I<-thcory" I will deseribe will be defined in terms of spaces of holomorphic
Inappings from a variety to Grassmannians or to loop groups. I will describe
thc structure of this theory, ho\v its characteristic classes take values in Law
son '5 Cho\v cohomology groups, and how the analogue of Bott periodicity

4
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holds for this theory, and is proved using the geometry of loop groups. I
will describe results that relate holomorphic K-theory to hoth algebraic K
theory and topological K-theory, and describe some sampie calculations. In
doing so I will give a geometrie description of the ehern character in terms
of the "symmetrized loop group", nU(n)fEn , where the symmetrie group
acts on U(n) by eonjugation. Finally I will show how this is used to prove
a theorem (joint \vith Lima-Filho) stating that modulo torsion, all Lawson
cohomology classes (and in partieular all cohomology classes represented by
algebraic cocycles) are realized as (algebraic) ehern classes of holomorphic
bundles. .

Michael Farber: Extended L2-cohomology and approximation theo
rems for von Neumann-Betti numbers

The talk discusses generalizations of a theorem of W. Lück (1994), COD

jectured by M. Gromov, about approximation ofvon Neumann type topolog
ical invariants by finite dimensional ones, constructed by means of a tower.
of coverings. The generalized version aSsurnes that we have a sequence of
unitary Hat bundles over X, such that their normalized characters converge
to the character of a unitary representation' in a finite von Neuman~ cat
egory with anormal trace. We show that the differenee between the von
Neumann dimension of the homology with coefficients in the infinite dimen
sional representation and the limit of the normalized Betti numbers of the
Hat bundles can be understood as· torsion dimension of the torsion part of
the extended cohomology. ,Under certain conditions (expressed by means
of algebraic number theory) this torsion dimension vanishes and we obtain
theorems generalizing the theorem of Lück in several directions. _<

V. Goryunov: A Bennequin number estimate for transverse knots

It is shown that the Bennequin number of a transverse knot in the stan
dard contact 3-spaee or solid torus is bounded by the negative of the lowest
degree of the framing variable in its HOMFLY polynomial. For R3, this fact
was established earlier by Fuchs and Tabachnikov (1995) bycomparison ofthe
results of Bennequin and Franks-Williams and Morton. We develop a differ
ent, direct approach based on the lowering of the polynomial to transversally
framed regular planar curves.

Ursula Gritseh: Morse theory for the Yang-Mills functional via equiv
ariant homotopy theory

In this talk \ve prove the existence of non minimal critical points of the
Yang-Mills functional over certain 4-manifolds M2g for 9 = 0,2,3, ... for a
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generic invariant Inetric. The praof uses Morse theory for the Yang-Mills
fUl1ctional allel a homotopy theoretic calculation.

Thc Inanifalds M 2g are obtained by taking the quotient by an orientation
prcserving involution of thc product of aRiemann surface with even genus
allel thc t\VO sphere. These manifolds are spin and are acted on by the Lie
group SU(2) by the trivial action on the Riemann surface factor and by the
sta.ndard action on the S2-factor. We treat the Yang-Mills functional on the
space of invariant connections on the spinar bundles modulo the action by
thc invariant gauge group as a Morse function.

We show that for 9 == 0 the negative ·spinor bundle .6..- over the manifold e
A10 adnlits at least one Yang-MilIs connection which is not anti self dual and
for 9 ~ 2 the positive spinor bundle ß + over the manifold M 2g admits at
least 209 + 1 Yang-Mills connections one of which is not anti self dual.

Jacques Hurtubise: Holomorphic maps of surfaces

lVlorse theory [ails for the energy functional on the space 02{X) of smooth
based Jnaps from the sphere to a manifold X. The same holds when one
replaces the sphere by an arbitrary surface.E. The critieaJ points oE the
flll1ctional are hannonie maps; the minima, when X is Kahler and there are
holomorphic maps in the homotopy class, are holomorphic.

One can however prove a statement which is "asymptotically Morse the
oretic". Namely, one considers the inclusions

where k is a degree, and shows that there is a linear function l(k) going
to infinity with k such that the inclusion induees isomorphisms in homo
topy groups 1fi for i < l(k). We give a proof for varieties acted on by a
solvable linear algebraic group, with a dense free orbit. Examples include
Hag manifolds, torie varieties, certain spherical varieties, as weIl as equivari-
ant blowings-up of these. We conjecture that the result holds for rationally _
eonnected varieties. (Joint work with C. Boyer and R.J. Milgram) .,

Michael Joachim: A new model for topological KO-theory and the
t\visted Atiyah orientation

A smooth closed manifold has a K O-fundamental dass if and only if its
first and its seeond Stiefel-Whitney class is zero. This fact corresponds to
the existence of an orientation D : M Spin -+ ko, the Atiyah orientation. We
show how a parametrized version of the Atiyah orientation can be obtained
as a Borel construction on D : MSpin -+ ko using a group G ~ K{71/2, 0) x

6
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K(Z/2, 1) acting on specific models for MSpin and ko. This 'twisted Atiyah
orientation' leads to a transformation from a twisted MSpin-bordism theory
to a t,,'isted connective KO-theory. We use the transformation to associate to
any closed manifold M \vhose universal cover is spin an invariant in a t\visted
ko-homology group ko. (Bn; (), where 1r = 1Tl (M) is the fundamental group
and the tt\visting data' ( is a map ( : B1r ---* BG ~ K(Z/2, 1) x K(Z/2, 2),
that is determined by Wl (M) and w2(M) up to homotopy. \iVe expect that
a manifold A1 as above \vith dim(M) ~ 5 has ametrie \vith positive scalar
curvature if and only if the invariant lies in a canonically defined subgroup
ko~(B1f;() c ko.(Bn; (). This generalizes a result of Stephan Stolz \vho
proved the statement for spin manifolds.

Thang Le: Finite type invariants of integral homology 3-spheres
." .~.

"Ve briefly review the theory of finite type inva~iants (Vassiliev invariantsl
of knots and then describe the theory of finite type invariants of integral
honlology 3-spheres.

Let M be the vector space over the rati9nals freely generated by integral
honlology 3-spheres. For a framed link L in an integral homology 3-sphere
Miet

{M,L] = L(-1)IL
1

IMu ,
UcL

where the suru is taken over aH sublinks oE L, Mv is the 3-manifold obtained
from M by surgery along L', and IL'I is the number of components of L'. W~ __
assume that the linking number of any two components of L is 0, and thaf
the framing of any component is +1 or -1. Then [M, L] is an element oE M.
Let F n be the subspace of M generated by all such [M, L], whe.re L has n
components.

In analogy with the knot case, Ohtsuki introduced the following definition.
An invariant I of integral homology 3-spheres with values in a vector space
is said to be of order::; n if tbe restrietion oE I to Fn +1 is O.

Using the Kontsevich integral of frarned links and the Kirby calculus, \ve
constructed an invariant n of closed oriented 3-manifolds (this is a joint work
with Murakami and Ohtsuki). Tbe invariant takes values in a graded algebra
of trivalent graphs. It turns out that n is a universal invariant for finite type
invariants: its degree n part is an invariant of degree 3n \vhich dominates
allother invariants of the same order. (There is DO finite invariants of order
not a multiple of 3). So this invariant should play the role of the Kontsevich
integral for integral homology 3-spheres. We exhibit the relation between n
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allel quantunl invariants of 3-manifolds at roots of unity and discuss some
applications.

Bob Oliver: The completion theorem in K-theory for proper actions of
infinite discrete groups

In this talk, I described joint work with Wolfgang Lück about proper
actions of infinite discrete groups. The main results are the following hvo

. thcorenls.. .

Theorem 1 Let G be any discrete group. Then K;;( -), defined using G-e
vcctor bundles, is a cohomology theory (satisfying Bott periodicity) on the
category of finite proper G-CvV pairs.
Theorem 2 Let G be a discrete group such that the universal proper G
CvV cornplex, EFIN(G),.,llas the homotopy type of a finite G-CW complex.
Set I == II<e(E:FIN(G)). Then for any finite proper G-CW complex ...X",
]{*(EGxeX ) ~ Kc('X"}i (the completion with respect to the ideal generated
by I).

Theorern 2 can be stated in a form which holds for any discrete group G.
ßoth theorellls are false, in general, for positive dimensional nonc6mpact Lie
grollpS.

Thc lecture represents joint work with C. Weibel. As an application of
V. 'Voevodsky's proof of the Milnor conjecture we compute the two-primary.
algebraic K-theory of the ring of integers in any number field, in terms of its
etale cohomology groups. In particular we compute the two-primary alge
braic K-theory of the integers Z. The ans\ver is roughly 2-periodic for totally
imaginary number fields, and roughly 8-periodic for real number fields.

8
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As consequences, \ve obtain (a) the t\Vo-primary part of the Quillen coo
jecture that there exists a spectral sequence from the etale cohomology of
any ring of 2-integers to its K -theory, with finite coefficients, and (b) the
two-primary part of the Lichtenbaum conjecture that relates a ratio of or
ders of algebraic K -groups to a ratio of orders of etale cohomology groups,
for totally realoumber fields. The ratios agree up to the factor 2T1

, where Tl

is the number of real embeddings of the field. Sy a theorem of A. Wiles, and
further work by M. Koister, one also obtains for totally real Abelian number
fields (c) the two-primary part of the Lichtenbaum conjecture that relates
the latter ratio above to the value of a zeta-function.

This \vork fills gaps in related work by C. Weibel, and by 8. Kahn. We
show ho\v to introduce coefficients in the Bloch-Lichtenbaum spectral se
quence from S. Bloch's higher Chow groups to algebraic K-theory. Then
\vork of A. Suslin and V. Voevodsky provide a spectral sequence from the
etale cohomology of any number field F to its K -theory, with mod 2V or mod
200 coefficients,

There can only be differentials in the mod 200 spectral sequence when
F is real, i.e., admits real embeddings. We determine the Eoo term of tne
spectral sequence by a comparison with the corresponding spectral sequence
for the field of real numbers. It is notknown wheOther the latter spectral
sequence admits a product structure, contrary to previous assumptions, so
\ve bypass this question by an additive argument making use of J. Rognes'
prior calculation of K(Q2) by means of topologieal cyclie homology, i.e.,
TC(Z). This determines the mod 200 algebraic K-theory of the number
field, from \vhieh the two-primary K -theory of the ring of integers is deduced
by the loealization sequence and universal coefficient sequence. ..'~:

Jonathan Rosenberg: Seerets of the De Rham and Signature Opera
tors

Suppose M is a closed manifold. Via Kasparov's K K -theory, an elliptic
operator D on M (usually anticommuting with a Zj2-grading on the un
derlying vector bundle) defines a K-homology class [D] on M. This class
has the property that the index of D with coefficients in a vector bundle
E is ({D], [E]), computed via the dual pairing between K-homology and
K -cohomology. In this talk, we address the problem of determining what
topological information about M is contained in [D] when D is the Euler
characteristic operator or signature operator. These two naturally arising
operators corne from the de Rham operator d + d* with two different grad
ings: the grading by parity of degreee in the case of the Euler characteristic
operator, and a grading coming from the Hodge *-operator in the case of
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Uw signature operator. (The signature operator is only defined when 1\1 is
oricntccl.)

It turns out that when D is the Euler characteristic operator, [D] is
'·~triviar~: it is just the image of X(A1) E Z ~ KOo{pt) in KOo(A1). But in
thc cas~ of thc signature operator, [D] is a very rieh object. Localized away
froIlI 2, it is basically Ranicki's orientation class for·L· homology. Localized at
2, it is a more nlysterious homeomorphism and cobordism invariant, which-is
not a hOInotopy invariant. Thc "signature operator at 2" comes fram certain
natural transformations O"n ; (Hn )(2) -+ (Kn )(2) which unfortunatcly do not ..
fit together into a natural transformation of homology theories. This latter .,
infornlation is joint work \vith Shmuel Weinberger.

Thomas Schick: L2-torsion of 'hyperbolic manifolds

~. L2 -Reidemeister torsion is a secondary invariant defined for L2-acyclic
CvV-complexes which fulfill an additional technical condition (conjectured to
bc true always). It has many properties similar to the Euler characteristic,
such as (siInple) homotopy invariance, gluing- and fibration formulae, multi
plicity under coverings. Using its analytic version (equal to the topological
one by a deep theorenl of Burghelea et al.), we prove
Theorem: Given a hyperbolic manifold Mm of finite volume, m odd, then

The constant Gm depends only on the dimension and is explicitely known
in dimensions 3,5,7. The statement ,vas extended from the closed case (due
to Lütt) to the case 8M # 0 by Lück and the speaker.

For an irreducible 3-manifold M with Ind = 00 and with boundary con
sisting of incompressible tori, \vith a JSJT-splitting into hyperbolic pieces
1\11 , ... , /l.1h and Seifert pieces Mh+b ... ,Mn this concludes the computation
of its L2-torsion as folIows:

1 h
T(2)(M) =-- L vol(Mi )

3n
i=l

Peter Teichner: Pulling 2-spheres apart in 4-space

V\je show that two disjoint 2-spheres in ]R4 can be pulled apart by a link
hornotopy, i.e. a motion in \vhich the 2-spheres stay disjoint but are allowed
to self-intersect. In fact, we prove that the same result is true jf only one of
the 2-spheres is embedded to begin with. As a corollary, we give a new upper
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bound on the group of link homotopy classes of link maps 8 2 TI 8 2 -t r in
terms of ~oncordance classes of certain classical 2-component links in ]R3.

Tomotada Ohtsuki: The perturbative 80(3) invariant of homology
circles

TQFT (topological quantum field theory) is defined by axioms, which are
satisfied by quantum invariants of 3-cobordisms up to "fr~anomaly". To

resolve the anomaly, we construct a central extension 8L(2; Z) of 8L(2; Z).
'·Vc also see the relation between the quantum 80(3) invariant and the per
t~ve SO(~) invariant of links and 3-manifolds, and give the action of

SL(2; Z) on the perturbative 80(3) invariant of homology circles, which, I
expect, will be 3: part of TQFT for the perturbative 80(3) invariant.

Berichterstatter: Thomas Schick
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The conferenee was organized by M. Boileau (Toulouse), K. Johannson (Knoxville)
and H. Zieschang (Bochum). Of the 47 partieipants, 19 gave a lecture.

This conference has shown onee more to what extent Thurston 's geometriza
tion results have changed the field of 3-dimensional topology. Roughly speaking,
his results say that large classes of 3-manifolds (the conjecture is that all) can
be cut along incompressible tori such that every arising piece ean be endowed
with a geometrie structure of one of the eight 3-dimensional geomctries. (This
deeonlposition is due to Jaco/Shalen and Johannson and orten referred to as
JSJ-decomposition.) This has shifted much foeus to the study of hyperbolic
3-manifolds, the least understood dass of geometrie 3-manifolds, whieh was
apparent frorn the lllajority of talks.

Another very interesting development, namely the use of ideas from 3
dimensinal topology in group "theory, has been exemplified by a talk of M.J. Dun
woody. He showed how ideas from the theory of 3-manifolds have helped to
understand eodimension one f.g. virtually Abelian subgroups of f.g. groups.

Many other topics were touched in the remaining talks. Particularly notica
ble was the lecture by A. Zastrow who indicated how to prove the fundamental
faet that subset of IR 2 are aspherical, a result that is easy to believe hut in fact.
hard 'to prove.
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Vortragsauszüge

Title: Immersed surfaces in hyperbolic 3-manifolds
Speaker: M. Baker (joint work w,ith D. Cooper)

Let M be a compact, orientable 3-manifold with hyperbolic interior and a torus
boundary. A slope on 8M is an isotopy dass of loops, 0', on 8M. The slope
Q' is said to be an embedded boundary slope (EBS) (resp. immersed boundary
slope (IBS)) if A1 contains an embedded (resp. immersed) essential surface F
such that 8F consists of simple loops parallel to a.

A well-known theorem of A. Hatcller implies that are only finitely many EBS
on 8M. We show, however, that M can have infinitely many 18S. Wc prove:

Theorenl Suppose there exists a finite cover Nt ~ A1 such that
(1) 0' lifts to a [oop, ci, on one tOTUS, T', 0/ aNt .
(2) There exists a sU7jace F Y Nt such that öFnT' c071sists 0/ [oops parallel

to ä.
(3) F is not the fiber 0/ a fibmtion 0/ NI.

Then Q is an IBS.

Using this result we ~how that in thecase of the figllre-eight kllot comple
ment., every slope of the form 2p/q is an IBS. Recently J. Maker used t.he abovc
theorem and Thurston norm arguments to show that if M is a once-punet.ured
torus bundle or a 2-bridge knot complement, then all slopcs on 8M are lBS.
This leads us to conjecture that if M is a compact orientable 3-manifold with
hyperbolic interior and torus boundary, then infinitely many slopes on 8A1 are
IBS. The hyperbolic structure on M is essential , since a compact Seifert fibered
3-lnanifold with boundary an incompressible torus has only two 18S.

Title: Boundaries of Hyperbolic Groups
Speaker: B. H. Bowditch

In this talk, we give a topological characterisation of hyperbolic grollps as uni
form convergence grollps. More precisely:

Theorem Suppose that M Is a per/ect metrisable compactum, and thal I' aels
as a uni/07'm convergence group on M. Then, r Is hyperbolic. Moreover, there
is a r .equivariant homeomorphism tram M to the boundary, 8r, 0/ r.

The notion of convergence group was introduced by Gehring and Martin, and
has been much studied by Tukia and others. Jf r aets by homeomorphism on a
compactum, M, we say that it is a "convergence group" if the induced action
on the space of distinct tripIes of M is properly discontinuous. We say that it
is "uniform" if the action on tripIes is also cocompact. Gromov observed , in his
original artic1e on ~yperbolic groups, that a hyperbolic group acts a uniform
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convergence group on its boundary. The converse l given above, remained an
open problem for some time.

The definition of a convergence is more commonly phrased in an equiva
lent dynamieal form - in terms of eonvergenee subsequences. It was shown
independently by Thkia and myself that uniform eonvergenee groups can be
similarly characterised as those convergenee groups for whieh every point of M
is a conicallimit point. The above results therefore make explicit a relationship
between dynamical and geometrie hyperholicity.

Title: Characteristic Suhmanifold Theory and Dehn Filling.
Speaker: S. Boyer (joint work with Mare Culler l Peter Shalen, and Xingru
Zhang)

The characteristie submanifold theory of Jaeo-Shalen and Johannson is applied
to study the topoJogy of Dehn fillings of a hyperbolic manifold. Consider an
essential surface F properly embedded in a compact, connected, orientable 3
manifold M whose interior admits a complete hyperbolic metric of finite volume
and whose boundary is a torus. Assume that 8F :f 0. We call F ageneralized
fibre if either it is a fibre of some realization of M as a surface bundle over 8 1

or it splits M into two twisted I-bundles.
Let P be a polyhedron. An essential homotopy o/length n > 0 in (M, F) of

a function f : P -4 F is a homotopy H : P x [0, n] -4 M satisfying
- H(x,O) = f(x) for each x E P; .
- H is transverse t.o Fand H-1(F) = P x {Oll, . .. ,n};
- For each i = 1, 2, ... , n , H I(P x [i - I, i), P x {i - I, i}) is not homotopie

as a map of pairs into (F,F).

Theorem 1. Suppose that F is not a genemlized fibre and that f : P --t F is
such that f # (tri (P)) is non-abelian. If / admits an essential homotopy o/length
n > 0, then 71 ~ 2 rank (H.{F)) - 1. 0

This result is then applied to study Dehn filings of M. Assurne that the
curves of aF have slope ro. ,

Theorem 2. I/ 6.(r, TO) ;::: 10+ ~(2g-1) then iTdF) includes into trt(M(r)). 0

Theorem 2 is used to investigate exceptional fillings of M which yield small
Seifert spaces (i.e. manifolds which admit a Seifert structure whose base orhifold
is of the form S2(p, q, r) where p, q, r ~ I). An example of what' can be proved
is contained in the following result.

Theorem 3. Suppose that M(r) is a small Seifert mani/old. 1/ M(ro) is
reducible but neither SI x 52 nor RP3#Rp3, then d(r, ro) ::; 6. 0

Title: The Algebraic Annulus and Torus Theorems
Speaker: M.J. Dunwoody Uoint work with E. Swenson)

Let G be a finitely generated group and let J be a subgroup of G. Let X be a cell
complex on which G acts freely and eocompactly, e.g. X eould be the Cayley
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graph of X with respect to a particular finite generating set. We say that J has
codimension one in G if the quotient J\X has more than one end. For example
any rank n - 1 subgroup of a rank Tl free abelian group has codimcnsion one,
and any infinite cydic subgroup of an infinite t~iangle group has codimension

one.
We dassify the structure of finitely generated groups with codimension one

finitely generated virtually abelian su~groups. In particular we have thc follow

ing result.

The Aigebraic Annulus Theorem. Let G be a one-ended finitely generated
group and let J < G be a two-ended subgT'ouTJ of G. lf J has codimension oue
then one of the following is true.

J. G splits over a subgroup commensurable with J.

2. G is an e:I:tenS'ion of a finite group by a dosed orbifold group. Thus G aets
properly discontinuously by isomet"ies 071 either the hyperbolic 01' Eudid

ean plane.

3. There is a finite graph of groups decomposition f01' G in which tllere is a
vertex group H such that J < H with H a finite-by-orbifold group (md i71
which the edge groups are peripheral subgT'oups of H. In this case H uets
properly discontinuously by isometries on the hyperbolic plane.

The above results generalize well-known resllits for three manifolds.

Title: ßranched covers, equations in free groups and coincidence theory
Speaker: D. Goncalves (joint work with H. Zieschang)

Given a pair of continuous maps (ft, ft) : M --* N among two orientecl compaci.
manifolds of the same dimension we say that (ft, 12) has the Wecken property
if N (h, 12) = #COil1(/~, I~) for same pair of maps (n, I~) homotopic to (ft, 12)
respectively where N (ft, 12) is the Nielsen coincidence number and #coin is the
number of coincidence points.

Let 12 be the constant map denoted by c and M, N compact orientable
surfaces. We consider the open question to classify which pairs (I, c) havc the
Wecken property and we also study the solution of certain quadratic equations
in free groups which is related with the Wecken property.

'We solve completely the Wecken property question. More precisely we proof

the folJowing

Theorem Let 1 : Sh -t Sg be a map such that 1#(rrt{Sh)) C rrt{S'g) 15 a
subgroup of index l. Then

a) (I, c) does not have the Wecken p'roperty if ldeg I1 > 2h - 2 + 1.
2g -1

b) (I, c) satisfies the Wecken condition ij Ideg /1 ~ 2h - 2 + I .
2g -1

Part a) of this result is obtained using same formula similar to Kneser's for
mula, but for maps among compact surfaces with boundaries, which takes thc
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boundary into the boundary. Tbe proof of part b) is obtained by construct
ing branched covers f : Sn ---+ 5g with a certain number of branched points
together with the order of the pre-image of such points and the degree of the
branched map. We first construct the case where f is primitive, that is that f#
is surjective, and then the other cases.

Finally we consider the question of the "'existence of solutions of certain
quadratic equations in the free group on 2g generators F2g and also the question
of describing all solutions when they exist. More precisely consider the equa-
tion: [ZI,Z2] [Z2h-l,Z2h] = (Bw 1 )d1

••• (Bw.)d1 where B = [al, 62] .•. [og,6g] and
aj,6j i = 1, ,9 is a set of free generators. We use the fact that the Wecken
property problem is equivalent to the existence of a solution of such a quadractic
equation and derive some results about solutions of such equations. Further, we
provide an inductive method to construct explicit solutions of some equations
of the above type.

Title: An orientation for the SU(2)-representation spaces of knot. groups 
applications and examples
Speaker: M. Heusener

Let k C S3 be a knot and let X be its exterior. The fundamental group 11'1 (X)
is denoted by G.

A representation of G in SU(2) is by definition a homomorphism p : G ~
SU(2). The space of equivalence classes ofnon-abelian representations is denoted
by R(X) i.e

R(X) :::: hom(rrdX), SU(2))irred) .......

Here two representations are called equivalent (...... ) iff they differ by an inner
automorphism of SU(2).

The aim of the talk was to present a construction which makes it possible
to orient the the space R(X) (in a generie situation). This construction is
motivated by Casson 's invariant. The Heegaard splitting will be replaced by a
plat decomposition of X. .

Explicit examples and application have been discussed.

Title: Geometry of configuration spaces
Speaker: S. Kojima (joint work with H. Nishi and Y. Yamashita)

A purely combinatorial compactification of the configuration space of n (~ 5)
distinct points in the real projective line was introduced by M. Yoshida. Con
verting each configuration to an equiangular polygon by Schwarz-Christoffel
formula in complex analysis, and applying Thurston's method described by Kcr
jima, we hyperbolize the eonfiguration space so that it will be areal hyperbolic
cone-manlfold of finite volume with dimension n - 3. It is regarded as a totally
real sub-cone-manifold of a completion of the configuration space over not real
but the complex projective line in by Thurston.
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The ease n = 6, in which we obtained a nonsingular hyperbolic 3-manifold
with ten cusps, will be diseussed in more details. In partieular, we show that
a eonversion of eaeh eonfiguration to a hexagon with fixed but not neeessarily
equal angles ereates a Dehn filled resultant of the original manifold, anel timt
a 5 dimensional freedom of eonversions injeets to the spaee of hyperbolic Dehn
fillings at least locally.

Title: On the geometry of 3-manifold groups
Speaker: B. Leeb (joint work with 1'.1. Kapovieh)

Our main result states that the canonical deeomposition (i.e. the Jaeo-Shalen
Johannson splitting) of the fundamental group of a Haken 3-manifold with
boundary of zero Euler eharaeteristie is preserved by quasi-isometries. As a
byproduct of our proof we describe all 2-quasiflats (i.e. quasi-isometrie embed
dings of ~2) into these groups.

Our proof relies on the elose relation between Haken manifolds and non pos
itive eurvature: A Haken manifold 1'.1 with ineompressible boundary admits a
metrie of nonpositive seetional eurvature and totally geodesie boundary if (but
not bnly if) the boundary of M is non-empty or an atoroidal eomponent oc
curs in the JSJ-deeomposition of M. Moreover, if 1\1 does not admit a geometrie
structure (in Thurston 's sense) then the universal cover of 1'.1 is bilipsehitz IJome
amorphie (and therefore in particular quasi-isometrie) to the universal cover of
a nonpositively eurved Haken manifold. The laUer may be viewecl as a (very)
weak geometrisation statement on the level of fundamental groups, namely that
Haken manifold fundamental groups are generically nonpositively curved in the
followingsense: They are quasi-isometrie to Nil, Sol, or to a nonpositively curved
spaee.

As an applieation we show that the large seale geometry of a finitely gener
ated group G contains the information whether G is (a finite extension of) th~

fundamental group of a non-geometrie Haken (orbifold).

Title: On the kernel of the Casson invariant
Speaker: C. Leseop

We prove: Any two homology 3-spheres with the same Casson invariant can be
obtained from one another by surgery on a boundary link each eomponent, of
which has trivial Alexander polynomial.

Title: Chern-Simons invariants of hyperbolie manifolds via eoverings
Speaker:' M. T. Lozano Uoint work with H. Hilden and J.1\1. Montesinos)

In this talk a method to compute the volume and the Chern-Simons invariant
of any hyperbolie manifold M obtained as a covering of a hyperbolic orbifold N
is explained. The result is achieved from a simple formula involving the volume
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and the Chern-Simons invariant of the orbifold N, and the monodromy of tbe
covering map. The covering , in this case, is always a virtually regular covering.
\Ve give also examples of different hyperbolic manifolds witb the same volume ,
whose Chern-Simons invariants (mod 1/2) differ by a rational number, as weH
as a pair of different hyperbolic manifolds with the same volume and the same
Chern-Simons invariants (mod 1/2).

Title: Heegaard splittings of 3-manifolds
Speaker: M. Lustig (joint work with Y. Moriah)

Every Heegaard splitting of genus 9 of a 3-manifold M can be stabilized canon
ically to give a Heegaard splitting of genus 9 + 1. Any two Heegaard splittings
of M become isotopic after sufficiently many stabilizations. Thus the set of
Heegaard splitting of M (up to isotopy) carries a natural structure as a I-ended
tree, with vertices stratified by the genus of the corresponding splitting.

In the talk we will discuss the structure of this tree for various classes of
3-manifolds. In particular we will consider irreducible Heegaard splittings, i.e.
vert.ices of the tree with valence 1 (assuming M is irreducible). We will exhibit
large numbers of 3-manifolds with such splittings of arbitrarily high genus. How
ever I we can show that for all 3-manifolds where such irreducible splittings are
known which are not of minimal genus, then these have distance 1 from the
"trunk" of the tree. This brings us to the following open problem:

Question: 00 there exist vertices of the Heegaard tree on tbe same stratum,
which have distance bigger than 2 ?

It follows from our results that examples of this type should , if ever, occur
only at the "roots" of the tree. We will give some necessary conditions for tbe
occurrence of such examples , and present some likely candidates.

Title: Branched standard spines and contact structures on 3-manifolds
Spcaker: C. Petronio (joint work with R. Benedetti) .

We consider the problem of existence and uniqueness of contact structures on
a closed oriented 3-manifold M inducing a given characteristic foliation on a
branched standard spine P of N = M \ B 3 , in particular when Pis a flow-spine
for M (see (Benedetti-Petronio, Lecture Notes in Math. 1653, Springer-Verlag,
1997] für the appropriate definitions). We first prove that there is no smootb
intrinsic universal model of a neighbourhood of P in M, therefore no loeal
uniqueness result can hold. Despite this, by restricting to an open dense subset
of the set of all foliations , we prove the following result.

Theorem Let P be an abstract branched standard spine 0/ N, and let :F be
a /oliation on P satisfying the following assumptions: there are finitely many
singularities 0/ :F, none 0/ these singularities lies on the singular set S(P) 0/ P,
all the singularities have non-zero divergence, and there are finitely many simple
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tangency points between :F and S(P), aU of which are away Irom the vertices 01
P. Let i : P y M be an embedding. Then the set:

C(P,:F) := {[~]: ~ induces i. (:F) on i(P)}

(where [~] denotes the isotopy class of a contact structure ~ on M), is non-empty
und independent 01 i, and it contains at most one tight contact strueture, also
independent of i. If the ditJergence o[ :F is positive at all singularities and P is
a flow-spine of M, then C(P,:F) contains contact structures which belong to the
homotopy class carried by P,. the tight structure, if any, lies in this class.

Title: On Thurston's orbifold conjecture
Speaker: J. Porti (joint work with M. Boileau)

TheorelD (Thurston). Let 1\13 be an orientable, i7Teducible, closed and geo
metrically atoroidal three-manifold. If there is a finite group G 0/ orientation
preserving diffeomorphisms such that

Ea = {x E M 3 I Stabc(x) # 0}

is a nonempty submanilold, then M 3 admits aG-invariant geomet1'ic structure.

In 1982 Thurston announced this theorem and gave the main ideas of the
proof (without the assumption that Ea is a submanifold, but just nonempty).
Since then, several authors have given same details. With Boileau, we give a
new approach to the last step, the collapsing of cone manifolds, that completes
the proof of th is theorem.

Title: Cydic coverings of hyperbolie knots and hidden isometries
Speaker: M. Reni

Let M be a hyperbolic 3-manifold which is a n-fold eydic branched covering of
a hyperbolic link L in the 3-sphere. We say that 1\1 has no hidden symmet.ries
if the isometry group of M is the lift of (a subgroup of) the isometry group of
the link. It follows from Thurston's hyperbolic surgery theorem that M has no
hidden symmetries if n is sufficiently large. We give a constant, in terms of thc
volume of the complement of L, such that Al has 'no hidden symmetries for all
n larger than this constant. We give also some results on the possible orders
and the structure of the isometry groups of M.

Title: Hakeness and b2

Speaker: A. Reznikov

l.we use the technique of quasifuchsian surfaces to give a new proof of the recent
theorem of Freedman-Cooper-Long.
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2. We define tight knots and show that ramified coverings ove.r tight knots have
lI"t-injective surfaces.

Tide: 4-manifolds which behave like 3-manifolds
Speaker: J.H. Rubinstein (joint work with I.R.Aitchison)

Aspherical 4-manifolds appear to share many properties in common with 3
manifolds. Many examples can be constructed of such 4-manifolds which admit
immersed 1t"1 injective aspherical 3-manifolds. Other important properties are
solvability of the ward problem in the fundamental groups, having universal
covering by Euclidean 4-space and having Cat(O) structures. It is weil known
(Davis) that aspherical 4-manifolds cao have universal covers with many ends
at infinity which are therefore not Euclideao 4-space. Also general 4-manifolds
have unsolvable word problem (Markov). Basic constructions include polyhedral
metrics of non-positive curvature, non-positively curved and combinatorial ver
sions of Gromov-Thurston Dehn filling, Coxeter groups in hyperbolic 4-s'pace
and hierarchies and Haken 4-manifolds. The latter dass of 4-manifolds have
many properties of 3-manifolds, including a system of embedded 11"1 injective
3-manifolds, solvable word problem, universal covering by Euclidean 4-space,
tameness of ends and a characteristic variety theorem. The laUer result is
that there is a maximal compact submanifold V bounded by 1fl injective ~at

3-manifolds, so that any imnlersed 1t"1 injective Aat 3-manifold can be homo
toped into V. A completely new proof of Dehn '8 lemma and the loop theorem
for 3-manifolds was also given, using a principle called localisation of Dehn 's
lemma, related to properties of hierarchies. Thi8 is the key to the structure of
Haken 4-manifolds. No covering space theory is needed in this approach.

Title: A survey of some invariants of knotted graph
Speaker:· J. Sawollek

Let G be a topological graph (= I-dimensional cell complex) embedded into
3-space R3

. The following invariants of graph embeddings and their diagrams
are introduced and discussed:

1. subgraphs of G

2. fundamental group of IR 3 \ G and derived invariants, e.g. Alexander poly
nomials and p-colourings of graph diagrams

3. replacing vertices of G with tangles

4. polynomial invariants arising from knot polynomials, e.g. the Kauffman
bracket

5. finite type (Vassiliev) invariants
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SeHne applications of these invariants are given, e.g. a "gencralized Tait conjec
t.llre~' can bc proved: an alternating and reduced diagram of a 4-regular graph
in jp{:l has minimal crossing number.

Title: tU.... )+ ... + !.:.:u) ~ n
Speakcr: 1\1. Scharlemann (joint work with J. Schultens)

An important. geometrie knot invariant is thc "tunnel number" t(I{), defined as
the minimal nllmbcr of ares which need to be attached to the knot [{ C 53 before
a regular Ilcighborhood has complement a handlebody (i. e. is unknotted). An
equivalent definition is that t( K) is one less than the Heegaard genus of the
manifold 8 3 - b.... By posing the problem this way, it becomes accessible to
Ilew tcchniqucs appearing in the theory of Heegaard splittings. In particular,
hy comparing the dccomposing annuli of thc knot complement of a sum of knots
wit.h thc "lIlltclescoping" of t.hc Heegaard splitting, in the sense of Scharlemann
Thompson, we dcdl1l:c that t(I,"") + ... + [{n) ~ Tl.. In particular, this solves
problem] .70B on thc Ilew Kirby problem list.

Ti tle: All su bsets of ~ 2 are aspherical
Spcaker: A. Zastrow

Tlw talk was cssentially about how to tackle possible very pathological sub
spaccs of IP~2 in order t.o prove the result stated in the title. Amongst the
tcchniqucs illvolvcd is the construction of "word sequences" which provide an
infinit.e combinat.orial system to describe all paths in our subspace of consider
ation. ]n addition, t.hey allow us to choose a minimal representative even for
t.hosc homotopy classes that cannot be represented by rectifiable paths. These
minimal rcprescnt.atives of relative homotopy c1asses of non-c1osed paths then
cnable us to definc a contraction of an arbitrary continuous image of a sphere
which is the desired result.

Berichterstatter: R. Weidmann
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBEFRWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 36/1997

Stochastic Analysis in Finance and Insurance

14.9.- 20.9.1997

This meeting was organised jointly by Darrell Duffie (Stanford), Paul
Embrechts (Zürich) and Hans Föllmer (Berlin). In 28 talks and many
informal discussions, it .covered a wide range of problems in finance and
insurance which involve advanced 'methods of stochastic analysis. Key
topics included:

- incomplete financial markets, in partieular stochastic volatility,
equilibrium analysis, stochastic optimisation problems, and appli
.cations in insurance,

- hedging strategies in the presence of transaction costs and con
straints,

- financial versus actuarial pricing principles, asset liability mod-
elling, default risk, and insurance derivatives,

- new approaches to the modelling of asset price dynamies,

- stochastic dynamics of the term structure of interest rates, in par-
ticular geometrie aspects, interest rate derivatives, and extremes,

- theoretical problems in stochastic analysis motivated by applica
tions in finance, in particular martingale inequalities, backward
stochastic differential equations and the structure of Brownian fil-
trations. /

The meeting had 49 particfpants.
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Abstracts

Knut Aase

A new equilibrium asset pricing model based on Levy processes

The t~lk presented same security market pricing results in the setting of
a security market equilibrium in continuous time. The model consists
in relaxing the distributional assumptions of asset returns to a situa-
tion where the underlying random modelling the spot prices of assets
are exponentials of Levy processes, the latter having normal inverse
Gaussian marginals, and where the aggregate consumption is inverse e
Gaussian. Normal inverse Gaussian distributions have proved to fit
stock return remarkably weB in empirieal investigations. Within this
framework we demonstrate that contingent claims can be priced in a
preference-free manner, a concept defined in the paper. Our results
ean be compared to those emerging from stochastic volatility nl0dels,
although these two approaches are very different. Equilibriunl equity
premiums are derived and calibrated to the data in the Mehra and
Prescott (1985) study. The model gives a possible resolution of the eq-
uity premium puzzle. The "survival" hypothesis of Brown, Goetzmann
and Ross (1995) is also investigated within this model, giving a very
low crash probability of the market.

Ole E. Barndorff-Nielsen

Some thoughts on statistical modelling in finance

There are striking similarities between finance and turbulence as re
gard to some of the most essential empirical features that relate to
logarithmic asset prices on the one hand and streamwise velocities on
the other. After a discussion of these similarities, the talk concentrated e
on the problems of constructing traetable stochastic processes that ex-
hibit the type of (quasi) long-range dependence or scalingjselfsimilarity
behaviour observed in both of the two fields of study. In particular, a
method of setting up selfsimilar processes, with second order stationary
increments and driven by bivariate Levy processes, was discussed.

.Tomas Björk

Forward rate models and invariant manifolds
......

We investigate when the dynamics of a given forward rate model is con-
sistent with a given finitely parameterized family of forward rate curves.
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Consistency, in this context, simply means that the forward rate model
actually is able to produce forward rate curves belonging to the pa
rameterized family. Mathematically this leads to the question when a
finite-dimensional manifold in C-space is invariant under the action of
the (C-valued) infinite-dimensional forward rate process. We give nec
essary and sufficient conditions for consistency, and apply the results to
some concrete examples. We also propose·a new parameterized family
and give conditions for the existence of a consistent forward rate model.

RaineT Buckdahn

Viability for BSDE and associated PDE

Let K C ]RN be a nonempty and elosed set and let F be a progressively
measurable }RN-valued funetion such that the BSDE

T 11'yt = ~ + r F(s,~, Zs) ds - Zs dlfs,Jt t·
o::; t ::;'T,

h

has a unique solution (Y, Z) E B 2 for eaeh eE L2 (f2, Fr, lP, IRN ), where
W is a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion defined on (0, F, lP).
The talk studies a minimal assumption on F, under which the BSDE
enjoys the viability property with respeet to K. The talk is based on a
joint work with Mare Quincampoix (Brest) and Aurel Rascanu (I8.§i).

Rüdiger Frey

Superreplication under stochastic volatility

Stochastic volatility models have been developed in order to·cope with
the well-known empirical defieiencies of the standard Blaek-Scholes
model of geometrie Brownian motion. In this class of models the 85

set price follows an SDE of the form dSt = (TtSt dWt , where Ut is not
adapted to the filtration generated by the Brownian motion W. There
fore these models are incomplete such that there are "many" equivalent
(local) martingale measures für S. We show that_for unbo:unded Ut and
for a European call option the quantities

CK = sup{IEQ[(ST - K)+]: Q equivalent martingale measure}

and

QK = inf{IEQ[(ST - K)+]: Q equivalent martingale measure}

are given by CK = So and QK = (So - K)+. Henee it follows from the
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optional deeomposition theorems of Delbaen, EI-Karoui and Quenez or
Kramkov that there is no nontrivial super- or subreplication strategy
for the options. We go on and determine "meaningful" superhedging
strategies under the additional assumption that at is a bounded pro
cess. In both cases the principal tool is the result that every continuous
loeal martingale ean be represented as time-changed Brownian motion.
We elose by discussing the relation of our results to the PDE charac
terisation of superhedging strategies. The first part of the talk is based
on joint work with C. Sin.

Marco Frittelli

Valuation principles in incomplete financial markets

We deseribe a general principle for the valuation problem in incomplete
markets that reconciles the "utility" and "martingale" approaches. We
provide a general criterion for selecting one equivalent martingale mea
sure that requires minimising an appropriate functional which depends
on investors utility. We give sufficient eonditions for the existence of the
martingale measure that minimises this functional. We then show that
most existing financial eriteria for pricing in incomplete markets are
particular cases of our approach. The results are derived by applying
duality theory and Legendre transforms.

Helyette Geman

Transaction clock, asset price dynamies and volatility estimates

Normality of asset returns is a central assumption in a number of fun
damental problems in finance such as portfolio theory, the capital asset
pricing model or the Black-Scholes option pricing. In the measurement
of value at risk, the tails of the distribution obviously playa key role. In
order to address the issue of non-normality of asset returns, which has
been documented in a vast number of empirical studies in finance, this
paper proposes to represent as in Clark (1973) the price process as a
subordinated process. At variance with Clark however, no apriori dis
tribution is imposed on the subordinator. Using the number of trades
as the stochastic elock, aquasi perfect normality of returns is exhibited
on a high frequency data base of S&P 500 future eontracts. Moreover,
we are able to eonstruct an activity-related volatility which reveals to
be a better estimator of the volatHity to incorporate in the Black
Seholes formula (in a stochastic volatility framework) than the histor
ieal volatility, the implied volatility or the Garman-Klass volatility.
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Hansueli Gerber

From ruin theory to option pricing

We examine the joint distribution of the time of ruin, the surplus im
mediately before ruin, and the deficit at ruin. The time of ruin is
analysed in terms of it~ Laplace transform, which can naturally be
interpreted as discounting. We show how to calculate an expected dis
counted penalty, which is due at ruin, and may depend on the deficit at
ruin and the surplus immediately before ruin. The expected discourited
penalty, considered as a function of the initial surplus, satis~es a cer
tain renewal equation. By replacing the penalty at ruin with a ·payoff
at exercise, these results can be applied to pricing a perpetual Amer
ican put option on a stock, where the logarithm of the stock price is
a shifted compound Poisson process. Because of the stationary nature
of the perpetual option, its optimal option-exercise bound~y. does not
vary with respect to the time variable. We have derived an eiplicit for
mula for determining the optimal boundary. (This is joint ·~ork with
Elias S. W. Shiu.)

Farshid Jamshidian

Libor and swap derivatives

A general model for arbitrage-free movements of term structure of for
ward Libor and swap rates is presented within the framework of a finite
dimensional securities market model, and applied to evaluat~ common
swap derivatives such as European and Bermuoian swaptions. Appro
priate numeraires and m~asures are identified for construction of such
models from the specification of any volatility function. For the log
normal case the construction is explicit. This is of special importance
in practice as it corresponds to the way cap and European swaptions
are evaluated in the market place.

Monique Jeanblanc

Incomplete markets, range of prices, informed agent

We study an incomplete market where two assets are traded: a riskless
asset with constant interest rate rand a risky asset whose dynamics is

So =x,

where W is a Brownian motion and N a Poisson process with constant
intensity A. In a first part (joint work with N. Bellamy) we study the
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set Q of equivalent martingale measures and establish that

{IEQ[e-rT(Sr - K)+]: Q E Q} = ]BS(x),x[,

where BS is the Black-Scholes function, i. e.,

BS(x) = JE [(x exp((r - a2 /2)T + aWr ) - K) +], X > o.
We establish similar results for the values IEQ[(ST - K)+' 1Ft ], where
F t == a(Ws , N s ; s ~ t) == a(Ss; s ::; t), and for American anel Asian
options. In a second part (work in progress with R. Elliott) we address
the problem of range of pricesjoptimisation for an "informed" agent
who knows NT. For this agent the dynamics of the asset's price is

dSt == St- ([tl + cp(r t - A)] dt + cp dMt + a dWt )

where

and r - NT - N s 
s- T-s .

Yuri K abanov

Hedging and liquidation under transaction costs

We study a problem of initial endowment needed to hedge a contingent
claim in various currencies (or other assets). Being inspired by the
recent papers by Cvitanic andKaratzas, we derive a duality description
for this set and apply the result to a problem of optimal contral with
a terminal functional. The main message of the talk is that a partial
ordering induced by the solvency cone provides a convenient tool anel
elucidates many aspects of the theory of markets with transactian costs.

Claudia Klüppelberg

Extremal behaviour of term structure diffusion models e
We investigate the extremal behaviour of diffusions given by the SDE

t > 0, Xo == 0,

where tL is the drift term, a the volatility and B standard Btownian mo
tion. Examples which have been considered as term structure models
include the Vasicek model, the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model and general
isations. Under suitable conditions the extremes of X have the same
asymptotic behaviour as the extremes of i. i. d. random variables with
a well-specified distribution function, which we derive for the above
examples. (This is joint work with Milan Borkovec.)
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Ralf Kom

Some applications of optimal impulse contral in mathematical finance

Applications of optimal stochastic control in the idealised situation of
continuous trading typically result in optimal trading strategies that
require trading at every time instant. However, under imperfections of
real security markets (such as the occurrence of transaction costs) it
is impossible to follow such strategies. The appropriate mathematical
setting that is able to cape with the presence of transaction costs is
given by the impulse control framework. We show how it can be ap
plied to three different problems of mathematical finance: the optimal
cash management in equity index tracking, portfolio selection under
transaction costs and the optimal control of the exchange rate. To all
these problems different solution methods (such as an optimal stopping
method, the quasi-variational inequalities approach, and an asymptotic
analysis of the problem) are given.

Dmitrii Kramkov/Walter Schachermayer

A growth condition far utility functions and its r~levance in duality
theory

We consider the classical utility maximisation problem

u(x) == suplE[U(x + (H . S)T],
H

where U : IR+ ~ IR is a utility function with U'(O) == 00, U'{oo) = 0,
S == (St)O~t~T is a semimartingale taking its values in lRi, illodelling
the discounted price process of d stocks, and H ranges through the
admissible predictable trading strategies. We analyse under which 8.5

sumptions the value function u(x) again is a utility function. Under
the standard assumptions u(x} < 00 and Me(s) =F 0, where Me(s)
denotes the equivalent Iocal martingale measures for the process, we
find that a necessary and sufficient condition is the requirement that
U (x) is asymptotically elastic, i. e.,

. U'(x)· x
hmsup u() < 1.

x--+oo x

Defining the Legendre transforms

V(y) = sup{U(x) - xy}
x>o

and

7
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we also find that a necessary and sufficient condition for the duality
formula

v{y) = inf JE[v(ydd~)]
QEMe(s) 11

to hold true again is the asymptotic elasticity of U.

Shigeo Kusuoka'

Replication costs für American securities with transaction costs

We first think of a discrete-time complete stochastic finance market e
with time unit h, and introduce transaction costs. We also define super
replication costs for American securities with transaction costs. Our
concern is the limit theorem for the superreplication costs as h 1 o.
We prove the limit theorem and show that the limit is described by
the solution of a certain "supermartingale problem." Finally we define
"supermartingale problem" and discuss about it.

David Lando

Term structures of credit spreads with incomplete accounting infor
mation

Two approaches to modelling default risk are unified in the follow
ing sense: It is shown that a "structural model"-inwhich the as
sets of a defaultable issuer of bonds are modelled as a diffusion pro
cess and default is a first hitting time of this diffusion of a given
boundary-becomes a "reduced-form" model-in which default is mod
elled through a stochastic intensity-if the assets in the structural
model are observed with noise. As an application of this we study the
implications of imperfect accounting information for the term structure
of credit spreads. Leland's 1994 model is extended by an assumption
that bond investors cannot observe the issuer's assets directly and re
ceive instead only periodic and imperfect accounting reparts.

Ragnar N orberg

Topics in insurance mathematics

This talk reviews same selected basic areas cf insurance rnathematics
and discusses their relations-factual and potential-ta mathematical
finance. Special emphasis is laid on life insurance mathematics anel
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the probability of ruin. Some pieces of technical progress are reported,
in particular on a Poisson-driven Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and its
applications to insurance and finance. Abrief introduction to actuarial
notation like

(I·· )(k)mln a x

seemed to amuse the audience.

and

Bernt 0ksendal

The Wiek product and the Donsker delta function: How to hedge a
discontinuous claim

We use the white noise calculus, including the Wick product and the
Donsker delta function, to find explicit formulae for the~-.replicating

portfolios in a Black-Scholes market for a class of contingeiit T-claims,
including claims of the form !(XT(w)), where (Xt)O~t~T is~ an Itö dif
fusion and f : lR ---+ IR is a bounded ~easurable function. Our results
apply to cases which are not covered by the Black-Scholes partial dif
ferential equation approach or by the Clark~Ocone formula.. The talk
is based on work from a current project with K. Aase and J. Ub(2Se.

Eckhard Platen

.Modelling the dynamies of financial markets

The talk descrihed an approach to the modelling of financiaJ markets.
Starting from two working principles, a non-linear stochastic volatility
dynamics and a short-term forward rate dynamics were derived. The
drift of a stock was specified in a linear mean-reverting way. FUrther
rnare a nation of market risk as an average of squared returns or cost
increments was introduced. Then the dynamics of stochastic volatility
and short-term forward rate followed from the minimisation of market
risk. Many stylised empirical facts about these market characteristics
can he explained by the result. The minimisation of an analogous
market risk for a mixed derivatives and insurance market resulted in
prices for contingent claims that are based on the minimal equivalent
martingale measure. The approach naturally allows the ineiusion of
transaction costs and constraints. As typical for Ioeal risk minimisa
tion, the cumulative cost process represents a martingale under the
given objective probability measure.
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Philip Protter

Complete markets with a discontinuous price process

We propose a parametrised family of financial market models. These
models have jumps in the price process yet are complete with equivalent
martingale measures and no arbitrage. For each ß with -2 ::; ß < 0 the
model generalises the standard model (with Brownian motion) which
corresponds to ß == O. Moreover, as ß converges to 0, the models con
verge weakly to the standard model. A hedging result is also presented.
The models rely on the Emery-Azema martingales, whose developn1ent
was originally motivated by quantum probability. (Based on joint work e
with Michael Dritschel.) \

Uwe Schmock

Estimating the value of the WinCat coupons of the Winterthur Insur
ance convertible bond

The thr.ee annual 2 1/4 % interest coupons of the Winterthur Insurance
convertible bond (face value ,CHF 4 700) will only be paid out if during
their corresponding observation periods no major storm or hail storm
on one single day damages more than 6000 motor vehicles insured with
Winterthur Insurance. Data for events, where storm or hai! damaged
more than 1 000 insured vehicles, are available for the last ten years.
Using a constant-parameter model, the estimated discounted value of
the three WINCAT coupons together is CHF 263.29. A conservative
evaluation, which accounts for the standard deviation of the estimate,
gives a coupon value of CHF 238.25. However, fitting a model, which
admits a trend in the expected number of events per observation period,
leads to substantially higher knock-out probabilities of the coupons.
The estimated discounted value of the coupons drops to CHF 214.44;
a conservative evaluation as above leads to substantially lower values. e
Hence, the model uncertainty is in this case substantially higher than
the standard deviations of the used estimators.

Martin Schweizer

From actuarial to financial valuation principles

A valuation principle is a mapping that assigns a number (value) to a
random variable (payoff). We construct a transformation on valuation
principles by embedding them in a financial environment. Given an a
priori valuation rule u, we define the associated aposteriori valuation
rule h on payoffs as follows by an indifference argument: The u-value
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of optimally investing in the financial market alone should equal the
u-value of first selling the payoff at its h-value and then choosing an
investment strategy that is optimal inclusive of the payoff. In an L2_
framework, we explicitly obtain the financial transforms of the variance
principle and the standard deviation principle. The resulting finan
cial valuation rules involve the expectation under the variance-optimal
martingale measure and the intrinsic financial risk of the payoff.

Elias S. W. Shiu

Deferred annuities: Equity-indexed annuities

The purpose of the talk is to point out applications of modern financial
theory to the life insurance business. It explains the various options
granted by an insurance company in its assets and liabilities. Such
options need to be priced and reserved properly. A dominaI!t_:~segment

of the U. S. life insurance business is the deferred annuities, ;hich COll

sists of the fixed-rate annuities, variable annuities and equity-indexed
annuities. These deferred annuities are investment products with (ex
otic) options which should be priced and reserved using modern -option
pricing theory.

Steven E. Shreve

Hedging under portfolio constraints

Consider a European call which knacks-out (falls to zero value) if the
underlying stock· crosses a barrier B prior to expiration. We assume
B exceeds the strike price. The classical Black-Scholes value v(t, x)
at time t if the stock price is x has large negative "delta" vx(t, x) and
"gamma" vxx(t, x) near the barriere In practice, these large deriva.tives
prevent traders from implementing the "delta-hedging" strategy. To
overcome this difficulty, there are three possible approaches:

(1) Artificially increase the barrier, and price and hedge the option as
if the higher barrier were the contracted one;

(2) Impose a transaction cast in the model to cover the close-out of
the short position mandated by "delta-hedging" when the option
knacks out;

(3) Price and hedge t~e option subject to a constraint that the ratio of
the value of the stock shorted by the hedging portfolio to the total
value of the hedging portfolio cannot exceed a prespecified bound.

It is shown that approaches (2) and (3) are equivalent, and (1) is a
first-order approximation to them.
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Mete Soner

Option pricing in incomplete markets

In this talk, I consider two different examples of incomplete markets
and outlined two approaches to pricing. In the first example, I used
the approach of superreplication to price a European call option with
portfolio constraints. I showed that the minimal price· is the Black
Schales price of an adjusted claim. (This is joint work with N. Broadie
and J. Cvitanic of Columbia University.) The second example was a
model with proportional transaction costs. I used the utility maxin1isa-
tion approach of Hodges-Neuberger and Davis-Panas-Zariphopoulou e
and asymptotic analysis to derive a nonlinear Black-Scholes equation.
(This is joint work with G. Barles of University of Tours.)

Christophe Stricker

Some inequalities in mathematical finance

This talk is based on two joint papers with T. Choulli and L. Krawczyk.
We give some extensions of the well-known Doob and Burkhölder
Davis-Gundy inequalities to more general processes than n1artingales.
Such an extension is crucial for the closedness of same spaces of stochas
tic integrals arising in mathematical finance.

Nizar Touzi

Closed form solution to the super-replication problem under stochastic
volatility, portfolio constraints and transaction costs

We study the problem of finding the minimal initial amount which
allows to hedge a European-type contingent claim. We use a previously
known dual representation of the minimal price as a supremu~ of the
prkes in some corresponding shadow markets. Although the Hamilton- e
Jacobi-Bellman equation is not satisfied by the value function of the
dual problem, an explicit closed-forrn solution is derived using only the
supersolution property.

Mare Yor

Weakly and strongly Brownian filtrations

In this lecture, I presented some recent results due to B. Tsirel 'san, the
most striking being: The filtration 01 Walsh 's Brownian motion with
at least three rays is a weakly Brownian, but not a strongly Brownian
filtration. More explicitly: Although all martingales in this filtration
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can be written as stochastic integrals with respeet to a given Brownian
motion, the filtration is not the natural filtration of a Brownian motion.
The method used helped to solve two other open problems, one about
the minimum of three harmonie measures for Brownian motion, the
other one about the difference between :FL+ and FL, where L is the
end of a predictable set. The answer is: Given any such L, F L + differs
from :FL by at most the adjunction of one set (M. Barlow's conjecture).
The results of B. Tsirel'son should appear in GATA and also in a
presentation by Barlow-Emery-Knight-Song-Yor in Seminaire XXXII,
Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Springer-Verlag (1998).

Berichterstatter: Uwe Schmock (Zürich)

For a lEX-version of the report see
http://ww~.math.ethz.ch/-schmock
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The meeting was organized by I. R~iten (Trondheim) and C. M. Ringel (BieIe
feld).

Scveral talks of the meeting focussed on the calculation of quivers and rela-
. tions in representation theory and various other fields of mathematics. Experts

from algebraic topology, algebraic and symplectic geometry, group representa
tion thcory, algebraic group theory and representation theory of Lie a1gebras
alld quantum groups reported on situations where quivers and their relations
appear, anel where their camputation leads to new insights.

Fllrt.her topics of the meeting were the application of combinatorial, geomet
rie and homological methods in representation theory of algebras, for example
yielding a b~tter understanding of several classes of tarne algebras, homological
properties of representations, tilting modules and degenerations of modules.

Thc st.imulating talks presented many results and open questions, suggesting
direct.ions for future research. They initiated interesting discussions anel con- ,
versations, leading to solutions of some problems posed in the lectures.

The talks reßccted t.he rieh development and the liveliness of the field, and its
int.erplay with other branehes of mathematics.

Thc inspiring atmüsphere of büth the loeation and the meeting, the growth as
weH as thc deepening of contacts were very stimulating for all participants, and
will certainly contribute tü further progress.
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Abstracts of talks at the meeting

H. H. ANDERSEN

Tilting modules for algebraic groups and quantum groups

Let G be a reductive algebraic group over a field k of characteristic p. Fix
a maximal torus T, set X = X (T), the character group of T and choose a
dominant chamber X+. For each dominant weight ..\ E X+ we have the \Veyl
module A(A)~ the dual Weyl Inodule \7(..\) and the simple module L(A), a11
having highest weight..\. In addition there exists a unique indecomposable
tilting module T(..\) with heighest weight ..\. Here tilting means having hoth a
A-filtration and a V-filtration. Ir {Al, "\2," . ~ Ar} = {v I [T(A) : A(v)] ::j:. O} is
ordered such that Ai > Aj only if i < j then T(..\) has a unique A-filtration of
the form

oC ß{..\) = Eo C EI C ... C Er =: T{'\)

with EilEi - 1 ~ A(Ai)di • We recall the RingeljDonkin construction which givcs
di = dirn Ext~:{L~('\i)~Ei-d· "
The very same procedure works for the quantum gn,ups Uq correspollding to G
when q E <8 is a p'th root of 1. Denoting the tiltinc:: module by TCJ(A) in this
casc we have

Conjecture: Suppose (A + p~ QV) < p2 for all roots 0: and p > h. Then
eh T(A) = ch Tq (..\}.

We show that this conjecture is equivalent to a statement about thc
ExthA (AA (..\i), Ei-d, i = 1, ... , r where A = IZ[VJcP.V-l)'

H. J. BAUES

Classiflcation of homotopy types

Let VI, V2 , V3 , V4 , Vs and H be finitely generated free abelian groups. Moreover
let M be an· automorphism of V = VI EB V2 E9 V3 EB V4 EB Vs given by a matrix
M ij of the form

VI V2 V3 V4 ~s
VI *,
V2 0
V3 ,0 0
V4 0 0 0
Vs 0 0 0 0

2
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Here 0 is the zero matrix and * denotes matriees divisible by 2 and . denotes
matriecs. T~en M aets on the abelian group

For example M I2 E Hom(V2, VI) is divisible by 2 and aets by

Thc same holds for M I3 . All the other entries Mij aet by using the eanonieal
inclusions 7l/2 C 7l/4 C 7l/8. For example M I5 aets by

M IS ® 4 : Vs ® 7l/2 ~ VI ® 7l/8

aud M 32 aets by M 32 ® 7l/4. We define an equivalenee relation for homomor
phisms u, u' : H ~ V by setting u ,...., u' if there exists an automorphism N of H
and M as above with MuN-I = u'. Each u is equivalent to a surn UI ffi ... (Bur

wllere the Ui are indecornposable. Moreover tbis decomposition of U is unique
up to permutation.

"Classify and describe explicitely all indeeomposable equivalenee classes!"

This classifieation implies tbe classifieation of all 2-primary (r - l)-conneeted
(1' + 4}-dimensional homotopy types with finitely generated torsion free homol
ogy, T ~ 4.

H. J. BAUES

Homology types in tbe stahle range with at most two 'homotopy
groups whicb are not trivial

An abelian group E is elementary if E is a finite direct sum of eyclic groups of
prime order. An elementary funetor from abelian groups to abelian groups is a
funetor of thc form F(A) = Ae9EffiA* E' where E and E' are elementary. Car
tan showed that all stable Eilenberg-Mac Lane functors HnK(A, m), n < 2m,
are elementary. This leads to the following problem in representation theory.
Considcr the category for which the objects are given by ehain complexes

H I -t E(A) ~ T ~ F(A) -t 0

where H 1 , A, T are finitely generated abelian groups and H 1 is free. More
ovef the ehain complex is exaet in E(A) and F(A) and E and F are elementary
fUlletors which are fixed. Morphisms in the category C(E, F) are tripie of homo
morphisms h : H 1 --+ H~, a : A -+ A', t : T -+ T' eompatible with the operators

3
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in the chain complex. Two morphisms (h, 0, t) and (h', 0', t') are equivalent if
h =- h', 0 = 0' and t. = t~ : cokernel(8) ~ cokernel(8'). Then C(E, P)I ,.....,
is an additive category. The classification of indecomposables in C(E, P)I ,.....,
yields the classification of all indecomposable spaces with -at most 2 nontrivial
homotopy groups 1rm and 1rn , 1n < n < 21n.

T. BRÜSTLE

Orbits of parabolic subgroups aod good modules over certain quasi
hereditary algebras

Let P be a 'parabolic subgroup of a reductive algebraic group G. It acts by

conjugation on its unipotent radical Pu as weIl as on the members Pt~l) of the
lower descending central series of Pu and on their Lie algebras p~;).
Recently, L. Hille and G. Röhrle determined those parabolic subgroups of clas
sical groups such that the number of orbits on Pu is finite. In joint \Vork with
L. Bille, we extend this result in case G = GL(V) tü all p~), lEIN. Recall that.
a. parabolic subgroup of GL(V) is of the form P = Stab F, where F is a proper
flag of length t:

Theorem: Let k be an infinite field, and P C GL(V) a parabolic subgroup of
the form P = Stab F, F a proper flag 01 length t. Then the number of 07'bits

0/ P on p~) is finite precisely when t :S 5 in case l = 0 and t :S 2l +6 for l ~ 1.

The proof follows an idea of P. Gabriel. For fixed rank l, the orbits of all P
on all p~) are identified with the isomorphism classes of good modules over a
quasihereditary algebra A(t, l).
example:

A(t,O) : 1~2
~

ß
t - lQ~ t I ß ß' 1~ 0 = Oln , ... , t - 1

ß

S. DONKIN

On the existence of Aulander-Reiten sequences of group representa
tians

We consider the problem of the existence of almost split sequences in the cate-
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gory of finite dimensional modules for a group r, over a field k. Defining O(r) to
be the largest normal subgroup of r such that all finite dimensional kr-modules
are semisimple, on restrietion to O(f), we show in particular that if there is
any almost split sequence of finite dimensional kr-modules then r/O(r) has
a torsion free subgroup of finite index. The method is to consider instead the
corresponding problem for an affine group scheme G over k. From the solution
to this problem we can read of a solution to the corresponding problem also for:
discrete modules for profinite groups; finite dimensional modules for enveloping
algebras; and restriced finite dimensional modules for restricted enveloping al
gebras.

P. DRÄXLER

Circular biextensions of tarne concealed algebras

Fix an algebraically c10sed field k. For n E lN define

Let B be tarne concealed, U.\ElPdk} T(A) the indecomposable regular B-(left)
modules, T(A) a stahle tube of rank n(A) E lN for each A E :Pt{k).
For A ~ lP I (k) let {~lTn(.\)-l X, ... ITl X} he the r-orbit of ohjects of

=x
lcngth = 2 in T(A).
Definc R(A) as the contravariant representation of C n (.\} given by

where thc Ii are non-zero maps. Thus R("\) is a B-Cn(.\)-bimodule.
For a fhlite subset T = {Al,·" I At} of IP I (k) put C(T) := Cn(.\I) X '" X Cn(.\c)

and R(T) := Ea:=l R(Ad. Hence R(T) is a B-C(T)-bimodule.

5



Theorem: Let 5, T be two finite subsets 0/ JP l (k). The algebra

(S)B(T)
"'--w--"

circular biextension
(

C(T) 0
.- R(T) B

DR(S) ®B R(T) DR(S)

is tarne provided

1. B 0/ type IDn , T = {Al}' S == {JJl}, n(At} = n(llt} = 11"": 2 or

2. B 0/ type Äp,q, T = {Al,A2}, S = {1l1,J.L2}, n(Ad = n(J.Ld = p, n(A2) =
n(JL2) = q.

Conven,ely, i/ (S)B(T) is tarne and SUT f:. 0, then (S)B(T) is a subbit~xtension

0/ one 0/ the cases 1., 2..

Y. A. DROZD

Solution of a problem raised by H. J. Baues

Thc complete list of indecomposable objects in tll(~ category F A 4 has been
calculated and the laws of decomposition of objects of this category into direct.
sums of indecomposables has been established.

Y. A. DROZD

Same finite-dimensional algebras related to the classification of vector
bundles over projective curves

A 'projective configuration' is by definition a projective curve such that aU its
components ·are projective lines and all intersections are transversal. To cach
projective configuration C one ean associate a finite dimensional algebra A(C)
such that the classification problems for A{C)-modules and for vector bundlcs
over C are "almost equivalentu

. For instance, if C is just pI with one simple

self-intersection, then A(C) is .:.:. with xet = yß = O. The question
" 11

arises to give apriori reasons for this eorrespondance.
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Solution of tbe problem arising from the classification of topological
spaces with 2 non-trivial homotopy groups

The problem is to classify chain complexes of the form H -4 E(A) -4 T ~

F(A) -4 0 exact in underlined terms, where A, T, H are finitely generated
abelian groups, His free and E(A) := A®E1 EBA*~, F(A} := A®F1 EaA*F2

for some elementary abelian groups.

Results:

1. this problem is:

(a) 0/ finite type i/ tor all p, among the orders 0/ EI, ~, F1 , F2 there is
only one divisible by p (but not by p2),

(b) tarne i/ either orders 0/ EI, F2 are divisible by p (not by p2) and the
orders 0/ E 2, F1 are p-free or vice versa,

(c) wild otherwise.

2. In tlle tarne case a complete list 0/ indecomposable objects is given.

K. ERDMANN

Quivers and relations for same group algebras and related a(~ebras

L(-!t A be thc group algebra of same finite group, or a Hecke algebra of some
finite Coxeter group. In spite of many tools and results available, to find the
quiver and relations for the basic algebra of A is a hatd problem. The aim of
the lecture was to describe same Inethods, results and difficulties.
In particular we discussed the case of symmetrie groups (and Hecke algebras of
symmetrie groups).

E. L. GREEN

Projective resolutions and Ext

This represents joint work with 0. Solberg and D. Zacharia. A new approach
to finding minimal projective resolutions for both finite dimensional modules
over finite dimensional quotients of path algebras and for graded modules over
(Iength) graded quotients of path algebras.
We begin with generators and relations of the A-module M and construct a
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filtration ... Pn C Pn - 1 C ... c Po where Po is the kr-projeetive eover of the
module in question, where A == kfI I. All information, including homomor
phisms is included in this filtration. We give algorithms to eonstruet the Pu 's.
We also show that given the filtrat ions for both AIr and M, (where A = krI I,
I admissible) the a1gebraic structure of Exe (AIr, AIr) can be fouud and the
structure of Ext*(M, Air) as an Ext*(A/r, A/r)-module is also encoded in the
filtrations.
We also provide new examples where the projective dimension of a simple mod
ule and gl dirn Aare charaeteristie dependent.

D. HAPPEL

On hereditary categories with tilting object

Let 1l be a hereditary, abelian, locally finite k-eategory (k algebraically c10sed
ficld). TE 11. is called a tiltingobject iEFac T = [(T) := {X E 11.1 Ext 1 (T, X) :::=
O}. Ir T is a tilting object, then End T is called a quasitilted algebra.
Zxarnples of hereditary categories containing a tilting object are fiod H (cate
gory offinitely generated modules over a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra)
allel coh X (category of coherent sheaves over a weighted projeetive line). It is
eonjeetured that these are the only two classes of such categories (up to dcrivcrl
equivalence). Besides a summary oE known results in t his direetion the following
two results were presented:

Theorem: If 1l is a .hereditary category with tilting object containing an inde~

composable directing object, then 11.. is derived equivalent to mod H for a finite
dimensional hereditary algebra H.

Theorem: 1/ 1l is a hereditary category with tilting object containing a simple
object, then 11. is derived equivalent to one 0/ the classes mentioned above.

A. S. KLESHCHEV

On dimensions of simple Sn-modules

The irreducible modules of the symmetrie group Sn in characteristic p are COIl

strueted as the simple tops of the Specht modules. This implicit realization
does not give answers to many important questions on the simple modules. In
this expository talk we presented some of the results which may be.considered
a.s steps towards deseribing the dimensions of the simple modules. The maiu
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tool is the branching rulest i.e. the results on the restrietions to the natural
subgroup Sn-I' We also described an applieation to the ideal strueture of the
modular group algebra of the finitary symmetrie group.

S. KÖNIG

Brauer algebras

Brauer introdueed these algebras as a tool for deeomposing VOm over O(n) or
Sp(2n) (over any field k). ~10re generallYt a Brauer alge~ra B(nttS) (71. E N,
~ E k) can be defined by generators and relations or via a k-basis of diagrams.
One gets hack Brauer's algebras by putting tS = n or tS = -2n.
Oue is interested in the vertices and in the connected components of the quiver
of B(n,tS). .'
The first question has been answered by Graham and Lehrer (96) by showing'
that B(n, tS) is eellular.
In joint work with C. C. Xi another (less eomputational) proof of this result
is givcn by showing that 8(n, tS) is an iterated inflation of group algebras of
symmetrie groups: as vector spaees, B(n, tS) = kEn EB (V2 ® V2 ® kEn - 2 ) EB (V4 ®
1I4 0 kE n - 4 ) ffi ... (and these 'pieees' yield a cell chain).
This implies' an answer to the seeond question as weIl in the case of d regular.
(~ regular mcans non-vanishing of eertain determinants, this is the generic ease;
hy a result of Wenzl only 'smalI' integers are not regular.)

Theorem (König-Xi): k any jield, tS regular. Then B(n, tS) is Morita equiva~

lent to kEn (f) kEn - 2 ffi ....
Hcncc the blocks 0/ B(n, d) are known in that case.

Allother eonsequcnee of Dur deseription of B(n, tS) as iterated inflation is an 'ex
plicit' description of its simple modules, thus reproving and extending a result
hy Kerov.

H. KRAUSE

On extensions of simple functors (on work of Piriou and Schwartz)

I ~ave areport on same reeent work of Piriou and Schwartz. They study the
abelian category :F of all functors mod k -+ Mod k from finite dimensional to
an vcctorspaces over a field k with p ele~ents (p a prime). This category is
of intcrest for topologists since the mod p eohomology of aspace eau be inter
prcted as an object in:F. In fact, the eategory of unstable modules over the
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modp Steenrod algebra is equivalent (modulo nilpotent objeets) to the eate
gor)' of loeaJly finite objeets in:F. Piriou and Schwartz consider a filtration
:Fo C :F1 C :F2 C ... of localizing suheategories of :F and prove that :Fn / :Fn -] is
equivalent to Mod kEn where kEn denotes the group algebra of the symmetrie
group En- This filtration is used to give a complete classification of the simple
objects in :F, and it is shown that Ext}.(S, S) = 0 for every simple object S in
F.

Brauer-Severi varieties and quivers

In this talk I tried (hut failed) to show how oue can describe an orderfA,
with the property that mod~A is smooth, loeally by a quiver. The idea is
that a maximal ideal m of the center of A corresponds to an isoclass of a
semi-sirnple n-dimensional module SSm = s~el ffi ... ffi s~ele with Si sim
ple of dimension di , whence n = 'E eidi. The stabilizer subgroup of 8Sm in
mod~A is then GL(o:) = GLe1 x ... x GLe ,. Y GLn • Computing the nor
mal space to the orbit one obtains a quiver-situation (Qm, a) where Qm is a
quiver on 1n vertices describing the "trace preserviIlJ!;" selfextensions of SSm'
It then follows from comhining Luna's theory of etale slices with Procesi's re
construction result (recovering A from mod~A) thiJt Am is isomorphie to the
eompletion (at the zero representation) of the ring of GLn-equivariant maps
GL n xGL(o) Rep(Qm, a) -+ Mn(<C). Moreover, for fixed dimension of thc center
of A one can cornpile a list of possible occuring quiver-settings.
As a consequence one can describe the fibers of Van den Bergh's Brauer-Severi
variety associated to A and show that it is a smooth projeetive spaee bundle
over the variety oE the center. In particular, one can extend the Artin-Mumfonj
geometrie deseription oI maximal orders in quaternion algebraS over a smooth
surface having nonsingular curves of ramification to arbitrary degree.

Q. MATHIEU

On the COhOlllOlogy of symplectic manifolds

Let X be a compact riemannian manifold. A differential form 0' is caUed har
monie iff da = d* 0' = O. Here d is the de Rham differential and d* = *d* where
* is the Hodge operator (usually, one requires Äa =0; it's equivalent). Hodge's
Theorem asserts that any eohomology dass contains exaet1y one harmonie form.
Make new hypotheses: let X be a compaet sympleetic mallifold. We can definc
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a Hodge operator * and again set d· = *d*. Similarly, a harmonie form is a
form killed by d and d·. By analogy with the riemannian case, J. L. Brylinksi
proposed thc following conjecture: any cohomology dass can be represented by
at least Olle harmonie form. The answer of this conjecture is nno". Indeed we
proved

Theorem: BryLinkski 's conjecture hoLds iJJ X satisfies the strong Lefchetz the
orem, i.e. [w i ]: Hn-i(X) ~ Hn+i(X) is an isomorphism for all i, where
71. = ! dirn X, and where [wi ] is the cup product by the i-th power of the sym
pLectic form.

The relation with tbe present conference is as folIows: the theorem is uased on
Gabriel's theorem on representations of quivers of type A (see my publication
in Conlm. Helv.). As pointed out by some auditors, it corresponds with the
quivcr

T+
.:.:.:.: ....

T-

with relations (T±)2 = 0, [T+, T-] = O.

O. lVIATHIEU

Representations of 51(n, 1) (after J. Germoni)

Let M bc thc category of finite dimensional representations of the Lie superal-'
gebra 51(71., 7Tl). Define the degree of tbe simple module L(A) with highest weight
..\ CiS t#{a E ß I (..\ + p, 0:) = O}. Denote by B(A) the block of M containing
L(A); the degree is indeed an invariant of the block. Say that 8(.\) is typical
(simply atypical) iff its degree is zero (iff it is one). It follows easily from tbe
work of V. G. Kac that a typical block is equivalent to nilpotent representa
tions of the quiver .:J. Let A be the graded algebra (T± I(T±)2 =0) witli".;,'
deg T± = ±1. By nilpotent A-module, we mean that [T+, r-] acts nilpotently.

Theorem (J. Germoni): If B(.\) is simply atypical, it is equivalent to the
cate.qory o{ nilpotent graded A-moduLes.

Thus it. follows [rom the work of C. M. Ringel on A that the indecomposable
Inodules of 8(..\) can be classified if B(..\) is simply atypical. It should be noted
that any block of 51(71.,1) is typicalor simply atypical, thus Germoni claC5si
fied alt 51(71., 1}-modules. Moreover Germoni proved that M contains some wild
blocks if 71., 7Tl ~ 2. Quite recently, V. Serganova announced the following nice
complement:

11



Theorem (announced by V. Seganova): Two blocks 0/ same degree (re
gardless 0/11" 1n) are equivalent. In particular they are wild i/ their degree is
~ 2.

For simply atypical blocks, the quiver is:

T+.... ~.~.::.~ ....
T-

with relations (T±)2 = 0, [T+, T-] nilpotent.

H. MELTZER

Tarne tilting cornplexes ror hyperelliptic algebras

Let A be a canonical algebra in the sense of Ringel of type (2,2, ... ,2), t
entries. For t ~ 5 we call A hyperelliptic. We study tilting complcxcs in
the derived category Db(modA) = Db(cohX), wherc modA is the catcgory of
finite-dimensional right A-modules and cohX denotes the category of coherent
sheaves on the associated weighted projective line X in thc sense of Geigle and
Lf' ~zing.

Für such a tilting complex T it is shown that its endomorphisrn ring ~ admits
thc structure of a layered algebra. Furtherrnorc \\l: prove that two types of
diophantine equations in terms of the ranks and degrees of the indecomposablc
direct surnmands of T, or in terms of the entries of the Cartan matrix of ~, are
satisfied.
Wc determine the possible Cartan matrices for tarne layered algebras and give a
conlplete classification of a11 tarne algebras which are derived equivalent to a hy
perelliptic algebra. These algebras are described by quivers and relations where
thc parameters of X play an important role. We illustrate how these relations
can be deter-mined applying the interplay between vector bundles and sheaves
of finite length. As a consequence we see that such algebras are quasitilted cuul
exist only in case t ~ 8.
Applyillg results about perpendicular categories we also characterize all tame
algebras which are derived equivalent to t-subspace problem algebras.

S. A. OVSIENKO

Interplay between relations and additions

Let r = -(r0, r 1) be a finite connected teee, k be a field, A = kr/ I be a cate-
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gory. A set ~ = {4>} consists of labels of a minimal set of relations 4> : 0 -t ß,
O,ß E f OI 0 = 0(4)), ß = ß(r/J) and lJ : ~ -t kr, q, t-+ I E kr(o,ß) maps a
label to the corresponding relation. Also A = (A, V, j.&,c) is a box over A, where
JL : V -t V ®A V is a coassocative comultiplication, E : V -t A is a counit and
V does not contain a free direct summand (it is an analogue of minimality of a
set of relations). By TI = {t/J}, t/J E V(o,ß), 0 = 0(1/;), ß = ß(1/J) we denote the
set. of free generators of V, by (ind ..A) rep A we denote the category of (inde
cOlnposable) representations of ..A, by dirn: rep A -t 7lfo denote the dimension
map and by B = (BoI Bd the bigraph (oriented) Bo = r o, BI = rlll(~IIII)

with ohvious orientation, given by a, ß : BI -t ro. For J E 7lfo by ind ..A(d) we
denote the set dim-1(d), by '" the isornorphism relation. Then we obtain:

Theorem:

1. The representatian type 0/ A, the set dim(ind A) C 7lfo and the maximal

lIumber 0/ parameters in ind A(d)/ '" /or any d E (71+to do not depend l

on an orientation 0, ß, but anly on the unoriented bigraph 13 underlying
B.

2. I/

q(x) = L xo(l/J)xß(I/J) + L x; - L xo(a)xß(a) + L X o (1/J)Xß(1/J) ,

q,EcIl . "YEro aEf 1 wEn

the1l A i." 0/ finite type i/ and only i/ q(x} is weakly positive. In this case

dim : ind A/ '" -t. Et isa bijection, where Et = {x E (71+) r o lq(x) =
1} .

• // X E ind A, then HornA(X, X) = k, Ext~(X,X} = 0 /or i E

7l \ {Ol.

Thc pranf is based on the theory of D71GC representations: we correspond to
A a D71GC T, such that rep T is a "derived category" of rep A. Then for ·a"
(+)-admittcd vertex i E r 0 we construct a "refleetion" W i : T -t Ti, inducing
H'i : rep Ti -t rep T anel inducing in dimensions the usual reflection with re
spect. to lJ allel i Wi: 7ll'o -t 7lro- such that dim(Wi(X») = wi(dirn(X)) holds,
.\'" E illd A .

.J. A. DE LA PENA

Non-negative integral quadratic forms

A quadratic fon~ q : 7ln ~ ~ ofthe shape q(v) = L7=1 qiv(i)2+ Li<j qijv(i)v(j}
is saht to bc unit (resp. semiunit) if qi = 1 (resp. qi ~ 1).
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In representation theory of algebras there are important eXaIllples of unit fOrIn~

as~ociated to algebras. Let A = kQ / I be a finite dimensional k-algebra where
Q is a quiver without oriented eycles and Ko(A) = /Zn thc Gtothendieck group.
The Euler form XA : ~n -+ ~ is the quadratic form associated to thc bilin
ear form ((X], [YJ) = 2:~o(_l)i dimk Ext~ (X, V). Then XA is a unit form.
Important instances are the following: if A is tarne concealed, then XA is 110n
negative and corank XA = 1; if A is a tubular algebra, then XA is non-negative
and corank XA = 2. Moreover in these eases corank XA ::::: corank+XA, wherc
corank+XA is the maximal number of linearly independent positive vcctors in
rad XA.
We study non-negative semi-unit forms q : 7ln -t 7l with the property tlmt
corank q = corank+ q = 2. Using the method of deflations we cla..r;sify these
farIns and show the strueture of rad+ q = {v E rad q : v ~ O} as an integral
lattice. We show that for a general non-negative semi-lmit form q which is r.on
nected (that is, the bigraph of q is eonneeted)I there is a unique Dynkin diagram
d and an invertible 7l-transformation T : 7l tl -t /Zn such that qT = lJo (f.) q~,

where qo is the zero form in Olle variable, S = corank q and q = lJ6 is thc positive
form associated to ß. As a eonsequence we show the following results.

Theorem (joint with Barot): Let A be a strongly simply connected algebr·a..
Then A is derived equivalent to a tubular algebra with more than 6 ver·tiees iJj
XA is non-negative with corank XA =2 and XA is 01 type JE", p = 6,7,8.

Theorem: Let A be a strongly simply connected algebra. AsstL1ne XA is n01l
negative and XA is 01 type lE" (p = 6,7,8), then A is a tarne algebra 01 polyno
mial growth (and moreover corank XA :5 2).

T. Pm,ASHVILI

Leibniz alg'ebras and Leibniz representations

A Leibniz algebra is a vector space 9 equipped with a linear map

[,]:g/8lg-tg

satisfying the equatioll

(x, (y, zn = [(x, y], zJ - [[x, zJ, y].

Clearly any Lie algebra is a Leibniz algebra. A Leibniz representation of a
Leibniz algebra 9 is a veetar space M equipped with two actions

{,]:g®M-+M, [,]:M0g-tM
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for which the following holds

[m, [X, y]] = [[m, xLy] - [(m, y], x]
[x, [m,y]] = [[x,mLy] - [(x,y],m]
[x, [y,m]] = [[xty],m] - [[x,m]tY]'

Starting with a Lie algebra 9 and a Lie algebra representation M, one can
consider two Leibniz representations MB and MO, for which

[x,rn} == -[m, x] and [x,rn] = 0,

respectively.
Now assurne 9 is a classical semi-simple Lie algebra over a field of characteristic
zero. And let [..(g) denote the category of finite dimensional Leibniz represen
tations of g. We prove that gl dirn IL(g) = 2. Moreover one can describe 'the
Gabriel quiver for lL(g), which shows that it is tarne only for 9 = sl(2) (here 9
is 1l0W a simple Lie algebra). The corresponding quiver looks as follows ;,':J-'

o
with one relation at 0:
the product of the corresponding edges is zero.

M. REINEKE

Muitiplicative properties of dual canonical hases of quantum groups

Let U be tbe quantized enveloping algebra (over Q(v» oftype A, U+ its positive
part, 8 c U+ Lusztig's canonical basis , B* the dual of ß with respect to the
standard inner product of U+ .
Berenstein and Zelevinsky studied multiplicative properties of ß* cf'lltering
around the following notions:
bi, b~ in ß* quasicommute if b;bi = vDbib;, and they are multiplicative if
brb2 = vDb* for some b* E 8*, D E tl.
They conjectured: if two elements of B* quasicommute, they are multiplicative;
there exists a (conjecturally finite) subset P c B* such that all b* E B* equal
v D times a quasicommuting product of elements of P.
(This is true' für type A21 A31 where P consists of so-called quantum minors.)
The topic of the talk was to present the following results:
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- if t.wo elements of B* quasicommute, where one of them is a 'smalI' quantml1
ruinor, then they are multiplicative.

- One 'chamber' of B* (given by linear inequalities if B* is parametrized appro
priately) consists of products of quantum minors.

l\1oreover, P I- {quantum minors} even for type A4 •

Our main to~l is llingel's Hall algebra approach; in particular we use

thc connection between B and degenerations of representations of quivers
observed by Lusztig,

- tllP. description of the coloured graph structure of B in terms of representations
of quivers (M.R.).

l\'Ioreover, Hall algebras seeru to give a (partial) explanation why B* may be
better <:uited for studying multiplicative properties than 8 .

.J. H. SCHRÖER

Hammocks for string algebras

Let k be an algebraically closed field, A a finite-dimensional k-algebra and radA
t.hc radical of A-mod (= category of finite-dimensionnl A-modules). Let I be an
ideal in A-mod and 11, a finite ordinal. Define In = / ..... I. For a limit nunlber
[-J let Iß = no<ß /0 .. If Q is any infinite ordiIial (thus 0: = ß + 11. where ß is a
limit number and n a finite ordinal) then define IO = (Iß)n+l. Set nil(A) = 00

if nn rad ~ :f:. O. Otherwise, let nil(A) = min{o: Irad Ä = O}. Denot"e the first
limit number by w, the second by w . 2, etc.. The smallest limit numher which
is not of the, form wn is denoted by w 2 •

Theorem: Let A be astring algebm (definition see (BR}). Then the followin.9
(J,7'e e.quivalent:

1. llil(A) < 00,

2. nil(A) < w2 ,

,'j. A i,c; domestic.

Theorem: Let (1, 1) f:. (n, d) E :IN x :IN. Then one can constrnct an alge1Jra
Awu+d such that nil(Awn+d) =wn + d.

Remarks:

1. Exalnples of this type were known before only for nil(A) ::; w + 8.
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2. nil(A) is not a limit number.

3. Our proofs use a generalization of the concept of hammocks as introduced
by S. Brenner in 1984.

IBR] M. C. R. Butler, C. M. Ringel: Auslander-Reiten sequences with lew mid
dIe ternlS and applications to string algebras. Comm. Alg. 15(1987), 145-179.

L. UNGER

The genus of the graph of tilting modules (after a work of Michael
Ungruhe)

Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a fieldk, and let modA be the cat
egory of finite dimensional left A-modules. A A-module T is called a tiltfng
module, if its projective dimension is finite, if Ext~ (T, T) = 0 for all i > 0 and if
thcre is an exact sequence 0 ~ AA ~ Tl ~ ... ~ TT ~ 0, where the modules
Ti are direct sums of direct summands of T.
Let [ denote the set of tilting modules over A, up to isomorphism. We associate
with E a graph Gasfollows: the vertices of G are the elements of E, and there
is an edge T-T' if T and T' differ by one indecomposable direct summand;and

. if Ext~(T,T') 1: 0 or Ext~(T',T) /; O.
Examples show that n, tbe graph of tilting modules, may be very complicated.
A measure for the complexity of a graph is its genus. .

Definition: A graph G has genus 7(G) = n, ij n is the minimal genus 0/ a
sur/ace where we can embed G without crossings.

Dctennining the. genus of a graph is in general a very difficult problem. The
following result shows, that the feeling, that the graph of tilting modules may
be complicated, is correct.

Theorem (Ungruhe): For alt n E lN there is an algebra An such th"atttJie
genus 0/ the corresponding graph 0/ tilting modules is n.

The proof is constructive. Ir An denotes the path algebra of the quiver
1'2 1'3 Vn-l

V
2t-=-3F4t- ... t-n-1 t- n

Cl /VI

7 (5~

bound by the relations aß = 76, 0 = ßc = 6c = ßVI = 6Vl and Vi-lVi = 0 for
2 :$ i:$ n - 1, then the corresponding graph of tilting modules has genus n.
An is representation finite, directed and has orbit graph
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0\
0-1-2-···-n

'oJ
o

.llE XIAO

Root vectors arising from Auslander-Reiten quivers

According to the canonical isomorphismbetween the Ringel-Hall algebra 1t(A)
a.nd thc positive part U+ of the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group Uq(g), where
t.hc finite dimensional hereditary algebra A and the semisimple Lie algebra 9

enjoy a common Dynkin diagram. We get an algorithm to decompose the root
vectors into the combinations of monomials of the canonical generators Ei in
thc quantum group only depending on the structure of the Auslander-Reiten
quiver of A. We state our main results as follows:

Proposition: Let VA be an indecomposable projertive A-module, Va be the
simTJle top oJ V),. Let rad V), = ml VßJ ffi ... ffi m n \'ßn 1 where Vo" 1 ~ I ::; n,

(lre orthogonal indecomposable projective A-modules. Then ml = (~,~t;) Jor

1 ~ I ::; n, and we have in the Hall algebra 1l(A):

mt.···.m...
U), = L (_l)it+ ...+in (v!(ßd)mJ-it ... (v~(ßn»)mn-inx

it, .... in=O

Proposition: Let 0 -t Va -4 ml VßJ E9 ... ffi m n VO... -t VT-l a -4 0 be an
AtLslander-Reiten sequence and (VßJ'" . ,VOn) be orthogonal exceptional mod
ules. Then in the Ifall algebra 1t(A), we haue

nll.···,m..
',l"(o) L (-lrt+...+rn (v-e(ßd)(mt-rd(mt-l) ... (v-~(On»)(mn-rn)(mn-l)X

rt, .. ·,r.. =O
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where fJa is the derivation corresponding to Va.

G. ZWARA

Degenerations of modules over finite dimensional algebras

Let modA(d) be an affine variety of d-dimensional A-modules. The general
linear group GLd{k) acts on modA(d) by conjugation and orbits correspond to
isoIllorphism classes of d-dimensional A-modules. Let M, N E modA(d). One
says that M degenerates to N (M ~deg N) iff N E GLd(k) . M. This defines a
partial order on the set modA(d)j ~.
There are known other partial orders ~e:rt and ~ defined in terms of extensions
and homomorphisms as folIows: ,.

.M ~e:rt N : {=:=? there exist exact sequences
o-+ UI --t M --t VI --t 0
o-+ U2 --t UI E9 VI -+ V2 -+ 0

with N = V s ffi Vs.

M ~ N : {::;:::::} dimk HOIDA(M, X) ~ dimk HomA(N, X) for all A-modules X.

Then the following implications hold

M ~e:tt N => M ~deg N => M ~ N.

But even for very simple representation-finite algebras there is a proper degen
eration M <deg N with indecomposable module N (so M 1:.ezt N).
First aim of the talk is to introduce a new partial order

M ~R N : {:::::::> there is an exact sequence
o-t N -+ M EB Z -t Z -+ 0 for same A-module Z;

and to show that it is a "better" order than the order ~e:rt•.

Second aim of the talk was to present same results showing when the order ~deg

and other orders coincide.

Berichterstatter: M. Reineke
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Random Graphs and Combinatorial Structures
28/9/97 - 3/10/97

()rganizers

A. D. llarbour (Zürich)

D. Dollobas (Calubridge alld Menlphis)

I. Wegeller (Dortrnund)

Although probabilistic. cOlubinatorics goes back ahnost forty years~ to the work of
Erdös and Renyi on randOlll graphs alld Broadbent allel Hanllllersley on percolatiorr: over
tbe past teu years the subject has undergone dramatic changes with the infiux/of power
ful new luethods alld the emergence of llew areas of application~ especially to COlllputer
science. The purpose of this Ineeting was to bring together people from cOlnbinatorics,
probability and conlputer science~ all of whom are concerned with probabilistic COlllbi
llatorial structures. Alnong the theInes explored in the talks and discussions were new
aspects of: the Steiu.. Chen method. the inequalities of Jausan and Suen, Kohllogorov COlll
plexity, sharp thresbolds for monotone properties, pseudorandomness, probabilistic graph
coIotlring~ randolnized algorithnls~ average case analysis of algorithms. learning pattern
languages. RaIllsey nUlubers. polYllomial tiIne approxitllation scheInes. first-passage per
colation, rapid luixing and phase transitions.

A selection of talks will be pu blished in a special issue of Cornbinatorics, PTobability
and Computing. ---

J
Due to unfortunate circumstances, Andrew Barbour and Ingo Wegener were unable

to at tend tbe meeting; Martin Dietzfelbinger anel Friedhehn Meyer auf der Heide kindly
stepped in at short llotice to help with the running of the meeting.
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Random Graphs and Combinatorial Structures
28.9.-3.10.1997

Diameters and Isoperimetrie Inequalities in Sequence Spaces
Rudolf Ahlswede, Bielefeld

~ We survey a number of results obtained with L.K. Khachatrian. N. Cai, I. Althofer.
al1d Z. ZhOllg. These results fall into foul' classes.

1. Contributions to problems cOllcerning the diarnete7':
- a complete solution of the binary constant weight worst case diauleter problelll of

Erdös, Ko and Rado from 1938,
- an exact solu tion of the würst case diameter problenl in Halluning spaces over arbi-

trary alphabets, a
- an asymptotically optimal solution of the average case diameter problenl ill.Hanun.

spaces,
- an asymptotically optimal solution of the average case diameter problein for arbi

trary ~'SUlu-type~' cost functions (including distances. Hamming. Lee, Taxi.... ) in sequence
spaces.

11. Contribu tions to edge-isope1-imetric probleins:
- derivation by information theoretical methods of asymptotically optitnal bounds

for a class of problems, including all cartesian sunl graphs and all sequellce spaces with
"aum-type" distance functions. In a special case we have an exact result,

- the lexicographic order is shown to be a solution of an edge-isoperimetric problenl for
any power (cartesian surn) of graphs exactly, if it is the solution for one and two factors. An
edge-isoperimetric theorem for powers of every complete bipartite graph is a cOllsequence.

111. Contributions to vertex-isoperimetric problems:
- a novel information theoretic result we call the '"Inherently Typical Subset-Lenlnla~'

implies a rate-wise asymptotically optimal vertex-isoperimetric theoreln. It is llOW already
. for the non-billary Hamming case (the binary case is settled exactly by Harper's well-kllowll

theorem).
- for the space (U~=o{O, l}n,O), where O(x"",yTl.) counts the luinhnal nUlnber of inser

tions and deletions necessary to transform one word into the other, we establish an exact
vertex-isoperimetric theorem.

IV. A novel edge-diameter theorem for specified Hamming diameter sets in {O, l}n
with maximal nurnber of pairs of numbers with distance 1, whose proof is based on a K
"pushing-pulling" technique. .'

It seelns that an earlier method Qf generating sets. which originated in cOlnbinatorial
number theory and led to a solution of the problem of Erdös. Ko anel R.ado mentioned
above, cannot be applied here.

Phase Transitions and Hard Constraints (11) "
Graham Brightwell, London

This follows on from the talk by Peter Winkler - see below.
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The situation can be extended as follows: now the edges of tbe constraint graph H
have activities Aij, and the Gibbs condition states that tbe conditional probability that a
finite 'patch: of sites in the regular free r takes on a certain configuratioll (i.e. the map to
H has a given restrietion e), is proportional to the product of the activities on the edges
AcP(a)cP(b). Every set of activities arises from some reversible Markov chain, with state space
V(H), run Oll T,.. We show that, provided H has two non-incident edges~ there are values
of the ).ij such that more than one reversibel Markov chain - and hence more than one
simple invariant Gibbs measure - corresponds to tbe set of activities.

We also consider aspects of ~'lnemory~' when running r-branching random walks ac
cording to a Markov cbain M. Wbell r > 1/().2)2, where).2 is the second largest eigenvalue
of the transition matrix of M, just tbe number of colours at the distance-n leaves of T,.
gives information about tbe root colour: when r < 1/1>"212 , it does not suffice. For certain
constraint graphs, in particular for K 3 with no loops, a large branching of the tree suffices
to enable us to reconstruct the root calour with confidence, with high probability. This
illustrates a dichotomy between two types of constraint graphs, depending on whether
the set H om(T,., H) of bomomorphisms from T,. to H is connected under. simple-point
recolourings. .-..

Joint work with Peter Winkler.

Compound Poisson Approximation on Groups
Louis Chen, Singapore

Let X be a measurable abelian group, that is, an abelian group such that tbe group
operation is a measurable map of X2 to X. Let 7r be the compound Poisson distribution
e).(~-c5o), where >.. > 0, J.L is a probability measure on B{X) with no atom at the identity
O~ and 60 is the Dirac meäsure at O. That is, 1r = L(Y1 + ... + YN) where YI , Y2, ...
are independent X -valued randonl variables with COIDlllon distribution j.t. N is a Poisson
rand01TI variable with nlean >..~ alld N is independent of Y1 , Y2 , •...

For appropriate choices of X and jL, a Poisson distribution on Z, a compound Poisson
distribution on Z, a multivariable Poisson distribution on Zd and a Poisson.point process
can all he obtained as a compound Poisson distribution on a group. Thus the compound
Poisson approximation unifies various Poisson-related approximations.

Let Z = YI + ... + YN • By using the L 2 space approach, aStein identity of L(Z) is
found to be .

EP. Jf(Z + t)dj.L(t) - E(NIZ)f(Z)} =0

for a suitable choice of f. The conditional expectation E(NIZ) is difficult to COlllpute in
general, hut if N is a function of Z, then E(NIZ) will have an explicit form.

This is possible for the followillg special case. Let Ko be a subgroup of X and let
KI, K2, ... be distinct cosets of Ko such that K,. = K r - 1 + K 1 for r = 1,2,.... If
supp{J.L) C K 1 , then Z takes values in U~O K n and N = ?jJ(Z) where 'IjJ{Z) = r if
~ E Kr, r = 0,1,2, .... The above Stein identity for L(Z) then takes the explicit form:

E{>'! f(Z + t)dj.L(t) - '/fJ(Z)f(Z)} = 0
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and the Stein equation

AJf(w + t)dlL{t) - 'l/J(w)f(w) = h(w) - Eh(z)

can be solved analytically.
This provides a framework for compound Poisson approximation on groups in this

special setting. A special case of this setting is the multivariable Poisson approxilnation
on Zd for 1 ::; d ::; 00. As an application, we obtain a cOlnpound Poisson approxiInation
result bridging two extreme cases for certain SUlliS of independent group-valued randoIll
variables.

Probability vs. Paradoxity _
Walter Deuber, Bielefeld •

Tarski's alternative states the following. Let G be a pseudogroup of transfornlations
of a set X. Then either there is aG-invariant finitely additive probability lneasure on the
subsets of X, 01' else there is a paradoxical G-decomposition of X.

We discuss the situation for the pseudogroup W (X) of all bounded variations of the
identity. This is joint work with M. Simonovits anel V.T. S6s.

Approximately Counting Colourings and Independent Sets
Martin Dyer, Leeds

We review some recent results obtained jointly with Russ Bubley anel Catherine Green
hilI on approximate counting of k-colourings and independence sets in graphs with Inax
imum degree ß. For the case of independent sets of size s, this can be done provideel
S ::; I (ß + 1). For all independent sets, provided ß ~ 4. For indepelldence sets such that
size s has probability proportional to XS (0 < .x ::; 1) provided A ::; Ll~2' For colourings
.we describe attempts to achieve k < 2ß. This has been achieved only for tl = 3 01' ß = 4
and triangle-free.

Total Path Length for Recursive Trees
Bob Dobrow, Kirksville, Missouri

Total path length, or search cost, for a rooted tree is defined as the surn of all root
to-node distances. Let Tn be the total path length for a random recursive tree of or_
n. Mahmoud showed in 1991 that Wn := (Tn - E{Tn])/n converges in distribution.
a nondegenerate limiting random variable W. Here we give two recurrence relations for
the moments of W n and Wand show that W n converges to W in LP. We cOllfinn the
conjecture that the distribution of W is not normal. We also show tbat

W4V(1 + W) + (1- V)W· - c(V),

whe1'e V is a uniform (0,1) random variable, W· is an independent copy of W, and c(x) :=
-x In x- (I-x) In( I-x) is the binary entropy function. Finally, we derive an approxhuation
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for the distribution of W using a Pearson curve density estimator. Simulations exhibit a
high degree of accuracy in the estimation.

The results were obtained jointly with James Fill.

Compound Poisson Approximation for Dissociated Summands
Peter Eichenbacher, Bielefeld

In joint work with M. Roos of Zürich, we consider an arbitrary finite collectioll of
indices r and for each a E r let .Ja be ß - 1 valued, possibly dependent random variables
and W := Luer Ja. The Poisson distribution provides good description of rare events.
If "clumps" of 1s tend to OCCUf, because of the dependence between events, it could be
hoped that approximation by a cC?mpound Poisson distribution would improve results.

We developed an estimation of the total variation distance of the law of Wand a
compound Poisson distribution for the class of dissociated .Ja.

Therefore we apply the Stein-Chen method for compound Poisson distributions in
troduced by Barbour, Chen and Loh '92. We apply our results for counting k-runs in a
Bernoulli sequence, and colouri~g at random fixed graphs. We improve the:'g~neral Theo·
rem using asymptotic expansion techniques and apply it to a "DNA-breakage}' model.

Can Stoichastic Monotonicity Be Realized?
James A. Fill, Baltimore

With Motoya Machida we studied the following problem which arose in the comparison
of the Markov chaill Monte Carlo perfeet sampling algorithnls of Propp and Wilson and
of Fill. Consider a systenl P := (Pa: a E A) of probability lneasures on a comUl0n finite
partially ordered set (poset) S, indexed by a (possibly different) finite poset A. We say
that P is stochastically monotone if Pa $ Pb stochastically (meaning Pa(U) ~ Pb(U) for
every up-set U in S) whenever a ~ b. We say that P is realizably monotone if there exists
a system (Xa : a E A) of S-valued random variables defined on some common probability
space such that (i) X a has the distribution Pa for every a E A and (ii) X a ~ Xb (for all
sampie points) whenever a ~ b.

It is easy to see that stochastic monotonicity is a necessary condition for realizable
monotonicity. It is perhaps surprising that the condition is not always _sufficient. When
A = .S. we show that the two nations are equivalent if and only if the Hasse diagram
(regarded as an undirected graph) for A is acyclic. We show also that the notions agree
for a given A and arbitrary S if alld only if the Hasse diagram for A is acyclic, and that
they agree for a givell S anel arbitrary A if and only if tbe Hasse diagram for S is a disjoillt
union of paths.

Necessary and Sufflcient Conditions far Sharp Thresholds for Graph Properties
Ehud Friedgut, Jerusalem

In this talk we present some theorems about graph properties that "emerge slowly" in
the building of a random graph. Stated roughly, if the transition interval (the probabilities
for which one expects the property to appear with probability bounds fronl () anel 1) is
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large in comparisou to the critical probability then the property can be approxitnateel by
the property of having a subgraph from a given list.

Another theorem is that such "coarse" thresholds only take place when the critical
probability is elose to a rational power of h.

A Quick Approximation to Matrices and Its Applications
Alan Frieze, Pittsburgh

The aim of the lecture is to present results obtained jointly with R.avi Kaullan. We
give algorithms to find the following simply described approximation to a given Inatrix.
Given an m x n matrix A with entries between -1 and 1, say, and an error paralueter E

between () anel 1, we find (implicitly) a matrix D which is the SUtTI of ()(1/c2 ) sitllple rank
1 nlatrices such that the SUffi of entries of any one of the 2Tn+n submatrices of A - D is~
most Emn in absolute value. The time taken by our algorithms depellds only on E anel •
allowed probability of failure (not on m and n).

We draw on two lines of research to develop these algorithnls: oue is buHt aroulld the
fundamental regularity lenlnla of Szemeredi in graph theory anel the cOllstructive version
due to Alon, Duke, Lefmann, Rödl anel Yuster, allel the second Olle is fronl the papers
of Arora, Karge anel Karpinski, Fernandez de La Vega and, most direct1y, of Goldwasser,
Goldreich and Ron, who developed algorithms for a set of graph problems.

()ur luatrix approximation implies a great many results, including the above algo
rithms, the regularity lemma and several other result.

We generalize our approximations to multi-dimensional arrays anel frolll that derive
approximation algorithms for all dense Max-SNP problems as weIl as a constructive version
of the regularity lemma for hypergraphs.

Probabilistically Checkable Proofs and Inapproximability
Johan Hästad, Stockholm

By designing an efficient probabilistically checkable proof for an arbitrary N P-statelllent
we get p - € inapproximability result for linear equations mod p. The result applies to
equations with only 3 variables in each equation. By reduction we get optimal inapprox
imability results also for Max-k-Sat for k ~ 3. We also get improved, but not optimaL
results for Max-2-Sat, Max-Cut, Max-Di-Cut, and Vertex Cover.

On a Random Sphere of Influence Graph
Pawel Hitczenko, Raleigh

A random sphere 0/ infiuence graph is constructed as follows. Consider points dostributed
uniformly and independently in the unit cube of dimension d. Around each point Xi draw
a sphere (of influence) with radius equal to the distance to the point closest to it, anel draw
an edge between two points if their spheres of influence intersect.

Asymptotics for tbe expected number of edges is found, and a sharp concentration of
the total number of edges around its expected value is established by extendillg AZluna's
inequality. Also, bonnds on the tail of the kth largest radius are obtained, and used to
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prove abound on the variance of the size of a graph. Most of the talk is based on joint
work with T.K. Chalker, A.P. Godbole, J. Radcliff, and O.G. Ruehr.

An Algorithm For Heilbronn's Problem
Thomas Hofmeister, Dortmund

Heilbrol111 conjectured that among any n points in'tbe unit square there are three which
form a triangle of area O( 1/n2 ). Koml6s, Pintz and Szemeredi proved by a probabilistic
argument that this conjecture is false. To be precise, they proved that for every n there is
a configuration of n points in the unit square such that all triangles have area !l(log n/n2 ).

In this talk, we give a polynomial-time algorithm which for every n constructs such a
configuration of n points.

We then consider a generalization of this problem due to Schlnidt: what is the IniniInal
area of the convex hull of k of the points'! We obtain the following result. For every k ~ 4,
there is a polynomial-time algorithm which on input n computes n points in the unit square
such that tbe COllvex hull of any k of thenl has area H(1/n(k-l)/(k-2)). Schmidt proved
the existellce of such a configuration for k = 4. _

This is joint w~rkwith Claudia Bertram-Kretzberg and Hanno Lefmann from Dort
mund.

New Versions of Suen's Inequality
Svante Janson, Uppsala

We give several new versions of Suen's inequality for the probability that none of a
nUlnber of dependent events occur. A typical result is that if {Bi} is a collection of events
with a dependency graph r~ then

where J.L = 'EP{Bi ), Ll = 'EijEEcr)P(Bi" B j ), 6 = SUPi 'Ej:ijEEcr) P({3j). Another
version, useful when Ll > J.L, is

The Swendsen·Wang Process Does Not Always Mix Rapidly
Mark .lerrum, Edinburgh

The Swendsen-Wang process provides one possible dynamics for the q-state Potts
model. (equivalently, the random cluster model) in the ferromagnetic case. It is widely
employed in computer simulations, and appears to converge rapidly to equilibrium in
situations of practical interest. Nevertheless, a simple example demonstrates that the
Swendsen-Wang process may take exponential time (in the size of syste~) to approach
close to the stationary distribution. Absence of rapid mixing is related to the phenomenon
of first-order phase transition, which is exhibited by the Potts model when q ~ 3. The
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question of whether the Swendsen-Wang process is rapidly mixing whell q == 2 (the Isillg
model) is open.

This is joint work with Vivek Gore.

Polynomial Time Approximation Schemes For Some Dense Instances of N P
Hard Optimization Problems
Marek Karpinski, Bonn

We give an overview of a general method for designing polynomial tilne approxilnation
scheInes (01' approxinlation algorithnls) for dense instances of nlany N P-hard optinlization
problems including: MAX-CUT, SEPARAT()R., BISECTI()N, MAX-3-SAT. SETC()VER,~
STEINER TR.EE, VERTEX COVER, and BANDWIDTH. The unified luethod begins
with the idea of random sampling and tbe exhaustive placement, and then develops in.
a new approximation technique for smooth polynomial integer programs. Some oth.
apprximation techniques have been developed recently for problenls like STEINER TR,EE,
VERTEX C()VER.~ alld BANDWITH.

Checking Pseudorandomness of Graphs
Yoshiharu Kohayakawa, Sao Paulo

A sinlple idea is shown to be applicable in two contexts: (i) in the theory of pseu
doralldolu or quasirandom graphs, as developed by Thomason and Chung, Grahaln alld
Wilson, and (ii) on the algorithmic aspects of ,Szemeredi's regularity lemnla as developed
by Alon, Duke, Lefmann, Rödl and Yuster.

R.oughly speaking, the idea can be stated as folIows. COllsider, for siInplicity. an
ln/2J-regular graph G = en on n vertices. Then, a nec~ssary alld sufficient cOlldition for
G to be a quasirandom graph is that the codegree

d(x~y) = Ir(x)nr(y)1

of the vertices x alld y should be approximately equal to n/4 for all pairs x~ y with ;r.
adjacent to y in a fixed Ramanujan graph J with V(.J) = V(G). The graph .J luay be
taken to be linear-sized, i.e. r-regular with r = o( 1).

This idea gives rise to a deterministic o(n2 ) time algorithm for checking quasiralldonl
ness of graphs G = Gn, and also gives a o(n 2 ) time deterrninistic algorithm for cOllstructing
a Szemeredi partition of a given graph G = Gn. _

The results were obtained jointly with V. Rödl. -

Contrast-Optimal (k, n) Secret Sharing Schemes in Visual Cryptography
Matthias Krause, Dortmund

In joint work with Thomas Hofmeister and Hans U. Simon, we study the k out of n

secret sharing schemes introduced by M. Naor and A. Shamir in 1995.
Asender wishing to transmit a secret message c!istributes n trallsparellcies to n players.

If any k player show their transparencies togethei, the secret becomes visible. For any
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set of k - 1 players absolutely no information can be gained from their trallsparencies.
The important measure of the quality of a scheme is given by the contrast, the relative
difference in the grey levels of superpixels corresponding to white alld black pixels of the
original menage. Naor and Shamir could construct for all k (k, k)-scheme of contrast
2-(k-l) which they could prove to be optimal. Using an approacb from Coding Theory we .
can construct (2, n)-schemes which are optimal w.r.t. to contrast alld pixel expansion for
a11 n. Using a linear programming approach we give an efficient algorithm which conlputes
a contrast optimal (k, n)·scheme for all k ~ 11. from N.

By means of Approximation Tbeory we show that the largest possible contrast a
(k, n)-scbeme cau acbieve belongs to tbe interval

[
1 1 nk-n ]

4k - 1 ' 4k - 1 (11. - 1)(11. - 2) ... (n - k + 1) ,

alld it equals tbe upper bouud if and ollly if k = 2 01' 3.

Sparse O-l-Matrices
Hanno Lefmann, Dortmund

In this talk we consider the problem to determine the maximal number N(m, k, r)
of columns in a O-I-matrix with m rows, and exactly r ones per column, such that any
k columlls are linearly independent over Z2' For k 2:: 4, k even and r 2:: 2 the lower

1:1-

bouud N(m, k. r) = f!(rn2(T'=1)} is known frolll work of Pudleik, Savicky and Lefmaull.
Here we sketch a proof that for gcd(k - 1, r) = 1 this lower bouud can be iUlproved

lT
to N(71t, k, r) = U(71tm=t1 (log m)l/(k-l»). Furthenuore, we construct a polynonlial-titne
algoritllln acbieving this lower bound. There is still much to be done. For example, for
fixed values of k and r, we still do not know the correct order of N(m, k, r). Also, for
applications of the results, explicit constructions are desired.

This "js joint work with Claudia Bertram-Kretzberg and Thomas Hofmeister froln
Dortnlund.

ARemark About Dijkstra's Algorithm on Random Digraphs
Kurt Mehlhorn, Saarbrücken

We present joint work with Andreas Crauser and Uli Meyer.
In the standard implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm one vertex, is removed from

. the priority queue in" each iteration of the algorithm. This is a bottleneck for parallel
implementations and for implementations using externat memory. We show that if the
edge destinations are random and the edge weights are uniform then in each iteration
about /Q vertices can be removed from the queue, where q is the current size of the queue.
This implies that about .;n iterations suffice for Dijkstra's algorithm.

Graph Colouring with the Probabilistic Method
Mike Molloy, Toronto
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In this talk we eliscuss a siInple probabilistic technique and survey several of its ap-
plications. The technique is to colour a graph using the following proceclure:

1. assign a randonl colour to each vertex.
2. uneolour every vertex which receives the saUle colour as oue of its neighbours.
Clearly~ this will produce a proper partial colouring of the graph. The key step is to

prove that with positive probability~ this partial colouring will satisfy certain properties
which ensure that the colouring call be conlpleted successfully to an appropriate colouring
of the entire graph. The aspects of the techllique that val'Y froin applieatioll to application
are: a) exactly what properties we require the partial colouring to have; b) the Inallner in
which we cOlllplete the colouring. Two exanlples 01' this are the following.

a) We almost always equire that each vertex has nlany neighbollrs which retain their
colours. If the graph has Inaximunl degree ß and we use ß colours. then it is straight
forward to cOlnpute that the expected number of such nieghbours is at least ~. Usi.
a standard concentration of probability tool such as Azuma's Inequality 01' Talagran.
Inequality~ we can show that the probability that this nUDlber is uluch slnaller than ~ is
exponentially sDlall in ß. Furthermore~ this ntllnber is independent 01' the correspoucÜug
nUlnbers for all vertices of distallce greater thall 4. Thus~ it is a straighforward applieation
of the Lovasz Local Leinnla to show that, with positive probability~ the subgraph inducecl
by the uncoloured vertices has maximum degree not much bigger than ß(1 - ±).

b) The lUOst common way to complete the colouring is to repeat the procedure on
the uncoloured vertices. It is important that any vertex which retaills its colour does not
lose it during any subsequent iteration. By ensuring that a significant portion of each
neighbourhood gets coloured during each iteration, we can guarantee that after ()(log~)

iterations~ the degree of the subgraph induced by the ullcoloured vertices is extreluely
SIllall , anel this allows us to complete the colouring in a straightforward luallner.

This technique works best when each vertex has relatively few edges withill its neigh
bourhood. For exarnple, this is the case with triangle-fl'ee graphs allel line graphs. For
densel' gl'aphs we require a variation of the procedure.

We survey applications of the technique due to .lohansson, Kahn, Kiln. R,eed. anel
Molloy and Reed~ including bounds on the chromatic number of a triangle-free graph~ the
list chrornatic index of a graph, and the total chl'omatic number of a graph.

A Large Deviation Principle for the Giant Component in a Sparse Random
Graph
Neil O'Connell _

Let X n denote the size (in vertices) of the largest connected cOlnponellt in the rand.
graph G(n,;;), where c > O. Erdös and Renyi, in one of their early senlillal papers Oll

randorn graphs ('"'-'1960) proved that if c ::; 1, Xn/n converges in probability to 0; if c > 1,
Xn/n converges in probability to the positive solution ac to the equatioll a = 1.- e-ac .

We prove a large deviation principle for the sequence Xn/n: there exists a function
Je : [O~ 1] ~ R+ such that

lim .!.logP(Xn > xn) = -Ie(x)
n-oo n
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for x > ac

lim .!.log P(Xn < xn) = -Ic(x)
n-oon

for x < ac .

(This is also valid for c ~ 1 ~ setting ac =0 in this case.)
We also obtain an explicit expression for the rate fUllction Jc ' If c ~ 1~ there are 110

surprises~ the rate function looks nlore or less as expected~ but for c > 1~ the rate fuucHon
has a nlost unusual form.

In particular, if c > 1, Je is not convex. This means that the usual generatillg function
techlliques, based on exponential change of measure, do not apply here. We· prove this LDP
using a more general change of measure technique where~ instead of exponential tilting,
we SilUply vary the parameter c. The idea is to use the information contained in the
Erdös-Renyi laws of large numbers~ which hold for each value of c.

Induced Ramsey Numbers .:.::
Hans Jürgen Prömel, Berlin

We illvestigate tbe induced Ramsey number rind (G, H) of pairs of graphs. (G, H). This
llulnber is defined to be the smallest order of a graph r with the property that, whenever
its edges are coloured red and blue, either there is a red induced copY of O..or else a blue
induced copy of H. We show that, for any G and H with k = IV(G)I ~ t = IV(H)I, we
have

ril1d(G~ H) ::; tcklogq •.

where q = X(H) is the chrolnatic lluillber of Hand c is a universal constant. 'Furthenllore~
we also investigate ril1d(G~H) under some conditions on G. For instance~ we prove abound
which is polynolllial in both k and t in the case when G is a tree. In our proofs we luake
use of randonl graphs based Oll projective planes. .

The results were obtained jointly with Y. Kohayakawa from Sao Paul9" :~nd V. R.ödl
from Atlanta. .':

A Randomized Algorithm for k-SAT
Pavel Pudlak, Prague

We present a sitnple algorithnl which for a satisfiable k-CNF produces a satis(ying
tru th assignnlent in expected tinle 2u (1- t- )+O(log n) ~ where n is the nunlber of variables.

Learning Pattern Languages Fast On Average
Rüdiger H.:eischuk, Lübeck

Patterns are a simple and natural way to generate formal languages. The learnil1g
model we consider is exact learning in the litnit fronl positive data (Gold 1967). A sequence
of salllpie strings from the unknown pattern language L(1r) is presented to tbe learner. anel
after each new salllpie he has to COlllpute a hypothesis pattern tr' such that these hypotheses
evelltually eonverge to 7r.

11



In contrast to IUOst previous work, our goal is to minimize the total learning titne,
not just the so-callecl update time for computing the next hypothesis. A new algoritlull
for learniug oue-variable pattern languages is proposed auel analyzed with respect to its
average-case behaviour. The main technical tool is a careful analysis of the eOlnbinatorics
of words generated by a I-variable pattern. For the expectation it is shown that for ahnost
all lneanillgful distributions defining how the pattern variable is replaced by astring to
generate random salllples of the target pattern language. this algoritlllu cOllverges withill
a COllstant lltllUber of rounds with a totallearning thne that is linear in the pattern length.
Thus, the algorithlll is average~case optiulal in a strong sense.

This is joint work with· Thomas Zengmann, Fukuoka.

Colourings Generated by Monotone Properties
Oliver Riordan, Cambridge

We give an account of some joint work with Bela Bollobas. Let Q be a (Illollotone
decreasillg) class of graphs and let <} E Q. Colonr the edges of G black. anel an edge e
of Ge P blue if G U {e} belangs to Q, and red otherwise. This red~blue-brack colouring
of the edges of K n was recently introduced by de Ia Vina alld Fajtlowicz, allel studiecl for
a number of properties. The black subgraph, which is restricted by the property Q. is
usually 'snlall', i.e. contains DO large complete subgraphs. The red-bItte colourillg is then
"generated by Q alld the blank edges, and it is this we wish to study. The general questions
we are illterested in is how 'close to randolu' this red-blue colouring call be, using the order
of the largest monochromatic complete subgraph as a lneasure.

In their paper, de la Vina and Fajtlowici answered this question for the property of
l-colourability, showing that there is al~ays a monochromatic clique of order 1-1/2 n l/2.

They conjectured with Erdös that for K ,.-free graphs, there IUUst be such a clique oforder
11. I/T'. We disprove this cOlljecture for all r ;::: 4, using randolll graphs in an ullexpectedly
complicated way. In fact. for r 2:: 5 we show that the largest Inonochroluatic clique call have
order ()(log 11.) which is best possible by R.amseyls theorelll. Since the ca.'3e "I(1·~free' nlight
be rather special, Erdös asked the same questions for graphs with 110 4-cycIe, strongly
expecting a nlonochrolnatic clique of order n E: We disprove this also, obtainillg a bOUllcl
of 0 ((log n)2), and it is this result which forms the main part of the talk.

Although our proofs are rather complicated. the central idea is fairly siIllple. We
COllnect an algorithm which performs aseries of tasks on the graph, asking if a ·certain
set of edges is present. Ta analyse the behaviour of this algorithm we use the followia
straightforward but usefullemma. •

Let Ub Uz be independent up-sets, and D a down-set in the weightedcube. Then
P(U1 IU2 n D} :5 P(U1 IU2 ) = P(UI We note that the independence condition is, perhaps
surprisingly, llecessary - without it there' is a counter-example in two dituensions!

I-Factors in €-Regular Graphs and the Blow-up Lemma
Andrej Rucinski, Poznan

R.ecently KOllll6s, Sarközy and Szemeredi proved theso-called Blow~Up Lelll111a: a
powerful theorem which allows one to embed a graph of bounded degree illtO allother graph
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with the salne nunlber of vertices alld sufficiently regular structure. This result~ even before
its explicit fonllulation~ has had llunlerous applications in graph theory, especially whel1
cOlnbined with the Regularity Lenlma of Szelneredi.

In the talk we present an alternative proof of the Blow-Up Leulma, obtained jointly
with V. R.ödl. which relies on sitllple facts about ral1dom I-factors in €-regula! graphs.

The Number of Boolean Functions Computed by Formulas of a Given Size
P. Savicky, Prague???

In joint work with A.R. Woods, we give estimates for the nunIber B{n, L) of distinct
functions C0111puted by propositiollal Jormulas of size L in n variables~ cOl1structed USillg
ollly literals alld 1\, V connectives.

Writing ß(n, L) = b(n, L) L, we find that if Land a(n) go to illfillity as n -+ 00 anel
L ~ 2n.ln(·t(n). then b(n~L) "'-J en, where e = 2/(ln4-1). For all L up to lllaxiultllll
c0111plexity, we have b(n, L) ~ n/4log 2. The last result cOl1tains an hnprovelnent on the
bOUlld Oll lllaxiultllll cOlnplexity given by Lu by.

Construction of Expander Graphs Using Kolmogorov Complexity
Uwe Schöning, Ulm

We consider as basic 1110del abipartite graph with a set L of n left vertices and and
a set R of .,\12, right vertices, with each vertex x E L having degree d and with each vertex
y E R having degree d/ >... This bipartite graph is an (o:,ß)-expander if every subset S of
L of size n'n has nlore than /1 An lleighbours. Such expanders call be shown to exist (for a
subtle choice 01' (x, J"l. d) by a probabilistic construction. As an. alternative, here we propose
an approach using Kohllogorov cOluplexity. The "interconnection pattern" between the left
anel right vertices is given by SOHle penllutation 1r of [dnJ. Choose 1r such that C(1r/n, d, >") ~
log((dn)!) where C denotes the cOllditional Kolmogorov complexity. If the graph G = G-rr
defined is not an expander. thell 1r could be nlore compactly desciibed thall by log( (dn)!)
bits. This can be done by splitting 7r into 2 bijections 1r}, 1r2 where 7r} : A -+ B; A, B ~ [dn].
For a ~'splir' penuutation 1r we have C(1r/d, >.., n~ A, B) ~ log( (dn)!) - h( JA/In)· n + lJ{log n),
where h is the binary entropy function. Thus we gain h( Q)n bits of entropy. This approach

leads to a theorenl, that says that an expander as described exists if d < h~:t)_t~~(tr:Jr:J~r:J' As
a further applicatioll, we reconsider the construction of supercollcelltrators and ilnprove'
the best known density of 36 to about 34.

Random Graphs Chromatic Decompositions via Squeezing Janson's inequality
EH Shamir, Jerusalem

Consider spaces of random graphs~ for example the spaces Yn,p of random graphs on
n-vertices. Also. {Xi hel is a collection of r-sets in G~ {Yt}tEL is a collection of (r - 1)
sets in G, Cl = is an event defined by the edges and non-edges in Yt . and Bi = is the event
that Ce occurs for sonle ('r - 1)-set Y/., ~ Xi'

Let us assllllle that the collection {Ce}lEL (anel hence {Bi}iEI) satisties the cOllditions
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needed for Jallson's illequality. The squeezed forDI we prove is

and
2

Pr(l\ iE1Bd ~ e-t?;

where J-L = LiE~ Pr(Bi }, 6. = Ei Et...... i Pr(Bi A Cl) anel i '" i if lXi n Yel ~ 2.
The Inaill advantage of this inequality is that in sonle applications 1~6. is llltich slualler

thall ß = Li L81"o1i Pr(Bil\BsL the quantity appearing in the (usual) .Tanson inequalities.
Note that

AiELBi :::: AlELClo e
We also present an application of this result to the Q-ehrOlnatic lltunbers of randolll graphs.
For a collection Q of graphs~ the Q-chrornatic numbe7' Xq( G) of a graph G is the nülliIllal
value of k such that V( G) == Uf=:l Vi~ with 110 G[Vi] cOlltainillg a lueluber 01' Q. Note that
if Q has only one Dlember then XQ( G} is precisely the chrolnatic l1uluber X( G).

In the book of Alon and Spencer, X(G} is COllIputed (with high probability) 1'01' randonl
graphs Gn ,1/2 with the aid of .lanson's inequality. Using the squeezed fonn~ we C0111pute
XQ(G) for sparse randoln graphs Gn,p, p(n) -4 O. All we have to assulne is that XQ{G) »
Ft·

Hereditarily Extended Properties and Quasi-Random Graphs
Mikl6s Simonovits, Budapest

In joint work with Vera T. S6s, we investigate graph properties P which do not iIuply
quasi-randolllness (in the Thomason-Chung-Grahaul-Wilson seuse) but a.re such t.hat if
every subgraph of a graph G has P then G is quasi-random. Sonle itnportallt instances are
closely connected to counting subgraphs of a given,type. We encotluter different phenolllena
depending Oll whether our subgraphs are assull1ed to be inducecl 01' not. A typical result

. is the following. .
Let L y be a fixed sampie graph and let {Gn } 'be a sequellce of graphs. 11' for sonle

fixed 'Y allel every induced F1I. ~ Gn we have .

as n ~ 00, then (Gn ) is p-quasi-randolll, where N(Ln ~ F n } is the lltuuber of {not .
necessarily induced} copies of L--y in Gn and p == p(,).

Generating d-Regular Graphs Quickly
Angelika Steger, Munich

In this talk we consider the following problein. Given n. d generate a (l;andoln) d
regular graph on 11, vertices. A first solution to this problen1 is ilUplicit in t.he work of
Bollobas '80, who provided a proof for the asylllptotic nUluber of labelled d·regula.r graphs
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on n vertices based on a probabilistic argument. This approach irnluediately gives rise to
a uniforul generation algorithm of expected running time o(ed2

/4 nd}. Subsequently~ this
bound has been improved by various authors. The currently best bound was obtai:led in
a paper by McKay & Wornlald ~90. We improve this work by showing that the original
algoritlull based on Bollobas approach can be lllodified in order to abtain a fast alld easy
to iIllplelnent algorithul which generates d-regular graphs ahnost unifoflllly. The analysis
of our algoritlull is heavily based Oll various concentration inequalities for randonl graphs.

This is joint work with Nick Wonnald.

Inequalities for Means of First-Passage Times in Percolation Theory
John C. Wierman, Baltimore

First-passage percolation theory was introduced by Hammersley and Welsh in 1963.
The settiilg is an infinite graph. such as the square lattice~ in which every edge has a
non-negative randonl travel tiIue. The travel-time of a path is the SUfi 01' travel tiIlles of
the edges in the path. The object of study is the first-passage time between two points, Le.
the shortest travel tilne over any path betweell the two points. ASYlpptot.ic properties of
first-passage tilnes have been studied für 111any years and much has been leirned. However ~

little is known about first-passage times between points that are close to '-each other. In
fact. a counterexaluple disproves the natural coujecture that an expected first·passage
titne is a nondecreasing function of distance between the points. The talk introduces an
inequality between sums of pairs of first-passage times, which can be used to establish
SOllle nlonotonicity~ convexity~ al1d concavity properties of means of first-passage tilues.
These results are joint work with Sven Erick Alm of Uppsala University.

Peter Winkler, ??? .
we luodel physical systenls with ~'hard~' constraints by random homolu.orphislllS froll1

an infinite graph G to a fixed finite constraint graph H! whose Dodes are "equipped with
positive real ~'activitiesn AI, ... ,An. When Gis the infinite, regular k-branding.tree Tk • the
sitnple, invariant Gibbs lueaSures Oll Hom(G,H) correspond to node·weighted branching
randolll walks on H. .

We characterize the graphs H which exhibit multiple phases~ that is, those H for which
there are different node-weighted randolll walks yielding the salne activities Ab ... ~ An'

Joint work with Grahanl Drightwell~ London.

The Degree Sequence of a Random Graph
Nick Wormald, Melbourne

This is joint work with Brendan McKay of the Australian National University in
Canberra. A nl0del of the degree sequence of a random graph in g (n, p) was obtailled by
us recently. This model relates the degree sequence to the sequence of integers obtained
froin independent binolnial distributions subject to having even surn and averaged to a
certain etfect. This makes Inany previous restllts on the degree sequence luuch easier to
obtain~ to extend greatly. to Blake nlore precise~ anel to explain in tenns of the difference
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between the degree sequence model and the truly independent binonlial lllodel. ()ne of the
main steps is to obtain the difference between independent binolnials and the conditional
space in which the surn is even. In many interesting cases we show that the differellce is
negligible. The results depend on asymptotic enumeration results for graphs with a given
degree sequence~ for which there is a gap when the average degree is betweell (ojn) allel
cn/ log n. We have a conjectured asymptotic fonnula for this range which iluplies that our
model for degree sequence of G E 9(n,p) is correct when 0(1/ vn) < p < cf logn. For
other values of p we have proved the formula~ and hence the DIode!. correet.
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Mirror Symmetry
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Organizers: V. V. Batyrev (Tübingen) and D. van Straten (Mainz)

Mirror Syrometry is an unexpected duality between Calabi-Yau mainifolds of ar
bitrary dimension. This phenomenon has been descovered by physicis~ and during
the last six years considerable progress has been made. However it is fair to say that
most of the progress consists of lucky guesses for a correct mathematical formulation
of mirror symmetry, mathematical conjectures about its properties and examples COD

firming these conjectures or consequences of them. For this reasan mirror symmetry
for Calabi-Yau manifolds still remains far from complete mathematical understanding.
One of the main achievements of the last years is the rigorous mathematical foundation
of quantum cohomology, which arose as an attempt to give a firm basis to the exciting
calculation of Candelas et a1. of the number of rational curves of fixed degree on a
general quintic threefold.

According to the organizers it is difficult to arrange the recently published material
on mirrar symmetry in a logically connected series of eighteen Iectures. Therefore they
decicled to seleet five topics (one for each day) and tried to keep logieal connections
between lectures mainly within one day. The five topics are the following:

• Gromov-Witten invariants, quantum eohomology and WDVV-equations
(lectures 1-4). ~

• Rational curves on the quintic threefolä (lectures 5-8).
• Mirror syrometry and physics (lectur,es 9-10).
• Mirror syrometry and torie geometry (leetures 11-14).
• Mirror syrometry "is" T-cluality (lectures 15-18)
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Abstracts

1 Spaces of stahle maps

Fix J\ le projective, and ß E H2(X, Z). Let Mg,n(X, ß) be the following stack over
(SchjC):

Mg,n(.L'Y, ß) : SN category of all (1T : C~ S;Pl ... ,Pn : S -t C, J-L : M -t X)

wherc

• 1T is a proper, flat morphism whose geometrie fibres are curves of arithmetic genus_
9 whieh are connected, reduced and have at most ordinary double points. •

• The Pi are disjoint seetions of 1Tsm : Csm -t S (sm stands for t'smooth part").
• In any geometrie fibre es, the following stability condition is satisfied:

#Aut(Cs ; Pi, J-L) < 00.

(For )( == Spec C, this reduces to the usual eoncept of stabilty a la Knudsen
IvI lunford) .

In the lecture, it \vas stated that for 9 = 0 the stack Mg,n(X, ß) admits a coarse moduli
space lvJo,7t(JY, ß), \vhich is actuaBy projective over C.

..\ is called convex if it is nonsingular, and if

H 1(IP~, J.L*(Tx ) == 0 VJ.L:]pb -t X.

Under thc assumption of convexity, it was shown that Mo,n(X, ß) has at most quotient
singularities, and that it is of pure dimension

dimX +! Cl (Tx ) + n - 3.

ß

(Jörg Wildeshaus)

2 Gromov-'Witten invariants

In this lecture the Gromov-Witten invariants were introduced and discussed.
Definition: für convex, projective X and i'h" . ,"In E Hev(cx, 7l) set

[kr,··· ,'Yn) = ! pibd u ... up~bn) E Z

M,o,n(X,ß)

(Grolll0v-Witten invariants); ß E H2(X,71) fixed. The enumerative meaning of these
numbers is contained in the following result if X is a homogenuous space:



Proposition: Let X = G/P, where G is a reductive group over C, P c G a parabolic
subgroup. Let VI,' .. , Vn , C X for n 2:: 3 subvarieties such that

Lcodim Vi = dim Mo,n(X,ß).

Then for 9 = (gi,' .. ,9n) in an open dense subset of Gn the (scheme theoretic) inter
section:

Pli (gi Vi) n ... n p;;l(gnVn) C Mo,n(X, ß)

consists of Iß ('l ... Tn) (reduced) points, where Ti n [X] = [Vi] via the isomorphism

- n [X] : Hk(X)~ HdimRX-k(X)

After stating basic properties of Gromov-Witten-numbers the Gromov-Witten invari
ants \vere introduced in general as linear maps for any smooth projective variety X/C:

I;'n,ß : H*(X)0n~ H*(Mg,n )

satisfying certain axioms GW 0) - GW 8) ~hich were explained and motivated. Fi
nally a construction of non-trivial Gromov-Witten-invariants was outlined based on
the works of Manin, Kontsevich, Behrend and Fantecki. At the end of the lecture the
boundary of M O,n(X, ß) was discussed in preparation for the next talk. .

(Christopher Deninger)

3 Quantum cohomology

The purpose of this lecture was to prove associativity of the quantum coliomology
ring of a homogeneous variety X = G/ P, where G is a reductive group and P is a
parabolic subgroup. Let A*(X) = EBAi(X) denote the intersection ring with multi
plication U. All Ak(X) are free abelian groups of finite rank. We fix a basis To = 1
of AO(X), Tl, ... ,Tp of A1(X) and Tp+l ... Tm of the rest (Le. EB Ai(X)). The matrix

i>2

(gij = JTi UTj)iJ:O...m is invertible over Z (either by looking at tbe intersection of gen
x

eralized Schubert cycles or by using that the cycle map to singular cohomology is an
isomorphism). An easy calculation shows ~UTj = E : ye,1Io(~TjTe) where Io(TiTjTe)

etl
is the Gromov-Witten-invariant and (ge'/)e,/ is the inverse matrix to (gij )i,j' Define a
"quantum deformation" of this product as Ti * T j = E 4>ijege,IT/, where 4>ije is the

e,j

following formal power series in Yo··· Ym: 4>ije.- = E E ;hI[3(,n7iTjTe) for , = f: YiTj.
n>O ß i=O

This product defines the structure 9f a commutative, associative Q[[yo ... Ym]]-algebra
with unit Ta on A*(X) ®z Q[[yo ... Ym]]. The only difficult point is the associativity
relation, which follows from a linear equivalence relation for divisors in the boundary
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of the looduli spaces Mo,n(X, ß).

( Annette Werner)

4 Applications to enumerative geometry

In this lecture, the theory of Gromov-Witten-invariants and quantum cohomology
was applied to questions of enumerative geometry. The system of differential equations
(calIed vVDVV-equations) coming from the associativity by relations of quantum coho
1l1ology are organized using Feynman diagrams. Then the special case of the quantum
cohomology of the projective plane is discussed. Fot d > 1 let Nd denote the number e
of plane rational curves of degree d through 3d - 1 points in general position. The
llunlber Nd has an interpretation as a Gromov-Witten invariant. The corresponding
\VDVV-equation 'yields in this case Kontsevich's celebrated recursion formula

Nd = L Nd1 Nd2 [did~ (:: __~) - d~d2 (:: __~)]
dl +d2=d 1 1

di>O

which allo\vs to compute the Nd as we have N 1 == 1. Finally, a presentation of quan
'turn COhOlllOlogy of p2 in terms of generators and relations was given which shows that
quantlull cohomology is in general not adeformation of usual cohomology.

(Klaus Künnemann)

5 The computations of Candelas eta!.

We presellted hvo ways of computing the number n~ of (not necessarily smooth)
rational curves of degree d on a general quintic 3-fold in JP4. The first way consists in
computing t~le top Chern class of the vector bundle [don the moduli stack Moo(IF, d).
Assulning the Clelnens conjecture, and computing the contribution of curves of lower
degree one finds:

Physicists propose a different way: Starting from a mirror symmetry conjecture they
compute hypergeometrie functions - which might be interpreted as a normalized q
expansion on the nloduli space of the mirror family - to obtain these numbers. The
coincidence of both series of numbers gives rise to speculations about mirror symmetry
but lacks apreeise description.

(Georg Hein)
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6 Enumeration of rational curves via torus action

After presenting the basic ideology of using torus actions to salve enumerative prob
lems, we discussed two examples in detail. The first example was the counting of
twisted cubics on general complete intersection Calabi-Yau manifolds following the
\vork of Ellingsrud and Stromme. The second example consisted of tbe famotis calcu
lation of degree d curves on the quintic in p4 which was made by Kontsevich.

. ( Ralph Kaufmann)

7 Quantum differential systems

Consider the Picard-Fuchs equation

D4/(q) = 5q(5D + 1)(5D + 2)(5D + 3)(5D + 4)/(q) ,

where D := q1q. A basis of solutions cao be writteo down in the form

00 05d (5d + )
I(t) = Io(t) + I 1(t)p + 12(t)p2 + 13(t)p3 == e!t L qd ~=I m rn"od p4,

d=O Om=1 (p + m)5 ~

where q = et . According to the computations of Candelas et al. the transformation
t' = 11(t)/ Io(t) gives the new Picard-Fuchs equation

(D')2_1 _(D')2J(q') = 0
K(q') ,

where
00 ( ')d

K(q') = 5 +"n d3
_

q
_L...J d 1 _ (q')d

«1=1 •.•

is the generating function for the number of degree d rational curves on the generic
quintic threefold. This claim allows to compute the numhers nd (for any given d).

In the lecture the latter operator was interpreted in terms of the "Euler" quantum
cohomology of the quintic, the quintic Y in fact heing virtual, only represented by its
fundamental class. The claim was therehy reduced to the statement that two elements
SY and <Xl

y of the quantum homology are closely related.

00 (E')Sy = 1 + L qdeh __Id_

d=1 h - CI

<p
Y = 1 + ~leh (h ~ cJ lll(IP + m1i)

Here, l = 5, el : M2(d) -+ X = JP4 evaluates doubly marked stahle rational curves into
X at the first marking, and Cl is the Euler class of the universal cotangent bundle at
that point. The Euler class E~d E H*(M2(d)) is constructed by pulling back 0(1) to



the universal curve and taking global seetians along the curves, vanishing at the first
Inarking.

(Klaus Wirthmüller)

8 Givental's Proof of SY r-v <t>Y

In this lecture, whieh directly eontinues the previous one, Givental's proof of thc
"nürror theorem" was sketched. The theorem states that the formal power series
cI>}' anel S}', introduced at the end oE the previous lecture, are equal up to a certain
transformation. e

V";e consider thc standard T == (C* )n+1 action on pn == X and work with equivariant
cohorHology H*(X, Q). The base ring of this theorYls Hr = Q(.Ao, ... , .An] =: Q[A]. By
]J E l/.j,(){, Q) he denoted the equivariant first ehern class of Ox(l).

Für the praof \ve introduce the set P c HT(X, (Q)[[h -I, qJ] of power series fulfilling
thc so-called "recursion relation U and a "polynomial" condition. In the lecture we have
ShOWIl the uniqueness Lemma: If Z, Z' E P fulfill Z == Z' == 1 mod q and Z == Z' mod
ti- 2

, then Z == Z'. The Lemma cannat be applied directly to SY and q,Y, because SY
is HOt. cquivalent to <I>ll" ruod h-2

. Therefore we study the following transformations:

1. Z(q, h) H j(q)Z(q, Ii) with f(q) E Q[[q]) \ {O}
2. Z(q, /1,) H exp(g(..\, q)/h)Z(q, h) with g(A, q) E q . H;'(X)[[q]] \ {O}
3. Z.(q, ti) H exp(j(q)p/h)Z(q . exp(f(q)), n) with f(q) E Q[(q]) \ {O}

It is straightforward to show that P is closed under these transformations. The key
result. \vhich enables one to apply this theory to SY and <I>Y, is a Theorem of Givental
which says that SY belangs to P. The prüüf uses fixed point localization (Attiyah
Bott) on 1llOduli spaces of stable maps and a detailed "analysis of the fixed point sets
of the actiolls on the moduli spaces. From the definition of q,Y it is not hard to deduce
as a Corollary that <I>Y also belangs to P. Writing ct>Y(q, 11,) == ElI>o cpV(q)1i- lI , one can
sho\v 4>(0) (q) E 1 + q . Q[[qJ] and <p(1)(q)/q,(O)(q) == P . f(q) + g(A~q) E q . H;'(X) [[q]].
This is llsed to transform SY in the following way:

§Y (q, 11) := ~(O) (q) . exp(g(A, q)/n) . exp(f(q)p/n) . SY (qe(f(q))

and wc havc SI' E P. Using the uniqueness Lemma, we arrive at the main result (_
Theoren1 of Givental): SY = epY.

Finally, by descending to the non-equivariant setting (Le. replacing A by 0), we
obtain apreeise description of the transformation from J(to, t) := exp((to + pt)/Ii) .
E . S}~ (q, n,) to l(to, t) :== exp((to + pt)j11,) . E . ct>Y (q, 1i). Namely to H to + cp(q)h and
t 1-4 t + j (q) where q == exp(t) and <p(O) (q) == exp(cp(q)). This proves the statement at "
the beginning of the previous lecture.

(Bernd Kreußler)
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9 N = 2 superconformal field theories

In the first part of the talk we tried to motivate fram a physicist's point of view that
the representation theory of the Virasoro algebra plays an important role in (2-dim)
conformal QFT. After recalling some facts about unitary irreducible highest weight
representations of this algebra, we foeused on the diserete series obtained for c < 1,
the so-called minimal models. In the second part we proceded along the same lines for
N = 2 superconformal QFT, namely we studied the representation theory of the N = 2
superconformal algebra, where one again gets discrete series for the central charge c
being smaller than 3, also called minimal models. Finally we introduced the notions
of the formal character of a representation (for convenience in the ordinary Virasoro
case) and the modular invariant so-called partition function of minimal models. It is
worth mentioning that the latter are classified according to the ubiquous A - D - E
pattern.

(Chris.tAan Adler)

.10 Green-Plesser MirrorConstruction for Ferrnat hypersur
faces

For any Calabi-Yau threefold X one constructs a eonformal field theory called "non
linear sigma model" , with central charge 9 and ooly integral U(l )-charges. Gepoer has
conjectured that this gives all such CFT's. The N = 2 superconformal algebra allows
an involution, which permutes its representations. By Gepner, this should induce a
mirror syrometry among 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifolds. Green and Plesser have
given examples confirming this conjecture. They consider U(l)-projections of tensor
products of five minimal models whose central eharges add up to 9 and on which prod
ucts of five cyclic groups act.- Their mirror theories are constructed by "orbifolding";
calculation of the partition functions shows when one theory is the mirror of the other.
For the corresp'onding Calabi-Yau's, which are hypersurfaces of Fermat type in weighted
projective 4-spaces, orbifolding also makes sense, and the Hodge diamonds of (crepant
resolutions of) the corresponding mirror paires appear to be related by a rotation of 90°.

(Joseph Steenbrink, Nijmegen)

11 Periods of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces

A Laurent polynomial s = 2:7=1 VjUOj E C[ut1
, ... , U;I] defines a hypersurfaee Zs in

the torus with coordinates U2, . .. ,Un if the exponents Qj E zn all have first coordinate



1. If Gj == (1,0, ... ,0), then on easily checks:

j. 1]'1 dU2 dUn (2 ")n-l -1 '"" (-ld! LI LN
--::--,-/\ ... !\-== 1rZ VI L..JZ' 1 ,VI ·····VN

• 11L:.!I= ...=lulll=:=l S U2 U n 2···· N·

wlJcre thr. SUlll runs over all (lI,'" ,LN) E ZN which satisfy [101 + ... + [NON = 0
and l S 0, l2,'" ,IN ~ Q. Via the Poincare residue this can be interpreted as a
period of a holoHlorphic (n - 2)-form Oll Zs. The series is an example of a Gelfand
I<apra.nov-Zelevinsky hypergeolnetric function in a "resonant case". Other periods and
solutions of GKZ hypergeometric differential equations with parameters (al"", ON)
and (J E Znt + ... + ZON are obtained from the following series eJ:>T1ß (which also needs
a triangulation T of the polytope ß = conV{Ol"'" aN}):

N N

<I>T,ß(V) = L Q~(c) rr v;; rr V'/ e
.\EA-Ifj j=l j=1
AEZ N

wherc .4 is th n x N-l\tlatrix ,vith columns 01,' .. ,aN, C = (Cl" .. , CN),

n n-Aj-I( k)
Q ( ) ._ Ai <0 k=O Cj -

A C .- A"
llAj>O Ilk~l (Cj + k)

anel CI, ... ,CN are thc classes of Cl,' .. ,CN in the ring RA.r := Z[D-I][CI, ... ,CN ]/']

with D =(product of the volumes of the simplices of the triangulation T) and J denotes
thc Ideal generated by the linear forms ailCl + + aiNCN , (A = (aij), i = 1, ... , n)
and lhe products eil ..... Cir with conv{ O-i l , , air} not a simplex in T . .The ring
R A •T is a frce Z[D-1]-rnodule of rank= U(max. simpl. in T).

View on A-side 0/ miTTaT symmetry: If the triangulation T is such that all maximal
silnplices have volume == 1 and the interseetion of all maximal simplices is nonempty
and not eontained in the boundary, then RA1T is the eohomology of a torie variety PT,

anti better cven, naturally eonstructed from A and T is a veetol' bundle JE..r -t ]PT and
thc zero locus of a generic section of the dual veetor bundle JEt. -t PT is a Calabi-Yau
complete intersection in Pr.

View on B-sidc 01 miTTaT symmetTY: solutions of GKZ differential equations may
givc periods of differential forms. More precisely: expand q,T.ß for an appropriate ß
in tenns of a (linear) basis of RA•T ; candidates with respect to this basis are functions

" (of Vt, ... , VN) ,vhich generate the period lattice of an appropriate differential form on

ll'\Zs. e
(Jan Stienstra, Utrecht)

12 Hypersurfaces in toric varieties

;\ny lattiee polytope ~ c MIJ{ == Rn gives rise to a projective torie variety Pß; it
containB thc torus T :== Homz(M, CX

) as an open subset. This construction allows
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to assign to every Laurent polynomial f E C[M) with support suppf ~ 6. a hyper
surface ZJ ~ IP6 obtained as compactification of the zero set Zj := {f = O} ~ T.
If ß is a reflexive polytope {Le. if ß contains 0 as an interior point and both ß and
ß* := {a E M* I (a, ß) ~ -I} are lattice polytopes), then its dual ß· provides another
family of hypersurfaces Z9 ~ IP6·. This is the ultimate candidate for being the mirror
of ZJ; at least the resolutions of both families satisfy the relation h1,I(Zj) = hn - 2,1 (Zg).

(Klaus Altmann)

13 Mirror construction for Calabi-Yau complete intersections

Let V be a Calabi-Yau complete intersection in a torie Fano-variety ]Pa .a.ssociated
with a reflexive polytope ß. Denote by 6.1, ... , ß r the -Newton polyhedra of equations
for the complete 'intersection V. One has 6. = 6.1 + ... + 6.r o We define a reflexive
Gorenstein cone r: := {(A}, .. 0' Ar, x) E IR;o X MIR I X E E~=I Ajßj} and denote by
GV the dual cone in IR;o x Na. If there exlst lattice polyhedra VI, ... , Vr, such that
GV = {(tLl,"" tLn Y) E-IR;'o x Na 1Y E E;=I ttiVi} then the polyhedra define another
Calabi-Yau complete intersection in -a toric variety lPv associated with the reflexive
polytope V = V l, ... , \lr' Moreover, the duality between reflexive Gorenstein cones
works for the case of rigid Calabi-Yau varieties. '.~

(V. Batyrev)

14 Mirror symmetry anq string-theoretic Hodge numbers

This was the continuation of Batyrev's lecture. Having as starting-point the dual
nef-partitions of ß,V': ß = ßI + ... + ß r and \I = VI + ... + V r respectively, we gave
a sketch of the prüof of the mirrür-duality identity Est(V; u, v) = Est(W; u, v) between
V and W by using the "correetion terms" of the E-polynomials. Several exampIes and
comments for the explicit computation of the Hstring-theoretic" Hodge numbers were
also included in the talk. -

(D. I. Dais)

15 Mirror symmtery for lattice polarized K3-surfaces.

First we gave a summary about basic results on K3-sudaces, Le. structur of tbe
lattice H 2(X, Z), global ToreIli, surjectivity of the periode map, existence of Kähler

9



metries, Ricci flat nletrics and hyper-Kähler structure. Then the notion of M-polarized
K3-surfaces and the moduli-spaces for M-polarized K3-surfaces were discussed. Fol
lowing Dolgachev's paper, "Mirror symmetry for lattice polarized K3-surfaces", the
notion of admissible vector and resulting mirror symmetrie families were discussed,
including the fact that the moduli space of one family is related to a tube domain in
~ic(X*) ® C of a generic member of the mirror family. Also examples were discussed.

(Herbert Kurke)

16 Special Lagrangian submanifolds e
First I discussed the notion of a calibration and calibrated submanifolds. As the rnost

important examples I showed that holomorphie submanifolds of a Kähler manifold and
special Lagrangian submanifolds in a Calabi-Yau space are calibrated manifolds. Ex
ampies of special Lagrangian submanifolds are fixed point sets of an antiholomophic
involution on a CY, and holomophic submanifolds of a K3 surface for a rotated COffi

plex structure. A theorem due to MeLean teIls us that the moduli space of special
Lagrangian submanifolds is smooth and that the tangent space can be identified with
the space of harmonie I-forms on the submanifold. The p-branes were discribed as
pairs of a submanifold on which strings are allowed to end and a line bundle defined on
this submanifold. p-branes preserving some supersymmetry correspond to calibrated
manifolds (this follows from the BPS-condition) together with a Bat line bundle. This
gives two elasses of branes corresponding to holomorphic submanifolds or to special La
grangian submanifolds. Mirrar symmetry exchanges these two, while preserving their
moduli spaees. These muduli spaces are fibrations with as fibres real tori of dimension
the first Betti numbers of the submanifold. Following Strominger, Yau and Zaslow, we
consider a mirror pair of Calabi-Yau spaees X and Y. Starting with a holomorphic
O-brane on X consisting of a single point x, we find by considering the mirror of this
brane in Y that X should have a fibration by tori of dimension n (n = di~ X). This
allows us to apply T-duality to X. By dualising the torus fibration we found aT-dual
manifold X. Now we can construct an r-brane on X in two ways. First as the T-dual
of a point x E X and second as the mirrar image of a point y E Y. If one supposes
that these branes coincide, one finds that X = Y. This leads to a description of mirror e
symmetry as T-duality and to some natural conjectures about Calabi-Yau spaces X.
Namely first that they should have a fibration by spacial Lagrangian tori, and second
that the mirror can be found by dualising this fibration.

(Christian van Enckwort)

10
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17 Special Lagrangian fibrations on K3's and Fourier Mukai
functors

In arecent approach of Strominger, Yau and Zaslow, the phenomenon of mirror sym
metry on Calabi-Yau threefolds admitting a T 3 fibration is interpreted as T-duality on
the T 3 fibres. In two dimensions this means that we have to consider a K3 surface
elliptically fibred over a projeetive line p : X ~ pt. A mirror dual to X can be identi
fied with the eomponent M of the moduli spaee of simple sbeaves on X having Mukai
vector (0, J1., 0) E H-(X, Z), where JL is the cohomology elass defined by tbe fibres of p.
The mirrar map between the Hodge lattiees of X and M should be given by a suitable
Fourier-Mukai transform. In order to define this funetor, one can identify M with a
suitable compaetifieation X of the relative jacobian of X; X is tbe variety representing
the relative Picard fUDetor Picx/pl. One must assurne tbat X has a section, and one

finds that X is isomorphic to X. If 'P ~ X xlPl X is tbe Poincare bundle (suitably
normalized), then the Fourier-Mukai functors are defined as Si(F) = Ri1f.(tr·F ~ 1'),
(i = 0, 1). for any eoherent Ox-module F (1T, 1r are tbe natural projectiol}8 of X XlPl X
onto X and X). In this way one gets an equivalence at the level of deri~~ categories
of coherent sheaves and we deseribed the induced map between cohomology lattices,
f : He(x, Q) ~ He(x, Q). In partieular we proved that f(JL} = -w~ ·where w is
the fundamental class of X. SO, Fourier-Mukai formulation gives the eorrespondence
between special Lagrangian 2-tori in X and 0-branes in X predicted oy physicists.
Relations between this "mirror symmetry" construction and Dolgachev-Nikulin's defi
nition were also discussed.

(Claudio Bartoeci)

18 T-duality for Borcea-Voisin mirror pairs

The first confirmation for threefolds of the reeently proposed T-duality'''construction
is given in the reeent work of M. Gross and P. Wilson. The starting point is a K3
surface 8 whith a holomorphie involution i acting as-( -1) on holomorphic 2-forms. The
fixed point loeus of i is a union of N holomorphie curves of total genus N'; investigating
the action of ion H2(S, Z) it is possible to find another K3 with involution (SI, i 1) such
that i l has N' fixed eurves of totoal genus N, and 8 1 is the mirror of 8 according to the
"mirfor of lattiee polarized K3" construetion. The next step is to compare the above
with the T-duality construction. Rotating the complex strueture of S gives and ellipie
libration f : SK ~ S which is then a SLAG fibration on S. Dualizing this fibration
gives another K3 (topologically) and it ean be cheeked that this dual cau be identified
with 8 1 such that the involutions beeome homomo"rphisms of torus fibrations.

Choosing an elliptic curve with involution (E,j), we ean build threefolds a la Borcea
Voisin: X ~ Y = S x E/{i, j) where T is the blowup. Choosing adegenerate

11



metric on X, the fibration f : 8 -7 8 2 and 9 : E -7 S1 (trivial) give a SLAG fi
bration h : X -+ S2 X S1 /(i', j') ~ 8 3 whith torus fibres. The main theorem is
that dualizing this fibration gives Xl = (SI X E j(i}, j))-. (blowup) which is the mir
ror of X. So the T -duality construction is compatible with previous mirror symme
try constructions in this case. The talk concluded with a topological discussion of
singular fihres in the various fibrations, and a direct confirrnation of the fact that
12(N - N') = e(X) = -.e(Xd = 12(N' - N) as predicted by physics.

(Balazs Szendroi)

e I
:J

Berichterstatter: I. Kausz
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 40/1997

Nonlinear Systems, Solitons and Geometry

19.10. bis 25.10.1997

This conference was the fourth in aseries being held in Oberwolfach. It was
organized by Professors M. Ablowitz (Boulder), B. Fuchssteiner (Paderborn),
M. Kruskal (Princeton) and V. Matveev (St. Petersburg). ~

The participants presented their most recent work in the meeting. This aod the
marvelous surrounding again created a lively scientific atmosphere with many
stimulating discussions which certainly will influence future directions and will
contribute to further progress in the field of integrable non-linear systems and
their applications.
The lecture program covered a broad range of topics in this diverse area. In
particular, many contributions dealt with the remarkable relation between in
tegrability and classical geometry.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

M.J. ABLOWITZ': On ItReftectionless" Potentials 0/ the Time-Dependent
Schrödinger Equation and Solutions 0/ the K adomtsev-Petviashvili Equation

It was shown same years aga that the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
has a dass of real nonsingular rational potentials which are analogues of the
reflectionless potentials of the time independent Schrödinger equation. These
potentials give rise to the lump solutions of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili-I
(KP-I) equation. It turns out that there is a much larger dass of such
potentials. They have adefinite spectral interpretation and are related to a
topological number; i.e. an index or charge. These potentials are real and non
singular and are related tO'an interesting class of solutions of the KP-I equation.

A.I. BOBENKO: Discrete elastic curoes and spinning top

Elastic curves are extremals of the functional

.c =J(k 2 + '" r
2 )dz, '" =const ,

where k) T are the curvature and the torsion of the framed curve. The Kirchhoff
kinetic analogue theorem claims that the frame of an elastic curve describes the
rotation of asymmetrie spinning top (one should treat the arclength parameter
of the curve as the time variable).
In the talk all these notions are discretized 'preserving the integrability. In par
ticular} the discrete evolution T : Z ~ 8 2 of the axis of the discrete spinning
top is given by

with some constants c E IR} a E }R3. Tn is simultaneously the edge of of
the corresponding discrete elastic curve. The corresponding Lagrangians are
derived. The construction is based on the Ablowitz-Ladik hierarchy of the
smoke-ring evolution of discrete curves by Doliwa and Santini.

M. BOITI (JOINT WORK WITH F. PEMPINELLI, A. POGREBKOY AND WITH

THE PARTICIPATI0N OF B. PRINARI IN THE FRAMEWORK OF A PH. D. THESIS)

Solving the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation with initial data not vanishing at
large distances

We consider, in the framework of the inverse scattering method, the solution
of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation in its version called KP-I. The spectral
theory is extended, by using a new approach called resolvent approach} to the
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esse in which the initial data u(x, y) are not vanishing along a finite number
of directions at large distances in the plane. Special attention is paid to the
solutions describing N solitons on a generic background. In order to explore
the analytic properties of the Jost solutions and the structural properties of
the spectral data both solutions built using Bäcklund transformations and the
dressing method are considered. In the first case, if only one soliton is present , all
quantities, including the so called extended resolvent, are expJicitly computed
by using the Darboux transformations. In the second case it is shown that the
Jost solution c"an have in addition to the traditional cut on the real &Xis of the
complex speetral plane a cut connecting the discrete value of the spectrum and
its complex conjugate.

[1] M. Boiti, F. Pempinelli and A. Pogrebkov, Journal of Math. Phys. 35
(1994) 4683.

[2] M. Hoiti, F. Pempinelli and A. Pogrebkov , Physica D 87 (1995) 123.

[3] M. Boiti, F. Pempinelli and A. Pogrebkov, Inverse Problems 13 (19~7) L7.

L. BORDAG (JOINT WORK WITH M.V. BABICH): Projective differential geome·
trical structure of the Painleve equations

The necessary and sufficient conditions that an equation of the form 'y" =
f(x, y, y') can be red.uced to one of the Painleve equations under a general point
transformation are obtained.. A constructive procedure to check these conditions
is found. The theory of invariants plays aleading part in this investigation. The
reduction of all six Painleve equations to the form y" = /(Z, y) is obtained.
Following Cartan the space of the normal projective connection which is
uniquely associated with a dass of equivalent equations is considered. The
specific structure of the spaces under investigation allow to immerse them into
RP3. Each such immersion generates a tripie of two-dimensional manifolds in
RP3. Those surfaces corresponding to the Painleve equations are presented.

M. BORDEMANN (JOINT WORK WITH J. HOPPE): Integrable Hypersurface Mo·
hons in Riemannian Manifolds

Let (E, e) be an oriented compact manifold of dimension M ~ 1 and (Nt 71)
- an orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension M + 1 with Riemannian me

tric 1]. We consider hypersurface motions (of codimension 1) described by one
pa.rameter families of immersions Xe : E -4 N satisfying tbe first order partial
differential equation

aXe _ ( v'9f;;j) [ ]--0' --- nXe
lJt. g

where n[xd is the surface normal, 0' is a diffeomorphism of an open interval of
the positive realline onto an open interval of tbe positive realline, aod J9IZJ is
the Riemannian volume of the pulled-back metric x; 71. Assuming that for ahort
times there is an open neighbourhood N~ of zo(E) in .N foliated by Xe (E) we
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derive a second order partial differential equation for the corresponding time
function T : Ne --+ IR whieh equals t on xe(E). For a(z) =zone finds that T is
harmonie

ßT = 0)

hence equation (*) is linerizable in tbe sense (.*) for this partieular case. A
reconstruction of a solution Xt to (*) from a given time function (obeying its
PDE) is possible (for short times, assuming a nice foliation) by considering the
flow of t'r/fJ(\lr, \!T), \lT being tbe gradient of T. If (N, 1]) is flat IR M +1, then
(*) for o(z) = z takes the form

(1 :5 i :5 M + 1; 1;'1, ..• , I;'M being coordinates on E) and is integrable.

F. CALOGERO: Some Recent Results On Integrnble Dynamical Systems

Same reeent results on integrable dynamical systems have been reviewed. The
presentation has focused i) on certain solvable dynamical systems in the plane
whieh display a very rieh phenomenology, and ii) on certain integrable Ha
miltonian systems "of Ruijsenaars type"whose trajectories are all completely
periodic.

[1] F. Calogero: "A solvable n~body problem in the plane. I", J. Math. Phys.
37, 1735-1759 (1996); F. Calogero: "Motion of strings in the plane: a
solvable model", J. Math. Phys. 38, 821-829 (1997); F. Calogero: "Three
solvable many-body problems in the plane", Acta Appl. Math. (in press).

[2] F. Calogero: "A dass of integrable Hamiltonian systems are (perhaps)
all eompletely periodic", J. Math. Phys. (in press); F. Calogero: "Tricks
of the trade: relating and deriving solvable and integrable dynamical sy
stems" I to be published in the Proceedings of the International Workshop
on "Calogero-Moser-Sutherland Models" beld at the Universite de Mon
treal in March, 1997;" F. Calogero and J.-P. Francoise: "Solution of cer
tain integrable dynamical systems with completely periodie trajectories" ,
Commun. Math. Phys. (submitted to).

P .A. CLARKSO"N: Symmetry reductions and exact solutions 0/ .genernlized
Camassa-Holm eq~ations

In this talk I shall discuss symmetry reductions and exact solutions of the ge
neralized Camassa-Holm equations

. Ut - fUzxt + 2KUz = UUzzz + QUUr + ßuzUZ % , (1)

Uu - fUrzU = UUzrrr + QUrUr :: + ßu;: + (')'u2 + KU)rx (2)
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with 0', ß, ""1, " and f constants.
Three special cases of equation (1) have appeared in the literature, which all
possess unusual travelling wave solutions. The Fornberg-Whitham equation (for
f = 1,0' = -I, ß =3, " =1/2), admits a wave of greatest height, as a peaked
limiting form of the travelling wave solution; the Rosenau-Hyman equation (f =
0, a = I, ß = 3, K = 0), admits a "compacton" soHtary wave solution; and
the Fuchssteiner-Fokas-Camassa-Holm equation (f = I, a = -3, ß = 2), has a
"peakon" solitary wave solution.
Equation (2) is a "Boussinesq-type" equation which arises as a model of vibra
tions of an anharmonic mass-spring chaio and admits both "compacton" aod
conventional solitons.
A catalogue of symmetry reductions aod exact solutions for equations (I) and
(2) is obtained using the classical Lie method and tbe nonclassical method
due to Bluman and Cole. In particular we obtain several reductions using the
nonclassical method which are not obtainable through the classical method.

A. CONSTANTIN: Some Aspects 0/ a Shallow Water Equation ....

We consider the periodic problem for the Camassa-Holm-Fokas-Fuchssteiner
equation modelling waves on shallow water. We discuss integrability related
questions as weil as some structural properties of the model disclosedby global
existence and blow-up results of this quasilinear hyperbolic PDE. .~~

A. DOLIWA: Geometrie constructions and integmble multidimensional lattices

In this lecture I review recent results of the geometrie theory of the discrete
multidimensional integrable systems from the point of view of the linear con
structibility of the corresponding lattices. Plan of the talk:

1. Linear constructibility scheme of the Multidimensional Quadrilateral Lat
tices (MQLs).

2. Quadratic reductions of the MQLs.

3. Line congruences and transformations of the lattices.

E.V. FERAPONTOV: Sur/aces in Lie sphere geometry and the stationary Davey
Stewartson hiemrchy

We introduce two basic invariant forms which define generic BUrfaces in 3-space
uniquely up to Lie sphere equivalence. Two particularly interesting classes of
surfaces associated with these invariants are considered, namely, the Lie mini
mal surfaces and the diagonally-cyclidic surfaces. For diagonally-cyclidic sur
faces we derive the stationary modified Veselov-Novikov equation, whose role
in the theory of these surfaces is similar to that of Calapso's equation in the
theory of isothermic surfaces. Since Calapso's equation itself turns out to be
related to the stationary Davey-Stewartson equation, these results shed same
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new light on differential geometry of the stationary Davey-Stewartson hierar
ehy. Diagonally~cyclidic surfaces are the natural Lie sphere analogues of the
isothermally-asymptotic surfaces in projective differential geometry for which
we also derive the stationary modified Veselov-Novikov equation with the diffe
rent real reduction.
Paralleis between invariants of surfaces in Lie sphere geometry and reciprocal
invariants of hydrodynamie type systems are drawn in the eonclusion.

A.P. FORDY: Commuting Hamiltonians and systems 01 hydrodynamic type

In this seminar I shall exhibit a surprising relationship between separable Ha
miltonians and integrable, linearly degenerate systems of hydrodynamie type.
This gives a new way of obtaining the general solution of the latter. Our for
mulae also lead to interesting canonical transformations between I"arge classes
of Stäckel systems. .
I shall then eonsider a class of non..homogeneous systems of hydrodynamie type:

q: = v;(q)~ + cpi(q) , i == 1,. '" n,

whieh ean be related to quadratic Hamiltonians with electromagnetie terms.
Whilst it is unlikely that these systems are genemlly integrable, they do pos
sess intriguing properties, such as having a higher eonservation law and a
2n-parameter family of exact solutions. In fact these systems eoineide with
those possessing a eonservation law with the density {, being a quadratie ex
pression in the first derivatives:

The eorresponding 2n-parameter family of exact solutions are just tbe stationary
points ofthis integral. There are several examples, some of which have important
applications.
These results are joint work with E.V. Ferapontov [1,2].

[1] E.V. Ferapontov and A.P. Fordy. Separable Hamiltonians and integrable
systems of hydrodynamie type. J. Geom. and Phys., 21:169-82, 1997.

[2] E.V. Ferapontov and A.P. Fordy. Nonhomogeneous systems of hydrody
namie type related to velocity dependent quadratic Hamiltonians. Physica
D, 1997.

B. FUCHSSTEINER: The Camassa-Holm Equation

By compatibility, splitting of the KdV-recursion operator leads to the heredi
tary recursion operator ~ = ~1 ~21, ~ 1 = DuD-l + u + 2k, ~2 = D2 - I,
of the so ealled "factored KdV" Ut = cI>(u)uz . This equation is a Bäcklund
transformation u =v - Vzz away from the Camassa-Holm equation. It i5 shown
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how this factorization leads to the isospectral formulation in a straightforward
way. Furthermore. how intertwining of this isospectral formulation gives rise to
the hodograph link to the (-1 )-5t generalization of the KdV. This hodograph
link then allows for master symmetries and a (2+1)-dimensional generalization.
An abundance of open problems i5 presented along the lines of this de.rivation
of the Camassa-Holm equation.

B. GRAMMATICOS (COLLABORATIVE WORK WITH A. RAMANI): Discrete
Painleve Equations: A Self-Dual Approach

The discrete forms of the Painleve equation5 can be derived systematically
u5ing the method of singularity eonfinement which plays the role of the
Painleve property for diserete systems. The application of this method results
in difference or q-equations involving their full complement of free parameters.
A detailed analysis of these most general forms of the discrete (difference)
Painleve equations (d-P) reveals the property of self-duality: the same equation
describes the evolution along the diserete independent variable and along the
parameters (the latter indue~d by the Schlesinger's of the d-P). An explanation
of the self duality ean be sought in the relation of the differenee Painleve
equations (q - PVI being a notable exeeption). Self-duality ean be used to
eonstruct the basis for a geometrieal classifieation of discrete Painleve equations.

P.G. GRINEVICH (COLLABORATIVE WORK WITH M.U. SCHMIDT): Confo~al
invariant functionals 0/ immersions of tori into IR3 .

We show. that higher analogues of the Willmore functional, defined on immer
sions M 2 ~ }R3, where M 2 is a two-dimensional torus, are invariant under
conformal transformations of IR3 . This hypothesis was formulated recently by
I. A. Taimanov.
Higher analogues of the Willmore functional are defined in terms of the
modified Novikov-Veselov hierarchy, associated with the zero-energy scattering
problem for tbe two-dimensional Dirac operator.

J. HIETARINTA: Singularity Confinement, Degree Growth, and the ldentification
of lntegrable Maps

One important problem in the study of differenee equations is to identify the
integrable ones. For differential equations we have the Painleve test, which works
very weil (although passing the test is not rigorously equivalent to integrability).
For difference equations an analogue, the "singularity cODfinement test". was
provided in [1]. The idea is as folIows: From certain initial values one may
end up in an ill-defined situation, such as 00 - 00,0 . 00 etc. ODe should then
study the behavior around these initial values, and if ODe can continue past the
"singularity" in a finite number of steps, without losing information. then the
system is said to pass the test.
We point out that singularity confinement is not sufficient for integrability: so
metimes even chaotic maps pass the test. As a particular example we have 2:"+1+
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Zn-1 = x;;2 + Xn, which shows numerical chaos. Rational maps are best studied
as polynomial maps in projeetive space. Introducing Xn = unIIn, X n-1 = vnlIn
we can write the above map as (u, v, I) ~ (u3 +13 - u2v, u3 , /u 2 ). The de
gree growth of such maps is usually exponential, but the conjeeture is that for
integrable maps the growth is only polynomial due to eaneellation of common
factors (projectivization) [2]. For the above map we have

lim !- Iog(degree of nth iteration) = log (3 + -15)
n-+oo n 2

The conclusion is tbat the singularity confinement test should be accompanied
with a study of degree growth before predictions about integrability are made.
This work was done in collaboration with C.M. Viallet.

[1] B. Grammaticos, A. Ramani and V. Papageorgiou, Phys. Rev. LeU. 67,
1825 (1991)

[2] G. Falqui and C.M. Viallet, Commun. Math. Ph~s. 154, 111 (1993)

N. JOSHI (COLLABORATIVE WORK WITH M.D. KRUSKAL): A Natural Sum 01
Diveryent Asymptotic Senes

Divergent asymptotic series commonly oceur in the analysis of solutions of
differential equations near an irregular singular point. Orten such series hide
exponentially small terms which are essential for identifying tbe solution
uniquely. Here we show how a new extension of conventional asymptotics allows
a unique identification of such a solution.

A.V. KITAEV: Isomonodromy approach to penodic solutions 0/ the Ernst
equation

We present a construction of periodic solutions of the Ernst equation in terms
of isomonodromy deformations of a linear 2 x 2 matrix ODE of the spectral
parameter. Its coefficients are meromorphic functions of the spectral parameter.
It is shown that in the static case this construction reduees to the periodic
analogue of the Schwarzschild solution constructed by R.C. Myers (1987) and
D. Korotkin & H. Nicolai (1994).

B.G. KONOPELCHENKO: lnduced sur/aces, their integrable dynamics and
application

A new method of analysis of surfaces and their properties is discussed. The
method is based on a construction of surfaces in IR3 via the two-dimensional
linear equations and generation of their deformations via 2 + I-dimensional
"nonlinear integrable equations. This method allows us to analyse surfaces and
deformations using explicit formulae taking advantage of the knowledge of
2 + I-dimensional integrable equations. Two basic examples are eonsidered.
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The first is given by a generalized Weierstraß formula which allows to construct
any surface in }R3 both locally aod globally starting with a system of two
linear equations (tbe Davey-Stewartson-II linear problem). The eorresponding
formulae define eonformal immersions of surfaces in }R3. Integrable deforma
tians in this ease are generated by the modified Veselov-Novikov equation. A
eharacteristic feature of such deformations is that they preserve tbe Willmore
funetional (total squared mean curvature) as weil as an infinite set of other
funetianals. Tbe Clifford torus is a stationary point of these deformations.
Lelieuvre's formula in affine geometry is the second example. Deformations of
affine eonormal of a surface via the Nizhnik-Veselov-Novikov equation generate
integrable deformations of affine surfaces. These deformations preserve the total
affine mean curvature. Affine spheres are· stationary points of such deformati
ons. A particular dass of deformatioos is governed by the Korteweg-de Vries
equation. Applications of the method of indueed surfaces and their integrable
deformationsin string theory, the theory of liquid biologieal membranes and
other fields are discussed.

M. LAKSHMANAN:Geometricallnterpretation 0/(2+ 1) Dimensionallntegroble
Nonlinear Evolution Equations and Localized Solutions

A large dass of (1 + 1) dimensional equations of AKNS type as weil as spin
equations ean be associated with moving space curves or with surfaces in
E 3

I thereby giving a simple but effective geometrical interpretation ofihese
equations. In this lecture, it will be pointed out that byextending the formalism
an important dass of 2+1 dimensional integrable nonlinear evolution equations
ean also be interpreted as equations of motion of moving space curves but
endowed with an extra spatial variable or equivalently in terms of moving
surfaces (in orthogonal coordinates). Topological conserved quantities naturally
folIowas geometrical invariants. Underlying evolution equations are shown to
be equivalent to a triad of linear equations. Geometrical equivalence between
a dass of 2 + 1 dimensional spin equations such as Myrzakulov equations and
Ishimori equation with Zakharov-Strachan aod Davey-Stewart80n equations,
respectively, will be brought out. Special localized solutions of some of"these
systems will also be reported.

5.B. LEBLE: Elementary and binary genemlized gauge tmns/ormations at
differential rings geometry

Elementary gauge transformations (with spectral parameter) of covariant
Zakharov-Shabat operators on differential rings and modules factorize Darboux
transformations. The form of such transformations is introduced and investiga
ted in general and for Schlesinger versions. Reductions are discussed. Binary
transformations that correspond to the iteration of elementary ones with special
choices of solutions of the Zakharov-Shabat problem and its conjugate are
intraduced. They widen the dass of possible reductions. We exhibit an infinite
simal version of the transform. Tbe geometrical meaning of the constructions
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via Darboux surfaces of the corresponding Lie group and generalizations for
rings is discussed. A generalization of Bianchi-Lie transformation formulas is
derived. Applications to the spectral theory of operators aod to soliton theory
are outlined. The example of N-wave interaction equation and its generalization
to rings is discussed. Soliton solutions and its infinitesimal deformations are
analyzed. It widens the class of initial conditioos and allows to check stability.

YI LI (IN COLLABORATION WITH P. OLVER): Convergence 0/ solitary-wave
solutions 0/ a perturbed bi·Hamiitonian system

This lecture is concerned witb tbe bi·Hamiltonian system

Ut + IIU:n : t = a Ua: + PUrrr + 3""(UUz + ""(11 (UUrrr + 2Ur Urr ) (1)

as a model to generalize the Korteweg-de Vries equation. However, different
from the KdV equation, the perturbed system possesses not ooly analytic
travelling wave solutions, but also weak, noo-analytic solitary-wave solutions,
called peakons and compactons. To understand singularity formations of these
weak solutions, we investigated the dynamical system governing travelling wave
solutions, showing that the nonlinear dispersion term UUrra: has generated
a singularity in the dynamical system, at which the compacton occurs. In
addition, we extended real-analytic solitary-wave solutions to functions defined

.on the complex plane, showing that they are analytic functions except for
countably many branch points and branch lines. We demonstrated that these
analytic functions converge to the functions whose restrictions to the real
line are peakons or compactons. Moreover, branch points of the analytic
functions also approach singularities of peakons or compactons in the process
of convergence. This fact has also been used to explain why peakons and
compactons are weak solutions of the system (1).

w.x. MA: Graded Symmetry Algebras 0/ Evolution Equations in 2+1 Dirnen·
. sioßS

Integrable hierarchies of evolution equations in 2 + 1 dimensions are presented
from Gelfand-Dikij spectral problems, which include the KP hierarchy and
the modified KP hierarchy as examples. Associated with each such hierarchy,
there exist infinitely many hierarchies of master symmetries which constitute
a graded Lie algebra. On tbe other hand, starting from graded Lie algebras,
time-dependent evolution equations, which may involve a group of arbitrary
time functions, are analyzed and their graded symmetry algebras are given.
The basic tool adopted is the Lax operator method, which mayaiso be applied
to higher dimensional cases.

F. MAORI (COLLABORATIVE WORK WITH G. FALQUI AND G. TONDO): Sepa.
ration 0/ variables /or bi.H~miltonian systems: a concrete example

The aim of tbis talk is to emphasize the role of the Hamiltonian structures in
the problem of constructing separable coordinates for a given Hamiltonian flow.
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We shall consider a specific example: the stationary flows of tbe Boussinesq
hierarchy. They are defined as folIows. In tbe space of third-order differential
operators Q = a: + u(z)8z +v(z), where u(z) and v(x) are two arbitrary peri
odic functions of the space coordinate x, one considers the submanifold M of the
operators obeying the non linear constraint [Q, (Qi)+] = 0, where (Qi)+ is the
differential part of the fourth power of the cubic root of Q (in tbe algebra of for·
mal pseudo-differential operators). One can provethat M is finite-dimensional:
dimM = 8. On M one considers the first three non trivial flows of the Boussinesq
hierarchy, defined by the equations 8Q/ätj =[Q, (Qi)+J for i = 1,2, 5.
Our aim is to prove that these equations cau be solved by separation of variables
aod that the separable coordinates ean be explieitly eomputed by earefully using
the bi-Hamiltonian structures of these equations. In fact, on tbe manifold M, one
can eonstruet a linear pencil of Poisson brackets {F, G}.x = {F, G}o + A{ F, G} 1

with the following properties:

1. it has two Casimir funetions H(A) = Hl A + H2 and K(.\) = H3 .\2 +
H4 A+ Hs; ...~

2. the functions H1 and H3 are Casimir functions of {F, G} l, tbe funttions
H2 aod Hs are Casimir functions of {F, G}a; v~

3. the functions H2,H4 and Hs are the Hamiltonian funetions, witb respect to
the first Poisson bracket {P, Gh, of the three vector fields under scrutiny;

4. the functions Hb H3, H4 are tbeir Hamiltonian functions with respect to
the second Poisson bracket {F,G}o;

5. all these functions are in involution with respect to a11 brackets of the
Poisson pencil.

This bi-Hamil tonian strueture of the Boussinesq flows ean be used to integrate
the equations of motion according to the following scheme.
First one considers a level surface S of the functions H 1 and H3 . It is a six
dimensional sympleetic leaf of the Poisson bracket {F, G}o. The given vector
fields are tangent to S, so they can be restricted to this manifold. The-ri -one
observes that both Poisson brackets {F, C}o and {P, C}l naturally reduce to
S (by a Marsden-Ratiu reduction procedure). So one ean conelude that S is
a Poisson-Nijenhuis manifold, i.e., S is a manifold endowed with a symplectic
form w {indueed by {F, G}o) and with a compatible Nijenhuis tensor N (induced
by {F,G}d.
The final step is to construct the Darboux coordinates defined on S. It is a
general result [lJ that on any Poisson-Nijenhuis manifold of dimension 2n,
there exist canonical coordinates (Aj; Jlj) such that w = Ei=1 dJlj A dAj and
N· dAj = Aj dAj, N· dJlj = Aj dJlj. The coordinates Aj are the roots of the
minimal polynomial of N;. tbe coordinates pj are tbe values, at the points
A = Aj, of a "conjugate" polynomiaI Jl = '0>"" + '2 A"-l + ... + In, where
/;., i = 0, ... , n , are suitable chosen functions. In this case, we have explicitly .
computed the Darboux coordinates for the stationary Boussinesq fiows, and we
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have shown that the Hamilton-Jacobi equation associated with the Hamiltonian.
functions (H2 , H4 , Hs) can be solved by separation of variables in the Darboux
coordinates.
In our opinion these Bows provide a good example of the tight connection bet
ween separable coordinates and the bi-Hamiltonian structure of soliton equati
ons.

[1] F. Magri, T. Marsico, Some developments 0/ the concepts 0/ Poisson ma
ni/olds in the sense 0/ A. Lichnerowicz, Gravitation, Electromagnetism
and Geometrical Struetures, (G. Ferrarese, 00.), Pitagora editrice, Bolo
gna 1996, pp. 207-222.

v .B. MATVEEV:. Darboux Transformations in Associative Rings and
Functional-Difference Equations

We formulate and prove same general eovariance theorems for a certain dass
of functional-difference or functional-differential multi-dimensional equations.
These theorems are not yet sufficiently explored. They include as a special
case the previous results of the author eoneerning the extension of the original
results by Darboux and Crum to tbe ease of nonabelian partial derivative,
differential-differenee and difference-difference evolution equations. We briefly
describe the applieation to the Hirota-like bilinear lattiee equations and some
other nonlinear integrable problems.

A. V. MIKHAILOV: Towards classification 0/ 2+ 1 dimensional integrable equa
hons: the symmetry approach

During the last 18 years tbe Symmetry Approach suitable for (1 + 1) di
mensional nonlinear partial differential equations and difference differential
equations has been created aod developed. It proved to be a powerful tool for
testing the integrability and solving the classification problem for integrable
equations. In the current work we try to extend the above theory to the 2 + 1
dimensional case. Tbe main feature of integrable quations in 2 + 1 dimension is
that the equations themselves, their higher symmetries and conservation laws
are nonlocal, and that is the main obstacle for a straightforward extension of
the 1 + 1 dimensional approach. To overcome this problem, a new concept of
quasi-Iocal functions which are a natural generalization of loeal functions is
introduced. All known integrable equation and its hierarchies of symmetries
and conservation laws can be described in terms of quasi-Iocal functions. This
observation will be exploited for an extension of the Symmetry Approach to
multi-dimensions, creating integrability testSt aod a classification of the most
important types of equations. Some results have already been obtained this
way. A few first integrability conditions for scalar equations based on the
eoncept of. quasi-Iocal functions have been fouod. A few first classification
results for Davey-Stewartson type equations, based on existence of one extra
symmetry, have beeo recently obtained.
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T. MIWA: Solvable lattice models and representation theory 0/ infinite dimen
sional algebras

I explain two topics from tbe semi-infinite construction of tbe highest weight
modules of the affine Lie algebra ;;2 and its q-deformation. One is on the iden
tification

with
EBiJ;::O,l V(Ad ® V(Aj ).

Here the latter is the tensor product of the level one highest weight modules.
This is used for solving tbe integrable quantum spin chain with mixed spins
(1/2,1).
The other is on polynomial identities related to tbe higher level characters for
;/2' In one side of the identities we count the number of bases of given weight
and degree, and in the other side I the number of symmetrie polynomials with
certain conditions. .
In both problems the energy functions in the crystaJ base theory pr;~~ an
essential role.

P. VAN MOERBEKE: Random Matrices And Soliton Equations

The spectrum of very large random matriees provide a model for excitation
spectra of heavy nuclei at high excitations (Wigner). The analysis of nuclear
experimental data has shown Uspectral rigidity" and Hlevel repulsion" . The dis
tribution of the spectrum of large random matrices have come up in the spaci~g
of the zeros of the Riemann (-function. It is also believed that tbe quantum ver
sion of chaotic dynamical systems leads to the same "spectral rigidity", typical
of random matrices.
What is the connection of random matrices with integrable systems? Is this
connection really useful? Introduce an appropriate time t = (tl, t2, ...)
dependence in the probability distribution

CN e-TrV(M)+E ti TrM
i dM,

where dM is a Haar measure on the space of N x N Hermitian matrices MN. The
probability that N eigenvalues belang to the disjaint union E =uHA2i-l, A2i] C
IR is a ratio of functions

TN(E t)
P(spectrum MN E E) = --(-')

TN t

whieh satisfy

(i) TN (t) and TN(E, t} are solutions of the K P-Equation.

(ii) T =(TN(H))N~O is a T-vector of the Toda lattice on tridiaganal symmetrie
matrices.
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("')G' V' h Ei>obi(i . I () cl ( )
111 wen - -= 7 = Ei>o ai(i ratlOna, T t an T E, t satisfy the follo-

- wing Virasoro eonstraiöts

(Ei (aiJJ!~m - bi..u!~m+l) -"2:i Ar+ 1f(Ad 8
8
Ai ) r(E,t) =0,

where, in the last expression, the time-part and the boundary-part decou
pIe.

Given same extra-conditions on V', it is possible to express the t-partials in
terms of A-partials of T. Putting these expressions ioto the K P equation leads
to a "non-commutative" K P hierarehy. In the special case where E = (A,oo),
the first equation of the hierarchy is one of the Painleve equations.
The methods ean be extended to eapture symmetrie aod sympleetic ensemble,
aod also coupled random matrices.

O. I. MOKHOV: On the equations 0/ associativity and compatible Poisson
structures 0/ hydrodynamic type

The problem of classifieations of compatible Poisson structures of hydrodynamic
type is studied. It is shown that in the two-component case such eompatible
pairs ean be completely described by a 4-eomponent homogeneous nondiago
nalizable system of hydrodynamie type, which has two double eigenvalues and
four eigenveeto:rs at any point. Two Riemann invariants of this system are
found and it is proved that tbe system has DO other Riemann invariants. An
integrable two-component reduction of the system is constructed. For an arbi
trary number of components N the theory of eompatible deformations of two
Frobenius algebras is developed. The equations of the eompatible deformations
eorrespond to some natural special ease of tbe equations for compatible Poisson
struetures of hydrodynamic type. For N = 2 these equations of deformations
are eompletely integrated.

F. NIJHOFF: Elliptic Solutions 0/ Lattice KP Systems and Integroble Discrete
Many-Body Systems

In arecent paper [F.W. Nijhoff, O. Ragnisco and V. Kuznetsov, Commun.
Math. Pbys., 1996] a discrete version of the Ruijsenaars' model (the relativistic
generalization of the Calogero-Moser model) was derived aod its integrability'
was proven as a multivalued Lagrangian map. This discrete model, which in its
generic form is given in terms of the Weierstraß u-function, was integrated in
the rational and hyperbolic limits, and in the the latter case a eonnection with
soliton solutions of the lattice KP equatioo'was pointed out. More recently,
Krichever and collaborators have shown how the discrete Ruijsenaars ' model
in the elliptic case arises from pole expansions of the lattice KP equation. In
the present talk another connectioD between lattice KP systems (including the
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lattice modified KP equations, Hirota-Miwa equation, etc.) and tbe Ruijsenaars,
model is explained. Tbe connection arises via linear integral equations with
arbitrary contours and measures and an elliptic kernel given in terms of the
Larne function 4ly(z) ~ O'{z + y)/{O'(z)u(y». Such integral equations had been
studied in the past in the rational case to study solutions of integrable partial
difference equations of J{P type. In the elliptic case special reductions (from
special choices of contours and measures) yield solutions of elliptic soliton type
and they are given in terms of tbe Ruijsenaars' Lax matrix. Tbe Ruijsenaars,
flow can be shown to be compatible witb tbe lattice KP flows. Finally, the
general problem of the existence of a "discrete" integration scheme for the
elliptic Ruijsenaars' model is discussed.

w. OEVEL: QR-Factonzation and Elementary Dressing Transformations of
the Toda Hiemrchy

QR-factorization of matrices is known to provide transformations leaving~tlie

(generalized) Toda hierarchy invariant. We consider the numerical algorithm
computing the orthogonal factor Q as a product of Ho'useholder (reflection)
matrices". It is shown "that for Lax operators of upper Hessenberg type the
partial transformations inrluced by the Householder matrices also provide
invariances of tbe Toda flows. In contrast to tbe complete QR·step, tbe partial
transformations are only elementary: they introduce an additional entry ioto
the Hessenberg matrices.

F. PEMPINELLI: Finite-Dimensional Systems Integrable via Inverse Scattering

The discrete spectral problem of Ablowitz-Ladik is considered in tbe case' in
which the potential has a finite support of length L. The spectral transform is
explicitly computed and a recurrence relation on the length L for computing it
in L algebraic step is given. This spectral transform ean be used to generate
via the scattering method a finite dimensional version of the dynamical systems
associated to the Ablowitz-Ladik spectral problem. A special case in which
the potential can be constrained to evolve in time on a semi-line is proposed.
In this case the evolution of the spectral transform is governed by a Riccati
equation. The truncated soliton (i.e. the potential obtained by putting to
zero the one soliton outside an interva.l of length L) ia examined in detail.
The sufficient aod necessary condition for having a soliton contained in the
truncated soliton solution is derived. Finally, the continuous counterpart of
these finite-dimensional systems is considered. The spectral transform via a
Ricatti equation and tbe special case of the truncated soliton is studied.

Q. RAGNISCO: Integmble Hamiltonian systems from co-algebras

I present an algorithm to eonstruct N-body (classical and quantum) completely
integrable Hamiltonian systems from representations of co-algebras with Casi
mir elements. In particular, this construction shows that q-deformations ean be
viewed as structures generating integrable deformations cf Hamiltonian systems
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with co-algebra symmetry. To illustrate the method, I consider as a first exam
pie a canonical realization of 80(2,1) that yields the Gaudin-Calogero system.
Then, the Drinfeld-Jimbo q-deformation of 80(2,1) is shown to yield an integra..
ble deformation of the previous model; finally, adeformation of the co-product
of the (1 + l)-Poincare algebra, compatible with the algebra itself, is shown to
provide a simple, but non-trivial Hamiltonian of the Ruijsenaars-Sehneider type.

P .C. SABATIER: On Multidimensional Darboux Transformations

In contrast to known results on one-dimensional Darboux transformations,
known results on multidimensional Darboux transformations do not seem
convenient for disentangling the sets of solutions in global inverse problems. In
the present paper, on one hand it is given a wide generalization of vectorial
Darboux transformation and a more limited generalization of binary transfor
mations. On the other hand, reduction of multidimensional transformations
in special examples is described to show the limits of their use in Inverse
Theory, to generate one dimensional transformations, and to give a better
understanding of how the latter ones work.

P.M. SANTINI (JOINT WORK WITH A. DOLIWA, J. CIESLINSKY AND S. MAN

AKOV): Discrete Geometry and Integrability in Multidimensions

We present the discretizations of some classical notions of Differential Geometry
and their eonnection with integrable difference equations in multidimensions. We
show that the diserete analogue of an N dimensional manifold in IR M, N :$ M,
parametrized by conjugate coordinates is what we eall an N -dimensional qua
clrilaterallattice, i.e. an N-dimensionallattiee x: ZN ~ RM whose elementary
quaclrilaterals are planar. We also prove that the N dimensional quadrilateral
lattice can be uniquely eonstructed assignihg N(N - 1) arbitrary fUßetions of
2 discrete variables on N(N - 1)/2 intersecting boundary surfaces [1]. We also
show that the discrete analogue of an N-dimensional orthogonalnet is what we
call a circular (spherical) lattice, Le., an N-dimensionallattice whose elemen
tary quaclrilaterals are inscribed in circles. We prove that the circular lattice is
a true reduction of the quadrilaterallattice, Le. the eireularity eonstraint, onee
imposed on the N(N -1)/2 boundary quadrilateral surfaces, is preserved in the
quadrilateral construction (2). We finally show that the above lattices can be
solved via the ä (dbar) dressing method; in particular, we identify the linear
constraint on the ä-data of the quadrilatal lattice, whieh allow one to solve the
cireular lattice [3].

[1] A. Doliwa and P.M. Santini, "Multidimensional quadrilateral lattiees are
integrable", Phys. Letters A 233, 365 (1997).

[2] J. Cieslinsky, A. Doliwa and P.M. Santini, "Tbe integrable discrete analo
gues of orthogonal coordinate 'systems are multidimensional cireular latti
ces", Preprint ROMEI-1167/97. To appear in Phys. Letters A.

[3] A. Doliwa, S.V. Manakov and P.M. Santini, "8-reductions of the multidi-
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mensional quaclrilateral lattice I: The multidimensional circular lattice",
Preprint ROMEl-1172/97

W.K. SCHIEF (IN COLLABORATION WITH B.G. KONOPELCHENKO): Three
dimensional integmble lattices in Euclidean spaees: eonjugacy and orthogonality

It i.s shown that the discrete Darboux system descriptive of conjugate lattices
in Euclidean spaces admits constraints on tbe eigenfunctions wbicb may be in
terpreted as discrete orthogonality conditions on the lattiees. Thus, it turns out
that the elementary quadrilaterals of orthogonal lattices are cydic. Orthogonal
lattices on lines, planes and spheres are discussed and the underlying integrable
systems in one l two and three dimensions are derived explicitly. A discrete
~nalogue of Bianchis Ribaueour transformation is mentioned and partieu]ar
orthogonallattices such as discrete Egorov coordinate systems are given.

E. SKLYANIN (I~ COLLABORATION WITH V. KUZNETSOV): Some remarks"on
Baecklund tronsfonnatlons fOT many-body systems

Using the n-partide periodic Toda lattice and Ruijsenaars' relativistic genera
lization of tbe elliptic Calogero..Moser system as examples, we revise the basic
properties of the Baecklund transformations (BT's) from the Hamiltonian point
of view. The analogy between BT and Baxter's quantum Q-operator poin~ed

out by Pasquier and Gaudin is exploited to produce a conjugated variable.JJ
for the parameter Aof the BT such that JJ belongs to the spectrum of the Lax
operator L(A). As a consequence, tbe generating function of the composition of
n BT's gives rise also to another canonical transformation separating variables
for the model. For the Toda lattice the dual BT parametrized by JJ is introduced.

Y.B. SURIS: Integrable discretizations for tatliee systems: local equations 0/
motion

The approach to the problem of integrable discretization based on the notion
of r-matrix hierarchies is developed. One of its basic features is the coincidence
of Lax matrices of discretized systems ·with the Lax matrices of tbe underlying
continuous time systems. A common feature of the diseretizations obtained
in this approach is non-Ioeality. We demonstrate how to overcome this
drawback. Namely, we introduee tbe nation of localizing changes of variables

. and construct such changes of variables for a large number of examples,
inc1uding the Toda and the relativistie Toda lattices, tbe Volterra and tbe
relativistic Volterra lattice, the second flows of tbe Toda and of the Volterra
hierarchies, the modified Volterra lattiee, the Belov-Chaltikian lattice, the
Bogoyavlensky lattices, the Bruschi-Ragnisco lattice, and a novel dass of
constrained lattice KP systems. Pulling back tbe differential equations of
motion nnder the localizing changes of variables, we find also (sometimes
novel) integrable ~ne-parameter deformations of integrable lattice systems.
Poisson properties of the localizing changes of variables are also studied: they
produce interesting one-parameter deformations of the known Poisson algebras.
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s. P . TSAREV: On superposition principles and completeness 0/ (2+1)
dimensional Baecklund transformations

The usual superposition formulas for Baecklund transformations of (2+1)
dimensional integrable systems include quadratures un~ike the weIl known ease
of (1+1)-dimensional integrable systems where the fourtb solution is found with
algebraic operations. We show how one can find an analogous extended formula
of nonlinear superposition for some (2+1)-dimensional integrable systems.
Also we solve positively the problem of (Iocal) density of solutions of such
(2+ 1)-dimensional integrable systems obtainable from a given initial solution
with conseeutive Baeeklund transformations in the space of aIl solutions of the
systems in question .

A.P. VESELOV: Integrable Gradient Flows and Morse Theory

Examples of Morse functions with integrable gradient fiows on some classical
Riemannian manifolds are eonsidered. This gives an explicit eeIl decompositi
on and geometrie realization of the homology for such a manifold. As another
application of tbe integrable Morse functions we give an elementary proof of
Vassiliev's theorem on the flag join of Grassmannians.

[1] A.P. Veselov aod LA. Dynnikov J "Integrable gradient flows aod Morse
theory", 8t. Petersburg Math. Journal, vo1.8, n.3 (1997),429-446.

M. WADATl: Collapse of the Bose-Einstein Condensate under Magnetic Trap

We consider the Bose-Einstein eondensate with attractive interparticle interacti
ons (more precisely, negative S-wave scattering lengths) under a magnetic trap.
By using a model equation, axiaIly symmetrie nonlinear Schrödinger equation
with harmonie potential terms J we investigate the time-evolution of tbe wave
function. We prove that the singularity of wave functions emerges in a finite time
even when the total energy of the system is positive. Wepresent a formula for
a eritieal number of atoms above which the collapse of the condensate oceurs.
This number can be the same as the one in tbe reeent experiment.

[1] T. Tsurumi and M. Wadati, J. Phys. Soe. Jpn. 66 (1997) 303l.

[2] T. Tsurumi and M. Wadati, J. Phys. Soe. Jpn. 66 (1997) 3035.

V.E. ZAKHAROV: Dressing Method in Differential Geometry

The dressing method ia one of the most powerful taols in the theory of solitons.
The advanced version of this method is based on the "non-Iocal ä-problem" .
Let X = X(A, X, x), x E C", be an N x N quasi-analytical matrix function of
A, XJ satisfyiog the equation:

(1)
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An integrable system can be construeted after introducing the set of commuting
differential operators

(2)

i == 1, ... , n, n 2: 3. Here h(A) are given commuting rational matrix functions.
The integral operator R commutes with all Di:

(3)

Ir h(A) are polynomials, condition (3) imposes an infinite number of differential
constraints on the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion

A~OO . (4)

They ean be interpreted as an integrable system with a set cf conservation laws.
The simplest choice h = ).,12 == A2 , 13 = 4).3, N == 1 leads to the KP-Il equation -
for U = 28Ql/8xl. ~~

The dressing metbod can be efficiently applied to solve problems of Classical
Differential Geometry. The easiest problem is the classifieation of conjugated
nets in n-dimensional Euclidean space. It is given by solving tbe system of
Laplaee equations

lfJi,j = QijY'j + QjiCf'i I

whose compatibility conditions lead to the Darboux system:

Qij,k = QikQkj ,

whieh ean be integratecl by p.osing

Now Qij =Qlij. The "dressing" matrix R has tbe form:

Rij(J.l, P, A, X, x) = eP:r:i-),:r:j Roij(JJ, P,)., X) .

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Solutions of the Laplace equations (5) are given by the solution of the ä-problem
dual to (1) having a simple pole at A= O.
Tbe next important problem is the classification of n-orthogonal conjugated
nets. Orthogonality imposes on Qij following additional constraints

BQij BQji "0+-8-+ LJ QiJcQjle=O,
Xj . Xi Jc~i#j

which is satisfied , if Ra obeys the t'differential reduction"

(10)
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Formulae (1-4) and (7-10) give the solution of the c1assical problem of classi
fication of n orthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems making it possible to
find all "rotation coefficientsU Pij = Qji. To find the Lame coefficients Bi
(Qij = B j-

1 8Hi/8xj) one has to consider the matrix function

<Pij(A t Ä, x) = Xij(At'x, x) e->'Zj .

Each column of<p at any given ..\ is a set of Bi.
Integration of the Lame-Darboux system (6),(9) makes it possible to solve ano
ther classical problem of Differential Geometry: the integration of the Gauss
Codazzi equations. They arise if n = 3 and 8Qij/8xj == O. Then Qlj = 0,
and the Lame-Darbou.x system degenerates to three equation for four rotation
coefficients Q21, Q31, Q32, Q23, equivalent to the Gauss-Codazzi system. This
procedure makes it possible to embed tbe theory of surfaees in 3-d space into
t~e tbeory of solitons.

[1] V. Zakharov t A. Shabat. An Integration Scheme for the Nonlinear Equa
tions of Mathematical Physics by the Method of the Inverse Scattering
Problem. Funk. Analiz i ego Prilozh. V8.. p 43-54 (1974)t v.8 P 226-235
(1974).

[2] V. Zakharov, S. Manakov. Construction of Multidimensional Nonlinear
Integrable Systems aod their Solutions. Funk. Anal. i ego Pbilozb. v19 p
11-25 (1985).

[3] V. Zakharov. Description of tbe n-Orthogonal Curvilinear Coordinate Sy
stems and Integrable Systems of Hydrodynamic typ~. Part 1. Integration
of tbe Larne equations, Duke Matbematical Journal 1998 (in press).

Berichterstatter: W. Oevel
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Submitted abstracts

. Intersection cohomology of toric varieties
Mark McConnell

Let E be a fan, and X = X(E) the associated toric variety. We explicitly
construet a eomplex of finite-dimensional real vector spaces whose cohomology
is the intersection eohomology of X. We use any perversity p; as special cases,
this includes ordinary eohomology and homology. If E comes from a convex
polytope P, then our complex computes hi = dimIH-k(X) (middle perversity),
where (hi ) is the generalized h-veetor of p. Our construction worles whether
or not E and P are rational; if they are not, it defines I H"-groups for "virtual
taric ·varieties" . For rational E, the computations can be carried out using the
author's programs Sheafhom.

Resolutions and the homology of chessboard and matching
complexes

Victor Reiner

The ehessboard and matebing eomplexes are two families of simplicial complexes
whose topology bas been studied by several different researchers..We show how
to eompute tbe rational homology ofthese eomplexes (and some'generalizations)
using results on tbe minimal free resolutions of eertain specific affine semigroup
rings. These results combine a folklore theorem about resolutions of semigroup
rings with resolutions of determinantal ideals due to Laseoux and Jozefiak, Pra
gacz, Weyman, and some more general resolutions of modules that we must
eompute. (Joint with Joel Roberts.)

Local-global intersection homology
Jonathan Fine

This paper defines new intersection homology groups. The basic idea is this.
Ordinary homology is locally trivial. Intersection homology is not. It may have
significant loeal cycles. A loeal-global cycle is defined to be a family of such
loeal cycles that is, at the same time, a global cycle. The motivating problem is
the numerieal characterisation of the Hag vectors of convex polytopes. Central
is a study of the cycles on a cone and a cylinder, in terms of those on the base.
This leads to the topologieal definition of loeal-global intersection homology,
and a formula for the expected Betti numbers of toric varieties. Various related
questions are also discussed.
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Torie varieties and eomplexes of modules
Masanori Ishida

For a finite fan Ä in areal space NR' we define the additive category GEM(6)
whose object is a collection of modules over exterior algebras. For a perversity
p, which is defined to be a map p : Ö\{O} --+ Z, we define a complex icp(A)·
of objects in GEM(ß) which we call tbe intersection complex of tbe fan ~. Let
Z (Ä) be the associated torie variety defined over C. By a natural funetor from
modules on f:::,. to differential eomplexes of coherent sheaves on Z(Ä), we get the
intersection eomplex of the torie variety eonsisting of coherent sheaves.

Minimal models of divisors of torie varieties
Shihoko Ishii

1. I construct a projective minimal model of a A-regular divisor whose adjoint
divisor has non-negative Kodaira dimension on a non-singular torie variety. The
model has the abundance. The proof of the existence also gives the algorithm
to eonstruct a minimal model.
2. As a relative version of 1., I construet a minimal model of a germ of a
hypersurface on an affine torie variety defined by a non-degenerate funeti~n.

Generalized McKay correspondenee for higher dimensionalr

singularities
Yukari Ito

Let G be a finite subgroup of SL(n, C). Ir we have a erepant resolution
11" : X --+ C n JG (i.e. Kx = Ox), then there is a conjecture, ealled McKay eorre
spondence, which is a relation between the Grothendieck group (or (eo)homology
group) of X and the representations (or eonjugacy classes) of G.
If n = 3, then we have a crepant resolution, but the construction depends on
the classifieation of the finite subgroup of SL(3, C). In esse n = 2, we ean eon
struet a minimal resolution using the Hilbert seheme of points of C2 without the
classification. When we consider the same for n = 3, there are same diffieultie3.
But if G is abelian, then we ean see the problems with torie geometry.
I would like to talk on more precise formulation of the eonjecture when X is a
certain variety associated with th~ Hilbert scheme of points in C n and on the
proof for an abelian subgroup G of SL(3, C). These new results are due to 8

joint work with H. Nakajima.

On erepant resolutions of Gorenstein toric singularities
Dimitrios I. Dais

In my talk I present two necessary eriteria for the existenee of erepant resolutions
of Gorenstein torie singularities in dimensions ~ 4.
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-Integral and reflexive simplices
Heinke Wagner

To any integral n-simplex ß = conv{uo, ... , vn } ~ Rn with 0 E intÖ a system
of weights Q = (qo, ... , qn) E Nn+l can be associated, S.t. 2:7=0 qiVi = O.
We describe an algorithm that allows to recover a simplex ß from its weight
system. This is done by associating to Q a system of n +1 lattices r Q,q, ~ zn in
which the positive orthant defines the rings of affine toric varieties that cover the
weighted projective space (w.p.s.) P(Q) of type Q. Dualizing and representing
everything with respect to tbe same lattice we obtain a simplex with weights Q,
and by the way, the fan of the W.p.S. P(Q). After giving a charaeterization of
the property of being reflexive in terms of Q, we describe an algorithm for the
classifieation of reflexive simplices of a given dimension n up to an isomorphism.
In the language of toric varieties this is equivalent to a classification algorithm
for projective torie Fano varieties with at most Gorenstein singularities and
cyclic Picard group. For n = 3 there are 27 reflexive pairs corresponding to 48
non-isomorphie such simplices/varieties.

An Euler-MacLaurin formula far rational polytopes
Michel Brion

We express the surn of values of a polynomial function at all lattice points of
a rational eonvex polytope, in terms of the integral of the funetion over the
deformed polytope (where all facets are translated .independently). This gener
alizes work of Khovanskii, Kantor and Pukhlikov, and gives some information
on thf> coefficients of the Ehrhart polynomial of a lattice polytope. As another
application, we express the Todd dass of a complete, simplicial torie variety in
terms of dasses of invariant divisors, refining a result of Pommersheim. Finally,
we recover a multidimensional version of the Euler-MacLaurin summation for
mula, announced by Cappell and Shaneson. These results appear in the ereile
Journal (1997) aod the Journal of the American Mathematical Society (two
papers, 1997). (Joint work with MicheIe Vergne.)

Lattice points in convex bodies, special values of the zeta function of
a totally real number Held, and toric varieties

J ames Pommersheim

Like the Riemann zeta function, the zeta function of a number field ean ·be
extended to a meromorphic funetion on C with a simple pole at s = 1. For a
totally real field, the values 9f the zeta function at negative integers are known
to be rational numbers related, via tbe Lichtenbaum conjectures, to the global
behaviour of the number field. In tbis talk, we present a new formula for these
numbers in tbe case of areal quadratic field. To do this, we use invariants arising
in the theory of torie varieties. In particular, we use the Todd operator appearing
in a theorem of Brion-Vergne (generalizing the theorem of Khovanskii-Kantor
Pukhlikov). (Jointwork with S. Garoufalidis.)
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An upper bound theorem ror rational polytopes
Margaret Bayer

The ''tork" h-vector of a rational polytope is the sequenee of middle perversity
intersection homology Betti numbers of the associated torie variety. We prove
the upper bound inequalityt hä-hi - 1 ~ (n-dtä- 2)t for rational d-polytopes with
n vertices. The proof uses a result of Braden and MacPherson on h-vectors of
quotient polytopest the Lawrenee polytope eonstruetion, and the upper bound
theorem for simpliciaJ polytopes.
In addition, the talk will deseribe brieBy same results obtained in joint work
with Richard Ehrenborg. These indude explicit formulas relating the torie h
vectorst the flag h-vectors aod the cd-indices of polytopes (or Eul~rian posets).
The formulas ean be proved in several waYSt using previous results by Fine,
Bayer-Klapper, and Ehrenborg-Readdy. As a. consequence we show that KaJai's
duality result, gn/2(P) = gn/2(P·), is the only equation relating the h-~~ors

of a polytope and its dual. Another corollary is a parity result ,on torie h-vectors
of zonotopes (or oriented matroids).

Weights on almost simple polytopes
CarlLee

A polytope is almost shnple if it becomes simple upon the truncation of its
vertices. We diseuss some weight-spaces on such polytopes whose dimensions
match the components of the torie h-vector. (Joint work with Sue Foege.)

Polytopallinear groups
Winfried Bruns

By a polytopallinear group we meao the group of graded automorphis~ of a
polytopaJ semigroup ring k(Sp}. Here k is a field, Pislattice polytope in zn,
and Sp is the semigroup generated 'hy the elements (x, 1) E zn+l. ~'

Generalizing classical results for GLm(k) and Aut(pm-l) ~ GLm(k)/k*we
show:
(a) rk(p) = gr.autk(k[Sp) is generated hy torus actions, elementary transfor
mations, and symmetries of P; moreover, the first two classes of automorphisms
generate the eonnected eomponent rk(p)O of unity. The elementary transfor
mations are defined hy so-ealled eolumn vectors.
(b) There exists a lattice polytope Q with the same normal fan as P such
that the natural antihomomorphism rk(Q) ~ Aut(X), X = Proj(k[Sp)), is an
antiisomorphism. (Here we assume that P is '''very ample".)
Theorem (h) is a deseription of the automorphism groups of alt projective toric
varieties. For this dass it generalizes theorems of Demazure and Cox.
We report on joint work with J. Gubeladze (Tbilisi).
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Quadratic binamial ideals with Da quadratic Gröhner hases
Takayuki Hibi

Let K be a field and K[t] = K[tl' t2,"" td] tbe polynornial ring in d variables
over K with each degti = 1. Let A = {fIt 12, ... , In} be a finite set of monomi
als belonging to K[t] baving tbe same degree and write K[A] for the affine serni
group ring which is generated by fIt 12, ... ,In. Let K[x] = K[Xl 1 X2, ... ,xn]
denote the polynomial ring in n variables over K. The tone ideal of A is the
kernel JA C K[x] of the surjective homomorphism defined by Xi t-t li E K[A].
We then know the hierarchy

JA has a quadratie Gröbner basis
=? KIA] is Koszul, Le., [TorflAl(K, K)]j = 0 for all i I- j
=? JA is generated by quadratie binomials.

However, for a long time, it is unknown if the eonverse of each ~ is true. Quite
recently, by [1] and, independently, by [3], the eonverse of each ~ turned out to
be false. The purpose of the present talk is to report sorne results and examples"
diseussed in (2] and [3].

[1 ] J .-E. Raos and B. Sturmfels, Monomial eurves defined by quadries, in
preparation.

[2 ] H. Ohsugi and T. Hibi, Koszul bipartite graphs, Adv. in Appl. Math, to
appear.

[3 1H. Ohsugi and T. Hibi, Torie ideals generated by quadratie binomials,
preprint (October, 1997).

Invariant valuatians in convex geometry
Daniel Klain

A valuation on the set of a11 compact eonvex subsets of Euelideah spaee is
a real-valued funetion that satisfies the inclusion-exclusion principle for pairs
of convex sets whose union is convex. Important examples include Euelidean
volume, surface area, the Euler eharacteristic, and eertain mixed volumes. Val
uations that are invariant under rigid motions (and other groups of rnotions)

"" are especially important in both convexity and integral geometry. This talk
will give abrief overview of valuations, their applications, and a eharacteriza-·
tion of several types of valuations, inc1uding those invariant under rigid motions
(Hadwiger's eharacterization theorem). The talk will conclude with same open
questions.

Same coherent unimodular triangulations
Günter Ziegler

The eombinatorics, existence and construction of eoherent (a.k.a. projective,
regular) unimodular (Le. basie, minimal) triangulations ("CUTs") are at the
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eore of the resolution of singularities in torie geometry.
In this lecture we diseuss two results outside torie geometry which also reduee to
CUTs: All abelian complete-intersection quotient singularities have projective
crepant resolutions (Dais-Henk-Z 1997), and the Semistable Reduetion Theo
rem (Kempf et aJ. 1977).
Our survey of methods includes the Hyperplane Lemma, hypersimplex trian
gulations (Santos 1997), lattiee joins and expansion, and the classifieation of
elementary simpliees aceording to width.
Strange examples in this eontext include a 9-dimensional 0/1 polytope which
has a UT but 00 CUT (Ohsugi-Hibi, Firla-Z 1997), and a ~imensional lat
tiee tetrahedron that is eovered by a hinary eycle supported on unimodular
simpliees, hut has no UT (Firla-Z 1997).

The antiprism fan of a convex polytope
Anders Björner

Let P be a d-dimensional convex polytope "in Rd and p. its polar dual"':(with
respect to the origin (interior to both). The map x -+ (x, 1) places a eopy" of P
in the hyperplane with last coordinate +1 in Rd+l, and x -+ (x, -1) places a
copy of p. in tbe parallel hyperplane at -1. From now on we identify P and
p. with these eopies.
Construet a d-dimensional polyhedral eell complex Cp sitting in (d + l)-space
(possibly with self-interseetions) as follows. Take as maximal ceIls P, p. and
all polytopes of the form F E9 F*, where F is a proper face of P and p. the
dual face of p.. Here "E9" denotes the join operator, whieb is legal sinee P and
F· sit in skew subspaces of eomplementary dimensions. Thus, all maximal cells
P E9 F· are d-polytopes.
The following facts are shown:

1. Cp is a shellable polyhedral sphere embedded in Rd+l without self
interseetions and with the origin in its interior.

2. Cp is the boundary of a (d + 1)-polytope if aod only if for each proper
face F of P the perpendieular in d-space from the origin to tbe affine
span of F hits aff(F) in the relative interior of F. Every 3-polytope can
be realized so that this condition is satisfied, but the question is open in
higher dimensions.

3. Cp is star-eonvex with respect"1o the origin in R d+1, Le., any ray em
anating from the origin intersects the body of Cp in exactly one point.
This has the eonsequence that Cp spans a complete fan X p centered "at
the origin of (d + 1)-space. Ir the polytope Pisrational then so is the fan
Xp.

4. The face lattiee of Cp (and of Xp ) is isomorphie to the poset of all intervals
of Lp (the face lattice of P) ordered by reverse inclusion (include the
empty interval to get a top element).
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5. The toric h-polynomial of X p is related to the g-polynomials of P, P*,
and all their faces F, F* via tbe following summation over the face lattice
of P:

hxp(x) = E xdimF+lgF(l/x)gF.(X)
F€Lp

Enumeration in ranked posets
Gabor Hetyei

We show that the closure of the convex cone generated by all fiag f·vectors
of graded posets is polyhedral. In particular, we give the facet inequalities to
the polar cone of all nonnegative chain·enumeration functionals on this dass
of posets. These are in one-one correspondence with anticbains of intervals
on the set of ranks and thus are counted by Catalan numbers. Finding all
extreme rays seems to be an extremely hard problem in the field of combinatorial
optimiziation. Furthermore, we prove that the convolution operation iotroduced
by Kalai assigns extreme rays to pairs of extreme rays in most cases.
The labeling-technique used in tbe proof of our main theorem may· be replaced
with any labeling from a larger dass which we call chain-edge labelings with the
first atom property. Such labelings allow to decompose the. order complex of
aoy graded partially ordered set in a ushelling.like" manner: the interseetion of
the lastly added cell with the previous part will always be homotopy equivalent
to a ball or to a sphere. A special subclass of these labelings is the dass of
lexicographically shellable posets studied by Björner and Waehs.
This is a joint work with Louis J. Billera. .

Valuation algebras and binomial ideals
Bernard Teissier

Given a field k and a loeal noetherian excellent integral k-algebra R, to each
valuation v of the field of fraetions K of R which is positive on R and trivial on
k, denoting by iP the (totally ordered) group of values of v, I associate to (R, v)
the valuation algebra

AI/(R) = E9 PrJ>(R)v-rJ> C R[v~],

rJ>E~

where PrJ>(R) = {x E R/v(x) ~ tI>} and R[v~] is the group algebra with eoef
ficients in R. Setting Pt(R) = {x E R/v(x) > t/>}, the main interest of this
algebra is that it realizes a specialization, parametrized by Spec k[v~+], of R to
the graded ring

gr"R = E9 'Pt/J(R)/P;(R).
rJ>E~+

If the valuation ring of 11 has residue field k, grl/R is a torie variety (defined
by binomials in countably many variables), and its resolution should contain aB
the combinatorics associated with tbe loeal uniformization of (R, v).
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Witnessing irregularity and incoherence
Louis J. Billera

We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a polyhedral subdivision ß
(fan E) to be incoherent (equivalently, irregular, Le., to fall to have a strictly
convex lifting). In partieuhu, 6 (E), having vertices (rays) {Vi,"" V n } ~ R d ,

is incoherent if and only if there exist affine (linear) relations XCI E Rn for each
maximal cell (J in ß (E) such that

(i) xf 2: 0 if Vi rt (J V (J and 3 u, ur ~ u with xf> 0,

(ii) Eu X U = 0, tbe SUffi over all maximal cells.

A family of relations satisfying (i) and (H) is called a witness to the incoberence
of ß (E). We apply this to Ewald's whirls and Björner's antiprism fan.
(Joint work with R. Hastings.)

A-graded ideals
Irena Peeva

Let A be a finite subset of Nd and J be tbe taric ideal defined by A. An ideal
M is ealled A-graded if it has tbe same multigraded Hilbert funetion as J.
The study of A-graded ideals was initiated by Arnold, who showed that the
structure of such ideals is encoded in eontmued fractions in the esse wlifm J
defines a monomial curve· in A3 . Arnold, Korkina, Post and Roelofs proved
that if J defines a monomial eurve in A 3 then auy A-graded ideal is isomorphie
to an initial ideal of tbe torie ideal J. Later, Sturmfels studied arbitrary A
graded ideals and related their strueture to subdivisions of the convex envelope
of A. He conjectured the following generalization of Arnold-Korkina-Post
Roelofs' result: if the torie ideal J has eodimension 2 then any A-graded ideal
is isomorphie to an initial ideal of J. We prove this conjecture. This is a joint
work with Vesselin Gasharov.

Toric quiver varieties
Klaus Altmann

Let Q be a quiver eonsisting of a set of vertices Qo and a set of arrows Qlt
respectively. Whenever you are given a so-ealled weight 8 E ZQo satisfying
E, B, = 0, there is a lattiee polytope, tbe 80w polytope ß(Q, 8) := R~bn1T-l(8)

with 11" denoting tbe incidence map 1t' : ZQl ~ ZQo. If 8 = BC :=:: ;(1) is the
eanonical weight, then 6(Q,8C

) is reflexive.
Whenever 8 is in general position (avoiding cectain walls), then the projective
torie variety associated to 6(Q,8) is tbe fine moduli space of 8-stable repre
sentations of Q with dimension vector 1. Our main theorem is that, for the
canonical weight, the direct summands of the universal bundle T form a strong
exceptional sequence on this moduli space.
This is joint work with Lutz Hille (Hamburg).
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Strange duality and polar duality
Wolfgang Ebeling

Arnold's strange duality between the 14 exeeptional unimodal singularities ean
be eonsidered as part of a 2-dimensional version of Mirror Symmetry. We
eonsider a relation between this duality and apolar duality between the Newton
polytopes of the siogularities which was ohserved by M. Kobayashi. We show
that this relation eontinues to hold for the extension of Arnold's strange duality
fouod by C. T. C. Wall and the speaker. By a method of Ehlers-Varehenko, the
characteristic polynomial of the monodrorny of a hypersurface siogularity cau be
computed from the Newton diagram. This method is generalized to the isolated
complete intersection singularities emhraced in the extended'duality. We use this
to explain the duality of characteristic polynomials of the monodromy discovered
by K. Saito for Arnold's original strange duality and extended by the speaker
to the other cases.

Flops of hypergeometric functions on toric varieties
Nobuki Takayama

We will discuss about a correspondeoce between polyhedral geometry of a given
set of points A and the A-hypergeometric system introduced by Gelfand, Kapra
nov and Zelevinsky. Natural domain of definition of the A-hypergeometric sys
ten is the toric variety defined by the secondary fan of A, of which face lattice
is isomorphie to the face lattice of the regular polyhedral subdivisions of A. For
each maximal dimensional cone Cw of the secondary fan, we can associate a
vector of vol(A) hypergeometrie series ~(Cw; z). This vector of hypergeometric
series naturally appears in studies of mirror maps for Calabi-Yau threefolds in
torie variety (Ho80no, Lian and Yau).
It is known that ~(Cw; z) is the analytic eontinuation of 4l(Gw'; z). We will
discuss about the problem of finding the analytic eontinuation of ~(Cw; z) to
the cone Cw'; we will determine the constant matrix M (ew , Gw') such that

where 'Y·4>(Cw ; z) denotes an analytic eontinuation of <I>(Cw ; z). Dur explicit
formula of M (Cw , Cw') is expressed in terms of flops (modifications) of triangu
lations of A.

Aigebraic shifting increases relative homology
Art Duval

We show that algebraic shifting applied separately to a simplicial eomplex and
subcomplex increases relative homology Betti numbers in each dimension. In
other words, for simplicial complexes L ~ K, we show ßi(6(K), 6(L» ~

ßi(K, L), where Ä denotes the algebraic shifting operation, and ßi denotes rel
ative Betti numbers in dimension i.
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This may bave applications for cbaracterizing jointly tbe f-vectors, Betti num
bers, and relative Betti numbers of a pair of simplicial complexes.

Equivariant intersection homology of compact toric varieties
Karl-Heinz Fieseler

The intersection homology groups IH·(X) of a compact tarie variety X (with
respect ta the middle perversity and rational eoefficients) can be eomputed by
induetion on dim X. In order to get a better understanding of tbe intersection
(eo)bomology groups it is thus necessary to investigate tbe different steps in
the induetion procedure. This is mest easily done by replacing usual intersec
tion homology groups IHe(x) with equivariant intersection bomology IHf(X).
Both theories provide the same information, sinee

when BT = {poo)n, n = dimX, is tbe clQSSifying space of the torus T, but
the equivariant theory bas a much simpler behaviour than usual intersection
homology under the intermediate steps of the computation,· wbere also noo
eompact torie Varieties have to be considered and the above Künneth formula
does not hold any langer. .

Quotients of toric varieties
Annette A'Campo-Neuen

We eonsider quotients for the action of a subtorus H of the big torus on a
torie variety X. Sinee categorical quotients with respect to tbe eategory '.of
algebraie varieties do not exist in general we introduce the following notion of
quotient whieh seems more appropriate in this setting: We eall an H -invariant
torie morphism p : X -+ Y a toeic quotient if every H -invariant torie morphism
f : X -+ Z factors through p.
Our main result is the following theorem: A torie quotient always exists and
there is an e?,plicit algorithm for construeting the quotient from the eombina
torial data eorresponding to the pair eonsisting of the subtorus and the torie
variety.
We also discuss relations to the so-ealled good quotients. Finally, we give an
example of a C·-action pn a smooth open subvariety of C4 such that the torie
quotient is C3, but the toric quotient map is not surjective. That implies that
in this ease a categorieal quotient for the eategory of algebraic varieties eannot
exist.
(Joint work with Jürgen Hausen.)
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Width of lattice-free simplices
Jean-Michel Kantor

Among integral polytopes ( vertices with integraJ coordinates) , lattice-free poly
topes - intersecting the lattice ONLY at their vertices- are of particular interest
in combinatorics and geometry of nunibers. A natural question is to measure.
their "width" (with respect to the integrallattice ).There were no known exam
pIes of lattice-free polytopes with width bigger than 2 .We prove the following
Theorem: Given any positive number a strictly inferior to !, for d large enough
there exists a lattice-free simplex of dimension d and width superior to ad.

Abstracts of informal talks:

Two remarks about coherent triangulations
Günter Ewald

Remark 1 extends a theorem of Gelfand, Kapranov, and Zelevinski about char
acterizing coherent triangulations of a polytope by Gale transforms to arbitrary
cell decompositions. Remark 2 applies the theorem to present a dass of noo
coherent eell decompositions.

Problems on the Minkowski sums of convex lattice polytopes
Tadao Oda

Let P and P'be eonvex lattiee polYtopes in MR := Rr :J zr =: M. We have

(*) (Mnp) + (M0P') c Mn{p+pl),

where P + p' is the Minkowski sum of P and pI, while the left hand side means .

{m+m/lme Mnp,m' E MnP'}.

We need not have the equality in (.) even if both P and P' are nice (e.g.,
absolutely simple).
Hopefully, we have the equality in (.) at least when P is absolutely simple and
pi is obtained from P by independent parallel translations of facets.
The problem is dosely related to the diagonal ideal of the product of a smooth
projective torie variety with itself, which in itself is an important object of study
in algebraie geometry.

The intersection cohomology vanishing and the g-theorem
Tadao Oda

In his proof of the necessity part of the g-theorem, Stanley (1980) used a conse
quenee (*.) of the strong Lefschetz theorem for torie projective varieties with at
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warst orbifold singularities. McMullen (1993) proved tbe consequence entirely
in the framework of polytopes in tenns of tbe polytope algebras.
On tbe other band, Ishida (1994) succeeded in describing the intersection coho
mology (with respect to various perversities) of tone varieties entirely in terms
of fans, and, proved clirectly the vanishing theorems which in the general case
are important consequences of tbe decomposition theorem for tbe intersection
cohomology.
We can derive (.*) from Ishida's vanishing theorems, hence get another proof
of the necessity part of the g-theorem entirely in the framework of polytopes
and fans.

Topology of the combinatorial Grassmannian
Laurs Anderson

I will discuss 8 combinatorial model, due to MacPherson, for the Grassmanniah
of k-planes in Rn. By viewing an oriented matroid as a "combinatorial analog
to a vector space" , one can define the eombinatorial Grassmannian as tbe order
eomplex of a certain poset of oriented matroids. Recent results suggest that this
combinatorial model captl:lres much of the topology of the real Grassmannian,
offering new combinatorial approaches to subjects such as characteristic classes.

A combinatorial formula for the Bando-Calabi-Futaki charaeters on
torie orbifolds

Yasuhiro Nakagawa

Let X be a torie orbifold, and L a holomorphic line bundle on X with cl(L) >'0.
When L is the anti-eanonicalline bundle Ki1 of X, we consider the existence
problem for an Einstein-Kähler metric whose Kähler form represent the de
Rham cohomology dass 211"Cl(L) = 21TC1(X), AB to such existenee of Einstein
Kähler metricS, an obstruetion, whieh is ealled the Futaki eharacter I is known.
For the general L, Bando, Calabi, and Futaki generalized this Futaki eharacter
to an obstruetion to the existence of eonstant scalar curvature Kähler metrics
whose Kähler form represent the de Rham cohomology dass 2tiCl(L), which we
catl the Bando-Calabi-FUtaki eharacter. In this talk, we shall give a combina
torial formula for the Bando-Calabi-Futaki character on torie orbifolds, which
allows us to calculate this eharacter on torie orbifolds easily. Moreover, we also
discuss about Calabi's structure theorem for the automorphism groupf which is
an obstruetion to tbe existence of an extremal Kähler metric.

Berichterstatterin: Heinke Wagner
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 42/1997

"Einhüllende Algebren und Darstellungstheorie"

2. Nov. bis 8. Nov. 1997

Dies war die neunte Oberwolfa.cher Tagung über Einhüllende Algebren von
Lie-Algebren nach den vorangega.rigenen in den Jahren 1973, 1975, 1978,
1982, 1985, 1987, 1990 und 1995.

Die Tag1.mg fand lUlter der Leitung von W. Borho (Wuppertal), M. Dufto
(ENS Paris), A. Joseph (Paris 6 und Rehovot) und R. Rentschler (Paris 6)
statt.

Die Taglmg "Einhüllende Algebren und Darstellungstheorie" war dazu be
stimmt, die jüngsten Ergebnisse und laufende Entwicklungen aufzuzeigen.
Die meisten Vorträge betrafen die halbeinfache Situation.
Die Tagung war geprägt durch neue FragestellWlgen und Resultate, durch
den Ausbau und die Verfeinenmg bestehender Methoden, sowie durch das
Auftreten neuer Methoden. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen die folgen
den Gebiete, die infolge ihrer Verbundenheit mit Untersuchungen Einhüllender
Algebren und ihrer Darstellungen in enger Wechselwirkung miteinander ste
hen:

1. Differentialoperatoren auf Lie-Gruppen und auf Lie-Algebren

2. Neuere Entwicklungen in Bezug auf die Gelfand-Kirillov Vermutung
(sowohl klassisch, wie auch im quantisierten Fall)

3. (Co- )adjungierte Orbiten lmd ·Verwendung ihrer symplektischen Struk
tur

4. Quantendeformationen EinhiUlender Algebren und davon abgeleitete
Algebrell einschliesslich Quantenfunktionenalgebren

5. Spezielle Aspekte der DarstellWlgstheorie, insbesondere Kippmoduln
(für Kac-Moody Algebren, für Quantengruppen mit Einheitswurzelpa-
rameter, sowie in Characteristik p) ; Struktur von 1\g .



6. Kanonische Basen

7. Fragen der Cohomologie

8. Multiplizitäten, affine Hecke Algebren, Kazhdan-Lusztig Polynome sowie
Posi tivi tätsfragen

9. Köcher und Hall-Algebren

Der Zusammenhang von Einhüllenden Algebren mit Differentialoperatoren _
ist nunluehr klassisch. Es wurden neue Resultate vorgestellt über gewisse •.
invariante bezw. biinvariante Differentialoperatoren. Ausserdem wurden die
neuesten Entwickhmgen in Bezug auf die Gelfand-Kirillov Vermutung wieder-
gegeben (sowohl klassisch wie auch im quantisierten Fall).

In Bezug auf Orbiten wurde berichtet über die adjungierte Operation im
unipqtentell Radikal einer Pro"abolischen, sowie über Abelsche Systeme auf
gewissen coadjungierten Orbiten (mit darstellungstheoretischen Konsequen
zen lUld rnit einer Beschreibung des ganzzahligen Momenten-Polytops).

Eine grosse R.olle spielen Quantendeformationen Einhüllender Algebren (Quan
tengruppen) sowie davon abgeleitete Algebren einschliesslich der sogenannten
Quantenfunktionenalgebren (die sich aus dem Hopf-Dual ergeben). Einer
seits stösst man im Vergleich zu den üblichen Einhüllenden Aigebren auf neue
oder verfein~rte Fragestellungen (R-Matrix, PI-Stntktur bei Eiilheitswur
zelparanletern, I<ippmoduln), zum anderen tauchen mit den Quantenfunktio
llenalgebren ganz neue Algebren auf, deren Spektrum sich oft in interessanter
und natürlicher Weise stratifizieren lässt.

In Fragen der Darstellungstheorie wurden einerseits verschiedene Irreduzibili
tätsresultate präsentiert; zum anderen Untersuchungen von Kipp-Moduln für _
Kac-Moody Algebren, für Quantengruppen (mit Einheitswurzelparameter) •
sowie in Characteristik p, einschliesslich von Zusanunenhängen dieser Situa
tionenen (insbesondere unter Verwendung von 1l[v](v,V-l) als Grundring) .
Präsentiert ww'de ein detailliertes Resultat (Kostant) über die Struktur von
I\g mit Anwendlmg auf minimale K-Typen diskreter Serien.
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Drei Vorträge befassten sich mit Fragen der Cohomologie: Ein neuer Zugang
zur Ginzburg-Darstellung in der Cohomologie gewisser Springer-Fasern, ein
Gegenbeispiel bezüglich Hanlon's VermutWlg, sowie Fragen der endlichen
Dimensionalität bezüglich des Cohomologierings von Lie-Superalgebren mit
reduktivem geraden Anteil.

Relativ neu sind die sogenannten kanonischen (oder kristallinen) Basen (im
nilpotent positiven Teil von Quantengruppen) . Sie stellen ein sehr wirk
sames Hilfsmittel dar, da sie insbesondere oftmals mit gewissen Untermodul
strukttu"en verträglich sind. Es wurden präsentiert Untersuchungen über
das (eingeschränkt) multiplikative Verhalten von dual-kanonischen Basen,
sowie die Konstruktion bemerkenswerter Basen für DatstellWlgen synunetr
sierbarer Kac-Moody Algebren; eine Konstruktion, die etwa einen alterna
tiven Beweis von Demazure's Charakterformel ermöglicht.

Seit der Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vermutung (Ende der 70er Jahre) und ihres Be
weises weiss man, dass die von Hecke-Algebren herrührenden Kazhdan-Lusztig
Polynorne ein aussagekräftiges Mittel zur BestimmlUlg von Multiplizitäten
in verschiedenen Situationen -darstellen. Sie eröffnen ein weites Feld neuer
Frage.stellungen ; beispielsweise bezüglich der Gestalt gewisser ~erallgemei

nertmgen ( KostkaKompositions-F\mktionen) im Rahmen sogenannter dop
pelter Hecke-Algebren : von besonderem Interesse sind (wie präse~tie!t) Re
s~tate der Ganzzahligkeit und Fragen der Positivität" der Koeffizienten.
Auch wenn Kazhdan-Lusztig-Polynome und ihre Koeffizienten erlauben, die
Dimension gewisser Gewichtsräume zu bestimmen, so bleiben Fragen und
Antworten (wie präsentiert) nach der Existenz kombinatorischer Formeln,
cl.h. von Formeln in denen die Terme offensichtlich ganzzahlig und nichtne
gativ sind.

Ein neuer Zugang zu Quantendeformationen Einhüllender Algebren und zu
den kanonischen Basen ist die Verwendung von Hall-Algebren im Zusam
menhang mit Darstellungen gewisser Köcher, wobei in gewisser Weise die
Anzahlen von Erweitertmgen gezählt werden. Auf diese Weise ist beispiel
sweise ein neuer Zugang zu Lusztig's Automorphismen von Quantengruppen
möglich. ~.
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Insbesondere die neuen Methoden der letzten Jahre: Quantengruppen, kano
nische (kristalline) Basen, Kipp-Moduln, Hall-Algebren haben eine Reihe
neuer und unerwarteter Impulse gegeben. Die Vorträge spiegelten die Reich
haltigkeit der Entwicklung, die Lebendigkeit des Themas, sowie die Zusam
menhänge der verschiedenen Aspekte wider.·

Vortragsauszüge

Jacques ALEV :
A Survey on the Gelfand Kirillov conjecture : classical and
quantum

We present. the Gelfancl Kirillov conjecture and some recent developments
aLont it : a class oi' counter examples (joint work with A. Ooms and M. Van
den Bel'gh), the fact. that it is true for algebraic Lie algebras of dimension
~ 7 alld also the fact that it is now proved für Uq (5l(n)) and Qjq[G] by F.
Millet anel P. Caldera. We also present a non commutative analog classical
Noethel"s problem in the spirit of the Weyl skew fields.

Henning Haahr ANDERSEN :
Tilting modules for algebraic groups and quantum groups

Let G be a reductive algebraic group over a field k of characteristic p. Fix
a maxiInal torus T, set X = X(T), the character group of T and choose a
dOlllinallt chamber X+.

Für each dominant weight ,\ E X+ we have the Weyl module ~(,x), the dual
Weyl rnodule \7(A) and the simple module L('x), all having highest weight A.
In addition there exists a unique indecomposable tilting module T(A) with
highest weight A. Here tilting is having both aß-filtration alld a V-filtration.
If {Ab A2) "') A,.} = {vl[T(A) : 6(v)]} =I- 0 is ordered such that Ai > Aj only
if i < j then T(A) has a unique ß-filtration of the form

oC ß(A) = Eo C EI C ... C Er = T(A)

with EilEi- 1 ~ Li (Ai)da . We recall the Ringel construction which gives
~ = dirn Extb(l~.(Ai)' Ei-I)'
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The very same procedure works for the quantum group Uq corresponding to
G when q E C is a p'th root of 1. Denoting the tilting modules Tq in trus
case we have :
Conjecture. Suppose < A + P, ä > < r? for al1 raots a and p > h. Then

eh T(>'-) = eh Tq(A).

We show that this conjecture is equivalent to a statement about the
ExtbA (D.q(Ai), Ei-tJ, i = l. ..r where A = 7l[v](v,v-l)'

Alexander BRAVERMAN :
On Ginsburg's Lagrangian construction of representations cf GL(n)
(joint work with D. Gaitsgory). "
It was observed by V. Ginzburg that one could realize irreducible representa
tions of the group GL(n,G;) in the cohomology of certain Springer's tibers for
the group GL(rl) (for all d E lN). However, Ginzburg's construction of the
action oE GL(n,~) on the above cohomology was rather complicated (he con
st.ructed explidtly the action of the Chevalley g"enerators of the Lie algebra
gl(n)). -

In this workwe give a very simple construction of the action of GL(n,~) on
the above cohomology, which avoids checking the Serre relations for~g~nera
tors. As an application we reprove the theorem of Bressler, Finkelbe!g and
Lunts about irreducibility of the characteristic cycle of intersection oohomol
ogy sheaves on Grassmannians.

Philippe CALDERO :
The .Gelfand-Kirillov conjecture ror quantum algebras
Let q be Cl. complex not root of one and 11 be a semi-simple Lie C-algbra.
Let (lq(g) be the quantified enveloping algebra of Drinfeld-Jimbo, Uq(n-) ®
UU®Uq(n) be its triangular decomposition andG:;q[G] the associated quantum
group. We describe explicity Fract Uq(n) and Fract Cq[G] as a quantum Weyl
field. A similar description is given for tbe quantified field of regular fonctions
on a Schubert Variety. We use for this a quantum analogue of the Taylor
Lemma. If q is a root of one, then we may extend these result for Uq(n}. We
obtain in this way the center Z(Uq (n)).
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Jean-Yves CHARBONNEL :

On biinvariant differential operators on a Lie group.

Let G be a connected Lie group whose Lie algebras is g. For x in g, the inverse
image by the exponential map of the left invariant vector field generated by
x, is denoted by L(x). The map L is a Lie algebra homomorphism from 9
to the tmderlying Lie algebra of the a1ge~ra of differential operators on 9
with formal power series coefficients. This map has a natural extension to
the enveloping algebra of g. It will be denoted by the same symbol L. For
x in g, the vector field on 9 defined by the adjoint action of x is denoted by
W{3:). The ulap W is a Lie algebra homomorphisnl from 9 to the underlying
Lie algebra of the algebra of differential operators on 9 with POIYllOmial
coefficients. We are interested in the following problem:

Let z be a point in the center of the enveloping Lie algebra and pz its image
by the Dufio's isomorphism. Let j be the usual analytic g-invariant function
at the neighbourhood of 0 on g. Does the element jL(Z)j-l - pz belong to
the left ideal of the algebra of differential operators on 9 with formal power
series coefficients, generated by the elements W(x) + t1'(ad(x)), where x is
in g.

In the solvable case it is a consequence of a Kashiwara-Vergne result about
Canlpbell-Hausdorff fonnula. In the semi-simple case, it is a corollary oE
a Levasseur-Stafford result. In this lecture, we prove that it is true in the
case of an algebraic Lie algebr·a. As in the Levasseur-Stafford work, the
Harish-Chandra result about invariant eigen-distributions plays an important
I'ole. The second step of the proof is to prove that a differential operator on
g, with polynomial coefficients, belangs to the left ideal generated by the
elements W(x) + tr(ad(x), iE and only its Fourier transform annihilates the
distributions defined by the invariant measures on all coadjoint orbits.

Vyjayant.hi CHARI :

Kostant-Lusztig rarms rar quantum affine algebras

Let Uq(g) be the quantized universal enveloping algebra of the affine alge
bra 9 and let UA(g) be the A = (;[q, q-l]-subalgebra of Uq(g) generated by

6
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the q-divided powers of the Chevalley generators. We prove a triangular de
composition for UA(g) and use this to classity irreducible finite-dimensional
representations 'of quantum affine algebras at a root of unity.

Maria GORELIK :

The prime spectrum of a quantum Bruhat cell translate.
We study the prime and primitive spectra of a class of non-cormnutative rings
which are parametrized by a split semisimple Lie algebra and an element w
of the corresponding Weyl group W.

Such an nlgebra is a quantum analogue of the ring of regular ftmctions
GJ[wB-BIB] on the open Bruhat cell translate.

The prinle spectrum is presented as a disjoint tmion of strata X(y;;)'~ with
y, z E W satisfying y ~ w ~ z. The stratum X(y, z)w turn oJt" to be
essentially independent of w.

These results generalize the results of A. Joseph in the case w = e.

Caroline GR.USON :
Cohomology of simple Lie superalgebras with reductive even part

The aim of this talk is to' describe the cohomology ring of simple Lie subal- .
gehras with reductive even part with trivial coefficients.

For basic classical cases, s((m, n) m 1= n, osp(m, 2n), G(3), F(4) and D(2, 1, a),
and for q(2n), we have a theorem stating that the homology into (sorne) fi
nite dinlensional modules is a finite dimensional vector space~ It is possible
to conlpute the cohomology with trivial coefficients. It has already been
cornputed by F\tks for the cases s((m, n), m # n and osp(m,2n).

For the remaining cases J q(2n + 1), p(n) and psl(n, n), the cohomology with
trivial coefficients is no lünger a finite dimensional vector space hut a ring
wi th Krull dirnension 1.

Malek KEBE;

Sur la classification des V-algebre quantiques.

Nous eonsiderons ici lme generalisation des algebres enveloppantes quan
tiques de Drillfeld-Jimbo. 11 est important de noter qU'Wle algebre de ce
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type
J

notee Uq , ne correspond pas toujours aune quantification de l'algebre
enveloppante d'une algebre de Lie de Kac-Moody. On se propose alors de
donner, dans une certaine mesure, une elassification des analogues quantiques
des O-algebres semipremieres introduites par Joseph. Soient t 1'ensemble des
elements de type groupe de ug et Uq(p;,) la sous-algebre de· Hopf de Uq simi
laire a l'algebre enveloppante d'une sous':algebre de Lie parabolique standard
associee a UD sous-ensemble Tr' C Tr de racines simples. Le resultat pi-incipal
est alors le suivant :
Theoreme; 1) Toute O-algebre admet un quotient maximal avec la propriete e
d'etre une O-algebre semipremiere primitivement finie.

2) Toute O-algebre semipremiere primitivement finie est une sorrune directe
finie de O-algebres T-premieres primitivement finies.

3) Pour toute O-algebre A, T-premiere primitivement finie, il existe UD sous
ensemble tr' de tr, un quotient fini r de t compatible avec Tr' et UD Uq(p;,)
module V ele dimension finie tel~ que A soit isomorphe a l'algebre
(8M1r, (0) >q Kr") ® Ent1(V)

D'autre part les methodes utilisees permettent egalement de generaliser le
resultat classique de .Joseph.

Alexander KIRILLOV, Jr. ~

Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and canonical basis rar quantum s[(n)
Let V be the fundamental representation of Uq(.s[(k». Then V@n is natu
rally a module over the Hecke algebra 1-ln. We show that Lusztig's canonical
basis in von cOlncides with the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis for parabolic rep
resentations of the Hecke algebra. We also use this together with kllown
results about canonical basis for Uq (s[(2» to get explicit formulas for K L
polynomials for Grassmanians. The fonnulas we get oo'incide with those of
Lascoux-Schützenberger and Zelevinsky.

Friedrich KNOP :
Compositian Kostka Functions

For any finite root system, Cherednik constructed a double Hecke algebra
V11. =~t,q[P]®'Hj~t,q[QV]. Here 1lv =«Jt,q®1i/ and 1i = 'Hj®Qt.q[QV] are

8



both affine Hecke algebras. Let V be the induced module 1YH. ®1l~. Then V
can be identified with the Laurent polynomial ring~[P]. The action of~[QV]

on V can be diagonalized. The eigenvectors are the non-symmetrie Macdon
ald polynomials E>.. As an rt-module, V is induced from the parabolic
subalgebra 1-l/. This equips it with a standard basis M>., dual standard basis
M>., and Kazhdan-Lusztig basis C>.. Define a (non-symmetrie) bilinear fonn
<, > on V by < M>.,!VIp >= 6>.,w The composition Kostka functions are
K>.,p(q, t) = < C>., EI' > (where Ep has to be suitably normalized). In the
An-case, we restriet to A, J.L E mn c ]N'n+1 C ....

TheorelIl : K>',J& = lim1&_ooKl~n) exists in ~«q, t)) and is in fact in 7l[q, t].

;-'-"'"

Evidenee: 1) If A, JL are partitions theo K>"l-' is .lust Macdonald's·- (parti
tion) Kostka. ftIDction. This follows from the fact that C>. is .lust a Schur
polynomiaL Thus our conjecture generalizes Macdonald's con.lecture.

2) K>.,/&lq=o are (ordinary) Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials, hence positive.

3} Thousands of examples computed.

St.effen KÖNIG:

Schur ,algebras and blocks of cyclic defect

In 92, C. C. Xi classified blocks of Schuralgebras Sp(p, p) by quiyer aod
relations. A luore general result can be obtained as a consequence o~ the

classification of blocks of cyclic defect (of finite groups) in the following way :
Using the double centralizer property, one first has to look at blocks of REn
(R a discrete valuation ring, En the symmetrie group). In case of cyclic defect,
such a block is a Green order (which generalizes Brauer tree algebras). Since
REn is c.ellular, the associated tree is a line with 00 exceptionel vertex.

Since SR(n, r) is quasi-hereditary, its structure (in case.of cyclic defect) can
be read off from the of REn. A block looks as follows :

9



(R is a discrete valuation ring with (1f) = rad R ; the ties are representing
eongruenees mod 1f ).

Bertram KOSTANT:

The structure of /\g and discrete series

Let 9 be a complex simple Lie algebra. Let I = rank(g) and let b be a
Borel subalgebra. If a C 9 is a k-dimensional subspace let [al C I\kg be the
I-dimensional subspaee spanned by XI/\ ",/\Xk where {Xi} is a basis of C1. Let
M C I\g be the span of all [0] whel'e a C 9 is an abelian Lie subalgebra. Let
=: be an index set for the set of all abelian ideals in b and for ~ E :=: let OE be
the corresponding abelian ideal. Let M( C M be the irreducible 9 -module
with highest weight space [ae]. Then M = L(EE M( is the unique cOlnplete
reduction of M. The eigenvalue of the Casimir operator in M( equals the
integer dirn OE' The representations M( generalize a family of representations
jntroduced by Deligne. A Theorem of Dale Peterson asserts that card 3=21

•

IJsing his results we reinte .3 to the elements of order 2 of a maximal torus.
One lnay then construct all Cl{ from the () stahle Borel subalgebras using all
equal rank real forms of g. Applications ean be given to the minimal K -types
for all the discrete series. .

Shrawan KUMAR. :
Hanlan's canjecture and Lie algebra homology

Let 9 be either a semisimple Lie algebras or the nil-radiea} of a parabolic
subalgebra of g. Then Hanlon r.onjeetured that for any positive integer k,

I show that this conjecture is false in general for the case when 9 is the nil-
radical of the Borel subalgebra of a semisimple algehra~ The counter example •
exists e.g. in the ease of 9 heing the 4x4 upper triangular matrices.

Peter LITTELMANN :

Bases rar representations of symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras
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For a complex irreducible representation V~ of heighest weight, A one has a
"canonical" embedding 1Ii>. '-+ V).0

1
•

Let now U,(gt) be the quantum group of the dual Kac-Moody algebra at a
2l-th root of unity. Then one has an embedding of representations lt:\ ~ V).0

1
,

where lIA is the U,{gt)_ representation. Going to the dual representation, one
has a restrietion map

V;01 -+ VA.

One the left side one has a certain set of "canonical" vectors: the monomials
(or tensors) of extremal weight vectors in ~•.

We show that one· can choose an l such that to any L-S path 1l' of shape ..x
oue can a.ssociate in a. natural way such a monomial in V;01. Dehote the
restrietion to ~. bY]J'Ir' The set of vectors P-rr form a basis of ~•.

This basis has a lot of nice geometrica.l properties, for example it is COffi

patible with the filtration by kerneis of the form V;\* = JIO(G/B, .cA) -+

HO{X{r), .c>.), one can use it to give an alternative proof of the Damazure
character formula, (the constructian holds in any characteristic), etc .

Leonid MAKAR.-LIMANOV :
On representations of Lie algebras by locally nilpotent derivations

.Let. R be a. finitely generated algebra over the field «:: of complex numbers.
A set tl1 , t12 , ... , (Ln. of locally nilpotent derivations of R generates a finite
dimensional Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra of derivations of R if a~d only
if the orbit of any T E Runder the action of these derivations belangs to a
fini te dimensional space.

It is sufficient to check this condition on a set of generators of R.

Olivier MATHIEU :

Application of Verlindes formula

Let 9 be Cl. simple Lie algebra/«::, let L(..\) be the simple g-module with highest
weight..\. By Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture, there is a formula

dim(L(..\)~ = E ewK(W(A + p) - (JI. + p»
wEW •
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where K( ) is Kostant partition function aod Cw are same integers closely
connected with KL polynomials. Unfortunately the numbers c,lJ can be < 0,
thus this formula is not "combinatorial" (it means that it not clear why
the RS is ~ 0). For L{A) of finite dimension, there are also combinatorial .
formulas : for 9 = gl(n), there is a combinatorial formula based on semi
standard tableaux (work of Littelwood and Richardson).
In a common work with Papapadopoulo, we extend the cümbinatorics of
semi-standard tableaux for certain infinite dimensional L(A). Our approach
is based on a· formula for certain tensor product multiplicities for modular _
b'TOUPS (Georgiev and M. 1992), called Verlinde's formula. •

Florence MILLET-FAUQUANT :

Quantization of the Dixmier localization of U(sl(n»
Consider a comple.x simple finite dimensional Lie algebra 9 and a parabolic
subalgebra p. Let denote 1r (resp 1r') the set of simple roots associated to g
(resp.to p). To the "simply-connected" Drinfeld-Jimbo quantized enveloping
algebra [lq(g) = U one may associate a Hüpf subalgebra P = Uq(p) corre
sponding to p. Let Y(P) be the spare generated by the semiinvariants of P
under the adjoint action, W(rr) (resp. W(1r'» the Weyl group associated to
1r (resp. to 1r') and ~Vo (resp. w~) the langest element of W(1r) (resp. W{1T'».
Let Wi be the fundamental weights associat.ed to the simple raots (}i E 1r and
A be a clorninant weight. We show that :

(üm«adP)r( -4A) n V{P)) ~ 1

and

dim«adP)r( -4A) n Y(P) = 1 {:=::? W~A - WoA E E 7l1ZJi
QiEn-1r'

Consider the case of g = Sln+l and p the maximal parabolic subalgebra
obtainecl by suppressing essentially the laßt row. Then the above equation
implies that Y{P} is a polynomial ring of one variable d. Extending a classical
result. of Dixmier, we show that Ud ~ ~l @ Z(U) where Ud (resp. Pd) is the
localized of U (resp. P) by the Ore subset {dn}neN and Z(U) is the centre
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of U. This is a much finer result than the quantum analogue of the Gelfand
Kirillov conjecture for Uq(s((n»).

Maxhn NAZAROV:

Irreducibility of tensor products of Yangian modules

There a.re several series of representations with similar conditions of irre
ducibility : the spherical principal series representations of areal semi-simple
Lie group G (Kostarit '69), the eigenspace representations of a non-compact
syIIlrnet.ric space G/ K (Helgason '76), the principal series representations of
an affine Hecke algebra (Kato'83). For each of these senes the irreducibility
conditionhas the fornl e(A)e( -A) =I 0, where e(;\) is the numerator of the
Harish-Chandra C-funtion . The proof for each series are however different.

We give another approach to the same phenomenon, based on the representa
tiOll theory of Yangians. For the Yangian of the Lie algebra gl(N) the a.bove
series correspolld to. a. tensor product of the simplest representations of the
fonn eN (h) with h E~. We generalize this to the representations ofthe form
V(h) where V == Sk(Al(GjN». The case k=l corresponds to the Be-rnstein
Zelevinsky criterion of irreducibility of parabolically iIiduced representations
of the p-a(lic GL(N), and to- the recent results of Akasaka-Kashiwara on
lJq(A~) ).

VladiInir POPOV :

Orbits cf parabolic subgrcups acting on its unipotent radicals

Let P be a parabolie subgroup of a complex semi simple algebraic group. It
is weIl known that there is a dense open orbit in the unipotent radical Pu
of P with respect to t.he acljoillt action of P. This makes the problem of
descrihillg the orbital deCOITlposition of this action rather delicate.

We adclress this problem froIn the point of view of modality of action. This
leads to the monotonieity results and the explicit classifications of parabolies
of small modality (on particular, modality 0, i.eO) with only finitely many
P-orbits in ~j)'
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Markus REINEKE :

Multiplicative preperties cf dual canenical bases

Let U+ be the positive part of the quantized enveloping algebra U over ~(v)
of type An. Let B be Lusztig's canonical basis in U+ and let B* be the dual
of B with respect to the standard inner product of U+.

Berenstein and Zelevinsky conjecture that quasicommuting elements of B*
(Le. elements commuting up to some power of v) are mutiplicative (Le. their
product belongs to B* up to some v D ). They proved 'this for type A2 , A3 ;

in these cases all elements of B* are products oE quasic.ommuting quantum e
rninors.

The ahn of the talk was to prove parts of this conjecture for general An :
1. two qua.sicommuting elements of B* are multipÜcative if one of them is a
product. of "srnall" qUCUltum minors,

2. one "charnber" of B* (i.e. briven by linear inequalities of B* is parametrized
appropiately) a.lways consists of products of quasicommuting quantum rni
11ors.

Dur Inain workingo tool is Ringel '8 Hall algebra approach parametrizing B*
by representations of quivers. In particular, We use the connection between
Band degenerations of representations of quivers and a description of the
crystal graph structtue of B in terms of representations of quivers.

Wulf ROSSMANN :

Abelian systems and weight multiplicities

11 define an Abelian system of rank ron a complex (affine algebraic) Poisson
variety Z to be an r-dimensionallinear system of flIDctions on Z,

with the following three properties.
(a) commutative : {J".Jj} = 0,
(b) periodie : the Hamiltonian flow of .Ti is periodic of period one,
(c) algebraic : J, is a (multiple-valued) 'algebraic function ou'Z.

14
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An Abelian system A has a moment map ~ : Z -+ At ~ GJr and a weight
lattice A·(Ll) ~ 7hr

. I assume given a Lie subalgebra ~ of (Z) whose Hamil
tonian vector fields generate a compact group H. Let A be an Abelian system
on Z) Poisson-oommuting with ~ in O(Z), and maximal with this property.
H-invariant functions on ~* give H -invariant functions on Z which belong to
the associative algebra generated by A, resulting in a map

p: A* -+ H\~·

dual to O(H\~·) -+ O(A*). The integral moment polytope is
n := 4J>(r) n A*(7h) (r is a real form of Z ).

Theorem. Let G:==compact classical, H:=maximal torus, ,\ E ~·(71),

Z := Ad*(G(;).A, r := A(l*(G).A, II :=' <I>(r) n A*(71), X>. :==the i1'!Cducible
character of G with highest weight A. There is a maximal Abeliari'~system A
on Z eonlmuting with ~ so that

X(C:I=]JY) == L m(e, A)C'\(Y)
>'EA .

where

m(e, A):= #{8 E TII elf) == A}

and 11 COllsists of the Gelfand-Tsetlin tables for X.\.

I believe t.hat this kind of reduction rule is valid in much greater generality.

Mare R.OSSO :

Lyndon bases and the product formula far universal R-matrices

We give an elementary, conlbinatorial derivation of the fonnula describing the
tmiversal R-matrix of a quantized enveloping algebra as an ordered product
of q-exponentials.

We use the quanttun shuffie approach to quantum groups and the fonnalism
of Lyndon hases (adapted to the braided framework). This allows for a nat
ural definition of (\ root for a quantized enveloping algebra (without usiilg
ana.logy with the classical limit) J and does n2t. use Lusztig's braid automor
phislUS.
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Wolfgang SOERGEL :

Characters formulas ror tilting modules on Kac-Moody-Algebras

Let 9 = €Bgi a Ll-graded Lie algebra over k with finite dimensional homoge
neous pieces. Suppose 9 is generated by 9-1 ffi 90 ffi 01 and there is a character
, : 90 ~ k such that "Y([X', Y]) = tr(adXadY : 00 --+ 00) V X E 91, Y E g-l·

Theorern : The category of all 7l-graded g-modules which are gTaded free of
finite rank over [J(g<u) is equivalent to its own opposed category.

Für a.n irreducible gu-rnodule E of finite dimension OHr equivalellce tr.a.nsfonllS
the Verma rnodule
TJ(g) C$lU(92:0 ) E 'to U(g) 0U(92:0 ) (E* 0 k_'"'().

Or is not harel to see that such an equivalencehas to exchange tilting mod
ules anel projectives. On thiß way it leads to character formlllas for tilting
modules.

J. Toby STAFFO'R.D :
Invariant differential operators on the tangent space 'of symmetrie

spaees Uoint with T. Levasseur)

Let 9 be a complex, semisimple Lie algebra, with an involutive autolllorphism
(J and set t = Ke~((} - I), P = Ker(tJ + I). We consider the differential
operators, V(p)K 7 on P that are invariant under the action of the adjoint
group K of t. Write r : e--+ Der(p) for the differential of this action. Then
we prove, for the dass of symmetrie pairs (g, e) considered by Sekiguchi that
{d E V(p) : 'd((p)K) == O} = V(p)r(k).

·One significance of this result is that is easily implies the following result of
Sekig'uchi : Let (go, to) be a real form of one of these symmetrie pairs (g, t) , _
and suppose tha.t T is a Ku-invariant eigendistribution on Po that is supported •
on the singular set. Then, T = O. In the diagonal case (g, t) == (g' ffi g', g')
this is a well-known result due to Harish-Chandra.
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Michel VAN DEN BERGH:

On the double of a Hall algebra
Ir Q is a quiver then the Hall algebra H(Q) is an algebra with basis the
isoclasses of Q-representations. The multiplication defined by counting ex
tensions is an appropriate way. By using the Fourier transform one shows
that H(Q) is independent of the orientation of Q. A natural question is to
define reflection homomorphisms on Hall algebras, however it ia easy to see
that this ia not possible. One has to apply a "double construction" which
yields an algebra U(Q). It turns out that one can correctly define refiec
tions on [J (Q). Combining these with the Fowier transform yields a· new
construction of Lusztig automorphisms on Uq(g).

Berichtersta.tter : H.. R.entscWer
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 43/1997

Technisch-wissenschaftliches Hochleistungsrechnen

9.11. - 15.11.1997

This was the first meeting in Oberwolfach on scientific computing with speci
al emphasis on technical applications. This interdis~iplinaryconference organized
by Franz Durst (Erlangen), Roland Glowinski (Houston), and Christoph Zenger
(München) brought together applied mathematicians and engineers working in
the field of numerical simulation of technical processes m~delled by systems of
partial differential equations. In a group of main lectures mathematical models
from various fields' of applications (compressible and" incompressible Hows, ma
terial scienees, electromagnetic fields, heat transfer, turbulence, stochastic phe
nomena, phase transition, struetural analysis) were elaborated in some detail.
In shorter contributions new numerical methods were presented (multilevel sehe
mes, construetion of adaptive grids, apriori and aposteriori error analysis and
error control, diseretization of partial differential equations ete.). Discussion was
encouraged "to get more insight which methods are or may be applicable to spe
eific problems. One afternoon session was devoted to the situation of scientific
computing in Germany including the problem of a sufficient funding of research
projects and appropriate hardware equipment for high performance compll'Üng.

The participants agreed that the interdisciplinary selection of participants
was advantageous and the initiatives encouraging the cooperation of ntimerical
analysts, engineers, and computer scientists should. be brought forth to bring
the newest methods immediately to the applications and to get mathematicans
interested in complex applications where mathematical models do not exist or are
at least questionable. The quiet and stimulating atmosphere of the institute and
the excellent service provided a good basis for the eonference to go a successful
step in this direction.
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Vortragsauszüge

Dietrich Braess

Efficient Smoothers for Multigrid Methods for the Stokes Problem or
for 'Mortar Elements

We divide iterations for saddle point problems into those which are called u
dominant and those which are p-dominant.

It turns out that for the problems mentioned the u-dominant iterations pro
vide better smoothers. In particular the matrix A from

may be replaced by a multiple of the identity. The auxiliary problems require the
solution of a Poisson equation, or a solution of a problem living on a small set.
The smoothing property can be established by algebraic arguments since only a
Lagrangian term is now added.

The approximation properties are obtained by using advanced techniques form
finite element theory.

Michael Breuer

Large Eddy Simulation of Turbulent Flows

The lecture gives an introduction into the large eddy simulation (LES) techni
que. The fundaments of LES are presented starting with Kolmogoroff's energy
cascade which leads to the basic concept of LES. The filtering approach is explai
ned"separating the large energy-carrying vortices which can be computed directly
(grid-scale) from the nonresolvable subgrid-scale structures which have to be mo
deled by a subgrid-scale model. The governing equations for LES are given and
the most widely used subgrid-scale models are explained. Furthermore, the pro
blem of defining appropriate boundary conditions is addressed. Then an example
for aLES computation is shown, namely the flow around a surface mounted cu
bical obstate placed inside plane channel flow at Re = 40,000. This test case
demonstrates that LES is weIl suited for turbulent flows past bluff bodies which
are in general very complicated, including complex phenomena such as separati
on, reattachment or vortex shedding. A second test case is the turbulent flow past
a circular cylinder at a sub-critical Reynolds number (Re = 3900). The objective
of this investigation was not to investigate the physical phenomena of this flow in
detail but to study numerical and modeling aspects which influence the quality of
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LES solutions. Concerning the numerical method the most important component
is the discretization of the non-linear convective fluxes. On the modeling side the
influence of different subgrid scale models was studied in detail. The results were
evaluated by eomparison with experimental data available. Finally, the leeture
will give a eonclusion of the irivestigations mentioned above.

Hans-Joachim Bungartz

Towards Optimal Grid Pattern for Hierarchical Tensor Product Spaces

In this talk, we want to show ways to an optimal c-complexity of the represen
tation of functions of d variables living in spaces of bounded mixed derivatives.
Here, the e-complexity of a problem indicates the number of operations that are
necessary to solve the problem up to an accuracy of c.

For the setting of a tensor product based and piecewise linear. hierarchical
subspace splitting, we derive finite dimensional approximation spaces or grid
patterns, respeetively, that are optimal with respect to the ratio of invested un
knowns (cost) vs. achieved accuraey (profit). The underlying optimization process
can be formulated both as a restricted continuous optimization problem and· aB a
restricted diserete optimization problem, a so-called binary knapsackproblem. In
our special situation, both problems cau be solved explicitly via Lagrange mul
tipliers or rational knapsack solvers, respectively. As the most important result,
we get that the (globa~ process of finding optimal approximation spaees can be
reduced to studying the-(loca~ C9st profit rat,io of each hierarchical subspaee. Due
to the fact that a subspace's profit depends on the norm in which we meas~re its
contribution to the overall interpolant, we get different optimal grids for different
Dorms. For the Loo- and the L2-norm, standard sparse grids turn out to be.~he so
lution of this optimization process. Here, we get O(h-1Ilog hld- 1) grid points and
an accuracy of O(h-11Iog hld- I ). For the BI-norm, we get even sparser optimal
grids with O(h- 1

) grid points and an O(h) aceuracy. In terms of the c-complexity,
this means that we can construct approximation spaces and grid patterns leading
to an O(e- 1

) complexity of the problem of representing or interpolating functions
of bounded mixed derivatives. It is even possible to construet a multilevel solver
for Poisson's equation of the same complexity O(c-1 ), i. e., apart from constant
factors, without dependence on the problem's dimensionality d.

Wolfgang Dahmen

Compression of Flux Computation in Finite Volume Discretizations

This talk is concerned with· accelerating the computation of numerical fluxes in
finite volume discretizations for conservation laws. The key ingredients are cer
tain multiseale transformations by which the evolution of eell averages is turned
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ioto the evolution of multiscale coefficients which represent fioer detail of thc- con
servation variables when progressing to higher discretization levels. In particular,
the size of these coefficients indicates where expensive accurate flux calculations
are necessary or where unexpensive interpolation from coarser scales suffices. It
is pointed out how to increase the compression effect by properly tuning the mul
tiscale transfromations. Some numerical experiments for hypersonic blunt body
ßow are presented.

Jake Davis

Abstract

In this lecture we briefly discuss, first, a distributed Lagrange multiplier based,
fictitious domain method for the numerical simulation of incompressible viscous
flow, modelled by the Navier-Stokes equations, around moving rigid bodies. Then
we apply the above method to simulate the sedimentation of densely and regularly
packed solid particles, initially at rest and located on top of a lighter fluid. The
simulation clearly shows that a Rayleigh-Taylor instability takes place at the
beginning of the sedimentation phenomenon.

Peter Deuflhard

Modelling, Simulation, and Visualization in the Clinical Cancer The
rapy Hyperthermia

The talk addresses regional hyperthermia, i. e. the IDeal heating of a tumour (and
not the sane tissue), typically in combination with chemo- 'or radio-therapy. In
order to concentrate the heat in the region of interest, the numerical solution
of Maxwell's equation in heterogeneous media (applicator with 8 radio frequeny
antennas, water bolus, human body) and a bio-heat-transfer equation have to
be solved fast - to be useful in the clinical environment. The generation of a
3D grid for the (individual) virtual patient and supporting visualization play an
important role in this context.

Michael Griebel

Parallel Adaptive Multiscale Methods Using Hash-Tables and Space
Filling Curves

The parallelization of adaptive multiscale methods is a problem in both molt~cular

dynamic applications and the solution of PDEs. We propose to use hash-tables in
stead of the usally applied tree-like data structures. Furthermore, parallelization
can be achieved in a simple manner by using the approach of space filling curves.
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We give the details of the method and report on the results of our numerical
experiments on parallel computers.

Günther Grötzbach

Simulation of Turbulent Heat Transfer in Nuclear Reactor Safety

Detailed thermal and fluiddynamical investigations are performed in studying sa
fety features of existing and new nuclear reactors·. For cast and safety reasons it
is often not possible to perform realistic full scale experiments. As a consequence,
series of model experiments are performed at different scales and at about rele
vant dimensionless numbers. The results are used to validate the computer codes
w hieh are used to transfer the experimental findings to realistic reactor parame
ters. In this presentation, it will be shown how direct numerical simulations can
be used to provide detailed information on the statistics of turbulence ino"natural
convection at unusual conditions, e.g. for liquid sodium at. Pr = 0.006 and for
internally heated fluids at Ra = 1010. For these cases there is uo sufficient infor
mation from experiments to develop reliable turbulence models. Tbe simulation
results are used to study the convection and to gain the information to improve
existing Reynolds models for those flows. The extended statistical models are
then applied in engineering codes to analyse the natural convection in certain
model experiments and will finally be used to study the behaviour in the reactor
geometry. Typical CPU-times rang~ with both kinds of codes from several tens to
several hundreds of hours on high performance vectorIparallel computers'. Thus
efficient solution methods are always required.

Currently we develop a new method to simulate two-phase tlows, especially
bubbly flow, by a large eddy simulation technique. In a first step weperforriimodel
experiments to study the velocity and turbulence field in the near area Mound
bubbles. With other water-air experiments we investigate the augmentation and
damping of turbulence by bubbles and the forces acting on bubbles in upward
and downward flow. Basing on the experimental results we develop a code for
the direct numerical simulation of turbulence surrounding a few bubbles. The
results of experiments and simulations will finally form the information basis to
develop subgrid scale models and subgrid scale inter-phase relations which shall
be implemented in a commercial CFD code. The overall objective is 'to provide a
code for engineering applications, that is for complex geometries and for complex
physical phenomena; the code shall give detailed results on local phenomena in
three-dimensional time-dependent turbulent two-phase flows, phenomena which
are not accessible by the common two-ßuid approach. Tbe computational effort
will be challenging for nowadays computer systems; thus, a careful selection of
suitable solution methods is going on.
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Dieter Hänel

Adaptive Grid Methods for Conservation Laws of Fluid Dynamics

A survey is given about present developments of adaptive grid methods for
CFD. The conservation equations of compressible fluids are discretized by Finite
Volume schemes with upwind Bux formulations of second order. Explicit and
implicit schemes are employed for integration in time.

Different adaptation concepts are considered. Concepts for· structured grids
are based either on the grid redistribution pr~nciple or on hierarchical grid re
finement. The latter in form of AMR or DMR methods have shown to be weIl
suited for simulation of complex wave pattern in reactive and non-reactive ftows.
A very high flexibility for adaptation offer unstructured, triangulated grids. An
adaptation method for such grids is presented, based on local grid transformati
on according to a given adaptation criterion. This method is demonstrated by a
number of different, steady and unsteady problems. Finally a new object-oriented
solution concept is introduced, which shall enable adaptive solutions on grids of
arbitrary element types.

Carlos Härtel

Direkte numerische Simulation von Intrusionsfronten

Die gravitationsgetriebene Ausbreitung von Intrusionsfronten in einem relativ
leic)1teren Umgebungsfeld ist ein Strömungsphänomen, dem man vor allem in den
Geowissenschaften häufig begegnet. In der Vergangenheit wurden solche Fronten
experimentell intensiv untersucht, bis heute bestehen aber noch zahlreiche offe
ne Fragen, insbesonder~ hinsichtlich der inneren Struktur der Fronten und'"ihrer
Stabilitätseigenschaften. Direkte numerische Simulationen (DNS), bei denen alle
relevanten physikalischen Skalen in Raum und Zeit numerisch aufgelöst werden,
können hier nun einen wichtigen Beitrag leisten, um das Verständnis der Fron
tendynamik zu verbessern.

Im Vortrag werden Ergebnisse einer DNS Studie zur Ausbreitung von Indu
striefronten in einem ebenen Plattenkanal vorgestellt (" Lock-Exchange Flow").
Die durchgeführten Simulationen basieren auf den Boussinesq Gleichungen, die
mit Hilfe eines gemischten Spektral-/Spektral-Elemente-Verfahrens diskretisiert
werden. Neben der Darstellung der Simulationsergebnisse sollen im Vortrag auch
Details des numerischen Verfahrens sowie die Validierung des Simulationspro
gramms an Hand ausgewählter Testprobleme diskutiert werden.
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Ronald H.W. Hoppe

Numerical Simulation of Microelectronic Devices and Systems

The design and layout of microelectronic devices and systems based on semicon
ductor technology require a physically consistent mathematical modelling of the
underlying physical phenomena and powerful numerical solution techniques for
a cost-efficient and robust simulation of the operating conditions of such deviees
and systems. In my talk, I will foeus on the second issue and present adaptive
finite element methods whose charaeteristic features are multilevel based iterative
solution proeesses on adaptively generated hierarchies of triangulations where tbe
mesh adaption is founded on efficient and reliable aposteriori error estimators.

As applieations, I 'will eonsider basic devices such as field effect transistors,
reverse biased pn-junctions and insulated-gate bipolar transistors used 'in high
power ele~tronic systems as weil as microeleetromechanical systems whose func
tioning is based on the coupling of electrostatic and mechanical effects.

Graham Horton

Mixed Discrete-Continuous Stochastic Models: A Computer Science
Application in Scientific Computing

Stochastic models play an important role in Computer Science as the basis for
predicting performance and reliability measures of computer systems and net
works. These models have been almost exclusively discrete in nature and are
usually Markov chains, which lead to manageable numerical problems. The tran~

sient analysis of a Markov chain requires the' solution of a linear initialL'value
problem, Cl:nd the steady-state analysis the solution of a linear system of equati
ons.

For several reasons, an extension of the available modeling power to include
continuous quantities seems desirable; one attempt to do so leads to the so-called
fluid stochastic Petri-nets (FSPN) , a hybrid modeling paradigm. The underly
ing stochastic process of an FSPN is a (continuous) Markov process represented
by a system of first order linear hyperbolic partial.differential equations. An ap
pr~priate discretization of the continuous problem yields a Markov chain. The
systems of equations thus generated can be extremely.large, owing to the po
tential high-dimensionality of the continuous part of the state space, and to the
combinatorial explosion in the discrete part.

We describe a multi-level method for the steady-state analysis of Markov
chains that is based on intuitive probabilistic, as opposed to algebraic, arguments.
However, it can be shown that the algorithm can be interpreted as a multi-grid
method with a non-linear prolongation operator. Experimental results show that
the scheme can be significantly faster than more traditional approaches, especially
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for stift" problems.

Bülent Karasözen

Structure-Preserving Numerical·Methods for Volterra Lattice Equati
ons

Numerieal integrators whieh preserve the geometrie features, such as time-reversal
syrometryand symplectie structures for conservative nonlinear systems arising in
simulations of celestial mechanics, rigid-body motion and molecular dynamics
beeome important in recent years. The benefits of these geometrie integrators
are the improved energy conservation and stability in long-term simula~ions. But
the question of practieal importance of these integrators in numerical simulations
has so far remained open. Especially for very large systems arising from the dis
eretization of eonservative nonlinear partial differential equations, the efficiency
issues become very important. In this context, the problem of "integrable dis
eretization" is crucial, i.e. how to discretize an evolutionary Hamiltonian system,
like Korteweg de Vries, nonlinear Schrödinger und Landau-Lipschitz equation,
such that the integrability of the resulting finite dimensional ordinary differential
equation system in maintained. I

Volterra equations arising in eeological systems turn out to be integrable dis
cretizations of some PDEs like the inviscid Burger's equation and the Korteweg
de Vries equation.

There are mainy three approaehes for the time integration of these lattice
equations:

- An implicit integrator; Kahan's reflexive splitting,whieh is equvalent to the
implicit mid-point rule with one Newton iteration for Volterra equations.

- An explieit integrator based on veetor field splitting and Lobatto IIIA-B
pair.

- An explicit integrator based on Hamiltonian splitting and eomposition me- ..
thods. •

Horst Körner

Numerische Simulation der Aerodynamik von Flugzeugen

Neben der experimentellen Simulation der Aerodynamik von Flugzeugen im Wind
kanal und im Flugversuch hat· die numerische Simulation eine große Bedeutung
gewonnen. Wurden früher Flugzeuge im Windkana.l optimiert, wird eine Optimie
rung heute numerisch durchgeführt, und Windkanal und Flugversuch dienen als
Leistungsnachweis. In der Entwicklung befinden sich numerische Verfahren zur
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Lösung der Reynolds-gemittelten Navier-Stokes-Gleichungen (RANS) für kom

plette Flugzeugkonfigurationen.

Der Vortrag wird eingehen auf die Anforderungen an numerische Verfahren.

Ein RANS-Verfahren, das im Rahmen eines Verbundprojektes zwischen Großfor

schung, Universitäten und Industrie derzeit entwickelt wird, wird beschrieben,

wobei auf Netzgenerierung, Strömungs}öser, Validierung, Qualitätssicherung und

alternative Verfahren eingegangen wird.

Dietmar Kröner

APosteriori Error Estimates for Time Dependent Conservation Laws

The most successful tools for accelerating numerical codes are higher order dis

cretizations, multigrid methods, parallelization and in particular Ioeal adaption

of thc grid. For the last onc, there is a weH developed theory for elliptic and pa

rabolic partial differential equations, but not for eonservation laws. For the first

ones, aposteriori error estimators give precise information about the Iocation of

the error and can be used to ada.pt the grid such that the global error is less than

a given tolerance. Nevertheless, for conservation laws, people use grid indicators

like the discrete gradients of the discrete solution to adapt the grid. But in this

way, you will get 00 real information about the distribution of the error. Only

the loeation of steepgradients of the numerical solution will be indicated.

Rigorous results about of posteriori error estimates for conservation laws in

multi dimensions were not available up to now. Tadmor has proved an a poste

riori errar estimate for nonlinear conservation laws in I-D. Süli has considered

linear hyperbolic systems, Johnson convection dominated diffusion problems, and

Cockburn special error estimates for nonlinear conservation laws in mult~ dimen

sions.
In this lecture, we present some new results about aposteriori error estimates

for nonlinear scalar conservation laws in the LI-norm. It turns out that the

grid in the whole cone of dependence has to be adapted in order to satisfy the

prescribed tolerance ina given domain in the (x, t}-plane. In particular, this error

estimate takes care of the transported parts of the error. The theoretical results

are confirmed by numerical experiments.

Furthermore, we present some ~umerical examples eoncerning higher order

discretizations, the comparison between results obtained on hexahedrons and te

trahedrons, Ioeal grid adaption, and the parallelization for complex flow problems

in multi dimensions.
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Ulrich Langer

On the Use of (Parallel) Global Extraction Methods

In the engineering literature, the so-called Global Extraction Element-by-Element
(GE-EBE) Methods have been successfully used for solving real-life mechanical
problems, especially, in 3D, although the EBE preconditioners C haven 't any
asymptotical preconditioning effects on the stiffness matrix K at aB, i.c. the spec
tral condition number K.(C-1K) behaves like O(h-2 ), say, for elasticity problems.
However, the method has quite good scaling properties. From a theoretical point
of view, the GE-EBE preconditioner is nothing else than an additive Schwarz pre
conditioner generated by an overlapping splitting of the finite element space into
subspaces spanned by the element ansatz functions. The author proposes to use
the GE-EBE methods and their patch counterpart (GE-PBP) either as smoo
thers, especially, in their multiplicative version, or as preconditioners in their
multilevel additive version. In the multilevel version, such preconditioners are
asymptotically optimal. The GE-PBP smoother is especially suited for the use in
algebraic multigrid methods based on graph coarsening strategies. The numerical
results presented confirm the good smoothing properties of GE-PBP snl00thers
as weIl as the preconditioning properties of multilevel additive GE-PBP precon
ditioners. FinaIly, the author discusses prallalization aspects.

Matthias Meinke

Numerical Flow Simulation

Results of recent flow simulations carried out at the computing center of the
RWTH Aachen and the High-Performance Computing Center Stuttgart will be
reported. The flow simulations comprise steady, compressible two- and three
dimensional, aerodynamic non-reacting and reacting flows, incompressible turbu
lent flows in plane and rouod j~ts, unsteady, compressible three-dimensional flow
in a cylinder of a piston engine, and unsteady, three-dimensional, incompressible
swirling flow in a divergent pipe including breakdown. The simulations of the
aerodynamic flows were carried out simultaneously with experimental investiga
tions of the supersonic and hypersonic flow around a model of the first stage of a
space transportation system, its shape resembling that of a thick delta wing with
a round leading edge. The comparisoD of both sets of results demonstrates the
accuracy of the numerical simulation, which were obtained with solutions of the
parabolized and complete Navier-Stokes equations. The jet fiows were predicted
wi th the method of large-eddy simulation, recently extended to the descrption of
rOllnd jets. The simulation of the flow in a piston engine was restricted to the
computation of the time-dependent, three-dimensional velocity, pressure, densi
ty un~ temperature variation during the intake and compression strake for an
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engine with two inlet valves. The results, obtained with a finite-volume solution
of the Navier-Stokes equations exhibit the formation of two vortex rings, also
observed in experiments, their merging and deformation during the intake and
compression strake. Complete agreement with the experimental data of Sarpkaya
was obtained for the simulation of vortex breakdown of swirling How in a pipe.
All results are obtained with explicit or implicit integration on block-structured
curvilinear grids. The number of .grid points varied from 300.000 in the compu
tation of the turbulent jet flow to approximately 2 millions in tbe simulations
of the flow in the piston engine. All algorithms are vectorized and parallelized.
Characteristic computing times and memory requirements are reported for the
different applications.

Helmut Neunzert

Domain Decomposition for Fluid Mechanical Problems Based on Ki
netic Models

Most fluidmechanical equations are asymptotic limits of kinetic models.
This has 2 consequences:

1. In problems with domains in which the macroscopic equation is valid and
others in which the kinetic equation has to be solved, three questions may
be posed:

a) The Where-questions: Where is the macroscopic equation valid.? Tiwari
(97) has developed and investigated several criteria - the best one based on
Grad 's 13-moment expansion.

b) The How-question: How should one match the solution of say Euler and
Boltzrriann? Marshak canditions were investigated by Arnold & Giving (96),
half space problems for the transition were considered by A. Klar (95-97)

c) The Which-question: Which codes fit optimally together?

2. One may use the kinetic origin of the macroscopic questions for designing
better codes for these equations. Examples are "kinetic schemes" and lat
tice Boltzmann. Coupling particle schemes based on kinetic schemes for
Euler with "PARBOSS" particle schemes for 'Boltzmann gives an extemely
efficient hybrid code for reentry problems in space ftight (Tiwari 97).
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Erwin Stein

Concepts and Structures of the Adaptive 2D-3D Finite-Element
Pr.ogram PARAFEP in C++ for MIMD-Parallel Computers with
Solution-, Dimension- and Model-Adaptivity

We consider thin-walled elastoplastic structural problems with disturbed layers
which can give rise to dimension- and' model-adaptivity of simplified, e.g. 2D
differential operators.

A hierarchy of classes for pararnetriced finite elements is given in C ++. Lan
czos algorithms with hierarchical preconditioning are used where global matrix
vector products are realized efficiently. Hierarchical mesh refinements with 3D-8
node elements and transitions to 2D-elements need new strategies for repartitio
ning element graphs for parallel processing.

Quasioptimalload balancing for iterative solving is achieved by combined data
distribution w.r.t. elements and degrees of freedorn.

Adaptive refinement of node-regular hexaeder elements is given in a comple
te form, using intermediate configurations where tri-eder elements with 1/32of
volume appear inwards.

Locally computed upper bound Neumann-error estimators are presented for
solution-, dimension- and model-adaptivity for model expansions.

3D- and 2D-3D-structural problems were solved on a 16-processor Pentium
system (with 2 Gigabyte storage) with parallel cards in each processor, connected
in a 2D-torus ring. Execution times for 3D-problems with 0,9· 106 unknowns,
b = 0,5· 104

, are tcpu = 4min, and for 2D-problems with u == 1; 35· 106 unknowns
the execution time is tcpu = 6,5min.

Jörg Steinbach

Fixed-Domain Fomulations for aDegenerate Free Boundary Problem
with Applications in Injection/Compression Moulding

An evolutionary variational inequality approach to adegenerate moving free •
boundary problem is discussed. The main features of this variational inequali-
ty formulation of obstacle type are an elliptic differential operator, a memory
term, time-dependent convex (constraint) sets and different types of boundary
conditions.

The study of such inequality problemsis motivated by their applications, e.g.
a temperature-dependent Hele-Shaw flow, the electro-chemical machining process
or a quasi-stationary Stefan type problem with zero-specific heat.

The evolutionary inequality problem as a fixed domain formulation js the
result of the application of a generalized Baiocchi-type transformation to the fcee
boundary problem.
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Both finite element and finite volume approximations are analysed in a varia
tional framework for the numerical solution of the evulationary inequality pro
blem in two and three space dimensions.

Finally, an overview is given on the mathematical modelling of injection and
compression moulding by means of a generalized Hele-Shaw ßow which includes
thermal and possible non-Newtonian effects. The presented simulation results for
these applications are concerned with the study of the influence of geometrical and
opterating conditions as well a.s with a comparison to a different mathematical
model, the distance model as a geometrical approach for injection moulding.

Andre Thess

Computational Magnetohydrodynamies

Magenetohydrodynamics (MHD) is the study of the movement of elecfrically
conductirig fluids under the influence of electromagnetic fields. MHD phenomena
arise in areas as diverse as steelmaking, aluminium production, cystal growth, fu
sion technology, turbulence research, and the dynamies of Earth's magnetic field.
The present lecture will provide an overview of some basic MHD phenomena
which, in spite of their apparent simplicity, present new challenges to computa
tiorial fluid dynamies. Emphasis will be placed on phenomena at high kinetic and
low magnetic Reynolds number, as relevant to engineeri~gapplications .

Lutz Tobiska

Order of Convergence of Drag and Lift Coefficients in Incompressible
Flow Problems

A method for cornputing the drag and lift coefficients of bodies in a channel
by nonconforming finite element approximations of the incompressible Navier
Stokes-equations is proposed. For the new formulas apriori error estimates are
given which cover both the standard nonconforming finite element method and al
so stabilized discretizations of upwind type to handle the case of higher Reynolds
numbers. For the two-dimensional DFG-benchmark problem of a laminar fiow
around a cylinder numerical results of the drag and lift coefficient are presented.
Bot~ the theoretical and numerical investigations show that the new method gi
ves more precise values compared with calculating the drag and lift coefficients
directly from the corresponding surface integrals.
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Ulrich Trottenberg

Anordnung industrieller Anwendungen: Parallelität, Adaptivität, Kopp
lungsalgorithmen

Der Vortrag diskutiert an Hand konkreter Projekte (EUROPORT; POPINDA,
CISPAR) aktuelle Trends des Wissenschaftlichen Rechnens. Dabei wird der spe
zielle Aspekt der industriellen Softwareentwicklung in den Vordergrund gestellt.

Durch EUROPORT ist eine Vielzahl industrieller Programme zur Simulation
und Untersuchung von Einzelphänomenen (Strömungslöser, Strukturcodes und _
viele- andere) erfolgireich parallelisiert worden. . ..

Um außer der Parallelität auch Skalierbarkeit und Adaptivität zu garantie
ren, muß tiefer in die Programmstrukturen und die Algorithmik ejngegrjff~n wer
den: Im POPINDA-Projekt is"t der FLOWER-Code entstanden, ein 3D-Navier
'Stokes-Löser für volle Flugzeugkonfigurationen auf blockstrukturierten Gittern.
Der FLOWER-Code ist das Produktionsprogramm der Airbus-Entwicklung. Die
zugrundeliegende 3D-Kommunikationsbibliothek garantiert skalierbare ParalJe
lität und Adaptivität.

Noch einen Schritt weiter, auch über die EUROPORT-Ergebnisse hinaus, geht"
die Anforderung der Industrie, für die gekoppelte Simulation verschiedener physi
kalischer Effekte (Strömungs-Struktur-Wechselwirkung usw.) bessere Design- und
Simulationstools zur Verfügung zu haben. Diese Kopplungsproblematik steht in
EU-Projekt CISPAR im Vordergrund. Die algorithmische und softwaretechni
sche Lösung dieser Problematik wird durch die Kopplungsbibliothek COCOLIB
gewährleistet.

Pieter Wesseling

Hyperbolic Conservation Laws and Staggered G~ids-

With the aim of developing a unified computing rnethod that works weIl both for
compressible and incompressible flow, the classical staggered scheme of Harlow _
and Welch (MAC scheme, 1965) is extended to the compressible case. The limit ..
M .t. 0 (M=Mach number) is made regular by appropriate scaling of the pressure.
Convergence of the scheme to correct physieal solutions is verified by cornparison
with exact solutions of Riemann problems. Both the Euler equations cif gas dyna-
mies, and the p-system with arbitrary equations of state are considered. Contrary
to most methods designed for the Euler equatio~s, the staggered scheme gene-
ralizes eommediately to the p-system. This is also true for -the Osher-Solomon
scheme, but the scheme requires much more computing time. As an example of
the p-system, cavitating flow is modeled by postulating a fictitious medium with
an equation of state that switches between the equations of state of water and
vapour. This equation of state is nonconvex with two ttirning points. The Rie-
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mann solution has an interesting structure that is captured correctly both by the
Osher-Solomon and the staggered scheme.

Ragnar Winther

Preconditioners for Systems of Differential Equations

The purpose of this talk is to present a unified approach to preconditioned ite
rative methods for discretizations of systems of differential equations. We will
explain how tbe mapping properties of the systems lead naturally to precondi
tioners which are composed of preconditioners for simpler positive definite sub
problems. Theoretical and computational results will be presented for various
models, for example Stokes problem, mixed formulation of a second order ellip
tic equation and the Reissner-Mindlin plate model. We will also presenf;,.some
related results on domain embedding preconditioners for problems with e~~;ntial
boundary conditions. -
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fvIATHEf\1ATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH
Tagungsbericht 44/1997

Convex Geometry

7.12. - 13.12.1997

This meeting was organized by P.Goodey (Norman, Oklahoma) and P.M.Gruber
(Vienna). It dealt with convexity as related to analysis. There were lectures of survey
character as weil as presentations of more specialized problems and results. The top
ics ranged from valuation and dissection problems to approximation of convex bodies
and affine and integral geometry, from the algebra of polytopes and the metric the
ory of polytopes to classical problems of convex bodies, including stability questions,
and from the local theory of normed spaces to the geometry ofnumbers and inequal
it.ics. The different mathematical backgrounds of the participants strongly enlivened
the exchange of ideas.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

Rotation invariant continuous valuations on
convex sets

Semyon Alesker

L('1, K d denote thc family of convex compact subsets of m:J. A fUDction ifJ : /Cd ~ (C is
called valuation if

</J{K U L) + </J(K n L) = 4J(K) + 4J(L)

w}{cnever K, L, K u L E K,d. It follows from the Blaschke selection theorem that /Cd
equipped with the Hausdorff metric is locally compact complete space. We will be
iJJtcrested in valuations, which are continuous with respect to the Hausdorff metric.

Theorem. (Hadwiger 1957). Every continuous translation invariant and SO(d)-invariant
valuation<p has the form

d

cf>(K) = Lc;Vi(K),
i=O

where Vi are intrinsie volumes, Ci are /ixed constants, K E /Cd.
V\fe will describe continuous rotation invariant valuation without assumption of

translation invariance. Description of a11 continuous valuation on the line ia easy and
nOIl intcresting, so we. 'JiH assume d ~ 2.

Definition. A valua~on <p : /Cd ~ (c is called polynomial valuation 0/ degree at most l,
if fOT every K E /Cd f/J( K + x) is a polynomial in x E JEf 0/ degree at most I.

Theorem 1. Every continuotJ,s SO(d) (resp. O(d))-invariant valuation can be approxi
mated uniformlyon compacts in K,d by SO(d) (resp. O{d))-invariant polynomial valu:.
ation,c;.



--------------------- -- _._--_._._-

PolylJOInial cOl1tinuous rotation invariant valuations can bc dcscrihcd cxplicitly.

Theorem 2. 1) Let</J be a continuous polyno1nial valuation, whielt is S'O(d)-invariant
if d ~ 3 and ()(d)-invur'iant if d == 2. Then tILere exist polynornials Po, ... 1 Pd-I in two
7J(I,r"i(J,ble.~ such t.hat

d-I

r{J(K) = L J pj(lsI2, (8, n))d8j (K; s, n),
}=ollt x $d-l

wlu~'f"(~ I - I is the EucLidean norm, (-,.) is the scalar product, Sj (1(; .) is the j -th gen
(~ralized (;1LrvatuTp. rneasure 01 K. Moreover, any expression o{ the ahove for'rn is (L

continuo'us polyno1nial O(d) -invariant valuation.
2) Let d == 2. Let <p be a continuous polynomial SO(2)-invariant valnation. Th_..

th(~n: exi~t puLynornials qo, fI1 in two variables sucht that ..

r{J(J() = t J qj((S, n), (S, n'))d8j(K; 8, n)
}=oJR2 x$l

wi/.h thc ahovc notation, where n' denoles vector n rotated to the angle 1T /2 counler'
clor:k'ltJis(~. M on~()vel', any expression 01 the above form is a continuous polynornial

S()(2) -inVlll'ifLnt valn'ation.

Random polytopes and lattice polytopes in convex
bodies:' a survey

Imre Baniny

Let. !{ c md be a convcx body and X n == {Xl"'.' X n } C 1< bc a finit.e set. We
(,()llsider tll(~ cases whcn X n is a random sampie, i.e., the Xi 's are randorn, independent,
H.lld unifonn points from K and when X n == K n L is the set of latticp points in !\"
where L is a d· dilllcllsional lattice in IR!. We are interested in the properties of t.hc
polytope l<n ==conv"'\"n- By and large, the behaviour of Kn is sinlilar in thc randonl
and tohe latt.icc cases. For instance, when K is sufficiently Slllooth, the cxpcctat.ion of

t.h~ nurnbcr of vertices of K n (randorn polytope) is const(K)nd~21 (1 + 0(1)) as n goes to
iufillity. 'rhe 11l1lnbcr of vcrtices of K n (lattice polytope) as the lat.t.ice L gets fincr a.
finer is esscntially thc same, Similarly, if approximation is measurcd as rnissed vohllW
1\11. approxiruatcs K in the same order which turns out to be alrnost as gaod as best
approxilnation (with the same number of vertices).

Approximating general hypersurfaces
Karoly Böröczk)~; Jr.

Following thc work of R.olf Schneider, Peter M. Gruber and Monika Lurlwig, thc thcory
of asynl ptotic approximation by polytopal hypcrsurfaces of a srllooth hypcrsll rface J\
with strictly posit.ive curvature is basically cOlnplete.
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The talk consist of t\VQ parts: first the lang standing conjecture is verified that the
rcsult.s can be extended to smooth canvex hypersurfaces wbere tbe Gauß curvature is
allowed to be zero. This is the largest family for meaningful asymptotic results t as
cvcn differentiable hypersurfaces may show rather irregular behavior.

Next, a further generalization is considered if tbe facets of the approximating poly
t.opal hypersurface touch the hypersurface; namely, tbe Gauß curvature is allowed to
hc negat.ive.

The convex hull of random points in a tetrahedron
Christian Buchta and Matthias Reitzner

At. first, let K be a convex polygon with r vertices and area one. Choose n points
frolll J(, independently and according to the uniform distribution on K. ClearlYt their
COtlVCX hulJ Kn is a polygon contained in K. Denote by Dn{K) the difference of the
arca of !{ and the expected area of K n . A classical result of Renyi and Sulanke (1963)
irnplics that

Dn(K) = ~rlogn + cI(K) + o(.!.) (n -+ 00),
3 n n n

wit.h an cxplicitly given constant Cl (K). More precise information about Dn(K) follows
in t.hc following way: For a plane convex body K of area one consider all chords of K
t.hat. dividc !( into t.WQ part.s of areas sand 1 - s. Tbe locus of the midpoints of these
chords is a eloscd curve lv/s , called equiaffine inner parallel curvc of the boundary curve
of Jo(. The assunlption that thc chords rotate counter-clockwise implies an orientation
(')f AI.<;. Pu t.

KIs) := 1 - f w(z, Ms)dz,
zEK\M"

wh{\f(~ 'w(z~ A1.'1) is the winding number of the closed curve MB about the point z. Then

1

Dn(K) = ~n f Sn-I K[s)dS,
o

whCIlce it can bc deduced in the particular case of a polygon with r vertices that

Dn(K) = ~rlogn + cI(K) + C2(~) + C3(~) + ....
3 n n n n

The constantscl (K), c2(K), c3(K), ... are all known explicitly. Furthermore, it is pos
sible to give a simple explicit formula for Dn(K) which extends an old result of Herglotz
(1933) from the case n = 3 to arbitrary n and from a quadrilateral to a general polygon
!{.

Cllrrently, wc are working on the respective problem in dimension 3. In particular,
Wp are able to give the asymptotic expansion for the difference of the volume of a
tetraheclron and the expected volume of the of the convex hull of n random points
ill this tctrahcclron as n tends to infinity. The structure of the asymptotic expansion
turns out to be much more complicated as in the planar case.
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Steiner type formulas for convex functions:
applications and related topics

Andrea Colesanti

1. Steiner formulas
Ld, '(J, bc Cl convex fun.ction defined in a convex open set n c JRd. At each point :r of
n t.I)(~ subgradient'(or 8ubdiJJerential) of 11" 8u(x), is defined. Für a Borcl subset TJ of n
and für a nonllcgativc p wc define the set

Pp(U; 1]) == {.1; + pv : x E 7], V E ßu(x)} ..

It is knowll t.hat. Pp(U; 17) is Lebesgue measurable and its Incasure is a polynonlial of
d(~gn~e (a.t Blost) d in the variable p:

C(Pp(U; 1])) =t (~) pi Fj{u; 1]);
j=O J

when' Ccl is the d-dinl(~nsionalLehesgue measure. The cocfficicnts Fj (u; .), j == 0, ... 1 d,
an~ nonnegativ(; Borel rncasures and they represent the analogue of the curvattln~ Ille(\

Slln~s C~d._j(I{;·) of a convcx body I< c IRd
. In particular the nurnhers Fj (1.l; n) cor

respolld t.o quernlassintegrals IVj(K) .. At this regards notice that if 1L is Lipschitz in
0, with Lipsehitz constant Land n is bounded, then thc following sharp incqllalitics

hold:
Fj{u; 0) ~ Ljwj(n), j = O~ ... ,d.

The IlleaSllres F(,{n;·) do not depend on u; indeed it is sinlply thc rcstriction of Cd to
n. ()n tl)(, other hand the ITlCaSUre Fd ( u; .) is thc image mcasure of t.hc subgradirnt.

Jllap, i.c.
~L('U;1]) == .cd({v: v E au(x)~x E 1J}) == [,d(8u(1])).

'This corrcsponds- to the fact that the curvature measure Co{K; .) of a d-dinlcnsional
c.onvex hody .K is thc image measure of the Gauss map of K. A furt her analogy wi th
thc (:a."i(~ of convcx bodics arises when we consider the case of smooth fUHctions; illdccd
if'll. E C2 (n) wr ca.n write

Fj(u; 1]) =JSj(D2u}, j = 0, ... ,d,
TI

wherc Sj(D2u) is the j-th elementary symmetrie funetion of thc Hcssian of u. Similarlye
if K is a eOllvex body with C2 boundary, then its curvature measurcs can be writt.en
as integrals ovcr DI< of the elementary symmetrie functions of the principal curvatures

of 8F.:.

2. An application
Steincr fonnulas are used to estimatc the sizes of the singularities of a convcx function
'IJ, defined in a convex domain n c lRd

. We considered the sets Li of singular points 0/

order i of u:

L = {x E n : cl iIn (8u(x)) ~ d - i} ~ i == 0 ... n - 1.
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Thc union of the Li 's is the set of all singular points of u. The sets Li were studied
in several papers; in particular it is \vell known that the Hausdorff dimension of Li is
i at the most, for every i = 0, ... , d - 1. Simple examples show that the i-dimensional
Ineasure of Li can be +00, even though, if we assign to each point x of Ei a weight
equal to the (d - i)-dimensional measure of 8u(x) and we integrate this weights over
Li, then we obtain a finite quantity. More precisely:

(1) / 1ld- i(8u(x))d1li(x) ~ Ld-iWd_i(n), i = 0, ... , d -.1,

Li

where 1-l s is thc Hausdorff measure of order sand n is the closure of n. These in
cqualitics are sharp. This result corresponds to the estimates for weighted measures of
sets of singular points of a convex body K. We remark that in order to establish esti
lnatcs (1), we prelirninarly proved integral respresentations of the coefficient measures
Fj (n; .). Such respresentations parallel the ones obtained by Zähle for the curvature
Ineasu res of a convex body. Furthermore, the praof of the integral respresentations for
functions can be given independently of the corresponding one for bodies, by the use
of the conjugate function of a convex function. ..;..;...

On the perimeter deviation of a convex disc from
a polygon .
August Florian

Let Cl and C2 be two compact convex subsets of the plane. We denote by OP(Ct, C2 )

thc distance between Cl and C2 determined by the LI metric in the space of support
functions. This distance can also be written in the form

wherf' [C1

1, C2] dcnotcs the convex huB of Cl u C2 , and p(C) is the perimeter of C. Let
.l)u hc any convex polygon with at most n vertices. Given a convex set C, there is a
polygon Pn == Pn(C) minimizing the distance gP(C, Pn). Let p be therperimeter of C.
It is known that

rf(C, Pn(C)) ~ p (1 - 2; arcsin GSin~))

wit.h equality if C is a circle (Florian 1992). For this inequality I recently found an
alteruative proof which avoids Iimiting processes.

Affine inequalities and radial mean bodies
Richard J. Gardner (joint work with G. Zhang)

Two important objects in convex geometry are the difference body and the polar pro
jection body of a convex body. The difference body K + (-K) of a convex body K
was studicd by Minkowski, and is ubiquitous in geometry (and elsewhere, as the vector
Stint of a set and its reftection in the origin). The operation that forms the difference
body is essentially that known as central or radial symmetrization and as such finds
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Bla.U)' applicat.ions in mathcrnatical physics and partial differential cqllat.ions. Projec:
tio)) hodies also originated in thc work of Minkowski, and have found application in thc
tl\(~ory of vector-valued rrleasures (Liapounov's theorem), thc local thcory of ßanach
spa.C(~s, t\tochast.ic geometry, randorn detcrnlinants, Hilbert's fourth prohlclll, nlathc
fllat.ical econolnics anel other areas. Thc projection body nJ( of Ci convex body J( is
dcfined for U E sn-l by .

hnK(u) = V(Klu.l),

wherc h denotes thc support function, V the k-dimensional volunlc of a k-dimensional
hody, and J(lu-l t.he orthogonal projection of ]{ on the (n-1)-dinlcnsional sllbspace u.L
orthogonal to H. Thc polar projection bady TI· K, the polar bod)' of t.hc projcct.ion borly
or J{, appcars cxplicity (but very frequently) in the more recent literature; its behaviollr
~lnder linear transfornlations often renders it rnore natural than the projcction h.
It.Self. -

80th thc difference body and the polar projection body appear in known affine
in(~qualities. 'The first is an ingredient in thc famous Rogers-Shephard incqllality:

n-"C:) :s: V(K)"-IV(fi*K),

with equality if and anly if K is a sin1plex.
\Ale cstablish a strong ncw affine inequality that yields both thc above incqllalities

as special cases. This involves a new body associated with a convex had)', defined as
foliows. Let }{ be a convex bady in JE". Für x E K, let

with cquaJity if aud only if the convex body K in JEl is a simplex. Thc second appears
in anot.her affiup. incquality, areverse Petty projectian 'ineqllality, first provc<1 by the
sccoll<l allthor:

eK(X, u) = max{c : x + cu E l<l,

'lI. E sn-l, be thc radial function of K with rcspect to x. Thc radial pth rnean body
J?'7J!{ of A.r is defilled für nonzerü p > -1 by

for cach 7J, E sn-1. We also define Ra K by

l?RoK(U) = exp ( vtK) flOg l?K(X, U)~x) ,

for each u E sn-I. "rhus the radial function of RpK is just the pth mean of thc values
of the radial function of K with respect to points inside K. Then RooK is thc difference
büdy of K, and the shape of RpK tends to that of the polar projcction body as p tcnds
to -1. It turns out that RpK is itself convex when p > O.
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Ir -1 < P < q, the new inequality states that

with cquality if and only if K is a simplex. Here

Cn.P = (nB(p + 1, n))-l/P,

für nonzero p > -1, and Cn,o is defined by continuity. When p = n and q ~ 00, the

t1(~W incquality becomes the Rogers-Shephard inequality, and when p --+- -1 and q = n,

it. becoInes thc reverse Petty projection inequality.

Dur proof of the new inequality requires a generalization due to C. Borell of a

dassical inequality of Berwald for the pth means of a concave function defined on a

convcx hody. "\Te find a new prüof of Borell 's inequality that yields exact equality

eonditions (not explicitly stated by BoreIl).

Integral geometry and boundary structure
of convex bodies

Stefan Glasauer

Sllhjcct.s of t.he talk were several new integral-geometrie relations for mixed area mea

sures and support measures (or generalized eurvature measures) of convex bodies. Tbe

resu It.s COllccrn the eonvex huH of the union of a fixed and a moved convex body, moved

ei ther hy translations or by rigid motions. There are simple explieit results even in the

ca.sp wherc one integrates with respect to a measure that is not 'invariant. The versions

for support measures are closely connected with eertain diffieult questions about the

hOl1ndary structure of convex bodies, which are related to investigatiol}s by Besieovitch,

Ewald, Lannan, Rogcrs, Zalgaller, B. A. Ivanov, and Schneider (amo_~g others).

Minkowski sums of projections of convex bodies
Paul Goodey

This work is motivated by quest ions which seek information"about a convex body based

Oll knowlcdge of its projections. We obtain results based on certain geometrie averages

of projections. To make this precise, we let K be a convex body (non-e,mpty, compact

<.:onvex set) in nst. For each 1 ~ k ~ d - 1, we denote by l,~ the compact manifold of

all k-dinlensional subspaces of F. The unique rotation invariant probability measure

on this rnanifold is denoted by 11;' For each L E l,~, KIL denotes the orthogonal

project.ion of Konto the subspace L of Ej. Although this is typically a k-dimensional

convex hody, we find it convenient to think of it as a eonvex body in C. The Minkowski

surn Pk(I<) of these projections is defined, in terms of its support function h(Pk(K), .),

by
h(Pk(K), u) = f h(KIL, u) 1I:(dL), far each u E 84-

1.

et
Note that, although this can be thought of as an average of all the 'k-dimensional

pruject.ions of K, the body Pk(K) will typically be of dimension d. Our major objective

7
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is to oLtain inforrnation about I< bascd on knowledge of this Ivlinkowski SUTU Pk(/\')
for same particular value of k.

Thc operator Pd- 1 was introduced by Schneider who showed that if Pd-I (I{) == cf(

for some canstant c, then K is a ball. More reeently, Sprieste~sbaeh showed that Pd-I

is injective. In faet she gave stability results whieh show that if Pd- 1(K) is elose to
Pd-I (L) thcn K is elose to Land that, if Pd- 1(K) is elose to cK for sOlne eonstant c
thcn J( is dose t.o a ball. Interestingly, it transpires that a certain isopcrinlctric deficit
of !( is bounded above by a multiple of the distance between Pk(K) and cK for a
certain constant c depending only on the dimension d.

Here we obtain same analagous results for the operator Pk in the cases 1 ~ k ~ d-2.
We first show how Spriestersbach 's techniques can be used to establish the injectivity
of Pk in a11 thc cases k ~ d/2. We then examine the operator P2 . Contrary.,
r.xpectations, we find that this is injective in all dimensions except d = 14 wherc itW
not. inj(~ctive. The prillciple tcchniques employed are those of integral gcoloctry and
hafJllOnic analysis. The main resnlts give circumstances nnder which a convex body is
detcnnincd by sums of its projections.

Theorem 1. Let K, lyI be convex bodies in F with Pk(K) ::: Pk(A1) for same k ~ d/2.
TJw1l /( = AI.

Theorem 2. a) Let K, At[ be convex bodies in F with P2(]() = P2(/vf). Then, ij
d # 14, we have K = L.

b) There are distinct bodies K, M in ]E14 with P2 (K) == P2 (A1).

Goodey alld Weil previously carried out a similar investigation invalving sums of sec
tions, as opposed to projections, of convex bodies. They showed that convcx bocHes
are deterntincd by averages of their 2-dimensional sections, but not by averages of their
1-di1lwnsional sections. Various averages of both sections and projcctioIlS were investi
gated hy Goorley, Kiderlen and Weil. They showed that certain apparently disparate
avcragcs have strang inter-relationships. Rather surprisingly, our operator Pk is vcry
dosely conncctcd ta another operator Bk which is defined in tenns of ßlaschke SUIIlS

of sectiüns instead of l\1inkowski sums of projections.
1'he prüofs of thc theorems make use of a continuous linear operator Pk : L2 (Sd-l) -t

L2 (Sd-I). 1'his is the functional equivalent of Pk and is defined in such a way that, for a
COIlVCX body K E JE1, we have h(Pk(K),·) = Pk(h(K, .)). Thc operator Pk intertwilles
thc group action of SO(d) on Sd-l and is therefore susceptihle to t.he mcthods of
harmonie analysis. These intertwining properties imply that, whcn rcstricted to.
space of spherical harmonics of degree n in dimension d, the operator Pk acts as a
Illultiple O'.u,k,d of the idcntity. The illjectivity results described in thc abovc thcorerns
arisc from analysing whether or not any of these multiples can be zero. This question is
resolved by first using some integral geometry to find explicit integral reprcsentations
for thc ern,k,d and then providing estimates which prove that, in most cases, thcy are
not ~cro. The cxceptional case k = 2, d = 14 is a consequenee of thc fact that

2(d - 14)
nS,2,d = - (d + 2)(rl + 1)d(d - 1)

whieh is proved directly.
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Volume formulas in Lp-spaces
Yehoram Gordon Uoint work with M. Junge)

According to the definition of Firey, the Minkowski p-sum of m segments in m:a is

f EBp[-X;, Xi! = {fOiXi l(fIOilP')-> ~ I}
1=1 1=1 1=1

wherc x" .. . , Xm are m vectors in JRn
, ~ + ~ = 1. The case p = 2 defines an ellipsoid,

and p ::: 1 defines a zonotope in IRn
, Le. the body V(B~), where V(ei) = Xi, i =

1: ... l 1'n, is the linear map V : IRm -+ IRn
.

VVe cxtend the classieal volurne formulas for ellipsoids and zonotopes to p-sums of

segments and prove

More precisely,

Theorem. Let 1 ~ P ~ 00 with ~ + iJ = 1 and let ~l, ... ,Xm be m vec.~~rs in IRn
. The

associated linear map V : JRm -+ JRn
, V{ei) = Xi satisfies .

1 ( )L ~J2 vol{V{B;)) n '" d ( ) IP pn ~ vol(V(B;») n

< L..." et Xi iEl < ep .

J1re3 min(p, n) ( vol(B;.) ) - card(l)=n - (.VOI(B;»

ExaJuples show, that equality only holds for p E {1,2} and tbat it is necessary to

take t.hc n-th root.

'vVc also describe related geometrie properties of the Fritz John and Lewis maps

associated to classieal operator norms such a.s tbe p-summing, p-nuclear~ p-factorizable

ideal norms for 1 ::; p ~ 00. Thc results are then applied to yield estimates for the inner

and cxternal volume ratio of arbitrary eonvex bodies K with respect to the volumes of

n-dirnensional balls of quotients, of subspaces, and of subspaces of quotients, cf Lp{p.)

spaccs. -

MicrolocaI Aspects of Convex Bodies'
Eric L. Grinberg

A number of geometrie properties of convex bodies may be described by the action of

integral transforms on functions associated to the bodies, especially radial and support

functions. Notable such transforms include the eosine and Funk-Radon transforms

which describe k-projeetions and k-intersections. While a great deal is known about

thc analysis of the latter transform, less is known about the former. In particular, the

Funk-Radon transform is, in typical contexts an elliptic real-analytic Fourier integral

operator. This leads to some amusing continuation properties for convex bodies where

analyticity is replaced by some standard property for cross-sections. We present a link

bctwecJl the eosine and Funk-Radon transform which allows some of the microlocal

properties of the latter to be transferred to tbe former.
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The form of best approximating polytopes
Pctcr M. Gruber

1. Introduction
Let c5 bc a ITlctric or some other notion of distance on the dass of aB proper convex
bodies C in Euclidean d-space.!W. For n = d + 1, d + 2, ... , let P n be a class of
cOllvex polytopes with n vertices or n facets, respectively, or their subclasses of convcx
polytopes which are inscribed or circumscribed to C. Then the problclTIs arise to
det.ernline or estilnate

6(C, Pn ) = inf{c5(C, P) : P E Pn }

and to °dcscribe t.hose pol.ytopes Pn E Pn for which the infimum is attaincd, the best.
approxirnating polytopes 0/ C in P n with respect to 6. These problerns have numerous9
~poc~. °

It is out. of reach to give precise descriptions of the best approximating polytopes
or to specify algoritluus for finding them. The best one may expect is t.o give a rough
dcscription of thc form. The first weak results in these direction are duc to Glasauer and
Schneider for the Hausdorff metric OH and to Glasauer and Gruber for thc sylnmetric
difference metrie tS V and the mean width deviation 8w . These results hold" for convex
bodies C of dass C2 with positive Gauss curvature K.c. They say that thc density of
the distribution of thc vertices of the inscribed polytopes, resp. the points where t.he
facets of thp cin:urnscribcd polytopes touch C, are proportional to appropriate powers
01" 1'1,(:.

In the following we give more precise information in thc case when d = 3.

2. The form of best approximating convex polytopes
Let C be a convex body in ~ of class C2 with positive Gauss Cllrvature K,c. Let

thc houndary bd C of C be endowed with a Riemannian metric f}c and let (Pn ) be a
scquencc of cirCtllllScribcd convex polytopes such that Pn has n facets.

We say that P n has asymptotically regular hexagonal facets 01 the same edgelength8
wi t.h respcct to (Jc if the following hold: there are Landau symbols o(n) and o( 1) and
a positive real sequence (an) such that each facet F of Pn , with a set of at most o(n)
exceptions, has 6 vertices Vl, ... ,V6 and

IIvi - pllp, lIVi+l - villp = Gn (1 ± 0(1)) for i == I, ... ,6, V7 == VI,

whcre TJ is thc point wherc F touchcs bd C and 11 IIp is thc Euclicican mctric inciucc<_
by {}c on thc tangent plane of bd C at p.

Theorem 1. Let bd C be endowed with the Riemannian metric (}1l of the sccond
fundamental form. For n == 4,5, ... , let Pn be a best approximating circumscribed
convex polytope with n facets with respect to the Hausdorff metric OH. Then Pn has
asymptotically regular hexagonal facets 0/ the same edgelengths with respect to {}l I·

Silnilar results hold for inscribed polytopes, the Banach-Mazur distance, and a notion
of a distance duc to Schneider.

Theorem 2. Let bd C be endowed with the Riemannian metric {JA of equi-affine
differential geometry. For n = 4, 5, ... , let Pn be a best approximating circumscribed
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C071vex polytope with n /acets with respect to the symmetrie difference metric oV. Then
Pu has asymptotically regular hexagonalfacets 0/ the same edgelengths with resp,ect to
f!A·

A similar result holds for the mean width deviation 6w .

3. The form of convex polytopes with minimum isoperimetrie quotient
Consider convex polytopes in IEJ of given volurne with n faeets. If such a polytope

has minimum surface area, a theorem of Lindelöf says that it is cireumscribed to a
Euclidean ball. Thus an applieation of Theorem 2 yields the following result.

Corollary of Theorem 2. For n = 4,5, ..., let Pn be a convex polytope in ~ with n
facets 0/ given volurne and minimum sur/ace area. Then Pn has asymptotically regular
hexagonal facets 0/ the same edgelengths.

Note that the metric used here is the ordinary Euelidean metrie in 1&.

A four-vertex theoreßl for space curves
Erhard Heil

A regular closed simple curve in Euclidean 3-space, lying on the boundary of its convex
hull and without zero curvature points, has at least four points where the torsion T

changes sign. Under minor additional assumptions this was shown by· Bisctrizcky and in
fuH generality by Sedykh. Admitting singular points and sign changes of the curvature
fi., Romero Fuster and Sedykh showed that

V+2K+3S ~ 4

whcre S is the number of singular points, K the number of point"s where K. changes
sigJl, and \1 thc number of points where T changes sign. Here we will eonsider regular
dosed spacc curves which may have double points and must not He on the boundary
of thcir convex hulIs. We show that

V+K+D~4

where D is the nunlber of extrema of the conieal curvature T / K.. We call such points
Darboux vertices because there the Darboux vector changes its sense of rotation within
the rcctifying plane.

Darboux vertices can be made visible in the following way: Wrap a rectangular
strip symmetrieally along the space curve. It then is the rectifyin"g strip of the curve,
and its straight generators, which have the directions of the Darboux vectors, can be
seen on the paper strip.

Thc main idea in order to proof (*) is to consider the unit tangent vector of the
curvc as a curve on the sphere. Its geodesie curvature is just T / K..

11



Rectifiability far curvature measures of convex
sets

Daniel Hug

VVc investigatc thc conncction between measure theoretic properties of curvature ITlCa
sures of convex sets and geometrie properties of these sets in a d-difnensional Euclidean
space. In arecent paper, we established explicit representations for the singular parts of
thc curvature rncasures of an arbitrary closed convex set with respect to the boundary
rneasure of thc set. This no\\' leads to eharacterizations of absolute continuity for the
curvaturc rneasures in terms of conditions on naturally defined generalized curvature
functiolls which are defined on the unit normal bundle of a given convex set. For the
c.llr~ature rncasure of order zero of a convex body, another characterization is obtained..
which involves thc set of directions in which the convex body is touched from inside_
by a nondcgenerate ball. By using a Crofton intersection formula and various integral- .,
gcornctric transformations, we extend this result to curvature measures of any order.
Another extension is given \vhich uses the nation of a touching affine subspace alld a
ccrtain lower-dinlCllsional spherical supporting proper.ty. Dual results are obtained for
thc surfacc area nlCasures of convex bodies. For the proofs we errlploy Incthorls frorn
convcx and integral geoll1ctry and also some basic geometrie Ineasure theory.

One class of effective step-by-step algorithms for
polyhedral approximation

George K. Kamencv

Th<' dass of step-by-step algorithms for approximating convex bouies C in e, d 2:: 2:
by inseriLed (circurnscribed) polyhedra P~('P~) are considered. These algorithms are
based on the idea of-the general adaptive schemes: the augmentation scheme and the
clltting scheIne (the second one was introduced by Button and Wilker 1978). Let C E C
with thc supporting halp-space H{C, u) and the support function g{C, u).

Augmentation scheme. Let Pn E 'P~.

Step J. Choose the point p E ac.
Step 2. Construct Pn+ I = conv {p, Pn } .

Cutting scheme. Let Pn E P~. a,
Step 1. Choose the unit direction u E Sd-l. _

Step 2. Construct Pn+l = Pn n H(C, u).

'The particular algorithm is defined with the methods of choosing of the polyhedron
Po and thc point (the direction) on the step 1 of the scheme. Let us cOllsider the
schemes, that improve polyhedron approximately in the direction of the maximulll
deviation from the body. Formally we define the sequence {Pn } as H (,)-sequence
for C with constant ')'{H(C, ')')-sequence) if there exist a constant , > 0 such that
811 (Pn1 Pn+l) ~ ,8H (Pn,C). The corresponding adaptive schemes we define as H
schemes.

There are some examples of H-schemes with I < 1. Let T(C, u) = C n 8H(C, u)
and U{P) be the set of external unit normals to hyperfaces of apo
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Algorithm A (Bushenk~v 1981). Let Pn E 'P~ be constructed.
Step 1. Find u· = argmax{g(C, u) - g(Pn , u) : u E U(Pn )}; find p. E T(C, 'U.).
Step 2. Construct Pn+1 = conv{p·,Pn}'

For the algorithm A it was proved (Kamenev 1986) that for C E C it gene"rates
H-sequence with 1 ~ I/a, where a = R/r, where r is internal radius for Po and R is
external radius for C, and for C E C2 asymptotically 'Y :::::: 1.

In case of d = 2 this algorithm coincides with the known "sandwich" algorithm with
chord rule (Fruhwirth, Burkard and Rote 1989-1992). Obviously, in this case "I =1.

Let {Pn } be H(C, ')')-sequence for C E C2
• Then it was proved (Kamenev 1992)

that asymptotically <5(Pn, C) ~ const/n2(d-l) in Hausdorff and Nikodim metrics:

611 (Pn1 C) ~ >../n2/(d-l) , where A = (2/p)(d(d + l)a(C)j((d - 1),~1rd_l)]2/(d-l),

(5"; (Pn , C) :s >"/n2/(d-l), where A = (2/p){2da(C)(d+l)/2 /«d - l)"Yd1l"d_l )]2/(d-l)

where a(C) - the "area" of ac, p - the minimum curvature radius of ac (using
Blaschkc's rolling theorem (Brooks and Strantzen 1989) we da not imply positivity
of Gaussian curvature k) and 1rd - volume of tbe unit ball. Numerical computer
experinlents shows that for algorithm A in approximation of 2-6-dimensional ellipsoids
the constant in the rate of convergence depends only of d and J k(xP~2dO'(x).

In nonsmooth case (C E C) there are more weak results for H-schemes: e5(Pn, C) :5
const/n1/(d-J) (Kamenev 1986). Now it is proved that for augmentation H-schemes
with SOHle additional properties it follows that 6(Pn, C) :5 "const/n~~(d-), Pn E 1'~.

MOH~ preciscly let {Pn } be the sequence of inscribed polyhedra generated by an aug
tnentation scheme. We define {Pn } as H1(C, ,)-sequence if for each n there exists an
extcrnal unit normal u in p E ac, Pn+l = conv{p, Pn }, such that g(C, u) - g(Pn1 u).~

,(j/l (Pn~ C).Obviously H 1(C, ,)-sequence is H(O, T)-sequence and H(C, t)-sequence
is H I {C, 1)-sequence. Furthermore it is easy to see that the algorit"hm A generates
H1-scqucnce with the corresponding constant.

l.;l~t C E C and {Pn } - the H1(C,"Y)-sequence. Then it is proved .:(Kamenev 1997)
that tlH~re exist no: for any n ~ no if follow i~-~

811 (Pn , C) ~ >../n2
/(d-l) , where ;\ = (2/'"Y)[u(C + B)o(C + B)d-2 / 7rd_l]2/(d-l).

Here B is the unit ball in the origin, a(C) - the asphericity of C.
In same application there i8 a problem of polyhedral approximation using minimum

c:alculations of thc support function. For this reasan step-by-step algorithm for reduc
illg thc number of calculations of the support function of tbe approximated body was
dcvcloped. This algorithm uses augmentation and cutting adaptive schemes simulta
ncously.

Algorithm B (Kamenev 1986). Let P E p~ and Qn E p~ be constructed.
Step 1. Find u· = argmax{g(Qn,u) - g(Pn,u): u E U(Pn)}; find p. E T(C,u·).
Step 2. Construct Pn+1 = conv{p·, Pn } and Qn+l = Qn n H(C, u·).

In case of d = 2 this algorithm is similar to the "sandwich" algorithm with maximum
crror rule (Fruhwirth, Burkard and Rote 1989-1992). For the algorithm B it was proved
(Kamcnev 1994) that für C E C2 asymptotically o(Pn , Cl, o(Qn, C) :5 const/n2/(d-l) in
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Hausdorff anel Nikodirll nletrics. Note that on each iteration of this algorithrn thcre is
only Olle calculation of the support function of C. Für this reason in case of C E C2 we
llccd ] ~ const/E(d-l)/2 calculations of g(C, u) tü approximate C ·with the deviation E.

Kinematic formulas für finite lattices
Dan Klain

Thc essent.ial link between convex geometry and combinatorial theory is the lattice
strueture of the collection of polyeonvex sets; that is, the eollection of all finite unions
of cornpact convex sets in !Rn. In analogy to valuation characterizations and kinerrlatic
fornnl1as of convex geometry, the author develüps a combinatorial theory of invariant
valuations an<! kincrnatic formulas on finite lattices. ..

Let P bc a finite poset with minimum 0, and let J(P) denote thc lattice of order.
ideals of P. A theorem of Birkhoff states that every finite distributive lattice takes thc .
fonn of J(P) for some poset P. Let G be a finite group of automorphisrlls aeting on P.
The action of G partitions P into a family U of orbits U. The action of G on P also
inchlces an action of G on thc distributive lattice J(P). In arecent paper thc author
sho\,,"cd that cvery G-invariant real-valued valuation l.{J on J(P) must take the forrn

l.{J = L Cul.{Ju,
UEU

(1)

where p.ach Cu E IR is a constant aod where the G-invariant valuation tpu on .J(P) is
dcfined by

l.{Ju(A) = IA n UI,

for each U E U. Here lAI denotes the number of elements of a finite set A. This
allalogue of Hadwiger's characterization theorem (for rigid-motion invariant valuations
on cornpact convex sets) yields kinematic formulas for the finite lattice J(P), leading
in SOllle cases to new polynomial identities for the Whitney nurnbers (of the second
kind), of a rnodnlar lattice P .. In particular, the author develops thc general kinematic
fonnula für aG-invariant valuation c.p on J(P):

1 1
-IGI L c.p(A n gB) = L -IUICul.{Ju(A)<Pu(B).

gEG UEU

for aB A, B E J(P). Here each Cu is the constant given by (1) for the valuation rp. Bye
setting l.{J = X, the Euler characteristic of the lattice J(P), one derives a combinatorial
analogue of thc principal kinematic formula of convex and integral geometry.

These kinematic formulas enable one of compute expectations of randorn valuations
on J (P). In many cases we are able to compute these expectations in more than one
way, leading to identites such as the following identity for the Gaussian cocfficients:

This particular identity results from the case of P = Ln(q), 'the lattice of subspaces of
a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field of order q. Setting q = 1 we obtain
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the analogous results for the case of P = Bn , the Boolean algebra of subsets of a finite
set. Other examples to consider include the lattice of partitions of a finite set, the
lattice of nlultisets over a finite set, and finite cell complexes exhibiting some degree of
synlnlctry.

Report on recent research: Applications of the
Fourier transform to convex geometry

Alexander Koldobsky

1. Inverse formula for the Blaschke-Levy representation
\·\Te say that an even continuous function H on the unit sphere n in IRn admits the
Blaschke-Levy representation with q > 0 if there exists an even function bELl (0)
so that Hq(x) = In I(x, ~)lqb(~) ~ for every x E n. This representatioD has numerous
applications in convex geometry, probability and Banach spaee theory. In this paper,
we prcsent a simple formula (in terms of the derivatives of H) forcalculating b out
of H. This formula leads ta new estimates for the sup-norm of b tbat ean be used in
connection Ylith isometrie embeddings of normed spaces in Lq .

2. An application of the Fourier transform to sections of staf:'bodies
\A'e express the volume of central hyperplane secti~ns of star bodies in JIr in terms of

c> t.he Fourier transform of apower of tbe radial function, and apply this result to confirm
the conjccture of Meyer and Pajor on the minimal volume of central seetions of tbe
unit balls of the spaces ~ with 0 < p < 2.

3. Intersection bodies, positive definite distributions and the Busemann
Petty problem
\·Ve provc that an origin-symmetric star body K in IRn is an intersection body if and
only if IIxllj(1 is a positive definite distribution on IRn

, wbere IIxllK = minta > 0: X E
a.K}. Vvc use this result to show that for every dimension n there exist polytopes in
!Rn whieh are intersection bodies (for example," the cross-polytope), the unit ball of
evcry subspace of Lp , 0 < p ~ 2 is an intersection body, the unit ball of tbe space
f.~ I 2 < q < 00 is not an intersection body if n ~ 5. Using Lutwak's connection with tbe
ßuselnann-Petty problem, we present new counterexamples to the problem for n ~ 5,
alld conllrm the conjecture of Meyer that the answer to the problem is positive if tbe
body with smaller sectious is apolar projection body.

4. Intersection bodies in IR:'
Wc prove that the unit cube in JRR is an intersection body if and only if n ~ 4, and
give precise expressions for generating measures (signed measures).

5. Second derivative test for intersection bodies
Wc use the connection between interseetion bodies and positive definite distributions,
established in an earlier paper, to give a necessary condition for intersection bodies
in terms of the second derivative of tbe norm. This result allows UB to produce a
variety of counterexamples to the Busemann-Petty problem in m.n, n ~ 5. For example,
thc unit ball of the q-sum of any finite dimensional normed spaces X and Y witb
q > 2, dim(X) ? 1, dim(Y) ? 4 is not an intersection body, as weIl as the unit balls
of thc Orlicz spaces iM, n ;:::: 5 with M' (0) = M" (0) = O.
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6. An analytic solution to the Busemann-Petty problem on sections of con
vex bodies (joint work with R. J. Gardner and Th. Schlumprccht)
\\Tc derive a formula connecting the derivatives of parallel seetion functions of an origin
s)'llllnetrie star body in mn with the Fourier transform of powers of the radial fllnction
of thc body. (A parallel seetion funetion gives the ((n - l)-dirnensional) volumes of all
hyperplane scctions of thc body orthogonal to a given direction.) This formula providcs
a new charactcrization of intersection bodies in JRn and leads to a eomplete analytic
solution ta thc Buscmann-Petty problem. In conjunetion with earlier cstablishcd con
nections between the Busemann-Petty problem, intersection bodies, and positive def
init.e distributions, our formula shows that the answer to the problem depends on thc
behavior of thc (n - 2)-nd derivative of thc parallel section functions. The affinnative
answer ta the ßuscrnann-Petty problem for n ~ 4 and negative answer for n ~ 5 now
follow from thc fact that convexity controls the secimd derivatives, but does not contro_
t.hf~ derivatives of ltigher orders.

7. A short proof of Schoenberg's conjecture on positive definite functions
(joint work wi th Y. Lonke) .
In 1938 I. J. Schocnbcrg asked for which positive numbers p is thc function exp( -llxIlP )

positive definite, where thc norm is taken from one of thc spaces e~, q > 2. The solution
of the problclTl was completed in 1991, by showing that for evcry p E (0,2], the function
"exp( -llxIlP ) is not positive d~finite for thc e;; norms with q > 2 and n ~ 3. Vve provc
Cl, sinlilar result for a more gel).eral dass of norms, which contains sorne Orlicz spac<~s

and q- SUlllS, and, in particular, present a simple proof of the answer to t.he original
Schoellherg's qllcstion. Some consequences concerning isometrie clnbeddings in Lp

spaces für 0 < p ::; 2 are discussed as weIl.

Old and new aspects of the affine geometry of
convex bodies

Kurt Leichtweiß

lssuing froIll thc equiaffine differential geometry and equiaffinely associated sets as
ccntroids, diffcrence body, floating body, projection body, randorn simplices etc. the
classical affine geometry of convex bodies was established in thc early twenties. Hcre
thc (old) aspects like

• inequalities and diseussions of equality

• other characterizations of special curves and hypersurfaces

• affine rigidity

• analogy to the euclidean case

were detcrmining and led to a list of typical results.
In thc last yeal's new aspects like

• generalization to n dimensions
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• relaxation of smoothness assumptions

• consideration of affine evolutions

appeared. The aim of the survey lecture is to explain the progress at the first mentioned
rcsults and to indicate new Olles.

Infinite-dimensional convexity
Joram Lindenstrauss

l'his is areport on same joint work with V. Fonf. It involves three results concerning
t.hc structure of convex sets in infinite dimensional Banach space.

(i) A polytope is a c10sed bounded convex set which intersects every finite-dimensional
suuspace in a usual polytape.

Theorem 1. 11 C is a polytope in a separable Banach space X then the affine span of
C is closed a~d C has an interior point in this affine span.

(ii) Theorem 2. There is no discrete proximinal net in a separable infinite dimensional
Lp(p,) space.1 < p < 00. .~ ..

For p = 2 this is related to (a still open) problem on existence of a nice tHing of l2
by convex bodies.

(iii) Approxi~ation of convex sets by sets in which the extreme points are dense.

Theorem 3. Let X be a separable infinite dimensional Banach space. A closed bounded
convex set C can be approximated (in the Hausdor./J distance) by closed con'lJex sets
whose extreme points are dense il and only il C does not intersect any affine space with
finite codimension by a set with non empty interior.

Ir t.he approximation is possible the approximating.sets can be chosen to actually
have a dense set of strongly exposed points. .

Zonoids
Yossi Lünke

1. Zonoids whose polars are zonoids
Sonle time ago I have fouod examples of non-smooth zonoids whose polars are zonoids.
Thcy were of the form B2 + r B;-1 where Bi is the Euclidean unit ball in IR!' and
o ::; r ~ 1. However, these examples da not work for n ~ 6. The question is whether
there exist at aB examples of non-smooth zO.Doids whose palars are zonoids in any
dinlension. As a first step, the search is restricted to rotation-bodies. Same partial
results in this direction are the following.

Proposition. Assume n ~ 6. If K is an n-dimensional rotation body, such that
K + 8 2-1 is apolar 01 a zonoid, then K is not apolar 01 a zonoid.

Corollary. Assume n ~ 6. 11 K is an n-dimensional rotation body_ then there exists
a number r(K) > 0, such that for every 0 ~ r < r(K), the body K + r B~-l is not a
polar 01 a zonoid.
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2. Isometrie embeddings into Lp spaees, 0 < p ::; 2 (joint work with Alcxander
Koldobsky)

Theorem. Assnme X == (JR3 t I1 11) is a 3~dimensional normed space. Assllrne that
/01' each fi:I;ed (y, z) E m2\{O}, the function x ~ lI(x, y, z)II is in C2 (1R), and that the
!ollowing lwo conditiort8 a1'e satisfied:

. (i) For cvery (Yt z) E IR? \ {O},

d d2

dx lI(x, y, z)IIL=o == dx211 (x, y, z)II!x=:o == 0,

(ii) rrhcrc exists a constant C > 0, such that if (y, z) E m? and 11(0, y, z)11 == 1, then

aP 4IIt
('tx) dx 211 (x, y, z)11 ~ c.

Thcn the .5pace ..Y i8 not linearly isometrie to a subspace 0/ LP1 whcn 0 < p ::; 2.

EXi-unples of spaces satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem are e~ for q > 2. In
t.his case tll(~ theorem provides an answer to a quest ion posed by Schoenherg in 1938
ahollt positive definite functions. The answer was known beforc, hut its proof was
luore conlplicated ~han thc proof of thc theorem here, which is very SiHlp]P,

A characterization of affine length and asymptotic
approximation of convex bodies

Monika Ludwig

Let K bc the set of planar convex bodies (compact, convex sets). For}{ E K affine
]en~th A IS defined as

I

A(K) = I KK(t)l dt
o

\vherc KK(t) is the curvature of K given as a function oE arclength t and 11S thc length of
bd }{. Since I'\,K cxists a.e. and is an integrable function, this functional is weH dcfined
for a g~neral (not necessarily smooth) convex body, Affine length ?as the fo]]owi.
propertlCs: •

• it is equiaffine invariant:
>"(</>(K)) ;: A(K)

for every affine map r/J with determinant 1

• it is upper selnicontinuous:

A(K) ~ lim sup A(Kn )
n--.oo

for K n ~ K
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• it is a valuation:
A(K U L) + A(K n L) == A(K) + A(L)

for K, L, K u L E JC

Besides A(K)t the area A(K) and the Euler characteristic have these properties.

Theorem 1. Let Jl : 1C ~ IR be an upper (or lower) semicontinuous and equiaffine

invariant valuation. Then, there are constants Co, Cl, and C2 such that

Jl(K) == Co + Cl A(K) + C2 A(K)

f01' alt !( E K. If tL is upper semicontinuous, then C2 ~ 0, ij it is lower semicontinuous,

then C2 ~ O.

This theorem can be used to obtain results on asymptotic approximation of convex

bodies. Let Ö(K, L) denote the area of the symmetrie difference of K and Land let

P:l(K) denote the set of polygons with at most n vertices which are contained in K.

D~finc

c5(K t P~) = inf{6(K, P) : P E 'P~(K)}, ....{!~;.

i.c., &(K, P~) is the distance of K from its best approximating polygonwith at most n

vertices. It was shown by L. Fejes T6th, McClure and Vitale that for a convex body

J( with boundary of class C2 and positive curvature

6(K pi) rv A(K)3
'n 12n2

as 11. -t 00. This can be extended to general eonvex bodies.

Theorem 2. For every K E Je

In a joint w<?rk with Matthias Reitzner, Theorem 1 is extended tö general diqlen

sions. It follows from results of K. Leichtweiß, E. Lutwak, C. Schütt and E. Werner

that affine surface area can be defined for general convex bodies and is an equiaftine

invariant and upper semicontinuous valuation. Our result says that every equiaffine

invariant and semicontinuous valuation can be written as a linear combination of Euler

characteristic t volume a.nd affine surface area.

E~ch symmetrie convex body in m;3 admits an
inseribed cube

Endre Makai, Jr. (joint·work with T. Hausel and A. Szücs)

Answering a question of Klee-Wagon, we prove that each convex body in lR.2 admits

inscribed rectangles with any given ratio of tbe side lengths. We prove that each

centrally symmetrie convex body in JR3 admits an inscribed cube, and, more generally,

an inscribed similar copy of any given rectangular parallelepiped. For the case of the
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tube wc give sirnple argunlcnts using elements of (equivariant) algebraic t.opology, via
th~ solution of a special case of Knaster's problem. Connected with this, we invest.igate
the existence of equivariant maps 80(3) -1 8 2 for certain group actions of subgroups
of S4 on S()(3) and 8 2

. The statement for the general rectangular parallelepiped
follows frorn a rather technical recent theorem of Griffiths, about another special case
of !(Ila.c-;ter's problerB, that includes the above one. Answering a question of ßodlaender
Gritznlann-Klce-van Leeuwen, we prove that for n large enough there exists in !Rn a
(cent rally syrnmetric) convex body, admitting no inscribed parallelepiped; moreover, a
typical (centrally symmetrie) eonvex body in JRn has this property. We prove that in
IJf any set of diarneter at most 1 can be included to a rhombic dodecahedron, with
distance of opposite faces equal to 1. Possible application of this theorern to the Borsuk
problenl in ßl3 is pointed out.

On inner illumination of convex bodies
Horst Martini (joint work with V. Boltyanski and V. Soltan)

Due to P. Soltan (1962), a set F c bd K illuminates a convex hody K e F (d ~

2) fro1n within if for each point x E bd K there is some y E F (x i:- y) such that
]x, y[e int!{. Für example, any K c ]Ei is illuminated from within by at most d + 1
points, with eqllality if K is a simplex (Soltan 1962). Moreover, F C bd I< is said to
hc a 1JTirnitive inner illuminating system of K if no proper subset of it will illunlinate
1\" frolli within. Although even a proof for the existence of thc maxirrlum number of
points of a prilnitive inner illuminating syste was lacking for d ~ 3, B. GrünbaUI11
(1964) conjecturcd this number to be 2d . For d = 3, this was confirmcd by V. Soltan
(1995), with equi~lity if K is combinatorially equivalent to the 3-cube. Wc show that
for d 2:: 4 Grünbaum 's conjecture is wrong: for any positive integer rn, thcre is a
convex body [( Ce, d 2:: 4, with a primitive inner illuminating systeln of at least
nl points. Also WP. show that any such system is finite. H. Hadwiger (1972) asked
whcthcr Cl convex d-polytope P c e illuminated by its vertices (i.e., for any vertex
.1: of P thcrc is another vertex y of P such that Jx, y[eint P) has at least 2d vcrtices.
P. Mani (1974) proved that for d :::; 7 the ans\ver is affirmative, while for d > 7 thcre is
such a polytopc having about d + 2Vd vertices. We show that any convex d-polytope
primitively illunünatcd by its vertices has at least 2d vertices.

Polytopes: valuations, dissections and
combinatorics

Peter McMullen

The purpose of this talk is to survey recent developments in the area of the title. The
emphasis will be firmlyon the algebraic aspects of the subject. An initial motivation
for studying valuations in the abstract was to investigate the extent to which equality
of volume of ordinary polyhedra is characterized by equidissectability, as is the case for
area of polygons. Indeed, same of the problems still being looked at were first raised

by the Greeks.
Rather than develop the subject historically, thc starting point here will be the

most recent approach to the polytope ring and algebras. The polytope ring, which is
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thc abstract algebraic object corresponding to valuations on polytopes (with DO trans

lationaJ properties as yet assumed) is identified with the ring of piecewise exponential

functions. Completion and quotients then provide connexions with polytope algebras,

piecewise polynomials and tensor weight algebras. Another natural quotient then de

scribes the conditions for equidissectability of polytopes by translation (wben any rigid

nlotions are allowed, the general problem is still open).

A striking application of scalar weights (wbich can be tbought of as tbe algebra of

rnixed volumes of polytopes) was to tbe purely eombinatorial problem of characterizing

the f -vectors of simple polytopes. Part of the structure of tbe weight space of a simple

polytope, established by non-analytic methods, is a family of quadratic inequalities,

arnong which is Minkowski's second inequality. From this (88 is weIl known) tbe Brunn

t\1inkowski theorem can be deduced; of interest, perhaps, is that tbe equality conditions,

which are lost in proceeding to a limit, can be recovered for polytopes by an inductive

argument.

Affine surface area and p-affine surface area
Mathieu Meyer and Elisabeth Werner -o:;C:;.c< 0;

For a convex body K in JRn and t E IR, t > 0, we define the SantalQ:.bodies S(K, t} as

S(K, t) = {x E K : 1KII;<%1 $ t},
vn

where IK Idenotes the n-dimensional volurne of the convex body K and Vn is the volume

of thc n-dimensional Euclidean unit ball B(O, 1). KZ is the polar of K with respect to

:r.
Those bodies .are related to the affine surfaee area

01(K) = ! !K(u)Wdu(u) =! K(X) nhdJlK (x);

5 n - 1 8K

where !K(U) is the Gauss curvature fUDetion, that is the reciprocal of the Gauss

curvature K(X) at this point x E BK that has u as outer normal. JLK:iis tbe usual surface

Ineasurc on the bo·undary ßK of K and 0 is the spherical Lebesgue measure.

It was shown that the connection between Ol{K) and tbe Santalo..bodies is as

follows

lim tn;t (IKI-IS(K, t)1) = ~(IKI)n;l Ol(K).
t~oo 2 v"

Lutwak introduced for a convex body K in JRn with positive continuous curvature

fnnction the p-affine surface area Op(K) ..

! fK(u)n~p ! ~(x)~
Op(K) = ~ da(u) := ~ dIJK(X),

5 n - 1 hK(u) n+p 8K < X, N(x) > n+p

where hK is the support function of K and N(x) is the outer normal in x E BK.

\Ve show that for bodies with sufficiently smooth boundary there is a geometrie

interpretation for the p-affine surface area (for -n < p) comparable to the one for

affine surface area in terms of a generalization of the nation of Santal~bodies.
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On isometrie embedding of subspaces of Lp into lp
Aleksander Pelczynski (joint work with F. Delbaen and H. Jarchow)

The foIlowing reStllts answer a question of A. Pietsch:

Theorem 1. Let 0 < p < 00, p rf. 2/N. Let E be a (elosed linear) .subspaee 0/ Lp =
L1J ([0; 1]). Then E is isometrie to a subspace 0/ lp iff every unital subspaee 0/ Lp
isornetric to E eonsists 0/ funetions having discrete distributions.

It is weIl known that every subspace of L p is isometrie to a unital one.

Corollary 1. A subspace E 0/ Lp (0 < p < 00, p rt. 21N) is isometrie to a subspaee
0/ lp ijj every 2-dimensional subspaee 0/ E has the same property.

Corollary 2. The 2-dimensional Euclidean spaee is not isometrie to a subspaee 0/ ..
lp (0 < p < 00, p rf. 2IN). . ..

ProoC. Otherwise by Corollary 1 l2 would be isometrie to a subspace of lp. -"

Theorem 2. 1/ p E 21N then every finite dimensional subspaee 0/ Lp is isometrie to a
8ubsp(L(:e 0/ lpo Moreover /01' every nEIN there exists an N = N(p, n, U<) E IN (D< is
the field 0/ seala1's, either lK = IR 01' 1K = (C) such that every n-dimensional subspaee
0/ LI) embedds isometrieally into l:.

An isoperimetrie inequality far hyperplane
sections of a convex body

Carla Peri

Consider the cuclidean space JRn with the canonical inner prorluct (".) and corrc
sponding nonn 11 . 11 . Denote sn-l := {x E JRn 1II x 11= I} the unit, euclidcan sphere,
V{-) the Lcbesgue n- dimensional measure and A(·) the Lebesgue (n - l)-dimensional
measure defined on Borel sets lying in hyperplanes of lRn

•

Let us suppase that a convex body K c JRn is divided by a hyperplane H into
twü sets K 1 , K 2 . We want to find a sharp upper bound für tbe product V (Kd V(K2 )

in t.enns of thc area A(K n H) of the intersection of K with the hyperplane H. This
problcln has been studied by Bokowski and Sperner (1979), Bokowski (1980), Gysin
(1986), Mao (1993) and Santalü (1983) who obtained upper bounds where A(K n H)
is multiplied by a constant depending on the diameter of K and on thc dimension n. It
should be noted that a more general version of this problem, where H is rcplaced by a e
nlcasllrablc surface, has been studied by many authors in connection with randomized
algorit.hlns für approximating the volume of a convex body. Relative isoperimetrie
incqllalities are also related to immersion theorems for Sobolev spaces.

We prove that if K c JRn is a convex body divided inta two parts K 1 , K 2 by a
hyperplane H orthogonal to u E sn-J then

V(KdV(K2) ~ f2( min
n
f I (u, x - y) Idx)A(K n H).

n yEIR K

This inequality is asymptotically tight, for sufficiently large n, anel inlplies the
following:
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V(KdV(K2) ~ I:2(/ I (u, x - c(K» Idx)A(K n H),
K

where c(/() denotes the centroid of K. We also show that if K is eentrally symmetrie
then the constant 1/ In 2 can be dropped. Moreover, the inequality we obtain in this
case is exact as equality holds for a cylinder and a hyperplane cut, through the center,
parallel to the base of the eylinder.

The main ingredient in the praafs is a "Localization Lemma" due to-Kannan, Lovasz
and Simonovits (1995).

The constant fK t (u, x - c(K) I dx cao be given a geometrie interpretation: it is
the support function in the direction U of the centroid body r K of K, multiplied by
the volume of K. Thus, the previous results imply

(DrK being the diameter of rK), where the constant 1/ In 2 can be dropped 'when K
is cClltrally symmetrie.

Wc think that the last inequality can be generalized as folIows.

Conjecture 1. Let K be a convex body in lRn such that c(K) = 0 and let ECK be a
rneasurable set. Let A(K, E) denote the Minkowski content 01 the part 01 the boundary
01 E which is contained in the interior 01 K. Then

. 1
ffiln{V(E), V(K\E)} ~ In2DrKA(K,E)

and the constant 1/ In 2 can be dropped when K is centered.
In the case where K is the unit cube this inequality was proved by Hadwiger

(J 972); in thc general ca.c;e it would improve an inequality due to Kannan, Lovasz and
Sinlonovits (1995): " .

The subindependence of coordinate slabs in .e;
balls .

Irini Perissinaki (joint work with K. Ball)

It is proved that if the probabili ty P is normalised Lebesgue measure on one of the
e; balls in JRn

, then for any sequence .tb t2, ... , tn of positive numbers, the eoordinate
slabs {lxi I ~ ti} are subindependent, namely,

A consequence of this result is that the proportion of the volume of the unit e; ball
which is inside the cube [-t, t]n is less than or equal to In(t) = (1 - (1- t)n)n
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I t. tUfns Ollt that this estirnate is rerrlarkably accurate over roost of thc range of
val lies 01' t. A revp.rse incquality, dcmonstrating this, is the second major resllit of this
work.

1. The two Theorems and their relation

Theorem 1 Subindependence of coordinate slabs. 11 the probability P is nOT

UH1,lised Lebesgue 1neasure on "one of the e; balls in /Rn, then fOT any sequence tl, ... 1 tn
of l)()silive n1L1nbers,

T"he particular ease p = 1, t1 = ... == tn of Theorem 1 gives an upper bound fOl'lC
proportion of thc volumc of the unit er ball which is inside the cube [-t, t]n . Sine
propurtioll of t.hc volume of the unit e~ ball which is inside a eoordinate slab of wi th
'21. is ] - (1 - t)fl when t ~ 1, the result in this case is given by the following Corollary.

Corollary 1.1. TI }~l (t) is the proportion of the va/urne 01 the unit e~ ball inside the
cubc [- t' l t]n then

Although Fn(t) is thc function Lbl
/

tl (-l)i{j)(l- jt)n (an indireet result of the proof
ur TIH~on~Ill ]), whieh is a spline with many knots, we prove in Theorem 2 that thc
polynolllial fn(t) == (1 - (1 - t)n)n is an astonishingly good approxiTnation to Fn(t), at
I(~ast. wh(~11 F1l (t) is not too small.

Theorenl 2 (An estimate in the reverse direction). With Fn(t) a,c; above,

(1,8 n -1 00 unifonnly in t.
Thcorcnl 2 enables us to deseribe the threshold behaviour of Fn(t) quite accuratcly.

F'nr (~xalnplc, if t == logn~logc then the information we get from Theorem 2 is that Fn(t)
should he sOlllething like In(t), which in turn is something like

(1 - exp(-logn + logc)t = (1 - ~r ~ exp( -cl·

2. Abrief account for the method of the proofs of the two Theorems
\Ve shall briefly explain the crudal points of the proofs of the two Theorems, for the
si III plcst tase p = 1 and t1 == ... == tn == t. The general case is treated in a very sirnilar
wa)', so \\fC shall not examine this here.

As above, we write Fn(t) for PO-t, t]n), where P is now normalised Lebesguc
measure on the unit er ball. We also write Jn(t) for (1 - (1 - t)n)n whieh is a function
dorninat.illg Fn according to Corollary 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 (the upper bound for Fn ) depends
on a very convenient interaction between two different equations expressing Fn and its
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derivative in terms of Fn - 1- Each of these equations'is proved using a simple geometrie
argurnent: they can readily be combined to give a differential inequality for Fn which
integrates up to th"e stated result.

These equations are:

Fn(t) ::= n [t (1 _ u)n-l Fn- 1 (_t-) du
Ja 1 - u

d ( 2( n-l t-dFn t) = n 1 - t) Fn - 1(-1-)
t - t

The upper bound is extremely precise as long as Fn(t) is not too smal!. The easiest
way to state this is to write it as an estimate for the volume outside the cube, namely
for 1 - Fn(t). This is what we do in Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 (a lower bound for Fn ) is technically
Inore complicated although it is much less delicate. The crucial point is to show that
at it8 maximum, the function t=7: is dominated by the value of a relate~_.funetion,

which in turn can be shown to be small by means of the (rather precise) upper bound
already proved.

Selection measures
Krzysztof Przeslawski

Let. JCn be the family of all convex bodies in JRn. An IRn-valued Borel measure J.l over
sn-l is said to be a selection measure if it is of finite variation, and if for every A E Cn

! hA (x)dtt(x) = s(A) E A,

whcrc h A is thc support function of A. We denote by Mn the family of all selection
Incasures over sn-I. It is easily seen that s is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the
Hausdorff metric, and linear, Le. Minkowski additive, and homogeneous w'ith respect
to thc multiplication by nonnegative scalars. Conversely, if s : Jen ~ IRn is a Lipschitz
continuous and linear selection, then a standard application of the Riesz representation
theorem shows that there exists a unique selection measure J.1. such that the above
equation is satisfied. The family of all such selections will be denoted by sn.

It would be interesting to have effective methods that enable ODe to determine
whether a given measure over sn-l is a selection measure. A little appears to be
known in this direction even in case of n = 2. The following properties of selection
measures have been established in a joint work of G. Rote and the present author.

10 If n ~ 3, J.L E Mn, then for every n - 2-dimensional subspace X of IRn,

where IJ.LI denotes the variation measure of J.1.. In particular, there is not a discrete
se1ection measure if n ~ 3.
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~t' Ir 11, E .M'2 is singular with rcspect to thc are length measure, then 11, is neid.
(Equi val(~Jlt,ly, if ,., is thc selection corresponding t.o /-L, then s is cClltrally symllwtric,
i.I' . .'i ( -A) == -8(04) for every A E /(2.)

T" Ir 11. E .M~ is odel, thcn for every x, y E SI, if x 1\ y '> 0, then

/
{ u:(x,u)(y,u)::;O}

(y, u)x 1\ dp,(u) ~ x 1\ Y

allel

o ;::: / (y, u)x /\ dtL(u) ~ x /\ y,
{u:(x ,u)(y,u) ~O}

w It(~n~ 'iJ 1\ w is the signcd area of thc parallelogram determined by the two vcctors v
illldUJ. •

PROBLEMS
1. Does there exists a rneasure J.l E Mn, n 2: 3, which is singular with respect to thc
slIrface aren. rneasure?

2. I.A~t. 11 C 5 11
- 1. \Ve say that B has the intersection property if for every function k

whidl is the rest.riction to B of a support funetion, the set n{K E K,n : hKIB == k}
is llonernpty. Clearly, if Jl is a selection measure, then SÜPP{t has the intcrsection
pl'op(~rty. 'The question is whether there exists a finite subset B c sn-I, n 2: 3, wich

has t.hc int.erscction property. Ohserve that for n == 2, B has the interseetion property

ifr #13 ? 4.

:.t L(~t :1:, '!J E sn-l be lincarly independent. Let sxy(K) be the center of the smallest
parallf'lograrll eontaining !( E Kn which has one pair of the sides perpendicular to x
and the other to y. lt is easily seen that Sxy E 8 2

, and that the selection rneasurc l',

which corresponds to Sxy is of the form:

1 (y' y' x' x' )/1. = - Dx-- + c5_ X -
A
-- + Oy-- + O_y--- .

2 y 1\ x Y - x x 1\ Y x 1\ -y

wlwre ::' is ohtaincd by revolving z about 0 counter-clockwise through a right angle.
It can he sltown that each centrally symmetrie seleetion s E 8 2 is an affine, possibly
infinite, cornbinatiol1 of such par'allelogram selections. Is s a convex combination of

parallelogranl selections? A slightly weaker question reads as folIows: Is it t~ue t"
für any triangle T, s(T) belongs to the triangle with vertiees at the midpoints of •

sides of T?

A special case of Mahler's conjecture
Shlomo Reisner"(joint work with M, Lopez)

A special c:ase of l\1ahler's conjecture on the volume-product of symmetrie convex

hodies i 11 n-dinlcnsional Euclidean space is treated here. This is thc case of polytopcs
wi th at nlost 2n + 2 vertices (or facets). Mahler's conjecture is proved in this case far

n '# 8 and thc nlinimal bodies are charaeterized.
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On the algorithmical solution of the main
problems in the metric theory of polyhedra

I. Kh. Sabitov

The following two problems in the metrie theory of polyhedra are known as main
ones: the first is the problem of isometrie realization in JFi3 of a given polyhedral
Inetrie and the seeond is the problem of reeognition of the 8exibility of any given
polyhedron. For the first problem there are many different settings; we suppose that
thc polyhedral metrie is given as one of a metric simplicial eomplex K and we require
that the combinatorial structure of K should be carry on the sought polyhedron P
isometrie to K so that the faces of K must serve for P as its natural development. Up
to now in such a formulation there has been DO result either positive or negative nature
(even the famotis Alexandrov's theorem on the existenee of the isometrie realization
of any convex polyhedral metric as a convex polyhedron in JR3 doesn 't guarantee that
thc combinatorial structure of K would be carry over to P). It turns out that the
solution of the "bellows conjecture" admits to indicate an algorithmical approach to
tlw solution of the both problems above.

Indccd it is known that the volume V of any polyhedron P in lR3 -~ay be calculed
a..~ a rüot of a polynomial equation .

(1)

with the coefficients depending only on the P's combinatorial structure (defined as oue
of a sirnplicial complex K) and the metrie of P i.e. for the caleul of V = vol(P) we
have a gcncral.ization of the Heron's formule. It is essential that the polynomial Q(V2 )

Inay be faund by the application of an algorithm (the proof affirms only tbe existence
of such a polynomial equation for V but it doesn 't give any method to. find it). First
we note that the equation (1) gives the following necessary conditions for the solution
of thc both problems:

1. Let IKI be the body 0/ a simplicial metne complex K. Then for the existence 01
a sirnplieial isometrie map P : IKj -t JR3 it is necessary that the equation (1) composed
on the base on IKI should have at least a root V 2 ~ Q.

2. Let P be a flexible polyhedron then its volurne is a multiple root 01 the corre
sponding equation (1).

Thc algorithm for seaking of isometrie realizations of the given polyhedral metric
is based on the following

Lemma. Let A be a vertex in a polyhedron P 01 degree m ~ 4 and let PI, ... , Pi-I, Pi,
Pi+h" . I Pm be the vertices of 8(StarA) enumerated in a cyclic ordre. Suppose that the
segment< Pi-IPi+l > is not an edge of P. Denole the length 01 < Pi-lPi+l > by di ·

Then the volume V of P and di are related by a polynomial equation 01 the form

(2)

where 1 == (l?) .. . l~) and e is the number 0/ P 's edges.
Ir P is in the general position then it is guaranteed that 2Mi ~ 2. This means

that the equation (2) has the leading coeffieient a~i) i- 0 so taking V 2 as one of the
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lIC1I1-IH~gativc l'Oots of (1) wc find a finite number of the d/s valucs. After this for the
(·ollst.rllc1.ion of polyhcdra having thc given values of edge lengths and diedral anglcs
it is (~asy to indicatc a finite algorithm ",hieh will give either a requircd polyhedron
Ol' show t.he nOIl-cxistence of such polyhcdron. As a consequencc of this construction
Wf' hiJ.VP an other proof of the affirmation that almost alJ polyhedra in JR3 are rigid, a
re'slllt. dur. t.o Gluck (for polyhedra homeomorphc to a sphere), Whiteley and Graver
(for t.J)(~ t.oroidal polyhedra) and Fogelsanger (in the general casc).

\Vhcll in the cquat.ion (2) for the given values of land V aB cocfficients ajO, 0 ::;
:i :S kl; - 1, are Z0.ro (by the way it is a necessary condition for thc ftcxibility of P) we
havc an algorithrn for thc construction of P tao but for the moment it givcs a resl1lt.
()nly 1lIld(~r SOlJ1C supplen1cntary suppositions.

As Ln t.hc vcrification of flexibility of a given polyhedron P we can indicatc an
a)p;oril.ll1l1 has{~d Oll t.he following idea: in the star of A (in notations of the lern_
we n'III()V(~ thc edge < APi > with adjacent faces and cünsider the new polyhedro.
wit.l! t.1l(~ (~dge < Pi-l]Ji+l > and the faces < APi-IPi+l > and < Pi-lPiPi+l >. Now wc
apply Ln pi the lenlnla; if it is applicable then pi is rigid so P is flexible für the values
01' di l)(~al' of the one given in initial position of P. If the lemma is not applicable we
earl repeat allalogical consideration with pi and so on.

Adapted convex bodies
Jane R. Sangwine-Vager

TIH' Sllppurt, fUllct.ion and supporting hyperplane of a convex body K with non-elnpty
llltcrior ar<~ dClloted by h(K,·) and H(K, .). For x E bd K, the boundary of !(, iV (I{, :r)
is tlJ(~ ?tonna! cone at x and it is defined by {u i= olx E H(K, 11)} U {o}, where 0 is
t.dl origin of JEl. Thc touching cone of K containing u is T(K, u) = N(K, x) for any
;I: E rdint l/(l<,u) n !(. E(K) is the set of unit extreme directions of K, and B is t.hc
1I11it hall.

Adapt.ed convex bodies were introduced by Schneider (1990). A is adapted to C if
for all J: E hd C, therc is y E bd A such that N(C, x) C N(A, y).

Schneider (1990) uses the first result below to obtain the second.

If .4 is adapted to C and u E sn-.l, then

h~(C rv TA,u)lr=o + h(A,u) = 0,

'III11(:n., It~ denotes the right-hand derivative and C '" TA is the Minkowski diffene
T > O.

Let }{, Land Ci be convex bodies for C = (Cl,"" Cn - 2). Suppose equality holds
in the Aleksandrov--Fenchel inequality, V(K, L, C)2 ;::: V(K, K, C)V(L, L, C). If A =
(A 1, ... ,.4 71 - 2 ) where Ai is adapted to Ci and i = 1, ... ,n - 2, then equality also holds
when A n~l)I(L(;es C.

1t. is a coroUary to this result that equality holds in A - F when C consists of smooth
hodics if and only if !( and L are homothets.

To prove strcngthened characterizations of zonoids, Goodey and Zhang [1996] es
tahlish the denseness of differences of surface area measures using the following result.
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If }( is a smooth convex body and u E sn-I, then

h~(K ~ TB, u)lr=O + 1 = Ot

and the convergence of the difference quotient to the derivative is uniform on sn-I.

Vve show

Theorem. If K and Aare any convex bodies and u E sn-I, then

where the maximum is over all sets {Vi} such that u = L:=l AiVi for some integer
k, Ai > 0, and each Vi E E(K) n T(K, u).

Corollary. A is adapted to K ij and only if h~(K "'-I TA, u)lr=:O + h(A, u) = 0 for all
'(l E sn-I.

Lemma. If the boundary of K is smooth, the difference quotient for the"derivative in
thr. Theorem converges uniformly to h(A, u) on sn-I. . ~~;.}.

Sketch of the Proof 0/ the Theorem and Lemma. Fix u E sn-I. For. each T, 0 ~ T <
r(K, A), the relative inradius, there exists a set {Vier, u)}, i = It ... , k, of elements of
E(K "'-I TA) nT(K "'-I TA,u) such that

k

U = L Ai(T, u)v,(r, u), ..\,(r, u) ~ O.
i=1

It follows that h(K "'-I T, A, Vier, u)) = h(K, Vier, u)) - rh(A, Vier, u)) for;~i-= 1, ... , k,
and

h(K l"'oJ rA, u) = L Ai(T, u)(h(K, Vier, u)) - Th(A, Vi((r, u))).

Let DQ(T, u) = (h(l{,u) - h(K l"'oJ rA, u))/,rr. These results and the sublinearity of the
support function lead to

L Ai(O, u)h(A, Vi(O, u)) ~ DQ(r, u) ~ L ..\i(T, u)h(A, Vier, u)),

für aB sets {Vi(O,U)} C E(K) nT(K,u) and {Vi(r,u)} C E(K I"V rA) nT(K I"V rA,u)
with 'lL in their püsivite huBs. Next we show that the Vier, u) ~ Vi(U) E T(K, U) as
T ---70.

If bd K is smooth, the derivative is h(A; u). Suppose the convergence is not uniform.
Für E > 0 there must exist f ~ 00, such that Tl ~ 0, Ut = L Ai(rt, Ut), Ai(rt, Ut) >
0, Vi(Tt, 'Ut} E E(K I"V rtA) n T(K I"V rtA, Ut), and E < DQ(rt, Ut) - h(A, Ut). If
Hf ---7 u, then Vi(rt, Ut) 4' Vi E T(K, u) which implies that each Vi = U, and we have a
contradiction.
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Arearrangement inequality & applications
rvlichacl Schnlllckenschläger (joint work with A. Burchard)

(;('1. Ah (h~llot.p t.hc sirnply connected d dinlCnsional rnanifold with constant sectional
cllrval.lln' k. \Vc study funct.ionals J of the form

wh(~n~ für (~a.ch pa.ir i,j, the kernel Kij(x, y) is a' nonincreasing nonnegat.ive function of
t.h(~ dist.al1c(~ bp.twecn x anel y and 11, ... In are nonnegative measurable functions on A1k

whi('h vallish at. infinity (so that the spherically decreasing rearrangclnents I:, ... ,1,:
('an bc ddillCd.

Theorem 1. Tlte fv.nctional J (with fixed nonincreasing kerne/oS J(ij) never decreae
'/ul,fi("" 81)ltr~1"tcalLy decreaszng rearrangement 01 the fi' that zs,

!or atl 'nonnegat1:ve measurable functions /1, ... ,In on Mk so that the rea1'rangements
It: ... ~ /,:. C(Ln !Je defined.

Applications: ]. Suppose we are given a regular domain A ~ M k of finite volUBle
'0(.·\). i.c~. A is an open connccted subset with smooth boundary. Denote by UA(t, x)
t.lll~ solution of t.he Dirichlet problem

-.6.71,.\ = at,'UA Vx E A: 'llA(X,O) = 1 and Vx E 8A Vt > 0: UA(X, t) = 0,

where the signe of thc Laplacian ß is choosen in order to make ~ a positive operator.
rIhen 'iJ.A(l, :-1:) is always bounded from above by UB(XO, t), where B is a gedodcsic ball
C~~llt(~r('d at :fO such that v(B) = v(A).

2. Let. V be a potential on M k satisfying suitable growth conditions at infinity
(if k ~ 0). Thcll the trace of e- t(6+V) can only increase under spherically decreasing
rearrangerllcnt. of V, that is

.3. A part.icular case of the Theorem implies the isoperimetrie inequality on lvtf:
L(~t. P,_ bc the heat semigroup on Mk with generator -ß, A a measurable subsc
klk and B a geodesie ball in M k such that v(B) = v(A). By the Theorem ·we have r
all t > 0: JA PtIA ~ IB PtIB· In this form the rearrangement inequality has already
been 'provcd by A. Baernstein and Taylor. Following an idea of M. Ledoux we prove a
forrTlula that relates JA PtIA to the volume of the boundary of 8A.

Theorem 2. Let A be an open relatively compact subset 0/ a complete Riemannian
1naniJold f1.'1 with Ricci curvature bounded below. Assume A kas smooth boundary.
Thcn
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Corollary. FOT all measurable subsets A 0/ Mk , k > 0, with smooth boundary BA and
(LU t > 0:

V(~A) ic PtIA dv ~ V(;H) In< Ptln dv .

tlJhere' -H is a hemisphere.

Conjecture: Suppose the Rieci curvature of M is bounded from below by (d - l)k,
k > O. Let J-l, J-lk be the normalized Riemannian measures on M and Mt respeetively
and Pt, Ptk the corresponding heat semi groups. Let A be any measurable subset of M
and B a geodesie disk in M k such that Jl(A) = J-lk(B), -then for aH t > 0:

IIPtIAII~ :$ IIPtkIBII~,

• If hath sides coincide for same t > 0, then M = Mk and A = B.

Stability results in convex geometry
Rolf Schneider

Astability result, as it is understood here, answers questions of the foHowing type: If
sanlC condition enforeing uniqueness of a geometrie object is satisfied "only upt 0 f",
can uniqueness be aseertained "up to j(f)", in apreeise and explicit sense? The aim
of this survey is areport on stability results in convex and diescrete geometry from the
last decade. The described stability results are grouped in four sections. .

(1) Inequalities. Examples are stability versions of the isoperimetric inequality and
thc general Brunn-Minkowski theorem, a sharpening of the differenee body inequality
duc to Böröczky jr, Gruber's recent results on the stability of the regular- hexagonal
pat.tern in the plane with respect to extremum properties. ._

(2) Inverse problems. Stability results by Campi, Goodey-Groemer, Bourgain
Lindcnstrauss on the determination of convex bodies from projeetions, ne~ extensions
of thcse results, other inverse problems related to intertwining operators ort the sphere,
rncan section and mean projection bodies.

(3) Curvature conditions. Almost umbilical surfaces, recent stability results of
Kohlnlann on the general Liebmann-Süss theorem involving curvature measures.

(4) Geometrie conditions. Stabilized versions of some classical characterizations of
ellipsoids, as the ones due to Brunn or Blaschke, obtained by Groemer, Gruber, and
othcrs.

Floating body, illumination body, and polytopal
approximation

Carsten Schütt

The convex floating body K t of a convex body K is the intersection of all halfspaces
whose defining hyperplanes cut off a set of volume t from K.

The illumination body Kt of a convex body K is
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TheorelIl. Let!( br. a convcx body in IRd
. Then we have JOT ev~T'Y t, 0 S; S;

1,' 'lyold(/\·) .. tha!. therr. are nEIN with

f.J,'II.d (L poly/'ope P'l that !tas n vertices and such that

Theorenl. Let J( be a convex body in m<J. such that

1 d d-B2 C K C c2B2.
CI

[Je!. 0 ~ t. ::; (Sc] (2)-d-1vold(K) and let nEIN with

( 12811'") d;l < n < _l-vold(Kt\K).
7 - - 32edt

•
'J'lu~n wc hfJ.ve JOT every polyotpe Pn that contains K and has at most n d -1 dimensional

1(f.('f~S

Convex bodies instead of needles in Buffon's
experiment

lVlarius Stoka

Thc; icka ur rc~pp.a.ting ßuffon:s experiment using other objects instead of a needlc is not
J1(~W. Variolls special planar convex bodies have been investigated in thc literature; we
shall considcr h0.re thc general case. Of course, to go beyond convexity makes no sens~,

hc('ll.us{' ollly thc convcx cover is relevant to our problem (if thc object is supposed
CO) I Jlccired).

A1l10llg the particular cases alread treated in the literature we mention those of a
circlliar dis<.:: a sector t,hercof, a segment thereof, a (not necessarily symmetrie) lens,
allel an pllipse .

.:\lso, we follow thc idea of considering not only one family of parallellines but. t..
aud ur studying the hitting probability for the resulting lattice and the illdepend.
casc of the two hitting events.

Consider a convex body (which means here a compact convex set) K c IR. Let 'Ra
be a S(~t of equidiötant parallel lines in IR (at distance a) and 'Rb another such set of
linp.s (at distallce b), the two directions making an angle Q E (0, 1f). The objects of Dur
invcstigation are the events [a,Ib that the randorn convex body K _. more precisely
t.he randoul congruent copy of K - meets some line in 'Ra, Rb respectively.

Let L(<jJ) bc the width of ]( in direction <p. We consider t.hc following natural
condition:

max L(if» < min{a,b}.
O~<P<7T
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All cells of the lattice 'Ra U 'Rb are congruent to a parallelogram n.
Let K, be the set of all convex bodies congruent with K and their centroids (just to

make a choice) inside n. We consider our convex bodies as uniformly distributed, in
thc sense that the centroid a.s a random variable is uniformly distributed in n and the
randorn variable 4> (the rotation angle) is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 21r).

Various solutions of the isoperimetrie probleID
Anthony C. Thompson

In ~1inkowski planes (t\vo-dimensional normed spaces) the isoperimetrie problem is
wcll-defined and the solution well-known. However, there is a variety of descriptions
of that solution. Ir B denotes the unit ball then, up to homothety, the isoperimetrix
n (thc solution to the isoperimetrie problem) may be described in one of the following
threc ways: up to homothety,

where I denotes intersection body, Il denotes projection body and Adenotes the map
ping from X· to X defined by g(A/) := det[/, g).

In lligher dimensions, area (n - 1 dimensional content) may be defined in a variety
of ways. Depending on the definition one now has: n= /(B)O (Busemann), n= Il(BO)
(Hohncs-Thompson) or n= 1\(BO) (Benson). Moreover, these bodies are now different
although for certain symmetrie balls B they have similar shapes. Note that A is no'w
a mapping from (x*)n-l to X defined by g(A(/l' 12, ... In-d := det[g, 11t 12, ... In-tl
and A(BO) is the image under A of all n - 1-tuples from BO. The first !wo of these
rnappings are injective (on centrally symmetrie balls) the third is not; ft ~is suspected
that the first two have only ellipsoids as fixed points (n > 2) the third has the rhombie
dodecahedron as a fixed point.

One would like either to show that one definition is clearly preferable to the others
01', failing that, to impose some strueture on the variety.

Recent results in convex tomography
Aljosa Volcic

P.C. Hammer posed in 1961 the following question:

The X-ray problem. Suppose there is a convex hole C in an otherwise homogeneous
solid and that X-ray pictures taken are so sharp that the "darkness" at each point
determines the lenght of a ehord in C along an X-ray line. (No diffusion, please.) How
many pictures must be taken to permit exact reconstruction of the body if:

a. The X-rays issue from a finite point source?
b. The X-rays are assumed parallel?

Note that the X-ray problem makes sense also if the finite point is taken in the interiorof
!(. A device whieh ratates around the solid so that all the X-fays pass through a given
point lJ E intK permits to determine the length of all the chords through p.
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Let. llS c1(~IH)tc hy /\ the i-dilnensiollal Lebesgue lneasure. By 9 (n, i) we denote thc set
of all 'i.-dinlcnsional subspaces of JRn. If G E 9(n, i) and p E IFln, let us dcnotc by by
9(nli~/)) thc falnily ofall thc sets F = p+G = {x: x =p+y, y E C}.

Thc 'i-s(~ction fllIlction at a point p of a convex body K c JRn is thc function which
assiglls l to cvery F E gen, i, p), thc measure Ai(K n F).

Ir '(J, E 5'11.-1 identifies a direction (a point at infinity p), and 9(n, i, 1J,) is thc set of aB
t.h(~ aftiJl0. i-cliruensional subspaces containing a;translate ~f u, the i-seetion function or
/\. in dirpction 1l is thc function which assigns the value .\(KnF) to every F E gen, i~ u).

111 ]J(uticular, if i == 1, the i-scction function reduces to the X-ray function of K at.

I)·

A nat.ural gcncralization of the Hammer's X-ray problem is the following:

The generalised Hammer X-ray problem. Suppose that !f is a convex b~1l
IH't alld let 1 ~ i ~ n - 1. How many i-section functions must bc taken in or.o
pe~nn it thc cxact rcconstruction of Kif:

a. The i-scction functions are taken at finite points?
b. 'nJ(~ i-scction functions are taken at points at infinity?

Sarnple problem. Suppose K C lR3 and let PI, P2 and P3 bc three non collincar
IH)i nts 1I0t bclonging to K such that the plane P determined by thenl intcrsects the
illf,erior or !{. Supposc wc are given the 2-section functions of !{ at PI, P2 anel P3. Does
t.h is data detennine ]( uniqucly?

\Ve prove that. thc ans,,"er to this question is affirmative.

\-\fe: a.bC) cOJlsider t.hc following further generalization:

The nlixed Hammer X-ray problem. Suppose that K is a convcx hody in /Rn. Ho\v
Illitll'y points Pi, P2, ... ,Pk must be taken in order to permit thc exact rcconstructioll
ur /\. if t.he ij-scction function is knüwn, with 1 ~ i j ~ n - 1, at points Pj, 1 ~ j ::; k'?

Sampie problem. Let K be a three-dimensional convex body, let PI and P2 bc two
illt,(~rior points and suppose that we know

a) thc lengths of an the chords of K through PI and
h) the areas of thc intersections.of K with all the planes through P2.
ls !{ uniquely determined?
"fhe question is open in all its generality. We only know a partial answer . Dcnote

by [n l b] t.he chord of K containing PI and P2, with a, PI, P2, b in that order. Then [(
is llniqllely detcrmined if P2 is closer to b than to a.

Translative integral geometry
Wolfgang Weil

It,cratcd translative intersection formulae für curvature measures and intrinsic volumcs
iuvolvc Inixed Jneasures and functionals. These can be introduced directly für polytopes
anel extcndcd to arbitrary convex bodies by cüntinuity. Various integral formulae for
rnixed Illeasures and functionals are presented and a number of consequences are dis
cussed. 'They include a kinematic formula for projection functions, a formula far mean
seetion bodies and a translative formula for support functions. The investigations are
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nlotivated by applieations in Stoehastie Geometry and are finally used to estimate tbe
intensity of a non-isotropie Boolean model in IR?

Mixed volumes and packings
Jörg M. Wills

A family of convex bodies Ki , i E I in euelidean d-space 1Ff' is ealled a packing, if

Ir I is finite, the paeking is caiIed finite, otherwise infinite. A basic property of packings
is the density, and for important special cases, e.g. for lattice packings or bin packings
there are appropriate and useful density definitions since long.

For general packings (*) there is A. Thue's density (1892), which leads to a general
theory in 1& (Rogers, Bambah, Zassenhaus, Groemer, Graham), but not in IF.!', d ~ 3.
Thc introduction of a parameter in 1992/93 led to applieation of mixed volumes and
t.o pararrletrie density, which permits a joint theory of finite and infinite~p.~ckings. We
dcscribe the simplest and most relevant ease: ~

Let K i = K + Ci, i = 1, ... ,n be a paeking, Cn = {Cl, ... ,en} andp > O. Let V
denotc the volume. Then

6(K, Cn , p) = nV(K) / V (conv Cn + pK)

is thc parametrie density of tbe packing Cn + K with respeet to p. Here

V(conven + pK) =t (~) Vi [eoDv Cn , K] pi
i=O 't

is a polynomial in p, and its coefficients are the mixed volumes. The density of densest
packing of n translates of K is given by

6(K,n,p) = max{6(K,Cn ,p) I Cn + K packing}.

Any Cn with &(K, Cn , p) = 6(K, n, p) is denoted by Cn,p(K), and Cn,p + K is called a
best or densest packing (of n translates of K with respect to p).

In tbis basic concept of packings the mixed volumes are the essential tool for a joint
thcory of finite and infinite packings. So this is an application of convex geometry
to discrete geometry. The interaction between finite and (classical) infinite packings,
finite analogues of classical theorems (Minkowski-Hlawka, Blichfeldt, Rogers, Rankin) ,
applications to strange packing phenomena (sausages, sausage catastrophes), and to
crystallograpby (Wulff shape, anline packings, quasicrystals, mieroclusters) are shown.
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Cut locus and ambiguous locus
Tudor Zamfircseu

Tllf' )lot.ioll of a (;ut loeus is well-known to differential geometers. Thc cut locus of a
point. 1: in a. H.iernannian manifold M is the set of those points y E M such that no
sh()rt.(~st. path fforn ; to y can be extcnded (as a shortest path) beyond y.

'file not.ion of an ambiguous loeus belongs to Analysis. The points without a unique
IH~(ln~st poillt. in a given closed set form it8 ambiguous 10cu8.

AppareIltly quitc distant from each other, thc two notions share a common soul.
\Vhy this is so and some of their joint. properties will be revealed in Iny talk.

Sobolev-type inequalities with best constants
Gaoyong Zhang

Tlor, Sn!>o!r'v ineqnalit.y in t.he Euclidean space JRn states that for any Cl fundion 1('"
wit.h cOlllpacl, support in /Rn there is

(1) / 1V'/ldx ~ nw~/nll/lln~l'
JIC

w]J(~n'~ lVII is the Euclidean norm of the gradient of f, IIfllp is thc usual L p nonn of f
iJl Di": allel Wu is thc volurne of the unit ball in !Rn. The constant in the inequality is
sharp. 11. is aJ.tailled at thc characteristic functions of balls.

11, is knOWll that thc Sobolev inequality (1) is equivalent to the classical isoperimetrie
i I H'C[uali t.y. Let. Iv! be a conlpact domain in IRn with piecewise Cl boundary. If M has
VO]Ulnc \/(1\-1) €lud surface area S(M), then the isoperimetrie inequality is

(2)

witlt (~qua]it;y if alld only if ]{ is a ball. One can consider (1) as thc analytic forrn of
(2).

'rite ailn of this paper is to establish Sobolev-type inequalities with best constants.
()ur fi rst. rcsult is. thc following inequality.

Theorem 1. lf f is a Cl function with eömpaet support in lRn
1 then

( J 11
8i II-n dU) -lln ~ 2Wn-l 11/11--,,--,
8u n1/nwn n-l

5 '1 - 1 1

whe'l'c rt- 'is the partial derivative 0/ f in direction u.
Th~ l~onstallt in (3) is best. It is attained at the characteristic functions of ellipsoids.

Applying thc Hölder inequality and Fubini's theorem to the left-hand side of (3), one
can easily see that inequality (3) is stronger than the Sobolev inequality (1). We prove
illeql1alit.y (3) by using an affine isoperimetrie inequality, which is called the Petty
projcction ineql1ality.

()ur sccond result is a generalization of the Gagliardo-Nirenbcrg inequality.
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LCiUi@Ui = In,
i=l

Theorem 2. Let {Ui}~ be a sequence 0/ unit vectors in /Rn, and let {Ci}i be a sequence

0/ positive numbers tor which

where Ui ® Ui is the rank-l orthogonal projection onto the span 0/ Ui and In is the
identity on !Rn. I/ / is a Cl function with compact SUpport in lRn, then

(4) fillaaJII~ ~211J1In~l'
i=l U, 1

Ir m = n and {Ui} ~ is an orthonormal basis of !Rn, then inequality (4) becomes the
Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality. Inequality (4) is proved by using an isoperimetric-type
inequality of Keith Ball, which is a generalization of the Loomis-Whitney inequality.

Finally, we prove a generalization of the Sobolev inequality.

Theorem 3. If hK is the support function 0/ a convex body K in JRn
, then, fOT

1 :::; p < n and for every Cl function f{x) with compact support,

(5)
1

q

1 ,
p n

whcre the constant c(n, p) is best and is given by

(6) ( ) = i (n - p) l-~ (f(n/p)f(l + n- n/p)) ~
c n, P ,n p _ I, f(n) .

When K is the unit ball in !Rn, (5) was proved by Aubin and Talenti, and in
particular, when p == 1, it further reduces to (1). When K is origin-symmetric and
TJ == 1, (5) was shown by Gromov. -

Berichterstatter: P.M.Gruber
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 45/1997

Probability and Analysis in the Context of
Mathematical Physics and Biology

14.12. - 20.12.1997

This meeting was organized by Andreas Greven (Erlangen) and Frank den Hol
lander (Nijmegen).

Mathematical physics and mathematical biology are rapidly developing areas.
Probability theory and analysis provide the main part of the mathematical ideas,
techniques and resuits. In particular, the combination of probabilistic and analytic
tools prove to be useful. The 30 lectures of this meeting (among which were 10
talks of 90 minutes duration) gave an overview on the recent development and the
state of the art in such fields as branching processes, hydrodynamic scaling, genetic
evolution models, genetic algorithms, large deviations, statistical mechanics, and
geophysics.

EVCll though the conference was in the last week before C~ristmas it attracted
the top specialists from all over the world. Certainly it was a highlight of modern
probability theory in Germany this year.

This report was written by Achim Klenke
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Abstracts

PAVEL BLEHER

Scaling Limits and U niversality in the Matrix Model
(joint work with Alexander Its)

About thirty years aga Freeman Dyson found an exact solution for the scaling limit
of correlations between eigenvalues in the Gaussian unitary ensemble of random lua
trices. He conjectured that this scaling limit should appear in a much broader class
of non-Gaussian unitary ensembles of randorn matrices. This constitutes the famous
conjecture of universality in the theory of randorn matrices. Dyson found also a re-
markable formula which expresses the eigenvalue correlations in terms of orthogonal ..
polynomials on the line with exponential weight. This enables to reduce the uni- •
versality conjecture to semiclassical asymptotics of orthogonal polynomials. In the
talk we will discuss a new approach to the semiclassical asymptotics of orthogonal
polynomials on the line with respect to exponential weights. This approach is based
on the methods of the theory of integrable systems and on an appropriate matrix
Riemann-Hilbert problem. As an application of the semiclassical asymptotics, we
prove thc conjecture of universality for unitary ensembles of random matrices for
models with quartic interaction.

GERARD BEN AROUS

Aging regime and dynamical phase transition für a spherical model of
spin glasses

We presented a survey about dynamics of Sherrington-Kirkpatrick spin-glasses, in
Langevin form as recently ,vorked out in aseries of papers with A. Guionnet. vVe
analyzed the longtime behaviour of the limiting self-consistent dynamics, \vhich
prove to be non-Markovian in a simplified model, i.e. the spherical oue.

In this context, in a joint work with A. Dembo and A. Guionnet we find a
dynamical phase transition, and one aging regime, Le. for low temperature, the
time-correlation of these limiting dynamics is such that

lim C(s,t)
s ~ 00

t -t 00

ts = o(s) •
is a constant but

(
t_S)-3/4

C(s, t) '" K -s-

2

if t s » s.
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MICHIEL VAN DEN BERG

Heat Equation on the Arithmetic von Koch Snowßake

Let 0 < s ::; 1/3J and consider a unit square in ]R2. Replacing repeatedly the middle
proportion S of each side hy the three other sides of a square results in the s-adic
von Koch snowflake K s . Let TK $ be the first exit time of K s of a Brownian motion.
We sho\v that if
(i) K s is non-arithmetic (i.e., log(I;S)/log(s) ~Q) then

I. Px[TK $::; t] dx = Cstl-d~/2 + O{t 1- d.. / 2 ),

K ..

for SOIlle positive constant es;
(ii) K s is arithmetic with log{ 1;5)/ log(s) = ~, P E Z+, q E Z+, (p, q) = 1 then there
exists a strictly positive, ~ log ~-periodic function <l>s such that

I. Px[TK .. ::; t] dx = tPs{-log t)tl-d~/2+ o(t1- d.. / 2 ), t .,J.. 0, ~:\;-::
K tJ

ds is the interior Minkowski dimension of the boundary of K SJ and is given by the
unique positive root of 3sd+ 2 (I;S)d = 1.

KRZYSZTOF BURDZY

A new Ray-Knight-type theorem
(joint work with Richard Bass)

Let B t he a Brownia~ motion, ßl' ß2 E IR, and let Xr be the solution to

dXr = {ßl if Xi < B t

dt ß2 if Xi > B t ;
xg =y.

Let Lr be the loeal time of Xi - B t at O. Fix some t > Q. Then dXr / dy is a smooth
function of Lr, If ßl' ß2 > 0 and ßl - ß2 > 0 then {L~, y 2:: O} and {L;:', y ~ O}
are diffusions. The function y -+ Xi is C l ,1' for 'Y < 1/2 hut it is not C1,1/2.

TERENCE CHAN

Dynamic scaling exponents for interacting KPZ equations

Consider the following non-linear stochastic partial differential equation (known as
the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation)

8u A
-8 = vßu + -1V'uI2 + aW(t,x), u(O,x) = f{x),

t 2

and more generally, the system of equations

3
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ßt VßUO + "2 \7uo + 2(IVU l + IV'U 21 ) + OoWO(t, X),

ßUi

ßt

(Here, X E Rd
) V, A, () and ai are constants and Wi are independent space-time

white noises. The initial conditions fi(x) are given.) It has lang been accepted
in the physics literature that the solution u (and more generally Ui) satisfy scaling
properties of the form b- 1E[u(b3/2t, bx)2] = E[u(t, X)2), or b- 1/ 2U(b3/2t, bx) converges
in some sense to a non-degenerate limit. However, except for the case of 1 spatial
dimension (d = 1), the solution of such SPDEs are typically some kind of stochastic
distribution (for example in the Hida sense) and cannot be interpreted as ordinary •
randorn variables. There is therefore a non-trivial problern in giving a meaning
to the non-linear terms in the above equations and also to things like E[u(t, X)2]
(except in the I-dimensional case). The appropriate interpretation of the non-linear
terms turns out to be Wiek products (which is actually already implicit in much
of the physics literature). This talk presents a family of weighted L2-like spaces
of distributions to which solutions to the KPZ equations belong; moreover, thc
solutions admit a Wiener chaos expansion. This allows one to give a natural meaning
to ideas like expeetation and convergenee in distribution - ideas which are crucial
to any discussion of scaling properties. However) a mathematically rigorous proof
of the aforementioned scaling properties is still an open problem.

PHLIPPE eLEMENT

On the Attracting Orbit of a Nonlinear Transformation Arising from
Renormalization of Hierarchically Interacting Diffusions
(joint work with Jean-Bernard Baillon, Andreas Greven and Frank den Hollander)

In this lecture the asymptotic behavior of the iterates of a non-linear transformation
F acting on a class offunctions 9 : [0,00) --)0 [0,00) is considered. This problem arises
in a probabilistic context, namely the study of systems of hierarchically interacting
diffusions discussed in the previous lecture by Professor Dawson. This study is a
part of a Iarger area, where the goal is to understand universal behavior on large
space-time scales of stochastic systems with interacting eomponents.

The transformation Funder consideration plays the role of a renormalization •
transformation for an infinite system of diffusions, taking values in [0,00) and inter-
acting with each other in a hierarchical fashion. The iterates Fn g (n 2: 0) describe
the behavior of this system along an infinite hierarchy 0/ space-time scales indexed
by n. The n-th iterate Fng is the Iocal diffusion rate of a typical block average on
space-time scale n. If for some class of functions g, we have

lim Fn9 = g* (in an appropriate sense)
n~oo

where g* is a fixed point of Fand is independent of 9 in the dass, then the space
time scaling linlit of the corresponding infinite system of interacting diffusions on
[0, 00) has universal behavior independent of model parameters.
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Thc Transformation

Let 11. denote the dass of functions 9 : [0, 00) -+ [0, 00) locally Lipschitz continu
ous satisfying g(O) == 0, g(x) > °for x > 0 and limx~oox-2g(x) = 0. For 9 E 1l, let
(lIg)OE[O,oo) be the family of probability measures on [0,00) given by IIg = 00 (point
measure at 0) and

1{I [{X Y - 0 ]}
vg(dx) = zg g(x) exp - Jo g(y) dy dx, 0> 0,

where zg is the normalizing (finite) constant. The transformation F is defined as

(Fg)(O) =100

g(x)vE{dx), B E [0,00).

Sincc vS is thc equilibrium (probability) measure of a single diffusion with drift
towards () alld with IDeal diffusion rate given by g, (Fg)((}) is the average diffusion
rate in equilibrium as a function of the drift parameter O~ It appears that for 9 E 11.,
(Fg)(8) is well-defined for () E [0, (0) and that Fg E 1/.. ',~.r~:

Fixed points of F

From the moment relations:

100

v:(dx) = 1, 100

xv:(dx) =B,

100

x2v:(dx) = (p + (Fg)(B),

for all 9 E 11. anel () E [0, (0), it follows in particular that the linear' functions
.'1(1(:1;) = (J,X, a > 0, x ;:::.0, are fixed points of F in the elass 11.. We have: .

Theorem A There are no fixed points in 11. other than (ga)aE(O,oo)' ~.->-!,

Universal behavior

Theorem B If for 9 E 1i, limx-+C'O x- 1g(x) = a E (0, (0), then limn -+oo Fng = ga
unijormly on bounded intervals.

Idea of the prooE oE Theorem B

After observing that the map F : 11. -+ 1l is order-preserving, i.e. gl, 92 E 1-l and
9L ~ .92 irnplies Fg L ~ Fg2 , we use a "monotone iterations" argument. Let g+ (resp.
g-) denote the concave upper (resp. convex lower) enveloppe of g, then g+ 2:: Fg+,
Fg- ~ g- follow from the first two moment relations and Jensen's inequality and
from 09+ ;::: 9 ;::: g- follows Fng+ 2:: Fng 2:: Fng-, n ~ 1.

Next it is shown that the monotone decreasing (resp. increasing) sequence f"lg+
(resp. Fng-) converges to a fixed point, which by Theorem A is a linear function ga+
(resp. 9a-). From limx --+ oo x-1g+(x) = limx --+oo x-1g-(x) = a, we infer a+ = a- = a.

5



Idea of the prüof of Theorem A

We use the "quasilinear" structure of the transfornlation F. Let ß be the class
of nleasurable functions h on (0,00) be such that there exist a, b ~ 0 \vith Ih(l;) I :::;
a + bx2

, x ~ O. Then for each 9 E 11.,

(Kgh)(9) := E'" h(x)/.!S(dx), 9 ~ 0

is \vell-defined and Kgh E B. Note that 11. c Band Kgg = Fg. The linear operator
K g : B ----t B can be shown to map convex functions into convex functions. Setting

K~n) := KFn-lgO" ,o/<FOg, with FO = Id, n =2: 1, we have by iterating the moment
relations:

K~n)eo == eo, K~n)el = el and

K~n)e2 == e2 + n(Fng), n ~ 1,

where e~(r) == xi, j = 0,1,2.
If g* E 11. is a fixed point of F, we have

g* == lim Fng* == lilll .!-K~n)e2'
n--+oo n--+oo n

which is convex since e2 is convex.
By using a comparison argument with a translate of a linear function (supporting

the convex function g*) and a kind of "strong" order preserving property of F one
concludes that g* has to be linear.

Reference J. Funet. Anal. 146, No. 1, 236-298 (1997) where other properties of the
transformation F are discussed.

TED Cox
A spatial model für the abundance of species

(joint work with Maury Bramson and Rick Durrett)

In recent years theoretical biologists have begun to use interacting particle systelIlS
to model biologieal and ecological systems. These models are typically quite com
plicated, making mathematical analysis difficult. This talk summarizes recent \vork
of Bramson, Cox and Durrett on a simple interaeting particle system viewed as a
model of speciation, for \vhich rigorous results can be obtained. This work was mo
tivated in part by recent data of H;ubbell on species abundances of woody plants in a
50 hectare plot on Barro Colorado Island, Panama. In this study, counts of different
plant species were made, and the data arranged in "oetaves." That is, if N(i) is
the number of different species which had exactly i representatives observed, and
N(I) = LiEf N(i), the data was recorded in the form N(Ij ), with I j == [2 j

, 2j +1
),

j == 0,1, ...
The mathematical model used is the two-dimensional multitype voter model with

mutation, ~t. This model is easily defined. Let 71} be the hvo-dimensional integer

6
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lattice, and let (t(x) denote the type at site x at time t, ~t(x) E (0,1). At each
site x, at rate 1, independently of a11 other sites, a site y is chosen at random from
the nearest neighbors of x, and the type at site x is replaced by tbe type at site
y. In addition, at rate a (the mutation rate), the type at x is replaced by a new
type not previously observed in the system. For strictly positive 0, there is a unique
equilibrium ~oo such that for any initial state ~o, {t -t (00 in law as t -t 00. We are
interested in the species abundance distribution of {co for small o. .

Inside B(L), the square of side L centered at tbe origin, we count the number
of different types in (00 \vhich are represented by exactly i sites, and denote this
by NL(i). Let NL(I) = LiEf NL{i), and assume that ·L = L(o) satisfies oL2 ~

O(log(1/a))4 for a positive constant (). Thus, as a -7 0, L -t 00. We show that
as Q --7 0, for intervals Ij which are large but not too large, N{Ij ) :::::; c{aL2)j for
an appropriate constant c, and this approximation is valid uniformly over the range
considered. We also obtain another estimate for the very large I j , and observe
exponential fall off in this range.

The limiting formulas obtained do not c10sely fit Hubbell's data; this is to be
expected, since one has gone "too far" in the limit a -t O. However, abundance data
obtained from simulations of the two-dimensional ~odel on large grids for small hut
positive a seem to fit very weH. It also appears that tbe the two-dimensional model
provides a much better fit to Hubbell's data than does the corresponding mean field
model.

DONALD DAWSON

Multiple Space-Time Scale Analysis ofHierarchically Interacting Measure
valued Processes

This work is motivated by the study of stochastic models of macroevolution. These
rnodels involve a collection of subpopulations {Xe(t) E MI[E] : ~ E S, t ~ O} where
S is the set of population sites and E is the set of types of individuals. The dynamies
includes loeal demographie fluctations given either by measure-valued branching or
Fleming-Viot sampling. We assume that S = ON, tbe hierarchieal group indexed
by the positive integer- N and that the migration is given by a random walk in
which individual jumps to a randomly chosen point in the ball of radius k with rate
Ck / N k

. The reeurrence-transience dichotomy for these random walks is related to
the divergence or convergence of the series L:(Ck)-l. We then consider tbe infinite
interacting system including Ioeal demographie ßuctuations and migration via the
random \valk. When the randorn walk is transient and the initial configuration
is stationary and ergodic the system converges to a mean-preserving equilibrium.
Othenvise, the only invariant measures are concentrated on configurations eonsisting
of a single type. The final ingredient in our analysis is the asymptotic study of the
system when the parameter N goes to 00. This leads to a M1[E]-valued reverse
time Markov chain which describes the multiscale behavior of this system. It turns
out that the measure-valued branching and Fleming-Viot systems arise as attractors
for two Huniversality" classes. For example, in the special ease in whieh E = {O, I}
and the resulting Fisher-Wright dynamics is replaeed by a more general elass of

7



diffusions, the Fisher-Wright nevertheless eluerges at large space-time scales in the
recurrent case. This convergence has been studied by Baillon, Clement, Greven and
den Hollander. Finally, we give a short discussion of the effects of selection and
mutation-selection on these systems.

JEAN-DoMINIQUE DEUSCHEL

Anharmonic Droplet Construction and Large Deviations
(joint work with Giambattista Giacomin alld Dlnitry loffe)

We consider a continuous 8-0-8 model with Hamiltonian

<X,y>

here the surn is over nearest neighbors and ,ve set r:Px == 0 at the boundary of the
set DN = ND n Zd. In case V(eP) = 4J2 this corresponds to a Gaussian, 01' harrnonic
model. We are looking at anharmonic models, assuming strict convexity of the
function V.

Let

XN(<,b)(x) = ~<,b([NxJ), x E D

be the rescaled profile. Our aim is to described the asymptotic of the la\v of ..\.Nunder
a hard wall condition {XN(4))(x) ~ O} and a volume condition {fD XN(ifJ) eil; ~ v}
for some v > O. We prove that as N -t 00, the profile converges to a deterministic
shape 'ljJv, solution of the variatiollal problem

inf{1D(<,b) = La(V<,b(x)) dx : <,b E H~(D) L<,b(x) dx ~ v}.

Here a is the strictly convex surface tension. Our· main step in the prüof is the
derivation of a large deviation principle for X N (4J) with rate function ID .

JÜRGEN GÄRTNER

Exact asymptotic formulas for moments and Lifshitz tails of the Ander
son Hamiltonian

(joint work with S. A. Molchanov)

We consider the taBs N(A), A --+ 00, of the spectral distribution functian for the
Hamiltonian 11. = K~ + ~ in l2(Zd). Here ~(x), x E Zd, is a field of Li.d. random
variables with tails F(A) = P(~(O) > A) which decay slawer than double exponen
tial tails. This means that the overwhelming part of the high exceedances of the
potential consists of single site 'peaks'. Under these assumptions we show that the
tail behavior of N()") is determined by the tails of the principle eigenvalue of 1-l in
a ball of fixed large radius (with Dirichlet and reflection boundary conditiüns, re
spectively). In particular, this allows to derive exact asymptotic formulas for N(>")
as A --+ 00 in the case of fractional exponential tails F()") = exp{ -A'"Y}, 0 < , < 00.

A similar approach allows to find corresponding formulas for the lnoments of thc
solution to the Cauchy problem au/at = 1iu, u(O, x) := 1.

8
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KENNETH HOCHBERG

The Longtime Behaviour of Multilevel Branching Systems
(joint \vork with Andreas Greven)

\,Ve consider (Yt)t>o, a critical two-Ievel superprocess on IR.d, that is the high-density,
short-lifetime, sIuäU-mass diffusion limit of the following particle system. Initially,
particles are situated in IR.d and are grouped into superparticles. Since the superpar
ticles cau "be viewed as being elements of M(IRd

), the state of the two-Ievel system
is an element of M(M(lR.d )), with M denoting the set of positive Radon measures.
Individual particles move according to a Brownian motion, and they split or die ac
cording to a critieal branching mechanism with finite variance in which the offspring
ahvays belang to the same parent superparticle. In addition, every superparticle is
replaced by t\VO copies of itself or becomes extinct, with equal probability.

Dur foeus is on the behaviour of the process (yt)t>o as t -+ 00 and, in particular,
on the features that are different from those of a single-level system-i.e., super
Brownian motion. Speeifically, we discuss classes of initial distributions for which
the behaviour of the law of yt as t ~ 00 can be determined. -

The longtime behaviour depends on the relative strength of the two competing
forees, migration and branching-one flattening the mass distribution and the other
eausing loeal aecumulation of mass. In low dimensions, the branching dominates,
while in higher dimensions, the migration tends to dorninate. In dimensions d :5 4,
thc limit of C(Y(t)) will be <56~ or <56r&. where Q denotes the zero measure and QQ

denotes the measure that satisfies oo(A) = 00 for every Borel set with positive
Lcbesgue measure. Beeause of the influence of the level-l branching, each of the
dimensions 1,2,3,4 has a distinet way of approaehing c56~ or 06.22.' respectively.

In dimensions d > 4, the limit is either a nondegenerate equilibrium state with
finite intensity or has the dege~erate form 062. or 06~; the determination as to which
limit oeeurs depends on two parameters-the initial intensity of the particles and
the spatial distribution of the superparticles. In particular, in d > 4, for a given
particle intensity_there are different equilibrium states, depending on the suödivision
into superparticles. Nonetheless, it is also possible that in d > 4 the system becomes
extine~, in the event that the particles are initially grouped into superparticles that
are too "Iarge" in a eertain well..:defined sense. In contrast, for super-Brownian mo
tion, the intensity is the only relevant parameter determining the longtime behaviour
of an initiallaw in high dimensions.

ACHIM KLENKE

Branching Random Walk in a Catalyti~ Medium
(joint work with Andreas Greven and Anton Wakolbinger)

Consider (eritieal binary) branehing randorn walk (€t)t>o on Zd in a space-time
varying eatalytic medium (1]t)t>o. The medium determines the local branching rate
of (~t)t>o. We eonsider the sp~eial ease where (1Jt)t>o is itself ordinary branching
rando~walk. Dur aim is to investigate the longti~e behavior of (€t)t>o if both
(1Jt)t2: 0 and (~dt2:o are started in Poison field field with intensity 1. -
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(1) If (7]dt>o is persistent (i.e. ifits symmetrized motion is recurrent), (~dt>o sho,vs
the classical dichotomy of extinction and persistence. -

(2) If both (71dt>o and (~dt>o perforrn symmetrie simple random walk in tE, (rydt>o
dies out fast enough s~ch that (~t)t>o eonverges to a Poisson mean 1 fieid.
However, if (€dt>o has a drift it hits all the catalyst clusters and dies out (in
distribution). -

(3) If (1Jdt>o and (~t)t>o perform both aceording to symmetrie simple randonl
\valk o~ Z2, a new phenomenon occurs. Since (7]dt>o dies out locally only in
distribution and not almost surely, (~t)t~O converg~s to a limit that reftects
the history of the catalytic medium: a mixed Poisson field. The law of the
mixture can be understood in terms of the density of catalytic super-Brownian
motion, investigated in arecent paper with Klaus Fleischmann.

WOLFGANG. KÖNIG

Moment Asymptotics for the Continuous Anderson Model
(joint work with Jürgen Gärtner)

We consider the parabolic problem

8u(t, x)
u(O,·)

~ßu(t, x) + u(t, x)~(x), t > 0, x E }Rd,

0,

where € == {~(x); x E ]Rd} is a randorn stationary Hölder continuous potential. We
write (-) for expectation w.r.t. ~ and assume the finiteness of H(t) == log(et{(O)) for
all t > O. Furthernlore, we assume that the potential has high peaks on srnall islands
with certain probabilities; more precisely, for some scale function a(t) -4 0 and all
test measures J.L E Pc(IRdL the limit

JÜl) == - lim Q2(t) log ((et!{(CtX)tL(dX))e-H(t))
t----too t

is assurned to exist. Then our main result says that, for all P E [1, (0), the asymptotic
expansion

(u(t,OlP) = exp { H(t) - o:2
t
(t) (X +0(1)) }

holds where the convergence parameter is given by X == inf{J(J.L) + S(J.L): {l E
Pc(lRd )}, and S is the Donsker-Varadhan rate function for the Brownian occupation
times measures. We explain the result in terms of the largest eigenvalue of the
randorn operator ",,6. +~.
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GREGORY F. LA\VLER

Intersection Exponent and Multifractal Spectrum for Brownian Paths

The intersection exponent for Brownian motion is a measure of how likely Brow
nian motion paths in t\VO and three dimensions da not intersect. We consider the
intersection exponent ~(A) = ~d(k, A) as a funetion of Aand show that ~ has a eon
tinuous, negative second derivative; One major application of this result is to the
nlultifractal spectrum of harmonie measure on a Brownian path; we show that the
multifractal spectrum is nontrivial and give a formula for the spectrum in terms of
the interseetion exponent.

THOMAS M. LIGGETT

Stochastic Growth Models on Trees

• Thc contact process on a graph G is a eontinuous time Markov process with state
space the colleetion of all subsets of G. Points are removed from the set at rate one,
aud points are added to the set at a rate that is a constant multiple of the number
of ueighbors in the set. When G = Zd, there is a critical value' that separates the
regirnes of survival and extinction. It was proved by Bezuidenhout and Grimmett
that in the subcritical regime, extinction oecurs at a time with exponentiar tails,
while in the supercritical regime, survival oecurs in a strong sense, expressed for
example by the complete convergence theorem. In particular, there are always
ci ther exactly Olle or exaetly two extremal invariant measures.

In 1992, Pemantle proved that the picture is rieher on (most) homogeneous trees.
There are no\v two critical values, and three types of behavior: extinction, weak
survivaI, and strong survival. This talk is a survey of the dozen+ papers that have
appeared since 1992 on this process. Greatest interest centers on the intermediate
phase of weak survival. Here there are infinitely many extremal invariant measures.
Two falnilies of invariant measures are constructed.

JEAN-FRANQOIS LE GALL

Branching processes, supoerprocesses and Levy processes

We discuss some recent developments concerning the genealogy of continuous-state
branching processes, and their applieations to superprocesses and interacting parti
eie systems. The genealogy of a discrete-time Galton-Watson branching process is
described by a discrete tree, the genealogieal tree of the population. One of the goals
of this talk is to study the analogous description for the genealogy of continuous-state
branching processes, \vhieh are the possible scaling limits of discrete-time Galton
vVatson branching proeesses. To this end, we determine the so-ealled contour proeess
associated with the genealogical structure of a continuous-state branching process.
Informally, the contour process of a tree gives the motion of a particle that explores
thc tree by moving up and down along its branches. In the special case of Feller's
diffusion, thc simplest continuous-state branching process, it has been known for a
long time that the associated contour process is reflecting Brownian motion on tbe
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positive real line. A consequence of this fact is the Brownian snake construction
of superproeesses with a quadratic branching lnechanism. This construetion can be
applied to various properties of solutions of the partial differential equation ßu = u2

in a domain, ineluding the existence of solutions with boundary blow-up and the
classification of general nonnegative solutions.

As another application of the description of the genealogy of Fe11er's diffusion,
we investigate certain limit theorems for systems of coalescing random walks and
for the vater model. In particular, for the voter model in Zd starting initially with
a11 types different, \ve show that the randorn 11leasure describing the positions at
time t of a11 individuals with the same type as the origin converges (after a suitable
rescaling) asymptotically to a simple functional of super-Brownian Inotion (joint
\vork with M. Bramson and T. Cox).

For a general continuous-state branching process, the cantour process can be
determined as a siInple functional of a spectrally positive Levy process (joint work
with Yves Le Jan). This leads to a new connection between branching processes
and Levy processes, which can be used to derive new results in both theories. In
particular, we get an extension for general speetrally positive Levy processes of the
classical Ray-Knight theorem on Brownian IDeal times. We also derive a path-valued
proeess construction of superprocesses with a general branching mechanism, which
extends the Brownian snake approach of the quadratic case.

JOHN T. LEWIS

Large Deviation Theory and Statistical Mechanics

The insights whieh Large Deviation Theory has provided in Statistieal rvlechan
ies have far-reaehing consequenees; I describe some of these including the use of
equipartition measures in information theory alld ergodie theory.
References

• J.T. Lewis, Ch.-E. Pfister, W.G. Sullivan: Entropy, Coneentration of Proba
bility and Conditional Limit Theorems, Markov Processes and Related ~ields

1, 319-386 (1995)

•

• J.T. Lewis, Ch.-E. Pfister, R. Russell and W.G. Sullivan: Reconstruction _
Sequenees and Equipartition Measures: An Examination of the Asynlptotic ..
Equipartition Property, IEEE Transaetions of Information Theory (Nov. 1997)

• J.T. Le\vis, Ch.-E. Pfister, W.G. Sullivan: Large Deviations and Generic
Points (DIAS preprint, 1998)

TERRY LYONS

Biological Models für Solving Stochastic PDEs

The Zakai/Kushner Stratonovich SPDE of nonlinear filtering is typical of a class of
parabolic pdes where there is a practical interest in obtaining numerieal solutions
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in moderately high dimensions - and where the solution is a probability measure.
In this case effective algorithms can be built from Branching particle systems. The
greatest efficiency is achieved if the variance of these randorn algorithms can be
minimised) - this has been been achieved in some directions - but the question of
how to recombine particles efficiently has not been settled completely satisfactorily
at the present time.

The methods developed to date are effective, and of value. They are due to a
number of people Relevant references are Grisan, Lyons PTRF 1997, Grisan, Gaines,
Lyons SIAM 1998, and papers of dei Moral, Guionnet, Grisan, Smith, Gordon,
Clifford, ...

STEFANO OLLA

Equilibrium Fluctuations for the Ginzburg-Landau \l<p Interference Model
(joint work with G. Giacomin and H. Spohn)

Consider an effective interface in d + 1 dimensions {cp(x) E IR, x E Zd} wit~:inter-

ference energy .;.
d

H(cp) = L L Vo(cp(x + ex ) - <p(x))
0=1 x

(massless field model). We consider the corresponding Langevin dynamics

The Gibbs measure e-H jZ is reversible with respect to this dynamics.
We prove that the fluctuation field

converges in law, as c ..!. 0, to the infinite dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

d~(f, t) = -~(Af, t)dt + dW(x, t)

\vith drift operator A = - Lid ßiqijOj; and we give a variational characterization
and upper and lower bounds for the diffusion matrix qij'

GEORGE PAPANICOLAOU

A survey of some recent work on waves in random media with applica
tions to seismology

I presented three problems: The O'Doherty-Anstey theory for the behavior of the
front of pulses travelling in randomly layerd media, the universality theory for wave
localization in the time domain (also for randomly layered media), and the univer
sality theory for the P to S wave energy ratio in the deep coda of elastic waves in
general randorn media.
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CHARLES-EoOUARD PFISTER

Large deviations and surface phase transition
(joint work \vith Y. Velenik)

vVc study the 2D Ising model in a square box AL of linear size L, \vhen the tem
peraturc is below the critical Olle. There is areal boundary magnetic field h acting
on one siele of thc box. We dctermine the exact asymptotic behaviour of thc large
deviations of the lnagnetization LtEAI_ a(t) when L tends to infinity. Scaling the
lengths by 1/L, thc 1110del is defined in a fixed box B of the Euclidean plane. The
lnain result is the follo\ving one.

Let {J > ßc; h areal nurnber; -m* < m < m· (spontaneous magnetization) and
o< c < 1/4. Then therc exist a, 0 < a < 1 and La such that for all L ~ La,

ProbL,ß,h [I L a(t) - mlAL11 ~ 11~1] = exp ( - L l~t F(8K) + O(La
)) ,

tEAL Val K=:. =.;;;r

wherc F(Bl() is a fUl1ctional on curves in B, given by

F(Dl<) == r r(ns ) ds + ~(ß, h)18K n WI.JaK
Herc T(n s ) is the surface tension of an interface perpendicular to n s ; ~(ß, h) is a
boundary free energy cOIl1ing [roIn the action of the magnetic field h on the side vV
of thc box B; laI{ n WI is thc Lebesgue measure of aK n W.

There are two regilnes. There exists hw(ß) such that if h > hw(ß), then ~(ß, h) =
Q. If h < hw(ß), thCll ~(ß, h) < 0, so that the solution of the isoperimetrie problem
depends explieitly on h. The solution is a convex body whose boundary has a
nOll-elnpty interseetion with the side W of B.

•

References:
1. Pfister C.-E' l Velenik Y.: l\1atllematical theory oE the wetting phenomenon in
the 2D Ising nlodel Helv. Phys.Acta 69 949-973 (1996).
2. Pfister C.-E., Velenik Y.: Large deviations and the continuum liInit in the 2D
Ising [nodel Probab. Theory Relat. Fields 109 435-506 (1997). •

MICHAEL RÖCKNER

Analysis and Geometry on Configuration Spaces: the Gibbsian Case
(joint work with Sergio Albeverio and Yuri Kondratiev)

Using a natural "Riemannian-geometry-like" structure on the configuration space
r over IRd , \ve prove that for a large class of potentials <p the corresponding canonical
Gibbs ll1easures on r can be completely characterized by an integration by parts
formula. That is, if V r is the gradient of the Riemannian structure on r ooe can
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define a corresponding divergence div tP such that the canonical Gibbs measures are
exactly those measures J.l. for \vhich Vr and divq, are dual operators on L2{r, J-l).

One consequence is that for such J.l. the corresponding Dirichlet forms E~ are
defined. In addition, each of them is shown to be associated with a conservative
diffusion process on r with invariant measure J..L. The corresponding generators are
extensions of the operator ß~ := div tP Vr . The diffusions can be characterized in
terms of a martingale problem and they can be considered as a Brownian motion on
r perturbed by a singular drift. Another main result of this paper is the following:
if J-L is a canonical Gibbs measure J then it is extreme (or a "pure phase") if and
only if the corresponding \veak Sobolev space W 1,2 = Cf, JL) on r is irreducible.
As a consequence we prove that for extreme canonical Gibbs measures the above
mentioned diffusions are time-ergodie. In particular, this holds for tempered grand
canonical Gibbs measures ("RueHe measuresH

) provided the activity constant is
sIuall enough. We also include a complete discussion of the free case (Le., 4> == 0)
where the underlying space lRd is even replaced by a Riemannian manifold X.

HERMANN ROST .;~>

Stationary Non-equilibrium States in a Random Environment

Oue perturbs the selfadjoint (=reversible) Markov chain with randorn jump rates
a(x J Y) = a(y, x) on Zd by passing to a(x, y) = exp(u . (y - x)), where u E ]Rd is
a fixed vector: interpreted as external field if the chain describes the position of a
charged particle. The problem is to find an invariant measure u(x), x E Zd, which is
spatially stationary, jointly with the environment a(·, .). In generality, the pattern
is not yet solved. Partial solutions for d = 1 or a periodic environment are known
to exist. Here we sho\v that on a strip Z x finite set a solution exists and that the
current induced by the field is bounded from below, independently of the width of
the strip. The method of showing that relies on a model study for finite Markov
chains, in which reversibility is perturbed by adding an "external term" which is
not of the gradient type.

ALEXANDER SCHIED

A Rademacher Type Theorem on Configuration Space and same Appli
cations

(joint work with Michael Röckner)

We consider an L2_Wasserstein type distance p on the configuration space r x over a
Riemannian manifold X. Typically the distance between two configurations will be
infinite - a situation reminiscent of the Cameron·Martin norm on Wiener space. We
prove that p-Lipschitz functions are contained in a certain Dirichlet space associated
with a measure on r x satisfying certain assumptions. They are in particular fulfilled
by a large class of tempered grandcanonical Gibbs rneasures with respect to a super
stable lower regular pair potential. 80th examples rely on the recent integration by
parts formula of Albeverio, Kondratiev and Röckner (1997). As an application we
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show that, if A is a set \vith fuU measure, then the set of all configurations having
BOll-zero p-distance to A is exceptional. This immediately implies, for instance, a
quasi-sure version of thc spatial ergodie theorem. We also show that our Dirichlet
fonn is quasi-regular, which implies the existence of an associated process. FinaUy
we prove in the case dirn X ~ 2 that the distance p is optimal in the sense that it is
thc so-ealled intrinsie Inetrie of Dur Dirichlet form. .

KARL-THEODOR STURM

Diriehlet farms and harmonie maps

In this talk, two problems and partial solutions related to generalized harmonie
Inaps between singular spaces were presented.

The first problelll is how to construct a reversible diffusion proeess X t on a given •
Jnetric space (J11, d). The solution eonsists in construeting a regular .IDeal Dirichlet
fonn as a r -linlit· of eertain non-Ioeal Dirichlet forms defined in terms of the metric
rl anel thc reversible measure 1n, see {I].

The second problern is how to define and approximate the energy of a map f
with values in a Inetric space JV. This leads to the question whether

as a function of t is ahvays decreasing in t (ar whether at least it converges for
t -t 0). A.ffirrnative answcrs can be given either if X t is BM on M = IRm (with
arbitrary f~ N, d) 01' if the space (N, d) has nonnegative curvatlire (with arbitrary
Al, .,:'(t, !), see (2).

REFERENCES.

(1] K.T.Sturm: Diffusion p1"ocesses and heat kernels on metric spaces. Ann. Prob.
26 (1998), 1-55

{2] I(.T.Sturnl: Monotone approximation of ene1'gy functionals fo1' mappings into
metric spaces 1. .1. reine angew. math. 486 (1997), 129-151

DOMOKOS SZASZ

Ball-Avoiding Theorems

According to the Boltzmann-Sinai Ergodie hypothesis, the system of N hard balls
on the v-dimensional torus is ergodic on submanifolds of the phase space specified
by the trivial conserved quantities of mechanics.

A cornerstone of establishing the hypothesis for concrete systems is the handling
of ball-avoiding sets; in particular, the proof of smallness of the subset of those phase
points where the set of the balls can be partitioned into two non-trivial classes such
that the bvo subgroups of balls da not interact in the future.
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\'Veak ball-avoiding theorems claim that the measure of these ball-avoiding tra
jectories is zero, and strong ones claim that the subset of these orbits has topologieal
codimension at least t\vo. Strong ball-avoidiog theorems are necessary in proofs of
ergodicity of hard ball systems (and, in general, of semi-dispersing billiards), whereas
weak ones are suffieient when one proves that the system in question is hyperbolie,
a property impIying that the ergodic components are open.

Examples of ball-avoiding theort:ms are presented, for instance, a weak theorem
of Nandor Simanyi and myself, which is needed in our recent proof of the following
theorem: the system of N hard balls of masses ml, ... ,mN aod of radii r given on
the v-torus is hyperbolie - apart from a countahle union of analytic submanifolds
of the geometrie parameters ml, ... , mN, r.

BALINT TOTH AND WENDELIN WERNER

Self-Repelling Motions I. & 11.

\Ve eonstruct and study a continuous real-valued randorn process, which" is of a
new type: It is self-interacting (self-repelling) but only in a Iocal sense:-~"'jt only
feels the self-repellanee due to its occupation-time measure density at 'immediate
neighbourhood' of the point it is just visiting. We focus on the most natural process
with these properties that we eall 'true self-repelling motion'. This is the continuous
counterpart to the integer-valued 'true' seIf-avoiding waIk, which had heen studied
among others by the first author. One of the striking properties of true self-repelling
motion is that, although the couple (Xt , oceupation-time measure of X at time t) is
a continuous Markov process, X is not driven by· a stochastic differential equation
and is not a semi-martingale. It turns out, for instance, that it has a finite variation
of order 3/2, which contrasts \vith the finite quadratie variation of semi-martingales.
One of the key-tools in the construction of X is a continuous system of coalescing
Brownian motions similar to those that have been constructed by Arratia. We derive
various properties of X (existence and properties of the occupation time densities
Lt(x), Ioeal variation, etc.) and an identity that shows that the dynamics of X ean
be very loosely speaking described as folIows: -dXt is equal to the gradient (in
space) of Lt(x), in a generalized sense, even if x H Lt{x) is not differentiable.

e S.R.S. VARADHAN

Hydrodynamic scaling, recent developments and open problems

Hydrodynamic scaling is the problem of tracking, over time, the spatial distribution
of eonserved quantities in a large system. Space and time are to be suitable rescaled
before the limiting behavior is established.

The simple exclusion models provide a convenient class of examples that illustrate
the various phenomena that arise. The number of particles is the only conserved
quantity and the quantity to be tracked is the Iocal density over macroscopic scales
of space and time.
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In thc aSyllunctric case the lioliting equation is a hyperbolic nonlinear conserva
tion equation that develops shocks. the interesting question is how weIl the micro
scopic particle system tracks the shock, especially how the entropy lass associated
\vith the shock is mirrored in the particle system.

T'here are issues of large deviation that arise in both the symmetrie as weH as the
asyulIuetric case. If wc look at the case of Kawasaki dynamics relative to a Gibbs
Ineasure, the system turns out to be "non gradient" and consequently much more
conlplex.

WENDELIN WERNER

Self.:.Repelling Motions I. & 11.
(see Balint T6th and Wendelin Werner) •MARe VOR

Ranked Functionals of Brownian Excursions
(joint work with Jim Pitman)

The lecture aioled at presenting descriptions of some important random measure
in terms of the laws of ranked lengths of excursions of Brownian motion or, more
gcuerally, Bessel processes.

Defiue F(d;r) == 2:::1 ,~06.xi(dx), \vhere the X/s are iid, with common distribu
tion a on [0, 1J, and V O == (~O 1 1/2

0
, ••• ) is a randorn sequence of masses which add

Hp to 1. As rar as the law of F is concerned, one rnay replace the CV:°) sequence by
its decreasing reordering \/1 ~ \/2 ~ ... Irnportant randorn rneasures rnay be COI1

structed by the stick-breaking-procedure starting from beta variables. This gives
the t\vO-paraIneter GEM distributions, whose reordering are the Poisson-Dirichlet
laws PD(a, 0), for 0 ::; a < 1, () > -G.

In terrns of stochastic processes, PD(O,O) is the law of {Vn;f~), n ~ I} where

(08, () 2:: 0) denotes the gaIuma subordinator, whereas PD(a,O) is the law of

{Vn;rX), n ;:::: I} where (a.~o), s ;:::: 0) denotes the stable (0:) subordinator. In

both cases, the above notation {~, n ~ 1} indicates the normalized sequence of

ranked lengths of component intervals of [0,1] \ Z, where Z is the closure of the •
range of thc corresponding subordinator (os, s ~ 0).

References about this work, done with J. Pitman, are fouod in
J. Pitman, M. Vor: Ranked Fuoctionals of Brownian excursions. To appeal' in
Comptes Rendus }\cad. Sei. Paris; end of December 1997 or January 1998.
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